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1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 PURPOSE OF THE EIR
The purpose of an Environmental Impact Report (EIR), as defined in Section 15121(a) of the State
Guidelines for the implementation of the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) California Code
of Regulations (CCR), Title 14, Division 6, Chapter 3 “Guidelines” is as follows:

An EIR is an informational document which will inform public agency decision-makers
and the public generally of the significant environmental effects of a project, identify
possible ways to minimize the significant effect and describe reasonable alternatives to
the project.

This document assesses the significant environmental impacts, including unavoidable adverse impacts
and cumulative impacts, likely to occur if the City of Los Angeles constructs and operates a new proposed
54-inch pipeline from the existing Venice Pumping Plant (VPP).

Consistent with CEQA Guidelines (Section 15180), this EIR is a project EIR. The intent of this EIR is to
provide a comprehensive analysis of the potential impacts that may result from the implementation of the
goals and objectives of the proposed Project. This EIR is intended to evaluate the project-related,
secondary, and cumulative impacts of the proposed Project within the areas of the proposed alignment
alternatives in as much detail as possible and to identify and resolve all reasonably anticipated impacts.
Moreover, this EIR focuses on the impacts associated with the long-range implementation of the Project.

1.2 LEAD AGENCY AND DOCUMENT FORMAT

The City of Los Angeles is the lead agency, as defined by Section 21067 of CEQA, for this EIR and has
supervised its preparation.  The City of Los Angeles’ City Council has primary responsibility for the 
adoption and implementation of the proposed Project and the certification of the Project’s Final EIR.  The 
overall format of the EIR contains those components required by CEQA, as summarized in Table 1.2-1.
During the course of the EIR preparation, the City of Los Angeles’ Department of Public Works 
contacted all affected agencies and organizations.  Responses to the City’s Notice of Preparation (NOP) 
are provided in Appendix A to this EIR.

Table 1.2-1 Required Contents of an EIR–CEQA Law and Guidelines
Required Analysis (in Number) In Draft EIR
Table of Contents (Section 15122) TOC
Summary (Section 15123) 1
Project Description (Section 15124) 2
Environmental Setting (Section 15125) 3 and 5
Environmental Impacts (Section 15126) 5
Significant Environmental Effects of Proposed Project [Section 15126(a)] 5
Unavoidable Significant Environmental Effects [Section 15126(b)] 5
Mitigation Measures Proposed to Minimize Significant Effects [Section 15126(c)] 5
Alternatives to the Proposed Project [Section 15126(d)] 4 and 6
Significant Irreversible Environmental Changes Resulting From Implementation of the Proposed Project [Section 15126(f)] 5
Growth Inducing Impacts of the Proposed Project [Section 15126(g)] 7
Effects Found Not to Be Significant (Section 15128) 5
References, Persons Contacted and Preparers of the Draft EIR (Section 15129) 9 and 10
Cumulative Impacts (Section 15130) 5 and 7
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Technical studies were prepared for this EIR and are provided in the appendices. The reports for these
studies are listed in Section 10.0: References and Persons Contacted, and are available for public review
at the City of Los Angeles’ Bureau of Engineering, Department of Public Works at 650 South Spring 
Street, Suite 574, Los Angeles, 90014-1920.

1.3 FOCUS OF THE EIR
The analysis contained in this EIR reflects the level of detail necessary at this time for the City to consider
the proposed Project.  Consistent with Section 15180 of the CEQA Guidelines, this is a “project” EIR for 
the construction and operation of the proposed new force main sewer. This EIR, prepared for the City of
Los Angeles, Venice and Dockweiler Beach vicinity, focuses on the effects that may be expected with the
approval of and the subsequent implementation of the new Force Main Sewer Project resulting in the
following potential impacts: air quality, biological resources, circulation, traffic and transportation,
cultural resources, geology, soils and seismicity, hazardous waste and materials, hydrology, water
quality/stormwater runoff, land use plans, noise and vibration, public facilities and services, and visual
and aesthetic resources.

The environmental issues listed above were identified in the Initial Study prepared by the City of Los
Angeles (included in Appendix A). Fiscal issues and impacts are not addressed in this EIR, as fiscal
impacts are not required to be addressed in an EIR under current applicable CEQA requirements.

1.4 INTENDED USE OF THIS EIR
Article 1, Section 15002 of CEQA states that the basic purpose of an EIR is to: 1) Inform governmental
decision-makers and the public about the potential, significant environmental effects of proposed
activities, 2) identify the ways that environmental damage can be avoided or significantly reduced,
3) prevent significant, avoidable damage to the environment by requiring changes in projects through the
use of alternatives or mitigation measures when the governmental agency finds the changes to be feasible,
and 4) disclose to the public the reasons why a governmental agency approved the project in the manner
the agency chose if significant environmental effects are involved.

In accordance with CEQA Guideline 15063(a), an Initial Study was conducted to determine if this project
may have a significant effect on the environment. Although it was determined that this project will not
have any long-term or lasting effects to the environment, it was determined that an EIR should be
prepared for the purpose of describing impacts associated with the long-term construction schedule for the
project.

1.5 REVIEWING AGENCIES

The following agencies will review this Project:

 Los Angeles County (various departments);
 California Coastal Commission (CCC);
 California Department of Fish and Game (CDFG);
 Department of Conservation;
 Department of Parks and Recreation;
 American Heritage Commission;
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 State Lands Commission;
 California Department of Transportation (Caltrans), District 7;
 National Marine Fisheries Service;
 United States Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS);
 Regional Water Quality Control Board (RWQCB), Region 4;
 South Coast Air Quality Management District (SCAQMD);
 United States Army Corps of Engineers (USACOE); and
 Others as determined.

1.6 PERMITS AND APPROVAL REQUIREMENTS

Table 1.6-1 identifies the names of agencies responsible to review and approve the project and the permits
required:

Table 1.6-1 Permit Requirements

Agency Permit/Requirement Issues of Concern

Los Angeles County Geotechnical/Grading/Hauling Permits
Dept. of Beaches and Harbors; Right-of-

Entry Permit
Right-of-Way (ROW)/Easements for

construction and future maintenance and
operations

 Impacts from dewatering, tunneling
 Staging areas and additional easement

RWQCB National Pollutant Discharge Elimination
System (NPDES) Construction
Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan
(SWPPP) Permit

401C Section Certification

Water Quality and placement of discharges
associated with dewatering activities. No
permit required for discharges to sewer.
General Permit saves time with RWQCB.

USACOE Section 10 or Section 404 Permit required if
excavated material discharged to waters
and construction permit.

Location, placement and depth of
pipeline

Obstruction of navigation or other
channel activities

Channel safety
 Impacts to wildlife
Dredging/filling activities

CDFG 1600 et seq. (Streambed Alteration) Impacts to fish habitat

CCC Coastal Development Permit  Obstruction of recreation and beachfront
facilities

 Impacts to animal species and habitat
 Impacts to parking and traffic

California State Lands
Commission

Possible lease requirement Verification of jurisdiction

National Marine Fisheries
Service

Consultation notification Impacts to aquatic and marine life

California Department of
Conservation, Division of Oil,
Gas and Geothermal
Resources

A construction notification form should be
submitted to the Division prior to any
activity.

Project is inside administrative bounds of the
Playa Del Rey Oil Field containing numerous
plugged and abandoned oil wells

State of California Department
of Health Services

Project Review for compliance with Title 22,
Section 64630 (Conducted through County
Environmental Services Division)

Separation of water and sewer mains

USFWS Notification Impacts to habitat (i.e., least tern)

Source: URS Corporation
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1.7 RELATED PROJECTS

Sections 15126 and 15130 of the CEQA Guidelines provide that EIRs consider the significant
environmental effects of a proposed project, as well as “cumulative impacts.”  Cumulative impacts refers 
to two or more individual effects which, when considered together, are considerable or which compound
or increase other environmental impacts (CEQA Guidelines Section 15355). Cumulative impacts may be
analyzed by considering a list of past, present, and probable future projects producing related or
cumulative impacts [CEQA Guidelines Section 15130(b)(1)(A)].

Table 1.7-1 provides a list of related projects in the City and County of Los Angeles within an
approximate 2-mile radius of the project site. The list includes 15 projects of various land uses, including
residential, retail, general commercial, and mixed uses.

Table 1.7-1 Related Projects

Project
No. Jurisdiction Location Type of Project Current

Status

1 County of Los Angeles Bora Bora Way 120 D.U.s; Net decrease of 271 slips; Demolish 4
KSF offices

10/18/2000
(approval date)

2 County of Los Angeles Tahiti Way Remodel existing apartments (no increase in D.U.s) 10/18/2000
(approval date)

3 County of Los Angeles Marquesas Way Net increase of 282 D.U.s; 354 senior apartments;
Net decrease of 3.6 KSF retail; Net decr. of 237 slips

12/6/2000
(approval date)

4 County of Los Angeles Panay Way 68 D.U.s; 60 Congregate Care units 6/13/1996
(approval date)

5 County of Los Angeles Panay Way Net increase of 250 D.U.s; 47 senior apartments; Net
decrease of 41 slips; Demolish 4.4 KSF restaurant

12/6/2000
(approval date)

6 County of Los Angeles Panay Way 99 D.U.s; Net increase of 4.94 KSF Yatch Club; 2.3
KSF Office; Transfer of 97 D.U.s from DZ1 to DZ4

10/2/2000
(approval date)

7 County of Los Angeles Palawan Way/
Beach Ave

450 s.f. net retail increase 6/25/2003
(approval date)

8 County of Los Angeles Palawan Way/
Beach Ave

Net increase of 115 D.U.s 12/10/2003
(approval date)

9 County of Los Angeles Admiralty Way Library expansion–2,454 S.F. 3/5/1997
(approval date)

10 County of Los Angeles Mindanao Way 4.7 KSF retail increase To Be
Announced
(TBA)

11 County of Los Angeles Via Marina 11.4 KSF net retail increase, 288 restaurant seats, 1.3
KSF reduction in office

6/16/2004
(approval date)

12 County of Los Angeles Marina Del Rey
Tide Gates

Tide Gate Rehabilitation 11/2005–
Design
Completed

13 County of Los Angeles Hotel at Via
Marina

TBA TBA

14 City of Los Angeles Grand Canal Gates at Washington Street 11/2005

15 City of Los Angeles Grand Canal Between Driftwood Street and Hurricane Street
Temporary VPP bypass pipeline for sluice gate
replacement in VPP

11/10/2005
MND

Sources: City of Los Angeles Planning Department; County of Los Angeles Department of Regional Planning, Bureau of Engineering and Los
Angeles County Department of Public Works.
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1.8 AREAS OF PUBLIC CONCERN OR KNOWN CONTROVERSY

The preparation of this EIR has included, to date, one public meeting. A community scoping meeting was
held on May 31, 2005, at the Westchester Community Center. The scoping meeting participants were
introduced to the EIR process and the proposed Project and were invited to provide information and/or
comments regarding potential impacts to the environment resulting from construction of the proposed
Project.

The primary issues and areas of concern identified by the public for the project, which are addressed in
this EIR, are:

 Noise impacts created during project construction;
 Limited on-street parking availability during construction;
 Aesthetic and visual impacts during construction;
 Air quality impacts during construction;
 Possible impacts to the Least Tern and other wildlife during and after construction;
 Potential impacts to recreational facilities and public events on the beachfront;
 Staging and operation of construction equipment on existing bike paths, walking trails and bridges;
 Impacts to water quality in both the Marina Del Rey Channel and Ballona Creek Channel;
 Impacts to traffic circulation and emergency access during construction;
 Impacts to residential access to and from housing during construction; and
 Impacts to structural foundations resulting from construction-related activities.

1.9 EIR PARTICIPANTS AND PUBLIC REVIEW

The analysis in this EIR has been prepared in conformance with the local and state CEQA Guidelines, as
amended. URS Corporation provided environmental consultation for the EIR. As required by CEQA,
this EIR is being provided to public agencies and private organizations for review and comment.

The City of Los Angeles circulated a NOP for this EIR to responsible agencies on May 2, 2005, to solicit
comments on issues relevant to their agency or jurisdiction, and for consideration for this project. A list
of the agencies that received the NOP and copies of all comments on the NOP are included in
Appendix A and B to this EIR.

This EIR may be reviewed by interested parties not included in the City’s distribution list. The document
will be available for a 45-day public review period at the City of Los Angeles Bureau of Engineering,
Environmental Management Section. The document will also be available at the City of Los Angeles
Central Library, Venice Branch Library, Westchester Library, and Playa Vista Public Library. Agencies
and interested persons not involved in the preparation of the EIR will have the opportunity to provide
comments during the 45-day public review period and at the public hearings held prior to draft
consideration of the project’s adoption and the EIR’s certification.
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2.0 PROJECT DESCRIPTION

2.1 PROJECT LOCATION

The proposed project is in the City of Los Angeles (Figure 2.1-1, Regional Project Location Map) in the
communities of Venice and Playa Del Rey (see Figure 2.1-2, Project Vicinity). The project originates
from the VPP, located on Hurricane Street and the westerly bank of the Grand Canal and the northerly
bank of the Ballona Lagoon in the community of Venice, and extends southerly under both the Grand
Canal and Ballona Creek, and ends in Vista Del Mar approximately 240 feet south of Waterview Street.
The project site can be accessed via Imperial Highway and Vista Del Mar on the south, and from Pacific
Coast Highway (SR-1)/Lincoln Boulevard and Washington Boulevard on the north (see Figure 2.1-1).

2.2 PROJECT OBJECTIVES

The City of Los Angeles is proposing to construct and operate a new force main sewer extending from the
existing VPP at 140 Hurricane Street in the community of Venice to a junction structure on the Coastal
Interceptor Sewer in the community of Playa Del Rey on Vista Del Mar near Waterview Street. The
VPP’s existing 48-inch-diameter force main sewer, built in 1958, is a force main (pressurized pipeline)
that currently conveys the plant’s wastewater flows to the Hyperion Treatment Plant. Figure 2.2-1 shows
the Project location.

Currently, the existing force main sewer can handle only about 60 percent of the flows that could
otherwise run through the VPP when all five of its pumps are running at full capacity. When flows into
the VPP exceed flows out of the plant, wastewater will overflow directly into Ballona Lagoon. During
heavy storms, such as those that occurred during the winters of 1994-95 and 2004-05, the excess
wastewater at the plant came within minutes of overflowing into Ballona Lagoon.

The project’s intent is to construct a second force main sewer to be used in tandem with the existing force 
main sewer for the purpose of fulfilling the three key objectives described below. The following describes
each of the City’s objectives, purposes and needs for the proposed new 54-inch sewage conveyance line.

SEWAGE CONVEYANCE CAPACITY

The VPP is the largest pumping plant in the City of Los Angeles. It collects sewage from the coastal areas
of the City through an existing 48-inch pipeline and transports it to the Hyperion Treatment Plant in Playa
Del Rey (see Figure 2.2-1). Over the years, the existing pipeline that conveys sewage to the treatment
plant has gradually approached maximum capacity placing substantial strain on the system forcing the
water level in the wet-well of the VPP basement to rise.

The City of Los Angeles first identified the need for additional sewer capacity during the heavy storms of
1995 when sewage and infiltrated stormwater in the sewage system exceeded the capacity of the existing
48-inch line, creating a potentially serious human and environmental health risk. Although the pumping
plant had all five pumps running during peak rainfall, the existing downstream sewer force main that runs
along the beach could only handle approximately 60 percent of the flows that would otherwise run
through the pumps - serving as a bottleneck in the system. The amount of sewage and infiltrated
stormwater in the sewage system exceeded its capacity, forcing the water level in the wet-well of the VPP
to rise. In an effort to prevent potential sewage spillage as a result of an overload situation, the City
proposes to install an additional 54-inch pipeline to convey the flows.
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PIPELINE REDUNDANCY

In addition to the need to provide pipeline capacity to manage peak flows, the new 54-inch force main
would be used in tandem with the existing force main; together, the two force mains would provide the
necessary capacity to meet current and future peak wet weather flow demands.  The project’s intent is to 
construct a second force main to be used in tandem with the existing force main for the purpose of
fulfilling two objectives: expand the capacity of the Coastal Interceptor Sewer’s force main segment from 
the VPP to a connection in Playa Del Rey in the vicinity of Waterview Street, such that all projected wet
weather flows can be safely conveyed without future threats of spilling onto city streets and adjacent
surface waters; and to provide force main redundancy to allow for maintenance and rehabilitation of the
existing force main and future reciprocal cleaning of each force main during dry weather periods.

INABILITY TO PERFORM MAINTENANCE

The existing 48-inch pipeline was built in 1958 and has been in continuous operation since then. The
installation of the proposed 54-inch force main will provide bypassing capability allowing repair and
maintenance of the existing pipeline, which is currently not possible.

2.3 PROJECT DESCRIPTION

The City of Los Angeles is proposing to construct and install a new 54-inch diameter force main sewer
extending from the VPP to a junction structure at the North Outfall Sewer under Vista Del Mar,
approximately 240 feet south of Waterview Street in Playa Del Rey. The existing VPP force main is a
pressurized pipeline that conveys wastewater flows to the Hyperion Treatment Plant located in Playa Del
Rey.

The potential impacts resulting from the Project are construction related; no aspect of its operation applies
to the Project. Therefore, the critical aspects of the Project address the spatial extent of construction, the
equipment and activity associated with it, and the duration of the activities from the start of construction
until Project completion.

Relevant aspects of construction associated with this project are as follows:

MICRO-TUNNELING (BORING) AND CUT-AND-COVER CONSTRUCTION

Boring would include excavation at the starting and ending points of the under-channel and under-canal
sections of the alignments. The starting point is referred to as the “launch shaft,” while the endpoint is 
referred to as the “receptor shaft.” There are two launching shaft alternatives for under-channel boring,
located at the northerly end of the Playa Del Rey Alignment Alternative, on the south side of the Marina
Del Rey entrance channel, along the northeast side of the Pacific Avenue fishing bridge. Also, there are
three alternative receptor shaft sites on the north side of the entrance channel. One would be in the
parking lot northwest side of the corner where Via Marina turns 90 degrees to the southwest, one to the
west of Via Marina located on the north side of the channel, and the other would be at the southeast end
of Pacific Avenue.
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PUSH SITE EQUIPMENT

The major elements of push site construction for the Project would be:

 Jacking pit [from which the hydraulic jacks push pipes through the ground behind a remotely operated
Tunnel Boring Machine (TBM)];

 Remote control cabin for operating the TBM;
 Crane;
 Support facilities (generator, power pack, and bentonite lubrication unit);
 Slurry separation equipment and tanks;
 Construction/Laydown area, 10 –12,000 square feet in area, for pipe and other equipment storage and

staging;
 Truck traffic to and from the pit for transporting tunnel muck, pipe sections and tunneling equipment

(There would be eight truck round trips per day for muck removal and material supply.);
 Construction crew (There would be 17 construction crew on site and 17 passenger-car round trips daily.);
 Nighttime construction and lighting (It may be required to proceed continuously at the end of long drives

through sticky soils to prevent the pipe from getting stuck short of the receiving site. In such cases,
nighttime construction would be required. It is assumed that there would be a need for lighting at the push
site throughout the night, on occasion.); and

 Acoustic curtain (sound barrier) (To minimize the transmission of noise, it is proposed that a 20- to 30-
foot-tall acoustic curtain be installed around the site. This curtain would shield from view all equipment
around the push site, except for the crane.).

LAUNCH SITE CONSTRUCTION DURATION

The launch sites would require about 2 months to complete and must be constructed prior to the start of
boring under the entrance channel and the Grand Canal. The under-channel tunnel is approximately
1,800 feet long and boring rates range from 30 - 50 feet per 8-hour shift. A conservative estimate allows
for no nighttime work however, the mined tunnel method of construction would require continuous
boring until the tunnel is completed. In areas where the cut and cover, and short range micro tunneling
(boring) method of construction is used, is assumed that there would be one shift per day. Under this
assumption, short range boring could require from 36 to 60 days (about 1 to 2 months). Cumulatively,
push site construction and boring would take up to 4months and would be considered to be “temporary.”  
Even if tunnel boring were to be sequential to cut-and-cover construction activities (see below), the
cumulative total construction time would be less than 1 year and would also be considered to be
temporary. However, it is assumed that boring and trench construction would be concurrent.

For under-canal boring, the rate of advance would be the same as for under-channel boring. The tunnel
length would range from about 100 to 500 feet, depending on which of the alternative launch sites are
used for the shafts. Tunneling could require from 10 to 16 days for the longer route, or 3 to 4 days for the
shorter route. It is assumed that there would be no nighttime construction.

RECEPTOR SITE EQUIPMENT

Construction activity at the receptor sites would occur during two periods: the initial construction of the
shaft, and then, later, when the TBM is extracted from the tunnel and the pipeline is connected at the
receptor sites.
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The major equipment that would be utilized at the receptor shaft sites would be:
 Crane;
 Jacking equipment;
 Construction/Laydown area (about 5,000 square feet in area for pipe and other equipment storage and

staging);
 Truck traffic to and from the pit for transporting tunnel muck (Pipe sections and tunneling equipment are

estimated to be approximately 15 truck round trips per day for muck removal and material supply.);
 Construction crew (There would be 25 construction crew on site daily.); and
 Acoustic curtain (To minimize the transmission of noise, it is proposed that a 20- to 30-foot-tall acoustic

curtain be installed around the site. This curtain would shield from view all equipment around the receptor
site, except for the crane, which will extend beyond the top of the curtain.).

RECEPTOR SHAFT SITE DURATION

Construction of the receptor shafts would require about 6 weeks each to complete. Then all activity at the
sites would cease until under-channel tunnel boring reaches them. At that point, the TBM would be
extracted from the receptor shaft and the pipeline would be tied in with either the cut-and-cover
alignment. It is estimated that the extraction and tie-in activities would require about 1 week. The
receptor shaft site in the vacant lot opposite to the VPP would require 6 weeks to complete, then would lie
dormant until under-canal tunnel boring reached the site. One week would be required for TBM
extraction and tying the pipeline in with the VPP.

CUT-AND-COVER CONSTRUCTION SITE EQUIPMENT

Cut-and-cover construction is a common method of linear pipeline construction that involves an open
trench and sequential activities. The trench would be excavated and then shored up with sheet piles that
would be installed 200 to 300 feet ahead of the pipeline crew. Construction involves excavation, the
pouring of a concrete foundation, backfilling with a bed of gravel, pipeline installation, backfill and
compaction, restoration of curbs and utilities, and re-paving the affected road. Figure 2.3-1 shows one
example of a typical array of equipment used in cut-and-cover construction along a public street.

The major visible elements of the cut-and-cover sites would be:

 Concrete saw;
 Pavement breaker;
 Pile driver;
 Excavator;
 Rubber tire loader;
 Cranes (2);
 Backhoe loader/compactor;
 Generator/compressor;
 Soil compactor;
 Asphalt paver;
 Sweeper;
 Water truck;
 Supply truck;
 Haul/dump truck;
 Minimum of 17 to 28 workers on site daily;
 A moving construction/laydown area along 1,000-foot stretches of the alignment; and
 A construction/laydown area next to push and receptor site construction activities.
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Clockwise from Top: Construction Equipment for Typical Cut-
and-Cover Construction. Sound Barriers, Seen from Street and

from within Shaft Construction Area. Shaft, within Sound Barrier.

Figure 2.3-1
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CUT-AND-COVER CONSTRUCTION DURATION

Given the proposed cut-and-cover construction sequence, within 12 weeks, approximately 1,800 feet of
pipeline installation can be completed to the point that the affected road is returned to its pre-construction
state (paved). Given the rate of construction, the duration of construction for the alignment alternatives
north of the Marina Del Rey entrance channel would be approximately 7 months, and the alignment south
of the entrance channel (Pacific Avenue/Vista Del Mar) would be the same duration. It is assumed that
cut-and-cover construction north and south of the entrance channel would occur concurrently. The
construction and operation of the launch and receptor sites would be concurrent with the cut-and-cover
construction.

LARGE-DIAMETER (MINED) TUNNELING CONSTRUCTION

There are four alternative alignments for mined-tunneling construction; mined tunneling involves a
launch shaft and an extraction shaft. The launch shaft would be located on Los Angeles International
Airport (LAX) property about 300 feet northeast of Vista Del Mar and as close as 220 feet south of
Napoleon Street. There are two alternative extraction sites, one on Dockweiler Beach at the southwest end
of Hurricane Street, and the other at the northeast end of Hurricane Street in a vacant lot directly across
from the VPP. Mined tunneling uses manned TBMs along a continuous alignment that may be of any
length, so this construction alternative would require just the launch shaft and one extraction shaft.
Additionally, two 3-foot-diameter escape shafts would be needed, one north and one south of the Marina
Del Rey entrance channel, with construction requiring up to approximately 3 to 5 days.

STARTER SHAFT EQUIPMENT

The major equipment for the starter shaft sites would be:

 30-foot-diameter starter shaft;
 One 160-ton crane to lift/set the TBM and hoist muck cars;
 One 35-ton RT crane to handle segments and load segment cars;
 Office facilities, change houses;
 Cut-and-cover equipment (see above) for open trench construction;
 Support facilities (generator for pumps, electrical substation);
 Construction/Laydown area (12,000 square feet in area for storage of tunnel liner and carrier pipe segments

throughout the duration of the tunneling);
 Truck traffic to and from the pit for transporting tunnel muck, pipe sections and tunneling equipment

(There would be 15 truck round trips per mining shift.);
 Construction crew (There would be a 20 to 25-person construction crew on site and 20 to 25 passenger-car

round trips daily.);
 Lighting may be required for security of the construction site and nighttime construction for mined

tunneling; and
 Acoustic curtain (To minimize the transmission of noise, it is proposed that a 20- to 30-foot-tall acoustic

curtain be installed around the site. This curtain would shield from view all equipment around the
extraction site, except for the crane.).
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STARTER SHAFT CONSTRUCTION DURATION

The starter shaft would require approximately 7 months to construct and the tunnel portion of
construction would last from 27 to 28 months.

EXTRACTION SITE EQUIPMENT

The major visible elements of the starter sites would differ depending on the phase involved. The first
phase is the construction of the shaft, and the second phase is the removal of the TBM and construction of
the tie-in with the pipeline that would be installed along Hurricane Street. For construction of the shaft,
the following equipment would be needed:

 20-foot-diameter extraction shaft;
 Crane;
 Jacking equipment;
 Cut-and-cover equipment (see above) for open trench construction;
 Support facilities (generator for pumps, electrical substation);
 Construction/Laydown area (5,000 square feet in area);
 Truck traffic to and from the pit for transporting tunnel muck, pipe sections and tunneling equipment;
 Construction crew;
 Lighting may be required for security of the construction site; and
 Acoustic curtain (To minimize the transmission of noise, it is proposed that a 20- to 30-foot-tall acoustic

curtain be installed around the site. This curtain would shield from view all equipment around the
extraction site, except for the crane.).

EXTRACTION SHAFT AND CUT-AND-COVER CONSTRUCTION DURATION

The extraction shaft would require approximately 10 weeks to construct and about 1 week for TBM
removal after tunnel excavation has been completed. The cut-and-cover construction that is part of the
mined-tunnel construction alternative is expected to occur concurrently with tunnel construction.

2.3.1 Project Alternatives
The City’s objectives can be achieved by using one of several alternatives described in Section 6.0 of this 
EIR.

A preferred alternative for the project has not been determined at this time. Equal analysis has been given
to each alternative associated with the Project, allowing for a decision to be made in accordance with
CEQA Guidelines, which states that sufficient information must be provided to allow meaningful
evaluation, analysis, and comparison of the proposed Project. A matrix displaying the major
characteristics and significant environmental effects of each alternative are provided in Section 8.0 of this
document, which may be used by decision-makers to make comparisons and ultimately choose a
preferred alternative alignment for the VPP dual force main sewer.

Based upon the analysis conducted for the alternatives addressed in this EIR, the cut-and-cover method of
construction for two of the proposed alignments were deemed not viable; therefore, a detailed impacts
analysis is not provided for them. These two proposed alignments are the beachfront alignments on the
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north, and south sides of the Via Marina/Ballona Lagoon channels. The deep-mined tunneling method of
construction along the beachfront, however, has been analyzed for this project.

Unless otherwise stated, it is assumed that the Project, regardless of the alignment selected or the
construction method used, will be designed, constructed and operated following all applicable laws,
regulations, ordinances and other formally adopted City standards (e.g., Los Angeles Municipal Code and
Bureau of Engineering Standard Plans). Also, the analysis provided in this EIR assumes that
construction will follow the uniform practices established by the Southern California Chapter of the
American Public Works Association (e.g., Standard Specifications for Public Works Construction and the
Work Area Traffic Control Handbook) as specifically adopted by the City of Los Angeles [e.g., City of
Los Angeles’ Department of Public Works Additions and Amendments to the Standard Specifications For
Public Works Construction (“The Brown Book”)].
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3.0 ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING

3.1 REGIONAL SETTING

The proposed project is located in the City of Los Angeles and lies along the immediate coastline of the
Santa Monica Bay in the communities of Venice and Westchester/Playa Del Rey. Venice and
Westchester/Playa Del Rey are bounded by Santa Monica on the north and El Segundo on the south and
are known as popular beach communities with scenic parks, recreational areas and scenic vistas from
upland areas on the east to the ocean fronting both communities on the west (see Figure 2.1-1 in Section
2.0, Project Description).

3.2 LOCAL SETTING

The VPP is located on Hurricane Street on the west bank of the Grand Canal and the Ballona Lagoon, at
the junction of the two features in the Community of Venice. The VPP conveys sewage from the western
part of the City of Los Angeles and transports it southerly under the Dockweiler Beach, under the Marina
Del Rey Channel and through the communities of Westchester/Playa Del Rey, along Vista Del Mar
Avenue to the Hyperion Treatment Plant in Playa Del Rey (see Figure 2.2-2 of Section 2.0, Project
Description). There are parks and recreational areas surrounding the project to the east with public
beaches and recreational facilities to the west, along the shoreline facing the Pacific Ocean.

3.3 RELATIONSHIP TO REGIONAL AND/OR LOCAL PLANS

The Project is subject to meeting the requirements of the following regional and local plans, which are
more specifically described in Section 5.9, Land Use Plans:

 Los Angeles County General Plan;
 Marina Del Rey Local Coastal Program Implementation Plan;
 Marina Del Rey Specific Plan;
 City of Los Angeles General Plan;
 Venice Community Plan;
 Venice Coastal Specific Plan;
 Ballona Lagoon East/West Bank Sub-areas;
 Silver Strand Sub-area;
 Marina Peninsula Sub-area;
 Venice Land Use Plan (LUP);
 Westchester/Playa Del Rey Community Plan; and
 Westchester/Playa Del Rey Specific Plans.
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4.0 ALTERNATIVES UNDER CONSIDERATION

Alternatives under consideration for this Project are defined by the alignment and construction method
(alternative = alignment + construction method).

4.1 CONSTRUCTION METHODS

The three construction methods for consideration in this EIR are: (1) Cut-and-cover, (2) Micro-tunneling
(or “boring”), which are proposed for optional alignments as described below, and (3)Continuous large-
diameter (or “mined”) tunneling, which is described below as an alternative means of constructing the 
sewer. Each method provides both benefits and issues of concern for the project. For example, while
open trench with micro-tunneling construction costs less, mined tunneling would eliminate the majority
of traffic and parking impacts to residential areas both north and south of the channels in Venice and can
facilitate mitigation of other impacts such as noise and visual aesthetics.

4.1.1 Cut-and-Cover Construction
Cut-and-cover construction is a very common method of linear pipeline construction and replacement.
The contractor would not start work in all areas on a site at the same time, but rather would proceed with
finishing and restoring relatively short segments at a time. Underground utilities that conflict with the
construction would be temporarily relocated as necessary.

For the purpose of this EIR, it is assumed that the 54-inch pipe would be placed on a 1-foot gravel bed on
top of a 1-foot concrete mud slab placed at the bottom of an approximately 8-foot wide and 12-foot deep
trench. A shoring-installation crew would get a head-start driving sheet piles approximately 200 to 300
feet in front of the pipeline crew. The latter would excavate approximately 80 feet of trench every day and
pour the mud slab. The next day, 80 feet of pipe would then be installed and backfilled. This approach
would yield an effective production rate of about 40 feet of completed pipe installation per day (i.e., 200
feet per week). Subsequent to pipe installation, a third crew would extract shoring, restore curbs and
utilities, and repave about 600 feet of roadway every 3 weeks. With this approach, major construction
activities could be limited to within relatively short segments of about 1,000 feet at any given time
(Figure 4.1-1, Cut-and-Cover Construction).

4.1.2 Small-Diameter Micro-Tunneling (Boring)
Boring is a trenchless construction method, which utilizes hydraulic jacks to push pipes through the
ground behind a remotely operated TBM. Drive lengths are generally limited to about 1,000 feet,
depending upon ground conditions and pipe size; but intermediate jacking stations can be used to extend
the drive length. Unlike conventional trenching techniques that require excavation for the entire length of
pipeline, excavation for tunneling is limited to the endpoints of each drive at designated launching
(jacking) and receiving pits. The launching pit contains the hydraulic jacks used to push the pipes, and the
receiving pit is used to recover the TBM at the end of each drive. Tunneling can proceed intermittently;
although, it is often necessary to proceed continuously, particularly on long drives through sticky soils, to
prevent the pipe from getting stuck short of the receiving pit. Tunnel advance rates are typically between
30 and 50 feet per 8-hour work shift, depending on soil conditions and pipe size.
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The tunnel face is supported by a thick liquid (“slurry”), which is a mixture of the excavated soil 
(“muck”) and bentonite (a natural clay mineral). Keeping the slurry pressurized in a closed chamber 
behind the cutter-head of the TBM prevents groundwater and excess soil material from entering the TBM.
This minimizes tunneling-induced ground settlements and associated damage to existing utilities and
buildings along the tunnel alignment. A mixture of the excavated muck and slurry is pumped from the
TBM to a slurry-processing plant on the surface, where soil particles are extracted from the slurry with
vibrating screens and cyclones. The extracted soil is hauled away for disposal off-site, and the cleaned
slurry is pumped (recycled) back to the TBM. The slurry-processing plant, remote control cabin for
operating the TBM, as well as cranes and other construction equipment, are located near the jacking pit.
The equipment setup is site specific, depending on available space. The jacking pipe, which is made of
reinforced concrete or steel, serves as a temporary tunnel liner. Upon completion of the tunnel drive, the
carrier pipe will be inserted and the space between it and the jacking pipe will be filled with grout.

4.1.3 Large-Diameter (Mined) Tunneling
In contrast to small-diameter micro-tunnels, which are constructed by remote-controlled TBMs and pipe-
jacking, large-diameter tunnels (i.e., minimum excavated diameter = 10 to 12 feet) can be constructed
with manned TBMs. The most important difference between these larger TBMs and the micro-tunneling
machines discussed above is that the tunnel liner can be erected in segments immediately behind the
TBM. This type of tunnel liner does not need to be continuously pushed (jacked) forward, and there is no
length limitation due to frictional resistance building up with increasing tunnel length. For tunneling
below the groundwater level without the need for dewatering, pressurized-face TBMs are used to stabilize
the tunnel face and prevent the water from entering the TBM. There are two basic types of these
machines: (1) Slurry TBMs and (2) Earth Pressure Balance (EPB) TBMs.

Both types of TBMs use pressurized muck to stabilize the tunnel face. The liquidized muck in Slurry
TBMs is pumped in the same manner as described above for micro-tunneling. In contrast, the muck in
EPB TBMs is more solid (“toothpaste-like”). Therefore, it is extracted from the face chamber of the TBM 
by means of a screw conveyor and then transported out of the tunnel by muck cars on rails or with a belt
conveyor.

4.2 CUT-AND-COVER ALIGNMENT ALTERNATIVES

The City’s objectives can be achieved by any one of several proposed construction alternatives under 
consideration in this section. During the course of this study and analysis, the cut-and-cover method of
construction for two of the alignments proposed as alternatives to this project were “considered but 
determined to be not viable.”  They are: The South Dockweiler Beach to Pacific Avenue cut-and-cover
alternative and the Dockweiler Beach cut-and-cover alternative, as described below. For the purpose of
this EIR, these alignment alternatives are described without extended detailed analysis and the reason for
their rejection are described in Section 6.0 of this document (Figure 4.2-1, Alignment Alternatives
Overview).
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MARINA DEL REY

Marquesas Way/Via Marina Way
From the existing VPP on Hurricane Street, the alignment would proceed east under the Grand Canal and
along Marquesas Way, then southeasterly on Via Marina to the Marina Del Rey entrance channel to a
boring shaft. From there, the alignment continues south along Pacific Avenue and Vista Del Mar to the
connection near Waterview Street. This alignment is about 10,400 feet long. The new 54-inch line would
be constructed by boring tunneling under the Grand Canal, cut-and-cover along Marquesas, Via Marina
Way and Pacific Avenue/Vista Del Mar, and boring tunneling approximately 1,800 feet to cross the
Marina Del Rey Channel and Ballona Creek. This alternative route has an estimated construction cost of
$46,700,000.

VENICE

Pacific Avenue Alignment
From the pumping plant on Hurricane Street, the alignment would proceed westerly to Pacific Avenue,
then turn southeast and proceed along Pacific Avenue, cross under the Marina Del Rey and Ballona Creek
channels, and continue southeast within Pacific Avenue and Vista Del Mar to a junction structure under
Vista Del Mar near Waterview Street. This alternative would be constructed by using the cut-and-cover
method in the streets and tunneling beneath the channels. The approximate cost is $46,700,000.

Dockweiler Beach to Pacific Avenue Alignment
From the pumping plant on Hurricane Street, the alignment would proceed westerly to the existing
20-foot-wide sewer easement in Venice Municipal Beach and Dockweiler State Beach, then turn
southeast and cross under the Marina Del Rey and Ballona Creek channels, and continue south within the
Pacific Avenue and Vista Del Mar alignments to a junction structure under Vista Del Mar near Waterview
Street. The cut and cover method of construction was initially considered for this alignment, however,
due to the extensive number of impacts that it would impose along the beachfront, it was deemed not
viable. The micro-tunnel method of construction is still an option for this alignment. The cost to micro-
tunnel from Hurricane to the channel would be approximately $45,000,000.

Dockweiler Beach Alignment
From the pumping plant on Hurricane Street, the alignment would proceed westerly to the existing
20-foot wide sewer easement in Venice Municipal Beach and Dockweiler State Beach, then turn
southeast and cross under the Marina Del Rey and Ballona Creek channels, and continue south along the
Dockweiler Beachfront to a point west of the junction structure in Vista Del Mar near Waterview Street.
From this point, the line runs easterly to the junction structure under Vista Del Mar near Waterview
Street. The cut and cover method of construction was initially considered for this alignment, however,
due to the extensive number of impacts that it would impose along the beachfront, it was deemed not
viable. The micro-tunnel method of construction is still an option for this alignment. The cost to micro-
tunnel from Hurricane to the tie in near Waterview in Playa Del Rey would be approximately
$45,000,000.
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WESTCHESTER/PLAYA DEL REY ALIGNMENT ALTERNATIVES

The alignment alternatives located in Westchester/Playa Del Rey are identified in the narratives above as
the southern portion of the alignment descriptions and are located on Pacific Avenue/Vista Del Mar and
on Dockweiler Beach respectively (Figure 4.2.1).

CHANNEL CROSSING

As noted in the alignment alternatives descriptions, each alignment under consideration crosses the
Marina entrance channel and Ballona Creek, requiring approximately 1,800 feet of tunneling under the
two channels. The location and alignment of the channel crossing will ultimately be determined by the
chosen alternatives for the north and south portions of the overall sewer alignment.

SHAFTS AND LAYDOWN AREAS

The shafts for the boring associated with the cut-and-cover alignments (that is, locations where construction
equipment will be used on the surface and visible during the construction of the particular alignment) may
be located at any of the following locations numbered from 4 to 12 respectively (Figure 4.2-2):

 #4 - 62nd Avenue at Pacific Avenue;
 #5 - The beach south of the Ballona Creek Channel;
 #6 - The beach at Waterview;
 #7 - Via Maria at Pacific Avenue;
 #8 - Marquesas Way at Via Marina;
 #9 - The beach at Hurricane Street;
 #10 - Hurricane at Canal Street;
 #11 - Hurricane at the Grand Canal; and
 #12 - Via Marina at the County surface parking lot.

TIMELINES FOR CUT-AND-COVER / BORING CONSTRUCTION

Each method of construction will have temporary impacts to the immediate and surrounding vicinity of
the chosen alignment. In an effort to provide accurate information regarding the length of time associated
with these impacts, Table 4.2-1 outlines the estimated duration of time it will take to install the sewer for
each of the proposed alignment alternatives.

Table 4.2-1 Construction Duration for Cut-and-Cover/Boring Method

Alignment Cut-and-Cover Location Boring/Tunneling Location
Approximate

Length in Feet
(Lft)

Duration
+/-

Marina Del Rey Grand Canal 500 10-16 days

Marquesas/Via Marina Way (to #1) 3,800 25 weeks

Marquesas/Via Marina Way (to #2) 4,300 29 weeks

Venice Hurricane Street 400 3 weeks

Pacific Avenue 4,000 27 weeks

Via Marina/Ballona Lagoon Channel 1,800 8 weeks

Pacific Avenue 2,400 16 weeksWestchester/
Playa Del Rey Vista Del Mar 1,700 12 weeks

For All cut-and-
cover alignments

Marina entrance/Ballona Lagoon
Channels

1,800 8 weeks
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CONSTRUCTION LAYDOWN AREAS

It is important to provide adequate space for staging construction operations so that pipe installation can
be completed efficiently. Construction areas for cut-and-cover trenching would “travel with” progress.  
An area 1,000 feet long and approximately one lane wide would be under construction at any given time
for driving sheet piles, trenching, laying pipe, backfilling, and paving.  Some laydown areas would “travel 
with” progress; others may remain in one location throughout the duration of the project and would be
removed upon final completion of the project. At least 10,000 square feet would be added to shaft
laydown areas for this purpose. Construction access to jacking pits would be provided for transporting
tunnel muck, pipe sections, and tunneling equipment. A typical pit site utilizes enough space for the
jacking pit, slurry separation tanks, a crane, the control cabin, pipe storage, and support facilities (e.g.,
generator, power pack, and bentonite lubrication unit). The jacking pit is placed a sufficient distance from
overhead electrical lines to avoid hazards in operating the crane. A gantry system may be used instead of
a crane for smaller pipe sizes. These areas will contain anywhere from 12,000 to 5,000 square feet of
additional space at shaft locations.

4.3 MINED-TUNNEL ALTERNATIVES

The mined-tunneling method of construction of the sewer is under consideration for the following
alignment areas/locations (Figure 4.3-1):

Alt. 1 - Beach Alignment (Waterview to Hurricane) (also see Figures 4.3-2, 4.3-3, and 4.3-5)

Alt. 2 - Beach Alignment (LAX to Hurricane) (also see Figures 4.3-4, 4.3-5, 4.3-6, and 4.3-7)

Alt. 3 - Beach Alignment (LAX to VPP) (also see Figures 4.3-6, 4.3-7, and 4.3-8)

Alt. 4 - Inland Alignment (LAX to VPP) (also see Figures 4.3-7 and 4.3-9)

CONSTRUCTION-RELATED IMPACTS AND MITIGATION ACTIONS ASSOCIATED WITH MINED
TUNNELING

Oil Wells –There are hundreds of abandoned oil wells dotting the Venice area and Marina Del Rey
Channel. Probing for possible oil wells ahead of the TBM will have to be performed during tunneling
along any of the alternative alignments. This may be accomplished by magnetometer surveys performed
in horizontal borings drilled from the TBM (Figure 4.3-10).

Methane Zones–Because the project area is designated as a “Methane Zone,” emergency escape shaft(s) 
need to be provided during tunnel construction at intervals not exceeding 5,000 feet. With the alternative
tunnel alignments being no more than 10,000 feet long, one escape shaft could be sufficient. However,
since the Marina Del Rey Channel is right in the center of the alignment, it may be necessary to construct
one of these shafts on either side of the channel. These shafts may be relatively simple consisting of
nothing more than a 3-foot-diameter vertical casing accessible through the roof or side wall of the tunnel;
and construction can be accomplished with a drill rig within a few days with minimal impact on the
surface.
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TIMELINES ASSOCIATED WITH MINED-TUNNELING CONSTRUCTION ALTERNATIVE

Rough-order-of-magnitude (ROM) estimates have been prepared for consideration in the EIR. Table
4.3-1 below summarizes estimated construction costs and durations:

Table 4.3-1 Rough-Order-of-Magnitude for Mined-Tunneling Construction

A
lt

er
n

at
iv

e

Length of
Tunnel
[feet]

Cost Estimate
(tunnel only)

[million $]

Construction
Duration

(tunnel only)
[months]

Length of Cut-and-
Cover Construction

(in addition to tunnel)
[feet]

1 8,700 64.7 27 1,300

2 9,200 66.8 27 1,000

3 9,700 67.8 28 300

4 9,700 67.8 28 300

CONSTRUCTION LAYDOWN AREAS

Construction laydown areas of at least 12,000 square feet would be required for the starter shaft sites
which, in addition to construction of the shaft itself, will also handle muck disposal and storage of tunnel-
liner and carrier-pipe segments throughout the duration of tunneling. An area of only about 5,000 square
feet would be required for constructing the TBM extraction shafts for an approximate duration of 10
weeks; plus about 1 week for TBM removal after tunnel excavation has been completed (see Figure 4.2-
2).
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5.0 ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYSIS

5.1 INTRODUCTION

In accordance with Sections 15126.2 through 15130(a) through (e) of the CEQA Guidelines, this EIR
examines the significant environmental effects of the proposed Project and discusses any significant
irreversible environmental changes or growth-inducing impacts resulting from the Project. For each
impact identified, this EIR describes proposed mitigation measures to minimize the significant effects
caused by them.

TECHNICAL STUDIES

Technical studies and analyses were conducted for the purpose of establishing existing conditions,
thresholds of significance and environmental impacts for each resource which may be impacted as a result
of the Project. Information derived from each technical report is summarized in this EIR. The technical
reports are located in Appendices C through I of this document.

POTENTIAL IMPACTS FOUND NOT TO BE SIGNIFICANT

The following impacts were found to be less than significant and therefore, are not analyzed in this EIR:

 Agricultural Resources–There are no agricultural resources in the project area.
 Mineral Resources–The project will not result in the loss of valuable mineral resources to the region or in

the vicinity of the project.
 Population and Housing–The project will not impact growth in either population or housing or displace

any existing numbers of people or housing.

ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYSIS

The following sub-chapters provide an analysis for each environmental resource of concern for this
project as identified in the Initial Study located in Appendix A of this document. Although there will be
no significant long term or permanent adverse impacts to the environment resulting from the construction
of the proposed new sanitary sewer dual force main, mitigation measures have been identified for the
purpose of reducing construction-related impacts only due to the extended duration of the project’s 
construction phase, which is estimated to be from 18 to 24 months.
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5.2 AIR QUALITY
5.2.1 Environmental Setting
The proposed Project is located in the South Coast Air Basin (SCAB) with SCAQMD monitoring and
regulating air quality from stationary sources within the SCAB.

REGIONAL AIR QUALITY

The air quality in the SCAB is influenced by its climate, which is in turn determined by its terrain and
geographical location. The SCAB is a coastal plain with connecting broad valleys and low hills. The
Pacific Ocean forms the southwestern border, and high mountains surround the rest of the SCAB.

The SCAB is ensconced in the semi-permanent, high-pressure zone of the eastern Pacific, thus its climate
is mild, tempered by cool ocean breezes, and its salubrious climatological pattern is interrupted by rare
periods of extremely hot weather or winter storms.

Annual average temperature fluctuates minimally throughout the SCAB, ranging from the low to mid 60s,
measured in degrees Fahrenheit (°F). Due to more pronounced oceanic influence, coastal areas have less
variability in annual minimum and maximum temperatures than inland areas.

Precipitation in the SCAB occurs mainly between November and March. Summer rainfall is minimal and
generally limited to scattered thundershowers in coastal regions and slightly heavier showers in the
eastern portion of the SCAB, along the coastal side of the mountains (see subsequent section for local
precipitation data.).

A temperature inversion (increasing temperature with increasing altitude) persists over much of the
SCAB as a result of the strength and position of the sub-tropical high-pressure cell over the Pacific
Ocean. This inversion limits the vertical dispersion of air contaminants, thereby increasing their ground
level concentration. With solar heating of the ground and the lower air layer, the temperature of the air at
lower elevations approaches the temperature of the base of the inversion (upper) layer until the inversion
layer is eroded, enabling vertical mixing within the planetary boundary layer. This phenomenon is
observed in mid-afternoon to late afternoon on hot summer days, when the smog appears to clear up
suddenly. Winter inversions frequently break by mid-morning. During the fall and winter months, Santa
Ana winds –strong, dry north or northeasterly winds –disperse air contaminants for several days at a
time (See subsequent section for local wind data.).

Coupling stagnant wind conditions and low inversions yield the greatest air pollutant concentrations.
Ambient air pollutant concentrations are generally lowest on days of no inversion or high wind speeds.
The greatest pollution problems in winter are carbon monoxide (CO) and oxides of nitrogen (NOx)
because of extremely low inversions and air stagnation during the night and early morning hours. In the
summer, the more intense sunshine and longer daylight hours cause hydrocarbons and NOx to react and
form photochemical smog.

The California Legislature created the SCAQMD in 1977 by merging the air pollution control districts of
the four counties sharing the SCAB. The SCAB covers an area of 6,745 square miles with a population of
14.6 million, while the larger SCAQMD boundary includes 10,743 square miles and a population of 15
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million. The SCAB includes portions of Los Angeles, Riverside and San Bernardino counties and all of
Orange County1.

The SCAQMD is a non-attainment area for ozone (O3), CO, and fine, suspended particulate matter less
than 10 microns (PM10) and 2.5 microns in diameter (PM2.5)1 and in attainment for the other criteria
pollutants, sulfur dioxide (SO2), nitrogen dioxide (NO2), and lead (Pb). To maintain the attainment status
and reduce emissions for the non-attainment pollutants, the SCAQMD has established daily emission
thresholds for all criteria pollutants to determine the significance of air quality impact from proposed
projects. A significant impact would occur if the project resulted in substantial emissions during
construction or operation that would exceed the established thresholds. For example, one of the proposed
alternatives is to install the sewer line along the beach to minimize traffic impact to the project area. It
should be noted that depending on wind conditions throughout the day, the excavation and transporting of
sand, which also contains fine particulates, could potentially become airborne and cause a nuisance to
nearby residences and sun bathers. To minimize airborne particulates, construction best management
practices (BMPs) such as application of water should be implemented during the construction of the
proposed sewer line.

LOCAL AIR QUALITY

Annual rainfall in the vicinity of the Project site can be characterized by historical average total
precipitation data from Santa Monica Pier–National Climatic Data Center (NCDC), Cooperative Station,
number 047953. NCDC data indicate that the bulk of annual precipitation occurs between November
(1.46 inches) and March (1.94 inches), peaking in February (3.04 inches). Summer rainfall is minimal
and the average total precipitation undergoes a seasonal reduction from 0.79 inches (April) to 0.02 inches
(July).

Southwesterly winds dominate in the vicinity of the project site, as evidenced by historical meteorological
data records from Santa Monica Airport. Annual average wind speed was 7.4 miles per hour (mph) with
the highest winds occurring from April (8.5 mph) to May (8.4 mph) and the slowest winds in January
(6.2 mph).

Ambient monitoring stations are used to collect ambient criteria pollutant data, which are used to
determine whether the region is in attainment with the National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS)
or the California Ambient Air Quality Standards (CAAQS). The NAAQS and CAAQS are designed to
protect public health and to prevent degradation of the environment. The NAAQS and CAAQS are
provided in Table 5.2-1. The California Clean Air Act (CCAA) of 1988 required non-attainment areas in
the state to prepare air quality attainment plans. The attainment plans are required to achieve a minimum
5 percent annual reduction in the emissions of non-attainment pollutants, unless all feasible measures
have been implemented. The SCAB is currently classified as a non-attainment area for O3, CO, PM2.5, and
PM10. The SCAB is technically in attainment for CO but has not been reclassified by the EPA; therefore,
the current designation is considered as serious non-attainment. The attainment status for the SCAB is
provided in Table 5.2-2.

1 U.S. Environmental Protection Agency web page - http://www.epa.gov/air/data/monvals.html
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Table 5.2-1 Federal and State Ambient Air Quality Standards
California Standards1 Federal Standards2

Pollutant Averaging
Time Concentration3 Method4 Primary3,5 Secondary3,6 Method7

1 Hour 0.09 ppm
(180 µg/m3)

0.12 ppm
(235 µg/m3)8

Ozone (O3)
8 Hour 0.070 ppm

(137 µg/m3)*

Ultraviolet Photometry
0.08 ppm

(157 µg/m3)8

Same as Primary
Standard Ultraviolet Photometry

24 Hour 50 µg/m3 150 µg/m3Respirable
Particulate

Matter
(PM10)

Annual
Geometric Mean 20 µg/m3

Gravimetric or Beta
Attenuation* 50 µg/m3

Same as Primary
Standard

Inertial Separation and
Gravimetric Analysis

24 Hour No Separate State Standard 65 µg/m3Fine
Particulate

Matter
(PM2.5)

Annual
Arithmetic Mean 12 µg/m3 Gravimetric or Beta

Attenuation 15 µg/m3

Same as Primary
Standard

Inertial Separation and
Gravimetric Analysis

8 Hour 9 ppm
(10 mg/m3)

9 ppm
(10 mg/m3)

1 Hour 20 ppm
(23 mg/m3)

35 ppm
(40 mg/m3)

None NDIRCarbon
Monoxide

(CO)
8 Hour

(Lake Tahoe)
6 ppm

(7 mg/m3)

Non-dispersive Infrared
Photometry (NDIR)

-- -- --

Annual
Arithmetic Mean -- 0.053 ppm

(100 µg/m3)Nitrogen
Dioxide
(NO2) 1 Hour 0.25 ppm

(470 µg/m3)

Gas Phase
Chemiluminescence

--

Same as Primary
Standard

Gas Phase
Chemiluminescence

30 days average 1.5 µg/m3 -- -- --

Lead9

Calendar Quarter --
Atomic Absorption

1.5 µg/m3 Same as Primary
Standard

High-volume Sampler
and Atomic
Absorption

Annual
Arithmetic Mean -- 0.30 ppm

(80 µg/m3) --

24 Hour 0.04 ppm
105 µg/m3)

0.14 ppm
(365 µg/m3) --

3 Hour -- -- 0.5 ppm
(1300 µg/m3)

Sulfur
Dioxide
(SO2)

1 Hour 0.25 ppm
(655 µg/m3)

Ultraviolet Fluorescence

-- --

Spectrophotometry
(Pararosaniline

Method)

Visibility
Reducing
Particles

8 Hour

Extinction coefficient of 0.23 per kilometer–
visibility of 10 miles of more (0.07-30 miles or
more for Lake Tahoe) due to particles when the

relative humidity is less than 70 percent.
Method: Beta Attenuation and Transmittance

through Filter Tape.

Sulfates 24 Hour 25 µg/m3 Ion Chromatography
Vinyl

Chloride9 24 Hour 0.01 ppm
(26 µg/m3) Gas Chromatography

Hydrogen
Sulfide 1 Hour 0.03 ppm

(42 µg/m3) Ultraviolet Fluorescence

NO FEDERAL STANDARDS

* This concentration was approved by the California Air Resources Board (CARB) on April 28, 2005, and is expected to become effective in early
2006. (See Table notes provided on the following page
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Table 5.2-1 Notes:
1. California standards for ozone, carbon monoxide (except Lake Tahoe), sulfur dioxide (1 and 24 hour), nitrogen dioxide, suspended

particulate matter-PM10, PM2.5, and visibility-reducing particles, are values that are not to be exceeded. All others are not to be equaled
or exceeded. California ambient air quality standards are listed in the Table of Standards in Section 70200 of Title 17 of the California
Code of Regulations.

2. National standards (other than ozone, particulate matter, and those based on annual averages or annual arithmetic mean) are not to be
exceeded more than once a year. The ozone standard is attained when the fourth highest 8-hour concentration in a year, averaged over
3 years, is equal to or less than the standard. For PM10, the 24-hour standard is attained when the expected number of days per
calendar year with a 24-hour average concentration above 150 µg/m3 is equal to or less than one. For PM2.5, the 24-hour standard is
attained when 98 percent of the daily concentrations, averaged over 3 years, are equal to or less than the standard. Contact EPA for
further clarification and current federal policies.

3. Concentration expressed first in units in which it was promulgated. Equivalent units given in parentheses are based upon a reference
temperature of 25°C and a reference pressure of 760 torr. Most measurements of air quality are to be corrected to a reference
temperature of 25°C and a reference pressure of 760 torr; ppm in this table refers to ppm by volume, or micromoles of pollutant per
mole of gas.

4. Any equivalent procedure that can be shown to the satisfaction of the CARB to give equivalent results at or near the level of the air
quality standard may be used.

5. National Primary Standards: The levels of air quality necessary, with an adequate margin of safety to protect the public health.
6. National Secondary Standards: The levels of air quality necessary to protect the public welfare from any known or anticipated adverse

effects of a pollutant.
7. Reference method as described by the EPA. An “equivalent method” of measurement may be used but must have a “consistent 

relationship to the reference method” and must be approved by the EPA.
8. New federal 8-hour ozone and fine particulate matter standards were promulgated by EPA on July 18, 1997. Contact EPA for further

clarification and current federal policies.
9. The CARB has identified lead and vinyl chloride as ‘toxic air contaminants’ with no threshold level of exposure for adverse health 

effects determined. These actions allow for the implementation of control measures at levels below the ambient concentrations
specified for these pollutants.

Acronyms:
µg/m3–micrograms per cubic meter
°C–degrees Celsius
EPA–U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
mg/m3–milligrams per cubic meter
ppm–parts per million

Source: California Air Resources Board (11/29/05)
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Table 5.2-2 State and Federal Attainment/Non-Attainment Designations for South Coast Air Basin
Criteria Pollutant County State Federal

CO Los Angeles County (P) A N Serious

Orange County A N Serious

Riverside County (P) A N Serious

San Bernardino County (P) A N Serious

NOx A A A

SOx A A A

PM10 N N Serious

PM2.5 N N

Ozone (1-hour) N N Extreme

Ozone (8-hour) N N Severe 17

Lead A

Source: www. arb.ca.gov

The SCAQMD maintains ambient air quality monitoring stations throughout the SCAB and the air quality
monitoring stations nearest to the Project site are the Lynwood (11220 Long Beach Boulevard, Lynwood)
and Hawthorne (5234 West 120th Street, Hawthorne) monitoring stations located approximately 19 and
13 miles, respectively, from the VPP. While the Hawthorne station is closer to the project site, use of air
quality data from the less proximate Lynwood site is necessary because the Hawthorne station lacked
PM2.5 monitoring data. Table 5.2-3 shows the criteria pollutants monitored at the Hawthorne and
Lynwood stations, which include CO, O3, NO2, and PM2.5. SO2 and Pb are not listed because there have
been no exceedances of the federal or state standards in the past 10 years.

The ambient air quality data in Table 5.2-3 show that CO and NO2 levels are below the relevant state and
federal standards at the Hawthorne site for the past 5 years. Hawthorne 1-hour O3 and PM10 levels are
below the federal standards but have exceeded the state standards within the past 5 years. The PM2.5

concentration monitored at the Lynwood station exceeded the federal standard most recently in 2001 and
has not been exceeded in the last few years.

The following paragraphs briefly describe the adverse health effects of the six criteria pollutants
monitored in the Basin.

Ozone –O3 is formed by photochemical reactions between NOx and reactive organic gases, rather than
being directly emitted. O3 is a pungent, colorless gas typical of southern California photochemical smog.
Elevated O3 concentrations result in reduced lung function, particularly during vigorous physical activity.
This health problem is particularly acute in sensitive receptors such as the sick, elderly, and young
children. O3 levels peak during the summer and early fall months.

Carbon Monoxide –CO is formed by the incomplete combustion of fossil fuels, almost entirely from
automobiles. It is a colorless, odorless gas that can cause dizziness, fatigue, and impairments to central
nervous system functions. CO passes through the lungs into the bloodstream, where it interferes with the
transfer of oxygen to body tissues.
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Table 5.2-3 Ambient Air Quality at Air Monitoring Stations Close to the Project Site

Carbon Monoxide (CO) Ozone (O3)
Respirable

Particulate Matter (PM10)
Fine Particulate Matter1

(PM2.5)
Nitrogen

Dioxide (NO2)
Max

1-hour
Conc.
(ppm)

Number
of Days

Exceeded

Max
8-hour
Conc.
(ppm)

Number
of Days

Exceeded

Max
1-hour
Conc.
(ppm)

Number
of Days

Exceeded

Max
8-hour
Conc.
(ppm)

Number
of Days

Exceeded

Max
24-hour
Conc.

(µg/m3)

Number
of Days

Exceeded

Max
24-hour
Conc.

(µg/m3)

Number
of Days

Exceeded

Max
1-hour
Conc.
(ppm)

Number
of Days

Exceeded

State Standards > 20 ppm/ 1 hour > = 9 ppm/ 8 hour > 0.09 ppm/ 1 hour > 0.070 ppm/ 8 hour2 > 50 µg/m3/ 24 hour > 65 µg/m3/ 24 hour > 0.25 ppm/ 1 hour
2004 5.8 0 4.43 0 0.069 0 ND3 ND2 52.0 2 55.8 0 0.084 0
2003 6.5 0 5.04 0 0.110 2 0.077 NA3 58.0 3 54.8 0 0.120 0
2002 6.8 0 6.00 0 0.087 0 0.072 NA3 121.0 12 64.0 0 0.099 0
2001 7.3 0 5.21 0 0.098 1 0.079 NA3 75.0 8 73.1 3 0.110 0
2000 8.7 0 7.14 0 0.095 1 0.075 NA3 74.0 9 82.1 2 0.128 0

Maximum 8.7 0 7.14 0 0.110 2 0.079 NA3 121.0 12 82.1 3 0.128 0

Federal Standards > 35 ppm/ 1 hour > = 9 ppm/ 8 hour > 0.12 ppm/ 1 hour > 0.08 ppm/8 hour > 150 µg/m3/ 24 hour > 65 µg/m3/ 24 hour Annual Average
> 0.053 ppm/ annual avg.

2004 7.2 0 4.43 0 0.069 0 ND2 ND2 52.0 0 55.8 0 0.030 0
2003 10.4 0 5.04 0 0.110 0 0.077 0 58.0 0 54.8 0 0.024 0
2002 12.2 0 6.00 0 0.087 0 0.072 0 121.0 0 64.0 0 0.023 0
2001 15.8 0 5.21 0 0.098 0 0.079 0 75.0 0 73.1 3 0.024 0
2000 11.7 0 7.14 0 0.095 0 0.075 0 74.0 0 82.1 2 0.027 0

Maximum 15.8 0 7.14 0 0.110 0 0.079 0 121.0 0 82.1 3 0.030 0
Notes:
1. Fine particulate matter data are obtained from the Lynwood air monitoring station; all other tabulated data are from the Hawthorne air monitoring station.
2. NA–This standard was approved by the CARB on April 28, 2005 and is expected to become effective in early 2006.
3. ND–Insufficient data from the CARB on Hawthorne air monitoring station to determine this value.
ppm–parts per million
µg/m3–micrograms per cubic meter
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Oxides of Nitrogen–NOx contributes to other pollution problems, including a high concentration of fine
particulate matter, poor visibility, and acid deposition. NO2, a reddish-brown gas, and nitric oxide, a
colorless, odorless gas, are formed from fuel combustion under high temperature or pressure. These
compounds are referred to as NOx. NOx is a primary component of the photochemical smog reaction. NO2

decreases lung function and may reduce resistance to infection.

Sulfur Dioxide –SO2 is a colorless, irritating gas formed primarily from incomplete combustion of fuels
containing sulfur. Industrial facilities also contribute to gaseous SO2 levels in the SCAB. SO2 irritates the
respiratory tract, can injure lung tissue when combined with fine particulate matter, and reduces visibility
and the level of sunlight.

Reactive Organic Compounds –Reactive organic compounds (ROCs) are formed from combustion of
fuels and evaporation of organic solvents. ROCs are a prime component of the photochemical smog
reaction. Consequently, ROCs accumulate in the atmosphere more quickly during the winter when
sunlight is limited and photochemical reactions are slower.

Particulate Matter –Particulate matter is the term used for a mixture of solid particles and liquid
droplets found in the air. Coarse particles (larger than 2.5 microns, or PM10) come from a variety of
sources, including windblown dust and grinding operations. Fine particles (less than 2.5 microns, or
PM2.5) often come from fuel combustion, power plants, and diesel buses and trucks. Fine particles can
also be formed in the atmosphere through chemical reactions.

Coarse particles (PM10) can accumulate in the respiratory system and aggravate health problems such as
asthma. The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA’s) scientific review concluded that fine 
particles (PM2.5) at concentrations that extend well below those allowed by the current PM10 standards,
which penetrate deeply into the lungs, are more likely than coarse particles to contribute to the health
effects listed in a number of recently published community epidemiological studies. These health effects
include premature death, increased hospital admissions, and emergency room visits (primarily the elderly
and individuals with cardiopulmonary disease); increased respiratory symptoms and disease (children and
individuals with cardiopulmonary disease such as asthma); decreased lung functions (particularly in
children and individuals with asthma); and alterations in lung tissue and structure and in respiratory tract
defense mechanisms.

REGIONAL AIR QUALITY PLANNING FRAMEWORK

The 1976 Lewis Air Quality Management Act established the SCAQMD and other air districts
throughout the state. The Federal CAAA of 1977 required that each state adopt a State Implementation
Plan (SIP) outlining pollution control measures to attain the federal standards in non-attainment areas of
the state.

The California Air Resources Board (CARB) coordinates and oversees both state and federal air pollution
control programs in California. The CARB oversees activities of local air quality management agencies
and is responsible for incorporating Air Quality Management Plans (AQMPs) from local air basins into a
SIP for federal EPA approval. The CARB also maintains air quality monitoring stations throughout the
state in conjunction with local air districts. Data collected at these stations are used by the CARB to
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classify air basins as “attainment” or “non-attainment” with respect to each pollutant and to monitor
progress in attaining air quality standards.

The CARB has divided the state into 15 air basins. Significant authority for air quality control within
them has been given to local Air Pollution Control Districts or Air Quality Management Districts, which
regulate stationary source emissions and develop local attainment plans. The CCAA provides the Air
District with the authority to manage transportation activities at indirect sources and regulate stationary
source emissions. Indirect sources of pollution are generated when minor sources collectively emit a
substantial amount of pollution (e.g., the motor vehicles at an intersection, a mall, and highways). The
Air Board regulates motor vehicles and fuels.

AIR QUALITY MANAGEMENT PLAN

The SCAQMD and South Coast Association of Governments (SCAG) are responsible for formulating and
implementing the AQMP for the SCAB. Every 3 years, the AQMP is updated to reflect the overall plan
for improving air quality in the region.

The 2003 AQMP was prepared pursuant to federal and state clean air legislation, and addresses 1990
CAA requirements with respect to particulate matter standards. Under the Clean Air Act (CAA), the
AQMP must demonstrate attainment of PM10 standards by 2006 for both 24-hour and annual average
ambient air quality standards. The 1997 AQMP responds to this requirement, relying mostly on the
control measures outlined in the 1994 AQMP.

To ensure continued progress toward clean air and comply with state and federal requirements, the
SCAQMD, in conjunction with the CARB, the SCAG, and the EPA, prepared and adopted the 2003
AQMP on August 1, 2003. The 2003 AQMP updates the demonstration of attainment with the federal
standards for O3 and PM10, replaces the 1997 attainment demonstration for the federal CO standard and
provides a basis for a maintenance plan for CO for the future, and updates the maintenance plan for the
federal NO2 standard that the SCAB has met since 1992. The 2003 AQMP also incorporates a revised
emissions inventory, the latest modeling techniques, and updated control measures remaining from the
1997/1999 SIP, as well as new control measures. As of March 4, 2005, SCAQMD determined that the
region has satisfied the federal CO standards requirements and will request the EPA to redesignate the
region as attainment for CO standards. The EPA will have 18 months to process the request.

More specially, the 2003 AQMP is designed to satisfy the CCAA tri-annual update requirements and
fulfills the SCAQMD’s commitment to update transportation emission budgets based on the latest
approved motor vehicle emissions model and planning assumptions. The SCAQMD forwarded the Final
2003 AQMP to the CARB on October 15, 2003, and in turn, the CARB submitted the 2003 AQMP to the
EPA for approval on January 9, 2004.

5.2.2 Thresholds of Significance
Air quality impacts are determined by the level of significance. The analysis for the proposed project
involves estimating emissions based on planning data for construction and operational activities.
Construction emissions are considered short term because of the time duration. Construction emissions
were quantified using emission factors provided in the SCAQMD CEQA Air Quality Handbook (1993),
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and other resources to provide an accurate impact assessment. Operational emissions were not quantified
because preliminary data show that there is no change in equipment; therefore, emissions would have
little to no changes and are considered negligible. As such, air quality impacts from operation of the
proposed Project are considered to be less than significant and will be briefly mentioned in this analysis.

To determine significance of air quality impact from the proposed Project, either a quantitative or
qualitative method can be used as both methods are accepted by regulatory agencies. A quantitative
method is used when accurate and reliable project-specific data are available, which allows the estimation
of criteria pollutants using an approved air quality model such as URBEMIS2002 and/or CALINE4;
whereas a qualitative method is used when specific project data are inadequate for quantifying emissions.
This analysis utilizes the quantitative method because construction data are available.

THRESHOLD FOR CONSTRUCTION EMISSIONS

The following significance thresholds for construction emissions have been established by the SCAQMD:

 75 pounds per day of ROC;
 100 pounds per day of NOx;
 550 pounds per day of CO;
 150 pounds per day of PM10; and
 150 pounds per day of SOx.

Projects in the SCAB with construction-related emissions that exceed any of the emission thresholds
listed above are considered significant by the SCAQMD.

THRESHOLD FOR OPERATIONAL EMISSIONS

Specific criteria for determining whether the potential air quality impacts of a project are significant are
set forth in the SCAQMD’sCEQA Air Quality Handbook (1993 and on their web page). The criteria
include operational emissions thresholds, compliance with state and national air quality standards, and
consistency with the current AQMP.

SCAQMD has separate criteria for operational activities. The criteria include operational emissions
thresholds, compliance with state and national air quality standards, and consistency with the current
AQMP. SCAQMD established daily significance thresholds for operational emissions and are as follows:

 55 pounds per day of volatile organic compound (VOC);
 55 pounds per day of NOx;
 550 pounds per day of CO;
 150 pounds per day of PM10; and
 150 pounds per day of SOX.

EMISSION STANDARDS

 California state 1-hour CO standard of 20.0 parts per million (ppm);
 California state and federal 8-hour CO standard of 9.0 ppm;
 California state 1-hour average NO2 standard of 0.25 ppm;
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 Federal annual average NO2 standard of 0.053 ppm; and
 California state annual arithmetic mean for PM10 of 20 micrograms per cubic meter (µg/m3).

SCAQMD is in attainment for CO and NO2 and non-attainment for PM10; therefore, a project is
considered to be significant if it causes or contributes to an exceedance of one or more of the above
standards. Project PM10 emissions are considered to be significant if the project increases the PM10

24-hour average by 10.4 µg/m3 for construction and 2.5 µg/m3 for operation, or annual (geometric)
average concentrations by 1 µg/m3.

5.2.3 Environmental Impacts
Air pollutant emissions associated with the project would occur over the short and the long term. Short-
term emissions are from construction activities such as fugitive dust from site preparation, soil
excavation, and emissions from construction equipment exhaust. Long-term emissions are from
equipment used for the proposed Project such as maintenance vehicles traveling to and from the pump
station to service the equipment or to take readings. To determine whether the proposed Project would
have a significant impact on air quality, the analysis has to show that the implementation of the proposed
Project would not generate an increase in emissions that would exceed the SCAQMD construction and
operational significance thresholds.

Potential adverse air quality impacts could occur during the course of construction and is associated with
exhaust emissions generated by heavy-duty construction equipment, off-road mobile sources
(construction equipment), on-road mobile sources (e.g., construction worker vehicle trips, materials
transport, etc.), and fugitive dust.

The net change in emissions from the operation of the proposed Project is expected to be negligible
because preliminary data indicate that the same equipment would be used with the same operating hours.
As such, there would not, or there are not expected to be, any long-term air quality impacts from the
operation of the proposed Project and, therefore, these will not be discussed further in this analysis.

5.2.3.1 Construction-Related Impacts
EQUIPMENT EXHAUSTS AND RELATED ACTIVITIES

Construction activities produce combustion emissions from various sources such as site grading,
generators, worker’s vehicles, on-site heavy-duty construction vehicles, and trucks hauling materials to
and from the site. Exhaust and fugitive dust emissions from construction activities on site would vary
daily as construction activity levels change. The use of construction equipment on site would potentially
result in localized air quality impacts. Emissions from construction equipment generated from site grading
activities were calculated using emission factors provided in the SCAQMD’s CEQA Air Quality
Handbook. Since the TBM is electrically driven, micro-tunneling is anticipated to produce minimal
emissions if the TBM can be powered directly from the City’s electrical grid.  

Preliminary plans assume that two independent construction worker teams would be involved for two
different construction techniques. One team would be responsible for tunneling the 1,800-foot section
that crosses the Marina and Ballona Creek Channel and the other team would perform the open trench
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techniques elsewhere along each alignment (approximately 8,200 to 8,600 feet). The following
assumptions were also made in the calculations of the emissions from construction activities:

 The construction activities would operate 6.5 hours per day (as per the Mayoral Directive restricting on-
street construction work hours);

 The construction zones have a total area of approximately 0.5 acre each; and
 The TBM and some of its associated paraphernalia (slurry settling tank, slurry pump and control trailer)

emit negligible quantities of criteria pollutants because they are electrically driven.

Tables provided in Appendix C list the construction equipment and associated exhaust emissions from
open trench and micro-tunneling methods, respectively. The list of equipment is derived from the Kaku
Draft Traffic Report, September 1, 2005 conducted for this project and included in Appendix.

Total daily construction emissions from open trenching and micro-tunneling are summarized and
compared with the SCAQMD daily construction significance thresholds. The estimated construction
emissions are under the SCAQMD significance thresholds for all criteria pollutants, with the exception of
NOx emission. Thus, the combination of open trench and micro-tunneling construction is expected to
have a significant impact on air quality, unless mitigation measures for NOx are implemented. To
mitigate NOx emissions, there are several alternatives such as:

 Strategize and plan ahead to minimize the transporting of construction equipment and excessive material to
and from work area;

 Optimizing construction crew size and proper selection of equipment to reduce any unnecessary emissions
such as to eliminate redundancy or similarity in equipment capable of doing similar work in the same
construction zone, e.g., excavator vs. backhoe;

 Adjusting the electronic timing on the construction equipment to reduce NOx emissions;
 Use newer construction equipment such as equipment meeting Tier 2 emission standards;
 Minimize idling emissions from construction equipment and haul trucks by turning it off when not in use or

during potential long delays (i.e., over 5 minutes);
 Optimize the muck removal schedule to reduce emissions from haul trucks; and
 Use of alternative fuel such as biodiesel, liquid natural gas, and propane.

Another option for further investigation should NOx emissions become a primary concern is the large
(mined) tunneling method.

FUGITIVE DUST

Fugitive dust emissions are generally associated with demolition, land clearing, exposure, and cut and fill
operations. Dust generated during construction would vary substantially, depending on the level of
activity, the specific operations, and weather conditions. Nearby sensitive receptors and on-site workers
may be exposed to blowing dust, depending upon prevailing wind conditions. Table 5.2-4 presents the
best available control measures for high wind conditions. Fugitive dust would also be generated as
construction equipment travels on unpaved roads or on the construction site. The fugitive PM10 emissions
rate used in the Air Quality Analysis (AQA), 0.42 tons per acre-month (30 days), is for road construction,
which is applicable to this Project. Approximately 28 pounds per day is generated each day during
construction of the proposed Project. To minimize fugitive dust, control measures are provided in
Table5.2-4, 5.2-5 and Table 5.2-6.
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Table 5.2-4 Best Available Control Measures For High Wind Conditions

Fugitive Dust Source
Category Control Measures

Earth-moving (1A) Cease all active operations; OR

(2A) Apply water to soil not more than 15 minutes prior to moving such soil.

Disturbed surface areas (0B) On the last day of active operations prior to a weekend, holiday, or any
other period when active operations will not occur for not more than four
consecutive days: apply water with a mixture of chemical stabilizer
diluted to not less than 1/20 of the concentration required to maintain a
stabilized surface for a period of 6 months; OR

(1B) Apply chemical stabilizers prior to wind event; OR

(2B) Apply water to all unstabilized disturbed areas three times per day. If
there is any evidence of wind-driven fugitive dust, watering frequency is
increased to a minimum of four times per day; OR

(3B) Take the actions specified in Table 5-2 of the technical study
(Appendix C), Item (3c); OR

(4B) Utilize any combination of control actions (1B), (2B), and (3B) such that,
in total, these actions apply to all disturbed surface areas.

Unpaved roads (1C) Apply chemical stabilizers prior to wind event; OR

(2C) Apply water twice per hour during active operation; OR

(3C) Stop all vehicular traffic.

Open storage piles (1D) Apply water twice per hour; OR

(2D) Install temporary coverings.

Paved road track-out (1E) Cover all haul vehicles; OR

(2E) Comply with the vehicle freeboard requirements of Section 23114 of the
California Vehicle Code for both public and private roads.

All Categories (1F) Any other control measures approved by the Executive Officer and the
U.S. EPA as equivalent to the methods specified in Table 5-1 of the
technical study (Appendix C) may be used.
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Table 5.2-5 Dust Control Actions

Fugitive Dust Source
Category Control Actions

Earth-moving (except
construction cutting and filling
areas, and mining operations)

(1a) Maintain soil moisture content at a minimum of 12 percent, as determined by
American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) Method D-2216, or other
equivalent method approved by the Executive Officer, the CARB, and the EPA.
Two soil moisture evaluations must be conducted during the first 3 hours of active
operations during a calendar day, and two such evaluations each subsequent
4-hour period of active operations; OR

(1a-1) For any earth-moving which is more than 100 feet from all property lines, conduct
watering as necessary to prevent visible dust emissions from exceeding 100 feet
in length in any direction.

Earth-moving: construction fill
areas

(1b) Maintain soil moisture content at a minimum of 12 percent, as determined by
ASTM Method D-2216, or other equivalent method approved by the Executive
Officer, the CARB, and the EPA. For areas which have optimum moisture
content for compaction of less than 12 percent, as determined by ASTM Method
1557 or other equivalent method approved by the Executive Officer and the
CARB and the EPA, complete the compaction process as expeditiously as
possible after achieving at least 70 percent of the optimum soil moisture content.
Two soil moisture evaluations must be conducted during the first 3 hours of active
operations during a calendar day, and two such evaluations during each
subsequent 4-hour period of active operations.

Earth-moving: construction cut
areas and mining operations

(1c) Conduct watering as necessary to prevent visible emissions from extending more
than 100 feet beyond the active cut or mining area unless the area is inaccessible
to watering vehicles due to slope conditions or other safety factors.

Disturbed surface areas (except
completed grading areas)

(2a/b) Apply dust suppression in sufficient quantity and frequency to maintain a
stabilized surface. Any areas which cannot be stabilized, as evidenced by wind-
driven fugitive dust must have an application of water at least twice per day to at
least 80 percent of the unstabilized area.

(2c) Apply chemical stabilizers within 5 working days of grading completion; ORDisturbed surface areas:
completed grading areas (2d) Take actions (3a) or (3c) specified for inactive disturbed surface areas.

Inactive disturbed surface areas (3a) Apply water to at least 80 percent of all inactive disturbed surface areas on a
daily basis when there is evidence of wind-driven fugitive dust, excluding any
areas which are inaccessible to watering vehicles due to excessive slope or other
safety conditions; OR

(3b) Apply dust suppressants in sufficient quantity and frequency to maintain a
stabilized surface; OR

(3c) Establish a vegetative ground cover within 21 days after active operations have
ceased. Ground cover must be of sufficient density to expose less than 30
percent of unstabilized ground within 90 days of planting, and at all times
thereafter; OR

(3d) Utilize any combination of control actions (3a), (3b), and (3c) such that, in total,
these actions apply to all inactive disturbed surface areas.

Unpaved roads (4a) Water all roads used for any vehicular traffic at least once per every 2 hours of
active operations ; OR

(4b) Water all roads used for any vehicular traffic once daily and restrict vehicle
speeds to 15 mph; OR

(4c) Apply a chemical stabilizer to all unpaved road surfaces in sufficient quantity and
frequency to maintain a stabilized surface.

Open storage piles (5a) Apply chemical stabilizers; OR

(5b) Apply water to at least 80 percent of the surface area of all open storage piles on
a daily basis when there is evidence of wind-driven fugitive dust; OR

(5c) Install temporary coverings; OR
(5d) Install a three-sided enclosure with walls with no more than 50 percent porosity

which extend, at a minimum, to the top of the pile.

All Categories (6a) Any other control measures approved by the Executive Officer and the EPA as
equivalent to the methods specified in Table 5-2 of the technical study
(Appendix C) may be used.
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Table 5.2-6 Track-out Control Options
(1) Pave or apply chemical stabilization at sufficient concentration and frequency to maintain a stabilized surface

starting from the point of intersection with the public paved surface, and extending for a centerline distance of
at least 100 feet and a width of at least 20 feet.

(2) Pave from the point of intersection with the public paved road surface, and extending for a centerline distance
of at least 25 feet and a width of at least 20 feet, and install a track-out control device immediately adjacent to
the paved surface such that exiting vehicles do not travel on any unpaved road surface after passing through
the track-out control device.

(3) Any other control measures approved by the Executive Officer and the EPA as equivalent to the methods
specified in Table 5-3 of the technical study (Appendix C) may be used.

The combination of the PM10 fugitive dust and PM10 exhaust emissions from construction equipment are
added together and compared to the SCAQMD daily threshold for PM10 to determine whether the Project
has a significant impact on air quality. Total PM10 emissions, 22.6 pounds per day, from both
construction operations are significantly lower than the SCAQMD daily threshold for PM10 of 150 pounds
per day.

5.2.3.2 Operational Impacts
The proposed Project is anticipated to emit minimal odors. Once operational, the proposed Project would
operate with minimal need for on-site maintenance under normal conditions. The total amounts of
emissions from maintenance worker vehicle exhaust are considered negligible and would not have a
significant impact on air quality.

Based on the above operational characteristics, the proposed Project is not likely to impede the progress
of the SCAB in complying with federal or state ambient air quality standards, expose sensitive receptors
to substantial pollutant concentrations, or create objectionable odors.

5.2.4 Mitigation Measures
Mitigation measures are not required for the operation of the proposed project because there would not be
a significant long-term impact upon air quality.

NOx emissions arising from short-term construction activities may be addressed by implementing various
innovative emission control technologies (e.g., use of fuel additives, electronic timing and metering and
use of alternative fuel).

FUGITIVE DUST CONTROL MEASURES

The Project would be required to comply with regional rules, which would assist in reducing short-term
air pollutant emissions. SCAQMD Rule 403 requires that fugitive dust be controlled with best available
control measures (BACMs) so that the presence of such dust does not remain visible in the atmosphere
beyond the property line of the emission source. In addition, SCAQMD Rule 402 prohibits dust from
creating a nuisance off site. These dust suppression techniques were summarized in Table 5.2-5 above.
Implementation of these dust suppression techniques, as required by the SCAQMD, can reduce the
fugitive dust generation (and thus the PM10 component) by 50 to 75 percent. Compliance with the
following BACMs would reduce impacts on nearby sensitive receptors.
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5.2.5 Unavoidable Adverse Project Impacts
Although the short-term construction emissions will contribute to the existing non-attainment status, the
operation and construction of the proposed project is not expected to exacerbate long-term air quality.
BACMs and other feasible control measures are suggested to reduce fugitive dust and other emissions
from the construction zones.

5.2.6 Cumulative Impacts
CONSTRUCTION EMISSIONS

The implementation of the proposed Project and other development projects in the general vicinity of the
Project area may be simultaneously under construction. Depending on construction schedules of all the
projects in the area, fugitive dust and pollutant emissions generated during construction may result in
substantial short-term increases in air pollutants, which would contribute to short-term cumulative air
quality impacts. Traffic analysis conducted by Kaku Associates in September 1, 2005, has indicated that
of the nine study intersections in the vicinity of the proposed project, six of study intersections currently
operate at “acceptable” levels of service (LOS D or better) during the morning and afternoon peak traffic 
periods. LOS D may be defined as imposing delays that may be substantial during portions of the rush
hours, but having enough lower volume periods to permit clearing of developing lines, thereby preventing
excessive backups. Of these six intersections, four are operating at LOS B or better, i.e., reasonably
unimpeded operations with slightly restricted maneuverability and stopped delays that are considered
acceptable LOS.

PROJECT EMISSIONS

Currently, the SCAB is in non-attainment for O3, PM10, and PM2.5. Preliminary data indicates that the
maintenance schedule and equipment would remain the same; therefore, the operation of the proposed
project should have an essentially negligible impact on the existing air quality status.
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5.3 BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES
5.3.1 Environmental Setting
Biological resources within the proposed Project areas have been studied and analyzed for the purpose of
determining any impacts to the environment resulting from the construction of the proposed sewer main.
Resources were observed, studied, and analyzed within each of the alternative alignments to allow
flexibility for construction staging, construction, and construction related activities.

This section summarizes the findings and conclusions contained in the Biological Technical Report
prepared by Keane Biological Consulting (2005) and the Marine Resource report prepared by MBC
Biological (2005) for the Project. The Biological Technical Report and Marine Resource Report are
contained in Appendix D to this EIR. The reports were prepared to: (1) inventory, map and describe the
types, current conditions, and value of existing on-site biological resources; (2) identify and evaluate the
significance of all potential direct, indirect, and cumulative project impacts on existing resources; and
(3) recommend mitigation measures to reduce impacts to a less than significant level.

This section also summarizes the findings and conclusions contained in the 404 and 1603 Jurisdictional
Delineation Report prepared by URS for the Project site dated 2005 (Appendix D).

Marina Del Rey is one of the largest human-made marinas in the world with more than 6,000 berths
(Pondella and Allen, unpublished data). Most of the Marina is silt-bottomed with little hard substrate
other than various retaining walls, floats and pilings. Basin D, located on the west side of the marina,
terminates in a sandy swimming beach, and eelgrass beds (Zostera marina) are present in the subtidal
areas of the basin. The marina connects to Santa Monica Bay through an entrance channel bound by
breakwaters running perpendicular to shore with a terminal breakwall running parallel to shore that
protects the entrance.

The Ballona Creek flood control channel runs parallel to the Marina Del Rey entrance channel at the
mouth of the Creek, emptying into Santa Monica Bay south of the Marina Del Rey Channel. Within the
Project area, Ballona Creek is riprap-lined and primarily marine, providing tidal exchange for both Del
Rey Lagoon and the nearby Ballona Wetlands. Ballona Creek drains most of Culver City and the
surrounding areas [Wetlands Research Associates, Inc. (WRA), 1990].

To the west of the Project area, the Marina Del Rey and Ballona Creek entrances bisect Dockweiler State
Beach. The north beach is adjacent to Venice Municipal Beach, the Ballona Lagoon and Marina Del Rey
to the east. A protected California least tern (Sterna antillarum browni) avian nesting vegetated area is
located near the southern end of the beach. The breeding area is fenced to exclude humans and predators.

The southern extent of Dockweiler State Beach is adjacent to Del Rey Lagoon, Playa Del Rey and LAX
to the south. In the Del Rey Lagoon area, several fenced, vegetated dunes front the beach. Steeper slopes
backing the beach are also vegetated. Two western snowy plover critical habitat units have been
proposed for Dockweiler State Beach, the northernmost west section of the airport, slightly south of the
southern extent of the project. Dockweiler State Beach, particularly the upper, dry back-beach area where
proposed Project activities may occur are, for the most part, groomed with developed paths and volleyball
courts.
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Two Environmentally Sensitive Habitat Areas (ESHA) are located close to most of the potential
alignments. To the north, three proposed project alignments are in proximity to the Grand Canal/Ballona
Lagoon in the Venice and Marina Del Rey area. To the south, two proposed alignments are near Del Rey
Lagoon situated in Playa Del Rey.

VEGETATION

The Ballona Lagoon area supports several coastal vegetative communities including Coastal Salt Marsh,
characterized by vegetation that occupies intertidal areas and is periodically inundated by rising tides,
Coastal Strand, which is characterized by vegetation typical of upland, beach and dune habitats, and
Coastal Sage Scrub, a habitat that includes those species typically found higher, above the Coastal Strand
community (Jones, 2003).

Del Rey Lagoon is surrounded by an urban park with manicured landscaping, lawns, a sandy beach, and
recreational infrastructure along the southern end of the lagoon on level parkland about 10 feet above the
elevation of the lagoon (WRA, 1990). Adjacent to Del Rey Lagoon to the south, between Pacific Avenue
and Dockweiler State Beach, are several fenced, vegetated dunes. The dunes support a degraded
Southern Dune Scrub habitat dominated by invasive iceplant, and to a lesser extent, native beach evening
primrose.

Special-Status Species – For purposes of this EIR, a species is considered “special status” or “sensitive” 
if it is included in one of the following categories:

 Federal listing as threatened or endangered;
 State listing as rare, threatened, or endangered;
 Proposed for federal or state listing as threatened or endangered;
 Candidates for federal or state listing as threatened or endangered;
 Federal species of concern;
 Protected by the Migratory Bird Treaty Act;
 Designated by the CDFG as a Species of Special Concern; and
 Included in the sixth edition of the California Native Plant Society (CNPS) inventory of rare and

endangered plants in California [California Natural Diversity Database (CNDDB), 2005].

Several species of plants or wildlife that occur (or could potentially occur) within Ballona and Del Rey
Lagoons are listed by the federal and/or state governments as threatened or endangered. Additionally,
some species are listed by government agencies and other entities as being of concern for various reasons.
All marine mammals are protected by the Marine Mammal Protection Act, native birds by the Migratory
Bird Treaty Act, and endangered plants and animals by the California Endangered Species Act.

Marina Del Rey Area –Sensitive insect species known to occur in the Marina Del Rey area, and that
may potentially be found in the project area, include two species of butterflies, the federally listed
endangered El Segundo blue butterfly (Euphilotes battoides allyni) and the wandering or saltmarsh
skipper (Panoquina errans). Both butterflies are associated with host plant species that are known to
occur in the Ballona Lagoon plant community.  Historically three sensitive insect species, Dorothy’s El 
Segundo dune weevil (Trigonoscuta dorothea dorothea), Belkin’s dune tabanid fly (Brennania belkini),
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and globose dune beetle (Coelus globosus), were reported to occur on the dunes of South Dockweiler
State Beach (CNDDB, 2005). Recent occurrence of these species in the area has not been corroborated.

Venice Area –Several species of sensitive native plants were noted in the Ballona Lagoon area,
including: red sand-verbena (Abronia maritima), southwestern spiny rush (Juncus acutus ssp. leopoldii),
and woolly sea-blight (Suaeda taxifolia), which are sensitive species found in small populations of limited
distribution. Three other plants, south coast saltbush (Atriplex pacifica), pink sand-verbena (Abronia
umbellata), and California sea-blight (Suaeda californica) are considered to be rare, threatened or
endangered in California.

Among avian species, the California least tern occurs in the Project area. It nests in a protected breeding
site on North Dockweiler State Beach and feeding in shallow waters throughout the area. The Western
snowy plover (Charadrius alexandrinus nivosus), another beach nesting species, is known to occur in the
Project area in winter, feeding on lower beaches and tidal flats.

Playa Del Rey Area –Summer nesting in the Project area is not reported, but critical nesting habitat
designation is proposed for Dockweiler State Beach south of the proposed Project area. Belding’s 
savannah sparrow (Passerculus sandwichensis beldingi) requires pickleweed habitat and is known to
occur in the Marina Del Rey area. Belding’s savannah sparrow could potentially be found foraging in or 
nesting near Del Rey Lagoon.

5.3.2 Thresholds of Significance
Direct impacts occur when sensitive biological resources are altered or destroyed as a result of project
implementation. Examples of such impacts include removal of sensitive vegetation, filling of wetland
habitats, or severing or physically restricting the width of wildlife corridors. Other direct impacts may
include loss of foraging or nesting habitat and take of federal and state protected plant or animal species.
Indirect impacts may occur due to elevated levels of noise or lighting, change in surface water hydrology
within a floodplain, and increased erosion or sedimentation. These types of indirect impacts can affect
vegetation communities or their potential use by sensitive wildlife species.

The CEQA Guidelines define “significant effect on the environment” as a “substantial, or potentially 
substantial, adverse change in the environment.”  The CEQA Guidelines further indicate that there may
be a significant effect on biological resources if the project will:

a. Substantially affect an endangered, rare, or threatened species of animal or plant or the habitat of the
species;

b. Interfere substantially with the movement of resident or migratory fish or wildlife species to the extent that
it adversely affects the population dynamics of the species;

c. Substantially diminish habitat for fish, wildlife, or plants; or
d. Affect a substantial portion of the distribution of plant communities defined as threatened or very

threatened by the Nature Conservancy Heritage Program or as designated in the CNDDB maintained by the
CDFG.
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5.3.3 Impact Analysis
MARINA DEL REY

Marquesas Way/Via Marina Way Alignment –Temporary impacts to water quality and marine
resources could occur through the unintentional release of excavated sediments and water into the Grand
Canal, although the proposed Project is not likely to result in a long-term reduction in water quality or the
loss of individuals or habitat in the area. No permanent impacts to the water quality or marine resources
in the Project area are anticipated from this alignment.

Temporary turbidity in the canal could occur with certain tunneling methods, and turbidity may affect
least tern foraging either by reducing local prey availability and/or by compromising visibility of prey in
the vicinity. However, in general, tunneling would occur below the bottom of the canal, and tunneling
generally has no effect on the surface (Justin Brown, pers. comm.). Thus, no turbidity is expected in the
canal near Hurricane and Marquesas Way where tunneling will occur.

VENICE ALIGNMENT

Pacific Avenue Alignment–Temporary impacts to water quality and marine resources at launching and
receiving sites associated with the submarine canal erosion could occur through the unintentional release
of excavated sediments and water into the local environment, although the proposed project is not likely
to result in a long-term reduction in water quality or the loss of individuals or habitat in the area. No
permanent impacts to the water quality or marine resources in the Project area are anticipated from this
alignment.

Any construction activities conducted during the least tern nesting season when terns are present, may
impose significant temporary impacts in the form of noise, surface vibration, and increased human
disturbance. Furthermore, those least terns using the nesting site will be affected if open-cut excavation,
jacking pit, or micro-tunneling is used, within 500 feet of the nesting site. Additionally, the increased
human disturbance may attract tern predators (i.e., American crow). Since this alignment would be
located a minimum of 600 feet from the least tern nesting site, activity at the receptor site would not have
any temporary or permanent effects on the nesting site should construction activities occur during nesting
season, if proper BMPs are incorporated. No permanent impacts on least tern foraging habitat (Marina
Del Rey Channel, Ballona Creek, and Grand Canal) in the Project area are expected.

Venice Beach/North Dockweiler Beach Alignment –Temporary impacts to water quality and marine
resources could occur along the beach at launching and receiving pits through the unintentional release of
sediments and water into the local environment. The cut-and-cover construction method for this
alignment, though considered, has been deemed not viable.

Portions of the alignment (between Yawl and Topsail streets) would be located within 200 feet of the
least tern nesting site. If any construction activities associated with tunneling occur during the least tern
nesting season when terns are present, significant temporary impacts on least terns at the nesting site may
result if noisy equipment is used, or if the micro-tunneling and jacking pit and/or receiving pit are within
500 feet of the nesting site. These impacts include noise, surface vibration, and increased human
disturbance, as well as potentially attracting predators to the nesting site (crows). Construction activities
may result in temporary effects on least terns [see Appendix D, Biological Technical Report (Keane,
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2005)]. No permanent impacts on least tern foraging habitat (Marina Del Rey Channel, Ballona Creek,
and Grand Canal) in the Project area are expected.

Channel Crossings –Temporary impacts associated with construction are possible, although the
proposed Project is not likely to result in a long-term reduction in water quality or the loss of individuals
or habitat in the area. No permanent impacts to the water quality or marine resources in the Project area
are anticipated for any of the proposed alignment alternatives.

Continuous (Full-Length) Tunnel Alignment Alternatives; Venice Beach/Dockweiler Beach –
Temporary impacts to water quality and marine resources at shaft points associated with methane venting
along the alignment surface could occur through the unintentional release of excavated sediments and
water into the local environment. Potential impact to the least terns exists within 600 feet of the
designated least tern nesting area.

Construction Alternatives–Tunneling construction methods have the advantage of reducing impacts by
limiting construction activities to the launch and receptor shaft sites, which could be positioned away
from sensitive areas, although the construction technique could lead to temporary impacts to water quality
and marine resources, which could occur through the unintentional release of excavated sediments and
water into the local environment.

MINED TUNNELING/SHAFT LOCATIONS

Alt. 1–Beach Alignment (Waterview to Hurricane) –Temporary impacts to water quality and marine
resources could occur at the #1 starter shaft or #9 receptor shaft locations (mined tunnel Alternative #1),
through the unintentional release of excavated sediments and water into the local environment. However,
the proposed Project is not likely to result in a long-term reduction in water quality or the loss of
individuals or habitat in the area. In addition, impacts to least terns may occur at potential vent shafts.
No permanent impacts to the water quality or marine resources in the Project area are anticipated from
this alignment.

The Dockweiler State Beach #9 receptor shaft is located within 3,000 feet of the least tern nesting site. If
any construction activities occur during the least tern nesting season when terns are present, no permanent
and no significant temporary impacts on least terns at the nesting site are expected. Furthermore, no
permanent impacts on least tern foraging habitat (Marina Del Rey Channel, Ballona Creek, and Grand
Canal) in the Project area are expected.

Alt. 2 –Beach Alignment (LAX to Hurricane) –Temporary impacts to water quality and marine
resources could occur at the #2 starter shaft and #9 receptor shaft locations (mined tunnel Alternative #2),
through the unintentional release of excavated sediments and water into the local environment. However,
the proposed Project is not likely to result in a long-term reduction in water quality or the loss of
individuals or habitat in the area. In addition, impacts to least terns may occur at potential vent shafts.
No permanent impacts to the water quality or marine resources in the Project area are anticipated from
this alignment.

The Dockweiler State Beach #9 receptor shaft is located within 3,000 feet of the least tern nesting site. If
any construction activities occur during the least tern nesting season when terns are present, no permanent
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and no significant temporary impacts on least terns at the nesting site are expected. Furthermore, no
permanent impacts on least tern foraging habitat (Marina Del Rey Channel, Ballona Creek, and Grand
Canal) in the Project area are expected.

Alt. 3 –Beach Alignment (LAX to VPP) –Temporary impacts to water quality and marine resources
could occur at the #2 starter shaft and #10 receptor shaft locations (mined tunnel Alternative #3), through
the unintentional release of excavated sediments and water into the local environment. However, the
proposed project is not likely to result in a long-term reduction in water quality or the loss of individuals
or habitat in the area. In addition, impacts to least terns may occur at potential vent shafts. No permanent
impacts to the water quality or marine resources in the project area are anticipated from this alignment.

The Hurricane Street #10 receptor shaft is located within 3,400 feet of the least tern nesting site. If any
construction activities occur during the least tern nesting season when terns are present, no permanent and
no significant temporary impacts on least terns at the nesting site are expected. Furthermore, no
permanent impacts on least tern foraging habitat (Marina Del Rey Channel, Ballona Creek, and Grand
Canal) in the project area are expected.

Alt. 4 –Inland Alignment (LAX to VPP) –Temporary impacts to water quality and marine resources
could occur at the #2 starter shaft and #11 receptor shaft locations (mined tunnel Alternative #4), through
the unintentional release of excavated sediments and water into the local environment. However, the
proposed Project is not likely to result in a long-term reduction in water quality or the loss of individuals
or habitat in the area. In addition, impacts to least terns may occur at potential vent shafts. No permanent
impacts to the water quality or marine resources in the project area are anticipated from this alignment.

The Grand Canal #11 receptor shaft is located within 3,600 feet of the least tern nesting site. If any
construction activities occur during the least tern nesting season when terns are present, no permanent and
no significant temporary impacts on least terns at the nesting site are expected. Furthermore, no
permanent impacts on least tern foraging habitat (Marina Del Rey Channel, Ballona Creek, and Grand
Canal) in the project area are expected.

Other shaft locations which may be used for either method of tunneling are:

62nd Avenue–62nd Avenue is located 1,800 linear feet from the least tern nesting area and is separated
from the nesting area by Ballona Creek and Marina Del Rey Channel. Noise and other activities
associated with project construction would not affect least tern nesting if construction during the nesting
season is located 1,000 linear feet or further from the least tern nesting area. Therefore, the alignment
would not result in any permanent or temporary effects on the nesting site. No other short-term impacts
on least tern foraging habitat are expected to occur in the project area.

The Beach at Hurricane Street –The beach at Hurricane Street is located 3,000 linear feet from the
least tern nesting area. Noise and other activities associated with project construction would not affect
least tern nesting if construction during the nesting season is located 1,000 linear feet or further from the
least tern nesting area. Therefore, the alignment would not result in any permanent or temporary effects
on the nesting site. No other short-term impacts on least tern foraging habitat are expected to occur in the
Project area.
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The Beach at Waterview –The beach at Waterview is located 6,600 linear feet from the least tern
nesting area and is separated from the nesting area by Ballona Creek and Marina Del Rey Channel. Noise
and other activities associated with Project construction would not affect least tern nesting if construction
during the nesting season is located 1,000 linear feet or further from the least tern nesting area.
Therefore, the alignment would not result in any permanent or temporary effects on the nesting site. No
other short-term impacts on least tern foraging habitat are expected to occur in the project area.

Marquesas Way at Via Marina –Marquesas Way at Via Marina is located 3,600 linear feet from the
least tern nesting area and is separated from the nesting area by a housing development. Noise and other
activities associated with project construction would not affect least tern nesting if construction during the
nesting season is located 1,000 linear feet or further from the least tern nesting area. Therefore, the
alignment would not result in any permanent or temporary effects on the nesting site. No other short-term
impacts on least tern foraging habitat are expected to occur in the project area.

Hurricane at the Grand Canal–Hurricane at the Grand Canal is located 3,600 linear feet from the least
tern nesting area and is separated from the nesting area by a housing development. Noise and other
activities associated with project construction would not affect least tern nesting if construction during the
nesting season is located 1,000 linear feet or further from the least tern nesting area. Therefore, the
alignment would not result in any permanent or temporary effects on the nesting site.

The Beach North of the Marina Entrance Channel –The beach north of the Marina entrance channel
is located less than 400 linear feet from the least tern nesting area. Noise and other activities associated
with project construction would affect least tern nesting if construction during the nesting season is
located less than 1,000 linear feet from the least tern nesting area. Therefore, the alignment would result
in temporary (and no permanent) effects on the nesting site.

The Beach South of the Ballona Creek Channel –The beach south of the Ballona Creek Channel is
located 1,800 linear feet from the least tern nesting area and is separated from the nesting area by Ballona
Creek and Marina Del Rey Channel. Noise and other activities associated with project construction
would not affect least tern nesting if construction during the nesting season is located 1,000 linear feet or
further from the least tern nesting area. Therefore, the alignment would not result in any permanent or
temporary effects on the nesting site.

Hurricane at Canal Street (for the tunnel option only) –Hurricane at Canal Street is located 3,600
linear feet from the least tern nesting area and is separated from the nesting area by a housing
development. Noise and other activities associated with project construction would not affect least tern
nesting if construction during the nesting season is located 1,000 linear feet or further from the least tern
nesting area. Therefore, the alignment would not result in any permanent or temporary effects on the
nesting site. No other temporary impacts on least tern foraging habitat are expected to occur.

The Dunes at LAX (tunnel option only)–The dunes at LAX (tunnel option only) are located 600 linear
feet from the least tern nesting area and are separated from the nesting area by Ballona Creek and Marina
Del Rey Channel. Noise and other activities associated with project construction would not affect least
tern nesting if construction during the nesting season is located 1,000 linear feet or further from the least
tern nesting area. Therefore, the alignment would not result in any permanent or temporary effects on the
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nesting site. No other short-term impacts on least tern foraging habitat are expected to occur in the
Project area.

Via Marina at the County Surface Parking Lot –Via Marina at the County surface parking lot is
located 3,600 linear feet from the least tern nesting area and is separated from the nesting area by a
housing development. Noise and other activities associated with Project construction would not affect
least tern nesting if construction during the nesting season is located 1,000 linear feet or further from the
least tern nesting area. Therefore, the alignment would not result in any permanent or temporary effects
on the nesting site. No other temporary impacts on least tern foraging habitat are expected to occur.

Via Marina at Pacific Avenue –The Via Marina at Pacific Avenue is located 600 linear feet from the
least tern nesting area. Noise and other activities associated with Project construction would affect least
tern nesting if construction during the nesting season is located less than 1,000 linear feet from the least
tern nesting area. However, even though this site is located less than 1,000 linear feet from the least tern
nesting area, it is separated by a housing development. Therefore, the alignment would not be expected to
result in temporary (and no permanent) effects on the nesting site. No other temporary impacts on least
tern foraging habitat are expected to occur.

WATER QUALITY

Clean Water Act –The Clean Water Act (CWA) of 1972 was designed to restore and maintain the
physical, chemical, and biological integrity of the nation’s waters.  Sections of the CWA control the 
discharge of waste and pollutants into aquatic environments. Section 404 of the CWA established a
program to regulate dredging and/or filling in U.S. waters. Under Section 404, the USACOE can issue
two types of permits: a general permit or an individual permit. The general permit is a type of permit
issued to the public at large on a regional or national basis and is only issued when the activities would
cause only minimal direct or cumulative impacts. An individual permit is required for an applicant that
wishes to conduct activities not already allowed under a general permit.

Rivers and Harbors Appropriations Act of 1899–The Rivers and Harbors Appropriations Act of 1899
authorizes the USACOE to exercise control over all construction projects in U.S. navigable waters. The
Rivers and Harbors Act was originally designed with the intent to protect navigation and navigable
capacity. These objectives were later expanded to include environmental protection. The key provision
to this Act is Section 13, which makes it a crime to discharge refuse into any navigable water without the
permission of the USACOE.

All areas of construction must adhere to the CWA by implementing National Pollutant Discharge
Elimination System (NPDES) compliance. The following alternative locations are subject to WQ
requirements and may be subject to agency notification or review.
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Water quality is discussed here, because it relates to the protection of marine/aquatic species. The
following alternative locations are subject to water quality requirements as follows:

Location Agency Permit/Requirement Issues of Concern

All Alignments Los Angeles County Geotechnical/Grading/Hauling
Permits

Dept. of Beaches and Harbors;
Right-of-Entry Permit

ROW/Easements for construction
and future maintenance and
operations.

 Impacts from dewatering,
tunneling

Staging areas and additional
easement

All Alignments RWQCB NPDES Construction SWPPP
Permit

401C Section Certification

Water quality and placement of
discharges associated with
dewatering activities. No permit
required for discharges to sewer.
General Permit saves time with
RWQCB.

Launch Sections USACOE Section 10 or Section 404 Permit
required if excavated material
discharged to waters and construction
permit.

Location, placement and depth of
pipeline

Obstruction of navigation or other
channel activities

Channel safety
 Impacts to wildlife–right-of-entry

fauna
Dredging/filling activities

All Alignments CDFG 1600 et. seq. (Streambed Alteration) Impacts to fish habitat

All Alignments CCC Coastal Development Permit Obstruction of recreation and
beachfront facilities

 Impacts to animal species and
habitat

 Impacts to parking and traffic

N/A California State Lands Possible lease requirement Verification of jurisdiction

All Alignments National Marine Fisheries
Service

Impacts to aquatic and marine life

All Alignments
from Vista Del
Mar and
Northward

California Department of
Conservation, Division of Oil,
Gas and Geothermal
Resources

A construction notification form should
be submitted to the Division prior to
any activity.

Project is inside administrative
bounds of the Playa Del Rey Oil
Field containing numerous plugged
and abandoned oil wells.

All Alignments State of California Department
of Health Services

Project Review for compliance with
Title 22, Section 64630 (Conducted
through County Environmental
Services Division)

Separation of water and sewer
mains

All Alignments USFWS Impacts to habitat (i.e., least tern)

Source: LUPIN Website, LA County Website, CERES, Website, 2005

5.3.4 Mitigation Measures
The following mitigation measures are expected to reduce the proposed Project’s potential significant 
adverse impacts to biological resources to less than significant levels:

BIO-1 If the Venice Beach/Dockweiler Beach alignment is selected and construction is to be above-
ground, or if tunneling is used and the jacking and/or receiving pit is within 500 feet of the nesting site,
and any construction activities are to occur during the least tern nesting season (April 1 through August
31), a qualified and experienced biological monitor shall be present during all construction activities
within 500 feet of the nesting site to ensure that construction activities do not adversely affect least terns
using the nesting site. In addition, the monitors will ensure that work crews properly dispose of all
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garbage in covered containers so that work crews do not attract predators (such as crows) into the area
and thus contribute indirectly to depredation of least tern eggs and chicks.

BIO-2 Construction of any of the alternative alignments includes tunneling under the Marina Del Rey
Channel and Ballona Creek, and the Marquesas Way alignment includes tunneling under the Grand Canal.
All of these waterways have been documented as foraging habitat for the least tern. If any tunneling
activities are to occur during the least tern nesting season (April 1 through August 31), a water quality
specialist or biological monitor shall conduct surveys at tunneling access shaft locations at a minimum of
once daily to ensure that tunneling does not increase water turbidity. If any turbidity is discovered in these
areas, the tunneling activities shall cease until the leak from the tunnel that is resulting in turbidity is
repaired.

BIO-3 Existing and potential values in environmentally sensitive habitat areas shall be protected,
enhanced, and where feasible, restored. If any habitat and of marine resources are disturbed, in
accordance with the City of Venice LUP and Local Coastal Program (LCP), ESHAs would be restored as
necessary to previous undisturbed condition. Marine resources shall be maintained, enhanced, and
restored, as necessary.

5.3.5 Unavoidable Adverse Impacts
If the avoidance and minimization measures described in this EIR are implemented successfully, no
unavoidable adverse impacts on biological resources are expected as a result of the proposed Project.

5.3.6 Cumulative and Secondary Impacts
No significant cumulative impacts have been identified to biological resources or habitats in the Project
area. Assuming the avoidance and minimization measures above are implemented successfully, the
project would not contribute to cumulative adverse effects on least terns in southern California or result in
secondary impacts on least terns, least tern nesting sites or least tern foraging habitat. There are no other
known projects in the vicinity of the proposed project that, when considered together, would result in
significant adverse impacts to the wildlife and habitats in the Marina Del Rey area.
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5.4 CIRCULATION, TRAFFIC AND TRANSPORTATION
5.4.1 Environmental Setting
EXISTING STREET SYSTEM

The regional freeway and highway system serving the project alignment area is depicted in Figure 5.4-1.
Primary regional access to the project site is provided by the Marina Freeway (SR 90), the San Diego
Freeway (I-405), the Santa Monica Freeway (I-10) and the Glenn M. Anderson Freeway (I-105). SR 90
runs northeast of the VPP site along a diagonal east of Marina Del Rey. Access to the site from SR 90
can be obtained from Admiralty Way or Lincoln Boulevard. I-10 runs in an east/west direction in the
northern portion of the study area approximately 4 miles north of the Ballona Creek, and I-105 runs
east/west about 3 miles south of the Ballona Creek. Both I-10 and I-105 connect with I-405 to the north
and south, respectively.

The main streets carrying project-related construction traffic (both worker trips and truck trips) to the
construction pits or zones would be:

Venice and Marina Del Rey Areas –Lincoln Boulevard (SR 1), Washington Boulevard, Venice
Boulevard (SR 187), Via Marina, Via Dolce, Pacific Avenue, and Hurricane Street adjacent to the VPP.

Westchester/Playa Del Rey Areas - Vista Del Mar, Culver Boulevard, Jefferson Boulevard, Pershing
Drive, Westchester Parkway, Manchester Avenue, and Pacific Avenue.

These secondary highways, collectors and selected local streets in the project’s study area offer sub-
regional and local access and circulation opportunities. These facilities generally provide two to four
travel lanes and allow parking on one side of the street. The physical characteristics and functional
classifications for the above key streets in the project alignment area are summarized in Appendix E of
this EIR. In addition, an inventory of the existing on-street parking supply along Pacific Avenue in the
vicinity of the VPP and along the project alternative alignments both north and south of the Ballona
Creek/Marina Del Rey Channels can also be found in Appendix E.

EXISTING TRAFFIC VOLUMES AND LEVELS OF SERVICE

Twenty-three roadway segments and nine intersections in the vicinity of project alignment alternatives
were analyzed in the project study area. New daily roadway traffic machine counts and morning and
afternoon intersection peak hour traffic volumes (the highest 1-hour period between 7:00 and 9:00 a.m.
and between 4:00 and 6:00 p.m.) were conducted in July 2005 and are included in Appendix E. The
volume-to-capacity (V/C) ratio and corresponding LOS of each segment was calculated. A capacity of
800 vehicles per lane per hour (vplph) was used on Major Arterials (Class II), 750 vplph for secondary
arterials, 650 vplph for collectors, 600 vplph for local streets. In accordance with Los Angeles
Department of Transportation (LADOT) practices, a 7 percent increase in capacity was assumed on major
and secondary street segments to reflect the benefits of the existing Automated Traffic Surveillance and
Control (ATSAC) system. Detailed assessment of the existing operating conditions at these 23 roadway
segments and the LOS definitions for roadway segments are included in Appendix E. All but two of the
23 analyzed directional street segments in the project study area are currently operating at LOS D or
better during morning and afternoon peak hours, the exceptions being Nicholson Street between Culver
Boulevard and Pershing Drive, and Culver Boulevard east of Nicholson Street in the Playa Vista area
south of the Ballona Creek (#5 and #6, respectively, in Figure 5.4-1).
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Of the nine analyzed intersections, three are located in the Marina Del Rey area and six are located south
of the Ballona Creek. Seven intersections are currently controlled by traffic signals. The intersections of
Vista Del Mar/Pacific Avenue and Pershing Drive/Cabora Drive are stop-controlled intersections. In
accordance with LADOT procedures, the “Critical Movement Analysis-Planning” (Transportation 
Research Board, 1980) method of intersection capacity analysis was used to determine the intersection
V/C ratio and corresponding LOS for the turning movements and intersection characteristics at the seven
signalized study intersections. The Computer Assisted Level of Service Calculations and Database
(CALCADB) software developed by LADOT was used to implement the Critical Movement Analysis
(CMA) methodology. The ranges of V/C ratios and corresponding LOS for signalized intersections are
included in Appendix E.  The “Two-Way Stop Controlled” methodology and the “All-Way Stop
Controlled” methodology from the 2000 Highway Capacity Manual were used to determine the average 
vehicle delay (in seconds) and the corresponding LOS for the two stop-controlled study intersections.
The LOS definitions for the stop-controlled intersections are included in Appendix E. Detailed assessment
of the existing operating conditions at the nine intersections, including the V/C ratio or delay (in seconds)
and corresponding LOS at each of the study intersections during the morning and afternoon peak hour can
be found in Appendix E. Six of the nine analyzed intersections currently operate at acceptable levels of
service (LOS D or better) during both peak periods. The exceptions are the two signalized intersections of
Lincoln Boulevard/Washington Boulevard and Pershing Drive/Nicholson Street/Culver Boulevard, and
the stop-controlled intersection of Pershing Drive/Cabora Drive.

EXISTING TRANSIT SYSTEM

Public transit services operating in the Marina Del Rey and Playa Del Rey area include the Los Angeles
County Metropolitan Transportation Authority (MTA) system, Los Angeles Department of
Transportation Commuter Express (CE), Culver City Bus, and the Santa Monica City Big Blue Bus. The
routes that serve the Project area are shown in Figure 5.4-2. Bus routes and their frequencies during the
morning (7-9 a.m.) and afternoon (4-6 p.m.) peak periods are detailed as follows:

Line 108 –Line 108 is a local east/west line that travels from Pico Rivera to Marina Del Rey. Limited-
stop Line 358 travels during the peak hours. These lines run primarily along Slauson Avenue and serve
the Metro Blue Line Slauson Station and the Westfield Shoppingtown Fox Hills Transit Center. They
travel along Centinela Avenue, Mindanao Way, Admiralty Way, Via Marina, Pacific Avenue, and
Washington Boulevard. Both lines have stops on Via Marina and Pacific Avenue adjacent to the project
area. Line 358 has an average a.m. and p.m. peak hour headway of 25 minutes, whereas Line 108
provides average midday headway of 40 minutes.

Line 115 is an east/west local line that travels primarily along Manchester Boulevard and Firestone
Boulevard connecting Playa Del Rey and Norwalk and serves the Metro Blue Line Firestone Station and
Metro Green Line I-105/I-605 Station. In the vicinity of the Project, this line travels along Manchester
Avenue and serves a loop route starting from Pershing Drive, Culver Boulevard, Pacific Avenue, Vista
Del Mar, and returning back to Pershing Drive. Line 115 has average a.m. and p.m. peak hour headways
of 30 minutes and 40 minutes.
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Line 220 –Line 220 is a north/south local service that travels along Robertson Boulevard, Culver
Boulevard, Pershing Drive, and Imperial Highway, connecting West Hollywood and LAX. In the vicinity
of the Project, this line serves a loop route starting from Culver Boulevard, Esplanade, Pacific Avenue,
Convoy Street and returning back to Culver Boulevard. Line 220 has an average headway of 60 minutes
throughout the day.

LADOT CE 437 –This LADOT commuter express line serves the communities of Venice, Marina Del
Rey, Mar Vista, and Culver City and travels along Santa Monica Freeway (I-10) to connect them with
downtown Los Angeles. In the vicinity of the project, this line travels along Admiralty Way and Via
Marina and terminates at Pacific Avenue and Washington Boulevard. This line provides average a.m. and
p.m. peak hour headways of 25 minutes and 30 minutes.

Culver City Line 1 –This Culver City Bus line travels primarily along Washington Boulevard and
Pacific Avenue, and connects the Venice Beach area, Culver City area, and West Los Angeles transit
center. In the vicinity of the Project, this line has stops at Washington Boulevard and Pacific Avenue,
with 15-minute headways throughout the day.

Santa Monica Line 3/Rapid 3 –Santa Monica Line 3/Rapid 8 travel primarily along Lincoln Boulevard
and connect Santa Monica, Marina Del Rey and LAX. Line 3 provides a 10-minute headway throughout
the day, and Rapid 3 provides additional limited-stop service during peak hours.

NON-MOTORIZED TRANSPORTATION

Biking and walking are non-motorized transportation modes that typically serve shorter trips than do
motorized travel modes. In the VPP area, bikeways facilitate and encourage this mode of non-motorized
transportation. According to LADOT, Class I bikeways are separate off-street paths, Class II bikeways
are striped lanes within streets, and Class III bikeways are signed bicycle routes. The existing bicycle
network in the vicinity of the project area is depicted in Appendix E. Pedestrian access at and near public
transit, in local commercial and residential areas is facilitated by sidewalks, which are present on most
streets.

5.4.2 Thresholds of Significance
The Draft Los Angeles CEQA Thresholds Guide presents traffic impact significance thresholds applicable
to projects in the City’s jurisdiction.  Relevant thresholds are discussed below.  The impact analysis 
discussion will address each pipeline alignment alternative’s effects with respect to each of these
thresholds.

TRA-1: A significant impact would occur if the project would permanently increase the V/C ratio of
applicable intersections or street segments beyond the limits established by the City of Los Angeles,
including the V/C ratio along Congestion Management Program (CMP) designated roads. The City has
established operational traffic impact criteria for the assessment of potential impacts of a project on the
local street system after completion and during operation. Those operational standards indicate that a
project is considered to have a significant traffic impact if the increase in V/C ratio attributed to the
project exceeds a specific threshold for each level of service (see Appendix E for the definitions of level
of service for signalized intersections and for unsignalized intersections).
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A sliding scale has been established under which the maximum allowable increase in the V/C ratio
decreases as the V/C ratio increases using the following scale:

Using these criteria, a project would not have a significant impact at an analyzed intersection if it were
operating at LOS A or B after the addition of project operational traffic. Also, a project would not have a
significant impact on an analyzed intersection if it were operating at LOS C and the incremental change in
the V/C ratio were less than 0.04, or if it were operating at LOS D and the incremental change in the V/C
ratio were less than 0.02. If the location were operating at LOS E or F after the addition of project
operational traffic and the incremental change in the V/C ratio were greater than or equal to 0.01, a
project would be considered to have a significant impact.

In addition, based upon discussions with the City staff, the following threshold criteria, set forth in the
Draft L.A. CEQA Threshold Guide (City of Los Angeles, 1998) are used to determine if a project has an
impact at a specific roadway segment for the roadway link-level analysis:

A proposed project would normally have a significant street segment capacity impact if proposed traffic
causes an increase in the V/C ratio on the street segment operating condition after the addition of project
traffic equal or greater than the following:

 V/C ratio increase > 0.080 if final LOS is C
 V/C ratio increase > 0.040 if final LOS is D
 V/C ratio increase > 0.020 if final LOS is E or F

Final LOS is defined as projected future conditions including project, ambient, and related project growth
but without project traffic mitigation.

Although the methodologies and the criteria to calculate V/C ratios for intersections and segments are
intended by LADOT to identify potential traffic impacts during operation, they can also be applied to
construction. During project construction, however, LADOT considers such impacts as adverse but not
significant since, while they introduce inconvenience for vehicular traffic, those impacts are only
temporary. Where determinations of adverse impacts are made, motorists would experience
inconveniences that range in intensity from slight to substantial.

TRA-2: The project would be considered to have a significant impact if it were to result in bicycle,
pedestrian, or vehicular safety hazards, or if it results in the permanent removal of designated bike lanes
or access points to public transportation.

TRA-3: The project would have a significant impact if it were to permanently eliminate a substantial
amount of on-street or off-street parking.

V/C Ratio with
Project Traffic

Maximum Allowable
Increase in V/C Ratio

0.701 to 0.800 (LOS C) <0.040

0.801 to 0.900 (LOS D) <0.020

0.901 or greater (LOS E or LOS F) <0.010
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5.4.3 Environmental Impacts
This section provides an assessment of the potential transportation impacts and effects associated with
each project alternative, including both motorized and non-motorized transportation. The methodology
used to assess these impacts and a discussion of the regulatory framework is provided. The significance of
impacts is analyzed for each of the alternatives and the No Project alternative. Mitigation to reduce the
impacts associated with each alternative is provided where applicable.

The City of Los Angeles regulations for the following are discussed below:

1. Significance of construction-related activities;
2. Designated truck routes and hours;
3. Noise restrictions due to construction and excavation activities; and
4. Construction clearance requirements.

The City of Los Angeles considers construction-related traffic effects adverse but not significant impacts
because such effects, while sometimes inconvenient, are only temporary. Because of this, construction-
related traffic effects are discussed but are not considered to be significant. Additionally, the City of Los
Angeles requires implementation of Worksite Traffic Control Plans to ensure that any construction-
related effects are minimized to the greatest extent possible. The City of Los Angeles allows major and
secondary arterials to be used as truck routes. Some local streets, however, have weight limitations or
restrictions that limit truck traffic. Typically, trucks would not travel on these streets except to obtain
access to a specific site.  The City of Los Angeles’ policy is to allow trucks to travel in a “reasonable 
fashion” to and from a work site.  The City of Los Angeles reviews each haul-route permit for specific
application of its general guidelines.

The new Mayoral Executive Directive No. CP AV-1 (dated August 12, 2005) formalizes the prohibition
on rush hour construction by any city department agency on major roads from 6:00 a.m. to 9 a.m., and
3:30 p.m. to 7:00 p.m. In recognition of the priority need to protect public health and safety, it is the
intent of the Mayoral Executive Directive that construction activities related to emergency maintenance
and repair are exempted from the rush hour construction ban, and formal traffic mitigation plans shall be
required for projects that receive exemptions. Since the VPP is not related to emergency maintenance or
repair, project construction activities are not exempted from the Mayoral Directive Executive.

The City of Los Angeles restricts the speed limit to 25 mph in construction areas. The City of Los
Angeles’ construction clearance requirements are as follows:

 Five-foot clearance between a traffic lane and the nearest vertical obstruction is required. This can be
reduced to 3 feet with the approval of the City.

 Two-foot clearance to a raised curb is required. This can be reduced to zero with the approval of the City.
 A minimum 10-foot-wide traffic lane must be maintained through construction zones.

The minimum taper requirement for channeling traffic flow lanes is 25:1 to 30:1. Factors such as speed
and type of facility, location and other geometric characteristics of the specific roadway under
construction will dictate the actual taper ratio.
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5.4.3.1 Future Cumulative Base Conditions
Future cumulative conditions during construction were evaluated for all street segments where in-street
construction activities associated with Project alignment alternatives analyzed could result in temporary
lane closures. These locations lie along the alignments under consideration for different construction
methods. Although the Project would occur in several stages, it has been assumed that construction
specified at all sites would be performed at any given time between the start and the end of construction
(2008–2010 with the Pacific Avenue, Via Marina/Marquesas Way roadway alignments and 2008–2011
with the beach alignment). Therefore, to be conservative, all roadway segments and intersections in the
vicinity of VPP Project area were evaluated for the future year 2011, which corresponds to the Draft EIR
construction timeframe. The street and intersection improvements within the study that are programmed
for implementation by 2011 are identified in Appendix E and were assumed in the analysis of future
conditions.

An application of one percent per year growth factor was used to estimate total ambient growth to 2011.
In addition, information was obtained from LADOT, Culver City and the Los Angeles County
Department of Regional Planning and Department of Public Works Bureau of Engineering regarding
known approved or planned development projects within a 2-mile radius of the project area. A list of
these 10 projects and the estimated trip generation of each and the locations of these projects are
illustrated in Appendix E. These related project volumes were then added to the existing traffic volumes
after the adjustment for area-wide growth to represent cumulative base conditions (i.e., future conditions
without the proposed project), and were analyzed to determine the projected V/C ratios and LOSs for the
23 study segments and nine intersections. Future cumulative base volumes, which represent future no
project traffic conditions at the nine analyzed intersections, and the detailed level of service analysis
results for the nine study intersections and the 23 roadway segments can be found in Appendix E. It is
projected that the same five intersections and the 21 roadway segments that operate at LOS D or better
under the existing conditions would continue to operate at LOS D or better under future cumulative base
conditions.

5.4.3.2 Construction Assumptions
Trip generation estimates that were prepared for each Project alignment alternative estimate for
construction phases were based upon projected staffing and truck activity levels. Future traffic conditions
on these roadway segments prior to construction of the Project alignment alternatives, and the changes
related to construction activities (additional vehicular traffic and reduction of roadway capacity due to the
project), if any, at each of the worksites were evaluated to identify adverse impacts. This traffic analysis
represents a worst-case scenario in that it considers the upper bounds of impacts likely to be experienced
on the street system in the immediate vicinity of each site where in-street construction activities could
result in temporary lane closures and loss of on-street parking at nearby locations.

The development of traffic generation estimates for the proposed Project involves the use of a three-step
process similar to that discussed above for the cumulative projects, including traffic generation,
trip distribution, and traffic assignment. It was assumed that approximately 40 to 50 feet of cut-
and-cover section would be excavated per day with a maximum depth of 12 feet and a maximum
width of 8feet.  The City’s Wastewater Master Specifications (Section 02200 Earthwork, 3.3.C) 
states“the maximum amount of open trench permitted in any one location shall be 500 feet or the
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length necessary to accommodate the amount of pipe installed in a single day, whichever is
greater.”  The construction zone for the proposed Project would include approximately 1,000 feet 
of roadway during the 3-week cycle, as it is more feasible and cost effective to schedule asphalt
paving every 3 weeks rather than every week. The construction zone would also be fully
backfilled at the end of each day or be covered by heavy steel plates adequately braced and
capable of supporting vehicular traffic in those locations, as required by the Wastewater
Specifications.

A construction zone of 1,000 feet would include approximately four blocks of Pacific Avenue on the
north side of the channel. During construction, one-way traffic would be maintained along the west side
of Pacific Avenue (southbound movement), controlled by using the small one-way speedway that runs
parallel to and west of Pacific Avenue. Work on the south side of the channel on Pacific Avenue and
Vista Del Mar would be performed in a similar manner, but the traffic control would be different since
there is only a short segment of Speedway Avenue to provide additional access. It appears appropriate to
assume, therefore, that no more than one travel lane would be blocked on any street segment at any time,
including the clear area beside the actual trench. Although the Project may occur in several stages, it has
been assumed for the purpose of this analysis that construction specified at all sites would be performed at
any given time between the start and end of construction (2008 –2010 for the roadway alignments and
2008–2011 for the beach alignment). The construction activities are anticipated to occur simultaneously
at two locations as a worst-case scenario.

It is assumed that up to two locations, a tunnel-boring operation near Hurricane Street and one trenched
segment north of the channel or a tunnel-boring operation south of the channel and one trenched segment
south of the channel could be in active construction at once. Traffic impacts associated with the three
north and the two south alignments were evaluated. It is assumed that two independent construction
teams would be involved, one for each of the two construction techniques. One construction team would
be responsible for a 1,800-foot tunnel-boring construction section that crosses beneath the Marina
entrance and Ballona Creek channels and, if necessary, beneath the Grand Canal near Hurricane Street.
Elsewhere along each alignment totaling approximately 8,200 to 8,600 feet, open-trench technique, as
performed by a second construction team, is assumed.

A list of equipment required for the open-trench and the tunnel-boring construction teams was obtained
from the project team. As shown in Table 5.4-1, the total equipment (number and type of equipment)
required for both construction techniques and for each construction segment section at any given time is
approximately 22 vehicles for open-trench and 13 vehicles for tunnel-boring. The number of construction
workers required for both techniques during each construction section was derived based on the estimated
ratio of construction workers to equipment or supplies on site. The ratio of construction workers needed
per piece of equipment was obtained from previous traffic studies for similar projects. Ratios range from
0.8 (minimum) to 1.3 (maximum) workers per piece of equipment.
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Table 5.4-1 Derivation of Project Trip Generation Estimates
Part A. Equipment Required during Open-Trench for the

Large Sewers Part B. Equipment Required during Tunnel-Boring Part C. Equipment Required during Large (Mined) Tunneling

Equipment Horsepower
Approximate

Number
Required

Equipment Horsepower
Approximate

Number
Required

Equipment
Approximate

Number
Required

Concrete Saw 56 1 Hydraulic Jack 90 1 12 feet O.D. EPB TBM complete with trailing gear, segment, erector 1

Pavement Breaker 100 1 Crane 300 1 Diesel Locomotives 3 (includes
1 spare)

Pile Driver 100 1 Generator/Air Compressor 45 5 Five-cy Lift-off Muck Cars 12 (includes
2 spares)

Excavator 360 1 Slurry Settling Tank 0 1 Segment Cars 3

Rubber Tire Loader 110 1 Slurry Pump 0 1 100-hp fans 3 (1 spare)

Crane 300 2 Control Trailer 0 1 24 inch fanline (sufficient to construct the tunnel and vent up the
shafts) 1

Backhoe loader/Compactor 100 1 Tunneling Machine 0 1 160+/- ton Crane (to lift/set TBM and hoist muck cars) 1

Generator/Compressor 45 1 Supply Truck 300 1 35 ton RT Crane (to handle segments and load segment cars) 1

Soil Compactor 100 1 Haul Truck/Cement Truck 0 1 4-cy FEL (to remove tunnel muck, load trucks, tic) 1

Asphalt Paver 102 1 Office facilities, change houses, electrical substations, and related
equipment (standby generator for pumps) N/A

Sweeper 97 1 Pumping system with sump and shaft pumps and stand-by units N/A

Power Tools N/A N/A Rail, ties, water, discharge lines N/A

Water Truck 92 1 Electrical cable to power TBM and for lights, etc.

Supply Truck 300 1 Transformers for fans, pumping, lighting

Haul Truck/Dumper 300 8 Pipe jumbo or carrier for setting carrier pipe into tunnel once mining is
complete
Small or midsize compressor for air supply

Total # of Equipment 22 Total # of Equipment 13 Total # of Equipment N/A

Minimum Workers on Site [a] 17 Minimum Workers on Site [a] 10

Maximum Workers on Site [a] 28 Maximum Workers on Site [a] 17 Crew Size on Site [f] 25
Required Truck Loads Per Day for Muck

Removal [b] 10 Required Truck Loads Per Day for Muck
Removal [d] 6 Required Truck Loads Per Day for Muck Removal [f] 15

Required Truck Loads Per Day for supply [c] 5 Required Truck Loads Per Day for
Supply [e] 2 Required Truck Loads Per Day for Supply [f] 3
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Note:
[a] The required ratios of number of workers versus number of total equipment are assumed to be 0.8 (minimum) and 1.3 (maximum).
[b] Muck removal per day (1.5 bulking, 50% removed, 50% re-used): 1.5 bulking x 50% x 8 feet x 12 feet x 40 feet /27 = 106 cubic yards. Assuming truck load capacity of 10 cubic yards per truck, a total of 10 trucks loads

per day would be required.
[c] Required truck loads per day for material supply (pipes, concrete, sheetpiles, etc.) assumed five truck loads per day.
[d] Muck removal per day (1.5 bulking, 100% removed): 1.5 bulking x 40 feet x 6 feet x 6 feet x 3.14 /4 /27 = 63 cubic yards. Assuming truck load capacity of 10 cubic yards per truck, a total of six trucks loads per day

would be required. Required truck loads per day for material supply (bentonite, miscellaneous, etc.) assumed two truck loads per day. Therefore, a total of 8 truck round trips per day were estimated during the tunneling
construction.

[e] Required truck loads per day for material supply (bentonite, miscellaneous, etc) assumed two truck loads per day.
[f] A crew of about 20 to 25 would be required for constructing the large tunnel. Assuming an advance rate of 24 feet/8 hour shift, muck removal for a 12-foot-diameter tunnel per day: 1.5 bulking*36*3.14*24/27 = 151

cubic yards. Assuming truck load capacity of 10 cubic yards per truck, a total of 15 truck round trips per mining shift for mucking. Required trucks trips for material supplies assumed three truck round trips per mining
shift per day. Therefore, a total of 18 truck round trips per mining shift per day were estimated during the large (mined) tunneling construction.

Source: Required truck loads were prepared by URS Corporation staff based on the (peak) production rate of 40 feet per day given the prohibition of in-street construction between 6-9 a.m. and 3:30–7 p.m. (August 22,
2005).
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As indicated, the peak estimate for daily commute workers due to the proposed Project is approximately
28 construction workers for the open-trench method and 17 construction workers for the tunnel-boring
method. With the moderate construction speed of 40 feet per day due to the mayoral construction rush
hour prohibition, the required number of delivery truckloads for materials and supplies was estimated at
five truckloads per day for the open-trench and two truckloads per day for the tunnel-boring. The number
of required truckloads for muck removal was estimated at 10 truck round trips per day for the open-
trench, and 6 truck round trips per day for the tunnel-boring methods. Therefore, approximately 15 truck
round trips and 28 construction workers would be needed for each construction section on a daily basis if
the open-trench method was implemented. Approximately 17 construction workers and 8 trucks (or
2 trucks if no muck removal is required) were estimated for the underwater construction section beneath
the two channels on a daily basis.

Using open-trench construction as the basis of comparison, approximately 30 one-way truck trips would
be generated for each construction section if 15 truckloads would be needed on a daily basis. The 30 daily
one-way truck trips were then converted with a passenger car equivalent (PCE) of 2.5 to 75 vehicle trips
since trucks create a greater impact on the capacity of intersections than typical automobiles. Considering
the Mayoral Directive limiting on-street construction work hours, all of the truck trips related to the VPP
Project should only operate from 9:00 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. (6.5-hour workday). It is also assumed that the
workers would be allowed to arrive before 9 a.m. and leave after 3:30 p.m., so the workers would be
ready to start construction work at 9 a.m. sharp and stop at 3:30 p.m. The only exception would be the
construction truck operations on the beach shafts during the full-length large (mined) alternatives, so that
during the most intense construction period, 100 percent of the construction workers and 10 percent of
truck trips at each site would arrive or depart during the peak hours of adjacent street traffic. Therefore,
none of the estimated 75 PCE daily truck trips would occur during the morning and afternoon peak hour if
the open-trench method were implemented on the street. However, all 28 construction workers would
arrive during the morning peak hour and leave during the afternoon peak hour. As for the tunnel-boring,
using the same trip generation methodology described above, approximately 10 total daily truck trips (in
PCE) would occur for the underwater sewer section, none of which would arrive and leave during the
morning or afternoon peak hour. In addition, 17 construction workers were estimated to be on the site for
the same section, which would generate a total of 34 daily trips (17 inbound trips during the morning and
17 outbound trips during the afternoon peak hour).

The four large-diameter tunneling alternatives with short cut-and-cover segments were evaluated
separately. For these alternatives, a receiving shaft location would be located on the beach west of
Hurricane Street and a launch shaft would be located either on the beach or on LAX property at the
southern end of the alignment. During the most intense phase of tunnel construction, there would be a
25-person crew on site per shift, generating 15 truckloads of soil per day and three supply truck trips per
typical day. Since the majority of the large tunnel construction would occur on the beach shaft site off the
street or outside of the residential area either east or west of Vista Del Mar, it is assumed that construction
truck trips that travel to and from the large tunnel construction shafts would not be affected by the
Mayoral Directive on construction hour prohibition. Assuming the same equipment and crew for the
open-trench method would apply for the cut-and-cover segments, it is assumed that approximately
15 truck round trips and 28 construction workers would be needed at the cut-and-cover section on a daily
basis.
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The above trip generation estimates were derived assuming the presence of two independent construction
groups for each of the two different construction techniques. As the worst-case scenario, it was assumed
that the entire alignment would be constructed simultaneously by two teams of construction workers.
Estimated worker trips and truck trips generated by each construction method were added accordingly, as
shown in Table 5.4-2.

The geographic distribution of the traffic generated by each of the Project build alignments depends on
several factors. These factors include the type and density of the proposed land uses, the geographic
distribution of population from which the construction workers are drawn, the locations of the
construction material suppliers and soil dump sites, and the locations of the shaft sites in relation to their
surrounding street systems and available access to the regional freeway system. The generalized regional
trip distribution applied in the analysis for construction workers is approximately 35 percent to and from
the north, 35 percent to and from the south, 30 percent to and from the east, and negligible traffic to and
from the west. The generalized trip distribution applied in the analysis for construction truck trips is
approximately 35 percent to and from the northwest and 65 percent to and from the southeast. As the
construction material suppliers of concrete and gravel and soil dump sites are located through Los
Angeles and Orange counties, all truck deliveries would travel on the regional freeway networks and
connect to the construction sites from the adjacent freeway ramps. Most of the construction workers
would travel on the regional freeway network, while some portion of them would arrive from the local
street network. Given the difference between the distribution of construction workers and that of truck
trips, specific distribution patterns for each of the Project build alternative alignments were developed for
both the construction worker commute trips and the truck delivery trips. The traffic expected to be
generated by each of the project alignment alternatives, given concurrent construction activities as shown
in Table 5.4-2, was assigned to the street network based on with the application of the generalized trip
distribution. The assignment of construction traffic for each of the 10 project alignment alternatives is
included in Appendix E, including the six combinations of alignments utilizing the open-trench method
and the tunnel-boring method and the four larger full-length tunnel alternative alignments.

The project-generated construction traffic volumes were added to the cumulative base traffic projections,
resulting in the Projected cumulative plus project a.m. and p.m. peak hour traffic volumes. These
cumulative plus project volumes represent projected future weekday peak hour traffic conditions,
including the presence of the construction traffic. The Project-generated construction traffic volumes on
the 23 analyzed roadways and the resulting projected cumulative plus Project peak hour link volumes are
included in Appendix E.

5.4.3.3 Project Impacts
The construction-period impacts for each of the build alternatives are assessed in this section. This
analysis includes general traffic impacts caused by construction traffic and reduction of roadway segment
capacities, if any, and localized impacts related to access, pedestrian movement, bus routes and stops, and
on- and off-street parking in the vicinity of each of the construction sites.
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Table 5.4-2 Project Trip Generation Estimates
TRIP GENERATION ESTIMATES [a]

Daily a.m. Peak Hour p.m. Peak HourActivities Trip Types Required Quantity
Trips In Out Total In Out Total

North Portion: Dockweiler Beach Alignment & Pacific Avenue Alignment
Open-Trench Truck Deliveries 15 truckloads per day 75 0 0 0 0 0 0

Construction Workers 28 workers on site per day 168 28 0 28 0 28 28
Subtotal 243 28 0 28 0 28 28

Truck Deliveries 2 truckloads per day [b] 10 0 0 0 0 0 0
Construction Workers 17 workers on site per day 34 17 0 17 0 17 17

Tunnel-boring Construction (one-time TBM
removal from receiving shaft; no muck
removal during tunneling)

Subtotal 44 17 0 17 0 17 17
Total 287 45 0 45 0 45 45

North Portion: Marquesas Way/Via Marina Alignment
Truck Deliveries 15 truckloads per day 75 0 0 0 0 0 0
Construction Workers 28 workers on site per day 56 28 0 28 0 28 28

Open-Trench

Subtotal 131 28 0 28 0 28 28
Truck Deliveries 8 truckloads per day [b] 40 0 0 0 0 0 0
Construction Workers 17 workers on site per day 34 17 0 17 0 17 17

Muck removal from one jacking shaft during
tunneling across Grand Channel (one-time
TBM removal from receiving shafts; no
muck removal during tunneling) Subtotal 74 17 0 17 0 17 17

Total 205 45 0 45 0 45 45
South Portion: South Pacific Avenue/Vista Del Mar Alignment and South Dockweiler Beach and Pacific Avenue Alignment

Truck Deliveries 15 truckloads per day 75 0 0 0 0 0 0
Construction Workers 28 workers on site per day 56 28 0 28 0 28 28

Open-Trench Construction

Subtotal 131 28 0 28 0 28 28
Truck Deliveries 8 truckloads per day [c] 40 0 0 0 0 0 0
Construction Workers 17 workers on site per day 34 17 0 17 0 17 17

Tunnel-Boring Construction (with muck
removal from one jacking shaft during
tunneling across marina)

Subtotal 74 17 0 17 0 17 17
Total 205 45 0 45 0 45 45

Full-length Large Diameter Tunnel Alignments
Short Cut-and-Cover [e] Truck Deliveries 15 truckloads per day 75 0 0 0 0 0 0

Construction Workers 28 workers on site per day 56 28 0 28 0 28 28
Subtotal 131 28 0 28 0 28 28

Large-Diameter Tunneling Truck Deliveries 18 truckloads per day [d] 90 9 9 18 9 9 18
Construction Workers 25 workers per shift on site

per day (1 shift per day) [d]
50 25 0 25 0 25 25

Subtotal 140 34 9 43 9 34 43
Total 271 62 9 71 9 62 71

Note:
[a] Truck trip assumes 2.5 passenger car equivalent (PCE). Daily truck trips = required daily truckloads *2 trips per truckloads. Except the

off-street full-length large (mined) diameter Tunnel alignment, application of the Mayor’s new directive of prohibition on construction hours 
indicated that no truck trips would be allowed to arrive or leave construction work zones during the peak periods between 6 to 9 a.m. and
3:30 to 6 p.m. for in-street construction.

[b] The truck delivery trip estimates for muck removal during tunneling were excluded as part of the peak truck trip estimates.
[c] The truck delivery trip estimates for muck removal during tunneling across Grand Canal were included as part of the peak truck trip

estimates.
[d] Required truck deliveries and construction workers trips were development by assuming 25-person crew on site, 15 truckloads of soil per

shift per day, and three supply truck roundtrips per shift per day during the largest (mined) tunneling construction.
[e] Short cut-and-cover method would only be applied to the full-length Dockweiler Beach alignment alternative (on both the north and south

ends) and the Dockweiler Beach to LAX Shaft alignment on the north end along Hurricane Street.
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MARINA DEL REY SEGMENT

(1) Marquesas Way/Via Marina Alignment - Construction of the proposed (3,200-foot-long)
Marquesas Way/Via Marina Alignment, including open-trench construction zone, tunneling shaft sites,
and maintenance holes would produce temporary localized impacts on the transportation system for a
period of up to 3 weeks around each active open-trench zone and up to 2 months around the tunnel-boring
jacking and extraction shafts, all between the start (year 2008) and end (year 2010) of construction. The
temporary localized impacts on the transportation system would involve the combined effects of
additional construction traffic and closure of travel lanes on certain roadways, leading to reductions in
roadway capacity.

During the construction of the Marquesas Way, alignment that begins at the VPP on Hurricane Street
crosses under the Grand Canal and proceeds along Marquesas Way before turning southeast on Via
Marina. Jacking will be performed at two optional launching sites and one extraction site. The extraction
shaft (receiving) site is located on the northeast corner of the VPP property just west of the Grand Canal.
The potential construction equipment laydown zone for this site would be on vacant land across from the
VPP opposite Hurricane Street. One of the proposed shaft sites is located at the southwest corner of the
intersection of Via Marina and Marquesas Way, and the alternative shaft site would be located on
Marquesas Way adjacent to the raised triangle island at the intersection of Via Dolce and Marquesas
Way. The raised island would also be the potential laydown zone for the two optional shaft sites east of
the Grand Canal. If the shaft site adjacent to Via Marina were used, temporary closure of the eastbound
right-turn only lane on Marquesas Way and the outer southbound lane on Via Marina south of the
Marquesas Way would be necessary. Vehicles on Marquesas Way intending to make eastbound right-turn
maneuvers would have to make wide turning movements to go around the shaft site to travel southbound
on Via Marina. Alternatively, if the shaft site adjacent to Via Dolce were used, temporary closure of the
eastbound travel lane on Marquesas Way between Via Dolce and Via Marina would be necessary to allow
for jacking activities across the Grand Canal and the open-trench activities on Marquesas Way between
the jacking site and the Via Marina alignment. To minimize the impact of closing Marquesas Way, the
jacking method could be applied underneath the intersection to avoid blocking the northbound movement
on Via Dolce at the intersection of Via Dolce and Marquesas Way. Otherwise, northbound traffic on Via
Dolce would need to detour to travel through Tahiti Way or another parallel east-west roadway and use
Via Marina to reach Marquesas Way. Also, pedestrian access would be impacted at Via
Marina/Marquesas Way because of the temporary closure of the west and south legs of the pedestrian
crosswalks. With any shaft site, however, the tunneling or open-trench activities for the Marquesas Way
alignment would be temporary in nature and are expected to be completed during a period of up to two
months. None of the shaft sites under consideration would result in the loss of on-street or off-street
parking.

During the construction of the Marquesas Way, alignment that begins at the VPP on Hurricane Street
crosses under the Grand Canal and proceeds along Marquesas Way before turning southeast on Via
Marina. Jacking will be performed at two optional launching sites and one extraction site. The extraction
shaft (receiving) site is located on the northeast corner of the VPP property just west of the Grand Canal.
The potential construction equipment laydown zone for this site would be on vacant land across from the
VPP opposite Hurricane Street. One of the proposed shaft sites is located at the southwest corner of the
intersection of Via Marina and Marquesas Way, and the alternative shaft site would be located on
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Marquesas Way adjacent to the raised triangle island at the intersection of Via Dolce and Marquesas
Way. The raised island would also be the potential laydown zone for the two optional shaft sites east of
the Grand Canal. If the shaft site adjacent to Via Marina were used, temporary closure of the eastbound
right-turn only lane on Marquesas Way and the outer southbound lane on Via Marina south of the
Marquesas Way would be necessary. Vehicles on Marquesas Way intending to make eastbound right-turn
maneuvers would have to make wide turning movements to go around the shaft site to travel southbound
on Via Marina. Alternatively, if the shaft site adjacent to Via Dolce were used, temporary closure of the
eastbound travel lane on Marquesas Way between Via Dolce and Via Marina would be necessary to allow
for jacking activities across the Grand Canal and the open-trench activities on Marquesas Way between
the jacking site and the Via Marina alignment. To minimize the impact of closing Marquesas Way, the
jacking method could be applied underneath the intersection to avoid blocking the northbound movement
on Via Dolce at the intersection of Via Dolce and Marquesas Way. Otherwise, northbound traffic on Via
Dolce would need to detour to travel through Tahiti Way or another parallel east-west roadway and use
Via Marina to reach Marquesas Way. Also, pedestrian access would be impacted at Via
Marina/Marquesas Way because of the temporary closure of the west and south legs of the pedestrian
crosswalks. With any shaft site, however, the tunneling or open-trench activities for the Marquesas Way
alignment would be temporary in nature and are expected to be completed during a period of up to 2
months. None of the shaft sites under consideration would result in the loss of on-street or off-street
parking.

During the construction of the Via Marina alignment from Marquesas Way to the tunnel-boring shaft site
at the end of Via Marina adjacent to Aubrey Austin Memorial Park, open-trench techniques performed by
a second construction team are assumed. Temporary closure of the outer southbound lane on Via Marina
would be necessary to provide space for the open-trench construction zone during the 3-week cycle at any
time between years 2008 and 2010. The open-trench construction of this Via Marina segment could
temporarily affect the transit system by requiring the relocation of transit bus stops in the vicinity of the
construction areas on Via Marina southbound at Marquesas Way, Tahiti Way, and Captain’s Row Drive 
for MTA Lines 108 and 358 and LADOT Commuter Express Line 437. Since no street parking is present
on this Via Marina segment, no parking loss would be expected due to the closure of the southbound lane.
Increased safety risks for vehicles, bicyclists and pedestrians could result from construction activities
within or adjacent to streets. Local pedestrian or vehicular access for residences and businesses
immediately adjacent to the open-trench construction would be restricted between 9 a.m. and 3:30 p.m.,
but would be maintained with a metal cover or other replacement to provide access to these properties
outside of active construction hours during the temporary construction period of up to 3 weeks.

During the construction of the 1,800-foot tunnel-boring section that crosses under the marina entrance
channel and the Ballona Creek channel, the receiving shaft site would be located on a vacant site and the
sidewalk adjacent to the end of southbound lane on Via Marina. The potential construction equipment
laydown zone for this site would be located on the existing parking lot and would temporarily displace
approximately 24 parking spaces, leading to increased competition for available beach parking and
affecting pedestrian movement to the waterfront at the marina entrance for up to 2 months.

It was assumed that the entire Marquesas Way/Via Marina alignment would be performed simultaneously
by two teams of construction workers (for trench and tunneling) as the worst-case scenario, resulting in
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peak trip generation estimates of 45 worker trips and no construction truck trips during the morning and
afternoon peak hour. The projected incremental change in V/C ratio during construction of the
Marquesas/Via Marina alignment for the nine analyzed intersections and 23 analyzed roadway segments
are identified in Appendix E. Project trips generated by the construction of the entire Marquesas
Way/Via Marina alignment in combination with either of the two Playa Del Rey alignments would not
result in an adverse impact at any of the four study intersections north of the Marina Del Rey Channel in
Marina Del Rey, but could occur at Via Marina south of Tahiti Way (one of the 23 analyzed roadway
segments) in Marina Del Rey with a southbound lane closure.

(2) Pacific Avenue Alignment –Construction of the proposed (3,000-foot-long) Pacific Avenue
alignment would be similar to that described above for the Marquesas Way/Via Marina alignment and
would involve both the open-trench construction and tunnel-boring. The temporary localized impacts on
the transportation system would occur due to the combined effects of additional construction traffic and
closure of travel lanes on roadways, leading to reductions in roadway capacity.

The open-trench method would be performed to construct the Pacific Avenue alignment in Marina Del
Rey, beginning at the VPP on Hurricane Street, proceeding west to Pacific Avenue, and turning south and
proceeding along Pacific Avenue and ending at the receiving shaft for the tunnel-boring construction at
the southern end of Pacific Avenue on vacant land west of the Los Angles County parking lot. The
potential equipment laydown area will be located in the vacant land across from the VPP and on the beach
area south of the least tern area. Hurricane Street is 36 feet wide from curb to curb with street parking
and residential neighborhoods on both sides. Pacific Avenue is 42 feet wide from curb to curb with one
lane in each direction, and street parking is only allowed on the west side (southbound) of this roadway.
A construction zone 1,000 feet long and 8 feet wide would include all of Hurricane Street east of Pacific
Avenue and approximately four blocks of Pacific Avenue on the north side of the channel at any time
during the 3-week cycle. During construction, two-way traffic could be maintained along Hurricane
Street by displacing parking along Hurricane Street (approximately 17 spaces on the north side and 10
spaces on the south side) and northbound traffic would be detoured to Speedway Avenue where
necessary. One-way traffic would be maintained along the west side of Pacific Avenue (southbound
movement). Temporary closure of the northbound lane on Pacific Avenue would require northbound
traffic to use Outrigger Street or another parallel east-west roadway to reach Speedway Avenue.

To minimize the impact of closing the northbound lane of Pacific Avenue, it is assumed that the jacking
method would be used to construct the 100-foot segment at the end of Pacific Avenue to avoid blocking
traffic flow and transit buses traveling between Via Marina and Pacific Avenue. The open-trench
construction of the Pacific Avenue segment could temporarily affect the transit system by requiring the
relocation of transit bus stops on Pacific Avenue northbound in the immediate vicinity of the construction
areas. Since no street parking is allowed on the east side of Pacific Avenue, no parking loss would be
expected due to the closure of the northbound lane for four blocks at a time on Pacific Avenue. In
addition, Pacific Avenue is designated a Class II Bikeway by the City of Los Angeles. Increased safety
risks for vehicles, bicyclists and pedestrians could result from open-trench construction activities within
or adjacent to streets. Pedestrian access to the bridge across Ballona Lagoon at Lighthouse Street would
also be affected during the daytime construction period. Local access to residences and businesses on the
east side of Pacific Avenue and the pedestrian bridge across the Ballona Lagoon would be maintained in
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the same manner as described in the Marquesas Way/Via Marina alignment during the temporary
construction period of up to 3 weeks for each construction segment.

Like the development of Project trip generation estimates, as described in the Marquesas Way/Via Marina
alignment, the projected incremental change in V/C ratio during construction of the Pacific Avenue for
the nine analyzed intersections and the 23 analyzed roadway segments are identified in Appendix E.
During construction of the Pacific Avenue alignment in combination with either of the two Playa Del Rey
alignments, construction-period adverse impacts would not result in an adverse impact at any of the four
study intersections north of the Marina Del Rey Channel in Marina Del Rey, but could occur on 2 of the
15 analyzed roadways in the Marina Del Rey area:

 Pacific Avenue between Privateer Street and Quarterdeck Street; and
 Pacific Avenue between Westwind Street and Yawl Street.

(3) Venice Beach/North Dockweiler Beach Alignment - Construction of the proposed (3,300-foot-long)
North Dockweiler Beach alignment would be similar to that described above for the other two project
alignments in the Marina Del Rey area, involving both open-trench and tunnel-boring construction
methods. The temporary localized impacts on the transportation system would occur due the combined
effects of additional construction traffic and closure of travel lanes on roadways, leading to reductions in
roadway capacity.

The open-trench method would be used to construct the North Dockweiler Beach alignment beginning
from the VPP on Hurricane Street, proceeding west to the existing 20-foot-wide sewer easement on
Venice and Dockweiler beaches, then turning south and ending at the beach shaft for the tunnel-boring
construction at the waterfront of Marina Del Rey Channel. The equipment laydown area would be
adjacent to this shaft on the beach area. Hurricane Street is 36 feet wide from curb to curb, with street
parking and residential neighborhoods on both sides. A construction zone 1,000 feet long and 8 feet wide
would include all of Hurricane Street west of the Grand Canal. During construction, two-way traffic
could be maintained along Hurricane Street by displacing the parking along Hurricane Street.
Approximately 17 unmarked spaces on the north side and 10 spaces on the south side of Hurricane Street
are available east of Pacific Avenue, while 11 spaces on the north side and 5 spaces on the south side of
Hurricane Street are available between Pacific Avenue and Oceanfront Walk. During the construction of
the open cut-and-cover section across the intersection of Hurricane Street and Pacific Avenue or the
intersection of Hurricane Street and Speedway Avenue, traffic would be diverted to either Galleon Street
or Ironsides Street and return to Pacific Avenue or Speedway Avenue when either of the intersections is
closed. Given the construction speed of 40 feet per day, however, the traffic diversion would be brief and
would only occur during the off-peak daytime period.

Non-motorized transportation would be temporarily affected by construction on Hurricane Street.
Temporary relocation of bus stops at the northwest and northeast corner of the Pacific Avenue/Hurricane
Street intersection would be required for MTA Lines 108 and 358 and LADOT Commuter Express Line
437. Pedestrian and bike movement in the vicinity would also be affected by construction on Hurricane
Street. Construction of the beach alignment would have possible conflicts with the walking path adjacent
to the jacking pit at the oceanfront. Local access to residences and businesses on Hurricane Street could
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be maintained in the same manner as described in the Marquesas Way/Via Marina alignment during the
construction period.

Similar to the development of Project trip generation estimates, as described in the other two alternative
Marina Del Rey alignments, the projected incremental change in V/C ratio during construction of the
beach alignment for the nine analyzed intersections and the 23 analyzed roadway segments are identified
in Appendix E. Construction of the entire North Dockweiler Beach alignment in combination with either
of the two Playa Del Rey alignments would not result in adverse construction-period impacts at any of the
analyzed study intersections or roadway segments north of the Marina Del Rey Channel in Marina Del
Rey.

CHANNEL SEGMENT

The Marina Del Rey and Ballona Creek channels would be crossed using the tunnel-boring method. For
any combination of north and south alignments, the launching shaft would be on the southern shore of the
channel, while the receiving shaft would be located on the northern shore. Depending on which
combination of north and south alignments is selected, the channel crossing would be about 1,300-1,900
feet long. As the tunnel-boring would occur at the same time as the open-trench construction, a discussion
of the Project impacts for the channel segments is included in the discussion above and in the following
discussion of the two Project alignment alternatives in the Playa Del Rey segment.

PLAYA DEL REY SEGMENT

(1) Pacific Avenue/Vista Del Mar Alignment –Construction of the proposed 4,400-foot Pacific
Avenue/Vista Del Mar alignment would be similar to that of the Pacific Avenue alignment and would
involve both open-trench construction and tunnel-boring. Temporary localized impacts on the
transportation system would occur as a result of a reduction in roadway capacity due to construction
traffic and the closure of roadway travel lanes.

The open-trench method would be used to construct the Pacific Avenue/Vista Del Mar alignment
beginning from tunnel-boring shaft on the south shore of the Ballona Creek channel, continuing south
along Pacific Avenue and Vista Del Mar to a junction structure at Vista Del Mar near Waterview Street.
The potential equipment laydown area would be immediately adjacent to the shaft on 62nd Avenue and
the public parking lot east of Pacific Avenue. A portion of the open-trench segment would occur across
this laydown area. Therefore, during the tunnel-boring and open-trench construction, 62nd Avenue east
of Pacific Avenue would be temporarily closed and would result in the temporary loss of approximately
15 parking spaces in the public parking lot. Non-motorized transportation would be temporarily affected
by establishment of the laydown area of the tunnel-boring construction. Pedestrian pathways to Back Bay
Place and the Del Rey Lagoon waterfront would need to be diverted around the construction laydown
area.

Pacific Avenue north of 66th Avenue is approximately 40 feet wide from curb to curb with one lane in
each direction and street parking available on both sides of the street. A construction zone 1,000 feet long
and 8 feet wide would affect the Pacific Avenue segment north of 66th Avenue for a period of up to 3
weeks. Two-way traffic on Pacific Avenue could be maintained by temporarily displacing approximately
13 unmarked spaces on the east side of Pacific Avenue. An alternative arrangement could maintain one-
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way traffic along the west side of Pacific Avenue (southbound movement), controlled by diverting
northbound traffic to the alley that runs parallel to and west of Pacific Avenue north of 66th Avenue.
Temporary closure of the northbound lane of Pacific Avenue would require diverting the northbound
traffic on Pacific Avenue to use 63rd Avenue or another parallel east-west roadway to reach the alley.
During the in-street construction on Pacific Avenue between 66th Avenue and at the public parking lot
north of Convoy Street, temporary removal of street parking from one or both sides of the street would be
required to allow two-way traffic to safely travel through this segment of Pacific Avenue. Approximately
two parking spaces on the west side and four parking spaces on the east side are available.

South of 66th Avenue, Pacific Avenue widens from approximately 40 feet to over 80 feet, which along
Convoy Street, allows maneuvering in and out of 35 parking stalls. Pacific Avenue narrows back to 40
feet south of Convoy Street, and then flares out when intersecting with Culver Boulevard. During the in-
street construction on Pacific Avenue between 66th Avenue and Culver Boulevard, temporary removal of
street parking on one side of the would be required to allow two-way traffic to safely travel through this
segment of Pacific Avenue. Approximately 37 unmarked spaces on the west side and 35 spaces and 4
unmarked spaces on the east side are available for parking. Also, temporary removal of the northbound
lane on the short route of Pacific Avenue between Culver Boulevard and Vista Del Mar (also known as
Trolley Place) would be needed for construction for up to 3 weeks. Traffic on Vista Del Mar intending to
use this short segment would be detoured to the adjacent segment of Culver Boulevard.

During the construction of the open cut-and-cover section across the intersection of Culver Boulevard and
Pacific Avenue, traffic on Culver Boulevard would be diverted to use Esplanade and Convoy streets to
reach the Pacific Avenue segment north of Culver Boulevard. Traffic on Pacific Avenue southbound
would be detoured to use the intersection of Vista Del Mar and Pacific Avenue. Similarly, during the
open cut-and-cover section across the intersection of Pacific Avenue and Vista Del Mar, traffic on Vista
Del Mar could be detoured to use Pacific Avenue and Culver Boulevard to avoid the construction zone.
To minimize the impact of cut-and-cover construction across a major intersection like Culver/Pacific or
Vista Del Mar/Pacific, the underground jacking method could be used to construct the 100-foot alignment
to avoid diverting traffic traveling through the intersections. All the traffic diversion, however, would be
temporary in nature and would only occur for a period of up to 3 weeks.

Finally, during the open-trench construction on Vista Del Mar or during the connection with the existing
junction structure on Vista Del Mar near Waterview Street, temporary closure of the outer northbound
lane on Vista Del Mar would be required for 1,000 feet at any time during the 3-week cycle. No
relocation of transit stops would be required during the construction of the Pacific Avenue/Vista Del Mar
alignment.

Similar to the development of Project trip generation estimates described in the other Playa Del Rey
alignment, the projected incremental change in V/C ratio during construction of the Pacific Avenue/Vista
Del Mar alignment for the 9 analyzed intersections and 23 analyzed roadway segments are identified in
Appendix E. Construction of the entire Pacific Avenue alignment in combination with any of the three
Marina Del Rey alignments would not result in an adverse impact at any of the study intersections south
of the Ballona Creek Channel in Playa Del Rey, but could occur on two of the eight analyzed roadways in
the Playa Del Rey area:
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 Vista Del Mar from Pacific Avenue to Surf Street; and
 Pacific Avenue from 63rd Avenue to 64th Avenue.

(2) South Dockweiler Beach Alignment –Construction of the proposed 4,200-foot South Dockweiler
Beach alignment would be similar to that described above for the North Dockweiler Beach alignment in
the Marina Del Rey area, involving both open-trench and tunnel-boring construction methods. The
temporary localized impacts on the transportation system would occur due the combined effects of
additional construction traffic and closure of travel lanes on roadways, leading to reductions in roadway
capacity.

The open-trench method would be performed to construct the South Dockweiler Beach alignment
beginning from tunnel-boring shaft on the south shore of the Ballona Creek Channel, continuing within
the existing 20-foot-wide sewer easement to a junction structure in Vista Del Mar near Waterview Street.
The potential equipment laydown area would be adjacent to the shaft on 62nd Avenue and parking lot
west of Pacific Avenue. Therefore, during the tunnel-boring construction, 62nd Avenue west of Pacific
Avenue would be temporarily closed and would result in temporary loss of approximately 36 parking
spaces for up to 2 months. Non-motorized transportation would be temporarily affected by the laydown
area of the tunnel-boring construction. Diversion of pedestrians and cyclists on the Ballona Creek Bike
Path would be required to avoid the construction laydown area and the cut-and-cover trenching section on
the beach. During the open-trench construction when connecting the beach alignment with the existing
junction structure on Vista Del Mar near Waterview Street, travel lanes in each direction on Vista Del
Mar could be maintained by temporarily displacing on-street parking on Vista Del Mar between
Waterview Street and Napoleon Street (nine metered spaces on the west side and one metered space on
the east side). No relocation of transit stops would be required during the construction of the South
Dockweiler Beach alignment.

Like the development of Project trip generation estimates, as described in the other Playa Del Rey
alignment, the projected incremental change in V/C ratio during construction of the South Dockweiler
Beach alignment for the 9 analyzed intersections and 23 analyzed roadway segments are identified in
Appendix E. Construction of the entire South Dockweiler Beach alignment in combination with any of
the three Marina Del Rey alignments would not result in adverse construction-period impacts at any of the
analyzed study intersections or roadway segments south of the Ballona Creek Channel in Playa Del Rey.

CONTINUOUS (FULL-LENGTH) TUNNEL ALIGNMENTS

(1) Dockweiler Beach –Construction of the first full-length large-tunnel alternative via Dockweiler
Beach would be excavated (mined) with a TBM to connect the VPP and the existing junction structure on
Vista Del Mar near Waterview Street directly. Two short cut-and-cover open-trench connectors are
proposed at the north end along Hurricane Street to connect the VPP with the TBM-extraction shaft site
on Venice Beach and at the south end to connect the single (starter) beach shaft located outside of
residential areas west of Vista Del Mar with the junction structure near Waterview Street.

Project impacts of the cut-and-cover section would result in same localized impacts on the vehicular and
non-motorized transportation on Hurricane Street west of Grand Canal, as described in the North
Dockweiler Beach alignment above for the Marina Del Rey alignment alternatives. As indicated, street
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parking on Hurricane Street would be displaced to provide two-way traffic along Hurricane Street. During
the construction of the open cut-and-cover section across the intersection of Hurricane Street and Pacific
Avenue or the intersection of Hurricane Street and Speedway Avenue, traffic would be diverted to either
Galleon Street or Ironsides Street and return to Pacific Avenue or Speedway Avenue when either of the
intersections is closed. Temporary relocation of bus stops at the northwest and northeast corner of the
Pacific Avenue/Hurricane Street intersection would be necessary. Local access to residences and
businesses on Hurricane Street would be restricted during construction hours. In addition, during the cut-
and-cover construction when connecting the beach shaft with the existing junction structure on Vista Del
Mar near Waterview Street, two travel lanes in each direction on Vista Del Mar could be maintained by
temporarily displacing parking on Vista Del Mar between Waterview Street and Napoleon Street
(nine metered spaces on the west side and one metered space on the east side).

Given the Project trip generation estimates and distribution, as described in the previous discussions of
construction assumptions, the construction traffic volumes generated by this full-length Dockweiler
Beach alignment and future traffic volumes with construction traffic for this beach alignment could be
developed, as illustrated in Appendix E. The projected incremental change in V/C ratio during
construction for the 9 analyzed intersections and 23 analyzed roadway segments are identified in
Appendix E. Construction traffic (both worker and truck trips) generated from both the tunnel
construction and the cut-and-cover activities on both ends of the alignment would result in adverse
construction-period impacts at two of the nine analyzed study intersections and 1 of the 23 study
segments:

 Pacific Avenue at Washington Boulevard
 Nicholson Street at Culver Boulevard
 Culver Boulevard east of Nicholson Street (p.m. peak hour)

(2) Dockweiler Beach to LAX Shaft –Construction of the second full-length, large-tunnel alternative
via Dockweiler Beach would involve the use of a TBM to connect the VPP and starter shaft on LAX
property east of Vista Del Mar and south of Waterview Street. Only one short cut-and-cover open-trench
connector is proposed at the north end along Hurricane Street to connect the VPP with the TBM-
extraction shaft site on Venice Beach.

Project impacts of the cut-and-cover section would result in same localized impacts on the vehicular and
non-motorized transportation on Hurricane Street west of Grand Canal, as described in the previous full-
length, large-tunnel alternative beneath Dockweiler Beach. Localized impacts would occur on the non-
motorized transportation system under this alternative in the vicinity of the of the Hurricane Street cut-
and-cover segment. Like the development of Project construction traffic volumes and future Project
traffic volumes described in the other tunnel alignments, the projected incremental change in V/C ratio
during construction for the 9 analyzed intersections, and the 23 analyzed roadway segments are identified
in Appendix E. Construction traffic (both worker and truck trips) generated from both the tunnel
construction and the cut-and-cover activities on Hurricane Street would not adversely impact any of the
study roadway segments but would result in an adverse impact at one of the nine analyzed study
intersections:

 Pacific Avenue at Washington Boulevard (p.m. peak hour)
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(3) Venice Pumping Plant to LAX Shaft via Dockweiler Beach –Construction of the third full-length,
large-tunnel alternative via Dockweiler Beach would involve the use of a TBM to connect the VPP and
the starter shaft on LAX property east of Vista Del Mar and south of Waterview Street directly. Since
most of the tunnel construction would avoid in-street activities, no localized impacts would occur on the
non-motorized transportation system during the large worker-entry tunneling beneath the beach. Like the
development of project construction traffic volumes and future Project traffic volumes as described in the
other tunnel alignments, the projected incremental change in V/C ratio during construction for the 9
analyzed intersections and 23 analyzed roadway segments are identified in Appendix E. Construction
traffic (both worker and truck trips) generated from both the tunnel construction would not adversely
impact any of the study roadway segments but would result in an adverse impact at one of the nine
analyzed study intersections:

 Pacific Avenue at Washington Boulevard (p.m. peak hour)

(4) Venice Pumping Plant to LAX Shaft via Inland Route –Construction of the fourth full-length
large-tunnel alternative via the inland area of Dockweiler Beach would involve TBM to connect the VPP
and the starter shaft on LAX property east of Vista Del Mar and south of Waterview Street directly.
Since most of the tunnel construction would avoid in-street activities, no localized impacts would occur
on the non-motorized transportation system during the large man-entry tunneling beneath the beach. Like
the development of Project construction traffic volumes and future Project traffic volumes as described in
the other tunnel alignments, the projected incremental change in V/C ratio during construction for the
9 analyzed intersections and 23 analyzed roadway segments are identified in Appendix E. Construction
traffic (both worker and truck trips) generated from both the tunnel construction would not adversely
impact any of the study roadway segments but would result in an adverse impact at one of the
nine analyzed study intersections:

 Pacific Avenue at Washington Boulevard (p.m. peak hour)

CONSTRUCTION ALTERNATIVES

(1) Cut-and-Cover Construction –A discussion of the project impacts due to the cut-and-cover
construction method is included above for each of the three project alignment alternatives in the Marina
Del Rey area and for each of the two Project alignment alternatives in the Playa Del Rey area. This
method would be used in conjunction with the tunnel-boring method in several Project alternatives and
would result in greater circulation impacts than the large-diameter tunneling alternatives.

(2) Tunnel-boring –A discussion of the Project impacts due to the tunnel-boring construction method is
included above for each of the three Project alignment alternatives in the Marina Del Rey area and for
each of the two Project alignment alternatives in the Playa Del Rey area. This method would be used in
conjunction with the cut-and-cover method in several Project alternatives and would result in greater
circulation impacts than the large-diameter tunneling alternatives.

(3) Large-Diameter Tunneling –A discussion of the Project impacts due to the use of large-diameter
tunneling is included in the alternatives above for each of the four proposed larger tunnel alignment
alternatives. These alternatives would result in fewer circulation impacts than those employing cut-and-
cover and tunnel-boring methods.
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Table 5.4-3 summarizes the results of the analysis discussed in Section 5.4.3. Based on this analysis, the
project alternatives are not expected to result in significant impacts to the transportation system upon
completion of the proposed sewer facilities. The construction of the sewer facilities, however, could result
in temporary adverse traffic and parking impacts, the introduction of temporary bicycle, pedestrian, or
vehicular safety hazards and the temporary relocation of access points to public transit.

During the various construction phases of each project alignment, travel by construction workers and
truck hauling of supplies and disposal would generate trips on the regional and local transportation system
surrounding each construction shaft site or zone. These trips would represent temporary increases during
defined phases of construction and, upon completion of construction, would cease. Adverse short-term
impacts, as shown in Table 5.4-3 could result, but because they would be of limited-duration, they are not
considered to be significant.

In addition, temporary lane closure due to open-trench construction activities for the six Project
combinations of Marina Del Rey and Playa Del Rey alignment alternatives and the short open-and-cut
section for the Dockweiler Beach full-length tunnel alternative and the Dockweiler Beach –LAX Shaft
full-length alternative would result in adverse impacts on up to four affected streets. Surface construction,
however, would result in only temporary transportation impacts, which while adverse, would not be
considered significant.

Similarly, during the construction period at locations where construction activity would occur within
public street ROW or in areas accessible to the public (i.e., locations other than within the site of the
VPP), increased safety risks to vehicles, bicyclists and pedestrians could result from open-trench
construction activities within or adjacent to affected sites due to narrowed lanes, altered travel patterns,
and temporarily obstructed sidewalks. Adverse short-term impacts could result but, because they would
be of limited duration, they are not considered to be significant for any of the 10 project alignment
alternatives.

Finally, as shown Table 5.4-3, construction of 8 of the 10 proposed alignment alternatives involving the
open-trench method and tunnel-boring method would result in temporary loss of parking spaces either at
the public parking lot adjacent to the channel or at on-street locations. This would be considered adverse,
but not significant due to the temporary nature of the impacts.

5.4.4 Mitigation Measures
Proposed mitigation consists of the following measures to reduce the temporary adverse impacts
associated with construction-period activity in the vicinity of each construction shaft site or construction
zone. The implementation of the following mitigation measures would reduce the Project
traffic/transportation impacts for all Project alignment alternatives to a less than significant level.

For all construction sites, TRA-1 would apply.
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Table 5.4-3 Project Alignment Alternative Impact Summary
Project Alignment

Alternatives Traffic V/C increase Transportation
Safety Parking

Open-trench and Tunnel-boring Alternatives

Marquesas Way/
Via Marina -
Pacific Avenue

Potentially adverse Impacts during construction
at three analyzed locations:
Via Marina (SB) South of Tahiti Way (p.m.)
Pacific Av (SB) from 63rd Av to 64th Av
(a.m./p.m.)
Vista Del Mar (NB) from Pacific Av to Surf St
(a.m./p.m.)

Potentially adverse
impacts during
construction

Potentially adverse impacts during
construction on Hurricane Street east
of Pacific Avenue, at the two tunnel-
boring sites across the marina
entrance channel and Ballona Creek
Channel, and Pacific Avenue between
62nd Avenue and Vista Del Mar

Marquesas
Way/Via Marina -
South Dockweiler
Beach

Potentially adverse impact during construction
at one analyzed location:
Via Marina (SB) South of Tahiti Way (p.m.)

Potentially adverse
impacts during
construction

Potentially adverse impacts during
construction on Hurricane Street east
of Pacific Avenue and at the two
tunnel-boring sites across the marina
entrance channel and Ballona Creek
Channel

Pacific Avenue Potentially adverse impact during construction
at four analyzed locations:
Pacific Av (NB) from Privateer St to
Quarterdeck St (a.m./p.m.)
Pacific Av (NB) from Westwind St to Yawl St
(a.m./p.m.)
Pacific Av (SB) from 63rd Av to 64th Av
(a.m./p.m.)
Vista Del Mar (NB) from Pacific Av to Surf St
(a.m./p.m.)

Potentially adverse
impacts during
construction

Potentially adverse impacts during
construction on Hurricane Street east
of Pacific Avenue, at the tunnel-boring
site adjacent to Ballona Creek
Channel, and Pacific Avenue between
62nd Avenue and Vista Del Mar

Pacific Avenue -
South Dockweiler
Beach

Potentially adverse impact during construction
at two analyzed locations:
Pacific Av (NB) from Privateer St to
Quarterdeck St (a.m./p.m.)
Pacific Av (NB) from Westwind St to Yawl St
(a.m./p.m.)

Potentially adverse
impacts during
construction

Potentially averse impacts during
construction on Hurricane Street east
of Pacific Avenue and at the tunnel-
boring site adjacent to Ballona Creek
Channel

Dockweiler Beach
- Pacific Avenue

Potentially adverse impact during construction
at two analyzed locations:
Pacific Av (SB) from 63rd Av to 64th Av
(a.m./p.m.)
Vista Del Mar (NB) from Pacific Av to Surf St
(a.m./p.m.)

Potentially adverse
impacts during
construction

Potentially adverse impacts during
construction Hurricane Street west of
Grand Canal, at the tunnel-boring site
adjacent to Ballona Creek Channel,
and Pacific Avenue between 62nd
Avenue and Vista Del Mar

Dockweiler Beach None during construction Potentially adverse
impacts during
construction

Potentially adverse impacts during
construction on Hurricane Street west
of Grand Canal and at the tunnel-
boring site adjacent to Ballona Creek
Channel

Full Length (Mined) Large-tunnel Alternatives

Dockweiler Beach Potentially adverse impact during construction
at three analyzed locations:
Pacific Av& Washington Bl (p.m.)
Nicholson St & Culver Bl (p.m.)
Culver Bl east of Nicholson St (p.m.)

Potentially adverse
impacts during
construction

Potentially adverse impacts during
construction during construction on
Hurricane Street west of Grand Canal

Dockweiler Beach
Shaft to LAX Shaft

Potentially adverse impact during construction
at one analyzed location:
Pacific Av & Washington Bl (p.m.)

Potentially adverse
impacts during
construction

Potentially adverse impacts during
construction on Hurricane Street west
of Grand Canal

VPP to LAX Shaft
via Dockweiler
Beach

Potentially adverse impact during construction
at one analyzed location:
Pacific Av & Washington Bl (p.m.)

None during
construction

None during construction

VPP to LAX Shaft
via Inland

Potentially adverse impact during construction
at one analyzed location:
Pacific Av & Washington Bl (p.m.)

None during
construction

None during construction

Source: Kaku Associates, Inc.
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TRA-1 For each construction site, a construction traffic management plan shall be prepared and
submitted to the City Department of Transportation for review and approval prior to the start of any
construction work. This plan shall include such elements as the designation of haul routes for
construction-related trucks, the location of access to the construction site, any driveway turning
movement restrictions, temporary traffic control devices or flagmen, travel time restrictions for
construction-related traffic to avoid peak travel periods on selected roadways, and designated staging and
parking areas for workers and equipment.

Where construction would occur within a public street ROW, including during the open-trench
construction activities for all six combinations of Marina Del Rey and Playa Del Rey alignment
alternatives and at the short cut-and-cover portion on both ends of the two full-length tunnel alternatives
(Dockweiler Beach alignment and Dockweiler Beach to LAX Shaft alignment), the following mitigation
measures would also apply:

TRA-2 A site-specific construction work site traffic control plan shall be prepared for each
construction site and submitted to the LADOT for review and approval prior to the start of any
construction work. This plan shall include such elements as the location of any lane closures, restricted
hours during which lane closures would not be allowed, local traffic detours, protective devices and
traffic controls (such as barricades, cones, flagmen, lights, warning beacons, temporary traffic signals,
warning signs), access to abutting properties, and provisions to maintain emergency access through
construction work areas.

TRA-3 Fully utilize available street space to minimize lane reductions on affected streets, including
elimination of on-street parking where necessary. Implement left-turn restrictions as appropriate on
restriped street segments to facilitate the movement of through traffic. Only eliminate travel lanes when
absolutely necessary.

TRA-4 Provide signage indicating alternative pedestrian and bicycle access routes where existing
facilities would be affected.

TRA-5 Provide advance notice to any affected residents, businesses and property owners in the vicinity
of each construction site and, where existing property access will be reduced, identify alternative means
of access.

TRA-6 Coordinate with emergency service providers (police, fire, ambulance and paramedic services)
to provide advance notice of any lane closures, construction hours and changes to local access and to
identify alternative routes where appropriate.

TRA-7 Coordinate with pubic transit providers (MTA, LADOT Commuter Express, Culver City Bus)
to provide advance notice of any lane closures, construction hours and, where necessary, to identify sites
for temporary bus stops within a reasonable walking distance of any displaced bus stops.

5.4.5 Unavoidable Adverse Impacts
In-street construction associated with each of the Project alternatives could result in adverse traffic and
parking impacts in the immediate vicinity of each active construction site leading to localized congestion
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and increased competition for available parking. Because these impacts would be of limited duration,
however, they are considered to be less than significant. No feasible mitigation measures have been
identified to reduce these temporary impacts to a less than significant level.

5.4.6 Cumulative and Secondary Impacts
CUMULATIVE IMPACTS

The traffic analysis above provides projections of future traffic growth by increasing background traffic
by CMP-derived annual percentages and by adding development. The addition of background growth
over time approximates traffic from development that is expected to occur under the General Plan and
other jurisdictional plans and growth projections; consequently, the traffic analysis is therefore a
cumulative evaluation. Operation of the proposed Project after the completion of the sewer line would
result in periodic vehicle trips associated with inspection and maintenance activities that would generate
negligible traffic volumes over the life of the Project. Since the construction traffic would be temporary in
nature and would cease after the completion of the Project, none of the proposed 10 project alignment
alternatives would result in substantial contribution to cumulative traffic impacts. In addition, in-street
construction in the city and other jurisdictions requires permits for the regulating transportation agency.
These agencies require the preparation of traffic control plans for in-street construction and require certain
practices to be incorporated into the plans for implementation to maintain traffic flow and accommodate
emergency response vehicles. The preparation of such traffic control plans would ensure that
construction-related traffic impacts do not represent a substantial contribution to cumulative traffic
impacts no matter which Project alternative alignment is chosen.

Construction could temporarily reduce parking in the vicinity of construction zones, but such reductions
are not considered significant. None of the other related projects are expected to result in construction that
could affect the same Project construction areas at the same time; consequently, significant cumulative
parking impacts during construction are not anticipated.

SECONDARY IMPACTS

If the avoidance and minimization measures above were implemented successfully, no secondary parking,
traffic or safety hazard would be associated with any of the proposed Project alternative alignments.
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5.5 CULTURAL/PALEONTOLOGICAL RESOURCES
5.5.1 Cultural Resources
5.5.1.1 Environmental Setting
The general location of the Project areas are the residential section north of the Marina Del Rey Channel
and the mixed use area south of the channel in Playa Del Rey.

MARINA DEL REY AND VENICE

Marquesas Way and Via Marina –contain high-density residential housing on the west side of the
streets, a planted median, two traffic lanes running in each direction, and mixed use residential housing
and commercial structures on the east side. Ground visibility is intermittent on the west side of the streets
constrained by ivy, ornamentals and short sections of sidewalk and curvilinear paths. The median is
densely planted with trees and various shrubs. The east side of Via Marina is primarily sidewalk with
some grassy areas and open ground.

Pacific Avenue –is lined with residential units, including apartments, condominiums and single-family
residences. The street is paved with asphalt with very few areas of open ground and hardscape planters.

Dockweiler Beach –is open beach with residential units, apartments, condominiums and single-family
residences on the east side. Housing meets the sand in some areas with the beach extending some 900
feet west to the Pacific Ocean.

WESTCHESTER/PLAYA DEL REY

The combined alternatives south of Marina Del Rey Channel include residential units, park areas, parking
areas, sand dunes, commercial structures and eroded bluffs near the southern terminus. The alignment
follows Pacific Avenue, which turns northeast near Culver Boulevard and transitions to Vista Del Mar.
The beach area alignment is sand, two cement curvilinear paths and sand dunes.

Archaeological records indicate that sedentary populations once occupied the Project area. Numerous
artifacts and multiple burials were encountered in the general area. Excavation of a major burial ground
(300 people) is ongoing in the area north Lincoln Boulevard, at the site of the Playa Vista housing
development. These investigations serve to highlight the sensitivity of the Project areas for
archaeological resources, which are described in the technical report provided in Appendix F to this EIR.

Historical records also identify the presence of oil well structures resulting from the Ohio Oil Companies
wildcat drilling east of Venice’s Grand Canal and throughout the Project area.  Playa Del Rey was once 
the fourth largest oil field in California and home to over 50 oil wells. By the end of 1931, there were 325
active oil wells in the Ballona Lagoon area, highlighting the sensitivity of the Project areas expanding
from Playa Del Rey and north of the Venice Project areas. Table 5.5-1 shows a summary of
archaeological investigations in the VPP Project area.
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Table 5.5-1 Archaeological Investigations Summary

Reference
Number Name of Project Type of

Investigation Author/Date Results

L-873 373-375 Fowling Street Records search
and survey

Singer, 1980c No impact

L-1157 Job No. 1GOL0601 Records search
and survey

Dillon, 1982 Negative

L-4868 Sempra Energy Gas Record search Shepard, Mason,
Lander, 2000

CA-LAN-64, -65, -203, -204, -206

L-4910 LAX Survey Raschke, Stadum
and Bissell, 1995

19-000202, 19-000214,
19-000691, 19-001118;
NR#9200095, 74000522,
86001666

L-5556 Vista Del Mar, Culver
Boulevard to Napoleon Street

Historic survey Tillman, 1977 Nothing historic, mentions an
archaeological site

L-5559 AT&T Wireless Services
Facility Number R319

Records search
and survey

Lapin, 2000a 19-001716, 19-000066

L-5561 Pacific Bell Wireless Facility Records search
and phase I survey

Lapin, 2000b Negative

L-5563 Request for Determination of
Effect, 07-LA-187, P.M.
2.0/3.5

Road construction U.S. Department of
the Interior, National
Park Service

19-167308, 19-167310

L-5761 Facility No. Sm 018-01
(appears to be a duplicate)

Records search Duke, 2001 Negative

Source:
Historical maps consulted:
U.S. Geological Survey Redondo Beach 15’ Quadrangle, 1986, no structures.
U.S. Geological Survey Redondo Beach 15’ Quadrangle, 1944, 3 structures north of Ballona Creek; many structures south of
Ballona Creek.

5.5.1.2 Thresholds of Significance
A significant impact on archaeological resources would occur if an activity would permanently destroy,
misplace or alter the integrity of the physical site and or the physical findings of the site and area of
findings. A significant impact to a historical or prehistoric resource would occur if a project causes a
substantial adverse change in the qualities that contribute to the significance of the resource.

5.5.1.3 Environmental Impacts
Direct impacts are those that may result from the immediate disturbance of resources, whether from
removal of vegetation, demolition of structures, earth-moving activities or excavation. Since the Project
will entail surface and subsurface disturbance of the ground, the proposed development of the sewer
alignment has the potential to cause a significant impact on unknown cultural resources.

One archaeological site is recorded in the vicinity of the Vista Del Mar alignment area, as shown in the
above table. The area has been repeatedly impacted by development. It is possible that if the location
retains any integrity, remnants may be present under the pavement of the Vista Del Mar alignment area;
however, it is the Archaeologists’ opinion that there is insufficient evidence that a cultural resource is
present. Therefore, no impact is expected.

5.5.1.4 Mitigation Measures
The following mitigation measures will reduce impact on cultural resources to a level below significance:
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CR-1 Avoid areas where cultural resources are known to exist.

CR-2 When avoidance cannot be achieved, alternate measures such as surface collection and/or
subsurface data recovery of significant sites must be implemented.

CR-3 If previously unknown cultural resources are encountered during site clearance and preparation,
or during project construction, and they can not be avoided, then contingency measures must be in place
to react promptly to protect the resources and ameliorate the impacts to a level of not significant.

CR-4 Monitor all construction in the vicinity of the CA-LAN-66 site located in Vista Del Mar by an
Archaeologist qualified to recognize and assess both prehistoric and historical resources.

CR-5 A contingency plan should be developed by the City before project construction activities; the
plan shall address unanticipated new discoveries of cultural resources in the project area, evaluate and
report any findings.

CR-6 If significant cultural resources are found during Project construction activities, they shall be
recovered from the Project site, curated by an archaeologist recommended by the City and offered to an
area museum whose collection is available for reviewing by the public.

5.5.1.5 Unavoidable Adverse Impacts
There are no unavoidable impacts to the cultural resources resulting from this Project with appropriate
mitigation in place.

5.5.1.6 Cumulative and Secondary Impacts
There are no cumulative and/or secondary impacts to the cultural resources resulting from this Project
with appropriate mitigation in place.

5.5.2 Paleontological Analysis
5.5.2.1 Environmental Setting
Paleontologic resources of the Project site include sedimentary or stratigraphic rock units that
immediately underlie the surface and have a potential for yielding particular types of fossil remains
because they have yielded similar fossil remains at previously recorded fossil sites near the Project site.
Fossils, the remains or indications of once-living organisms, are a very important scientific resource
because of their use in 1) Documenting the evolution of particular groups of organisms, 2) Reconstructing
the environments in which they lived, and 3) Determining the ages of the strata in which they occur and
of the geologic events that resulted in the deposition of the sediments constituting these strata.

The Project site lies on the western shelf of the Cenozoic Los Angeles Basin (Wright, 1991), which, in
turn, is situated at the northwestern corner of the Peninsular Ranges Province, where major linear
geographic features (i.e., mountains, valleys) and the underlying geologic structures (i.e., faults, folds)
trend in a northwesterly direction (Jahns, 1954). The western shelf is composed of sedimentary or
stratigraphic rock units consisting of late Cenozoic marine and stratigraphically overlying nonmarine
strata reflecting the final filling of the basin and its accompanying emergence above sea level.
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Regional surficial geologic mapping of the Project site and vicinity is provided by Jennings (1962) at a
scale of 1:250,000. Larger-scale (1:31,680) geologic mapping of the area by Poland and others (1959)
indicates that the project site is underlain by three Quaternary rock units. In ascending stratigraphic order,
these rock units include the Pleistocene marine Palos Verdes Sand and Holocene dune sand, which form
the lower portion of the bluff at the southeastern corner of the Project site; and by Holocene coastal
deposits, which underlie the remaining flat-lying portion of the Project site.

5.5.2.2 Thresholds of Significance
The paleontologic importance (high, moderate, low, none, undetermined) of a rock unit present at the
Project site is the measure most amenable to assessing the scientific importance of the paleontologic
resources of the Project site because the areal distribution of a rock unit can be delineated on a
topographic map. The paleontologic importance of a rock unit reflects 1) its potential paleontologic
productivity and 2) the scientific importance of the fossils it has produced locally.

The potential paleontologic productivity (high, moderate, low, none, undetermined) of a rock unit present
at the project site is based on the abundance/densities of fossil specimens and/or unrecorded/previously
recorded fossil sites in exposures of the unit at and near the Project site. Exposures of a specific rock unit
at the project site are most likely to yield fossil remains representing particular species in quantities
similar to those previously recorded from the unit at and near the Project site, or to contain fossil sites at
similar densities. The criteria for establishing the potential paleontologic productivity of a rock unit
present at the Project site are described below.

1. High potential: rock unit contains comparatively high density of unrecorded/previously recorded
fossil sites and has produced numerous fossil remains at and/or near the Project site, and is very
likely to yield additional similar remains at the Project site.

2. Moderate potential: rock unit contains relatively moderate density of unrecorded/previously
recorded fossil sites and has produced some fossil remains at and/or near the Project site, and is
somewhat likely to yield additional similar remains at the Project site.

3. Low potential: rock unit contains no or comparatively low density of previously recorded fossil
sites and has yielded very few or no fossil remains near the Project site, and is not likely to yield
any remains at Project site.

4. Undetermined potential: rock unit has limited or no exposure at and/or near the Project site, is
poorly studied, contains no previously recorded fossil site, and has produced no fossil remains
near the Project site. However, in the Project site region, same or correlative and/or lithologically
similar rock unit contains sufficient recorded fossil sites to suggest rock unit at the Project site has
at least a moderate potential for containing unrecorded fossil sites (note: elsewhere in California,
exposures of rock units with few or no previously recorded fossil sites have recently proven
abundantly fossiliferous during surveying, monitoring, or processing of fossiliferous rock samples
as part of mitigation programs for other earth-moving projects).

5. No potential: unfossiliferous artificial fill and igneous and high-grade metamorphic rock units
with no potential for containing any unrecorded fossil site or yielding any fossil remains.

A fossil specimen is considered scientifically highly important if it is 1) Identifiable, 2) Complete, 3) Well
preserved, 4) Age diagnostic, 5) Useful in environmental reconstruction, 6) A type or topotypic specimen,
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7) A member of a rare species, 8) A species that is part of a diverse assemblage, and/or 9) A skeletal
element different from, or a specimen more complete than those now available for its respective species.
Identifiable fossil land mammal remains, for example, are considered scientifically highly important
because of their potential use in providing very accurate age determinations and environmental
reconstructions for the rock units in which they occur. The geologic age of some fossil mollusk and land
mammal and plant remains can be determined by carbon-14 dating analysis. Moreover, land mammal and
plant remains are comparatively rare in the fossil record.

Using the definitions presented above, the paleontologic or scientific importance of a rock unit present at
the Project site would be assessed using the following criteria.

1. High importance: rock unit has comparatively high potential for containing unrecorded fossil sites
and for yielding scientifically important fossil remains at the Project site similar to those
previously recorded from rock unit at and/or near the Project site.

2. Moderate importance: rock unit has relatively moderate potential for containing unrecorded fossil
sites and for yielding scientifically important fossil remains at the Project site similar to those
previously recorded from rock unit near the Project site.

3. Low importance: rock unit has comparatively low potential for containing any unrecorded fossil
site or for yielding any scientifically important fossil remains at the Project site.

4. Undetermined importance: rock unit for which too few data are available from the Project site
and vicinity to allow an accurate assessment of its potential for containing any unrecorded fossil
site or for yielding any scientifically important fossil remains at the Project site.

5. No importance: unfossiliferous artificial fill and igneous and high-grade metamorphic rock units
having no potential for containing any unrecorded fossil site or for yielding any fossil remains.

Note, however, that any fossil site containing identifiable fossil remains and the fossil-bearing strata are
considered highly important paleontologically, regardless of the paleontologic or scientific importance of
the rock unit in which the site and strata occur.

The following tasks were conducted in compliance with SVP (1995) guidelines for assessing the
significance of construction-related adverse environmental impacts on paleontologic resources, or the
paleontologic sensitivity of a particular rock unit to adverse impacts.

5.5.2.3 Environmental Impacts
An inventory of the paleontologic resources of the rock units present at the project site is listed below.
The scientific importance of these resources is assessed in the Appendices. Although neither the literature
review, the archival search nor the field survey conducted for this inventory documented any previously
recorded fossil site as occurring at the project site, a number of previously recorded fossil sites were
documented as occurring in areas mapped as being underlain by these rock units near the project site. The
fossil remains from some of these fossil sites were uncovered as a result of earth-moving activities
associated with other major construction projects.

The occurrence of several previously recorded fossil sites near the Project site suggests that there
probably is a high potential for additional similar, scientifically highly important fossil remains at the
Project site being encountered by earth-moving activities at unrecorded fossil sites in the Palos Verdes
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Sand. Identifiable fossil remains recovered from this rock unit at the Project site would be particularly
important if they represented a new or rare species; geologic (temporal) and/or geographic range
extension; new taxonomic record for the rock unit; age-diagnostic species; and/or a skeletal element
different from, or a specimen more complete than those now available for its respective species.
Moreover, the recovery of remains representing environmentally sensitive species would be critical in
paleo-environmental and habitat reconstruction. The remains would contribute to a more comprehensive
documentation of the diversity of animal life that existed at and near the Project site during the
Pleistocene Epoch (Figure 5.5-1).

VISTA DEL REY

LAX Launch Shaft Location –Although no previously recorded fossil site is reported as occurring in
the dune sand at the Project site, fossilized remains representing an extinct species of elephant might have
been recovered from this rock unit at LACM fossil site 3264, which was encountered at a depth of 25 feet
below previous grade approximately 2.4 miles east-southeast of the Project site at LAX. However, the
fossil site also might have been in the stratigraphically underlying terrace cover, which is mapped with
the Palos Verdes Sand and has yielded the fossilized bones and teeth of extinct species of land mammals,
including mastodon, mammoth, horse, bison, and rabbit, near the airport at LACM fossil sites 1180, 3789,
4942, and 7332 (Jefferson, 1991b; Miller, 1971). These sites were encountered at depths 13.5 to 16 feet
below previous grade. The occurrence of fossilized remains representing an extinct species of Pleistocene
bison (Bison), which defines the beginning of the Rancholabrean North American Land Mammal Age
(Savage, 1951), indicates that the terrace cover is Rancholabrean in age.

Playa Vista–Although no previously recorded fossil site is reported as occurring in the coastal deposits
at the Project site, fossilized shells of marine mollusks were encountered below the water table at depths
of 2 to 31 feet below previous grade in 28 borings from Playa Vista, immediately east of the Project site,
and fossilized wood was encountered in one of the borings at a depth nearly 70 feet below previous grade
(Converse Consultants, Inc., 1981; Lander, 1990, 2003; LeRoy Crandall and Associates, 1988).

Direct impacts would result mostly from earth-moving activities (primarily trenching and boring for
pipeline) in previously undisturbed strata. Although earth-moving activities would be comparatively short
term, the possible accompanying loss of some fossil remains, unrecorded fossil sites, associated specimen
data and corresponding geologic and geographic site data, and the fossil-bearing strata is a potentially
significant long-term adverse environmental impact.

The Palos Verdes Sand has yielded abundant fossil remains at several previously recorded fossil sites near
the Project area. For this reason, adverse environmental impacts on the paleontologic resources of the
Palos Verdes Sand that would result from earth-moving activities at the Project site would be considered
to be of high paleontologic significance because there probably is a high potential for the loss of
scientifically important fossil remains, unrecorded fossil sites, and associated specimen data and
corresponding geologic and geographic site data as a result of these activities.
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DOCKWEILER BEACH

Dune Sand –The dune sand possibly has yielded fossil remains at only one previously recorded fossil
site near the Project site. For this reason and because this fossil site was encountered at tunnel boring
depth, adverse environmental impacts on the paleontologic resources of the dune sand that would result
from earth-moving activities at the Project site would be considered to be of undetermined (but probably
no more than moderate) paleontologic significance at depth because the potential for the loss of
scientifically important fossil remains, unrecorded fossil sites, and associated specimen data and
corresponding geologic and geographic site data as a result of these activities is undetermined.

On the other hand, any adverse environmental impact on the paleontologic resources of the dune sand that
would result from earth-moving activities at and near the surface probably would be considered to be of
low significance because the dune sand probably is too young at and near the surface to contain remains
old enough to be considered fossilized.

Coastal Deposits –The coastal deposits have yielded fossil remains at numerous previously recorded
fossil sites near the Project site. For this reason and because these fossil sites were encountered at ??” 
above depth, adverse environmental impacts on the paleontologic resources of the coastal deposits that
would result from earth-moving activities at the Project site would be considered to be of high
paleontologic significance at depth because there probably is a high potential for the loss of scientifically
important fossil remains, unrecorded fossil sites, and associated specimen data and corresponding
geologic and geographic site data as a result of these activities.

Any adverse environmental impact on the paleontologic resources of the coastal deposits that would result
from earth-moving activities at and near the surface probably would be considered to be of low
significance because the coastal deposits probably are too young at and near the surface to contain
remains old enough to be considered fossilized.

5.5.2.4 Operational Impacts
There would be no impact on paleontologic resources during the operational phase of the Project if there
were no earth-moving activity.

5.5.2.5 Mitigation Measures
The following measures comprise a paleontologic resource impact mitigation program that would reduce,
to an insignificant level, the direct, indirect, and cumulative adverse environmental impacts on
paleontologic resources that might accompany earth-moving activities (primarily trenching and boring for
pipeline) associated with Project construction in the selected alignment. The program would allow for the
recovery of some scientifically highly important fossil remains, should any be encountered by these
activities, as well as associated specimen data and corresponding geologic and geographic site data; their
preservation in a recognized museum repository; and their availability for future study by qualified
scientific investigators. These specimens and data otherwise might have been lost to the earth-moving
activities and unauthorized fossil collecting. Specimen recovery would be allowed under CEQA
Appendix G (5.c).

Monitoring would not be required in an area underlain by artificial fill or a rock unit of no paleontologic
importance (unless a rock unit of higher importance would be encountered at depth), or one in which a
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rock unit would be buried, but not otherwise disturbed. No rock sample would be processed if the rock
were too coarse grained or resistant to breaking down in water.

The discovery and subsequent recovery of fossil remains as part of the mitigation program might result in
a slight delay of some earth-moving activities. However, the mitigation measures presented below have
been designed to eliminate or reduce any delay to the greatest extent possible by 1) Ensuring that a
paleontologic construction monitor would be present when and where fossil remains were most likely to
be uncovered by earth-moving activities; 2) Allowing for the rapid recovery of fossil remains, should any
be encountered by these activities, and associated specimen and site data; and 3) If necessary, diverting
the activities temporarily around a newly discovered fossil site until the remains had been removed by the
monitor and the activities allowed to proceed through the site. Similar paleontologic resource impact
mitigation programs usually have resulted in no delay of earth-moving activities.

All mitigation measures presented below should be directed by a vertebrate paleontologist approved by
the City of Los Angeles and LACMVP. The paleontologist should have substantial experience designing
and conducting paleontologic resource impact mitigation programs in areas underlain by fossil-bearing
strata. The paleontologic monitor and other paleontologic staff working under the direction of the
paleontologist should have experience monitoring earth-moving activities, recovering large vertebrate
fossil specimens, and recovering and processing large samples of fossiliferous rock or sediment.

The mitigation measures described below would be in compliance with any City of Los Angeles
environmental guideline and with SVP (1995, 1996) standard guidelines for mitigating adverse
construction-related impacts on paleontologic resources. The paleontologist would ensure implementation
of these measures and verify the effectiveness of the measures. The results of the program would be
summarized in a final technical report of results and findings submitted to the City of Los Angeles.

PAL-1 Prior to construction, the services of a qualified vertebrate paleontologist approved by the City of
Los Angeles and LACMVP will be retained to implement the mitigation program, including monitoring,
during earth-moving activities at the project site.

PAL-2 The paleontologist will develop a formal agreement with a recognized museum repository, such as
the LACMVP or LACMIP, regarding the final disposition and permanent storage and maintenance of any
fossil remains and the archiving of associated specimen data and corresponding geologic and geographic
site data that might be recovered as a result of the mitigation program, and the level of treatment
(preparation, identification, curation, cataloguing) of the remains that would be required before the entire
mitigation program fossil collection would be accepted by the repository for storage.

PAL-3 The qualified monitor will coordinate with the appropriate construction contractor personnel to
provide information regarding lead agency requirements for the protection of paleontologic resources.
Contractor personnel also will be briefed on procedures to be followed in the event that a fossil site or
remains are encountered by earth-moving activities, particularly when the monitor is not on site. The
briefing will be presented to new contractor personnel as necessary. Names and telephone numbers of the
monitor and other appropriate mitigation program personnel will be provided to the appropriate contractor
personnel.
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PAL-4 Earth-moving activities will be monitored by the qualified monitor only in those areas of the
Project site where these activities will disturb previously undisturbed strata. Monitoring will be conducted
on a full-time basis in areas underlain by the Palos Verdes Sand and, once the activities have reached a
depth 5 feet below grade, on a full-time basis in areas underlain by the coastal deposits and on a half-time
basis in areas underlain by the dune sand. If fossil remains are encountered by these activities, monitoring
will be increased to full time, if appropriate, at least in the vicinity of the fossil site where the area is
underlain by the fossil-bearing rock unit. If no fossil remains are found once 50 percent of earth-moving
activities have been completed in an area underlain by a particular rock unit, with City of Los Angeles
approval, monitoring can be reduced or suspended in that area.

Monitoring will consist of visually inspecting debris piles and freshly exposed strata for larger fossil
remains, and periodically dry test screening sediment, rock, and debris for smaller fossil remains. As soon
as practicable, the monitor will recover all vertebrate fossil specimens, a representative sample of
invertebrate or plant fossils, or any fossiliferous rock sample that can be recovered easily. If recovery of a
large or unusually productive fossil occurrence is warranted, earth-moving activities will be diverted
temporarily around the fossil site and a recovery crew will be mobilized as necessary to remove the
occurrence as quickly as possible. If not on site when a fossil occurrence is uncovered by these activities,
the activities will be diverted temporarily around the fossil site and the monitor called to the site to
evaluate and, if warranted, recover the occurrence. If the fossil site is determined too unproductive or the
fossil remains not worthy of recovery, no further action will be taken to preserve the fossil site or remains,
and earth-moving activities will be allowed to proceed through the site immediately. The location and
proper geologic context of any fossil occurrence will be documented, as appropriate. Any recovered rock
sample will be processed to allow for the recovery of smaller fossil remains.

Rock samples will be processed to allow for the recovery of smaller fossil remains that normally are too
small to be observed by the monitor. No more than 6,000 pounds (12,000 pounds total) of rock will be
processed from either the Palos Verdes Sand or coastal deposits.

PAL-5 All fossil specimens recovered from the Project site as a result of the mitigation program,
including those recovered as the result of processing fossiliferous rock samples, will be treated (prepared,
identified, curated, catalogued) in accordance with designated museum repository requirements. Small
rock samples from the Palos Verdes Sand, dune sand, and coastal deposits will be submitted to
commercial laboratories for microfossil, pollen, or radiometric (carbon-14) dating analysis.

PAL-6 The monitor will maintain daily monitoring logs that include the particular tasks accomplished,
the earth-moving activity monitored, the location where monitoring was conducted, the rock unit
encountered, fossil specimens recovered, and associated specimen data and corresponding geologic and
geographic site data. A final technical report of results and findings will be prepared by the paleontologist
in accordance with any City of Los Angeles requirement.

5.5.2.6 Unavoidable Adverse Impacts
Development of the Project could lead to the permanent loss of fossil-bearing strata in rock units. The loss
of any paleontologic resources could pose potentially significant long-term adverse environmental
impacts, however, the Project would not impose adverse environmental impacts with proper mitigation
monitoring in areas where excavation and or boring is to occur.
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5.5.2.7 Cumulative Impacts
Development of the Project, in combination with other projects in the region where a project site is
underlain by the Palos Verdes Sand might lead to the progressive loss of fossil-bearing strata in these rock
units that could be prospected for fossil remains and unrecorded fossil sites. The loss of these additional
paleontologic resources is another potentially significant long-term adverse environmental impact.
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5.6 GEOLOGY, SOILS AND SEISMICITY
5.6.1 Environmental Setting
This analysis is based on a review of available information and data on the geotechnical and geological
conditions of the various components of the proposed Project. The primary information reviewed for this
analysis was site-specific geological and geotechnical investigations performed for the proposed Project
and both published and unpublished geological and geotechnical reports and maps.

REGIONAL GEOLOGIC AND SITE SETTING

The Project arealies within a portion of the Los Angeles Basin known as the “Ballona Gap.”  The Ballona 
Gap is a broad alluvium filled valley developed as a result of stream incision occurring along the ancestral
Los Angeles River (Poland, 1959). Before 1825, the Los Angeles River flowed westward through the
Ballona Gap. Flooding in 1825 changed the course of the river to its present day course southward into
San Pedro Bay (Poland, 1959). Presently, Ballona Creek drains westward across the project area in a
concrete-lined drainage channel.

The Project area is generally bounded by Santa Monica Bay to the west, Marina Del Ray harbor to the
east-northeast, marsh and wetlands of Playa Del Ray to the east, and stream-cut bluffs that delineate the
southern margin of the Ballona Gap to the southeast. The entrance to the Marina Del Ray harbor crosses
the project area and is parallel to, and lies just north of, Ballona Creek. The Venice Grand Canal and
Ballona Lagoon lie within the Project area between the Santa Monica Bay and the Marina Del Ray
harbor.

The topography in the Project area is relatively flat lying with an elevation of about 13 feet (above mean
sea level datum) north of Ballona Creek. South of Ballona Creek, the topography is relatively flat lying at
about elevation 14 feet until reaching Sunridge Street where the topography rises southward at an
approximate grade of 3 to 4 percent up to about an elevation of 51 feet at the south end of the proposed
Project. The slopes that lie to the southeast of the southern end of the project rise approximately 110 feet
above the Project area at inclinations ranging from about 8:1 (horizontal: vertical) to 1:1.

GENERAL SITE GEOLOGY

The main surficial and subsurface materials within the Project area include artificial fill, eolian deposits,
beach deposits, estuarine deposits, and alluvial sediments. The surficial sediments are underlain at an
elevation of about -80 feet by sedimentary rock of the San Pedro formation. The areal distribution of the
surficial materials within the Project area is shown on the Geologic Map, Figure 5.6-1. A geologic cross
section showing the generalized distribution of the subsurface materials is provided on Figure 5.6-2. The
following paragraphs provide brief, generalized descriptions of the subsurface materials along the
proposed Project alignments.
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Young Surficial Sediments (Holocene) –Artificial fill materials exist throughout the Project area. Where
encountered south of Ballona Creek, the artificial fill typically ranges in thickness from about 5 to 17 feet
below the ground surface (URS, 2000a). The artificial fill generally consists of sand and silty sand with
occasional gravel and debris. The artificial fill is typically very loose to loose, but has occasional dense to
very dense layers. Note that the artificial fill is not shown on the Geologic Map, Figure 5.6-1, along the
proposed alignments because the areal extent of this material is not currently known:

 Beach deposits (Qm) –Modern beach deposits consisting of loose to medium dense coarse sand and
gravelly sand up to 23 feet thick [California Division of Mines and Geology (CDMG), 1998].

 Eolian deposits (Qe)–Windblown deposits that lie immediately inland from the modern beach. The eolian
deposits consist of fine sand less than 10 feet in thickness (CDMG, 1998).

 Estuarine deposits (Qes)–Marsh deposits that typically include silt, sand, and clayey sand that are loose to
medium dense (CDMG, 1998). The thicknesses of the estuarine deposits are likely less than 20 feet.

 Alluvial deposits (Qya2) –Young floodplain sediments derived primarily from the ancestral Los Angeles
River. The alluvial deposits generally consist of intervals of sand, silty sand, silt, sandy to silty clay, and
clay (URS, 2000a; 2000b). Occasional gravel and shells occur in the coarse-grained alluvium (sand). An
approximately 15-foot-thick layer of gravelly sand to sandy gravel was encountered in borings in the area
of the entrance channel and Ballona Creek at elevations ranging from –64 to–73 feet (URS, unpublished).
This gravelly layer is likely the “50-foot gravel” of Poland (1959) and is the lower division of the younger 
alluvial deposits. The 50-foot gravel is a widespread relatively thin and irregular gravel and sand body laid
down by the ancestral Los Angeles River. The consistency of the coarse-grained alluvium ranges from
very loose to very dense, but is typically medium dense to dense (URS, 2000a; 2000b). The consistency of
the fine-grained alluvium (silt and clay) ranges from soft to very stiff (URS, 2000a; 2000b).

SAN PEDRO FORMATION (EARLY PLEISTOCENE)

 Tsp –Weakly lithified deposits of non-marine to shallow marine origin that generally consist of stratified
and cross-bedded sand with occasional beds of fine gravel, silty sand, and silt (Poland, 1959). The rock
likely underlies the alluvial deposits at about elevation -79 to -88 feet.

FAULTS AND SEISMICITY

 Southern California is crossed by numerous northwest-trending active and potentially active surface faults
and underlain by several “blind” thrust faults (i.e., a low-angle reverse fault with no surface exposure). The
locations of the known active and potentially active faults and epicenters of earthquakes with magnitudes of
3.5 or greater with respect to the proposed Project are shown on the Regional Fault and Epicenter Map,
Figure 5.6-3.

 No active surface fault traces are known to cross the proposed project area. In addition, the Project area is
not underlain by a blind thrust fault that is recognized by the California Geological Survey (2003) as a
potential seismic source. However, as shown on Figure 5.6-3, the Project area is located near several active
or potentially active faults. Based on the known activity of faults in the region and on the recorded
seismicity, the project site is likely to experience strong ground shaking from future earthquakes.
Significant historical earthquakes that have occurred near the Project area include:
– The 1933 Long Beach earthquake (Magnitude (M) 6.4) on the Newport-Inglewood Fault south of

Huntington Beach;
– The 1971 San Fernando earthquake (M6.6) on the San Fernando Fault;
– The 1987 Whittier earthquake (M6.0); and
– The 1994 Northridge earthquake (M6.7).
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The geoseismic characteristics of some of the faults considered by the California Geological Survey
(2003) as potential seismic sources within about 50 kilometers of the proposed project are listed in
Table 5.6-1, including an estimate of the maximum earthquake magnitude that might be generated by
each fault.

As noted in Table 5.6-1, the closest active or potentially active faults to the project area are the Palos
Verdes, Santa Monica, and the Newport-Inglewood fault zone, as discussed briefly below.

Table 5.6-1 Summary of Potential Seismic Sources

Fault or Fault Segment Fault
Type(1)

Dip
(deg.)

Dip
Direction

Approx.
Fault Length

(km)(2)

Approx. Closest
Distance to Site

(km)(3)

Approx. Max
Magnitude,

Mw(4)

Palos Verdes RL 90 -- 96 5¾ 7.3

Santa Monica O/LL, R N 75 28 9 6.6

Newport-Inglewood (onshore) RL 90 -- 66 10½ 7.1

Malibu Coast O/LL, R 75 N 37 10½ 6.7

Hollywood O/LL, R 70 N 17 13½ 6.4

Raymond O/LL, R 75 N 23 20 6.5

Anacapa-Dume O/LL, R 45 N 75 25 7.5

Verdugo-Eagle Rock R 45 NE 29 28 6.9

San Fernando R 45 N 18 36 6.7

Santa Susana R 55 N 27 38 6.7

Sierra Madre R 45 N 57 38 7.2

Northridge R 42 S 31 39½ 7.0

Whittier O/RL, R 75 NE 38 40 6.8

San Andreas (Mojave) RL 90 -- 103 72 7.4

The Palos Verdes Fault, located about 3½ miles (5¾ kilometers) to the southwest, is a northwest-trending
right-lateral strike-slip fault zone. The fault extends from near the southern boundary of the Transverse
Ranges beneath Santa Monica Bay southeastward across the northeastern base of the Palos Verdes Hills
before trending offshore to where it bifurcates around Lausen sea knoll offshore of San Clemente (Nardin
and Henyey, 1978). The fault continues south and possibly connects with the offshore Coronado Bank
fault within the Continental Borderlands Province. Segments of the Palos Verdes Fault are considered by
Jennings (1994) as a Holocene fault (indicating displacement within the past 10,000 years). The Palos
Verdes Fault has not produced any moderate or large earthquakes in the historical record.

The Santa Monica Fault, located about 5½ miles (9 kilometers) to the north, is part of the Transverse
Ranges Southern Boundary fault system, a west-trending system of reverse, oblique-slip, and strike-slip
faults that extends for more than 124 miles (200 kilometers) along the southern edge of the Transverse
Ranges (Dolan et al., 2000). This fault system consists of a series of predominantly left-lateral, strike-slip
surficial faults (from west to east, Santa Rosa Island, Santa Cruz Island, Anacapa-Dume, Santa Monica,
Hollywood, and Raymond faults). The Santa Monica Fault is considered a late Quaternary fault
(indicating displacement within the past 700,000 years) (Jennings, 1994) and has not produced any
moderate or large earthquakes in the historical record.

The Newport-Inglewood Fault zone, located about 6½ miles (10½ kilometers) to the east, is an active
right lateral wrench fault system that extends southwest from Beverly Hills to offshore of Newport Beach
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for a total length of about 41 miles (66 kilometers). The Newport-Inglewood Fault zone is considered to
connect with features south of Newport Beach (the Offshore Zone of Deformation, and the Rose Canyon
Fault) to form a major zone of deformation that extends from Baja California to the southern front of the
Santa Monica Mountains. The Newport-Inglewood Fault zone is considered a Holocene fault in the
project vicinity (Jennings, 1994). The most recent earthquake on the Newport-Inglewood Fault zone was
a magnitude M6.4 that occurred on March 10, 1933, on a segment of the fault south of Huntington Beach.

Two other nearby faults, the Charnock and the Overland Avenue faults, lie within approximately 3 miles
(5 kilometers) and 4½ miles (7¼ kilometers) to the east of the proposed Project, respectively. Both of
these faults were located by well log and water level data and have no surface expression (Poland, 1959).
The Charnock and Overland Avenue faults are considered late Quaternary faults (Jennings, 1994).
However, the California Geological Survey (2003) does not consider the Charnock and the Overland
Avenue faults as potential seismic sources with respect to seismic shaking.

5.6.2 Thresholds of Significance
A project would normally create a significant impact on geology or soils if it would:

a. Expose people or structures to potential substantial adverse effects, including the risk of loss, injury or
death;

b. Be subject to the rupture of a known earthquake fault, as delineated on the most recent Alquist-Priolo
Earthquake Fault Zoning Map issued by the State Geologist for the area, or based on other substantial
evidence of a known fault, or be subject to the following;

 Strong seismic ground shaking.
 Seismic-related ground failure, including liquefaction.
 Landslides.

c. Result in substantial soil or loss of topsoil;
d. Be located on a geologic unit or soil that is unstable, or that would become unstable as a result of the

project, and potentially result in on- or off-site landslide, lateral spreading, subsidence, liquefaction or
collapse; and

e. Be located on expansive soil, as defined in Table 18- 1-B of the Uniform Building Code (UBC) (1994),
creating substantial risks to life or property.

5.6.3 Environmental Impacts
Seismic hazards associated with seismic activity are described as follows:

Ground Shaking –As indicated by the numbers and distribution of recorded earthquake epicenters
shown on Figure 5.6-3, the proposed Project will continue to be subjected to periodic seismic shaking,
perhaps of considerable intensity. The degree of shaking that is felt at a given site depends on the
distance from the earthquake source and on the type of subsurface material on which the site is situated.
Based on our review, we anticipate that the highest levels of ground shaking at the proposed Project are
anticipated to result from an earthquake on the nearby Palos Verdes Fault. All of the alternative
alignments of the proposed project will be equally impacted by strong ground shaking.
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Liquefaction –Defined as significant and relatively sudden reduction in stiffness and shear strength of
saturated sandy soils caused by a seismically induced increase in pore water pressures. Potential for
seismically induced liquefaction exists whenever relatively loose, sandy soils exist with high groundwater
level and/or potential for long duration, high seismic shaking. When liquefaction occurs, the site can
experience damage induced by permanent ground movements resulting in differential settlement and
flotation of structures, tanks and pipelines.

Recent geotechnical studies performed for the proposed project encountered saturated sandy soils at
relatively shallow depths along most of the Pacific Avenue alignment (URS, 2000a; 2000b). Standard
Penetration Test (SPT) blow counts indicate the consistency of some of these sandy soils is relatively
loose and therefore prone to liquefaction.

The California Geological Survey has designated certain areas within California as potential liquefaction
hazard zones. These are areas considered at greater risk of liquefaction-related ground failure during a
seismic event, based upon mapped surficial deposits and the presence of a relatively shallow groundwater
table. As shown on Figure 5.6-4, the California Geological Survey has identified the project area as being
in a potential liquefaction hazard zone (CDMG, 1999).

Because of the combination of sands and shallow groundwater in the project area, liquefaction is
considered a significant potential seismic hazard along all of the alternative alignments for the Project.

Differential Seismic Settlement –Differential seismic settlement occurs when seismic shaking causes
one type of soil or rock to settle more than another type. It may also occur within a soil deposit with
relatively homogeneous properties if the seismic shaking is uneven, which could occur due to variable
geometry, for example, and variable depth of the soil deposit. Differential seismic settlement is most
likely to occur in areas that transition between rock formations and more recently deposited alluvial soils
or human-placed artificial fill. The components of the project are situated entirely upon saturated soils,
which would be prone to differential settlement, primarily if liquefaction occurred. Differential
settlement represents a potential seismic hazard along all of the alternative alignments for the Project.

Surface Fault Rupture –No known active or potentially active fault traces have been recognized as
crossing any of the proposed Project areas, and the California Geological Survey does not delineate any
part of the proposed Project area as being within an Alquist-Priolo Earthquake Fault Zone (CDMG,
1997). The potential for surface fault rupture is not considered a significant seismic hazard along any of
the alternative alignments of the Project.

Tsunami –A tsunami is a great sea wave (commonly called a tidal wave) produced by a significant
undersea disturbance, such as tectonic displacement of the sea floor associated with large, shallow
earthquakes. Tsunamis are characterized by their high speed, long wavelength and long periods. They
generally have low observable amplitude in the open sea, but in extreme cases may pile up to heights of
100 feet (30 meters) or more upon entering shallow water. Tsunamis can cause great damage in near-
shore areas.
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Compared with most coastal regions in the circum-Pacific region, tsunamis have represented a relatively
minor threat to coastal areas of southern California in the historical period. The tsunami from the 1964
Alaskan earthquake, the only tsunami that has caused extensive damage to California since 1812, was
measured at about 9 feet (3 meters) at Santa Monica and 5 feet (1.5 meters) at Los Angeles Harbor
(McCulloch, 1985).

Numerically modeled heights of potential major tsunamis along the southern California coast with distant
and local sources are reported by McCulloch (1985) for 100- and 500-year recurrence intervals. For the
proposed Project, potential wave (and run-up) heights are reported at about 7½ feet (2¼ meters) and
14 feet (4¼ meters) for the 100- and 500-year events, respectively. The elevation of the Project site
[approximately 10 feet mean sea level (MSL), or 6 meters] stands below the highest of these potential
tsunami events.

It is well known that a tsunami can cause substantial erosion and scour on the shore. For example the
1960 Chilean tsunami scoured out the port entrance by more than 30 feet at Kesen-numa Port in Japan.
Although the pipeline would be buried at depths no shallower than 10 feet below the surface, the
possibility of damage to the proposed pipeline cannot be disregarded. A catastrophic tsunami could result
in erosion of the surficial soils covering the proposed pipeline, primarily along the proposed Dockweiler
Beach Alignment alternative.

Seiche –A seiche is an oscillation of a body of water in an enclosed or semi-enclosed basin, such as a
reservoir, harbor, lake, or storage tank, resulting from earthquakes or other large environmental
disturbances. The nearby semi-enclosed Marina Del Ray harbor could be subject to seiche during a
seismic event. However, because the proposed Project components will be buried in the subsurface, it is
unlikely that impacts from seiche, if any, would affect the project. Therefore, seiches are not considered a
significant seismic hazard along any of the alternative alignments for the proposed Project.

Seismically Induced Landslides –The potential for landslides induced by seismic shaking is not
anticipated to pose a significant seismic hazard to the proposed Project. The proposed Project lies in a
relatively flat-lying area where landslides would not be expected to occur. In addition, the Potential
Liquefaction Hazard Zone map for the Venice quadrangle, referenced as Figure 5.6-4, indicates that the
Project elements do not lie within areas designated as having the potential for earthquake-induced land
sliding (CDMG, 1999). These are areas where previous occurrence of landslide movement, or local
topographic, geologic, geotechnical and subsurface water conditions indicate a potential for permanent
ground displacement during a seismic event. Landslides from other mechanisms are discussed further in
this section.

Subsidence –The extraction of water or petroleum from sedimentary source rocks can cause the
permanent collapse of the pore space previously occupied by the removed fluid. The compaction of
subsurface sediment caused by fluid withdrawal will cause subsidence of the ground surface overlying a
pumped reservoir. If the volume of water or petroleum removed is sufficiently great, the amount of
resulting subsidence may be sufficient to damage nearby engineered structures. Significant quantities of
water or petroleum are not currently being extracted in the area occupied by the proposed Project.
However, dewatering of the excavations made during construction of the proposed Project could result in
potentially damaging subsidence adjacent to the construction area.
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The Project area is in proximity of the Playa Del Rey oil field, which is used by the Southern California
Gas Company as a natural gas storage facility. Although a detailed study has not been performed for this
report, it is anticipated that the continued operations at the natural gas storage facility would not result in
measurable subsidence in the Project area, barring such extraction in the future. Because of the potential
for subsidence to occur as a result of construction dewatering, subsidence is considered a potential
geologic hazard to the proposed Project.

Expansive Soils –Expansive soils are fine-grained soils (clay) that can undergo a significant increase in
volume with an increase in water content and a significant decrease in volume with a decrease in water
content. Changes in the water content of an expansive soil can result in severe distress to structures
constructed upon the soil. The soils in the Project area consist primarily of coarse-grained sands that are
not susceptible to expansion. Therefore, expansive soils are not anticipated to pose a significant hazard to
any of the alternative alignments of the proposed Project.

Collapsible Soils –Collapsible soils are soils that undergo settlement upon wetting, even without the
application of additional load. Most elements of the proposed Project would be founded in materials that
are below the groundwater level and are unlikely to be affected by collapsible soils. Therefore,
collapsible soils are not likely to affect any of the alternative alignments of the proposed Project.

Landslides –The same site conditions that are conducive to seismically induced landslides are also
conducive to landslides associated with high rainfall or a rise in groundwater and involve slopes underlain
by both surficial deposits (generally colluvium) and bedrock. As noted above, the proposed Project lies in
a relatively flat-lying area where landslides would not be expected to occur. The potential for landslides
induced by other mechanisms is not anticipated to pose a significant hazard to any of the alternative
alignments of the proposed project. It is not anticipated that the project would cause any slope instability
to the adjacent Del Ray Bluffs.

Methane –The proposed project lies within an area delineated by the City of Los Angeles (2004) as a
“Methane Zone” indicating the potential for seepage of methane gas tooccur in buildings within the
Project area. Therefore, methane gas is considered a potential hazard to all of the alternative alignments
of the proposed Project, primarily during construction, or at permanent structures, such as vaults, where
gas could accumulate.

Mineral Resources–No mineral resources extraction projects in the vicinity of the Project site, therefore
no effect on geological resources is expected from construction or operation of the proposed project.
With proper mitigation, natural resources occurring within the region include sand as a potential
aggregate resource and oil and gas. There are currently no significant sand and gravel mines in the
Project area. The proposed Project site lies above the Playa Del Ray oil field (Munger Map Book, 2001).
The proposed Project would be constructed in a previously developed area already incompatible with
mining, and given the urban setting, there is little or no potential for new production in the area.

The proposed Project is located in an existing urbanized area and is designated by the California
Geological Survey (CDMG, 1979) as being in an MRZ-1 and MRZ-3 area. A MRZ-1 area corresponds to
“areas where adequate information indicates that no significant mineral deposits are present, or where it is
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judged that little likelihood exists for their presence.”  A MRZ-3 area corresponds to “areas containing 
mineral deposits the significance of which cannot be evaluated from available data.”

None of the alternative alignments of the proposed Project would have an adverse impact on aggregate
resources or oil and gas resources in the state of California.

CONSTRUCTION

The geology and subsurface conditions of the site have been evaluated in terms of their impact on the
proposed Project. We have also evaluated the impact of the proposed Project on the existing geologic
condition of the site.

The Project site is suitable for the proposed construction. It is noted that this is a preliminary site
assessment; for any given aspect of the development, final geotechnical conclusions and
recommendations should be provided in a separate report after plans become more finalized and the
appropriate field investigations have been performed.

5.6.4 Mitigation Measures
The following measures are proposed to mitigate potentially significant geologic hazards to less than
significant levels for the Project components. No unavoidable adverse impacts that cannot be mitigated
have been identified for any of the Project components. These mitigation measures are more accurately
described as project design features and are presented here for clarity.

GEO-1 Earthquake Ground Shaking –The proposed Project and associated facilities will likely be
subjected to moderate or strong earthquake motions in their lifetime. The components of the proposed
project will be designed and constructed to the seismic design requirements for ground shaking specified
in the UBC for Seismic Zone 4 at a minimum. Proper design and construction of the Project components
will reduce impacts from ground shaking to less than significant.

GEO-2 Liquefaction and Differential Seismic Settlement –Mitigation measures with respect to
liquefaction and differential seismic settlement hazards are considered necessary for the proposed Project.
Site-specific geotechnical and geological investigations that focus on these potential hazards will be
performed as part of the design studies. Design and construction of the proposed Project will include
mitigation measures, such as flexible connections that can accommodate differential settlement,
compaction grouting to densify the soils, or structural anchors to secure the pipeline. The mitigation
measures will reduce impacts from liquefaction and differential seismic settlement to less than significant.

GEO-3 Subsidence –Mitigation measures with respect to subsidence as a result of construction
dewatering are considered necessary for the proposed Project. Site-specific geotechnical and geological
investigations that focus on this potential hazard will be performed as part of the design studies. Design
and construction of the proposed Project will include mitigation measures, such as a watertight excavation
support system to minimize groundwater pumping or constructing the pipeline in a “wet” excavation.  
The mitigation measures will reduce impacts from subsidence to less than significant.

GEO-4 Methane –Mitigation measures with respect to methane gas hazards may be necessary for the
proposed Project. Site-specific investigations that focus on the potential methane hazard will be
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performed as part of the design studies. Design and construction of the proposed project will include
active or passive mitigation systems for methane gas hazards, if necessary. The mitigation measures will
reduce impacts from methane to less than significant.

GEO-5 Tsunami –A tsunami could result in erosion of the surficial soils covering the proposed
pipeline, primarily along the proposed Dockweiler Beach Alignment. Proper design and construction of
the Project components, including erosion control measures or choosing an alternate alignment off of the
beach, will reduce impacts from a tsunami to less than significant levels.

5.6.5 Unavoidable Adverse Impacts
With the implementation of proper engineering practices and mitigation measures prior to and during
construction, no unavoidable or adverse impacts on the geologic footprint of this area from the Project are
expected.

5.6.6 Cumulative and Secondary Impacts
Cumulative impacts on the geologic footprint of this area are not expected from the Project with the
implementation of proper engineering practices and mitigation measure prior to and during construction.
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5.7 HAZARDOUS WASTE AND MATERIALS
5.7.1 Environmental Setting
Hazardous wastes are hazardous materials that have been discharged, spilled, contaminated; are being
discarded as no longer of practical use, have an expired shelf-life; or are being stored prior to proper
disposal.

In compliance with CEQA and the State CEQA Guidelines, a more specific description of types of
impacts is considered, including foreseeable accidents involving hazardous materials releases, handling of
acutely hazardous materials within a quarter mile of a school (Public Resources Code Section 21151.4),
and interference with emergency response plans and emergency evacuation plans. CEQA also requires a
search of databases for sites that any agency has identified as having been contaminated by hazardous
materials releases (Public Resources Code Section 21092.6). A detailed report is provided in Appendix G
of this EIR.

The environmental setting of the Project area is determined by performing a site reconnaissance,
researching historical use, storage, or disposal of hazardous materials or petroleum products, reviewing
previous environmental reports, and reviewing databases generated by regulatory agencies. The site
reconnaissance revealed that most of the properties alongside the proposed alignments are residential.

Abandoned oil wells are located along the proposed alignment routes. Therefore, this section also
addresses risks that could result from exposure to toxic chemicals as a result of potential accidental
releases of methane gases in quantities sufficient to result in fires or explosions that could cause injury, or
the accidental release of hydrogen sulfide (H2S) gas, an acutely hazardous substance (Figure 5.7-1).

Historical Sanborn Maps were obtained from the Los Angeles Public Library website. The maps dated
from 1950 (updated from 1918) and showed most of the proposed alignment route along Pacific Avenue.
The east-west trending area displayed extended from the edge of the beach just west of Ocean Front Walk
to just east of Ballona Lagoon (Grand Canal). The north-south trending area of coverage extended from
34th (Catamaran) Avenue in the north to roughly the end of Del Rey Lagoon (Lake Del Rey), also
showing a portion of Culver Boulevard and the area north of Esplanade to the Los Angeles County
boundary. Copies of the maps reviewed are included in Appendix G of this EIR.

Most of the area is depicted as occupied by residential development or undeveloped lots. The area
occupied by the VPP is not depicted. The lots shown to the north of Pacific Avenue from 39th
(Hurricane) Avenue to 41st Avenue are undeveloped. Oil wells are shown at the terminus of 41st Avenue
and at the southeast corner of 41st and Pacific Avenue, as well as across the lagoon between 41st and
42nd avenues. Oil wells and derricks are depicted along the west side of the lagoon, south of 42nd
Avenue (with two storage tanks) and 44th Avenue. Almost every city block from Pacific Avenue to
Ocean Front Walk is developed with at least one oil well derrick, platform, and/or tank between 38th
(Galleon) Avenue to 60th Avenue. The only businesses depicted are an unnamed store at the northwest
corner of 49th (Reef) and Pacific Avenues, a life guard station at 66th Avenue and Ocean Front Walk, and
a restaurant at 6615 Speedway.
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Data regarding areas of known contamination were obtained from a variety of sources. Consistent with
CEQA Section 21092.6, a search of several database lists was conducted to determine if other agencies
have identified sites within, or close to, the proposed alignments as having been contaminated by
hazardous materials releases.

The database report was provided by Environmental Data Resources, Inc. (EDR) and reviewed to
evaluate whether activities on or near the proposed alignments have the potential to create adverse
environmental impacts on the proposed project. EDR reviews databases compiled by federal, state, and
local government agencies. It should be noted that this information is reported as received from EDR,
which in turn, reports information as it is provided in various government databases. It is not practicable
to verify the accuracy or completeness of information contained in these databases. However, the use of
and reliance on this information is a generally accepted practice in the conduct of environmental due
diligence.

Table 5.7-1 describes the regulatory agency databases searched, which have been reviewed for the
applicable search distances as specified in American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) Standard
E1527-00, “Standard Practice for Environmental Site Assessments: Phase I Environmental Site 
Assessment Process”, at a minimum. The complete database report is provided in the Appendix G of this
EIR.

The topography in the vicinity of the site slopes generally to the southwest. Surface water flow would
generally follow the topographic gradient and flow to the southwest. According to groundwater well data
obtained from the Los Angeles County of Public Works, Water Resources Division, deep groundwater
flows to the south-southwest. Therefore, sites located generally to the northeast of the proposed
alignments are considered to be hydrologically upgradient.

Listed facilities identified close to, or upgradient of, each of the proposed alignments within the database
search radii indicated above are identified in Table 5.7-2. The final column in the table assigns a potential
for each database listing of a given facility to represent a risk in any proposed alignment. The potential is
classified as “Low”, “Medium”, or “High” based upon the facility’s distance relative to the proposed 
alignments and projected groundwater gradient; and its regulatory status on that particular database.
Facility listings representing a moderate or high potential for environmental concern at the proposed
alignments are further discussed after the table.
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Table 5.7-1 Regulatory Database Descriptions and Corresponding ASTM Search Distances

Type of
Database/Date Description of Database Radius

Searched

Required Federal Database Listings

NPL

The National Priorities List (NPL) identifies uncontrolled or abandoned hazardous waste sites.
To appear on the NPL, sites must have met or surpassed a predetermined hazard ranking
system score, been chosen as a state’s top priority site, pose a significant health or 
environmental threat, or be a site where the EPA has determined that remedial action is more
cost-effective than removal action.

1.0 mile

CORRACTS Resource Conservation & Recovery Act (RCRA) facilities ordered to implement corrective
actions. 1.0 mile

CERCLIS

The Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Information
System (CERCLIS) database identifies hazardous waste sites that require investigation and
possible remedial action to mitigate potential negative impacts on human health or the
environment.

0.5 mile

RCRA TSDs RCRA treatment, storage, or disposal (TSD) sites. 0.5 mile

CERCLIS- NFRAP
No Further Remedial Action is Planned (NFRAP) under the Comprehensive Environmental
Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA) for these sites and they have been
removed from CERCLIS list based on findings of site investigations.

Site and
Adjoining

RCRA Generators RCRA regulated hazardous waste generator notifiers list; both large quantity and small
quantity generators are included in this list.

Site and
Adjoining

ERNS EPA’s Emergency Response Notification System (ERNS) list contains reported spill records of 
oil and hazardous substances. Site

Supplemental Federal Database Listings

CONSENT
Superfund (CERCLA) Consent Decrees by the Department of Justice. Major legal settlements
that establish responsibility and standards for cleanup at NPL (Superfund) sites. Released
periodically by United States District Courts after settlement by parties to litigation matters.

1.0 mile

ROD Record of Decision (ROD) documents mandate a permanent remedy at an NPL (Superfund)
site containing technical and health information to aid in the cleanup. 1.0 mile

DELISTED NPL

NPL Deletions. The National Oil and Hazardous Substances Pollution Contingency Plan
establishes the criteria that the EPA uses to delete sites from the NPL. In accordance with 40
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) 300.425 (e), sites may be deleted from the NPL where no
further response is appropriate.

1.0 mile

DOD
Department of Defense (DOD) Sites. This data set consists of federally owned or administered
lands, administered by the DOD, that have any area equal to or greater than 640 acres of the
United States, Puerto Rico, and the U.S. Virgin Islands.

1.0 mile

INDIAN RESERVE This map layer portrays Indian administered lands of the United States that have any area
equal to or greater than 640 acres. 1.0 mile

FUDS Formerly Used Defense Sites (FUDS). The listing includes locations of FUDS properties where
the USACOE is actively working or will take necessary cleanup actions. 1.0 mile

US ENG
CONTROLS

Engineering Controls Sites List. A listing of sites with engineering controls in place.
Engineering controls include various forms of caps, building foundations, liners, and treatment
methods to create pathway elimination for regulated substances to enter environmental media
or effect human health.

0.5 mile

ODI Open Dump Inventory (ODI). An open dump is defined as a disposal facility that does not
comply with one or more of the Part 257 or Part 258 Subtitle D Criteria. 0.5 mile

UMTRA

Uranium Mill Tailings Sites. Uranium ore was mined by private companies for federal
government use in national defense programs. When the mills shut down, large piles of the
sand-like material (mill tailings) remain after uranium has been extracted from the ore. Levels
of human exposure to radioactive materials from the piles are low; however, in some cases
tailings were used as construction materials before the potential health hazards of the tailings
were recognized.

0.5 mile

FINDS The Facility Index System (FINDS) database identifies different databases that contain
information regarding federally listed sites.

Site and
Adjoining

MINES Mines Master Index File. Contains all mine identification numbers issued for mines active or
opened since 1971. The data also includes violation information.

Site and
Adjoining

TSCA
Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA). TSCA identifies manufacturers and importers of
chemical substances included on the TSCA Chemical Substance Inventory list. It includes
data on the production volume of these substances by plant site.

Site and
Adjoining
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Type of
Database/Date Description of Database Radius

Searched

SSTS

Section 7 Tracking Systems. Section 7 of the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide and Rodenticide
Act, as amended (92 Stat. 829) requires all registered pesticide-producing establishments to
submit a report to the EPA by March 1st each year. Each establishment must report the types
and amounts of pesticides, active ingredients and devices being produced, and those having
been produced and sold or distributed in the past year.

Site and
Adjoining

TRIS The Toxic Release Inventory System (TRIS) database identifies facilities that release toxic
chemical to the air, water, or land in reportable quantities.

Site and
Adjoining

FTTS
Tracks administrative cases and pesticide enforcement actions and compliance activities
related to the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act, the TSCA, and the
Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act.

Site and
Adjoining

HMIRS The Hazardous Material Information Reporting System records of spills or hazardous
materials incidents reported to the Department of Transportation. Site

MLTS
Material Licensing Tracking System (MLTS). The MLTS is maintained by the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC) and contains a list of approximately 8,100 sites, which possess
or use radioactive materials and which are subject to NRC licensing requirements.

Site

NPL LIENS

Federal Superfund Liens. Federal Superfund Liens. Under the authority granted the EPA by
the CERCLA of 1980, the EPA has the authority to file liens against real property in order to
recover remedial action expenditures or when the property owner receives notification of
potential liability. EPA compiles a listing of filed notices of Superfund Liens.

Site

PADS
Polychlorinated Biphenyl (PCB) Activity Database System. PADS Identifies generators,
transporters, commercial storers and/or brokers and disposers of PCBs who are required to
notify the EPA of such activities.

Site

RAATS

RCRA Administration Action Tracking System (RAATS). RAATS contains records based on
enforcement actions issued under RCRA pertaining to major violators and includes
administrative and civil actions brought by the EPA. For administration actions after
September 30, 1995, data entry in the RAATS database was discontinued. EPA will retain a
copy of the database for historical records. It was necessary to terminate RAATS because a
decrease in agency resources made it impossible to continue to update the information
contained in the database.

Site

Required State Database Listings

AWP/
Former BEP

Annual Work Plan (formerly known as Bond Expenditure Plan [BEP]) sites–known hazardous
waste sites targeted for cleanup. This is the state-equivalent to the NPL. 1.0 mile

CalSites The CalSites database contains potential or confirmed release properties. This is the state
equivalent to CERCLIS. 0.5 mile

VCP
Voluntary Cleanup Program sites–low-threat sites with either confirmed or unconfirmed
releases and that have requested DTSC oversight and cleanup activities and have agreed to
cover cleanup costs. (Similar to Brownfields sites below)

0.5 mile

TOXIC PITS Toxic Pits Cleanup Act Sites. TOXIC PITS identifies sites suspected of containing hazardous
substances where cleanup has not yet been completed. 0.5 mile

STATE LANDFILL

Solid Waste Information System. Active, Closed and Inactive Landfills. SWF/LF records
typically contain an inventory of solid waste disposal facilities or landfills. These may be active
or inactive facilities or open dumps that failed to meet RCRA Section 4004 criteria for solid
waste landfills or disposal sites.

0.5 mile

WMUDS/SWAT State inventory of solid waste disposal and landfill sites. 0.5 mile

LUST List of information pertaining to all reported leaking underground storage tanks (LUSTs). This
includes listings at the state and local level. 0.5 mile

Cortese The Hazardous Waste & Substances Sites list identifies older LUST sites and sites listed by
the Department of Health. It is no longer updated. 0.5 mile

INDIAN LUST LUSTs on Indian land in Arizona, California, New Mexico and Nevada. 0.5 mile

CA UST State listing of active underground storage tank (UST) sites. Site and
Adjoining

INDIAN UST USTs on Indian land in Arizona, California, New Mexico and Nevada. Site and
Adjoining

CA FID UST State listing of active and inactive UST sites. This list is no longer updated. Site and
Adjoining

HIST UST State listing of historical UST sites. This list is no longer updated. Site and
Adjoining
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Type of
Database/Date Description of Database Radius

Searched

NOTIFY 65
Proposition 65 Notification Records. The NOTIFY 65 list contains facility notifications about
any release that could impact drinking water and thereby expose the public to a potential
health risk.

Site and
Adjoining

CHMIRS The California Hazardous Material Incident Report System records of spills or hazardous
materials incidents. Site

Supplemental State and Local Database Listings

SLIC The Regional Water Quality Control Board issues this list of sites with non-tank spill, leaks,
investigations, and cleanups. 0.5 mile

Brownfields
Database of low-threat properties with either confirmed or unconfirmed releases that have
requested DTSC oversight and cleanup activities and have agreed to cover cleanup costs.
(Similar to VCP sites above)

0.5 mile

DEED

Site Mitigation and Brownfields Reuse Program Facility Sites with Deed Restrictions &
Hazardous Waste Management Program Facility Sites with Deed / Land Use Restriction. The
DTSC Site Mitigation and Brownfields Reuse Program (SMBRP) list includes sites cleaned up
under the program’s oversight and generally does not include current or former hazardous 
waste facilities that required a hazardous waste facility permit. The list represents deed
restrictions that are active. Some sites have multiple deed restrictions. The DTSC Hazardous
Waste Management Program (HWMP) has developed a list of current or former hazardous
waste facilities that have a recorded land use restriction at the local county recorder’s office. 
The land use restrictions on this list were required by the DTSC HWMP as a result of the
presence of hazardous substances that remain on site after the facility (or part of the facility)
has been closed or cleaned up. The types of land use restriction include deed notice, deed
restriction, or a land use restriction that binds current and future owners.

0.5 mile

City of L.A.
Landfills The City Engineering and Construction Division maintain a list of landfills within city limits. 0.5 mile

L.A. County SWLF The Los Angeles County Department of Public Works maintains a list of historic, current, and
potential landfills within the county. 0.5 mile

WDS The State Water Resources Control Board generates this list of industrial wastewater
dischargers.

Site and
Adjoining

HAZNET Facility and manifest data is gathered for this database from hazardous wastes manifests that
are submitted to DTSC.

Site and
Adjoining

EMI Database of facilities reporting toxic and criteria pollutant emissions data to the local air
pollution agencies.

Site and
Adjoining

NFA
No Further Action Determination. This category contains properties at which DTSC has made
a clear determination that the property does not pose a problem to the environment or to
public health.

Site and
Adjoining

REF

Unconfirmed Properties Referred to Another Agency. This category contains properties where
contamination has not been confirmed and which were determined as not requiring direct
DTSC Site Mitigation Program action or oversight. Accordingly, these sites have been referred
to another state or local regulatory agency.

Site and
Adjoining

SCH

School Property Evaluation Program. This category contains proposed and existing school
sites that are being evaluated by DTSC for possible hazardous materials contamination. In
some cases, these properties may be listed in the CalSites category depending on the level of
threat to public health and safety or the environment they pose.

Site and
Adjoining

NFE

Properties Needing Further Evaluation. This category contains properties that are suspected
of being contaminated. These are unconfirmed contaminated properties that need to be
assessed using the PEA process. PEA in Progress indicates properties where DTSC is
currently conducting a PEA. PEA Required indicates properties where DTSC has determined
a PEA is required, but not currently underway.

Site and
Adjoining

Dry Cleaners EDR compiles a database of dry cleaning facilities based on their having a hazardous waste
generator ID and certain SIC codes.

Site and
Adjoining

L.A. County HMS The Los Angeles County Department of Public Works maintains a listing of files they maintain
for sites with USTs or facilities with industrial wastewater permits.

Site and
Adjoining

Site Mitigation List The L. A. County Department of Public Health maintains a listing of industrial sites that have
had some sort of spill or complaint.

Site and
Adjoining

AST Registered Aboveground Storage Tanks. Site
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Table 5.7-2 Regulatory Database Findings for Proposed Venice Force Main Alignments

EDR
Map ID

Facility Name
Address

Proximity to
Via Marina
Alignment
Alternative

Proximity to
Pacific Ave
Alignment
Alternative

Proximity to
Beach

Alignment
Alternative

Database
Lists Description Current

Agency Status

Recognized
Environmental

Condition
Potential

5 LA Pumping Plant #46
140 Hurricane Street

On site On site On site RCRS-SQG Small quantity generator of hazardous waste No violations
reported Low

Notify 65

Site has notified the State Water Resources
Control Board that a release of hazardous
substances could potentially impact drinking
water

Not applicable-
notification only Low

FINDS Included on RCRIS Not provided Low

18 7332 Vista Del Mar On site On site On site ERNS Sewer collapsed on 4/17/1992; release to
land only. Not provided Low

7 Timberlake Group Int’l
4100-5000 Pacific

Approx. 900
feet. southwest On site Approx. 500

feet northeast CA SLIC
Total petroleum hydrocarbons (TPH)
contamination

Case closed
Low

11 S. California Gas Co.
5400 Pacific Avenue

Approx. 900
feet. southwest On site Approx. 500

feet northeast CA SLIC
TPH contamination Case closed Low

HAZNET Generator of contaminated soil from site
cleanup Not provided Low

Unmapped S. California Gas Co.
143 Union Jack

Approx. 700
feet southwest

Approx. 200 feet
northeast

Approx. 700
feet northeast CA SLIC TPH contamination Case closed Low

12 OHN Kearney
6512 Pacific Avenue

Approx. 1000
feet southwest On site Approx. 400

feet northeast HAZNET One-time generator of asbestos-containing
waste. Not provided Low

8 <0.25 mile east <0.25 mile east Cortese Leaking UST site Not provided LowUnocal #0407
13800 Bora Bora Way

Approx. 0.25
mile east LUST Release of gasoline to groundwater in 1991

as a result of piping failure. Methyl tert-butyl
ether (MTBE) detected.

Case closed in
1997

Low

9 Unocal Corp SS 0407
1 Bora Bora Way

(File review indicates actually
same location as above)

Same as above Same as above Same as above

CA FID UST UST location Active Low

9 Service Station
No. 1 Bora Bora Way

(Same as above) Same as above Same as above Same as above

HIST UST Historic UST site with
10,000-gallon Product
10,000-gallon Premium
10,000-gallon Unleaded
10,000-gallon Diesel
(1) 550-gallon Waste oil
(1) Unidentified contents

Not provided Low
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EDR
Map ID

Facility Name
Address

Proximity to
Via Marina
Alignment
Alternative

Proximity to
Pacific Ave
Alignment
Alternative

Proximity to
Beach

Alignment
Alternative

Database
Lists Description Current

Agency Status

Recognized
Environmental

Condition
Potential

9 Pegasus Carriers, Inc.
(Same as above)

Same as above Same as above Same as above RCRIS-SQG Small Quantity Generator of hazardous waste No violations
reported

Low

FINDS Identified on RCRIS Not provided Low

3 Via Dolce Acquisition Area 3
3700-3706 Canal

North-northwest

Approx. 1000
feet north-
northwest

Approx. 1000 feet
north-northwest

Approx. 1000
feet north-
northwest

CA SLIC TPH contamination Case closed Low

3 Via Dolce Acquisition Area 2
3600-3615 Canal

North-northwest

Approx. 1000
feet north-
northwest

Approx. 1000 feet
north-northwest

Approx. 1000
feet north-
northwest

CA SLIC TPH contamination Case closed Low

4 Via Dolce Acquisition Area 1
3602 Pacific Avenue

Northwest

Approx. 1000
feet northwest

Approx. 1000 feet
northwest

Approx. 1000
feet northwest

CA SLIC TPH contamination Case closed Low

10 Southern California Gas
Company
5101 Ocean Front Walk

West

Approx. 200
feet southwest

Approx. 1200 feet
southwest

Less than 100
feet northeast

CA SLIC TPH contamination Case closed Low

14 Del Rey Cleaners
310 Culver Blvd.

Northeast

Approx. 200
feet northeast

Approx. 200 feet
northeast

Approx. 2000
feet southeast

CA SLIC Perchloroethylene, VOC (volatile organic
compounds) release from non-tank source

Site
assessment

Moderate

RCRIS-SQG Small quantity generator of hazardous waste No violations
reported

Low

FINDS Identified on RCRIS Not provided Low

HAZNET Generator of hazardous waste:
Halogenated solvents;
Liquids with halogenated organic compounds
>1,000 milligrams per liter.

Not provided Low

Cleaners Dry cleaning establishment Not provided Low
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According to records, there are a few hazardous materials-related sites on, or near, the proposed
alignments. These have a low potential to have impacted the proposed alignments, unless contamination
not yet discovered and abated is encountered during construction.

One site, Del Rey Cleaners, located approximately 200 feet north of the intersection of Culver Boulevard
and Pacific Avenue, is reportedly currently undergoing site assessment activities. It is possible that
contamination from that site may have migrated to the proposed alignments near Culver Boulevard.
Precautions should be taken in this area to monitor for concentrations of dry cleaning fluids that may be
present in the soils disturbed during construction.

The potential for facilities located more than 0.25 mile from the proposed Project alignments to have
contaminated an alignment is considered low based on the relative distance of those facilities from the
Project area and/or regulatory status.

5.7.2 Thresholds of Significance
A significant hazardous materials impact would occur if either direct, or indirect, changes in the
environment caused by a particular Project alignment construction alternative would potentially result in
one or more of the following conditions:

 Create a substantial hazard to the public or the environment through the routine transport, use, or disposal
of hazardous materials;

 Create a substantial hazard to the public or the environment through reasonably foreseeable upset and
accident conditions involving the release of hazardous materials into the environment;

 Emit hazardous emissions or handle hazardous or acutely hazardous materials, substances, or waste within
0.25 mile of an existing or proposed school;

 Be located on a site that is included on a list of hazardous materials sites and as result create a substantial
hazard to the public or the environment; and/or

 Exposure of construction workers to contaminated materials can be minimized by implementing the
measures required by federal, state, and local laws and regulations. As such, potential impacts associated
with the excavation of contaminated materials would be less than significant.

5.7.3 Environmental Impacts
The proposed Project could pose potentially significant hazard impacts. These include the potential for
exposure to gas leaking from abandoned wells in areas excavated during the Project, and/or potential
effects from accidental releases of hazardous substances during construction.

OIL WELL FIELD HAZARDS

Based on reports and files reviewed at the California Division of Oil, Gas, and Geothermal Resources
(CDOGGR), the proposed Project alignments lie within an area of oil well field development known as
the Playa Del Rey Field. Several abandoned oil wells lie either within, or within proximity of, the
proposed alignments (refer to Figure G-1 in Appendix G and also see Figure 5.7-1 for locations).

As part of the existing environment, hazardous materials and wastes may be encountered at each of the
abandoned oil wells within the surrounding residential community. H2S and other odorous substances,
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such as methyl mercaptan, benzene, as well as other aromatic hydrocarbons, are all byproducts of natural
gas production. These toxins may be present at active or abandoned wells.

There are three types of gas that may exist within the geological and soil units underlying the Project area:
biogenic (or swamp) gas, thermogenic (field) gas, and processed natural gas (or piped gas). Biogenic
gases are not toxic at low (ppm) levels; however, they act as asphyxiants at high concentrations. Biogenic
gases contain trace quantities of other chemicals which are toxic at low levels (in the ppm range),
including benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene, and xylenes (BTEX).

Thermogenic gas and butane, as well as trace amounts of toxic gases, including H2S, exhibit distinct
chemical characteristics, which permit “fingerprinting” or differentiation between gas types. In addition to 
lacking heavier gas components (propane, butane, ethane, etc.), the presence of helium in detectible
amounts is a primary fingerprint for natural gas imported from the central United States and previously
stored in the deep storage zone.

Migration Pathways –Natural gas can migrate via a variety of manmade structures through the
subsurface soil both vertically and laterally. The most common manmade structures that may serve as
conduits include:

 Old abandoned oil and gas wells or dry holes;
 Previously undocumented wells and dry holes;
 Recently plugged and abandoned oil and gas wells (abandoned in accordance with current CDOGGR

regulations);
 Existing water extraction or injection wells;
 Old abandoned water wells;
 Monitoring wells;
 Utility trenches;
 Stormdrain systems; and
 Sewer lines.

Gas can also reach the surface through natural geologic features, which may facilitate migration. The
geologic features most likely to serve as potential pathways include:

 Surficial deposits;
 Porous and permeable formations;
 Aquifers;
 Fracture systems;
 Fault planes; and
 Other geologic features and structures, such as unconformities.

The potential for gas migration to reach the surface is considered to be the greatest through or along
human-made structures as geologic pathways are relatively “tight” and provide less space to facilitate 
migration. Within the Project area, wells penetrate shallow and deep gas zones at various depths. While a
poorly constructed or abandoned well can serve as a conduit for upward migration of natural gas, even
when proper construction and abandonment methods have been applied, such conduits can develop as
wells deteriorate over time.
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RISK OF EXPLOSION

The generation, transmission, and distribution of natural gas may pose a risk of explosion. Natural gas has
a flammable property that needs to be strictly regulated in order to reduce the risk of explosion to the
public and the environment. Explosion can occur as a result of leakage from abandoned wells and
pipelines, and/or from third party interaction with the wells, transmission lines, and distribution lines. In
addition, releases of gas from the abandoned wells may occur if construction activities accidentally
puncture an abandoned well, leading to a possible explosion.

POTENTIAL SPILLS OR RELEASES

Land uses along the proposed alignment alternatives include mostly single- and multiple-family
residences and a restaurant. Types of hazardous materials associated with these activities would typically
include mostly common household janitorial supplies.

Potential impacts associated with increases in hazardous materials use and hazardous waste generation
can result from hazardous materials releases during handling or transport, interference with emergency
response plans, and limited hazardous waste disposal capacity.

An increase in hazardous materials use and hazardous waste generation during construction would
increase the chances of a spill or release of hazardous substances. If a spill were to occur, emergency
response procedures would be implemented to contain and clean up the spill. There are regulations in
place regarding such procedures, and provisions would be in place from the onset of Project activities in
order to eliminate, or at least minimize, potential spills and releases that might create a hazard to the
public or the environment, or result in contamination of soil or groundwater. Therefore, impacts would be
less than significant.

EXPOSURE TO CONTAMINATION

During construction, there is the potential for the disturbance of contaminated soils and groundwater that
could pose a risk of exposure to construction workers, the public, and the environment as contaminants
may be encountered during excavation activities. These contaminants would be expected to be petroleum-
related substances given the extensive oil well development in the area; or, as discussed above, there is
the possibility of contamination from other sources, such as dry cleaning establishments.

In addition, emissions of diesel particulate matter from the construction equipment would result in
increased exposure near the construction activities. However, these emissions would be temporary and
would not contribute significantly to chronic long-term exposure. Ongoing compliance with regulatory
requirements under any alternative would provide an environment in which workers, visitors, and tenants
located in, and near, the Project site would be protected.

There are a few electrical transformers located along the portions of the proposed alignments located
along city streets. Should project activities require disturbance or relocation of these units, the Los
Angeles Department of Water and Power records should be consulted to ascertain the potential
polychlorinated biphenyl (PCB) content of the units. PCBs were commonly used in fluids contained in
electrical equipment, primarily transformers and capacitors, and are known to have toxic and carcinogenic
health effects. Manufacture of PCBs was completely banned in the U.S. in January 1979, and their
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distribution in commerce was prohibited effective July 1979. Regulations require workers to wear
protective clothing or equipment to protect dermal contact or inhalation of PCBs or materials containing
PCB materials. All disposal activity of PCB material must adhere to EPA regulations. Disposal of PCB
liquid and waste are also regulated at the state level.

HAZARDOUS WASTE GENERATION

Hazardous wastes generated during construction activities for each of the alignments would include
miscellaneous motor vehicle fluids, potentially contaminated soil, and spent materials used during
construction; such as fuels, lubricants, paints, and solvents. Hazardous wastes generated during project
activities should be removed by licensed waste haulers and transported for treatment, disposal, or
recycling at authorized off-site facilities.

TRANSPORTATION AND DISPOSAL OF HAZARDOUS MATERIALS AND WASTES

Transportation of hazardous materials and hazardous wastes is strictly regulated by federal and state laws.
These laws include the Hazardous Material Transportation Act of 1994, administered by the United States
Department of Transportation (USDOT), which includes standards for classification of hazardous
materials, labeling, and placarding of containers, and vehicles, vehicle equipment standards, training of
transport personnel, and incident reporting.

5.7.4 Mitigation Measures
The following mitigation measures are included in the project to reduce its impacts on hazards and
hazardous material to below a level of significance for each of the alignments:

HAZ-1 A surface sweep is a method for measuring combustible vapors which may be emitted from the
ground surface. The technique utilizes a sensitive portable gas detector, called a flame ionization detector
(FID) to detect methane. The FID is capable of measuring methane concentrations as low as several ppm.
When conducting the surface sweep, more attention can be taken in areas where underground gas would
tend to exit the surface, such as at cracks in the ground.

Surface sweep measurements are intended to identify any flow of gas from the surface of the ground.
Finding such “advective” flow is a good indicator of potential pressurized flow of undiluted gas in the
soil.

HAZ-2 The City of Los Angeles Building Code requires that methane mitigation be implemented when
construction occurs at these sites to ensure public safety. These measures include the installation of
membrane barriers and vent piping, as well as trench dams and electrical seal-offs for each of these
properties. Since these measures would already be required by City regulation, no additional mitigation
measures are required.

Continued compliance with the many federal, state, and local requirements pertaining to the handling of
hazardous materials/wastes would maintain acceptable levels of health and safety. These regulatory
requirements are specifically designed to avoid any unauthorized and uncontrolled releases of hazardous
materials to the environments and protect workers who may be exposed to hazardous materials/wastes, as
well as provide a level of safety for the general public.
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Strict compliance with local, state, and federal regulatory requirements provides the primary method of
mitigating against hazardous waste impacts.

Handling of contaminated materials encountered during construction of any of the alignments should be
coordinated centrally in order to ensure compliance with all applicable regulations. Construction bid
documents should incorporate provisions for identification, segregation, handling and disposal of
contaminated materials. In addition, bid documents should require all construction contractors to prepare
site-specific Health and Safety Plans.

5.7.5 Unavoidable Adverse Impacts
Provided that all federal, state, and local regulations pertaining to project activities are followed and
project-specific Health and Safety and Emergency Response Plans are developed and implemented,
significant or long-term adverse impacts will be avoided.

5.7.6 Cumulative and Secondary Impacts
The three main aspects of hazardous materials addressed in this analysis are (1) the use, storage, transport,
and disposal of hazardous materials and waste; (2) hazardous materials contamination and remediation;
and (3) hazardous building materials.

Development of any of the proposed alignments would result in increased use of hazardous substances
such as fuels, cutting fluids, other lubricants, solvents, and waste oils. The increase in the presence of
these substances could increase the chances of a spill or release of hazardous substances during handling
or storage. The use of hazardous materials and the generation of hazardous wastes from the construction
activities would also increase the transportation of hazardous materials and hazardous wastes on public
roadways. The likelihood of an accident involving hazardous materials or wastes would therefore
increase, resulting in a greater potential for people and the environment to be exposed to these substances.

These alternatives would also increase demand for hazardous waste disposal capacity. During the
extensive construction activities associated with each of the alignment alternatives, it is possible that
contaminated soils would be unearthed, potentially exposing construction workers or the public to
hazardous materials. However, this material will be collected, put in containers and disposed of at a
Class 1 Landfill.

Proper packaging and handling of hazardous materials and wastes, coupled with employee training and
emergency response, would reduce potential cumulative impacts of increased ground transport of
hazardous materials/wastes to a level that is less than significant. With respect to the cumulative demand
for treatment, recycling, and disposal, because sufficient capacity is expected to be available, the impact
of cumulative increases is hazardous.
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5.8 HYDROLOGY, WATER QUALITY / STORMWATER RUNOFF
5.8.1 Environmental Setting
The VPP Project is located within the Ballona Creek Watershed (watershed). The watershed is located on
the coastal plain in the western portion of the Los Angeles Basin with the Santa Monica Mountains on the
north and the Baldwin Hills on the south. Ballona Creek flows downstream from the Santa Monica
Mountains through the City of Culver City and flows into the ocean at Playa Del Rey. Except for its
estuary, Ballona Creek is a concrete-lined channel extending through a complex underground storm
drainage system that drains approximately 130 square miles of urban developed land area. Tributaries of
Ballona Creek include Centinela Creek, Sepulveda Canyon Channel, Benedict Canyon Channel, and
numerous other stormdrains all of which are either concrete channels or underground box culverts.

Cities within the watershed area consist of Culver City, Beverly Hills, West Hollywood, parts of Santa
Monica, parts of Inglewood, parts of Los Angeles and portions of unincorporated areas of Los Angeles
County. Adjacent to the downstream portion of the Ballona Creek Channel are the Marina Del Rey
Harbor, Ballona Lagoon and Venice canals, Del Rey Lagoon and Ballona Wetlands. These waterbodies
do not discharge into Ballona Creek, but are grouped as waterbodies in this subwatershed because of their
proximity and various forms of hydrological connection to Ballona Creek (Los Angeles RWQCB, 2004).

Portions of the watershed are underlain by oil deposits. In 1892, extraction of oil began in the watershed,
with the discovery of oil in Echo Park. In subsequent decades, oil wells were drilled throughout portions
of the watershed. Initially, production was generally limited to downtown Los Angeles, but exploration
continued to move west. With the discovery of the Inglewood oil field in 1924, production began in and
around the Baldwin Hills. Oil was discovered in the Venice area in 1930, which initiated an oil boom
along the coast. Today, the Project area is dotted with sixty-nine plugged and abandoned oil wells.

The watershed is within the Mediterranean climate zone of California, which is characterized by wet
winters and long dry summers. The proximity and steep rise of the San Gabriel Mountains from the coast
creates a barrier that traps moist ocean air against the mountain slopes and partially blocks summer heat
coming from the desert and winter cold coming from the interior northeast. Average daytime summer and
winter temperatures range from 71/63°F at the coast. The long-term annual rainfall average along the
coast is 12.5 inches with most precipitation falling in a few major storm events between November and
March. Most winter storms come from the northwest, moving across southern California into Arizona.
Typical storms in the watershed bring ¾ inch or less of rainfall. Storms from the south or southwest are
less common, but because they may stall off the coast, they may bring 3 to 6 inches of rain over portions
of the watershed. Summer rains are rare, but when they occur, they are a result of tropical thunderstorms
originating in the Gulf of Mexico or late summer hurricanes off the West Coast of Mexico.

Most of the storm drainage system, within the watershed, is managed through flood control structural
features consisting of debris basins, storm drains, underground culverts, and open concrete channels.
Many of these flood control features were designed and implemented by the USACOE. Ballona Creek is
an underground box culvert throughout the eastern portion of the watershed, then converting to an open
channel near the vicinity of Venice Boulevard and Pickford Street, and continuing downstream for
approximately 9 miles to Santa Monica Bay. Only a few channels remain open for major portions of their
length, including the Sepulveda Wash and Centinela Creek. Natural, undisturbed streams are located
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primarily within the Santa Monica Mountains and Baldwin Hills area, where the water flow is seasonal
and the channels are small. A few channels within major canyons area have been channelized and remain
open channels, including Stone Canyon Creek.

Due to historical modification to Ballona Creek and its tributaries, natural hydrologic conditions have
been significantly modified within the watershed. Today, approximately 40 percent of the watershed is
covered with impervious surfaces and therefore, runoff enters the Ballona Creek and its tributaries at a
more accelerated rate, and in greater volume than in prior years due to an increase in urban development.
Since most channels are concrete-lined or within underground box culverts, the natural processes of
erosion and sedimentation runoff have been altered. Under current conditions, eroded sediment material
is transmitted downstream to the mouth of Ballona Creek where it collects and causes periodic closure of
the public boating facility entrance at Marina Del Rey.

The construction of levees along portions of Ballona Creek and the construction of Marina Del Rey have
significantly reduced the extent of tidal wetlands, and tidal flushing in the estuary and associated lagoons
(i.e., Del Rey Lagoon and Ballona Lagoon). With an increase of imported water supply and an increase of
landscape material to the area, surface runoff from irrigation systems has resulted in year-round flow
conditions within most channels which are typically dry throughout most of the year.

Groundwater resource is located under most of the Ballona Creek Watershed area in groundwater
formations known as the West Basin and a small portion of the Central Basin under the southeastern
portion of the watershed. Groundwater in the Ballona Creek Watershed is replenished by percolation of
rainfall and stream flow from the Santa Monica Mountains to the north and the Baldwin Hills to the
south. With approximately 40 percent of the watershed covered by impervious surfaces and concrete
lining most tributary channels, the land area open to direct infiltration of rainfall and percolation from
stream channels has been substantially reduced (Los Angeles Department of Public Works, 2004).

The Water Quality Control Plan for the Los Angeles Region identifies the following beneficial uses for
Ballona Creek, the Ballona Creek Estuary, the Ballona Lagoon, the Venice canals and the Del Rey
Lagoon within the project area as shown in Table 5.8-1:

Table 5.8-1 Beneficial uses for Ballona Creek, Ballona Creek Estuary,
Ballona Lagoon, Venice Canals and Del Rey Lagoon

 Navigation  Migration of aquatic organisms

 Recreation  Spawning/reproduction/early development

 Commercial and sport fishing  Shellfish harvesting

 Estuarine habitat

 Marine habitat

 Rare, threatened or endangered species

 Warm freshwater habitat

 Municipal and domestic supply

Source: Water Quality Control Plan for Los Angeles Region

Under Section 303(d) of the CWA, the proposed Project is required to identify the water bodies that do
not meet water quality objectives necessary to support designated beneficial uses. Water bodies that have
been identified as impaired are often referred to as the “303(d) List”. Once a water body has been deemed 
impaired, a total maximum daily load (TMDL) must be developed for each water quality constituent that
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compromises a beneficial use. A TMDL is an estimate of the total load of pollutants that a water body
may receive without impairing applicable water quality standards.

The VPP is located within the area of Venice Beach, Venice canals, Marina Del Rey, Marina Del Rey
Channel, Ballona Creek and its estuary, the Del Rey Lagoon and Dockweiler State Beach. Table 5.8-2
below summarizes the 2002 303(d) (approved by EPA in 2003) listings for these water bodies, as well as
the associated TMDL completion dates.

Table 5.8-2 2002 CWA Section 303(D) Listed water bodies in the project area

Name Pollutant/Stressor Potential Sources TMDL
Priority

Est. Size
Affected

Proposed
TMDL

Completion

Ballona Creek Cadmium (sediment) Nonpoint/Point Source High 6.5 miles 2004

ChemA (tissue) Source Unknown High 6.5 miles 2004

Chlordane (tissue) Nonpoint/Point Source High 6.5 miles 2004

Copper, Dissolved Nonpoint Source High 6.5 miles 2004

Dichlorodiphenyltrichloroethane (DDT) (tissue) Nonpoint/Point Source High 6.5 miles 2004

Dieldrin (tissue) Nonpoint/Point Source High 6.5 miles 2004

Enteric Viruses Nonpoint/Point Source High 6.5 miles 2003

Chlordane (tissue & sediment) Nonpoint/Point Source High 2.3 miles 2004Ballona Creek
Estuary DDT (sediment) Nonpoint/Point Source High 2.3 miles 2004

High Coliform Count Nonpoint/Point Source High 2.3 miles 2003

Lead (sediment) Nonpoint/Point Source High 2.3 miles 2004

PAHs (sediment) Nonpoint/Point Source Low 2.3 miles 2004

PCBs (tissue & sediment) Nonpoint/Point Source High 2.3 miles 2004

Sediment Toxicity Nonpoint/Point Source High 2.3 miles 2004

Beach Closures Nonpoint/Point Source High .29 miles 2003Marina Del Rey
Harbor Beach High Coliform Count Nonpoint/Point Source High .29 miles 2003

Beach Closures Nonpoint Source High 4.6 miles 2002Dockweiler
Beach High Coliform Count Nonpoint Source High 4.6 miles 2002

Venice Beach Beach Closures Nonpoint Source High 2.5 miles 2002

High Coliform Count Nonpoint Source High 2.5 miles 2002

The Regional Board has adopted a trash TMDL (zero trash in the water) for the Ballona Creek and
wetland, a metal TMDL for Ballona Creek, and at toxic pollutants TMDL for the Ballona Creek Estuary.
The metals and toxic pollutant TMDLs are summarized Table 5.8-3 and 5.8-4 on the following page.

Dry-weather numeric targets are expressed in terms of dissolved and total recoverable fraction.
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Table 5.8-3 Metals TMDL (Dry-Weather Numeric Targets)

Metal Target* (µg/L)
Dissolved

Conversion
Factor

Target (µg/L) Total
Recoverable

Copper 23 0.96 24

Lead 8.1 0.631*** 13

Selenium** --- --- 5

Zinc 300 0.986 304
*Freshwater targets are based on a hardness of 300 µg/L
**Selenium is expressed in the total recoverable form
***Conversion factor is hardness dependent, based on a hardness of 300 µg/L
Source: Los Angeles RWQCB, May 31, 2005
µg/L–micrograms per liter

Wet-weather numeric targets expressed in terms of dissolved and total recoverable fraction.

Table 5.8-4 Metals TMDL (Wet-Weather Numeric Targets)

Metal Target* (µg/L)
Dissolved

Conversion
Factor

Target (µg/L) Total
Recoverable

Copper 11 0.62 18

Lead 49 0.829*** 59

Selenium** --- --- 5

Zinc 94 0.79 119
*Freshwater targets are based on a hardness of 77 µg/L.
**Selenium is expressed in the total recoverable form
***Conversion factor is hardness dependent, based on a hardness of 77 µg/L
Source: Los Angeles RWQCB, May 31, 2005

Numeric targets for sediment quality in Ballona Creek and Estuary as shown in Table 5.8-5 below.

Table 5.8-5 Numeric Targets for Sediment Quality in Ballona Creek and Estuary

Organics Numeric Target for Sediment

Chlordane 0.5 micrograms per kilogram (µg/kg)

Total DDT 1.58 µg/kg

Total PCBs 22.7 µg/kg

Total PAHs 4,022 µg/kg

Metals Numeric Target for Sediment

Cadmium 1.2 milligrams per kilogram (mg/kg)

Copper 34 mg/kg

Lead 46.7 mg/kg

Silver 1.0 mg/kg

Zinc 150 mg/kg

Since only the cities of Beverly Hills and Santa Monica use groundwater for domestic water supplies,
information regarding groundwater quality in most of the watershed is limited. “Hard” water (water with 
high levels of dissolved solids, which contribute to the formation of calcium and other deposits on shower
walls and other surfaces), is common throughout southern California. Other contaminants from urban
land uses may also be present in groundwater such as volatile organic compounds (VOCs), hexavalent
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chromium (or Chromium 6), and N-nitrosodimethylamine (NDMA) from industrial activities and nitrates
from the use of fertilizers and septic tanks. In 1996, the discovery of a gasoline additive, methyl tert-
butyl ether (MTBE) in groundwater extracted from a well in the City of Santa Monica prompted the
shutdown of City wells and lead to the removal of MTBE from gasoline. However, the extent of possible
MTBE contamination in soil and/or groundwater in the watershed is currently unknown (Los Angeles
Department of Public Works, 2004).

5.8.2 Thresholds of Significance
The proposed Project would cause a significant impact to the hydrologic (surface water) if conditions
from the Project would:

 Result in flood damages from a 50-year or greater storm even and have the potential to cause significant
impact to the general public and environmental resources;

 Result in a substantial reduction or increase in the amount of surface water associated in a water body; or
 Result in a permanent or adverse change to the movement of surface water sufficient to produce a

substantial change in the current or direction of water flow.

The proposed Project would cause a significant impact on surface water quality if discharges associated
with the Project would:

 Result in creating an increase to pollution, contamination or nuisance as defined in Section 13050 of the
California Water Code or that cause regulatory standards to be violated, as defined in the applicable
NPDES stormwater permit or Water Quality Control Plan for the receiving water body.

The proposed Project would cause a significant impact to groundwater resources if it would:

 Result in a change in available potable water supply levels due to:

 A significant reduction in the groundwater supply and the inability of a water supply agency to use the
groundwater resources for public water supplies, conjunctive use purposes, storage of imported water,
summer/winter peaking, or to respond to emergencies and drought;

 Reduced yields of adjacent wells or well fields (public or private); or
 Adversely change the rate or direction of flow of groundwater; or
 Result in a demonstrable and sustained reduction of groundwater recharge capacity.

The proposed Project would cause a significant impact on groundwater quality if it would:

 Result in a change to the rate or direction of movement of existing contaminants;
 Result in the expansion of an area affected by contaminants;
 Result in an increased level of groundwater contamination (including that from direct percolation, injection

or salt water intrusion); or
 Result in regulatory water quality standards at an existing production well to be violated, as defined in the

CCR, Title 22, Division 4, Chapter 15 and in the Safe Drinking Water Act;
 Result in a changed condition to the surface water hydrology;
 Result in causing minor flooding during a projected 50-year developed storm event. However, it would not

likely have the potential to harm people or damage property or sensitive biological resources;
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 During construction and in the case of dewatering, result in a potential increase to the amount of surface
water into local water bodies; and

 The proposed Project would not result in a permanent, adverse change to the movement of surface water
sufficient to produce a substantial change in the current or direction of water flow. The proposed Project is
located within an urban developed area.

SURFACE WATER QUALITY THRESHOLDS OF SIGNIFICANCE

It is technically infeasible that completion of the proposed Project, within any of the proposed three
alternative locations, will cause any unwarranted discharge that would affect the current surface water
quality condition. Unless there is a catastrophic event (e.g., high magnitude earthquake) the proposed
Project is designed to provide additional mitigation of possible sewage spills from the existing pumping
station/sewer main system.

During construction, the surface water quality condition may be affected by discharges associated with
the Project including accidental spills, dewatering, construction maintenance and storage, equipment
parking, spoil pile and debris stockpiles. Miscellaneous nuisance water flows may also be discharged
during the construction of this project at the location of the jacking pits. These possible discharges would
be managed as required by the project-specific construction SWPPP.

GROUNDWATER CONDITIONS

Implementation of the proposed Project would not extend into a groundwater aquifer nor would it involve
the pumping of any water from an underlying aquifer. Therefore, the proposed Project is not expected to
cause any adverse impact to groundwater resources.

Perched groundwater, however, may likely be encountered during the excavation operation of
construction. Dewatering during construction could also lower local groundwater levels and potentially
result in subsidence of the immediate area adjacent to the proposed Project alignment (reference design
material). However, construction dewatering would not result in a loss of groundwater from a producing
aquifer.

EXISTING GROUNDWATER CONDITIONS

The proposed Project lies within the Santa Monica Sub-basin in the northwestern part of the Coastal Plain
of the Los Angeles Groundwater Basin. The Santa Monica Sub-basin is bounded by the Santa Monica
Mountains on the north, the Ballona Escarpment on the south, the Pacific Ocean on the west, and the
Newport-Inglewood Fault to the east. The Santa Monica Sub-basin includes several distinct aquifers in
the vicinity of the proposed Project, the semiperched aquifer, the Ballona aquifer, and the Silverado
aquifer.

The shallowest aquifer within the vicinity of the Project area is the semiperched aquifer, which is found to
consist of coarse sands and gravel material that are at or near the ground surface [California Department
of Water Resources (CDWR), 1961]. The semiperched aquifer varies in regional depth from zero to
approximately 60 feet and in some instances may contain significant amounts of unconfined water with
more than 20 feet in depth. The semiperched aquifer is considered of little beneficial use because wells in
the aquifer yield very small quantities of water (CDWR, 1961). The semiperched aquifer is confined
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from the underlying aquifer by the Bellflower Aquiclude, which consists of sediments of lower
permeability that restrict vertical movement of groundwater (CDWR, 1961). The Bellflower Aquiclude is
estimated to be less than 20 feet in depth in the Project area.

The Ballona aquifer is estimated to be located beneath the Bellflower Aquiclude and the Project area at a
depth of approximately 40 to 60 feet below the ground surface (elevations -30 to -50 feet) and is
estimated to vary in depth from approximately 10 to 30 feet within the Project area boundary (CDWR,
1961). The Silverado aquifer is merged with the Ballona aquifer within the Project vicinity (CDWR,
1961). The base of the Silverado aquifer is estimated to lie at a depth of approximately 110 feet below
the ground surface (elevation -100 feet). The Silverado aquifer is a main groundwater producing unit in
the Santa Monica Sub-basin.

Historical regional data have recorded the highest groundwater level, within this area, to be as high as
approximately 5 feet below the ground surface (CDMG, 1998). Recent geotechnical studies conducted
for the proposed Project have documented the current groundwater levels to be estimated at a depth of
approximately 10 to 15 feet below the ground surface (URS, 2000a; 2000b).

GROUNDWATER LEVEL THRESHOLDS OF SIGNIFICANCE

The proposed Project will be constructed within a developed, urban area and located within the coastal
zone. It is not proposed that this Project will have any significant impact to surface water quality
thresholds of significance are described in Section 5.8.2., of this document. The groundwater within the
Project area boundary is not used as a potable water source.

GROUNDWATER QUALITY THRESHOLDS OF SIGNIFICANCE

The proposed Project is located within a historical, developed coastal zone with land uses consisting of
residential, industrial and recreation areas. The Project will maintain the City of Los Angeles compliance
with the NPDES Municipal Separate Storm Sewer System (MS4) Permit. The permit requires that the
permittees (City of Los Angeles) maintain their current sanitary sewer systems in order to prevent
accidental discharges. Without the proposed Project, the existing sanitary sewer system cannot be
adequately maintained without causing a disruption in service to the users (the local public).

 The proposed Project will be located within saturated subgrade soils and it is unlikely to affect the rate or
change the direction of movement of existing contaminants. The proposed Project is not designed to
restrict, impede or delineate movement of existing groundwater contamination. The proposed Project is
designed to minimize and/or prevent the risk of accidental sewage releases into the local waterways and/or
groundwater.

 The proposed Project is not designed to further expand the area currently affected by known contaminants.
 The completed Project would not result in an increased level of groundwater contamination (including that

from direct percolation, injection or saltwater intrusion). The location of this Project, in reference to the
ocean and local waterways, provides for a very high watertable. During construction, there is a possibility
that an accidental pollutant release could contaminate a localized groundwater area.

 The proposed Project will not impact any existing production wells, as defined in the CCR, Title 22,
Division 4, Chapter 15 and in the Safe Drinking Water Act.
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5.8.3 Environmental Impacts
All proposed alternatives will cause similar construction operations impact to the project boundary and
adjacent area. The completed Project will be in compliance with the NPDES Municipal Separate Storm
Sewer System (MS4) Permit and meet the necessary sanitary sewer service standards. Without the
installment of the new sanitary sewer main, the current sanitary system will continue to deteriorate and
run a high risk of overflowing the system, cause a potential break in the system, and cause a potential
health risk to the local waterways.

From a hydrology and water quality position, all alternatives cause a similar temporary disturbance to the
current site conditions. All three proposed alignments cross under the Marina Del Rey Channel and
Ballona Creek via tunneling, and the Marquesas Way alignment crosses under the Grand Canal via
tunneling. Tunneling would occur below the bottom of these waterways, and have no effect on the
waterways.

5.8.4 Mitigation Measures
The following mitigation measure has been added to the project to minimize the proposed Project’s 
impacts on water quality and hydrologic conditions.

H/WQ-1 Appropriate BMP measures (sandbags, plastic lining covering stormwater inlets, temporary
detentions basins, etc.) will be implemented during the construction period to retain excavated soil
material on site and minimize the potential risk of contaminated soil being removed off site. Also,
monitoring activities will be conducted during the installation of the BMP measures and throughout the
construction period.

5.8.5 Unavoidable Adverse Impacts
Provided that all federal, state, and local regulations pertaining to Project activities are followed
accordingly and stormwater prevention plans are implemented and monitored, then the potential for
significant or long-term adverse impacts should be avoidable.

5.8.6 Cumulative and Secondary Impacts
The Project area is not within a sensitive environmental setting. Change to the existing site conditions
will be temporary and the site will be restored back to a similar pre-construction condition. Pre- and post-
construction hydrologic conditions will be similar and any change in condition will be minimal. All
proposed alternatives have similar construction applications and procedures and no one alternative is
superior to another. Therefore, there are no foreseen hydrologic or water quality cumulative or secondary
impacts.
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5.9 LAND USE PLANS
5.9.1 Environmental Setting
The Project lies within the bounds of Los Angeles County and the City of Los Angeles. Within these two
jurisdictions, each community has a local land use. The Community Plans in this Project area are
designed to ensure that each area within the City meets the state requirements of the California Coastal
Act.

EXISTING LAND USES

Existing land uses within the Venice area, extending north from Via Marina Way on the south, consist of
six major land-use designations: single- and multi-family residential, commercial, industrial, open space,
and public utilities. The proposed alignments north of the Marina Del Rey Channel and on the southeast
side of the Ballona Lagoon are in areas zoned single and multi-family residential. Areas to the west are
zoned open space along the Ballona Lagoon and low to medium residential. The area surrounding the
VPP is primarily zoned multi-family residential to the north, and open space on the south along the
Ballona Lagoon. Along the alternative alignments south of the channel, and under consideration by the
City, the zoning is also primarily residential and light commercial.

The proposed new force main does not require a zone change, as the Project is a component of the
municipal infrastructure and is a not a land use, nor does the proposed Project require a change in a land
use.

Land uses within the Westchester/Playa Del Rey are and adjacent to the Project footprint include public
facility open space. There are no land use impacts associated with this Project because the Project will not
require changes to the land uses designated in Westchester/Playa Del Rey land use map.

5.9.1.1 Relationship to Regional and/or Local Plans
The project is subject to meeting the requirements of the following regional and local plans.

MARINA DEL REY

Los Angeles County General Plan
A portion of the project lies within the jurisdiction of Los Angeles County, as well as in the City of Los
Angeles’ community of Marina Del Rey.  The General Plan is comprised of LUPs (see Figure 5.9-1),
which describe designated land uses and policies. The policies set forth in the LUP for Marina Del Rey
address future land use, new access, recreation and resource protection areas, and improvement of
existing facilities. In accordance with the California Coastal Act, and in consideration for this project, the
Marina Del Rey LUP provides for the following:

 Minimizing risks to life and property in areas of high geologic, flood, and fire hazard;
 Assuring stability and structural integrity, and neither creating, nor contributing to erosion, geologic

instability, or destruction of the site or surrounding area or in any way requiring protective devices that
would substantially alter natural land forms along the coastal land; and

 Being consistent with requirements imposed by an air pollution control district or the State Air Resources
Control Board as to each particular development.
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Figure 5.9-1 Marina Del Rey Land Use Plan

The County General Plan Ordinance No.30254 states that new or expanded Public Works facilities shall
be designed and limited to accommodate the needs generated by development or uses permitted consistent
with these provisions; provided, however, that it is the intent of the Legislature that State Highway
Route 1 (Pacific Coast Highway) in rural areas of the coastal zone remain a scenic two-lane road. Where
existing or planned public works facilities can accommodate only a limited amount of new development,
services to coastal dependent land use, essential public services and basic industries vital to the economic
health of the region, state, or nation, public recreation, commercial recreation, and visitor-serving land
uses shall not be precluded by other development.

County policies and actions described in the Marina Del Rey LUP that are associated with infrastructure
are listed below:

 Public works in the study area shall be designed to accommodate new development permitted in the area
and provide for future public access needs;

 As indicated in Section 22.46.1090 of the County’s Marina Del Rey Specific Plan, phasing of developing 
also requires necessary public improvements to be constructed in a timely and orderly manner, to minimize
possible adverse impacts of new development on coastal resources (such as sensitive habitat resources or
recreation areas) and to protect the ability of the public to travel to coastal attractions; and

 Installation of new sewer and water lines shall be accomplished via the least environmentally damaging
method.

MARINA DEL REY LOCAL COASTAL PROGRAM IMPLEMENTATION PLAN

The certified Marina Del Rey LCP Implementation Plan has been integrated into the Los Angeles County
Zoning Ordinance as the Marina Del Rey Specific Plan, beginning at Section 22.46.900.

MARINA DEL REY SPECIFIC PLAN

Major infrastructure systems serving the Marina Del Rey Specific Plan Area (see Figure 5.9-2) include
sewer, water, storm drains and utilities. The County of Los Angeles maintains a contractual agreement
with the City of Los Angeles to provide sewer services for the marina area. The purchase of flow rights
includes the use of the sewers and pumping system, as well as treatment at the Hyperion Treatment Plant
near Imperial Highway. Maintenance of the sanitary sewers within the marina is the responsibility of the
Department of Public Works, Waterworks, and the Sewer Maintenance Division. The Marina Del Rey
Specific Plan indicates that there is currently sufficient sewage capacity to handle only a portion of the
development permitted by this Specific Plan.
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The Marina Del Rey Specific Plan constitutes the primary implementation mechanism for the Marina Del
Rey LUP as certified by the CCC in December 1986 and subsequently amended. Applicable Marina Del
Rey Specific Plan guidelines within the Project area include site-specific development guidelines under
Section 22.46.1130 which state the following:

 Section 22.46.1090 states that phasing of development also requires necessary public improvements to be
constructed in a timely and orderly manner, to minimize possible adverse impacts of new development on
coastal resources (such as sensitive habitat resources or recreation areas) and to protect the ability of the
public to travel to coastal attractions.

 Appropriate phasing of new development may be necessary because of capacity limitations at the Hyperion
Treatment Plant. Proof of adequate sewer and waste treatment capacity for new development will be
required per the provisions of subsection (A) (14) of Section 22.46.1180 of the Marina Del Rey Specific
Plan.

 Installation of new sewer and water lines shall be accomplished via the least environmentally damaging
method.

The Project supports the intent of Section 22.46.1130 for the Marina Del Rey Specific Plan by providing
added capacity for potential new development within the area.

VENICE

City of Los Angeles General Plan
The City of Los Angeles General Plan is comprised of 11 citywide elements: transportation, infrastructure
systems, housing, noise, air quality, conservation, open space, historic preservation and cultural resources,
safety, and public facilities and services, and the land use element. The land use element is composed of
35 local area plans, known as community plans, with associated counterpart plans for the Port of Los
Angeles and LAX. The parts of these plans, which are relevant to the project, are considered in each of
the studies and analysis in Chapter 5.0 of this EIR.

The following are brief descriptions of the plans for the Project areas are as follows:

Venice Land Use Plan (LUP)
The LUP 1998-0119 LCP consists of the City of Los Angeles land use plans, zoning ordinances, and
other actions, which implement the provisions and policies of the California Coastal Act at the local level.
The CCC has the authority to approve the City’s alignment of the proposed Project.  Specifically, the 
CCC is responsible for key issues of concern in the Venice LUP, which may be impacted by this Project,
which are as follows:

 Enforcement and regulation of encroachments into public ROW;
 Protection of existing natural and recreational resources, including the Venice Canals Ballona Lagoon,

Grand Canal south of Washington Boulevard, and Venice Beach;
 Protection of coastal views and vistas;
 Preservation of significant archaeological sites;
 Conflict between residential and beach visitor parking;
 Inadequate off-street parking near or on the beach frontage for visitors and residents;
 Intrusion of non-resident vehicles on residential streets to locate available parking spaces;
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 Preventing polluted stormwater runoff from parking lots from entering the Venice canals and Ballona
Lagoon;

 Lack of adequate alternate public transportation systems, including shuttle systems, park and ride facilities
(bikeways) and public bus services;

 Inadequate traffic management to facilitate coastal access to and within the Venice Coastal Zone;
 Inadequate access to walkways due to lack of adequate parking facilities;
 Impacts to recreation and visitor-serving facilities;
 Impacts to water and marine resources;
 Impacts to ESHA;
 Enhancement and maintenance of habitat value, including foraging habitat for the least tern, an endangered

species; and
 Prevention of hazards, such as liquefaction and flooding.

VENICE COMMUNITY PLAN

The Venice Community Plan (see Figure 5.9-3, Venice Community Plan Land Use Designations) is
comprised of specific plan areas (see Figure 5.9-4, Venice Specific Plan Areas). Each are described as
follows:

Venice Coastal Zone Specific Plan
The Venice Coastal Zone Specific Plan (Ordinance No. 175, 963 effective January 19, 2004) is divided
into eight sub-areas. The following describes only those areas within the Venice Coastal Zone Specific
Plan, which may be impacted by the Project (see Figure 5.9-5).

Ballona Lagoon West Bank Sub-area: This area is bounded by Driftwood Street on the north, Via
Marina on the south, Ballona Lagoon on the east, and Strongs Drive, Canal Court and Pacific Avenue
on the west. The Pacific Avenue alignment alternative is located in this area.

Ballona Lagoon (Grand Canal) East Bank Sub-area: This area is bounded by Washington
Boulevard on the north, the northern terminus of the Ballona Lagoon on the south, Via Dolce on the
east, and Grand Canal on the west. The VPP is located at the southwest corner of this area where the
Grand Canal and the Ballona Lagoon intersect at Hurricane Street.

Silver Strand Sub-area: This area is bounded by the eastern extension of Driftwood Street on the
north, Via Marina on the south, the Los Angeles County boundary on the east, and Ballona Lagoon
on the west. Both the VPP and the proposed Via Marina/Marquesas Way alternative alignment are
located in this area.

Marina Peninsula Sub-area: This area is bounded by Thirtieth Place and the Washington Boulevard
Pier on the north, Via Marina on the south, Strongs Drive, Canal Court and Pacific Avenue on the
east, and the Pacific Ocean on the west. Both the VPP and the proposed Pacific Avenue and
Dockweiler Beach alternative alignments are located in this area.
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The purposes of the Venice Specific Plan are as follows:

 To implement the goals and policies of the California Coastal Act;
 To implement the LCP for that portion of the Venice community within the coastal zone as designated by

the state legislature;
 To protect, maintain, enhance and, where feasible, restore the overall quality of the coastal zone

environment and its natural and human-made resources;
 To assure that public access to the coast and public recreation areas is provided as required by the

California Coastal Act and the LCP;
 To prepare specific provisions tailored to the particular conditions and circumstances of Venice coastal

zone, consistent with the general policies of the adopted Los Angeles General Plan; and
 To regulate all development, including use, height, density, setback, buffer zone and other factors in order

that it is compatible in character with the existing community and to provide for the consideration of
aesthetics and scenic preservation and enhancement, and to protect environmentally sensitive areas.

The regulations of the Venice Specific Plan are in addition to those set forth in the planning and zoning
provisions of Chapter 1 of the Los Angeles Municipal Code, as amended, and any other relevant
ordinances. They do not convey any rights not otherwise granted under those provisions except as
specifically provided in the Venice Specific Plan. Wherever provisions of Venice Specific Plan differ
from the provisions contained in Chapter 1 of the Municipal Code (with regard to use, density, lot area,
floor area ratio, height of buildings or structures, setbacks, yards, buffers, parking, drainage, fences,
landscaping, design standards, light, trash and signage, etc.), the Venice Specific Plan supersedes those
other regulations. Whenever the Venice Specific Plan is silent, the regulations of the Municipal Code
apply.

WESTCHESTER/PLAYA DEL REY

Westchester/Playa Del Rey Community Plan
The Westchester Playa Del Rey Community Plan area (Ordinance No. 160.521 - Effective December 27,
1985) is located in the western portion of the Los Angeles Basin, adjacent to LAX (see Figure 5.9-6).
This area is located south of Palms- Mar Vista-Del Rey and Venice; adjacent to the Cities of Culver City,
Inglewood, El Segundo; and the Los Angeles County unincorporated areas of Del Aire, Ladera Heights,
Lennox, and Marina Del Rey.

Westchester/Playa Del Rey Specific Plans
The Westchester/Playa Del Rey Specific Plan area (see Figure 5.9-7) is located within the County of Los
Angeles. Land uses adjacent to the project footprint include the Los Angeles Airport/El Segundo Dunes
Specific Plan and the Coastal Transportation Corridor Specific Plan (SP-3).
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5.9.2 Thresholds of Significance
Land use thresholds are determined by a project’s location, its relationship to the immediate plan area, 
and its ability to meet specified zoning requirements and land use ordinances. A project that cannot meet
land use requirements can mitigate the effect of the project and its inability to meet land use requirements,
by petitioning for a variance or an exemption approved by the City/County Planning Commission, the
City Council, and the County Board of Supervisor, the ruling authorities of the local General and/or Local
Plans.

5.9.3 Environmental Impacts
Protection of the environment against impacts resulting from a project are generally achieved through the
land use process by providing means of regulatory requirements specified within a given land
designation, as adopted by the regulating agency from City and County authorities.

Because this is a municipal project providing improvements to public facilities through the City of Los
Angeles Department of Public Works, this Project will adhere to all local and regional regulatory
requirements necessary for the construction of the sewer. Additionally, this Project is not a land use, nor
does it require a change/variance in land use; therefore, there are no impacts to land uses within the
Project areas.

Rules set forth in specific plan areas pose certain limitations to various activities within those areas that
may be impacted as a result of potential Project requirements.

The Project could impose temporary construction impacts in the Coastal Transportation Corridor Specific
Plan area due to construction-related transport to and from construction areas north of the Marina Del
Rey/Ballona Lagoon channels.

5.9.4 Mitigation Measures
Potential impacts to the Coastal Transportation Corridor Specific Plan should be addressed with the
county prior to starting Project activities.

5.9.5 Unavoidable Adverse Impacts
There are no unavoidable adverse impacts to local LUP or policies resulting from this Project.

5.9.6 Cumulative and Secondary Impacts
There are no cumulative or secondary impacts to local LUPs or policies resulting from this Project.
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5.10 NOISE AND VIBRATION
5.10.1 Environmental Setting
This section describes the existing levels of environmental noise at sensitive receptors along the
alignments of the Project alternatives, identifies the applicable regulatory background, and presents the
predicted noise and vibration impacts associated with the Project alternatives. Mitigation measures are
recommended for consideration where appropriate.

The terms and metrics associated with noise that are used can be complex and are discussed in detail in
Appendix A of the Noise and Vibration Technical Study, which is included in Appendix H of this EIR.

As shown in Figure 5.10-1, the proposed Project is located on the immediate coastline and inland adjacent
to the coastline in the southern portion of the community of Venice, and in the community of Playa Del
Rey. The primary land uses in these areas are medium- to high-density residential with some recreational
and light commercial designations, particularly in the Playa Del Rey and Marina Del Rey areas.

Two ESHAs are located close to most of the potential alignments: the Grand Canal/Ballona Lagoon in the
Venice and Marina Del Rey area and the Del Rey Lagoon situated in Playa Del Rey. These ESHAs, as
well as Dockweiler State Beach, are designated as conservation and open space. The Project area is near
LAX, with the southern end approximately 0.5 mile away from the westbound departure flight path of the
northernmost runway (Runway 24/6) and the northern end approximately 2.5 miles away. Overflights by
departing commercial aircraft are frequent, and are particularly noticeable in the Project area south of the
Marina Del Rey Channel.

In order to characterize the existing noise in the Project area and as a point of comparison for the Project
alternatives, ambient noise and meteorological conditions were measured along the proposed alignments
during a 3-day period from Wednesday, June 8 through Friday, June 10, 2005. The Noise and Vibration
Technical Report (Appendix H) contains a more detailed description of the measurements and analysis
used to arrive at the results presented herein.

NOISE

Two types of ambient noise measurements were conducted: short-term and long-term. The short-term
measurements consisted of separate measurements at 16 representative noise-sensitive locations, and were
each 15 minutes in duration. These sampling measurements are considered representative of the hourly
noise levels at the measurement sites.  “Precision” grade (Type 1) soundlevel meters (SLMs) were used
to conduct the short-term noise measurements. All of the short-term measurements were attended (i.e.,
performed by persons with training and experience in measuring environmental sound). In addition to
operating the SLMs, the noise specialists actively observed and noted the acoustical, weather, and
community activity conditions. The long-term noise measurements were unattended. Automated
“Engineering” grade (Type 2) community noise analyzers were deployed at four representative locations
along the proposed alignments to collect continuous hour-by-hour sound level data for 24 hours at each
location. Noise levels are reported here using the equivalent noise level (Leq) and community noise
equivalent level (CNEL), which are described further in the Noise and Vibration Technical Report.
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The measurement locations are shown on Figures 5.10-2 and 5.10-3, and the short-term and long-term
noise measurement data are summarized in Tables 5.10-1 and 5.10-2. Noise associated with typical
coastal residential activity (e.g., traffic, pedestrian, and wind/waves) dominates in the Project area north
of the Marina Del Rey Channel. The measured noise levels were typical for the Project area’s land uses.  
Near the southern end of the project area, the predominant noise sources are traffic on Vista Del Mar and
overflights of commercial aircraft taking off from LAX.

The 15-minute Leqs measured at the eight short-term locations south of the Marina Del Rey Channel
ranged from 56 decibels, A-weighted (dBA) at the beachfront patios of houses just south of 62nd Avenue
(Short-Term 8) to 66 dBA in the parking lot abutting Vista Del Mar between Sunridge Street and Surf
Street (Short-Term 1). Street traffic was the predominant noise source at Short-Term 1 and Short-Term 3,
while aircraft overflights were the predominant noise source at Short-Term 2 and Short-Term 4 through
Short-Term 8. At the eight short-term locations north of the Marina Del Rey Channel, 15-minute Leqs
ranged from 55 dBA at the beachfront sites (Short-Term 9, Short-Term 15, and Short-Term 16) to
62 dBA at some inland sites (Short-Term-12, Short-Term-13, and Short-Term 14). CNELs at the four
long-term locations ranged from 52 dBA at the east end of 62nd Avenue (Long-Term 1) to 70 dBA near
the intersection of Vista Del Mar and Waterview Street.

VIBRATION

An ambient vibration survey was performed along the Pacific Avenue Alignment in October 2002
(Behrens, 2002). The survey measured existing ground vibration levels at four locations along Pacific
Avenue north of the Marina Del Rey Channel. The major sources of vibration were trucks and buses
traveling on Pacific Avenue. The maximum ground vibration level for vibration “events” (i.e., bus or 
truck passbys) at any of the measurement sites was 0.02 inches per second peak-to-peak velocity. This
level is within the range of human perception, but well below the threshold levels for architectural or
structural damage.
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Table 5.10-1 Short-Term Noise Measurement Data Summary

Measurement Period Measurement Results, dBA
Site
ID

Measurement
Location Date Start

Time
Duration

(mins) Predominant Noise Source Leq Lmax Lmin L90 L50 L10

ST-1
Parking lot abutting
W side of Vista Del
Mar, S of Culver Blvd

6/8/2005 15:30 15:00
Vista Del Mar traffic, LAX aircraft
takeoff overflights, rustling leaves,
birds, distant landscaping

65.5 80.7 45.8 55.6 63.2 68.7

ST-2 Oceanfront patios of
condos S of Surf St 6/8/2005 15:45 15:00

Wind, ocean surf, LAX aircraft
takeoff overflights, Vista Del Mar
traffic, distant landscaping &
vacuum cleaner

62.8 80.2 42.6 46.0 50.0 64.5

ST-3 Montreal St @ Vista
Del Mar 6/8/2005 15:45 15:00

Pacific Ave traffic, LAX aircraft
takeoffs, rustling leaves, distant
barking dogs

64.1 81.7 45.5 50.4 60.1 67.5

ST-4

Oceanfront patio of
house between
6987/9 and 6995/7
Trolleyway

6/8/2005 16:15 15:42

LAX aircraft takeoffs, distant
house construction (hammer &
saw) & workers talking, birds,
ocean surf, helicopter flyby along
shore

61.8 77.4 42.6 46.0 50.0 63.5

ST-5 Park S of Del Rey
lagoon 6/8/2005 16:10 15:00

Coach talking @ nearby baseball
practice, rustling leaves, distant
children playing

57.2 69.8 45.5 47.9 50.9 59.9

ST-6
Oceanfront patio of
3rd building S of 66th
Ave

6/8/2005 17:05 15:02

LAX aircraft takeoffs, distant
volleyball practice, ocean surf,
motorboat, helicopter passby
along shore

61.7 77.7 43.6 49.5 55.0 65.5

ST-7 Park @ Pacific Ave
N of 64th Ave 6/8/2005 17:00 15:00 LAX aircraft takeoffs, rustling

leaves, birds, wind chimes 59.5 74.6 44.2 46.9 51.7 69.2

ST-8
Oceanfront patio of
3rd building S of
62nd Ave

6/8/2005 17:30 15:07
LAX aircraft takeoffs, people on
beach & bike path, distant
portable radio

55.9 69.8 41.4 43.5 49.0 60.0

ST-9
W end of Yawl St,
even w/ building
facades @ beach

6/9/2005 10:55 15:00 LAX aircraft, nearby pedestrians
talking, rustling leaves 55.4 65.5 46.3 48.4 52.2 59.5

ST-10

Park @ S curve of
Via Marina, N of
Marina Del Rey
Channel

6/9/2005 10:55 15:00

Via Marina traffic, LAX aircraft,
rustling leaves, distant
landscaping, bids, distant back-up
alarm

57.9 70.4 47.3 51.0 55.5 61.0

ST-11
Westwind St &
Pacific Ave, S of
5315 Pacific Ave

6/9/2005 11:25 15:00 Distant home construction, distant
LAX aircraft, rustling leaves, birds 56.5 69.9 46.4 49.8 53.5 60.2

ST-12 NW corner of Via
Marina & Tahiti Way 6/9/2005 11:45 15:12 Via Marina traffic, distant circular

saw, birds 61.9 75.5 44.4 49.5 57.5 66.0

ST-13 Pacific Ave @
Outrigger St 6/9/2005 11:55 15:00

Pacific Ave traffic, distant LAX
aircraft, rustling leaves, barking
dogs, birds

61.8 79.6 43.2 45.5 51.5 66.7

ST-14
SW corner of Via
Marina @
Marquesas Way

6/9/2005 15:00 15:00
Via Marina & Marquesas Way
traffic, distant LAX aircraft, rustling
leaves

62.3 82.7 47.9 51.4 58.0 65.1

ST-15
W end of Outrigger
St, even w/ building
facades @ beach

6/9/2005 16:10 15:00 Distant LAX aircraft, distant traffic 54.8 67.9 45.5 47.7 51.4 57.4

ST-16
Oceanfront patio of
3901 Speedway, S of
Hurricane St

6/9/2005 16:15 15:00 Ocean surf, distant LAX aircraft,
distant dogs playing 54.9 70.3 46.0 48.0 50.5 57.0
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Table 5.10-2 Long-Term Noise Measurement Data Summary

Measurement Period Measurement Results, dBA
Site
ID Location

Start Date Start
Time

Duration
(hours) Leq L90 L50 Ldn CNEL

LT-1 Back P/L of vacant lot N of
6206 Pacific Ave @ 62nd St 6/8/2005 13:00 24:00 52.3 46 49 57.2 57.5

LT-2 W side of Vista Del Mar @
Waterview St 6/8/2005 14:00 24:00 69.5 55 67 72.7 73.3

LT-3 N side of Hurricane St @
Grand Canal 6/9/2005 16:00 24:00 52.5 47 50 56.0 56.6

LT-4 Via Marina @ S end of
Ballona Lagoon 6/9/2005 16:00 0:00 61.1 49 55 64.0 64.4

5.10.2 Thresholds of Significance
Operations and construction noise and vibration are treated separately in the following four subsections.

OPERATIONS NOISE

Screening criteria are given in the Los Angeles CEQA Guidelines: If the proposed project triggers a
“yes” response to the following questions, further study would be required:

 Would the project introduce a stationary noise source likely to be audible beyond the property line of the
project site?

 Would the project include 75 or more dwelling units, 100,000 square feet or greater of nonresidential
development, or have the potential to generate 10,000 or more average daily vehicle trips?

In the operational noise evaluation outlined in the Los Angeles Draft CEQA Guidelines, the thresholds for
impact are based on the net change in the environmental noise level due to the Project alternative.
Similarly noise-sensitive land uses are grouped, and ambient noise levels are classified according to their
compatibility with the various land use types. For each land use group, the ambient level is either
normally acceptable, conditionally acceptable, normally unacceptable, or clearly unacceptable. The land
use compatibility categories and their associated noise levels are given in Table 5.10-3.

Table 5.10-3 Land Use Compatibility Categories and Noise Levels

Ambient Community Noise Exposure Level (dBA CNEL)
Land Use Normally/Conditionally

Acceptable
Normally

Unacceptable
Clearly

Unacceptable

Single-family, duplex, mobile homes, multi-family homes 50–70 70–75 above 70

Schools, libraries, churches, hospitals, nursing homes,
motels, hotels 50–70 70–80 above 80

Auditoriums, concert halls, amphitheatres 50–70 *** above 65

Sports arenas, outdoor spectator sports 50–75 *** above 70

Playgrounds, neighborhood parks 50–70 67–75 above 72

Golf courses, riding stables, water recreation, cemeteries 50–75 70–80 above 80

Office buildings, business and professional commercial 50–77 Above 75 ***

Industrial, manufacturing, utilities, and agriculture 50–80 Above 75 ***

*** values not given in Thresholds Guide
Source: Draft L.A. CEQA Thresholds Guide, Section I.2.A.
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A project would have a significant impact on community noise if the operations caused the ambient noise
level at the property line of the affected uses to either:

 Increase by 5 dBA CNEL or more; or
 Increase by 3 dBA CNEL and rise into either the normally unacceptable or clearly unacceptable category.

These criteria apply to various noise sources, respond to heightened community annoyance caused by
late-night or early-morning noise, and respond to varying sensitivity of communities under different
ambient conditions to noise from projects.

The County of Los Angeles addresses noise in Chapter 12.08 (Noise Control) of the County Code.
Section 12.08.390 lists exterior noise standards for various land use zones. These noise standards are
listed in Table 5.10-4. The noise standards shown in Table 5.10-4 would apply at residential and
commercial structures that are within the unincorporated County and adjacent to the portion of the Via
Marina Alignment Alternative taking place in the unincorporated County.

Table 5.10-4 Los Angeles County Exterior Noise Standards

Noise Zone Designated Noise Zone Land Use
(Receptor property) Time Interval Exterior Noise Level

(dBA)

I Noise-Sensitive Area Anytime 45

II Residential Property 10:00 p.m. to 7:00 a.m.
7:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m.

45
50

III Commercial Property 10:00 p.m. to 7:00 a.m.
7:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m.

55
60

IV Industrial Property Anytime 70

Source: Los Angeles County Code, Section 12.08.390

If any Project alignment alternative exceeded the relevant noise criteria for impact, then noise abatement
actions would be considered. Noise from any Project alignment alternative, that is predicted to exceed the
criteria for impact under CEQA, would result in a significant adverse effect. In such a case,
feasible/effective noise mitigation measures would need to be considered. If feasible/effective mitigation
actions were not available, then unavoidable adverse impacts would occur if the particular alternative
were to be selected.

CONSTRUCTION NOISE

Depending upon the method of construction chosen, short-term increases in noise from construction
would result from the operation of heavy equipment needed to construct the tunnels or cut, dig and re-fill
the trenches and insert the pipeline for the Project. The City of Los Angeles regulates noise from
construction, and the contractor will be required to adhere to these regulations.

The City of Los Angeles Noise Ordinance (L.A.M.C. Section 112.03) regulates construction noise by
referencing Section 41.40 of the Los Angeles Municipal Code. Section 41.40(a) prohibits use of any
noise-producing device or powered equipment for construction or repair work on any building or structure
between the hours of 9:00 p.m. and 7:00 a.m. on weekdays. Section 41.40(c) prohibits non-emergency
grading or construction, other than by an individual homeowner on his/her own single-family residence,
on or within 500 feet of residential land before 8:00 a.m. and after 6:00 p.m. on Saturdays and national
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holidays, and at any time on Sundays. These sections also prohibit operation, repair, or servicing of
construction equipment and job-site delivering of construction materials during those hours.

The County of Los Angeles addresses noise from construction activities in Section 12.08.440
(Construction Noise) of the Los Angeles County Code. The operation of any tools used for construction
or related activities such that a noise disturbance is created at a residential or commercial land use is
prohibited on weekdays between 7:00 p.m. and 7:00 a.m. or at any time on Sundays or holidays. The
noise standards listed in Table 5.10-5 are applicable to construction activities conducted within the
unincorporated County.

Table 5.10-5 Los Angeles County Noise Standards for Mobile Construction Equipment

Single-Family
Residential

Multi-Family
Residential

Semi-Residential/
Commercial

Daily, except Sundays and legal
holidays, 7:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. 75 dBA 80 dBA 85 dBA

Daily, 8:00 p.m. to 7:00 a.m. and
all day Sundays and legal holidays 60 dBA 64 dBA 70 dBA

Source: Los Angeles County Code, Section 12.08.440

OPERATIONS AND CONSTRUCTION VIBRATION

The City of Los Angeles does not have a quantified standard or threshold for vibration that is applicable
to the construction or operations phase of this Project.

The County of Los Angeles addresses vibration in Section 12.08.560 of the County Code. Vibration from
any device is prohibited that creates vibration above the threshold of perception at a distance of 150 feet
from the source if the source is on a public space or public ROW. The threshold of perception is defined
as 0.01 inch per second over the range of 1 to 100 Hertz.

5.10.3 Environmental Impacts
Potential noise and vibration effects from operation and construction of the Project were analyzed as
described in Section 5.10-2, and are discussed below.

5.10.3.1 Operational Noise
The following discussion applies to all “Build” Alignment Alternatives:  Marquesas Way/Via Marina 
Alignment; Pacific Avenue Alignment; Dockweiler Beach/Pacific Avenue Alignment; Dockweiler Beach
Alignment.

No additional powered, noise-producing machinery, such as pumps, compressors, motors, etc., will be
installed as part of this Project. The physical elements of the Project would consist of underground sewer
pipe, which under normal operation would not produce audible or measurable noise at nearby noise-
sensitive land uses. No significant noise effect is anticipated from operation of this project for any of the
alignment alternatives.

5.10.3.2 Construction Noise
Construction activities have the potential to temporarily increase noise levels at noise-sensitive land uses
located near the Project alignment or along construction vehicle routes.
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Potential noise impacts from the construction phase of the various Project alignment alternatives were
assessed for each of the applicable construction methods, such as open trench, tunneling, and large-
diameter tunneling, and are discussed in greater detail in the Noise and Vibration Technical Study. The
impacts are summarized below:

MARQUESAS WAY/VIA MARINA ALIGNMENT

Open-Trench Method –The open-trench method (also known as cut-and-cover) for underground
pipeline installation would include driving of sheet-piles, trenching (approximately 8 feet wide by up to
12 feet deep), pipe installation and backfill, compaction and repaving. Construction of the proposed
3,200-foot-long Marquesas Way/Via Marina Alignment is expected to result in temporary increases in
noise levels in the vicinity of construction sites for a period of up to 2 weeks around each active open
trench zone, up to 2 months around the tunneling, jacking, and extraction shafts between the estimated
star (year 2008) and end (year 2010) of construction.

Construction noise would be taking place at different locations along the route at any given time, and
noise impacts at any one point are short term, typically lasting less than 2 weeks. Construction is planned
to take place during normal weekday working hours. Table 5.10-6 lists the predicted noise levels from
pipeline construction activities for the Project at a reference distance of 50 feet. As Table 5.10-6 shows,
the predicted noise levels from pipeline construction range from approximately 87 to 90 dBA at a distance
of 50 feet.

Table 5.10-6 Noise Levels from Typical Open-Trench Construction Activities

Construction Activity1 Average Noise Level
@ 50 feet dBA

Pile Driving (Vibratory) Varies; up to 90

Trench Excavation 87

Pipe Laying 87
Pipe Bedding and Backfill 88

1- Note that each of these activities are inclusive of the typical number and type of
equipment necessary for that activity, and would take place separately from the
standpoint of any one noise-sensitive receiver.

Source: Acentech, 1999 (all levels except pile driving. For pile driving noise level,
Technical European Sheet Piling Association, 2001

The pipeline alignment along the Marquesas Way/Via Marina Alignment would result in open-trench
construction activities taking place within approximately 25 feet of adjacent residences. Because
construction noise increases and decreases at a rate of approximately 6 decibels per doubling (or halving)
of distance, residences that are directly adjacent to an active open-trench zone would experience noise
levels of approximately 93 to 96 dBA. Residences at a distance of 100 feet from the construction activity
would experience noise levels of approximately 81 dBA to 84 dBA. Noise levels of this magnitude
would violate the County of Los Angels noise standards for construction activities taking place within the
unincorporated County (i.e., at Marquesas Way and Via Marina), and would constitute a short-term but
significant impact unless mitigation measures are implemented. Providing that construction activities
take place within the prescribed hours set forth in the City of Los Angeles Noise Ordinance (i.e.,
7:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m. on weekdays, 8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. on Saturdays and national holidays, and at no
time on Sundays), construction taking place within the City of Los Angeles would not violate the Noise
Ordinance. However, because of the proximity of noise-sensitive land uses to the construction work area,
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the noise levels at residences along the entire Marquesas Way/Via Marina Alignment would be of a
magnitude that would constitute a short-term, but significant, impact unless mitigation measures are
implemented. Mitigation measures for open-trench construction activities are listed in Section 5.10.4.

Based upon the construction noise data, noise levels on the construction site could exceed federal
Occupational Safety and Health Act (OSHA) and California Department of Industrial Relations, Division
of California Occupational Safety and Health Administration (Cal-OSHA) regulations (8 CCR, General
Industrial Safety Orders, Article 105, Control of Noise Exposure, Section 5095, et seq.) for worker noise
exposure. Compliance with Cal-OSHA regulation will ensure that construction personnel are adequately
protected from potential noise hazards.

The incremental increase in traffic volumes associated with the Project alternative using open-trench
construction was examined for the potential to increase off-site traffic noise levels. Because of the
widespread nature of the workforce and the relatively low number of workers for the project, the small
increase in vehicle trips on levels of local traffic noise would not be audible or measurable, and thus
would not be a significant impact. Similarly, the estimated 15 round-trip truckloads per day for excess
material and supplies would not constitute a significant noise impact, given the relatively high traffic
volumes along the designated truck routes that the truck would use.

Micro-Tunneling Method –Micro-tunneling is a trenchless construction method, which utilizes
hydraulic jacks to push pipes through the ground behind a remotely operated TBM. Excavation for
micro-tunneling is limited to the endpoints for each drive at designated launching (jacking) and receiving
pits. The launching pit contains the hydraulic jacks used to push the pipes. The receiving pit is used to
recover the TBM at the end of each drive. The excavated material is carried via augers and conveyors, or
by recycled slurry through closed-system pipelines to the surface for processing and disposal. The remote
control cabin for operating the TBM, as well as cranes and other construction equipment, is at the surface
near the jacking pit. Because of the nature of the work, micro-tunneling operation may extend beyond
normally permitted hours for construction activities.

Construction noise emissions from micro-tunneling would be dominated by stationary equipment.
Assuming five pieces of heavy equipment operating simultaneously (the power unit for the TBM, a crane,
a supply truck and two air compressors), the typical noise level from micro-tunneling activity would be
approximately 88 dBA at a distance of 50 feet, as shown in Table 5.10-7.

Table 5.10-7 Noise Levels from Typical Micro-Tunneling Equipment Operations

Equipment Type Average Noise Level@ 50 feet dBA
Power Unit for TBM 84
Crane 81
Supply or Muck Truck 81
Generator/Air Compressors (2) 80
Combined Noise Level 88
Source: Boyle Engineering, 2003.

The proposed locations of the launch and receiving pit work areas for the Marquesas Way/Via Marina
Alignment would result in construction activities taking place within approximately 50 feet (at the
receiving pit located at the southern end of Via Marina) to 100 feet (at the receiving pit located near the
VPP at Hurricane Street) of adjacent residences. Residences located 50 feet from an active micro-
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tunneling work area would experience noise levels of approximately 88 dBA. Residences located
100 feet from the micro-tunneling activity would experience noise levels of approximately 82 dBA.
Noise levels of this magnitude would violate the County of Los Angeles noise standards for construction
activities taking place within the unincorporated County (i.e., at Marquesas Way and Via Marina), and
would constitute a short-term but significant impact unless mitigation measures are implemented.
Providing that construction activities take place within the prescribed hours set forth in the City of Los
Angeles Noise Ordinance, construction taking place within the City of Los Angeles would not violate the
noise ordinance. However, because construction may extend beyond these hours and because of the
proximity of noise-sensitive land uses to the micro-tunneling work areas, the noise levels at residences
adjacent to the launch and receiving pit work areas would be of a magnitude that would constitute a short-
term but significant impact unless mitigation measures are implemented. Mitigation measures for micro-
tunneling construction activities are listed in Section 5.10.4.

The incremental increase in traffic volumes associated with the project alternative using micro-tunneling
was examined for the potential to increase off-site traffic noise levels. Because of the widespread nature
of the workforce and the relatively low number of workers for this Project, the small increase in vehicle
trips on levels of local traffic noise would not be audible or measurable, and thus would not be a
significant impact. Similarly, the estimated eight round-trip truckloads per day for excess material and
supplies would not constitute a significant noise impact, given the relatively high traffic volumes along
the designated truck routes that the trucks would use.

PACIFIC AVENUE ALIGNMENT–NORTH AND SOUTH

Similarly to the Marquesas Way/Via Marina Alignment, the Pacific Avenue Alignment project alternative
was assessed for both the open-trench and the micro-tunneling construction method.

Open-Trench Method –The pipeline alignment along the Pacific Avenue Alignment would result in
open trench construction activities taking place within approximately 25 feet of adjacent residences along
most of the Project alignment. Residences that are directly adjacent to an active open-trench zone would
experience noise levels of approximately 93 to 96 dBA. Residences at a distance of 100 feet from the
construction activity would experience noise levels of approximately 81 to 84 dBA. Residences at a
distance of 100 feet from the construction activity would experience noise levels of approximately 81
dBA to 102 dBA. Providing that construction activities take place within the prescribed hours set forth in
the City of Los Angeles Noise Ordinance, construction would not violate the noise ordinance. However,
because of the proximity of noise-sensitive land uses to the construction work area, the noise levels at
residences along the entire Pacific Avenue Alignment would be of a magnitude that would constitute a
short-term, but significant, impact unless mitigation measures are implemented. Mitigation measures for
open-trench construction activities are listed in Section 5.10.4.

Based upon the construction noise data, noise levels on the construction site could exceed federal OSHA
and Cal-OSHA regulations (8 CCR, General Industrial Safety Orders, Article 105, Control of Noise
Exposure, Section 5095, et seq.) for worker noise exposure. Compliance with Cal-OSHA regulation will
ensure that construction personnel are adequately protected from potential noise hazards.
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The incremental increase in traffic volumes associated with the Project alternative using open-trench
construction was examined for the potential to increase offsite traffic noise levels. Project-related
construction traffic would not materially affect traffic noise levels. There would be no significant traffic
noise impact.

Micro-Tunneling Method –The proposed locations of the launch and receiving pit work areas for the
Pacific Avenue Alignment would result in construction activities taking place within approximately
50 feet (at the receiving pit located at the southern end of Pacific Avenue) to 150 feet (at the launch pit
located just south of the Ballona Creek Channel) of adjacent residences. Residences located 50 feet from
an active micro-tunneling work area would experience noise levels of approximately 88 dBA. Residences
located 100 feet from the micro-tunneling activity would experience noise levels of approximately
82 dBA. Residences located 150 feet from the micro-tunneling activity would experience noise levels of
approximately 78 dBA. Providing that construction activities take place within the prescribed hours set
forth in the City of Los Angeles Noise Ordinance, the construction would not violate the noise ordinance.
However, because construction may extend beyond these hours and because of the proximity of noise-
sensitive land uses to the micro-tunneling work areas, the noise levels at residences adjacent to the launch
and receiving pit work areas would be of a magnitude that would constitute a short-term but significant
impact unless mitigation measures are implemented. Mitigation measures for micro-tunneling
construction activities are listed in Section 5.10.4.

The incremental increase in traffic volumes associated with the Project alternative using micro-tunneling
was examined for the potential to increase off-site traffic noise levels. As for the Pacific Avenue
Alignment alternative, Project-related construction traffic would not materially affect traffic noise levels.
There would be no significant traffic noise impact.

DOCKWEILER BEACH ALIGNMENT–NORTH AND SOUTH

Similarly to the Marquesas Way/Via Marina and Pacific Avenue Alignments, the Dockweiler Beach
Alignment Project alternative was assessed for both the open-trench and the micro-tunneling construction
method.

Open-Trench Method–The pipeline alignment along the Dockweiler Beach Alignment would not result
in open-trench construction activities, however, micro-tunneling activities at shaft site areas may take
place within approximately 25 feet of adjacent residences along Hurricane Street and within
approximately 100 feet of residences along The Strand. Residences that are directly adjacent to an active
open trench zone or micro-tunnel would experience noise levels of approximately 93 to 96 dBA.
Residences at a distance of 100 feet from the construction activity would experience noise levels of
approximately 81 to 84 dBA. Providing that construction activities take place within the prescribed hours
set forth in the City of Los Angeles Noise Ordinance, construction would not violate the noise ordinance.
However, because of the proximity of noise-sensitive land uses to the construction work area, the noise
levels at residences near the Dockweiler Beach Shafts would be of a magnitude that would constitute a
short-term, but significant, impact unless mitigation measures are implemented. Mitigation measures for
open-trench construction activities are listed in Section 5.10.4.
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The incremental increase in traffic volumes associated with the Project alternative using open-trench
construction was examined for the potential to increase off-site traffic noise levels. As with the
Marquesas Way/Via Marina and Pacific Avenue Alignment alternatives, Project-related construction
traffic would not materially affect traffic noise levels. There would be no significant traffic noise impact.

Micro-Tunneling Method –The proposed locations of the launch and receiving pit work areas for the
Dockweiler Beach Alignment would result in construction activities taking place within approximately
100 feet (at the receiving pit near the VPP, at the west end of Hurricane Street and at the southern end of
Pacific Avenue) to 150 feet (at the launch pit located just south of the Ballona Creek Channel) of adjacent
residences. Because noise decreases at a rate of approximately 6 decibels per doubling of distance,
residences located 100 feet from the construction activity would experience noise levels of approximately
82 dBA. Residences located 150 feet from the micro-tunneling activity would experience noise levels of
approximately 78 dBA. Providing that construction activities take place within the prescribed hours set
forth in the City of Los Angeles Noise Ordinance, construction taking place within the City of Los
Angeles would not violate the noise ordinance. However, because construction may extend beyond these
hours and because of the proximity of noise-sensitive land uses to the micro-tunneling work areas, the
noise levels at residences adjacent to the launch and receiving pit work areas would be of a magnitude
that would constitute a short-term but significant impact unless mitigation measures are implemented.
Mitigation measures for micro-tunneling construction activities are listed in Section 5.10.4.

The incremental increase in traffic volumes associated with the Project alternative using micro-tunneling
was examined for the potential to increase off-site traffic noise levels. As with the Marquesas Way/Via
Marina, and Pacific Avenue alternatives, project-related construction traffic would not materially affect
traffic noise levels. There would be no significant traffic noise impact.

MARINA DEL REY CHANNEL ALIGNMENTS

The Marina Del Rey and Ballona Creek Channels would be crossed using micro-tunneling construction
methods. For any combination of north and south alignments, the launching shaft would be located on
the southern shore of the channel and the receiving shaft would be on the northern shore of the channel.
The proposed locations of the launch and receiving pit work areas for the Marina Del Rey Channel
Alignments would result in construction activities taking place within approximately 50 feet (at the
receiving pit located at the southern end of Via Marina) to within approximately 50 feet (at the receiving
pit located at the southern end of Via Marina) to 150 feet (at the two launch pits just south of the Ballona
Creek Channel) of adjacent residences. Residences located 50 feet from an active micro-tunneling work
area would experience noise levels of approximately 88 dBA. Residences located 150 feet from the
micro-tunneling activity would experience noise levels of approximately 78 dBA. Providing that
construction activities take place within the prescribed hours set forth in the City of Los Angeles Noise
Ordinance, construction taking place within the City of Los Angeles would not violate the Noise
Ordinance. However, because construction may extend beyond these hours and because of the proximity
of noise-sensitive land uses to the micro-tunneling work areas, the noise levels at residences adjacent to
the launch and receiving pit work areas would be of a magnitude that would constitute a short-term but
significant impact unless mitigation measures are implemented. Mitigation measures for micro-tunneling
construction activities are listed in Section 5.10.4.
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The incremental increase in traffic volumes associated with the Project alternative using micro-tunneling
was examined for the potential to increase off-site traffic noise levels. As with the Marquesas Way/Via
Marina, Pacific Avenue, and Dockweiler Beach Alignment alternatives, project-related construction
traffic would not materially affect traffic noise levels. There would be no significant traffic noise impact.

LARGE-DIAMETER TUNNELING ALIGNMENT ALTERNATIVES

The four full-length, large-diameter tunneling alignments with short open-trench segments were evaluated
as part of this Project. The following tunnel alignment alternatives are being evaluated:

1. Beach alignment with open-trench connections to VPP in the north and Coast Interceptor Sewer (CIS)
along Vista Del Mar in the south;

2. Beach alignment with open-trench connection to VPP and direct tunnel connection to North Outfall Sewer
(NOS) or CIS–via a shaft on LAX property;

3. Beach alignment with direct tunnel connections to VPP and NOS or CIS–via a shaft on LAX property;
and.

4. Direct (inland) tunnel connection between VPP and NOS or CIS–via a shaft on LAX property.

Activities from large-diameter tunnel construction would be similar in type but larger in scale, compared
with micro-tunneling. Crew size and equipment type and number would be greater, although much of the
equipment and crew would remain underground while in operation and thus would not materially
contribute to aboveground noise levels. The typical noise level from large-diameter tunneling activity
would be 91 dBA at a distance of 50 feet, as shown in Table 5.10-8. Large-diameter tunnel operations
would likely continue around the clock, although nighttime activities would be arranged so as to avoid
noisy and otherwise disturbing events at nearby sensitive receptors whenever practicable.

Table 5.10-8 Noise Levels from Typical Large-Diameter Tunneling Equipment Operations

Equipment Type Average Noise Level
@ 50 feet dBA

Power Unit for TBM 87

Crane 81

Supply Trucks (2) 84
Fans (2) 77

Generator/Air Compressors (4) 83
Combined Noise Level 91

Source: Boyle Engineering, 2003; URS Corporation 2005

The proposed locations of the tunnel construction shafts would result in activities taking place within
approximately 100 feet (near the VPP at Hurricane Street) to 200 feet (at the proposed shaft on LAX
property) of adjacent residences. Residences located 100 feet from the large-diameter tunneling activity
would experience noise levels of approximately 82 dBA. Residences located 200 feet from an active
large-diameter tunneling work area would experience noise levels of approximately 76 dBA. Because
large-diameter tunneling activities are expected to take place outside the prescribed hours of operation set
forth in the City of Los Angeles Noise Ordinance, and because of the proximity to noise-sensitive land
uses to the work areas, construction noise would constitute a short-term but significant impact unless
mitigation measures are implemented. Mitigation measures for micro-tunneling construction activities
are listed in Section 5.10.4.
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The incremental increase in traffic volumes associated with the Project alternative using large-diameter
tunneling was examined for the potential to increase off-site traffic noise levels. As for the other
alternatives, Project-related construction traffic would not materially affect traffic noise levels. There
would be no significant traffic noise impact.

5.10.3.3 Operation Vibration
No additional powered machinery such as pumps, motors etc. will be installed as part of this Project.
Thus, the operation of the pipeline is not anticipated to cause measurable or perceptible levels of vibration
at adjacent land uses.

5.10.3.4 Construction Vibration
Groundborne vibration from heavy equipment operations during Project construction was evaluated and
compared with relevant vibration impact criteria as discussed in the Noise and Vibration Technical Study.
The following summarizes the results of the analysis conducted for each of the alternative construction
methods, by alignment alternatives.

MARQUESAS WAY/VIA MARINA ALIGNMENT

The Marquesas Way/Via Marina Alignment Project alternative was assessed for both the open-trench and
micro-tunneling construction methods.

Open-Trench Method –The pipeline alignments along the Marquesas Way/Via Marina Alignment
would result in open-trench construction activities taking place within approximately 25 feet of adjacent
residences. Assuming that vibratory pile-driving methods are utilized to install the sheet-piles during
open-trench construction, the Los Angeles County vibration standard of 0.01 inches per second would be
exceeded at a distance of 150 feet as specified in the County Code. Thus, a significant impact would
result from pile-driving activities during open-trench work, unless mitigation measures are implemented.
Other activities associated with open-trench construction such as loaded truck movements, backhoe
loader/compactor, etc. would result in less-than-significant levels of vibration. Mitigation measures for
pile-driving during open-trench construction are listed in Section 5.10.4.

Micro-Tunneling Method –The proposed locations of the launch and receiving pit work areas for the
Marquesas Way/Via Marina Alignment would result in construction activities taking place within
approximately 50 feet (at the receiving pit located at the southern end of Via Mariana) to 100 feet (at the
receiving pit located near the VPP at Hurricane Street) of adjacent residences. Residences located 50 feet
from an active micro-tunneling work area would experience vibration levels of less-than-significant
magnitude. No significant vibration impacts from micro-tunneling activities are predicted for the
Marquesas Way/Via Marina Alignment.

PACIFIC AVENUE ALIGNMENT–NORTH AND SOUTH

Open-Trench Method –The pipeline alignment along the Pacific Avenue Alignment would result in
open-trench construction activities taking place within approximately 25 feet of adjacent residences along
most of the Project alignment. A significant impact from vibration would result from pile-driving
activities during open-trench work, unless mitigation measures are implemented. Vibration levels from
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other activities associated with open-trench construction would be of a less-than-significant magnitude.
Mitigation measures for pile-driving during open-trench construction are listed in Section 5.10.4.

Micro-Tunneling Method –The proposed locations of the launch and receiving pit work areas for the
Pacific Avenue Alignment would result in construction activities taking place within approximately 50
feet (at the receiving pit located at the southern end of Pacific Avenue) to 150 feet (at the launch pit
located just south of the Ballona Creek Channel) of adjacent residences. Residences located 50 feet and
150 feet from an active micro-tunneling work area would experience vibration levels of a less-than-
significant magnitude.

DOCKWEILER BEACH ALIGNMENT–NORTH AND SOUTH

Open-Trench Method –The pipeline alignment along the Dockweiler Beach Alignment would result in
open-trench construction activities taking place within approximately 25 feet of adjacent residences along
Hurricane Street, and within approximately 100 feet of residences along The Strand. A significant impact
from vibration would result from pile-driving activities during open-trench work unless mitigation
measures are implemented. Vibration levels from other activities associated with open-trench
construction would be of a less-than-significant magnitude. Mitigation measures for pile-driving during
open trench construction are listed in Section 5.10.4.

Micro-Tunneling Method –The proposed locations of the launch and receiving pit work areas for the
Dockweiler Beach Alignment would result in construction activities taking place within approximately
100 feet (at the receiving pits located near the VPP, at the west end of Hurricane Street and at the
southern end of Pacific Avenue) to 150 feet (at the launch pit located just south of the Ballona Creek
Channel) of adjacent residences. Residences would experience less-than-significant vibration levels from
these construction activities. No significant vibration impacts from micro-tunneling activities are
predicted for the Dockweiler Beach Alignment.

MARINA DEL REY CHANNEL ALIGNMENTS

The proposed locations of the launch and receiving pit work areas for the Marina Del Rey Channel
Alignments would result in construction activities taking place within approximately 50 feet (at the
receiving pits located at the southern end of Via Marina) to 150 feet (at the two launch pits located just
south of the Ballona Creek Channel) of adjacent residences. Residences would experience less-than-
significant vibration levels from these construction activities. No significant vibration impacts from
micro-tunneling activities are predicted for the Marina Del Rey Channel alignments.

LARGE-DIAMETER TUNNELING ALIGNMENT ALTERNATIVES

The proposed locations of the tunnel construction shafts would result in construction activities taking
place within approximately 100 feet (near the VPP at Hurricane Street) to 200 feet (at the proposed shaft
on LAX property) of adjacent residences. Residences would experience less-than-significant vibration
levels from these construction activities. No significant vibration impacts from large-diameter tunneling
activities are predicted for this alternative.
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5.10.4 Mitigation Measures
OPERATIONAL NOISE MITIGATION

Operational noise levels from the proposed alignments are predicted to be less than significant.
Therefore, no abatement measures are recommended for the operational phase of the Project.

CONSTRUCTION NOISE MITIGATION

Potential construction noise mitigation measures may include limiting the hours of noisy construction
activities to daytime hours near residences and other sensitive receptors. Other measures could include
limiting the number of construction equipment operating at any one time. Following are additional
construction noise mitigation measures that should be followed, to the extent feasible:

NOI-1 Trucks shall be limited to designated truck routes and shall avoid residential streets to the
extent practicable.

NOI-2 Temporary soundwall barriers shall be erected for launch and receiving pits and large-diameter
tunnel shaft work areas. Such soundwall barriers shall be of a sufficient height, length and configuration
so as to provide substantial noise reduction and effectively block the line-of-sight between nearby noise-
sensitive receivers and the work zone.

NOI-3 Electrically powered equipment shall be used instead of pneumatic or internal combustion
powered equipment where feasible.

NOI-4 Material stockpiles and mobile equipment staging, parking, and maintenance areas shall be
located as far as practicable from noise-sensitive receptors.

NOI-5 Construction site and haul-road speed limits shall be established and enforced during the
construction period.

NOI-6 The use of noise-producing signals, including horns, whistles, alarms, and bells shall be for
safety warning purposes only.

NOI-7 No project-related public address or music system shall be audible at any adjacent receptor.

NOI-8 The on-site construction supervisor shall have the responsibility and authority to receive and
resolve noise complaints. A clear appeal process to the Bureau of Engineering shall be established prior
to construction commencement that will allow for resolution of noise problems that cannot be
immediately solved by the site supervisor.

NOI-9 The contractor shall develop a project noise control plan, which shall have been approved by
the owner or designated noise control professional and implemented prior to commencement of any
construction activity.

OPERATIONAL VIBRATION MITIGATION

Because no vibration impacts are predicted for operation of the pipeline, no mitigation measures are
required or recommended for the operational phase of the project.
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CONSTRUCTION VIBRATION MITIGATION

The only vibration impact identified for the construction phase of the Project was from pile-driving
during open-trench-type construction. Vibration levels from pile-driving using vibratory methods would
exceed the Los Angeles County threshold of perceptibility standard. Use of the following mitigation
measure would reduce construction vibration to a level below significance.

Pile-driving:  “Press-in” pile drivers shall be utilized rather than vibratory pile-drivers, if feasible. Use of
this alternative pile driving technology would reduce vibrations from pile-driving to a level below
significance.

5.10.5 Unavoidable Adverse Impacts
There would be no unavoidable adverse impacts as a result of this Project.

5.10.6 Cumulative and Secondary Impacts
There would be no cumulative and secondary impacts as a result of this Project.
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5.11 PUBLIC FACILITIES AND SERVICES
RECREATIONAL FACILITIES AND PUBLIC RESOURCES

This section of the EIR includes a description of the existing recreational facilities and public resources in
the proposed Project area. Thresholds to determine if the proposed Project could result in significant
adverse impacts to recreational facilities and public resources are provided. An analysis of anticipated
recreation impacts (project and cumulative), mitigation measures and level of significance after mitigation
is provided.

The potential for significant impacts to recreation due to the proposed Project was evaluated in
accordance with the methodologies and information provided by the CEQA Guidelines2.

5.11.1 Environmental Setting
REGULATORY SETTING

The CCC maintains jurisdiction for development in the coastal zone. California coastal act policies
promote and protect recreational and visitor serving uses in the coastal zone.

The CDFG maintains stewardship for the state over those open space portions of the Ballona Wetlands
lying generally southwest of the Marina Expressway to the developed areas of Marina Del Rey and Playa
Del Rey. These areas are designated as Areas A, B and C, with the exception of two portions of Area B–
the Freshwater Marsh located southwest of the Lincoln and Jefferson Boulevard intersection, and the
Expanded Wetlands parcel–under the jurisdiction of the State Lands Commission (SLC). Additionally,
the Area B Freshwater Marsh is held by the non-profit Ballona Wetlands Conservancy (BWC) in a
conservation easement. The CDFG conducts its stewardship mission, in part, through a network of access
agreements with authorized users/co-stewards.

A wide range of access agreements are in place with the following organizations for a variety of highly
specific recreational activities:

1. Security Patrols & Trash Removal: Ballona Wetlands Land Trust and Trust for Public Land;
2. Water and Sediment Sampling: Loyola Marymount University (LMU);
3. Workdays, Maintenance and Land Management: Ballona Wetlands Land Trust, Friends of Ballona

Wetlands, and Center for National Lands Management (CNLM);
4. Environmental Monitoring: BWC, CNLM and City of Los Angeles Environmental Monitoring Division;
5. Invasive Species Removal: Ballona Wetlands Land Trust and Friends of Ballona Wetlands;
6. Dune Restoration: Friends of Ballona Wetlands;
7. Scientific Symposia: Ballona Wetlands Foundation and Friends of Ballona Wetlands;
8. Environmental Education, Tours and School Field Trips (K-12): Audubon Society, Ballona Wetlands Land

Trust and Friends of Ballona Wetlands;
9. Special Projects and Events: Audubon Society, Ballona Wetlands Land Trust and Friends of Ballona

Wetlands; and

2 California Code of Regulations, Title 14, Division 6, Chapter 3, Sections 15000–15387. Available at:
http://ceres.ca.gov/topic/env_law/ceqa/guidelines/
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10. Recreation:
a. Birding & Bird Counts: Audubon Society and Wetlands Action Network.
b. Natural History & Site Tours: Ballona Wetlands Land Trust, Fiends of Ballona Wetlands and Wetlands

Action Network.
c. Organized Sports Recreation: Playa Vista Little League Program.
d. Free-form Recreation - Walking, Biking, Boating and Fishing: General Public.

Interim stewardship and access management is shared and coordinated by the following three State
agencies in and around the vicinity of the project: State Coastal Conservancy (SCC), CDFG and SLC.
These agencies have drafted the Ballona Wetlands Interim Stewardship and Access Management Plan
(Draft) dated March 28, 2005. A Ballona Wetlands Restoration Plan is being developed by them and will
guide all future restoration efforts.

EXISTING CONDITIONS

The natural and developed recreation resources in the Project area make it highly desirable for residents,
visitors, and tourists who all share and enjoy the local beachfront, parks and recreational facilities in the
vicinity of the proposed project. Recreational facilities and resources in the vicinity of the proposed
project are described below.

Venice, Including Ballona Lagoon Marine Reserve –This area provides year-round recreational
activities including walking, biking, birding, sightseeing, and volley ball.

Venice Municipal and Dockweiler State Beach from Hurricane Street to Waterview and Napoleon
Streets, Playa Del Rey –Year-round recreational activities include ocean-based swimming, surfing,
boating and fishing (resident species); and beach-based walking, cycling, roller-blading, frisbee-tossing,
and sightseeing. Seasonal recreational activities include ocean-based whale watching excursions, fishing
(transient species); and beach-based volleyball and special-interest birding (Venice California least tern
colony located north of Ballona Creek).

Marina Del Rey and Marina Del Rey Channel, Including Aubrey E. Austin Park and North Jetty
Promenade –Marina Del Rey is the world’s largest developed yacht/small-craft marina. Famous
beaches make it a favored destination for local residents and domestic and international tourists. Year-
round recreational activities in Marina Del Rey include yachting, boating, sailing, biking, walking,
sightseeing, dining and shopping. Special events such as whale watching excursions, swimming, wading,
and sunbathing at Mother’s Beach. Year-round recreational activities in the Marina Del Rey Channel
include yachting, boating, sailing, fishing, biking, walking and sightseeing.

Ballona Wetlands and Ballona Creek –The Ballona Wetlands is the largest remaining coastal
estuary/wetlands habitat within the Los Angeles Basin (State Coastal Conservancy, 2005). The Ballona
Wetlands serves migrating avian populations using the Pacific Flyway that extends from Alaska to
Central America (Santa Monica Bay Restoration Commission, 2005). Shore birds use Ballona Wetlands
for nesting, feeding, wintering grounds and resting stopovers. As a result, the Ballona Wetlands is the
premier bird watching destination in the Los Angeles Basin. Year-round recreational activities include
creek-based kayaking, small pleasure-craft boating and fishing. Wetlands-based recreational activities
include birding, walking, cycling, sightseeing, environmental stewardship and education activities.
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Playa Del Rey, including Del Rey Lagoon and Park (inland areas only) –Year-round recreational
activities include walking, biking, birding and sightseeing.

Del Rey Lagoon Park – Recreational activities include baseball, basketball, children’s play area, 
picnicking and outdoor grilling, community center classes and programs The El Segundo blue butterfly
habitat exists west of LAX. Also nearby is a rare dune beach in Playa Del Rey. The Ballona Escarpment
extends along the southern edge of the wetlands.

5.11.2 Thresholds of Significance
Under the CEQA Guidelines, a significant impact related to recreational facilities and public resources
would occur if the proposed Project would increase the use of existing neighborhood and regional parks
or other recreational facilities such that substantial physical deterioration of the facility would occur or be
accelerated.

5.11.3 Public and Recreational Facilities Impacts
OPERATIONAL IMPACTS

Operation of the proposed Project would not increase the use of existing neighborhood and regional parks
or other recreational facilities in the Project area. Upon completion of the Project construction, all areas
that experienced surface disturbance during construction would be returned to their present condition.
The improved reliability of the sewer lines and the reduction in the potential for overflow into the
adjacent waterways and the ocean would ensure the availability of existing recreational resources for
residents and domestic and international tourists. A beneficial long-term impact on existing recreational
resources is anticipated. There would be no long-term adverse impacts that require mitigation measures to
the study areas affected.

SHORT-TERM CONSTRUCTION IMPACTS

Although the proposed Project would not involve permanent adverse impacts to recreational facilities and
public resources, site-specific adverse impacts may occur during the construction period. These short-
term impacts are listed below by the affected community:

Venice

 Pipe laydown activities associated with Push Site 2 would interrupt access to the public trail along the east
side of Grand Canal that starts at Via Dolce;

 All or most of the parking along Via Marina at the entrance channel would be removed;
 Access to a designated scenic highway/drive would be eliminated for a period of about 7 months. Via

Marina along the entrance channel would be closed to public traffic (one lane would be closed and, along
with the parking area, one would be used for a construction/laydown site);

 The Class II Bike Trail along Pacific Avenue would be closed during construction;
 Beach access at Hurricane Street would be affected by the extraction shaft, and cut-and-cover-construction

along Hurricane Street. This area is used for passive recreation and volleyball;
 Fishing from the North Jetty would be restricted due to laydown area and receive site. No parking would be

available in this area; and
 Construction activities on the beach and reduced parking could interfere with scheduled recreational events

on the beach such as volleyball tournaments.
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Marina Del Rey - Aubrey E. Austin Park

 Sightseeing from the Via Marina (a scenic highway/drive) would be affected; and
 The existing parking for the marina at the intersection of Marquesas Way and Via Marina will be

eliminated and used for a pipe laydown area. Access to the marina would be affected.

Playa Del Rey

 The parking lot at Del Rey Lagoon Park would be used by the Project. The construction activity would
affect the recreation experience for this park;

 The bike path at Pacific Avenue bridge and along the la-down area at 62nd Street would be adversely
affected;

 Access to the beach would be adversely affected, as parking would be removed along 62nd Street and
along Pacifica Avenue at the park; and

 The Napoleon Street residential foot path could be interrupted by construction activities.

While the overall length of Project construction is multi-year, construction impacts at specific recreational
resource locations would be much shorter. Some laydown and staging areas would adversely affect local
recreation resources throughout the construction period. Cut-and-cover activities along the pipeline
corridor would affect specific areas for periods of approximately 3 weeks in any 1,000-foot segment.

Although there would be impacts of existing recreational activities and use of public recreational
resources during Project construction, the construction activities and related adverse impacts are
considered short term and not significant. No permanent substantial physical deterioration of recreational
facilities or public recreational resources would occur or be accelerated. Therefore, no significant impacts
to recreation are anticipated.

5.11.4 Mitigation Measures
Although no significant impacts to recreation are anticipated, the following mitigation measures would
minimize adverse short-term construction related impacts in the Project area.

REC-1

In order to minimize competition between construction-related equipment and activities and Dockweiler
State Beach users for parking space at Vista Del Mar and the resulting temporary impacts to recreation,
special parking arrangements should be made for construction workers (see Section 5.4 Circulation,
Traffic and Transportation).

REC-2

In order to minimize recreational access and use issues during the course of construction, additional
consultation and coordination with key stakeholders, local residents, members of the general public and
City/County planners should occur to balance the needs of the recreational users and construction related
activities (see Section 5.4 Circulation, Traffic and Transportation).

REC-3

The City should coordinate with the sponsors of local and major regional, national and international beach
events to schedule the events and/or construction activities to minimize conflicts.
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REC-4

The City should coordinate all construction scheduling and activities with the Los Angeles County
Department of Public Works for the purpose of eliminating or reducing construction-related impacts.

5.11.5 Unavoidable Adverse Impacts
No significant long-term impacts to recreational facilities are anticipated. Project construction activities
would adversely affect the enjoyment of local recreational facilities, including use of the beach, natural
lagoons, parking lots, bikeways, sidewalks and public trails. Although temporary, these adverse short-
term construction impacts for the duration of Project construction cannot be avoided.

5.11.6 Cumulative and Secondary Impacts
The impacts of the proposed Project, when considered in combination with the environmental effects of
other related projects shown in Table 1.7-1, Related Projects, would not involve long-term or significant
cumulative impacts; however, construction-related impacts could be cumulative should two projects be
constructed in the same area at the same time. Specifically, should construction of the Los Angeles
County Marina Del Rey Tide-Gates Rehabilitation Project, located at the intersection of Pacific Avenue
and Via Marina Way near the Grand Canal, occur at the same time as construction of the VPP Dual Force
Main Project, impacts may occur along the recreational walkway on Via Marina Way. However, these
impacts would not occur with adequate coordination between the City of Los Angeles and its
departments, and between the City and County Departments of Public Works to ensure that construction-
related activities do not create additional impacts to the aforementioned areas.
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5.12 VISUAL AND AESTHETIC RESOURCES
5.12.1 Environmental Setting
In accordance CEQA Guidelines and the City of Los Angeles Draft CEQA Threshold Guide (1998) for
determining impact significance, this section addresses the potential impacts to Visual and Aesthetic
Resources (Visual Resources) in the project vicinity which may result from the construction of the force
main and the significance of such impacts. The visual resources assessment includes the following
information:

 Identifies those views potentially affected by the Project over which the public is most likely to express
concern (critically sensitive public views);

 Describes the existing character and quality of those potentially affected critically sensitive views;
 Estimates the intensity of possible adverse visual impacts on those views;
 Evaluates the significance of the possible impacts; and
 As applicable, considers possible mitigation measures that could lessen the impacts to negligible levels of

intensity.

Visual Sensitivity –Sensitivity is the social setting for visual resources. As applied to visual impact
analyses, sensitivity refers to public attitudes about specific views, or interrelated views, and is the key to
assessing how important a visual impact may be and whether or not it represents a significant impact.

To assess visual sensitivity, indicators of public concern were identified and sensitivity rated accordingly.
The indicators are listed in Table 1 of Attachment A in Appendix I and reflect the concepts and methods
of several federal agencies that treat sensitivity as a function of viewer activity, awareness, values, and
goals.

The four levels of sensitivity are high, moderate, low and no sensitivity.

 High Sensitivity. High sensitivity suggests that at least some part of the public is likely to react strongly to
a threat to visual quality. A highly concerned public is assumed to be more aware of any given level of
adverse change and less tolerant than a public that has little concern. A small modification of the existing
landscape may be visually distracting to a highly sensitive public and represent a substantial reduction in
visual quality.

 Moderate Sensitivity. Moderate sensitivity suggests that the public would probably voice some concern
over substantial visual impacts. Often the affected views are secondary in importance or are similar to
others commonly available to the public. Noticeably adverse changes would probably be tolerated if the
essential character of the views remains dominant.

 Low Sensitivity. Low sensitivity is considered to prevail where the public is expected to have little or no
concern about changes in the landscape. This may be because the affected views are not “public” (not 
accessible to the public) or because there are no indications that the public values the affected views.

 No Sensitivity.There is no sensitivity where the potentially affected views are not “public” (not accessible 
to the general public) or because there are no indications that the affected views are valued by the public.

Sensitivity of Project Locale –By definition, views from areas serving residential, recreational and
tourism land uses, as well as from the transportation routes serving those land uses, are considered to be
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highly sensitive. The public is expected to value such views and to potentially react strongly to adverse
changes to the visual character and quality of their surroundings.

The CCC’s primary concern over visual resources within the coastal zone is:

“…the protection of ocean and coastal views from public areas such as highways, roads,
beaches, parks, coastal trails and accessways, vista points, coastal streams and waters
used for recreational purposes, and other public preserves rather than coastal views from
private residences where no public vistas are involved.”

This assessment considers the collective views throughout the Project area, which are important to the
consideration of the significance of visual impacts. The following narrative describes the existing visual
conditions within the Project areas and identifies the various levels of impacts to the visual character
posed by the Project at each alternative location.

MARINA DEL REY

Marquesas Way/Via Marina Alignment
Sensitivity –Figure 5.12-1 shows the viewing positions used in this assessment. There are numerous
highly sensitive viewing positions within and around Marina Del Rey, given its scenic, recreation and
tourist-oriented attractions. Foremost among these are views from Via Marina, Admiralty Way and Fiji
Way, which form a route designated as a scenic highway and also to be designated as a scenic drive
(Scenic Highway Element, Los Angeles County General Plan; Coastal Plan Policies). Of specific
importance to the proposed Project is Via Marina, from its intersection with Marquesas Way to where it
turns sharply to the southwest to parallel the entrance channel for the marina. Along this stretch of road
there would be cut-and-cover pipeline installation, as well as the construction of receive and push sites for
micro-tunneling.

A number of recreation and tourist attractions are to be found in the marina: Burton Chace Park,
Fisherman’s Village, Admiralty Park, Mother’s Beach, and the picturesque marina itself. Views from 
these locations, however, are not important to the analysis, as they do not include Project construction
activities and sites. On the other hand, at the southeast end of Via Marina, where it turns to the southwest,
there is a small park called Aubrey E. Austin Park. There, too, is the northeast end of the North Jetty
Promenade, a popular walk along the scenic Marina Del Rey entrance channel. Views from Aubrey Park
and the Promenade are also, by definition, highly sensitive, and the receive site for the micro-tunneling
connection to the Marina Del Rey Alignment would be within full view of these recreation resources
across Via Marina.

A moderately high-density multi-family residential area lines both sides of Marquesas Way and the west
side of Via Marina. Both of these roads serve as the primary access to the residential areas flanking
Ballona Lagoon and the Grand Canal to the west. The collective views from the residences on Via Marina
and Marquesas Way are highly sensitive. Because these roads are part of the primary access to these
residential areas, road-based views would be considered to be highly sensitive. As noted, Via Marina is
also highly sensitive due to its scenic highway/scenic drive status.
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Also, some aspects of the Project alternatives would be seen from boats passing along the entrance
channel, and such views, being recreation oriented, are highly sensitive.

Critical Views–Critical views are partly defined as those that are the most sensitive, as described in the
previous section. Where the public is considered to be potentially moderate to highly sensitive to changes
in visual quality, there is likely to be a substantial concern over noticeably adverse visual impacts. An
extensive, detailed account is provided in Appendix I.

Figures 5.12-2 and 5.12-3, show representative views of Marquesas Way and Via Marina, in the vicinity
of the two optional push sites for micro-tunneling under Ballona Lagoon to the receive site opposite the
VPP. Also shown in these figures are optional construction/laydown areas that would support the
construction and operation of the two alternative push sites. Figure 5.12-4 shows the receive site at the
VPP, which is in the vacant lot opposite the VPP, as well as push site Option 2, in the vacant lot on the
east side of the canal. These sites would be within full view from the residences lining the east side of
Ballona Lagoon/Grand Canal across from the plant, as well as those walking along the lagoon/canal or
boating on it.

Figure 5.12-5 is a panoramic view from a residence along the east bank of the Grand Canal across from
the VPP. This view shows the point where the canal becomes “Ballona Lagoon,” which is at the left 
corner of the VPP, in the upper image. Recreationists walking along the canal and the lagoon, or boating
on these waters, would be expected to be highly sensitive to visual impacts. As noted above, the receive
site for the Marquesas Way/Via Marina alignment alternative would be in the vacant lot shown in
Figure 5.12-5.

Figure 5.12-6 shows the view from Aubrey E. Austin Park, looking to the northwest along Via Marina.
This view shows the location of one option for the receive site for the under-channel micro-tunneling
construction alternative. The site is within the parking lot shown in the upper image, and the
construction/laydown area would also be within this parking lot. The view shown also represents that
from the North Jetty Promenade and Via Marina.

Figure 5.12-7 is a panoramic view from the entrance channel that includes the Via Marina receive site, as
well as Aubrey E. Austin Park. Views from the channel would not be the most critical, as they would be
comparatively distant, relative to views from Via Marina, Aubrey E. Austin Park, and the North Jetty
Promenade. While boats may pass along the northwest side of the channel and be within about 240 feet of
the nearest Project feature, the North Jetty would block such views. From points nearer the center of the
channel but within the ocean-bound lane, points from which the Project could be seen; the viewing
positions would be not closer than about 350 feet or more. By contrast, from Aubrey E. Austin Park and
Via Marina, one is only about 80 - 90 feet from where the receive site may be within the parking lot
northwest of the park. Consequently, views from the entrance channel would not be considered further,
as the focus of the assessment is on the most critical views.
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Panorama Showing Site for Push Option 2 for
Marquesas Way/Via Marina Cut-and-Cover Alternative,

Seen from Marquesas Way/Via Dolce Intersection (VP 1).

Figure 5.12-2
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Views of Via Marina/Marquesas Way Intersection, the Site for Site Push Option 1
for Marquesas Way/Via Marina Cut-and-Cover Alternative, Seen from, and near,

Marquesas Way/Via Dolce Intersection (VPs 2 and 3).

Figure 5.12-3
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Figure 5.12-4(Top): View along the Grand Canal Showing Residences  from Which Receive and Push Sites, Cut-and-
Cover, or Extraction Shaft Construction Activities Would Be Seen (VP 4). (Bottom): Hurricane St. at the

Venice Pumping Plant, Showing Receive and Alternative Extraction Shaft Sites (VP 5).
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View from Residence on East Side of Ballona Lagoon/Grand Canal
Showing the Venice Pumping Plant, a Receive Site for Micro-

Tunneling, and Optional Mined Tunneling Extraction Site (VP 6).

Figure 5.12-5
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Panoramic View from Aubrey E. Austin Park, Looking Northwest along Via
 Marina. (Top): The Receive Site and Cut-and-Cover Construction for the Via

Marina/Marqesas Way Alignment Alternative would be in the Parking Lot (VP 7)

Figure 5.12-6
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Figure 5.12-7A Panoramic View from the Marina del Rey Entrance Channel, Show-
ing the Locations of the Receive Sites at Pacific Ave. and Via Marina,
the Entrance to the Grand Canal, and Aubrey E. Austin Park (VP 8).
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VENICE

Pacific Avenue Alignment
Sensitivity –In general, the Pacific Avenue Alignment Alternative would be within highly sensitive
public views that include the collective residential views along the alignment, along Hurricane Street and
Pacific Avenue, from Ballona Lagoon/Grand Canal, and those from a pedestrian trail lining the east side
of the lagoon.

The collective residential views along Pacific Avenue and Hurricane Street are treated in this analysis as
highly sensitive. Cut-and-cover activities would be visible from residences lining the east side of the
Grand Canal across from the VPP and those along Hurricane Street Residents along Pacific Avenue
south of Hurricane Street to Via Marina would view cut-and-cover construction activities while
approaching their homes and from their residences as construction progresses along the street.

Recreational opportunities within the community of Venice occur to the north of the Project site,
including the famous Venice Beach, bike path and Ocean Front Walk. In general, public recreation use of
area of the Project is less intensive than that of the North Venice Beach portion. Uses are primarily
sunbathing, swimming, picnicking, active recreational uses on the sand, and fishing from the Marina
Channel jetty. The walkways and waterways along the Venice Canals and Ballona Lagoon provide
opportunities for more passive recreational and educational uses, such as bird watching, nature study,
strolling, and sightseeing. A Class II Bikeway runs along Pacific Avenue, and non-motorized boating is
permitted in the Venice Canals. Potentially, the Project activities would be seen by boaters along the
lagoon, those walking along the beach access trail in the vicinity, and bicyclists using Pacific Avenue.
Also, where Pacific Avenue intersects with Via Marina, there is the North Jetty Promenade, a frequently
used walkway featuring observation decks from which the entrance channel may be appreciated. Fishing
is a popular activity below the Promenade.

The south terminus of the subject alignment may be seen from the numerous pleasure craft that use the
entrance channel.

Critical Views –The critical views would be any of those from along the alignment from Ballona
Lagoon/Grand Canal, pedestrian beach access, Hurricane Street and Pacific Avenue and their adjoining
residences, the bikeway along Pacific Avenue, the North Jetty Promenade, and from the entrance channel.

Figure 5.12-4 shows the route for the Pacific Avenue Alignment along Hurricane Street, within view of
residences lining this street. Figure 5.12-5 shows the proximity of Ballona Lagoon/Grand Canal to the
VPP and the north end of the Pacific Avenue Alignment Alternative. Figure 5.12-8 shows the length of
Pacific Avenue from the pedestrian bridge at Lighthouse Street southeast to Via Marina, as well as
Ballona Lagoon flanking it on the northeast side. The latter figure also shows that residences line both
sides of Pacific Avenue at its southeast end where it meets Via Marina.

Figure 5.12-7 discloses the view of the receive site area as seen from the entrance channel, while
Figure 5.12-9 shows the southeast terminus of this alignment alternative and the receive site for micro-
tunneling under the Marina Del Rey entrance channel and Ballona Creek. The receive site would be close
to the observation platform overhanging the revetment (upper image).
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(Top): Looking Northwest along Pacific Ave. from the Intersection with
Via Marina (VP 9). (Bottom): Looking Southeast along Ballona Lagoon
and Pacific Ave. from the Pedestrian Bridge at Lighthouse St.(VP 10).

Figure 5.12-8
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 (Top): View of Receive Site and Construction/Laydown Area from the Corner of Pacific Ave.
and Via Marina, Looking Northeast (VP 9). (Bottom): View along the North Jetty Promenade

from Observation Platform at End of Pacific Ave. and Via Marina (VP 11).

Figure 5.12-9
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DOCKWEILER BEACH ALIGNMENT

The cut-and-cover method of construction for this alternative was considered in the EIR but was deemed
not viable due to numerous construction-related impacts; therefore, it is not detailed in this assessment.
However, the tunneling method of construction is analyzed in this section

WESTCHESTER/PLAYA DEL REY

Pacific Avenue/Vista Del Mar Alignment
Sensitivity –At the northerly end of this alignment, the alignment extends to a push site for micro-
tunneling under the entrance channel to either the Pacific Avenue or the Via Marina Alternative
Alignments on the north side of the entrance channel. Here there is a boat launch ramp that may be
affected due to construction of the push site, a bicycle path, a fishing bridge, and a residential area. The
construction/laydown area that would support the micro-tunneling activities would be in the parking lot
along the southwest side of the bridge. Views from areas of recreation and residential land uses, including
the associated access routes, are highly sensitive.

The parking lot for Del Rey Lagoon Park provides access not only to the park, but also to Dockweiler
Beach via a path that leads from the parking lot. Views from Pacific Avenue, the residences along it, Del
Rey Lagoon Park, the parking lot at the park, and the beach access path, are all highly sensitive.

Critical Views–All of the views noted would be considered critical, as they are of the highest sensitivity
and would include the proposed Project construction activities within the foreground. Most critical of
these along Pacific Avenue would be the ones from the bicycle path, the fishing bridge, the residential
area along Pacific Avenue, Del Rey Lagoon Park, and the beach access path. Figure 5.12-10 shows views
from the bridge over Ballona Creek, looking southeast. The upper image shows the push site area to the
north of the bridge (left). The lower image is a better view of the residential area along Pacific Avenue.
The bridge links the bicycle path, which is along the jetty separating the entrance channel and Ballona
Creek and the stretch of Dockweiler Beach south of the channel and creek.

Figure 5.12-11 shows the scene from the intersection of 66th Avenue and Pacific Avenue, looking
northwest and north, which includes the residential area along Pacific Avenue, with a glimpse of Del Rey
Lagoon Park. Figure 5.12-12 presents two panoramas of this park, which abuts Pacific Avenue and from
which details of Project construction activities would be visible. Along Vista Del Mar, there are multi-
story residences, as seen in Figure 5.12-13, which presents photographs from the intersection at
Waterview Street and a representative view from the Vista Del Mar. These street-based views are
considered to generally represent those from the residences.

CHANNEL CROSSING

The launch shafts and the two alternative receptor sites, associated with micro-tunneling under the Marina
Del Rey entrance channel and Ballona Creek, would be within public view. These sites are addressed
relative to the cut-and-cover alternative alignments.
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Views from Pacific Ave. Bridge; (Top): Push Site in Parking Lot for
Under-Channel Alignment; (Bottom): View to Southeast along

Pacific Ave., Showing Bicycle Path in Foreground (VP 12).

Figure 5.12-10

Where is the Push Option 1
shaft site?

Where is the Push Option 1
shaft site?



(Top) Pacific Ave. and 66th Ave. Looking Northwest,
and (Bottom) Looking North (VP 13); Del Rey Lagoon

Park is Seen to the Right.

Figure 5.12-11City of Los Angeles
Venice Pumping Plant
Dual Force Main Project
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Panoramic Views of Del Rey Lagoon Park (Top):
Looking to the Northwest, and (Bottom): Looking to

the Southeast (VP 14).

Figure 5.12-12
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(Top) Vista del Mar and Waterview St. Looking Northwest to
North; and (Bottom) Looking East to Southeast (VP 15).

Figure 5.12-13
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LARGE-DIAMETER (MINED) TUNNELING ALIGNMENT ALTERNATIVES

There are four Mined-Tunnel Alignment alternatives, which would present noticeable disturbance above
ground at the sites for the starter and extraction shaft sites. These sites are within highly sensitive views
from beach recreation sites, residential areas, and a designated scenic highway (Vista Del Mar).
Alternatives 1 and 2 call for cut-and-cover construction as well, which would also be within recreational
oriented and/or residential views.

Alternative 2: LAX - Dockweiler Beach
Sensitivity –This alternative calls for a mined-tunnel connection from the LAX property launch shaft to
the extraction shaft on Dockweiler Beach and cut-and-cover connections between the VPP and the
extraction shaft. The views affected by starter shaft and associated laydown area would be from Vista Del
Mar (scenic highway) and residences lining the northeast side of Napoleon Street. As noted earlier,
residential views and those from designated scenic highways are highly sensitive. The sensitive views
potentially affected by the extraction shaft and the cut-and-cover part of the alignment were described
relative to Alternative 1.

Critical Views –Figure 5.12-14, upper image, shows the general area for the starter shaft and laydown
area for this alternative. Foreground views from the designated scenic highway (Vista Del Mar) and
residences shown are of the greatest sensitivity and are highly critical. Critical views including the
extraction shaft site for this alternative and the cut-and-cover part of the alignment are the same as for
Alternative 1.

Alternative 3: Direct Mined-Tunnel Connection from LAX Property to Venice Pumping Plant Via
Dockweiler Beach
Sensitivity and Critical Views –This alternative alignment would be a mined-tunnel construction
alternative from the starter shaft on the LAX property directly to the extraction shaft in the vacant lot
northwest of Hurricane Street and opposite the VPP, via Dockweiler Beach. Views of the starter shaft
have been discussed relative to Alternative 2. As for Alternative 2, there would be as much as 300 feet of
cut-and-cover construction from the starter shaft to the junction with the existing CIS under Vista Del
Mar to the southwest.

The extraction shaft would be in the vacant lot across Hurricane Street from the VPP, as shown in
Figure 5.12-5. The sensitivity and critical nature of the affected views potentially affected by the
extraction shaft have been discussed relative to the Via Marina/Marquesas Way cut-and-cover alignment
alternative.



City of Los Angeles
Venice Pumping Plant
Dual Force Main Project

Views from the Vista del Mar-Napoleon St. Intersection; (Top):
LAX Site, Looking East to Southeast; and (Bottom): Dockweiler

Beach and Vista del Mar, Looking Northwest (VP 16).

Figure 5.12-14
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(Top): Extraction Shaft Alternate Sites at
Dockweiler Beach near Hurricane St. (VP 17);

and (Bottom): at Venice Pumping Plant (VP 6).

Figure 5.12-15
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Alternative 4: Direct Mined-Tunnel Connection from LAX Property to Venice Pumping Plant
Under Ballona Lagoon
Sensitivity and Critical Views –This alternative alignment would be a continuous mined-tunnel
construction alternative from the starter shaft on LAX property to the extraction shaft in the vacant lot on
the northwest side of Hurricane Street, across from the VPP. The tunnel would be inland from the beach
and generally under Vista Del Mar, Pacific Avenue and Ballona Lagoon. The starter shaft site and
associated laydown site areas are shown in Figure 5.12-14, and sensitive and critical views relative to it
have been described regarding Alternatives 2 and 3. Figure 5.12-15 shows the area within which the
extraction shaft would be constructed. The laydown area is also expected to be within this vacant lot. The
sensitivity and criticality of views from residences and the Grand Canal have been discussed relative to
the Marquesas Way/Via Marina Alignment and the Pacific Avenue Alternative alignments.

VISUAL CHARACTER

In conformance with CEQA, detailed descriptions of the existing visual character and quality of the
Project vicinity are limited to those views deemed to be “critical,” as defined in Section 2.1 of the 
Technical Study (provided in Appendix I). Accordingly, attention is directed primarily to those
moderately to highly sensitive views that would be most affected by a Proposed Action. Where the
greatest of impact intensity may occur, low sensitivity views will also be considered. The assessment of
visual character serves as the baseline for the quality of Visual/Aesthetic Resources. The estimated visual
impacts of the Project will be compared with the baseline conditions to assess the degree of adverse
change (intensity) and significance of the potential impacts to the following:

 Inherent landscape features;
 Patterns; and
 Existing visual conditions.

Landscape character and existing visual conditions within critical public views are provided in Appendix I.

5.12.2 Thresholds of Significance
CEQA defines significant impacts as those having a “substantial, or potentially substantial, adverse 
change in any of the physical conditions within the area affected by the project, including … objects of … 
aesthetic significance” (Article 20, Section 15382). 

Appendix G of CEQA (Environmental Checklist) more specifically identifies four areas of concern
regarding a project’s potential impact on aesthetics:

 Substantial, adverse effects on a scenic vista;
 Substantial damage to scenic resources, including, but not limited to, trees, rock outcroppings, and historic

buildings within [view from] a state scenic highway;
 Substantial degradation of existing visual character or quality of a site and its surroundings; and
 Creation of a new source of substantial light or glare that would adversely affect day or nighttime views in

the area.

A significant impact is, in accordance with the CEQA definition, a substantial, or potentially substantial,
adverse change in the visual resources of the affected environment. An adverse “change,” relative to 
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visual impact assessment occurs when features are changed, introduced, made less visible, or are
removed, such that the resultant effect on public views is perceptibly incongruous with their inherent
character. Changes that seem uncharacteristic are those that appear out of place, discordant, or distracting.
The intensity of a visual impact depends upon how noticeable the adverse change may be. Noticeability is
a function of project features and their context and viewing conditions (angle of view, distance, primary
viewing directions, lighting, etc.). Four levels of visual impact intensity (noticeability) may occur. These
are termed “Visual Modification Classes” (VM Classes) and are defined in Table 2, Attachment A of 
Appendix I. Significant (substantial) changes (significant visual impacts) are further defined as those that
would:

 Result in an inconsistency with laws, ordinances, regulations, and standards (LORS) applicable to the
protection of visual resources; or

 Cause a perceptible reduction of visual quality. The perception that visual quality has been reduced is partly
a function of public sensitivity to adverse visual impacts. Table 2, Attachment A of Appendix I summarizes
the relationship of impact intensity, sensitivity, and the perceived reduction in visual quality.

A third criterion is generally applied which stipulates that an impact must endure for greater than 1 year
before it may be considered to be significant. However, in this assessment, no particular duration is
stipulated because much of the sensitivity for the potentially affected views is due to recreation activities
and sites in the vicinity of the Project.

The value to the public of a single peak-use season is assumed to be extremely important, and any
substantial, adverse visual impacts on the aesthetics of the area during this period are considered to be
significant, even if temporary or short term. Since no information is available regarding when Project
construction would commence, it is assumed that construction would occur during the late spring and
summer months.

According to CEQA, Threshold of Significance is that point where an adverse visual impact is deemed to
be substantial (i.e., a perceptible reduction in visual quality). CEQA offers no specific criteria for what is
deemed “substantial.” Therefore, criteria from other sources have been used to provide a systematic 
approach to this issue, which is summarized in Table 3, Attachment A of Appendix I. The matrix in the
table illustrates the relationship of public sensitivity, impact intensity, and what is considered to be a
substantial visual impact. The criteria are based upon the principles common to the three primary federal
systems for visual resource management and analysis (United States Department of Agriculture, Soil
Conservation Service, 1995; United States Department of Interior, Bureau of Land Management, 1978;
USDOT, Federal Highway Administration, 1981). This approach has been applied to numerous CEQA-
compliant documents over a 15-year period.

CITY OF LOS ANGELES CEQA THRESHOLDS

The City of Los Angeles Draft CEQA Thresholds Guide offers a list of 12 areas of concern to consider in
assessing the significance of an impact in accordance with the CEQA Checklist. However, no specific
significance criteria accompany this guideline to use in making that determination. Moreover, the
Marquesas Way/Via Marina Alignment Alternative is not within the City of Los Angeles, so the City
Guidelines do not apply to this alignment alternative.
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In the absence of specific significance criteria in the City of Los Angeles Draft CEQA Thresholds Guide
or for projects within the County of Los Angeles, the methodology in Attachment A, specifically the
matrix in Table 3 in Attachment A of Appendix I has been applied to the determination of significance.
Note that all of the City of Los Angeles “Thresholds Guide” issues of concern are considered, as 
appropriate, in this assessment but are grouped relative to the four CEQA Checklist issues. An exception
occurs for the City’s concern over Project-caused shading. The current CEQA Checklist does not require
consideration of shading. That notwithstanding, this City issue of concern is listed along with the CEQA-
related issues.

AES-1: Would the proposed Project or its alternatives cause a substantial degradation of existing
visual character or quality of a site and its surroundings?
The City of Los Angeles Draft Thresholds Guide directs that; “The determination shall be made on a 
case-by-case basis, considering the following factors:”

 The amount or relative proportion of existing features or elements that substantially contribute to the valued
visual character or image of a neighborhood, community, or localized area, which would be removed,
altered, or demolished;

 The amount of natural open space to be graded or developed;
 The degree to which proposed structures in natural open space areas would be effectively integrated into

the aesthetics of the site, through appropriate design, etc;
 The degree of contrast between proposed features and existing features that represent the valued aesthetic

image of an area;
 The degree to which a proposed zone change would result in buildings that would detract from the existing

style or image of the area due to density, height, bulk, setbacks, signage, or other physical elements; and
 The degree to which the project would contribute to the aesthetic value of an area.

AES-2: Would the proposed Project or its alternatives cause substantial, adverse effects on a
scenic vista?
This CEQA issue of concern is interpreted in this assessment as addressing the degree to which Project-
related features interfere with a scenic vista, either by obstructing it or interfering with access to it. The
City of Los Angeles Draft CEQA Thresholds Guide is relevant to this CEQA issue as follows:

 The extent of obstruction (e.g., total blockage, partial interruption, or minor diminishment) of recognized or
valued views (such as natural topography, settings, manmade or natural features of visual interest, and
resources such as mountains or the ocean); and

 The extent to which the Project affects recognized views available from a length of a public roadway, bike
path, or trail, as opposed to a single, fixed vantage point.

AES-3: Would the proposed Project or its alternatives cause substantial damage to scenic
resources, including, but not limited to, trees, rock outcroppings, and historic buildings, within view
from a state scenic highway ?
One issue expressed by the City of Los Angeles Draft CEQA Thresholds Guide is relevant to this CEQA
issue:

 Whether the project affects views from a designated scenic highway, corridor, or parkway.
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AES-4: Would the proposed Project or alternatives result in a new source of substantial light or
glare that would adversely affect day or nighttime views in the area?
Relative to the City of Los Angeles Draft CEQA Thresholds Guide, the factors that are to be considered
in determining whether the Project would have a significant impact through nighttime illumination are:

 The change in ambient illumination levels as a result of Project sources; and
 The extent to which project lighting would spill off the Project site and affect adjacent light-sensitive areas.

AES-5: Would the proposed Project or alternatives result in substantial negative shadow effects
on nearby shadow-sensitive uses?
The City of Los Angeles Draft CEQA Thresholds Guide requires the consideration of the potential impact
of shading by project-related structures. The current CEQA Checklist does not require consideration of
shading; however, it did so at the time the Draft Thresholds Guide was prepared and is, therefore, listed
here as an issue to be addressed. However, the analysis does not address this issue because the Project has
no potential to create any shading impacts as defined by the City guidelines.

AES-6: Would the proposed Project or alternatives result in visual impacts that would not be
consistent with applicable rules and regulations?
This impact is not expressed in the CEQA Checklist, but is listed in the City of Los Angeles Draft CEQA
Thresholds Guide. As stated above, it is interpreted as asking whether the Project and its alternatives
would result in any inconsistencies with applicable plans, policies, objectives, standards, ordinances,
regulations or statutes.

5.12.3 Environmental Resources Impacts
The visible changes that would be brought about by the proposed Project and its alternatives, and their
potential to create aesthetic impacts, are evaluated in detail in this section relative to each alignment
alternative, as well as relative to the several construction alternatives to the propose Project (Mined-
Tunneling Alignment alternatives). The significance of these visual impacts has been determined by
applying criteria summarized is Section 5.12-2 (and detailed in Attachment A of Appendix I), and the
guidelines developed by the City of Los Angeles.

Marina Del Rey Alternative: Marquesas Way/Via Marina
Critical sensitive public views and existing visual conditions are described in Sections 2.1 and 2.2 of this
Technical Appendix. The methodology for the following impact assessment is presented in detail in
Attachment A of Appendix I.

The critical sensitive viewing positions along this alignment alternative include those from:

 Via Marina, a scenic highway and scenic drive;
 Aubrey E. Austin Park;
 North Jetty Promenade, east end;
 Marina Del Rey entrance channel;
 Marquesas Way, Via Dolce, and adjoining residences;
 Residences along the Grand Canal near the VPP;
 Grand Canal; and
 Residences at the northeast end of Hurricane Street.
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OVERVIEW: EXISTING VISUAL CONDITIONS RELATIVE TO PROPOSED PROJECT FEATURES

Via Marina, Aubrey E. Austin Park, North Jetty Promenade, and Entrance Channel
The existing visual conditions for these critical views are all VMC 1: from positions along or within these
sensitive public roads and areas, features within view have not been noticeably modified unfavorably by
past activities (see Section 2.2 of the Technical Study provided in Appendix I). That is, no noticeably
incongruous features are in sight. These existing views are shown in Figures 5.12-2–5.12-7. The Project
activities and equipment associated with cut-and-cover pipeline installation and the construction and
operation of the push and receive sites along this alignment alternative would be industrial in visual
character. As such, these Project features would be incongruous with the established settings for the
several potentially affected views.

From Via Marina, at its intersection with Marquesas Way, for about 0.5 mile to the southeast, cut-and-
cover construction would occur in one of the two lanes serving travel to the southeast. At end of the in-
street construction, the alignment would angle to the south into a parking lot serving nearby residences
and proceed for approximately 1,000 feet to the tie-in with the under-channel pipeline at the receive site.
For the length of the in-street construction, motorists would be restricted to one lane of travel and pass
close to the cut-and-cover construction activities in the second lane. Where the alignment crosses over
into the parking lot, one or more mature trees would be removed due to trenching activities and the
movement of equipment. In the parking lot mentioned, cut-and-cover construction would be within the
immediate foreground of residences along the southwest side of the lot, as well as in the foreground of
views from the scenic highway/drive. To a limited extent, such activity would also be noticed from
Aubrey E. Austin Park and the east end of the North Jetty Promenade. However, it would not be visible
from the entrance channel due to intervening structures and vegetation.

The construction activity associated with the receive site would be in the foreground of views from the
park and promenade, the residences noted, Via Marina, and, to a lesser extent, from the northwest lane of
the entrance channel.

Marquesas Way, Via Dolce, and Adjoining Residences
The existing visual conditions for views from Marquesas Way and the adjoining residences is VMC 1
(Section 2.2). No incongruous features are within view.

Under push site Option 1, there would be no construction along Marquesas Way or within the “island” at 
the intersection with Via Dolce. Here, micro-tunneling would occur from the push site northeast of the
Via Marina/Marquesas Way intersection to the receive site in the vacant lot across from the VPP. A small
part of the cut-and-cover construction at Via Marina would be briefly in view but would be at a distance
and not within primary views from most of the residences or along much of the street. An exception
would occur for motorists driving on Marquesas Way when approaching the stop light at Via Marina.
Here in-street construction would be seen for a relatively short part of the alignment where it would tie in
with the micro-tunneling from the nearby parking lot northeast of the intersection.

Under push site Option 2, however, construction/laydown site for this option would be in the foreground
of views from Marquesas Way, Via Dolce, and their adjoining residences. It would be located in the
island defined by the intersection of Marquesas Way and Via Dolce (Figure 5.12-2, lower image).
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Moreover, a public beach access path starts near the construction/laydown site and runs along the east
side of Ballona Lagoon to the south. From the beginning of this path, the construction/laydown site would
be within the foreground. The push site shaft would be in the vacant lot shown in the upper image of
Figure 5.12-4. The construction activities here would be in the foreground of residences along the
northeast side of Via Dolce at its intersection with Marquesas Way.

The activities and equipment associated with cut-and-cover pipeline installation along Marquesas Way,
the construction/laydown area, and the construction and operation of push site Option 2. The shaft site
would be screened by an acoustic curtain from 20 –30 feet tall on four sides. Cranes would be
substantially in view above these curtains, and truck traffic to and from the sites would occur
intermittently throughout the construction shifts. As such, these Project features would be incongruous
with the established settings for these potentially affected views.

Grand Canal Residences, Grand Canal, and Hurricane Street Residences
From residences along the east side of the Grand Canal and the Grand Canal itself, the VPP dominates
views and the existing visual condition is VMC 4. This would also be true for residences along the
northeast end of Hurricane, for views to the east. Given the visual dominance of the plant, the existing
visual conditions are rated VMC 4. This means that for the views from the residences noted and the canal
the existing visual quality is at its lowest.

Push site Option 2 and the receive site, both shown in Figure 5.12-4, would be in the foreground of the
residences lining the east side of the canal, the canal itself, and residences at the northeast end of
Hurricane Street. The receive site, like the push site, would be screened by an acoustic curtain 20 to 30
feet tall. Cranes would be well in view above these curtains, and truck traffic to and from the sites would
occur at different points of the day. The curtained construction area and visible equipment would appear
industrial and be incongruous with the generally residential setting.

Impact Intensity, Significance and Duration
The visual impacts for this alignment are discussed and summarized below relative to the thresholds for
significance noted in Section 5.12.2.

AES-1 The proposed Project or its alternatives would cause a substantial degradation of existing
visual character or quality of a site and its surroundings. The impact would be significant but
temporary as well as long term.
Concerning the six Los Angeles City Thresholds for Significance that are grouped under AES-1, the
visual impacts are summarized as follows:

 One or more mature street trees, which contribute substantially to the value of the scenic highway/drive
status of Via Marina, would be removed;

 No natural open space would be graded or developed;
 No structures are proposed for any natural open space;
 There would be a high degree of contrast between proposed features and existing features representing the

valued aesthetic image of the area;
 No zone change is proposed; or
 There would be no positive contribution to the aesthetic value of the area.
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Certain critical public views would affected by the Project to the point that the impact would be
significant. However, the duration would be temporary. Elsewhere, the VPP has adversely affected the
quality of critical public views to the point that the additional impact of the Project would not
significantly affect these views. The impact would worsen the existing visual quality, but the current
visual condition, due to the VPP, is already at the lowest rating. A more detailed analysis follows.

Via Marina and Adjoining Residences –As noted, the Existing Visual Conditions for views from this
designated scenic highway/drive are VMC 1. From this road the following Project features would be
within foreground views, proceeding from its intersection with Marquesas Way to where it turns to the
southwest:

 The 10- 12,000 square feet construction/laydown area for push site option 1;
 The push site option 1 shaft construction area within the Via Marina/Marquesas Way intersection;
 Cut-and-cover construction along 0.5 mile of roadway and approximately 1,000 feet of parking lot;
 The receive site near the entrance channel.

These activities and their associated equipment and workforce would dominate views from this road and
its flanking residences and would be industrial in character and incongruous with the setting. Note that the
push site would occupy much of the Via Marina/Marquesas Way intersection and would be surrounded
by an acoustic curtain 20 –30 feet high. The equipment and activity within the curtains would be
screened from view, but a crane would be substantially taller than the curtains. The site would have an
apparent mass of a two- to three-story building due to the curtains.

The construction/laydown area, if square in configuration, would occupy an area 110 feet on a side. This
storage of industrial equipment in a parking lot currently serving recreation and commercial uses within
Marina Del Rey would appear discordant and dominate views.

Cut-and-cover construction along a 0.5-mile length of Via Marina would be immediately proximate to
residences and motorists using this scenic highway. The associated activity and equipment would displace
the current positive aesthetic features along the drive and dominate the views. A separate concern is the
transition of the in-street construction to the parking lot, which would require the removal of one or more
trees on the southwest side of Via Marina. This would be a noticeable loss of a valued visual resource.

From northwest end of Via Marina to the southeast where it passes by Aubrey E. Austin Park, the visual
conditions would change from VMC 1 to VMC 4 (dominant), representing an Impact Intensity Level 3
(Table 3, Attachment A of Appendix I). Within a highly sensitive view, such an impact would be
significant.

The loss of the street tree(s) would be long term, requiring many years to be mitigated by the maturation
of new plantings. The duration of the other impacts is uncertain, as it is not known to what degree certain
activities would occur concurrently. The cut-and-cover construction would last for about 3 months, and it
is likely that most of the push and receive site construction would be completed concurrently. If not, the
cumulative construction could last for about 5 months. In either case, the time frame would be considered
to be temporary. Conclusion: the impact would be significant and primarily temporary, except for the loss
of mature street trees, which would be a long-term impact.
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Aubrey E. Austin Park, North Jetty Promenade, East End, and Marina Del Rey Entrance Channel
–The Existing Visual Condition for views from this these critical public viewing areas is VMC 1. The
most critical of these views is that from the park, followed by those from the promenade and the entrance
channel. The only Project feature that would affect views from the park and promenade would be the
5,000 square feet construction/laydown area for receive site for the under-channel tunnel boring and the
shaft site itself. The cut-and-cover construction would be largely obscured by the intervening street trees
and hedges (see Figure 5.12-6).

The receive site would be surrounded by a 20- to 30-foot-tall acoustic curtain and would be peripheral to
the primary views from the park. Given the parks proximity to the entrance channel, it is assumed that
views most usually would be directed away from the receive site and toward the boating activity in the
entrance channel and the ocean to the southwest. This would also be true for views from the North Jetty
Promenade, which is proximate to the entrance channel. Also, views from the promenade toward the
receive site are screened by mature trees within the park. Regarding views from the entrance channel,
they would tend to be focused along the entrance channel either to the northeast or southwest, in the
directions of travel.

The most critical of these views are those from the park. Although most viewing might be away from the
receive site, the park is oriented for viewing to the northwest as well (toward the receive site). A
conservative approach would be to assume that substantial attention is directed toward Via Marina and
the receive site. Accordingly, the site would attract considerable attention to the point of competing with
other features in view, if not dominating attention. The two- to three-story curtained area would appear
out of place and discordant, not appearing to be an inherent feature of the largely residential area. The
resulting visual condition would be VMC 3 (co-dominant). The change in visual conditions would be
Intensity Level 2. Within a highly sensitive view, such impact intensity would be considered to be
significant, although the cumulative duration of construction activities at the receive site would be
7 weeks and, therefore, temporary.

Due to the primary direction of views from the promenade and the entrance channel, coupled with
screening by vegetation and attenuation by distance (for the Channel views), the affect of constructing the
receive site at Via Marina is not expected to be substantial (not significant).

Marquesas Way, Via Dolce, and Adjoining Residences –The existing visual conditions for potentially
affected views from these roads and residences is currently VMC 1. From these roads and residences, the
following Project features would be within foreground views:

 The 10- to 12,000 square feet construction/laydown area for push site option 2;
 The push site option 2 shaft construction area;
 Cut-and-cover construction along Marquesas Way/Via Dolce that would connect with the push site

Option 2 shaft site.

These activities and associated equipment and workforce would dominate views from the roads and
residences noted. They would be industrial in character and incongruous with the setting. The
construction/laydown area, if it were square in configuration, would occupy an area up to 110 feet long on
each side, or an equilateral triangle up to 155 feet on a side (the available space is triangular). It would
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appear that there is insufficient area in the designated “island” location at the intersection of these two 
streets, as there is less than 6,000 square feet of space there. Use of this space for a construction/laydown
area is further complicated by the alignment of the cut-and-cover construction needed to bring the
pipeline to push site Option 2. The alignment seemingly would need to traverse the laydown area in order
to directly reach the push site, thereby diminishing the area available for laydown. Additional laydown
space may be available in the vacant lot next to the push site construction area, but that space is limited as
well. Consequently, some additional part of Via Dolce or Marquesas Way may have to serve as a
construction/laydown area.

Using the island for a construction/laydown area would likely cause the damage and removal of the large,
mature tree, as well as all of the landscape materials in the island. This island (see Figure 5.12-2) is an
entry statement for residential area and the visual focus of traffic along both streets. The loss of the tree
and other plantings would cause an irretrievable loss of visual quality.

The Option 2 push site, the 20 to 30-foot-tall acoustic curtained site would largely fill the vacant lot. This
two- to three-story curtain wall would be on all four sides of the site, and would look like a featureless
block structure incongruous with the setting. The crane inside the site would protrude well above the
curtain walls, and the necessary truck traffic would be visible intermittently throughout the day.

The effect of cut-and-cover construction would be the same as described for the Via Marina views. Views
from the roads would be dominated by the proximate construction. Additionally, since open-trench
construction would need to proceed more or less straight to the push site in the vacant lot, the planted
island area described above would be traversed by the alignment. The trench construction would
unavoidably destroy plantings and cut the roots of the mature tree in the island. Using the area as a
laydown site most likely would damage the tree, and trench construction would cause further damage.
Together, the activities could cause the tree to be removed.

The visual impacts associated with the construction of the Option 2 push site, its operation, the use of the
intersection island for a laydown site, and cut-and-cover construction would severally and together
dominate views with features incongruous with the setting. The existing visual conditions would change
from VMC 1 to VMC 4, representing and impact intensity of Level 3. Given the sensitivity of the views
affected, the impact would be significant.

The duration of the construction activities note is as follows. The Option 2 push site shaft would be
constructed within about 2 months, and the approximately 500 feet of cut-and-cover construction along
Marquesas Way that would be required for this push site would take about 3 to 4 weeks. It is assumed that
shaft construction and cut-and-cover activities would be concurrent, but at worst, if they were not, the
duration would extend to 3 months instead of 2. The impacts, while significant, would be temporary in
duration.

Grand Canal Residences, Grand Canal, and Hurricane Street Residences –The existing visual
conditions for potentially affected views from these roads and residences is currently VMC 4 due to the
presence of the VPP. From the residences and the canal, the following Project features would be within
foreground views:
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 The Option 2 push site; and
 The receive site in the vacant lot opposite the VPP.

These activities and equipment, activity, and workforce associated with the push site and receive site
would be co-dominant with the VPP. The appearance of the acoustic curtain-enclosed sites, the protruding
crane, and truck traffic have has been described relative to AES-1. These features would be industrial in
character and incongruous with the generally residential setting. However, because the Existing Visual
Conditions are VMC 4, the conditions could not substantially worsen and the impact, while adverse,
would not be significant. This adverse impact would endure for six weeks of construction for the receive
site, but this would be concurrent with the construction of the push site, which would last for about
2 months. The adverse impact would, therefore, be temporary.

AES-2 The proposed Project or its alternatives would cause substantial, adverse effects on scenic
vistas. The impact would be significant, primarily temporary but to a limited extent long term.
The impacts of the Project, relative to the two Los Angeles City Thresholds for Significance that are
grouped under AES-2, are summarized as follow:

 There would be a significant impact due to partial obstruction of recognized and valued views due roadside
cut-and-cover construction, construction/laydown areas, and optional push sites.

 The impact would significantly affect the recognized views currently available from lengths of public
roadways (Via Marina, Marquesas Way, and Via Dolce).

Via Marina is a designated scenic highway/drive, and the views from this road represent a continuous
series of scenic vistas culminating in view of the entrance channel. Also, there are scenic vistas from
Aubrey E. Austin Park and the North Jetty Promenade, which extend out across the entrance channel, but
in the case of the park, also extend along Via Marina. Furthermore, the views from the residences lining
the east bank of the Grand Canal near the VPP are highly scenic vistas, which include the canal and the
Ballona Lagoon to the southeast. The adverse impact on the views noted has been assessed in detail
relative to AES-1. That on views from Via Marina and Aubrey E. Austin Park would be significant and
primarily temporary, excepting the loss of street trees, which would be a long-term impact. The impact on
views from the Grand Canal residences, the Grand Canal, and Hurricane Street residences would be
adverse but not significant due to the existing effect of the VPP.

AES-3 The proposed Project or its alternatives would cause substantial damage to scenic
resources, including, but not limited to, trees, rock outcroppings, and historic buildings, within view
from a state scenic highway. The impact would be significant and long term.
The Los Angeles City Threshold factor for significance that is under AES-3 is as follows:

 The Project would significantly impact views from a designated scenic highway. This has been discussed.

The Project would result in the loss of mature street trees along Via Marina, a designated scenic highway
(designated by the County of Los Angeles) and one mature tree at the intersection of Via Dolce and
Marquesas Way. The impact of the loss of these trees has been described relative to AES-1, and would be
significant and long term.
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AES-4 The proposed Project or alternatives would not result in a new source of substantial light or
glare that would adversely affect day or nighttime views in the area.
No nighttime construction would be required for construction activities along the subject alignment
alternative. However, if there were, the acoustic curtains would shield such lighting from view. The Los
Angeles City Threshold factors for AES-4 do not, therefore, apply.

AES-5 The proposed Project or alternatives would not result in substantial negative shadow effects
on nearby shadow-sensitive uses.
There are no shadow-sensitive land uses in the vicinity of the proposed Project or its alternatives.

AES-6 The proposed Project or alternatives would result in visual impacts that would not be
consistent with applicable rules and regulations. The impact would, therefore, be significant, but it
would be temporary.
The applicable regulatory setting is the Los Angeles County LCP for Marina Del Rey, embodied in the
Marina Del Rey LUP and discussed in Section 3.2. Policy “e-3” of the Plan established Via Marina as a 
scenic drive, and the Scenic Highway Element of the County General Plan identifies Via Marina as a
scenic highway. It is assumed that unfettered and access to Via Marina and its continuous enjoyment by
the public is implicitly a policy of the Plan, as would be the protection from adverse impacts the views
from this road. The adverse impacts from Via Marina have been described and are deemed in this
assessment not to be consistent with the Plan. The impact would be temporary, however.

Venice Alignment Alternatives: Pacific Avenue Alignment
The critical sensitive viewing positions along this alignment alternative include those from:

 Hurricane Street and adjoining residences;
 Pacific Avenue and adjoining residences;
 Bikeway along Pacific Avenue;
 Ballona Lagoon/Grand Canal;
 Public beach access path along easterly side of Ballona Lagoon; and
 The North Jetty Promenade.

OVERVIEW: EXISTING VISUAL CONDITIONS RELATIVE TO PROPOSED PROJECT FEATURES

Hurricane Street, Grand Canal at Hurricane Street, and Adjoining Residences
The existing visual condition for views from the northeast end of Hurricane Street, the Grand Canal in
that immediate vicinity, and the residences nearby is VMC 4, as described in Section 2.2 of the Technical
Study (Appendix I). As noted there, the views are dominated by the VPP. It and the chain-link fenced lot
on the opposite side of the street are industrial in character. The VPP and lot are incongruous with the
residential context, with the VPP being the subject of the view.

Cut-and-cover construction would occur in one of the two lanes of Hurricane Street and would be in the
immediate foreground of motorists and residents along the street. Construction activities would also be
noticeable from the residences lining the east side of the Grand Canal just northeast of the end of the
street, as demonstrated in Figures 5.12-4 and 5.12-5.

Pacific Avenue and Residences, Southwest End of Via Marina, Bikeway, Ballona Lagoon, Beach
Access Path and North Jetty Promenade
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From these sensitive viewing positions, the existing visual conditions include no anomalous features
incongruous with the character of the area and are rated VMC 1. Cut-and-cover construction would be
within the foreground of views from the streets and residences listed, the bikeway, and the lagoon, but
would be viewed at a distance of over 270 feet from the beach access path running along the easterly side
of the lagoon. In addition, this alternative would require that a receive site be constructed along the North
Jetty Promenade at the intersection of Via Marina and Pacific Avenue. To construct the receive site and
the open-trench pipeline, one lane of Via Marina along the entrance channel and the adjoining public
parking would be used for a construction/laydown area.

Impact Intensity, Significance and Duration
The visual impacts for this alignment are discussed and summarized below relative to the thresholds for
significance noted in Section 5.12.2.

AES-1 The proposed Project or its alternatives would cause a substantial degradation of existing
visual character or quality of a site and its surroundings. The impact would be significant but
temporary.
Relative to the six Los Angeles City Thresholds for Significance that are grouped under AES-1, the
impacts are summarized as follows:

 No features contributing to valued visual character or neighborhood image would be removed, altered, or
demolished;

 No natural open space would be graded or developed;
 No structures are proposed for any natural open space;
 There would be a high degree of contrast between proposed features and existing features representing the

valued aesthetic image of the area;
 No zone change is proposed; and
 There would be no positive contribution to the aesthetic value of the area.

Most of the critical public views would be affected by the Project such that the impact would be
significant. However, the duration would be temporary. For views from Hurricane Street and residences
at its northeast end, as well as the Grand Canal and residences close to this end of the street, the VPP has
adversely affected the quality of critical public views to the point that the additional impact of the Project
would not significantly affect these views. The impact would worsen the existing visual quality, but the
current visual condition due to the VPP is already at the lowest rating. A more detailed analysis is
available in Appendix I.

AES-2 The proposed Project or its alternatives would cause substantial, adverse effects on scenic
vistas. The impact would be significant, primarily temporary but to a limited extent long term.
Relative to the two Los Angeles City Thresholds for Significance that are grouped under AES-2, the
impacts may be summarized as follows:

 There would be a significant impact due to partial obstruction of recognized and valued views due to
roadside cut-and-cover construction, construction/laydown areas, and a receive site; and

 The impact would significantly affect the recognized views currently available from lengths of public
roadways (Via Marina and Pacific Avenue) and the bike path along Pacific Avenue.
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Via Marina is a designated scenic highway/drive and the views from this road represent a continuous
series of scenic vistas culminating in views of the entrance channel. Also, there are scenic vistas from the
North Jetty Promenade, which extend out across the entrance channel. As well, scenic vistas of the
Ballona Lagoon from the Class II bikeway along Pacific Avenue would be significantly impacted by cut-
and-cover construction within the roadway. The potential adverse impact on the views noted has been
assessed in detail relative to AES-1 and has been considered to be significant but temporary.

AES-3 The proposed Project or its alternatives would not cause substantial damage to scenic
resources, including, but not limited to, trees, rock outcroppings, and historic buildings, within view
from a state scenic highway.
The Los Angeles City Threshold factor for Significance relevant to this CEQA issue and is summarized
as follows:

 The Project would significantly impact views from a designated scenic highway (see AES-1), but would
not impact any specific scenic resources.

The Project would not directly damage features contributing to the visual aesthetics of the potentially
affected views. Rather, the Project would introduce features into these views which are incongruous with
the established setting and would block specific views (for instance, the receive site would interfere with
views of the entrance channel from various viewing positions). These impacts have been addressed under
AES-1 and AES-2.

Views from a designated scenic highway (Via Marina) would be adversely affected, but aesthetic features
in view would not, as noted, be adversely impacted. A separate impact not specifically addressed by the
City of Los Angeles Thresholds is that access to a designated scenic highway would be eliminated,
temporarily (traffic would be restricted to local residence and controlled along one lane), as would access
to the Promenade and the entrance channel views by the temporary elimination of public parking in the
area. In essence, eliminating access to views represents an irretrievable loss of the resource (the scenic
highway and public parking at least partly serving as access to scenic views) for the period of
construction. This impact is addressed under AES-6 and would be temporary.

AES-4 The proposed Project or alternatives would not result in a new source of substantial light
or glare that would adversely affect day or nighttime views in the area.
No nighttime construction would be required for construction activities along the subject alignment
alternative. However, if there were, the acoustic curtains would shield such lighting from view. The Los
Angeles City Threshold factors for AES-4 do not, therefore, apply.

AES-5 The proposed Project or alternatives would not result in substantial negative shadow
effects on nearby shadow-sensitive uses.
There are no shadow-sensitive land uses in the vicinity of the proposed Project or its alternatives.

AES-6 The proposed Project or alternatives would result in visual impacts that would not be
consistent with applicable rules and regulations. The impact would, therefore, be significant, but it
would be temporary.
The applicable regulatory documents are the Venice Community Plan and the Venice LCP LUP, as this
alignment alternative lies entirely within the boundaries of Venice. Section 5.9 details the applicable plans
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and policies. Coastal Resources Goal 18 of the Venice Community Plan calls for the preservation of the
scenic and visual qualities of coastal areas. The policy is to assure that projects are visually compatible
with the character of surrounding areas. Moreover, design principles set forth in the Venice LUP requires
that views of distinctive visual resources not be significantly disturbed. As discussed relative to AES-1,
the Project would introduce features into view that are visually incompatible with the character of the
affected area. Also, views of the entrance channel would be directly impacted, and the entrance channel
arguably presents a distinctive visual resource. Because the Project would not be consistent with the
regulatory setting, the visual impacts described would be considered significant. They would, however, be
short term, lasting for about 7 months.

Westchester/Playa Del Rey Alignment Alternatives: Pacific Avenue/Vista Del Mar Alignment
The critical sensitive viewing positions along this alignment alternative include those from:

 Pacific Avenue Fishing Bridge;
 Bikeway along Pacific Avenue Bridge;
 Pacific Avenue and 62nd Street, including adjacent residences;
 Del Rey Lagoon and adjacent parking area;
 Dockweiler Beach Access from Pacific Avenue; and
 Vista Del Mar (scenic highway) and adjacent residences.

OVERVIEW: EXISTING VISUAL CONDITIONS RELATIVE TO PROJECT FEATURES

Pacific Avenue Fishing Bridge, Bikeway, Boat Launch, Pacific Avenue and 62nd Street, Residences
Along 62nd Street
The existing visual condition for these critical views is VMC 1, as described in Section 2.2 of the
Technical Study (Appendix I). Within views from positions along the bridge and bikeway, in the vicinity
of the boat launch, at the northwest end of Pacific Avenue, and along 62nd Street, there are no noticeably
incongruous features in sight. The existing views are shown in Figure 5.12-10. In this vicinity, the
activities and equipment associated with cut-and-cover construction, as well as the construction and
operation of the push site, would be within the immediate foreground. Such equipment and activities
would have a decidedly industrial appearance that would be incongruous with the recreation and
residential land uses and character there.

Pacific Avenue and Adjoining Residential Area, Del Rey Lagoon Park, Beach Access Path
From these sensitive viewing positions, the potentially affected views include no anomalous features
incongruous with the character of the area and are rated VMC 1. On Figures 5.12-11 and 5.12-12, the
residential area along Pacific Avenue, the adjacent Del Rey Lagoon Park, and one of its parking lots are
shown. Cut-and-Cover construction would be within the foreground of views from the street and
residences listed, Del Rey Lagoon Park and its parking lot, and the beach access path. Cut-and-cover
construction would occur in one of the two lanes of Pacific Avenue and would be in the immediate
foreground for park users, local residents, and those using the beach access path leading from the parking
area along Pacific Avenue that also serves the park.

Vista Del Mar and Adjacent Residences
As is the case for the other views from this alignment alternative, the existing visual conditions are
VMC 1, there being no noticeably incongruous features within view. On Figures 5.12-13 and 5.12-14, the
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terminus of the alignment where the new pipeline would tie in with the existing CIS, as well as the
character of the residential area and the quality of the ocean views available from this road, are shown.
Cut-and-cover construction would be within one lane of Vista Del Mar and, therefore, be in the
immediate foreground of views from the street and residences noted.

Impact Intensity, Significance and Duration
The visual impacts for this alignment are discussed and summarized below relative to the thresholds for
significance noted in Section 5.12.2.

AES-1 The proposed Project or its alternatives would cause a substantial degradation of existing
visual character or quality of a site and its surroundings. The impact would be significant but
temporary.
Relative to the six Los Angeles City Thresholds for Significance that are grouped under AES-1, the
impacts are summarized as follows:

 No features contributing to valued visual character or neighborhood image would be removed, altered, or
demolished;

 No natural open space would be graded or developed;
 No structures are proposed for any natural open space;
 There would be a high degree of contrast between proposed features and existing features representing the

valued aesthetic image of the area;
 No zone change is proposed; and
 There would be no positive contribution to the aesthetic value of the area.

The critical public views noted would be affected by the Project such that the impact would be significant.
The affected views are highly sensitive and Project construction activities would be within the immediate
foreground of these views. Of particular importance is that Vista Del Mar is a scenic highway; and
therefore, views from this road are especially important. However, the duration of the impacts noted
would be temporary.

A detailed impact assessment follows:

Pacific Avenue Fishing Bridge, Bikeway, Boat Launch, Pacific Avenue and 62nd Street, Residences
along 62nd Street
From these critical viewing positions, the following Project features would be within the foreground:

 The 10- to 12,000 square feet construction/laydown area for the push site;
 The push site; and
 Cut-and-cover construction at the northwest end of Pacific Avenue south of the entrance channel.

The activities, equipment, and workforce associated with these Project features would dominate these
views and be incongruous with the setting, as noted. The push site would be located in the parking lot
abutting the bridge on its northeast side. It would also have to accommodate some space for
construction/laydown, as the primary location for this, the parking lot abutting the southwest side of the
bridge, would be too small. Therefore, it is assumed that the push site would occupy the entire area
between the boat launch and the bridge, including the northeast end of 62nd Street. The associated
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construction/laydown site would occupy the entire parking lot flanking the southwest side of the bridge,
as well.

As has been noted before, the push site (like the receive sites) would be surrounded by an acoustic screen
that would be 20 to 30 feet high. A crane would be substantially higher than the curtain, so not all of the
equipment would be shielded from view. Also, truck traffic required for the delivery of materials and
supplies and muck hauling would be periodically within the subject views.

A limited stretch of cut-and-cover construction would affect the views noted, as this aspect of the Project
terminates at the push site. Here the trenched pipeline would be tied in with the under-channel pipeline.
Cut-and-cover construction would require a moveable construction/laydown area alongside of the open-
trench construction, as well as a portion of the parking lots noted.

The existing visual conditions would change from VMC 1 to VMC 4 (dominant, incongruous features),
representing an impact intensity of Level 3 (Table 3, Attachment A of Appendix I). Within a highly
sensitive view, such an impact would be significant.

The duration of the impact on the subject views, the push site must be completed prior to tunnel boring
and would require 2 months to construct. Tunnel boring would require from 1 to 2 months (Section 4.4,
Project Description). Cumulatively, push site construction and boring would therefore be completed over
a 4-month period. It is assumed that the short stretch of cut-and-cover construction within the subject
views would occur within this time frame. Consequently, the visual impact of construction would be
temporary.

Pacific Avenue and Adjoining Residential Area, Del Rey Lagoon Park, Beach Access Path
Relative to these critical viewing positions, it primarily would be cut-and-cover construction that would
adversely impact the visual quality of the area. However, truck traffic required for the construction and
operation of the push site, and for delivery of materials for open-trench construction, would also be within
view and pose an adverse impact.

The activities, equipment, and workforce associated with pipeline installation, and the truck traffic noted,
would occur within a few feet of the edge of Del Rey Lagoon Park, the nearby residences, parking for the
residences and lagoon, and the beach access path. The scale, proximity, contrast, and movement of the
equipment and workforce would unavoidably draw focused attention and dominate the scene. The
existing visual conditions would change from VMC 1 to VMC 4 (dominant, incongruous features),
representing an impact intensity of Level 3. Within the highly sensitive views noted, such an impact
would be significant.

There would be about 2,000 feet of cut-and-cover construction along Pacific Avenue up to where it
intersects with Vista Del Mar. At the rates of advance described in the summary Project Description in
Section 4.4, construction along this road would be complete within about 3.5 months. Consequently, the
visual impact of construction, while significant, would be temporary.
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Vista Del Mar and Adjacent Residences
As would be the case for the Pacific Avenue stretch of the alignment, along Vista Del Mar, the primary
aspect of the Project that would be within view would be cut-and-cover construction within one lane of
the roadway. The impact of this construction would be as described earlier relative to other foreground
views. There would be an impact of Level 3 intensity, and it would therefore be significant. The length of
Vista Del Mar that would be affected would be about 1,600 feet long. At the rate of advance projected, it
would take about 3 months to complete this part of the alignment. Therefore, the impact, while
significant, would be temporary.

AES-2 The proposed Project or its alternatives would cause substantial, adverse effects on scenic
vistas. The impact would be significant, primarily temporary but to a limited extent long term.
Relative to the two Los Angeles City Thresholds for Significance that are grouped under AES-2, the
impacts may be summarized as follows:

 There would be a significant impact due to partial obstruction of recognized and valued views due to the
construction and operation of a push site; and

 The impact would substantially affect recognized views currently available from a length of a public
roadway and a portion of a bikeway.

Vista Del Mar is a designated scenic highway, and the views from this road represent a continuous series
of scenic vistas of the Pacific Ocean and Dockweiler Beach. Also, there are scenic vistas from the
bikeway along the South Jetty, the Pacific Avenue Fishing Bridge, and 62nd Street, which extend out
across the entrance channel. The potential adverse impact on the views noted has been assessed in detail
relative to AES-1 and has been considered to be significant but temporary.

AES-3 The proposed Project or its alternatives would not cause substantial damage to scenic
resources, including, but not limited to, trees, rock outcroppings, and historic buildings, within view
from a state scenic highway.
One Los Angeles City Threshold factor for Significance is relevant to this CEQA issue and the impact is
summarized as follows:

 The Project would significantly impact views from a designated scenic highway (see AES-1 and -2), but
would not impact any specific scenic resources within view of a scenic highway.

The Project would not directly damage features contributing to the visual aesthetics of the potentially
affected views, particularly views from a scenic highway. Rather, the Project would introduce features
into these views which are incongruous with the established setting. These impacts have been addressed
under AES-1 and AES-2.

AES-4 The proposed Project or alternatives would not result in a new source of substantial light
or glare that would adversely affect day or nighttime views in the area.
No nighttime construction would be required for construction activities along the subject alignment
alternative. However, if there were, the acoustic curtains would shield such lighting from view. The Los
Angeles City Threshold factors for AES-4, therefore, do not apply.
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AES-5 The proposed Project or alternatives would not result in substantial negative shadow
effects on nearby shadow-sensitive uses.
There are no shadow-sensitive land uses in the vicinity of the proposed Project or its alternatives.

AES-6 The proposed Project or alternatives would result in visual impacts that would not be
consistent with applicable rules and regulations. The impact would, therefore, be significant, but it
would be temporary.
Section 5.9 details the applicable plans and policies. The applicable regulatory document is the Coastal
Resources chapter of the Westchester-Playa Del Rey Community Plan. Objective 18-5 is relevant:
“Preserve coastal visual resources by protecting and enhancing scenic views of the ocean and wetlands
from designated Scenic Highways, and public view sites.” Vista Del Mar is a designated scenic highway.

Policy 18-5.1 for this objective calls for the following relevant stipulations for siting and designing
development in order to:

 Protect public views to and along the ocean and scenic coastal areas;
 Be visually compatible with the character of the surrounding area; and
 Retain existing views from designated public view areas and scenic highways.

Under this policy, “all new development in the Coastal Zone, including public works and recreational 
facilities, should be subordinate to its setting, and minimized in height and bulk to the extent feasible to
accomplish view protection (emphasis added).” Siting the pipeline construction within a designated 
scenic highway is inconsistent with this policy. Doing so does not protect views to and long the ocean; the
activities, equipment and workforce needed will be visually incompatible with the character of the
surrounding area; and closing off one lane of this highway will substantially limit public enjoyment of
this scenic highway.

Consequently, the impact of the Project is significant due to its inconsistency with Policy 18-5.1. The
duration of the impact would be about 2 months, so, while significant, the impact would be temporary.

MINED-TUNNEL CONSTRUCTION ALTERNATIVES

The Mined-Tunnel Construction Alternatives comprise three viable alternative alignments. All require a
starter shaft on LAX land southeast of the Napoleon Street/Vista Del Mar intersection. Alternative 2
requires an extraction shaft on Dockweiler Beach at the end of Hurricane Street and cut-and-cover
construction to tie the pipeline to the VPP. Alternatives 3 and 4 entail direct, continuous tunneling from
the LAX starter shaft to an extraction shaft in a vacant lot at the northeast end of Hurricane Street across
from the VPP. Alternatives 3 and 4, relative to aboveground features, would be identical. Rather than by
alternative, the impacts will be assessed relative to:

 The starter shaft;
 The extraction shaft at Dockweiler Beach;
 The extraction shaft at the VPP. and

To summarize, Alternatives 3 and 4 would have the potential for significant, but short-term visual impacts
due to the starter shaft, but would affect primarily private, residential views. Alternative 2 would have
same “starter shaft” impacts--significant, but short term—but would also have the potential for
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significant—albeit temporary—“extraction shaft” impacts that would affect private residential views, but
also public views from Dockweiler Beach. Additionally, Alternative 2 would have the potential for
significant, temporary visual impacts due to cut-and-cover construction of the Hurricane Street part of the
alignment.

There will be no detailed discussion of the Hurricane Street cut-and-cover construction, as the impact on
residential views along this street has been discussed relative to the Pacific Avenue Alternative Alignment
within Venice. For Alternative 2, cut-and-cover construction would extend from the southwest end of
Hurricane Street about 785 feet to the VPP, whereas for the Pacific Avenue alignment, it would extend
about 450 feet from Pacific Avenue to the Plant. The nature and intensity of the impact would be the
same. The Existing Visual Conditions are VMC 1 until reaching the plant, where they are VMC 4. The
construction activities, equipment and workforce would dominate views (VMC 4), representing a
substantial reduction in visual quality for views from most of Hurricane Street (impact intensity Level 3).
The impact would, therefore, be significant. The 785-foot alignment would be completed in less than 6
weeks, so it will be temporary in duration.

IMPACT INTENSITY, SIGNIFICANCE AND DURATION

AES-1 The proposed Project or its alternatives would cause a substantial degradation of existing
visual character or quality of a site and its surroundings. The impact would be significant but short
term.
Relative to the six Los Angeles City Thresholds for Significance that are grouped under AES-1, the
impacts are summarized as follows:

 No features contributing to valued visual character or neighborhood image would be removed, altered, or
demolished;

 Natural open space would be graded or developed;
 A Structures is proposed for a natural open space;
 There would be a high degree of contrast between proposed features and existing features representing the

valued aesthetic image of the area;
 No zone change is proposed; and
 There would be no positive contribution to the aesthetic value of the area.

The critical public views noted would be affected by the Project such that the impact would be significant.
The affected views are highly sensitive and Project construction activities would be within the foreground
of these views. Of particular importance are views from nearby residences and Vista Del Mar, a scenic
highway. However, the duration of the impacts noted would be short term, lasting for about 2 years.

A detailed impact assessment follows:

STARTER SHAFT

The critical sensitive viewing positions potentially affected by the construction and operation of the
starter shaft are from:

 The residences lining the northeast side of Napoleon Street and facing the Site;
 The beach access path along Napoleon Street; and
 Vista Del Mar, a scenic highway.
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The existing visual conditions are VMC 1 for these potentially affected views. The starter shaft site
would require about 12,000 square feet of space, including space for a construction/laydown site, and
would be enclosed by a 20- to 30-foot-tall acoustic curtain just as would the push and receive sites
relative to the bored tunneling construction alternatives. There will be two cranes on site that will be taller
than the curtains, so these would be visible. The remainder of the facilities within this site would be
screened from view. However, the 15 daily truck round trips would be noticeable, and there would be as
much as 300 feet of cut-and-cover construction to tie the pipeline to the existing CIS within Vista Del
Mar.

Residences and Beach Access Path
The beach access path runs along the fence skirting the northerly side of the LAX property along
Napoleon Street. Views from there are closely similar to those from the residence on the other side of
Napoleon, except that the residences are multi-story and views from the upper stories would be more
elevated. Figure 5.12-14 shows the vacant LAX land in which the starter shaft would be sited, seen from
viewpoint (VP) 16 (see Figure 5.12-1). This land appears substantially natural; there are no structures, but
there are several unobtrusive roads within this area. The location of the site is approximate in this
photograph. If it were to be sited as shown in Figure 5.12-1, it would be over 700 feet away from the
viewing position from which the photograph was taken. By way of contrast, the nearest residence on
Napoleon Street would be about 224 feet from the center point of this site, as shown in Figure 1. If the
configuration of the starter shaft site were to be square, the site would be about 110 feet on a side (12,000
square feet). This means that the edge closest to the residences would be at least 55 feet closer than the
center of the site, or just 164 feet. Seen at that distance, which is about half the length of a football field, a
20- to 30-foot-tall “box” 110 feet on a side would attract considerable attention, particularly since the 
open land around the site is featureless and some of the residences are oriented directly toward the site.
Stated differently, the shaft site would be as tall as the residences from which it would be viewed, but it
would occupy substantially more square footage.

Given that the land around the starter shaft site is vacant and that the starter shaft site would command
attention to the point of at least competing with the ocean views to the southwest. The acoustic curtained
“box” would not be a feature that would be mistaken for a building. The presence of the cranes extending 
above the curtains and the truck traffic would, together with the screening, lend an industrial character to
the site. Moreover, it is not clear that all equipment would be within the enclosure. For instance, with a
construction crew of 20 to 25 persons, 20 to 25 vehicles may need to be parked on site in order to allow
the pubic to park along Vista Del Mar. Were the site to compete for attention, the visual conditions would
be rated VMC 3, a reduction by two ratings from the current VMC 1. The impact intensity would be
Level 2. Given the sensitivity of residential views, the impact would be significant.

The length of time needed to construct the starter shaft is not known at this time. However, it would be in
operation for up to about 28 months during the mined tunneling. It is assumed that from the start of
construction to completion, the shaft would be within view for at least 2.5 years but not longer than
3 years. The significant impact noted, then, would be short term.

Vista Del Mar–Views from Vista Del Mar (scenic highway) would tend to be directed toward the scenic
Pacific Ocean and the beach below the road. The site would be oblique to the directions of travel and
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peripheral to the main views to the southwest. For most of the public, the starter shaft might have to be
pointed out to be noticed, given the primary direction of viewing, either along the road (to safely operate
the vehicle) or toward the ocean, away from the site. In views from this road, visual quality would likely
not be substantially lessened.

EXTRACTION SHAFT—DOCKWEILER BEACH

The critical sensitive viewing positions potentially affected by the construction and operation of the
starter shaft are those from:

 The residences lining the Dockweiler Beach; and
 Dockweiler Beach

The existing visual conditions are VMC 1 for these potentially affected views. The extraction shaft site
would require about 5,000 square feet of space, including the construction/laydown area and would be
enclosed by a 20- to 30-foot-tall acoustic curtain just as would the starter shaft, and the push and receive
sites (bored tunneling). There would be a crane on site that would be taller than the curtains, so it would
be visible. The remainder of the facilities within this site would be screened from view. However, the
daily truck round trips would be noticeable.

Apart from the multi-story residences, there is “Ocean Front Walk,” a pedestrian beach access running 
along the beach side of the residences. A few feet away from the extraction shaft site is a beach volleyball
court, and passive beach uses may occur anywhere in the vicinity of the site. The extraction shaft site
would be much smaller than the starter shaft site, being only 5,000 square feet in size. This would be a
square 70 feet on a side. However, the site may be within 50 feet or less of the residences and pedestrian
beach access path. It would inevitably dominate views from the residences with its industrial appearance,
as it could be as tall as the residences (VMC 4). Moreover, the associated truck traffic would also be a
distraction. The impact would be intensity Level 3, as the existing conditions are VMC 1. Relative to the
highly sensitive views affected, the impact would be significant.

The period of its initial construction would be 10 weeks. After it is constructed, all equipment would be
removed from the site and a steel plate would be placed over the shaft. It can be expected not to be
especially noticeable at that point, as sand would naturally tend to cover the plate over time. The shaft
would become operational at the point that the TBM needs to be extracted from the mined tunnel, which
would be about 28 months later. The TBM would be extracted, and the pipeline tied into the pipeline
installed with cut-and-cover construction, over a 1-week period. The cumulative 7-week period in which
the shaft would be constructed and operated would be temporary.

EXTRACTION SHAFT—VENICE PUMPING PLANT

The critical sensitive viewing positions potentially affected by the construction and operation of the
starter shaft are those from:

 The residences lining the east side of the Grand Canal near the VPP;
 The Grand Canal; and
 Residences along Hurricane Street at its northeast end.
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The existing visual conditions are VMC 4 for these potentially affected views. The extraction shaft site
has been described relative to the Dockweiler Beach extraction shaft site. It would appear industrial and
be as large as the nearby multi-story residences. The visible part of the crane and truck traffic, coupled
with the acoustic screened site, would attract considerable attention and compete for it with the existing
VPP. However, the existing conditions are VMC 4, and while there would be and adverse visual impact,
no substantial reduction in visual quality would occur. Moreover, the duration of the impact would be
temporary, lasting cumulatively just 7 weeks.

AES-2 The proposed Project or its alternatives would not cause substantial, adverse effects on
scenic vistas
The Los Angeles City Thresholds for Significance that are grouped under AES-2, the impacts may be
summarized as follows:

 There would be no significant impact due to partial obstruction of recognized and valued views; and
 The impact would not substantially affect recognized views currently available from a length of a public

roadway and a portion of a bikeway.

Alternatives 2, 3 and 4 would not have the potential to obstruct any recognized or valued views, nor
would they substantially affect recognized views from a public roadway or bikeway.

AES-3 The proposed Project or its alternatives would not cause substantial damage to scenic
resources, including, but not limited to, trees, rock outcroppings, and historic buildings, within view
from a state scenic highway.
The Los Angeles City Threshold factor for Significance is relevant to this CEQA issue and the impact is
summarized as follows:

 The Project would neither significantly impact views from a designated scenic highway (see AES-1 and -2)
nor significantly impact any specific scenic resources within view of a scenic highway.

Alternatives 2, 3 and 4 would not significantly impact views from Vista Del Mar, the only scenic highway
in the vicinity of these alternatives. Moreover, the construction of the starter and extraction shafts would
not adversely affect any landscape features contributing to scenic quality.

AES-4 The proposed Project or alternatives would not result in a new source of substantial light
or glare that would adversely affect day or nighttime views in the area.
No nighttime construction would be required for construction activities along the subject alignment
alternative. However, if there were, the acoustic curtains would shield such lighting from view. The Los
Angeles City Threshold factors for AES-4, therefore, do not apply.

AES-5 The proposed Project or alternatives would not result in substantial negative shadow
effects on nearby shadow-sensitive uses.
There are no shadow-sensitive land uses in the vicinity of the proposed Project or its alternatives.

AES-6 The Proposed Project or alternatives would result in visual impacts that would not be
consistent with applicable rules and regulations. The impacts would, therefore, be significant, but
they would be temporary and short term.
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Section 5.9 details the applicable plans and policies. The applicable regulatory document is the Coastal
Resources chapter of the Westchester-Playa Del Rey Community Plan, relative to the starter shaft site.
Concerning the two alternate extraction shaft sites, both are in Venice; the relevant regulatory documents
are the Venice Community Plan and the Venice LCP LUP.

The Westchester-Playa Del Rey Community Plan, Objective 18-5 is relevant: “Preserve coastal visual 
resources by protecting and enhancing scenic views of the ocean and wetlands from designated Scenic
Highways, and public view sites.” Vista Del Mar is a designated scenic highway. However, views from 
this scenic highway would not be significantly impacted.

Policy 18-5.1 for this objective calls for the following relevant stipulations for siting and designing
development in order to:

 Protect public views to and along the ocean and scenic coastal areas;
 Be visually compatible with the character of the surrounding area; and
 Retain existing views from designated public view areas and scenic highways.

Under this policy, “all new development in the Coastal Zone, including public works and recreational 
facilities, should be subordinate to its setting, and minimized in height and bulk to the extent feasible to
accomplish view protection (emphasis added).”

The starter shaft would not interfere with public views to and along the ocean. There are no public view
areas in the vicinity, and the shaft site would not interfere with scenic highway-based views. However,
the shaft site would not be visually compatible with the natural open space character of the LAX property.
Consequently, the impact of the Project would not be entirely consistent with Policy 18-5.1 of the subject
Plan. The impact, though, would be short term.

Coastal Resources Goal 18 of the Venice Community Plan calls for the preservation of the scenic and
visual qualities of coastal areas. The policy is to assure that projects are visually compatible with the
character of surrounding areas. Moreover, design principles set forth in the Venice LUP requires that
views of distinctive visual resources not be significantly disturbed. As discussed relative to AES-1, the
starter and extraction shafts would be visually incompatible with the character of the affected area.
Because the Project would not be consistent with certain policies and goals of the Venice regulatory
setting, the visual impacts described would be considered to be significant. They would, however,
temporary and short term in duration, lasting for 7 weeks in the case of the extraction shaft sites, and less
than 3 years in the case of the extraction shaft.

5.12.4 Mitigation Measures
As noted in Section 5.12.3, the cut-and-cover, micro-tunneling, and mined-tunneling alternative
construction activities, and their associated equipment and workforce, would all have the potential to
cause significant visual impacts, to varying degrees, that would primarily be temporary in duration. With
one exception, the Project or its alternatives would cause no damage to scenic resources (features
contributing to the positive visual quality of potentially affected views), no new source of light and glare,
and no negative shadow effects. Instead, depending on the alternative, the impacts would variably be due
to:
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 The introduction to views of features not congruent with the existing visual character of the area;
 Partial obstruction of views, or the limiting of access to the views;
 Adverse effects on views from scenic highways or the temporary elimination of access to these highways;

and
 Inconsistency with one or more regulatory goals, objectives or policies.

Mitigation measures either entail redesigning a project so as to site it in an area not within sensitive public
views, screening the Project features from view with landscaping, or re-designing the Project features to
mimic those that are characteristic of the area. In the case of the Project, the visual impacts are due to
construction activities, equipment and the presence and movement of the workforce, and not because of
its appearance once it is complete. Because the visual impacts of construction are all temporary or short
term, they end with the completion of the Project. No feasible measures can mitigate the impacts of
construction to a level that is less than significant, for it is assumed that, by definition, such measures
must occur within the context of undertaking the Project. That is, construction activities must occur.
Regarding re-siting the alignment of the Project, the alignments are constrained by the starting and ending
points. The area in between is characterized by dense, residential development, the presence of scenic
highways, and the attraction of recreation opportunities. It would not be possible to avoid sensitive views.

Where specific positive landscape features are damaged, obscured, or removed, direct mitigation may
take the form of adjusting the siting of an aspect of the project to avoid the impact, or replacing the
feature if it is damaged or removed. In the case of the Marquesas Way/Via Marina Alignment Alternative,
several mature street trees will be removed by cut-and-cover construction and/or the use of an area as a
construction/laydown site. Based on available information, a choice to re-align the pipeline to avoid
crossing from Via Marina into the parking lot serving the receive site, and re-locating the Option 2 push
site construction/laydown area at the Via Dolce/Marquesas Way intersection, are not viable. The only
feasible mitigation measure is:

AES-1 Replace street trees destroyed by construction activities with very large-diameter, mature
trees. Depending on the species, this may or may not be possible.
Where impacts may not be directly mitigated, they may be offset by actions taken elsewhere to
compensate for the loss of visual quality. It would be speculative to definitively list specific offsetting
actions at this time. However, such actions generally would include:

 Landscaping public areas within affected neighborhoods where open space is currently degraded and
unsightly;

 Screening from public view existing features that are incongruous with the character of their surroundings
(such as the VPP); and/or

 Creating public access to currently unavailable scenic vistas (new beach access routes, paths, bikeways,
public parking.

During public scoping meetings, some suggested that the existing VPP could be made to be more
aesthetically pleasing. Currently, this industrial facility has reduced visual conditions in its vicinity to
VMC 4. One most obvious measure would be to paint the facility a color matching nearby residences and
removing the art deco-like treatment of the wall facing the Grand Canal. Plantings which soften the
VPP’s profile or cover its walls with vines mightbe investigated, if there is the physical space available to
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landscape the perimeter. A walkway abutting the blue wall fronting the Grand Canal (Figure 5.12-5,
upper image) might be converted into a planter, or several large, decorative planters with tall shrubs or
small trees might be installed along that part of the walk (since the walk ends here, the loss of this stretch
of sidewalk would not be important to pedestrians). A small strip of fill at the northeast end of Hurricane
Street could provide room for large trees that would block some views of the VPP. In the upper image of
Figure 5.12-4, large trees are growing along the edge of the sidewalk. In the lower image in
Figure 5.12-5, it is apparent that such plantings could be installed between the chain-link fence along the
vacant lot and the sidewalk next to it. These trees, in time, would screen the lot and provide a more
aesthetic edge to the Grand Canal. The residual impact of offsetting mitigations would be inversely
proportional to the degree of public acceptance of the measures.

Regarding the improvement of the visual quality in public spaces, Figure 5.12-10 discloses, in the upper
image, the opportunity to improve the appearance of the parking lot along the bridge in the vicinity of
where the push site for under-channel tunneling would occur. The bank in the foreground might be
planted to shield from view the parking lot and conceal or replace the jumbled chunks of concrete riprap.
Similar plantings on the other side of the bridge along the parking area there (the site for the
construction/laydown area) would aesthetically frame the bikeway’s entrance into Playa Del Rey. 

5.12.5 Unavoidable Adverse Impacts
All of the significant, temporary and short-term impacts described in Section 5.12.3 are unavoidable.
These impacts will end, however, with the completion of construction. These impacts may be offset by
actions taken elsewhere within the affected communities to improve the aesthetics of existing views. The
acceptability of any measures contemplated are best addressed through public involvement.

The long-term impact of the destruction of mature street plantings along Via Marina and Marquesas Way
might be improved to the point that the duration would be short term (less than 5 years in duration), if
trees of a large size are planted. Several years of growth would be required for the trees to approach in
height those that would be removed.

5.12.6 Cumulative and Secondary Impacts
Of the projects listed as related to the proposed Project in the Introduction, Section 1.0, Table 1.7-1, only
two would be relevant. In neither case would there be significant cumulative impacts.

Marina Del Rey Tide Gates Project –This Project entails the removal, rehabilitation and improvement
of portions of the existing outlet structure for the Grand Canal located at the southeast end of the Grand
Canal where it passes under Via Marina, along with where portions of the proposed Project would also
occur. The one aspect of construction that would be relevant to cumulative impacts is that the “Gates” 
project may require the closure of one lane of Via Marina Street during construction, with traffic
controlled by a flagman. The proposed Project also calls for such closure and traffic control. At the time
of this assessment, no specific time frames for construction of either project had been identified. It can
only be said that if the projects do not occur simultaneously, sequential construction would result in a
prolonged period during which views from a designated scenic highway/drive (Via Marina) are
unavailable to the public; e.g., it would seem likely that traffic along Via Marina would be restricted to
local residential access because there would be no public parking along the road and, therefore, no place
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to stop and enjoy the view. The impact of closing one lane due to the proposed Project would, by itself,
represent a significant, albeit, temporary visual impact. Lane closure due to the Gates project would also
be a temporary but significant visual impact. If the two projects were to occur sequentially, the combined
effect would solely be to lengthen the duration of the impact to the point of being short term (1 to 5 years’ 
duration).

To mitigate the impact to visual resources, both projects should be completed within the same time frame
if it is feasible to do so, thereby limiting the time during which the one lane of Via Marina would have to
be closed.

Venice Pumping Plant Sluice Gate Replacement Project –This project involves the temporary
diversion of sewer flows in order to bypass the VPP while the sluice gate within the VPP is rehabilitated.
The bypass would be via a pipeline placed above ground along the Grand Canal from Driftwood Street to
Hurricane Street along the Esplanade. The pumping mechanisms and pipeline would be in place for about
1 month. This project is relevant to the proposed Project in consideration of cumulative impacts because
activities associated with the Project would occur in the same area as the southeast end of the “Sluice 
Gate” project (near the VPP). 

The Initial Study for the Sluice Gate project found that there would be no significant visual impacts,
based partly on their short duration. CEQA does not recognize specific time limits as thresholds of
significance, nor does the City of Los Angeles Thresholds Guide. However, as noted, the existing visual
condition for views potentially affected by the Sluice Gate project is VMC 4 due to the presence of the
VPP. This industrial facility dominates the views from points in its vicinity. For that reason, not due to the
duration of the impact, the Sluice Gate project would not be a significant impact, as the condition of the
affected views cannot worsen. Likewise, together with the proposed Project, the Sluice Gate project
would not cumulatively cause a significant impact, due to the existing condition of the area.
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6.0 PROJECT ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS

6.1 INTRODUCTION TO PROJECT ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS

The Initial Study for this Project determined that the Project would not impose any long-term or lasting
negative impacts or lasting effects to the environment, living species or human beings. All temporary
impacts resulting from the Project are directly related to construction activities.

Because the estimated time duration to construct the Project is anticipated to last over an extended period
of time (18 to 24 months) resulting in long-term interruption to the proposed alternatives locations, the
impacts identified in this report represent IMPACTS WHICH MAY OCCUR AS A RESULT OF THE
PROJECT DURING THE CONSTRUCTION PERIOD ONLY and are not to be confused with standard
CEQA Guidelines covering the lifetime of the Project and its locations.

6.2 NO PROJECT ALTERNATIVE

The No Project alternative could result in potentially significant adverse effects to the environment due to
the existing sewer force main’s current lack of conveyance capacity and the current inability to perform 
regularly scheduled maintenance on the existing force main. An overflow of untreated wastewater into
the Ballona Lagoon and areas surrounding the Project areas could result, causing harm to the
environment.

Under this alternative, no new pipelines would be installed and the sewer system would continue to
operate in the current manner.

6.3 SECOND NEW CONVEYANCE LINE (SECOND NEW FORCE MAIN)
A new force main would provide redundancy to the existing sewer, allowing for adequate conveyance in
from the VPP to the Hyperion Treatment Plant in Playa Del Rey, and by providing the ability to conduct
maintenance to the existing force main. The cut-and-cover/micro-tunneling method of construction is
proposed for the following alignments, with the exception of the beachfront alignments. This method of
construction was considered for those beachfront alignments, but deemed to be not viable. Each cut-and-
cover alignment has either one or two shafts at either end for the purpose of entering and/or exiting the
channel as required to install the sewer pipe under the channel.

MARQUESAS WAY/VIA MARINA WAY ALIGNMENT

This alignment and the micro-tunnel launching and receptor shafts associated with it are subject to
impacts associated with construction staging of equipment, parking and related traffic throughout the 18-
to 24-month duration of construction along Hurricane Street, Marquesas Way and Via Marina Way
respectively. This alternative is within a designated segment of scenic highway requiring the preservation
of scenic views which will be diminished and immitigable from construction activities during the tourist
season. Unmitigatable impacts to parking and pedestrian traffic would result from tunnel activities on
each side of the Grand Canal at the junction with Hurricane Street, and in the empty lot between
residential housing west of Marquesas Way and leading to the sidewalk next to the Grand Canal.
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Temporary impacts to water quality and marine resources could occur through the unintentional release of
excavated sediments and water into the channel as a result of micro-tunnel activities. Although this
proposed Project is not likely to result in a long-term reduction in water quality or the loss of individuals
or habitat.

PACIFIC AVENUE ALIGNMENT ALONG HURRICANE STREET AND PACIFIC AVENUE

Impacts from this alternative would result from construction-related activities associated with cut-and-
cover construction along Hurricane Street and Pacific Avenue and at a micro-tunnel receptor shaft at
Pacific Avenue near Via Marina Way, and at a launching shaft located on the south side of the channel on
the east side of the Pacific Avenue pedestrian bridge. The Project will impose significant unavoidable
impacts to visual aesthetics of the vicinity and parking and traffic to residents and tourists, who live and
visit the area. Access to parks and parking facilities for Dockweiler Beach, the pedestrian bridge and
public parking facilities at Pacific Avenue on the south side of the channel will be reduced as a result of
construction-related staging, vehicles and mobile equipment for a period of 18 to 24 months. Noise
impacts associated with the proximity of construction-related equipment to residents and visual impacts
due to equipment staging are anticipated.

Temporary impacts to water quality and marine resources could occur through the unintentional release of
excavated sediments and water into the channel as a result of micro-tunnel activities. This proposed
Project is not likely to result in a long-term reduction in water quality or the loss of individuals or habitat.

No permanent impacts on least tern foraging habitat (Marina Del Rey Channel, Ballona Creek, and Grand
Canal) in the Project area are expected.

DOCKWEILER BEACH TO PACIFIC AVENUE ALIGNMENT

The cut-and-cover method of construction for this alignment has been considered, but deemed not viable;
however, deep mined-tunneling construction alternatives are also proposed for the beachfront and are
described in Section 4.0. Impacts at the launching shaft in Vista Del Mar would mostly impact traffic,
and the receptor shaft at the intersect of Dockweiler Beach and Hurricane Street would impose noise,
surface vibration, and increased human disturbance, as well as potentially attracting predators to the least
tern nesting site (i.e., crows) located on Dockweiler Beach just north of the channel entrance and the west
end of Via Marina Way. Construction activities may result in temporary effects on least terns (see
Appendix D, Biological Technical Report). Temporary impacts to water quality and marine resources
could occur through the unintentional release of excavated sediments and water into the channel as a
result of micro-tunnel activities. This proposed Project is not likely to result in a long-term reduction in
water quality or the loss of individuals or habitat.

PACIFIC AVENUE/VISTA DEL MAR ALIGNMENT

This southern extension of the Pacific Avenue alternative, located on the south side of the Via Marina
channel, is listed as a scenic highway and is subject to site monitoring during the course of construction
near the area where Pacific Avenue transitions to Vista Del Mar to mitigate the potential for impacts to
historic/cultural/Paleo resources finds as described in the Cultural Resource section (Section 5.5) of this
EIR. No permanent impacts on least tern foraging habitat (Marina Del Rey Channel, Ballona Creek, and
Grand Canal) in the Project area are expected.
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Temporary impacts to water quality and marine resources could occur through the unintentional release of
excavated sediments and water into the channel as a result of micro-tunnel activities. Although this
proposed Project is not likely to result in a long-term reduction in water quality or the loss of individuals
or habitat.

DOCKWEILER BEACH ALIGNMENT

This southern extension of Dockweiler Beach alternative is located on the south side of the Via Marina
Channel. The cut-and-cover method of construction for this alignment has also been considered, but
deemed not viable; however, deep-mined tunneling construction alternatives are also proposed for the
beachfront and are described in Section 4.0. Impacts at the launching shaft in Vista Del Mar would
mostly impact traffic, and the receptor shaft at the intersect of Dockweiler Beach and Hurricane Street
would impose noise, surface vibration, and increased human disturbance, as well as potentially attracting
predators to the least tern nesting site (i.e., crows) located on Dockweiler Beach just north of the channel
entrance and the west end of Via Marina Way. Visual impacts associated with potential construction
equipment and activities methane venting.

DEEP MINED-TUNNEL ALTERNATIVES

Each starter shaft and receptor shaft for the deep mined-tunnel construction alternatives have their own
numeric identifier, shown in Section 4.0 on Figure 6.3-1.

ENVIRONMENTALLY SUPERIOR ALTERNATIVE

Based upon the outcome of the impact analysis for this project, it has been determined that the
environmentally superior alternative is the mined tunnel Alternative #4 (Inland Alignment, LAX to VPP).
This alternative would impose the least number of impacts to environmental resources, and would
significantly reduce construction related impacts such as traffic and parking congestion and noise and
vibration. The proposed alignment as shown on figure 4.3-10, would begin at launch shaft #2 located in
Vista Del Mar and run due north toward the pumping plant on Hurricane Street and tie in at the #10
receptor shaft. Although the deep mined tunnel would run directly under existing dwellings and facilities
in some locations, great care would be taken to insure that wherever possible, the alignment would follow
existing rights of way. For those portions of the alignment that would require tunneling under existing
dwellings and/or facilities, the city would work with those who are within the proposed alignment to fully
understand the construction methodology, to secure proper right of way access, and to provide
compensation for the right of way.

ALTERNATIVES IMPACT ANALYSIS TABLE

The following Table reflects the results of the studies and analysis devoted to each alternative (As
indicated, Construction method +Alignment/or shaft = Alternative). Each alternative location/area that
may be impacted is identified with a unique number representing its location and type (see Figures 4.2-2).
The alternatives are located in the column on the left hand side of the table. All resources, which may be
impacted, are listed in the column along the top of the table. The overall impact to each resource, at each
location, is rated with a symbol located at the intersection of each location/resource. The ratings are as
follows:

Insignificant or no impact

Impact that can be mitigated to a level of insignificance

Impact that cannot be mitigated to a level of insignificance
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Impact Area’s in the Project Analysis

Micro Tunnel Alternatives

Alternative Impact Area/Associated Shaft Locations
Dockweiler Beach to Pacific Avenue
Alignment 4, 6, 9, 10

Cut and Cover Alignment Alternatives

Alternative Impact Area/ Associated Shaft Locations
Marquesas Way/Via Marina Way 8, 10, 11, 12, Marquesas Way/Via Marina Way
Pacific Avenue Alignment 7, 10, Pacific Avenue
Pacific Avenue/Vista Del Mar 1, 3, 4, 5, Westchester/Playa Del Rey Alignment
Dockweiler Beach Alignment 1, 3, 5, 6, 9

Large Diameter (Mined) Tunnel Alternatives

Alternative Impact Area/ Associated Shaft Locations
1. Mined-Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(Waterview to Hurricane)

2, 9, Mined-Tunnel - Beach Alignment (Waterview to
Hurricane)

2. Mined-Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(LAX to Hurricane)

2, 9, 10, Mined-Tunnel - Beach Alignment (LAX to
Hurricane)

3. Mined-Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(LAX to VPP) 2, 10, Mined-Tunnel - Beach Alignment (LAX to VPP)

4. Mined-Tunnel - Inland Alignment
(LAX to VPP) 2, 10, Mined-Tunnel - Inland Alignment (LAX to VPP)
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Table 6.3-1 Impact Analysis Table

I m p a c t A n a l y s i s

Legend:

Insignificant or no impact

Impact that can be mitigated to a level of insignificance

Impact that cannot be mitigated to a level of insignificance

Alternatives/
Impact Areas

Air
Qual i ty Biology

Circulat ion and
Traff ic

Cultural
Resources Geology

Hazardous
Waste Hydrology

Land
Use Noise Paleontology

Publ ic Faci l it ies and
Services

Visual
and

Aesthetics
Water

Qual i ty

Marquesas Way/Via Marina Way

8

10

11

12

Marquesas Way/Via Marina Way

Pacif ic Avenue Alignment

7

10

Pacific Avenue

Pacif ic Avenue/Vista Del Mar

1

3

4

5

Westchester/Playa Del Rey Alignment

1. Mined Tunnel - Beach Al ignment (Waterview to Hurricane)

2

9

Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment (Waterview to
Hurricane)

2. Mined Tunnel - Beach Al ignment (LAX to Hurricane)

2

9
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Alternatives/
Impact Areas

Air
Qual i ty Biology

Circulat ion and
Traff ic

Cultural
Resources Geology

Hazardous
Waste Hydrology

Land
Use Noise Paleontology

Publ ic Faci l it ies and
Services

Visual
and

Aesthetics
Water

Qual i ty

10

Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment (LAX to Hurricane)

3. Mined Tunnel - Beach Al ignment (LAX to VPP)

2

10

Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment (LAX to VPP)

4. Mined Tunnel - Inland Al ignment (LAX to VPP)

2

10

Mined Tunnel - Inland Alignment (LAX to VPP)

Dockwei ler Beach to Pacif ic Avenue Alignment

4

6

9

10

Dockwei ler Beach Alignment

1

3

5

6

9

Legend:

Insignificant or no impact

Impact that can be mitigated to a level of insignificance

Impact that cannot be mitigated to a level of insignificance
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6.3.1 Impact Analysis

6.3.2 Marina Del Rey

Air Quality

Insignificant or no impact

Alternative Impact Area

Dockweiler Beach Alignment 1, 3, 5, 6, 9

Dockweiler Beach to Pacific Avenue
Alignment

4, 6

Marquesas Way/Via Marina Way 10, 11, 12, 8

Pacific Avenue Alignment 10

Pacific Avenue/Vista Del Mar 1, 3, 4, 5, Westchester/Playa Del Rey Alignment

The use of construction equipment on site would potentially result in localized air quality
impact. Emissions from construction equipment generated from site grading activities were
calculated using emission factors provided in the SCAQMD’s Since the TBM is electrically 
driven, micro-tunneling is anticipated to produce minimal emissions if the TBM can be
powered directly from the City’s electrical grid. 

Impact that can be mitigated to a level of insignificance

Alternative Impact Area

1. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(Waterview to Hurricane)

9

2. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(LAX to Hurricane)

10, 9, Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment (LAX to
Hurricane)

3. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(LAX to VPP)

10

4. Mined Tunnel - Inland Alignment
(LAX to VPP)

10

Dockweiler Beach to Pacific Avenue
Alignment

10, 9

Marquesas Way/Via Marina Way Marquesas Way/Via Marina Way

Due to the close proximity of housing to the shaft area, extended periods of running
construction related equipment could pose impacts to localized air quality.

Biology

Insignificant or no impact

Alternative Impact Area

1. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(Waterview to Hurricane)

2

2. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(LAX to Hurricane)

10, 2

3. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(LAX to VPP)

10, 2

4. Mined Tunnel - Inland Alignment
(LAX to VPP) 10, 2

Marquesas Way/Via Marina Way 10, 8, Marquesas Way/Via Marina Way

Noise and other activities associated with Project construction would affect least tern
nesting if construction during the nesting season is located less than 1,000 linear feet from
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the least tern nesting area. However, even though this site is located less than 1,000
linear feet from the least tern nesting area, it is separated by a housing
development. Therefore, the alignment would not be expected to result in temporary (and
no permanent) effects on the nesting site. No other temporary impacts on least tern
foraging habitat are expected to occur.

Impact that can be mitigated to a level of insignificance

Alternative Impact Area

Dockweiler Beach Alignment 1

Marquesas Way/Via Marina Way 11, 12

Pacific Avenue Alignment 10, Pacific Avenue

Pacific Avenue/Vista Del Mar 1, 3, 4, 5, Westchester/Playa Del Rey Alignment

1. Temporary impacts to water quality and marine resources could occur through the
unintentional release of excavated sediments and water into the Grand Canal during
construction, although the proposed Project is not likely to result in a long-term reduction
in water quality or the loss of individuals or habitat in the area.

2. Temporary impacts to water quality and marine resources at launching and receiving
sites associated with the submarine canal erosion could occur through the unintentional
release of excavated sediments and water into the local environment.

3. Any construction activities conducted during the least tern nesting season when terns
are present, may impose significant temporary impacts in the form of noise, surface
vibration, and increased human disturbance. Furthermore, those least terns using the
nesting site will be affected if open-cut excavation, jacking pit, or micro-tunneling is used,
within 500 feet of the nesting site. Additionally, the increased human disturbance may
attract tern predators (i.e., American crow).

Circulation

Impact that can be mitigated to a level of insignificance

Alternative Impact Area

1. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(Waterview to Hurricane)

2

2. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(LAX to Hurricane)

2, Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment (LAX to Hurricane)

3. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(LAX to VPP) 2

4. Mined Tunnel - Inland Alignment
(LAX to VPP)

2

Dockweiler Beach Alignment 1, 3

Dockweiler Beach to Pacific Avenue
Alignment

6

Marquesas Way/Via Marina Way 8, Marquesas Way/Via Marina Way

Pacific Avenue/Vista Del Mar 1, 3, Westchester/Playa Del Rey Alignment

Construction traffic (both worker and truck trips) generated from both the tunnel
construction would not adversely impact any of the study roadway segments but would
result in an adverse impact at one of the nine analyzed study intersections:

•Pacific Avenue at Washington Boulevard (p.m. peak hour)
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Impact that cannot be mitigated to a level of insignificance

Alternative Impact Area

Marquesas Way/Via Marina Way 10, 11, 12

1. The open-trench construction of this Via Marina segment could temporarily affect the
transit system by requiring the relocation of transit bus stops in the vicinity of the
construction areas on Via Marina southbound at Marquesas Way.

2. Temporary closure of the eastbound right-turn only lane on Marquesas Way and the
outer southbound lane on Via Marina south of the Marquesas Way would be necessary.
Vehicles on Marquesas Way intending to make eastbound right-turn maneuvers would have
to make wide turning movements to go around the shaft site to travel southbound on Via
Marina.

pedestrian access would be impacted at Via Marina/Marquesas Way because of the
temporary closure of the west and south legs of the pedestrian crosswalks

Temporary closure of the outer southbound lane on Via Marina would be necessary to
provide space for the open-trench construction zone during the 3-week cycle

The open-trench construction of this Via Marina segment could temporarily affect the transit
system by requiring the relocation of transit bus stops in the vicinity of the construction
areas on Via Marina southbound at Marquesas Way, Tahiti Way, and Captain’s Row Drive 
for MTA Lines 108 and 358 and LADOT Commuter Express Line 437.

temporarily displace approximately 24 parking spaces, leading to increased competition for
available beach parking and affecting pedestrian movement to the waterfront at the marina
entrance for up to 2 months.

Cultural Resources

Insignificant or no impact

Alternative Impact Area

1. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(Waterview to Hurricane)

9, Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment (Waterview to
Hurricane)

2. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(LAX to Hurricane)

10, 9, Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment (LAX to
Hurricane)

3. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(LAX to VPP)

10, Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment (LAX to VPP)

4. Mined Tunnel - Inland Alignment
(LAX to VPP) 10, Mined Tunnel - Inland Alignment (LAX to VPP)

Dockweiler Beach Alignment 1, 3, 6, 9

Dockweiler Beach to Pacific Avenue
Alignment

10, 4, 6, 9

Marquesas Way/Via Marina Way 10, 11, 12, 8, Marquesas Way/Via Marina Way

Pacific Avenue Alignment 10, 7

It is the Archaeologists’ opinion that there is insufficient evidence that a cultural resource is 
present. Therefore, no impact is expected.

Geology

Impact that can be mitigated to a level of insignificance

Alternative Impact Area

1. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(Waterview to Hurricane)

2, 9, Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment (Waterview to
Hurricane)
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2. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(LAX to Hurricane)

10, 2, 9, Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment (LAX to
Hurricane)

3. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(LAX to VPP)

10, 2, Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment (LAX to VPP)

4. Mined Tunnel - Inland Alignment
(LAX to VPP)

10, 2, Mined Tunnel - Inland Alignment (LAX to VPP)

Dockweiler Beach Alignment 1, 3, 5, 6, 9

Dockweiler Beach to Pacific Avenue
Alignment 10, 4, 6, 9

Marquesas Way/Via Marina Way 10, 11, 12, 8, Marquesas Way/Via Marina Way

Pacific Avenue Alignment 10, 7, Pacific Avenue

Pacific Avenue/Vista Del Mar 1, 3, 4, 5, Westchester/Playa Del Rey Alignment

The geology and subsurface conditions of the site have been evaluated in terms of their
impact on the proposed Project. The impact of the proposed Project on the existing
geologic condition of the site. The Project alternatives are suitable for the proposed
construction with proper mitigation.

Hazardous Waste

Impact that can be mitigated to a level of insignificance

Alternative Impact Area

1. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(Waterview to Hurricane)

2, 9, Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment (Waterview to
Hurricane)

2. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(LAX to Hurricane)

10, 2, 9, Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment (LAX to
Hurricane)

3. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(LAX to VPP)

10, 2, Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment (LAX to VPP)

4. Mined Tunnel - Inland Alignment
(LAX to VPP) 10, 2, Mined Tunnel - Inland Alignment (LAX to VPP)

Dockweiler Beach Alignment 1, 3, 5, 6, 9

Dockweiler Beach to Pacific Avenue
Alignment

10, 4, 6, 9

Marquesas Way/Via Marina Way 10, 11, 12, 8, Marquesas Way/Via Marina Way

Pacific Avenue Alignment 10, 7, Pacific Avenue

Pacific Avenue/Vista Del Mar 1, 3, 4, 5, Westchester/Playa Del Rey Alignment

Based on reports and files reviewed at the California Division of Oil, Gas, and Geothermal
Resources (CDOGGR), the proposed Project alignments lie within an area of oil well field
development known as the Playa Del Rey Field. Several abandoned oil wells lie either
within, or within proximity of, the proposed alignments (refer to Figure G-1 in Appendix G
and also see Figure 5.7-1 for locations). In addition, other hazardous substances, such as
methane and other hazardous materials may be present in the project area.

Mitigation measures prior to and during construction will insure less than significant impacts
during construction for the project.

Hydrology

Impact that can be mitigated to a level of insignificance

Alternative Impact Area

1. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(Waterview to Hurricane)

2, 9, Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment (Waterview to
Hurricane)

2. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(LAX to Hurricane)

10, 2, 9, Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment (LAX to
Hurricane)

3. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment 10, 2, Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment (LAX to VPP)
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(LAX to VPP)

4. Mined Tunnel - Inland Alignment
(LAX to VPP)

10, 2, Mined Tunnel - Inland Alignment (LAX to VPP)

Dockweiler Beach Alignment 1, 3, 5, 6, 9

Dockweiler Beach to Pacific Avenue
Alignment

10, 4, 6, 9

Marquesas Way/Via Marina Way 10, 11, 12, 8, Marquesas Way/Via Marina Way

Pacific Avenue Alignment 10, 7, Pacific Avenue

Pacific Avenue/Vista Del Mar 1, 3, 4, 5, Westchester/Playa Del Rey Alignment

Perched groundwater, may be encountered during the excavation operation of
construction. Dewatering during construction could also lower local groundwater levels and
potentially result in subsidence of the immediate area adjacent to the proposed Project
alignment (reference design material). However, construction dewatering would not result
in a loss of groundwater from a producing aquifer. Impacts will be less than significant
during construction with proper mitigation.

Land Use

Insignificant or no impact

Alternative Impact Area

1. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(Waterview to Hurricane)

2, 9, Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment (Waterview to
Hurricane)

2. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(LAX to Hurricane)

10, 2, 9, Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment (LAX to
Hurricane)

3. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(LAX to VPP)

10, 2, Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment (LAX to VPP)

4. Mined Tunnel - Inland Alignment
(LAX to VPP)

10, 2, Mined Tunnel - Inland Alignment (LAX to VPP)

Dockweiler Beach Alignment 1, 3, 5, 6, 9

Dockweiler Beach to Pacific Avenue
Alignment

10, 4, 6, 9

Marquesas Way/Via Marina Way 10, 11, 12, 8, Marquesas Way/Via Marina Way

Pacific Avenue Alignment 10, 7, Pacific Avenue

Pacific Avenue/Vista Del Mar 1, 3, 4, 5, Westchester/Playa Del Rey Alignment

Because this is a municipal project providing improvements to public facilities through the
City of Los Angeles Department of Public Works, this Project will adhere to all local and
regional regulatory requirements necessary for the construction of the sewer. Additionally,
this Project is not a land use, nor does it require a change/variance in land use; therefore,
there are no impacts to land uses within the Project areas.

Noise

Insignificant or no impact

Alternative Impact Area

Dockweiler Beach Alignment 1, 3, 6

Dockweiler Beach to Pacific Avenue
Alignment

4, 6

Marquesas Way/Via Marina Way 12

Pacific Avenue/Vista Del Mar 1, 3

A construction related noise would constitute a short-term but significant impact unless
mitigation measures are implemented throughout this alignment.
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Based upon the construction noise data, noise levels on the construction site could exceed
federal Occupational Safety and Health Act (OSHA) and California Department of Industrial
Relations, Division of California Occupational Safety and Health Administration (Cal-OSHA)
regulations (8 CCR, General Industrial Safety Orders, Article 105, Control of Noise
Exposure, Section 5095, et seq.) for worker noise exposure. Compliance with Cal-OSHA
regulation will ensure that construction personnel are adequately protected from potential
noise hazards.

Impact that can be mitigated to a level of insignificance

Alternative Impact Area

1. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(Waterview to Hurricane)

Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment (Waterview to
Hurricane)

2. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(LAX to Hurricane)

Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment (LAX to Hurricane)

3. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(LAX to VPP)

Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment (LAX to VPP)

4. Mined Tunnel - Inland Alignment
(LAX to VPP) Mined Tunnel - Inland Alignment (LAX to VPP)

Dockweiler Beach Alignment 5

Dockweiler Beach to Pacific Avenue
Alignment

9

Marquesas Way/Via Marina Way Marquesas Way/Via Marina Way

Pacific Avenue Alignment Pacific Avenue

Pacific Avenue/Vista Del Mar 4, 5, Westchester/Playa Del Rey Alignment

A construction related noise would constitute a short-term but significant impact unless
mitigation measures are implemented throughout this alignment.

Based upon the construction noise data, noise levels on the construction site could exceed
federal Occupational Safety and Health Act (OSHA) and California Department of Industrial
Relations, Division of California Occupational Safety and Health Administration (Cal-OSHA)
regulations (8 CCR, General Industrial Safety Orders, Article 105, Control of Noise
Exposure, Section 5095, et seq.) for worker noise exposure. Compliance with Cal-OSHA
regulation will ensure that construction personnel are adequately protected from potential
noise hazards.

Impact that cannot be mitigated to a level of insignificance

Alternative Impact Area

1. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(Waterview to Hurricane)

9

2. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(LAX to Hurricane)

10, 9

3. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(LAX to VPP)

10

4. Mined Tunnel - Inland Alignment
(LAX to VPP)

10

Dockweiler Beach Alignment 9

Dockweiler Beach to Pacific Avenue
Alignment

10

Marquesas Way/Via Marina Way 10, 11, 8
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Construction noise emissions from micro-tunneling would be dominated by stationary
equipment. Assuming five pieces of heavy equipment operating simultaneously (the power
unit for the TBM, a crane, a supply truck and two air compressors), the typical noise level
from micro-tunneling activity would be approximately 88 dBA at a distance of 50 feet, as
shown in Table 5.10-7. Noise levels at residences adjacent to the launch and receiving pit
work areas would be of a magnitude that would constitute a short-term but significant
impact during construction.

Paleontology

Insignificant or no impact

Alternative Impact Area

1. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(Waterview to Hurricane)

Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment (Waterview to
Hurricane)

2. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(LAX to Hurricane)

10, 9, Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment (LAX to
Hurricane)

3. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(LAX to VPP) 10, Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment (LAX to VPP)

4. Mined Tunnel - Inland Alignment
(LAX to VPP)

10, Mined Tunnel - Inland Alignment (LAX to VPP)

Dockweiler Beach Alignment 1, 3, 6, 9

Dockweiler Beach to Pacific Avenue
Alignment

10, 4, 6, 9

Marquesas Way/Via Marina Way 10, 11, 12, 8, Marquesas Way/Via Marina Way

Pacific Avenue Alignment 10, 7

Pacific Avenue/Vista Del Mar 1, 3

There have been no Paleontological findings within this portion of the project area and no
impacts are anticipated as a result of construction related activities to the project in this
area.

Public Facilities and Services

Insignificant or no impact

Alternative Impact Area

2. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(LAX to Hurricane)

10

3. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(LAX to VPP)

10

4. Mined Tunnel - Inland Alignment
(LAX to VPP)

10

Dockweiler Beach to Pacific Avenue
Alignment

10

Marquesas Way/Via Marina Way 10, 11

Pacific Avenue/Vista Del Mar 1

Impacts to these areas may be mitigated to levels of less then significant with appropriate
mitigation as defined in Section 8 of this document.

Impact that cannot be mitigated to a level of insignificance

Alternative Impact Area

1. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(Waterview to Hurricane)

9
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2. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(LAX to Hurricane)

9

Dockweiler Beach Alignment 5, 6, 9

Dockweiler Beach to Pacific Avenue
Alignment

4, 6, 9

Marquesas Way/Via Marina Way 12, Marquesas Way/Via Marina Way

Pacific Avenue/Vista Del Mar 4, 5

Some laydown and staging areas would adversely affect local recreation resources
throughout the construction period. Cut-and-cover activities along the pipeline corridor
would affect specific areas for periods of approximately 3 weeks in any 1,000-foot segment.

There would be adverse impacts of existing recreational activities and use of public
recreational resources during Project construction, however there will be no long term
adverse affects.
•Sightseeing from the Via Marina (a scenic highway/drive) would be affected; and
•The existing parking for the marina at the intersection of Marquesas Way and Via Marina
will be eliminated and used for a pipe laydown area. Access to the marina would be
affected.
•Pipe laydown activities associated with Push Site 2 would interrupt access to the public
trail along the east side of Grand Canal that starts at Via Dolce;
•All or most of the parking along Via Marina at the entrance channel would be removed;
•Access to a designated scenic highway/drive would be eliminated for a period of about 7
months. Via Marina along the entrance channel would be closed to public traffic (one lane
would be closed and, along with the parking area, one would be used for a
construction/laydown site);
•The Class II Bike Trail along Pacific Avenue would be closed during construction;
•Beach access at Hurricane Street would be affected by the extraction shaft, and cut-and-
cover-construction along Hurricane Street. This area is used for passive recreation and
volleyball;
•Fishing from the North Jetty would be restricted due to laydown area and receive site. No
parking would be available in this area; and
•Construction activities on the beach and reduced parking could interfere with scheduled
recreational events on the beach such as volleyball tournaments. The parking lot at Del Rey
Lagoon Park would be used by the Project. The construction activity would affect the
recreation experience for this park;
•The bike path at Pacific Avenue bridge and along the la-down area at 62nd Street would
be adversely affected;
•Access to the beach would be adversely affected, as parking would be removed along
62nd Street and along Pacifica Avenue at the park; and
•The Napoleon Street residential foot path could be interrupted by construction activities.

Impact that cannot be mitigated to a level of insignificance

Alternative Impact Area

Marquesas Way/Via Marina Way 8

Pacific Avenue Alignment 7, Pacific Avenue

Some laydown and staging areas would adversely affect local recreation resources
throughout the construction period. Cut-and-cover activities along the pipeline corridor
would affect specific areas for periods of approximately 3 weeks in any 1,000-foot segment.

Visual/Aesthetics

Insignificant or no impact

Alternative Impact Area

1. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(Waterview to Hurricane)

2

2. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment 2
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(LAX to Hurricane)

3. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(LAX to VPP)

2

4. Mined Tunnel - Inland Alignment
(LAX to VPP)

2

Dockweiler Beach to Pacific Avenue
Alignment

10

Marquesas Way/Via Marina Way 10, 11, 12

Visual impacts are less than significant at this location.

Impact that cannot be mitigated to a level of insignificance

Alternative Impact Area

1. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(Waterview to Hurricane)

9, Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment (Waterview to
Hurricane)

2. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(LAX to Hurricane)

9, Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment (LAX to Hurricane)

3. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(LAX to VPP)

Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment (LAX to VPP)

4. Mined Tunnel - Inland Alignment
(LAX to VPP) Mined Tunnel - Inland Alignment (LAX to VPP)

Dockweiler Beach Alignment 1, 3, 5, 6, 9

Dockweiler Beach to Pacific Avenue
Alignment

4, 6, 9

Marquesas Way/Via Marina Way 8, Marquesas Way/Via Marina Way

Pacific Avenue Alignment 10, 7, Pacific Avenue

Pacific Avenue/Vista Del Mar 1, 3, 4, 5, Westchester/Playa Del Rey Alignment

The visual sensitivity of these areas indicate that any construction related equipment and
activity during construction will adversely affect these areas. Please see section 5.12 for
detailed impact information.

Water Quality

Impact that can be mitigated to a level of insignificance

Alternative Impact Area

1. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(Waterview to Hurricane)

2, 9, Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment (Waterview to
Hurricane)

2. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(LAX to Hurricane)

10, 2, 9, Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment (LAX to
Hurricane)

3. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(LAX to VPP)

10, 2, Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment (LAX to VPP)

4. Mined Tunnel - Inland Alignment
(LAX to VPP)

10, 2, Mined Tunnel - Inland Alignment (LAX to VPP)

Dockweiler Beach Alignment 1, 3, 5, 6, 9

Dockweiler Beach to Pacific Avenue
Alignment 10, 4, 6, 9

Marquesas Way/Via Marina Way 10, 11, 12, 8, Marquesas Way/Via Marina Way

Pacific Avenue Alignment 10, 7, Pacific Avenue

Pacific Avenue/Vista Del Mar 1, 3, 4, 5, Westchester/Playa Del Rey Alignment

Impact to Water Quality in this area can be reduced to less than significant by
implementing mitigation measures as defined in Section 8 of this document.
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6.3.3 Playa Del Rey

Air Quality

Insignificant or no impact

Alternative Impact Area

Dockweiler Beach Alignment 1, 3, 5, 6, 9

Dockweiler Beach to Pacific Avenue
Alignment

4, 6

Marquesas Way/Via Marina Way 10, 11, 12, 8

Pacific Avenue Alignment 10

Pacific Avenue/Vista Del Mar 1, 3, 4, 5, Westchester/Playa Del Rey Alignment

The use of construction equipment on site would potentially result in localized air quality
impact. Emissions from construction equipment generated from site grading activities were
calculated using emission factors provided in the SCAQMD’s Since the TBM is electrically 
driven, micro-tunneling is anticipated to produce minimal emissions if the TBM can be
powered directly from the City’s electrical grid. 

Biology

Impact that can be mitigated to a level of insignificance

Alternative Impact Area

Dockweiler Beach Alignment 1

Marquesas Way/Via Marina Way 11, 12

Pacific Avenue Alignment 10, Pacific Avenue

Pacific Avenue/Vista Del Mar 1, 3, 4, 5, Westchester/Playa Del Rey Alignment

1. Temporary impacts to water quality and marine resources could occur through the
unintentional release of excavated sediments and water into the Grand Canal during
construction, although the proposed Project is not likely to result in a long-term reduction
in water quality or the loss of individuals or habitat in the area.

2. Temporary impacts to water quality and marine resources at launching and receiving
sites associated with the submarine canal erosion could occur through the unintentional
release of excavated sediments and water into the local environment.

3. Any construction activities conducted during the least tern nesting season when terns
are present, may impose significant temporary impacts in the form of noise, surface
vibration, and increased human disturbance. Furthermore, those least terns using the
nesting site will be affected if open-cut excavation, jacking pit, or micro-tunneling is used,
within 500 feet of the nesting site. Additionally, the increased human disturbance may
attract tern predators (i.e., American crow).

Circulation

Impact that can be mitigated to a level of insignificance

Alternative Impact Area

1. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(Waterview to Hurricane)

2

2. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(LAX to Hurricane) 2, Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment (LAX to Hurricane)

3. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(LAX to VPP)

2

4. Mined Tunnel - Inland Alignment
(LAX to VPP)

2
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Dockweiler Beach Alignment 1, 3

Dockweiler Beach to Pacific Avenue
Alignment

6

Marquesas Way/Via Marina Way 8, Marquesas Way/Via Marina Way

Pacific Avenue/Vista Del Mar 1, 3, Westchester/Playa Del Rey Alignment

Construction traffic (both worker and truck trips) generated from both the tunnel
construction would not adversely impact any of the study roadway segments but would
result in an adverse impact at one of the nine analyzed study intersections:

•Pacific Avenue at Washington Boulevard (p.m. peak hour)

Impact that cannot be mitigated to a level of insignificance

Alternative Impact Area

1. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(Waterview to Hurricane)

9, Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment (Waterview to
Hurricane)

2. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(LAX to Hurricane)

10, 9

3. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(LAX to VPP) 10, Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment (LAX to VPP)

4. Mined Tunnel - Inland Alignment
(LAX to VPP)

10

Dockweiler Beach to Pacific Avenue
Alignment

10, 9

Pacific Avenue Alignment 7

Pacific Avenue/Vista Del Mar 4, 5

1. The open-trench construction of this Via Marina segment could temporarily affect the
transit system by requiring the relocation of transit bus stops in the vicinity of the
construction areas on Via Marina southbound at Marquesas Way,

2. Temporary closure of the eastbound right-turn only lane on Marquesas Way and the
outer southbound lane on Via Marina south of the Marquesas Way would be necessary.
Vehicles on Marquesas Way intending to make eastbound right-turn maneuvers would have
to make wide turning movements to go around the shaft site to travel southbound on Via
Marina.

pedestrian access would be impacted at Via Marina/Marquesas Way because of the
temporary closure of the west and south legs of the pedestrian crosswalks

Temporary closure of the outer southbound lane on Via Marina would be necessary to
provide space for the open-trench construction zone during the 3-week cycle

The open-trench construction of this Via Marina segment could temporarily affect the transit
system by requiring the relocation of transit bus stops in the vicinity of the construction
areas on Via Marina southbound at Marquesas Way, Tahiti Way, and Captain’s Row Drive 
for MTA Lines 108 and 358 and LADOT Commuter Express Line 437.

temporarily displace approximately 24 parking spaces, leading to increased competition for
available beach parking and affecting pedestrian movement to the waterfront at the marina
entrance for up to 2 months.
Pacific Avenue Alignment

localized construction impacts on the transportation system would occur due to the
combined effects of additional construction traffic and closure of travel lanes on roadways,
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leading to reductions in roadway capacity.

Temporary closure of the northbound lane on Pacific Avenue would require northbound
traffic to use Outrigger Street or another parallel east-west roadway to reach Speedway
Avenue
The open-trench construction of the Pacific Avenue segment could temporarily affect the
transit system by requiring the relocation of transit bus stops on Pacific Avenue northbound
in the immediate vicinity of the construction areas.

Pacific Avenue is designated a Class II Bikeway by the City of Los Angeles. Increased safety
risks for vehicles, bicyclists and pedestrians could result from open-trench construction
activities within or adjacent to streets. Pedestrian access to the bridge across Ballona
Lagoon at Lighthouse Street would also be affected during the daytime construction period.

Dockweiler Beach to Pacific Avenue Alignment

The temporary localized impacts on the transportation system would occur due the
combined effects of additional construction traffic and closure of travel lanes on roadways,
leading to reductions in roadway capacity.
Temporary relocation of bus stops at the northwest and northeast corner of the Pacific
Avenue/Hurricane Street intersection would be required for MTA Lines 108 and 358 and
LADOT Commuter Express Line 437 would be necessary

Pedestrian and bike movement in the vicinity would also be affected by construction on
Hurricane Street.

Construction of the beach alignment would have possible conflicts with the walking path
adjacent to the jacking pit at the oceanfront.

Construction of the entire North Dockweiler Beach alignment in combination with either of
the two Playa Del Rey alignments would not result in adverse construction-period impacts
at any of the analyzed study intersections or roadway segments north of the Marina Del
Rey Channel in Marina Del Rey.

Pacific Avenue/Vista Del Mar Alignment

Localized construction related impacts on the transportation system would occur as a result
of a reduction in roadway capacity due to construction traffic and the closure of roadway
travel lanes.

During the tunnel-boring and open-trench construction, 62nd Avenue east of Pacific Avenue
would be temporarily closed and would result in the temporary loss of approximately 15
parking spaces in the public parking lot.

Non-motorized transportation would be temporarily affected by establishment of the
laydown area of the tunnel-boring construction. Pedestrian pathways to Back Bay Place and
the Del Rey

During the in-street construction on Pacific Avenue between 66th Avenue and Culver
Boulevard, temporary removal of street parking on one side of the would be required to
allow two-way traffic to safely travel through this segment of Pacific Avenue.
The Lagoon waterfront would need to be diverted around the construction laydown area.

Dockweiler Beach Alignment

Temporary relocation of bus stops at the northwest and northeast corner of the Pacific
Avenue/Hurricane Street intersection would be necessary.
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Construction traffic (both worker and truck trips) generated from both the tunnel
construction and the cut-and-cover activities on both ends of the alignment would result in
adverse construction-period impacts at two of the nine analyzed study intersections and 1
of the 23 study segments:

•Pacific Avenue at Washington Boulevard
•Nicholson Street at Culver Boulevard
•Culver Boulevard east of Nicholson Street (p.m. peak hour)

Mined Tunnel Construction

Project impacts at the shaft would result in unavoidable localized impacts on the vehicular
and non-motorized transportation on Hurricane Street west of Grand Canal during
construction.

Cultural Resources

Impact that can be mitigated to a level of insignificance

Alternative Impact Area

1. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(Waterview to Hurricane)

2

2. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(LAX to Hurricane)

2

3. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(LAX to VPP)

2

4. Mined Tunnel - Inland Alignment
(LAX to VPP)

2

Dockweiler Beach Alignment 5

Pacific Avenue Alignment Pacific Avenue

Pacific Avenue/Vista Del Mar 1, 3, 4, 5, Westchester/Playa Del Rey Alignment

The proposed development of the sewer alignment has the potential to cause a significant
impact on unknown cultural resources. There is only one site alternative that may be
impacted by the Project located at the Viista Del Mar alignment. Mitigation monitoring to
insure no disturbance to potential cultural resources in the area will reduce potential
impacts.

Geology

Impact that can be mitigated to a level of insignificance

Alternative Impact Area

1. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(Waterview to Hurricane)

2, 9, Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment (Waterview to
Hurricane)

2. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(LAX to Hurricane)

10, 2, 9, Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment (LAX to
Hurricane)

3. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(LAX to VPP)

10, 2, Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment (LAX to VPP)

4. Mined Tunnel - Inland Alignment
(LAX to VPP)

10, 2, Mined Tunnel - Inland Alignment (LAX to VPP)

Dockweiler Beach Alignment 1, 3, 5, 6, 9

Dockweiler Beach to Pacific Avenue
Alignment 10, 4, 6, 9

Marquesas Way/Via Marina Way 10, 11, 12, 8, Marquesas Way/Via Marina Way

Pacific Avenue Alignment 10, 7, Pacific Avenue

Pacific Avenue/Vista Del Mar 1, 3, 4, 5, Westchester/Playa Del Rey Alignment
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The geology and subsurface conditions of the site have been evaluated in terms of their
impact on the proposed Project. The impact of the proposed Project on the existing
geologic condition of the site. The Project alternatives are suitable for the proposed
construction with proper mitigation.

Hazardous Waste

Impact that can be mitigated to a level of insignificance

Alternative Impact Area

1. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(Waterview to Hurricane)

2, 9, Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment (Waterview to
Hurricane)

2. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(LAX to Hurricane)

10, 2, 9, Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment (LAX to
Hurricane)

3. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(LAX to VPP) 10, 2, Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment (LAX to VPP)

4. Mined Tunnel - Inland Alignment
(LAX to VPP)

10, 2, Mined Tunnel - Inland Alignment (LAX to VPP)

Dockweiler Beach Alignment 1, 3, 5, 6, 9

Dockweiler Beach to Pacific Avenue
Alignment

10, 4, 6, 9

Marquesas Way/Via Marina Way 10, 11, 12, 8, Marquesas Way/Via Marina Way

Pacific Avenue Alignment 10, 7, Pacific Avenue

Pacific Avenue/Vista Del Mar 1, 3, 4, 5, Westchester/Playa Del Rey Alignment

Based on reports and files reviewed at the California Division of Oil, Gas, and Geothermal
Resources (CDOGGR), the proposed Project alignments lie within an area of oil well field
development known as the Playa Del Rey Field. Several abandoned oil wells lie either
within, or within proximity of, the proposed alignments (refer to Figure G-1 in Appendix G
and also see Figure 5.7-1 for locations). In addition, other hazardous substances, such as
methane and other hazardous materials may be present in the project area.

Mitigation measures prior to and during construction will insure less than significant impacts
during construction for the project.

Hydrology

Impact that can be mitigated to a level of insignificance

Alternative Impact Area

1. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(Waterview to Hurricane)

2, 9, Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment (Waterview to
Hurricane)

2. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(LAX to Hurricane)

10, 2, 9, Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment (LAX to
Hurricane)

3. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(LAX to VPP)

10, 2, Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment (LAX to VPP)

4. Mined Tunnel - Inland Alignment
(LAX to VPP)

10, 2, Mined Tunnel - Inland Alignment (LAX to VPP)

Dockweiler Beach Alignment 1, 3, 5, 6, 9

Dockweiler Beach to Pacific Avenue
Alignment

10, 4, 6, 9

Marquesas Way/Via Marina Way 10, 11, 12, 8, Marquesas Way/Via Marina Way

Pacific Avenue Alignment 10, 7, Pacific Avenue

Pacific Avenue/Vista Del Mar 1, 3, 4, 5, Westchester/Playa Del Rey Alignment

Perched groundwater, may be encountered during the excavation operation of
construction. Dewatering during construction could also lower local groundwater levels and
potentially result in subsidence of the immediate area adjacent to the proposed Project
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alignment (reference design material). However, construction dewatering would not result
in a loss of groundwater from a producing aquifer. Impacts will be less than significant
during construction with proper mitigation.

Land Use

Insignificant or no impact

Alternative Impact Area

1. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(Waterview to Hurricane)

2, 9, Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment (Waterview to
Hurricane)

2. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(LAX to Hurricane)

10, 2, 9, Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment (LAX to
Hurricane)

3. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(LAX to VPP)

10, 2, Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment (LAX to VPP)

4. Mined Tunnel - Inland Alignment
(LAX to VPP)

10, 2, Mined Tunnel - Inland Alignment (LAX to VPP)

Dockweiler Beach Alignment 1, 3, 5, 6, 9

Dockweiler Beach to Pacific Avenue
Alignment

10, 4, 6, 9

Marquesas Way/Via Marina Way 10, 11, 12, 8, Marquesas Way/Via Marina Way

Pacific Avenue Alignment 10, 7, Pacific Avenue

Pacific Avenue/Vista Del Mar 1, 3, 4, 5, Westchester/Playa Del Rey Alignment

Because this is a municipal project providing improvements to public facilities through the
City of Los Angeles Department of Public Works, this Project will adhere to all local and
regional regulatory requirements necessary for the construction of the sewer. Additionally,
this Project is not a land use, nor does it require a change/variance in land use; therefore,
there are no impacts to land uses within the Project areas.

Noise

Insignificant or no impact

Alternative Impact Area

Dockweiler Beach Alignment 1, 3, 6

Dockweiler Beach to Pacific Avenue
Alignment

4, 6

Marquesas Way/Via Marina Way 12

Pacific Avenue/Vista Del Mar 1, 3

A construction related noise would constitute a short-term but significant impact unless
mitigation measures are implemented throughout this alignment.

Based upon the construction noise data, noise levels on the construction site could exceed
federal Occupational Safety and Health Act (OSHA) and California Department of Industrial
Relations, Division of California Occupational Safety and Health Administration (Cal-OSHA)
regulations (8 CCR, General Industrial Safety Orders, Article 105, Control of Noise
Exposure, Section 5095, et seq.) for worker noise exposure. Compliance with Cal-OSHA
regulation will ensure that construction personnel are adequately protected from potential
noise hazards.
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Impact that can be mitigated to a level of insignificance

Alternative Impact Area

1. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(Waterview to Hurricane)

Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment (Waterview to
Hurricane)

2. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(LAX to Hurricane)

Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment (LAX to Hurricane)

3. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(LAX to VPP)

Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment (LAX to VPP)

4. Mined Tunnel - Inland Alignment
(LAX to VPP)

Mined Tunnel - Inland Alignment (LAX to VPP)

Dockweiler Beach Alignment 5

Dockweiler Beach to Pacific Avenue
Alignment

9

Marquesas Way/Via Marina Way Marquesas Way/Via Marina Way

Pacific Avenue Alignment Pacific Avenue

Pacific Avenue/Vista Del Mar 4, 5, Westchester/Playa Del Rey Alignment

A construction related noise would constitute a short-term but significant impact unless
mitigation measures are implemented throughout this alignment.

Based upon the construction noise data, noise levels on the construction site could exceed
federal Occupational Safety and Health Act (OSHA) and California Department of Industrial
Relations, Division of California Occupational Safety and Health Administration (Cal-OSHA)
regulations (8 CCR, General Industrial Safety Orders, Article 105, Control of Noise
Exposure, Section 5095, et seq.) for worker noise exposure. Compliance with Cal-OSHA
regulation will ensure that construction personnel are adequately protected from potential
noise hazards.

Paleontology

Insignificant or no impact

Alternative Impact Area

1. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(Waterview to Hurricane)

Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment (Waterview to
Hurricane)

2. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(LAX to Hurricane)

10, 9, Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment (LAX to
Hurricane)

3. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(LAX to VPP)

10, Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment (LAX to VPP)

4. Mined Tunnel - Inland Alignment
(LAX to VPP)

10, Mined Tunnel - Inland Alignment (LAX to VPP)

Dockweiler Beach Alignment 1, 3, 6, 9

Dockweiler Beach to Pacific Avenue
Alignment

10, 4, 6, 9

Marquesas Way/Via Marina Way 10, 11, 12, 8, Marquesas Way/Via Marina Way

Pacific Avenue Alignment 10, 7

Pacific Avenue/Vista Del Mar 1, 3

There have been no Paleontological findings within this portion of the project area and no
impacts are anticipated as a result of construction related activities to the project in this
area.
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Impact that can be mitigated to a level of insignificance

Alternative Impact Area

1. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(Waterview to Hurricane)

2

2. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(LAX to Hurricane)

2

3. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(LAX to VPP)

2

4. Mined Tunnel - Inland Alignment
(LAX to VPP)

2

Dockweiler Beach Alignment 5

Pacific Avenue Alignment Pacific Avenue

Pacific Avenue/Vista Del Mar 4, 5, Westchester/Playa Del Rey Alignment

Paleontologic resources of the coastal deposits that would result from earth-moving
activities at and near the surface probably would be considered to be of low significance
because the coastal deposits probably are too young at and near the surface to contain
remains old enough to be considered fossilized.

The paleontologic resources of the coastal deposits that would result from earth-moving
activities at the project site would be considered to be of high paleontologic significance at
depth because there probably is a high potential for the loss of scientifically important fossil
remains, unrecorded fossil sites, and associated specimen data and corresponding geologic
and geographic site data as a result of these activities.

There have been no recorded paleontologic recordings in the project area except for the
LAX Dunes. Monitoring by a qualified paleontologist in this area should be conducted to
insure proper evaluation and handling of any potential findings.

Public Facilities and Services

Insignificant or no impact

Alternative Impact Area

2. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(LAX to Hurricane)

10

3. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(LAX to VPP)

10

4. Mined Tunnel - Inland Alignment
(LAX to VPP)

10

Dockweiler Beach to Pacific Avenue
Alignment

10

Marquesas Way/Via Marina Way 10, 11

Pacific Avenue/Vista Del Mar 1

Impacts to these areas may be mitigated to levels of less then significant with appropriate
mitigation as defined in Section 8 of this document.

Impact that can be mitigated to a level of insignificance

Alternative Impact Area

1. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(Waterview to Hurricane)

2, Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment (Waterview to
Hurricane)

2. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(LAX to Hurricane)

2, Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment (LAX to Hurricane)
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3. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(LAX to VPP)

2, Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment (LAX to VPP)

4. Mined Tunnel - Inland Alignment
(LAX to VPP)

2, Mined Tunnel - Inland Alignment (LAX to VPP)

Dockweiler Beach Alignment 1, 3

Pacific Avenue Alignment 10

Pacific Avenue/Vista Del Mar 3, Westchester/Playa Del Rey Alignment

Impacts to this area will be less than significant with proper mitigation as defined in Section
8 of this document.

Impact that cannot be mitigated to a level of insignificance

Alternative Impact Area

1. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(Waterview to Hurricane)

9

2. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(LAX to Hurricane)

9

Dockweiler Beach Alignment 5, 6, 9

Dockweiler Beach to Pacific Avenue
Alignment

4, 6, 9

Marquesas Way/Via Marina Way 12, Marquesas Way/Via Marina Way

Pacific Avenue/Vista Del Mar 4, 5

Some laydown and staging areas would adversely affect local recreation resources
throughout the construction period. Cut-and-cover activities along the pipeline corridor
would affect specific areas for periods of approximately 3 weeks in any 1,000-foot segment.

There would be adverse impacts of existing recreational activities and use of public
recreational resources during Project construction, however there will be no long term
adverse affects.

•Sightseeing from the Via Marina (a scenic highway/drive) would be affected; and
•The existing parking for the marina at the intersection of Marquesas Way and Via Marina
will be eliminated and used for a pipe laydown area. Access to the marina would be
affected.
•Pipe laydown activities associated with Push Site 2 would interrupt access to the public
trail along the east side of Grand Canal that starts at Via Dolce;
•All or most of the parking along Via Marina at the entrance channel would be removed;
•Access to a designated scenic highway/drive would be eliminated for a period of about 7
months. Via Marina along the entrance channel would be closed to public traffic (one lane
would be closed and, along with the parking area, one would be used for a
construction/laydown site);
•The Class II Bike Trail along Pacific Avenue would be closed during construction;
•Beach access at Hurricane Street would be affected by the extraction shaft, and cut-and-
cover-construction along Hurricane Street. This area is used for passive recreation and
volleyball;
•Fishing from the North Jetty would be restricted due to laydown area and receive site. No
parking would be available in this area; and
•Construction activities on the beach and reduced parking could interfere with scheduled
recreational events on the beach such as volleyball tournaments. The parking lot at Del Rey
Lagoon Park would be used by the Project. The construction activity would affect the
recreation experience for this park;
•The bike path at Pacific Avenue bridge and along the la-down area at 62nd Street would
be adversely affected;
•Access to the beach would be adversely affected, as parking would be removed along
62nd Street and along Pacifica Avenue at the park; and
•The Napoleon Street residential foot path could be interrupted by construction activities.
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Visual/Aesthetics

Impact that cannot be mitigated to a level of insignificance

Alternative Impact Area

1. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(Waterview to Hurricane)

9, Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment (Waterview to
Hurricane)

2. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(LAX to Hurricane)

9, Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment (LAX to Hurricane)

3. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(LAX to VPP)

Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment (LAX to VPP)

4. Mined Tunnel - Inland Alignment
(LAX to VPP)

Mined Tunnel - Inland Alignment (LAX to VPP)

Dockweiler Beach Alignment 1, 3, 5, 6, 9

Dockweiler Beach to Pacific Avenue
Alignment

4, 6, 9

Marquesas Way/Via Marina Way 8, Marquesas Way/Via Marina Way

Pacific Avenue Alignment 10, 7, Pacific Avenue

Pacific Avenue/Vista Del Mar 1, 3, 4, 5, Westchester/Playa Del Rey Alignment

The visual sensitivity of these areas indicate that any construction related equipment and
activity during construction will adversely affect these areas. Please see section 5.12 for
detailed impact information.

Water Quality

Impact that can be mitigated to a level of insignificance

Alternative Impact Area

1. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(Waterview to Hurricane)

2, 9, Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment (Waterview to
Hurricane)

2. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(LAX to Hurricane)

10, 2, 9, Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment (LAX to
Hurricane)

3. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(LAX to VPP)

10, 2, Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment (LAX to VPP)

4. Mined Tunnel - Inland Alignment
(LAX to VPP)

10, 2, Mined Tunnel - Inland Alignment (LAX to VPP)

Dockweiler Beach Alignment 1, 3, 5, 6, 9

Dockweiler Beach to Pacific Avenue
Alignment

10, 4, 6, 9

Marquesas Way/Via Marina Way 10, 11, 12, 8, Marquesas Way/Via Marina Way

Pacific Avenue Alignment 10, 7, Pacific Avenue

Pacific Avenue/Vista Del Mar 1, 3, 4, 5, Westchester/Playa Del Rey Alignment

Impact to Water Quality in this area can be reduced to less than significant by
implementing mitigation measures as defined in Section 8 of this document.

6.3.4 Venice

Air Quality

Insignificant or no impact

Alternative Impact Area

Pacific Avenue Alignment 7

No Air Quality impacts due to mined tunneling activities are anticipated at this location.
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Insignificant or no impact

Alternative Impact Area

1. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(Waterview to Hurricane)

2

2. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(LAX to Hurricane) 2

3. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(LAX to VPP)

2

4. Mined Tunnel - Inland Alignment
(LAX to VPP)

2

Air Quality impacts are not anticipated at this location.

Insignificant or no impact

Alternative Impact Area

Dockweiler Beach Alignment 1, 3, 5, 6, 9

Dockweiler Beach to Pacific Avenue
Alignment 4, 6

Marquesas Way/Via Marina Way 10, 11, 12, 8

Pacific Avenue Alignment 10

Pacific Avenue/Vista Del Mar 1, 3, 4, 5, Westchester/Playa Del Rey Alignment

The use of construction equipment on site would potentially result in localized air quality
impact. Emissions from construction equipment generated from site grading activities were
calculated using emission factors provided in the SCAQMD’s Since the TBM is electrically 
driven, micro-tunneling is anticipated to produce minimal emissions if the TBM can be
powered directly from the City’s electrical grid. 

Impact that can be mitigated to a level of insignificance

Alternative Impact Area

1. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(Waterview to Hurricane)

9

2. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(LAX to Hurricane)

10, 9, Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment (LAX to
Hurricane)

3. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(LAX to VPP)

10

4. Mined Tunnel - Inland Alignment
(LAX to VPP)

10

Dockweiler Beach to Pacific Avenue
Alignment

10, 9

Marquesas Way/Via Marina Way Marquesas Way/Via Marina Way

Due to the close proximity of housing to the shaft area, extended periods of running
construction related equipment could pose impacts to localized air quality.
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Impact that can be mitigated to a level of insignificance

Alternative Impact Area

1. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(Waterview to Hurricane)

Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment (Waterview to
Hurricane)

3. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(LAX to VPP)

Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment (LAX to VPP)

4. Mined Tunnel - Inland Alignment
(LAX to VPP)

Mined Tunnel - Inland Alignment (LAX to VPP)

Pacific Avenue Alignment Pacific Avenue

No Air Quality impacts due to mined tunneling activities are anticipated at this location.

1. Construction activities produce combustion emissions from various sources such as site
grading, generators, worker’s vehicles, on-site heavy-duty construction vehicles, and trucks
hauling materials to and from the site. Exhaust and fugitive dust emissions from
construction activities on site would vary daily as construction activity levels change. The
use of construction equipment on site would potentially result in localized air quality
impacts. The combination of open trench and micro-tunneling construction is expected to
have a significant impact on air quality, unless mitigation measures for NOx are
implemented.

2. Fugitive dust emissions are generally associated with demolition, land clearing,
exposure, and cut and fill operations. Dust generated during construction would vary
substantially, depending on the level of activity, the specific operations, and weather
conditions. Nearby sensitive receptors and on-site workers may be exposed to blowing
dust, depending upon prevailing wind conditions.

3. Depending on construction schedules of all the projects in the area, fugitive dust and
pollutant emissions generated during construction may result in substantial short-term
increases in air pollutants, which would contribute to short-term cumulative air quality
impacts.

4. Construction activities produce combustion emissions from various sources such as site
drilling, generators, worker’s vehicles, on-site heavy-duty construction vehicles, and trucks
hauling materials to and from the site.

5. Exhaust and fugitive dust emissions from construction activities on site would vary daily
as construction activity levels change. The use of construction equipment on site would
potentially result in localized air quality impacts. The combination of open trench and
micro-tunneling construction is expected to have a significant impact on air quality, unless
mitigation measures for NOx are implemented.

6. Dust generated during construction would vary substantially, depending on the level of
activity, the specific operations, and weather conditions. Nearby sensitive receptors and on-
site workers may be exposed to blowing dust, depending upon prevailing wind conditions.

7. Depending on construction schedules of all the projects in the area, fugitive dust and
pollutant emissions generated during construction may result in substantial short-term
increases in air pollutants, which would contribute to short-term cumulative air quality
impacts.

Biology

Insignificant or no impact

Alternative Impact Area

Pacific Avenue Alignment 7

The Via Marina at Pacific Avenue is located 600 linear feet from the least tern nesting area.
Noise and other activities associated with Project construction would affect least tern
nesting if construction during the nesting season is located less than 1,000 linear feet from
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the least tern nesting area. However, even though this site is located less than 1,000 linear
feet from the least tern nesting area, it is separated by a housing development. Therefore,
the alignment would not be expected to result in temporary (and no permanent) effects on
the nesting site. No other temporary impacts on least tern foraging habitat are expected to
occur.

Insignificant or no impact

Alternative Impact Area

1. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(Waterview to Hurricane)

2

2. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(LAX to Hurricane)

10, 2

3. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(LAX to VPP)

10, 2

4. Mined Tunnel - Inland Alignment
(LAX to VPP)

10, 2

Marquesas Way/Via Marina Way 10, 8, Marquesas Way/Via Marina Way

Noise and other activities associated with Project construction would affect least tern
nesting if construction during the nesting season is located less than 1,000 linear feet from
the least tern nesting area. However, even though this site is located less than 1,000
linear feet from the least tern nesting area, it is separated by a housing
development. Therefore, the alignment would not be expected to result in temporary (and
no permanent) effects on the nesting site. No other temporary impacts on least tern
foraging habitat are expected to occur.

Impact that can be mitigated to a level of insignificance

Alternative Impact Area

3. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(LAX to VPP)

Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment (LAX to VPP)

4. Mined Tunnel - Inland Alignment
(LAX to VPP) Mined Tunnel - Inland Alignment (LAX to VPP)

Dockweiler Beach to Pacific Avenue
Alignment

9

Temporary impacts to water quality and marine resources at launching and receiving sites
associated with the submarine canal erosion could occur through the unintentional release
of excavated sediments and water into the local environment.

Impact that can be mitigated to a level of insignificance

Alternative Impact Area

1. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(Waterview to Hurricane)

9, Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment (Waterview to
Hurricane)

2. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(LAX to Hurricane)

9, Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment (LAX to Hurricane)

Dockweiler Beach to Pacific Avenue
Alignment

10

Any construction activities conducted during the least tern nesting season when terns are
present, may impose significant temporary impacts in the form of noise, surface vibration,
and increased human disturbance. Furthermore, those least terns using the nesting site will
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be affected if open-cut excavation, jacking pit, or micro-tunneling is used, within 500 feet
of the nesting site. Additionally, the increased human disturbance may attract tern
predators (i.e., American crow).

Impact that can be mitigated to a level of insignificance

Alternative Impact Area

Dockweiler Beach Alignment 3, 5, 6, 9

1. Temporary impacts to water quality and marine resources could occur through the
unintentional release of excavated sediments and water into the Grand Canal although the
proposed Project is not likely to result in a long-term reduction in water quality or the loss
of individuals or habitat in the area. 2. Any construction activities conducted during the
least tern nesting season when terns are present, may impose significant temporary
impacts in the form of noise, surface vibration, and increased human disturbance within
500 feet of the nesting site. Although the shaft is over 500 feet from the Least Tern area,
proper mitigation should be implemented for worker related activity on the beach near the
construction site.

Impact that can be mitigated to a level of insignificance

Alternative Impact Area

Dockweiler Beach to Pacific Avenue
Alignment

4, 6

1. The proposed project is not likely to result in a long-term reduction in water quality or
the loss of individuals or habitat in the area during construction with proper mitigation as
defined in section 5.3. 1. Any construction activities conducted during the least tern nesting
season when terns are present, may impose significant temporary impacts in the form of
noise, surface vibration, and increased human disturbance within 500 feet of the nesting
site. Although the shaft is over 500 feet from the Least Tern area, proper mitigation should
be implemented for worker related activity on the beach near the construction site.

Impact that can be mitigated to a level of insignificance

Alternative Impact Area

Dockweiler Beach Alignment 1

Marquesas Way/Via Marina Way 11, 12

Pacific Avenue Alignment 10, Pacific Avenue

Pacific Avenue/Vista Del Mar 1, 3, 4, 5, Westchester/Playa Del Rey Alignment
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1. Temporary impacts to water quality and marine resources could occur through the
unintentional release of excavated sediments and water into the Grand Canal during
construction, although the proposed Project is not likely to result in a long-term reduction
in water quality or the loss of individuals or habitat in the area.

2. Temporary impacts to water quality and marine resources at launching and receiving
sites associated with the submarine canal erosion could occur through the unintentional
release of excavated sediments and water into the local environment.

3. Any construction activities conducted during the least tern nesting season when terns
are present, may impose significant temporary impacts in the form of noise, surface
vibration, and increased human disturbance. Furthermore, those least terns using the
nesting site will be affected if open-cut excavation, jacking pit, or micro-tunneling is used,
within 500 feet of the nesting site. Additionally, the increased human disturbance may
attract tern predators (i.e., American crow).

Circulation

Impact that can be mitigated to a level of insignificance

Alternative Impact Area

4. Mined Tunnel - Inland Alignment
(LAX to VPP)

Mined Tunnel - Inland Alignment (LAX to VPP)

Construction traffic (both worker and truck trips) generated from both the tunnel
construction would not adversely impact any of the study roadway segments but would
result in an adverse impact at one of the nine analyzed study intersections:

•Pacific Avenue at Washington Boulevard (p.m. peak hour)

Impact that can be mitigated to a level of insignificance

Alternative Impact Area

1. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(Waterview to Hurricane)

2

2. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(LAX to Hurricane)

2, Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment (LAX to Hurricane)

3. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(LAX to VPP)

2

4. Mined Tunnel - Inland Alignment
(LAX to VPP)

2

Dockweiler Beach Alignment 1, 3

Dockweiler Beach to Pacific Avenue
Alignment

6

Marquesas Way/Via Marina Way 8, Marquesas Way/Via Marina Way

Pacific Avenue/Vista Del Mar 1, 3, Westchester/Playa Del Rey Alignment

Construction traffic (both worker and truck trips) generated from both the tunnel
construction would not adversely impact any of the study roadway segments but would
result in an adverse impact at one of the nine analyzed study intersections:

•Pacific Avenue at Washington Boulevard (p.m. peak hour)
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Impact that cannot be mitigated to a level of insignificance

Alternative Impact Area

1. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(Waterview to Hurricane)

9, Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment (Waterview to
Hurricane)

2. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(LAX to Hurricane)

10, 9

3. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(LAX to VPP)

10, Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment (LAX to VPP)

4. Mined Tunnel - Inland Alignment
(LAX to VPP)

10

Dockweiler Beach to Pacific Avenue
Alignment

10, 9

Pacific Avenue Alignment 7

Pacific Avenue/Vista Del Mar 4, 5

1. The open-trench construction of this Via Marina segment could temporarily affect the
transit system by requiring the relocation of transit bus stops in the vicinity of the
construction areas on Via Marina southbound at Marquesas Way,

2. Temporary closure of the eastbound right-turn only lane on Marquesas Way and the
outer southbound lane on Via Marina south of the Marquesas Way would be necessary.
Vehicles on Marquesas Way intending to make eastbound right-turn maneuvers would have
to make wide turning movements to go around the shaft site to travel southbound on Via
Marina.

pedestrian access would be impacted at Via Marina/Marquesas Way because of the
temporary closure of the west and south legs of the pedestrian crosswalks

Temporary closure of the outer southbound lane on Via Marina would be necessary to
provide space for the open-trench construction zone during the 3-week cycle

The open-trench construction of this Via Marina segment could temporarily affect the transit
system by requiring the relocation of transit bus stops in the vicinity of the construction
areas on Via Marina southbound at Marquesas Way, Tahiti Way, and Captain’s Row Drive 
for MTA Lines 108 and 358 and LADOT Commuter Express Line 437.

temporarily displace approximately 24 parking spaces, leading to increased competition for
available beach parking and affecting pedestrian movement to the waterfront at the marina
entrance for up to 2 months.
Pacific Avenue Alignment

localized construction impacts on the transportation system would occur due to the
combined effects of additional construction traffic and closure of travel lanes on roadways,
leading to reductions in roadway capacity.

Temporary closure of the northbound lane on Pacific Avenue would require northbound
traffic to use Outrigger Street or another parallel east-west roadway to reach Speedway
Avenue
The open-trench construction of the Pacific Avenue segment could temporarily affect the
transit system by requiring the relocation of transit bus stops on Pacific Avenue northbound
in the immediate vicinity of the construction areas.

Pacific Avenue is designated a Class II Bikeway by the City of Los Angeles. Increased safety
risks for vehicles, bicyclists and pedestrians could result from open-trench construction
activities within or adjacent to streets. Pedestrian access to the bridge across Ballona
Lagoon at Lighthouse Street would also be affected during the daytime construction period.
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Dockweiler Beach to Pacific Avenue Alignment

The temporary localized impacts on the transportation system would occur due the
combined effects of additional construction traffic and closure of travel lanes on roadways,
leading to reductions in roadway capacity.
Temporary relocation of bus stops at the northwest and northeast corner of the Pacific
Avenue/Hurricane Street intersection would be required for MTA Lines 108 and 358 and
LADOT Commuter Express Line 437 would be necessary

Pedestrian and bike movement in the vicinity would also be affected by construction on
Hurricane Street.

Construction of the beach alignment would have possible conflicts with the walking path
adjacent to the jacking pit at the oceanfront.

Construction of the entire North Dockweiler Beach alignment in combination with either of
the two Playa Del Rey alignments would not result in adverse construction-period impacts
at any of the analyzed study intersections or roadway segments north of the Marina Del
Rey Channel in Marina Del Rey.

Pacific Avenue/Vista Del Mar Alignment

Localized construction related impacts on the transportation system would occur as a result
of a reduction in roadway capacity due to construction traffic and the closure of roadway
travel lanes.

During the tunnel-boring and open-trench construction, 62nd Avenue east of Pacific Avenue
would be temporarily closed and would result in the temporary loss of approximately 15
parking spaces in the public parking lot.

Non-motorized transportation would be temporarily affected by establishment of the
laydown area of the tunnel-boring construction. Pedestrian pathways to Back Bay Place and
the Del Rey

During the in-street construction on Pacific Avenue between 66th Avenue and Culver
Boulevard, temporary removal of street parking on one side of the would be required to
allow two-way traffic to safely travel through this segment of Pacific Avenue.
The Lagoon waterfront would need to be diverted around the construction laydown area.

Dockweiler Beach Alignment

Temporary relocation of bus stops at the northwest and northeast corner of the Pacific
Avenue/Hurricane Street intersection would be necessary.

Construction traffic (both worker and truck trips) generated from both the tunnel
construction and the cut-and-cover activities on both ends of the alignment would result in
adverse construction-period impacts at two of the nine analyzed study intersections and 1
of the 23 study segments:

•Pacific Avenue at Washington Boulevard
•Nicholson Street at Culver Boulevard
•Culver Boulevard east of Nicholson Street (p.m. peak hour)

Mined Tunnel Construction

Project impacts at the shaft would result in unavoidable localized impacts on the vehicular
and non-motorized transportation on Hurricane Street west of Grand Canal during
construction.
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Impact that cannot be mitigated to a level of insignificance

Alternative Impact Area

Pacific Avenue Alignment 10, Pacific Avenue

Localized construction impacts on the transportation system would occur due to the
combined effects of additional construction traffic and closure of travel lanes on roadways,
leading to reductions in roadway capacity.

Temporary closure of the northbound lane on Pacific Avenue would require northbound
traffic to use Outrigger Street or another parallel east-west roadway to reach Speedway
Avenue
The open-trench construction of the Pacific Avenue segment could temporarily affect the
transit system by requiring the relocation of transit bus stops on Pacific Avenue northbound
in the immediate vicinity of the construction areas.

Pacific Avenue is designated a Class II Bikeway by the City of Los Angeles. Increased safety
risks for vehicles, bicyclists and pedestrians could result from open-trench construction
activities within or adjacent to streets. Pedestrian access to the bridge across Ballona
Lagoon at Lighthouse Street would also be affected during the daytime construction period.

Impact that cannot be mitigated to a level of insignificance

Alternative Impact Area

Dockweiler Beach to Pacific Avenue
Alignment

4

The temporary localized impacts on the transportation system would occur due the
combined effects of additional construction traffic and closure of travel lanes on roadways,
leading to reductions in roadway capacity.

Temporary relocation of bus stops at the northwest and northeast corner of the Pacific
Avenue/Hurricane Street intersection would be required for MTA Lines 108 and 358 and
LADOT Commuter Express Line 437 would be necessary

Pedestrian and bike movement in the vicinity would also be affected by construction on
Hurricane Street.

Construction of the beach alignment would have possible conflicts with the walking path
adjacent to the jacking pit at the oceanfront.

Construction of the entire North Dockweiler Beach alignment in combination with either of
the two Playa Del Rey alignments would not result in adverse construction-period impacts
at any of the analyzed study intersections or roadway segments north of the Marina Del
Rey Channel in Marina Del Rey.

Impact that cannot be mitigated to a level of insignificance

Alternative Impact Area

Dockweiler Beach Alignment 5, 6, 9

Temporary relocation of bus stops at the northwest and northeast corner of the Pacific
Avenue/Hurricane Street intersection would be necessary.

Construction traffic (both worker and truck trips) generated from both the tunnel
construction and the cut-and-cover activities on both ends of the alignment would result in
adverse construction-period impacts at two of the nine analyzed study intersections and 1
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of the 23 study segments:

•Pacific Avenue at Washington Boulevard
•Nicholson Street at Culver Boulevard
•Culver Boulevard east of Nicholson Street (p.m. peak hour)

Cultural Resources

Insignificant or no impact

Alternative Impact Area

1. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(Waterview to Hurricane)

9, Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment (Waterview to
Hurricane)

2. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(LAX to Hurricane)

10, 9, Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment (LAX to
Hurricane)

3. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(LAX to VPP)

10, Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment (LAX to VPP)

4. Mined Tunnel - Inland Alignment
(LAX to VPP)

10, Mined Tunnel - Inland Alignment (LAX to VPP)

Dockweiler Beach Alignment 1, 3, 6, 9

Dockweiler Beach to Pacific Avenue
Alignment

10, 4, 6, 9

Marquesas Way/Via Marina Way 10, 11, 12, 8, Marquesas Way/Via Marina Way

Pacific Avenue Alignment 10, 7

It is the Archaeologists’ opinion that there is insufficient evidence that a cultural resource is 
present. Therefore, no impact is expected.

Impact that can be mitigated to a level of insignificance

Alternative Impact Area

1. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(Waterview to Hurricane)

2

2. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(LAX to Hurricane)

2

3. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(LAX to VPP)

2

4. Mined Tunnel - Inland Alignment
(LAX to VPP) 2

Dockweiler Beach Alignment 5

Pacific Avenue Alignment Pacific Avenue

Pacific Avenue/Vista Del Mar 1, 3, 4, 5, Westchester/Playa Del Rey Alignment

The proposed development of the sewer alignment has the potential to cause a significant
impact on unknown cultural resources. There is only one site alternative that may be
impacted by the Project located at the Viista Del Mar alignment. Mitigation monitoring to
insure no disturbance to potential cultural resources in the area will reduce potential
impacts.

Geology

Impact that can be mitigated to a level of insignificance

Alternative Impact Area

1. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(Waterview to Hurricane)

2, 9, Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment (Waterview to
Hurricane)
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2. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(LAX to Hurricane)

10, 2, 9, Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment (LAX to
Hurricane)

3. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(LAX to VPP)

10, 2, Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment (LAX to VPP)

4. Mined Tunnel - Inland Alignment
(LAX to VPP)

10, 2, Mined Tunnel - Inland Alignment (LAX to VPP)

Dockweiler Beach Alignment 1, 3, 5, 6, 9

Dockweiler Beach to Pacific Avenue
Alignment 10, 4, 6, 9

Marquesas Way/Via Marina Way 10, 11, 12, 8, Marquesas Way/Via Marina Way

Pacific Avenue Alignment 10, 7, Pacific Avenue

Pacific Avenue/Vista Del Mar 1, 3, 4, 5, Westchester/Playa Del Rey Alignment

The geology and subsurface conditions of the site have been evaluated in terms of their
impact on the proposed Project. The impact of the proposed Project on the existing
geologic condition of the site. The Project alternatives are suitable for the proposed
construction with proper mitigation.

Hazardous Waste

Impact that can be mitigated to a level of insignificance

Alternative Impact Area

1. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(Waterview to Hurricane)

2, 9, Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment (Waterview to
Hurricane)

2. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(LAX to Hurricane)

10, 2, 9, Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment (LAX to
Hurricane)

3. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(LAX to VPP)

10, 2, Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment (LAX to VPP)

4. Mined Tunnel - Inland Alignment
(LAX to VPP) 10, 2, Mined Tunnel - Inland Alignment (LAX to VPP)

Dockweiler Beach Alignment 1, 3, 5, 6, 9

Dockweiler Beach to Pacific Avenue
Alignment

10, 4, 6, 9

Marquesas Way/Via Marina Way 10, 11, 12, 8, Marquesas Way/Via Marina Way

Pacific Avenue Alignment 10, 7, Pacific Avenue

Pacific Avenue/Vista Del Mar 1, 3, 4, 5, Westchester/Playa Del Rey Alignment

Based on reports and files reviewed at the California Division of Oil, Gas, and Geothermal
Resources (CDOGGR), the proposed Project alignments lie within an area of oil well field
development known as the Playa Del Rey Field. Several abandoned oil wells lie either
within, or within proximity of, the proposed alignments (refer to Figure G-1 in Appendix G
and also see Figure 5.7-1 for locations). In addition, other hazardous substances, such as
methane and other hazardous materials may be present in the project area.

Mitigation measures prior to and during construction will insure less than significant impacts
during construction for the project.

Hydrology

Impact that can be mitigated to a level of insignificance

Alternative Impact Area

1. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(Waterview to Hurricane)

2, 9, Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment (Waterview to
Hurricane)

2. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(LAX to Hurricane)

10, 2, 9, Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment (LAX to
Hurricane)

3. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment 10, 2, Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment (LAX to VPP)
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(LAX to VPP)

4. Mined Tunnel - Inland Alignment
(LAX to VPP)

10, 2, Mined Tunnel - Inland Alignment (LAX to VPP)

Dockweiler Beach Alignment 1, 3, 5, 6, 9

Dockweiler Beach to Pacific Avenue
Alignment

10, 4, 6, 9

Marquesas Way/Via Marina Way 10, 11, 12, 8, Marquesas Way/Via Marina Way

Pacific Avenue Alignment 10, 7, Pacific Avenue

Pacific Avenue/Vista Del Mar 1, 3, 4, 5, Westchester/Playa Del Rey Alignment

Perched groundwater, may be encountered during the excavation operation of
construction. Dewatering during construction could also lower local groundwater levels and
potentially result in subsidence of the immediate area adjacent to the proposed Project
alignment (reference design material). However, construction dewatering would not result
in a loss of groundwater from a producing aquifer. Impacts will be less than significant
during construction with proper mitigation.

Land Use

Insignificant or no impact

Alternative Impact Area

1. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(Waterview to Hurricane)

2, 9, Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment (Waterview to
Hurricane)

2. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(LAX to Hurricane)

10, 2, 9, Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment (LAX to
Hurricane)

3. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(LAX to VPP)

10, 2, Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment (LAX to VPP)

4. Mined Tunnel - Inland Alignment
(LAX to VPP)

10, 2, Mined Tunnel - Inland Alignment (LAX to VPP)

Dockweiler Beach Alignment 1, 3, 5, 6, 9

Dockweiler Beach to Pacific Avenue
Alignment

10, 4, 6, 9

Marquesas Way/Via Marina Way 10, 11, 12, 8, Marquesas Way/Via Marina Way

Pacific Avenue Alignment 10, 7, Pacific Avenue

Pacific Avenue/Vista Del Mar 1, 3, 4, 5, Westchester/Playa Del Rey Alignment

Because this is a municipal project providing improvements to public facilities through the
City of Los Angeles Department of Public Works, this Project will adhere to all local and
regional regulatory requirements necessary for the construction of the sewer. Additionally,
this Project is not a land use, nor does it require a change/variance in land use; therefore,
there are no impacts to land uses within the Project areas.

Noise

Insignificant or no impact

Alternative Impact Area

Dockweiler Beach Alignment 1, 3, 6

Dockweiler Beach to Pacific Avenue
Alignment

4, 6

Marquesas Way/Via Marina Way 12

Pacific Avenue/Vista Del Mar 1, 3

A construction related noise would constitute a short-term but significant impact unless
mitigation measures are implemented throughout this alignment.
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Based upon the construction noise data, noise levels on the construction site could exceed
federal Occupational Safety and Health Act (OSHA) and California Department of Industrial
Relations, Division of California Occupational Safety and Health Administration (Cal-OSHA)
regulations (8 CCR, General Industrial Safety Orders, Article 105, Control of Noise
Exposure, Section 5095, et seq.) for worker noise exposure. Compliance with Cal-OSHA
regulation will ensure that construction personnel are adequately protected from potential
noise hazards.

Insignificant or no impact

Alternative Impact Area

1. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(Waterview to Hurricane)

2

2. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(LAX to Hurricane)

2

3. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(LAX to VPP)

2

4. Mined Tunnel - Inland Alignment
(LAX to VPP)

2

Residences would experience less-than-significant vibration levels from these construction
activities. No significant vibration impacts from large-diameter tunneling activities are
predicted for this alternative.

Impact that can be mitigated to a level of insignificance

Alternative Impact Area

1. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(Waterview to Hurricane)

Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment (Waterview to
Hurricane)

2. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(LAX to Hurricane)

Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment (LAX to Hurricane)

3. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(LAX to VPP)

Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment (LAX to VPP)

4. Mined Tunnel - Inland Alignment
(LAX to VPP)

Mined Tunnel - Inland Alignment (LAX to VPP)

Dockweiler Beach Alignment 5

Dockweiler Beach to Pacific Avenue
Alignment

9

Marquesas Way/Via Marina Way Marquesas Way/Via Marina Way

Pacific Avenue Alignment Pacific Avenue

Pacific Avenue/Vista Del Mar 4, 5, Westchester/Playa Del Rey Alignment

A construction related noise would constitute a short-term but significant impact unless
mitigation measures are implemented throughout this alignment.

Based upon the construction noise data, noise levels on the construction site could exceed
federal Occupational Safety and Health Act (OSHA) and California Department of Industrial
Relations, Division of California Occupational Safety and Health Administration (Cal-OSHA)
regulations (8 CCR, General Industrial Safety Orders, Article 105, Control of Noise
Exposure, Section 5095, et seq.) for worker noise exposure. Compliance with Cal-OSHA
regulation will ensure that construction personnel are adequately protected from potential
noise hazards.
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Impact that cannot be mitigated to a level of insignificance

Alternative Impact Area

1. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(Waterview to Hurricane)

9

2. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(LAX to Hurricane)

10, 9

3. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(LAX to VPP)

10

4. Mined Tunnel - Inland Alignment
(LAX to VPP)

10

Dockweiler Beach Alignment 9

Dockweiler Beach to Pacific Avenue
Alignment

10

Marquesas Way/Via Marina Way 10, 11, 8

Construction noise emissions from micro-tunneling would be dominated by stationary
equipment. Assuming five pieces of heavy equipment operating simultaneously (the power
unit for the TBM, a crane, a supply truck and two air compressors), the typical noise level
from micro-tunneling activity would be approximately 88 dBA at a distance of 50 feet, as
shown in Table 5.10-7. Noise levels at residences adjacent to the launch and receiving pit
work areas would be of a magnitude that would constitute a short-term but significant
impact during construction.

Impact that cannot be mitigated to a level of insignificance

Alternative Impact Area

Pacific Avenue Alignment 10, 7

Construction noise emissions from micro-tunneling would be dominated by stationary
equipment. Assuming five pieces of heavy equipment operating simultaneously (the power
unit for the TBM, a crane, a supply truck and two air compressors), the typical noise level
from micro-tunneling activity would be approximately 88 dBA at a distance of 50 feet, as
shown in Table 5.10-7. Noise levels at residences adjacent to the launch and receiving pit
work areas would be of a magnitude that would constitute a short-term but significant.

Paleontology

Insignificant or no impact

Alternative Impact Area

Dockweiler Beach Alignment 1, 3

paleontologic resources of the coastal deposits that would result from earth-moving
activities at and near the surface probably would be considered to be of low significance
because the coastal deposits probably are too young at and near the surface to contain
remains old enough to be considered fossilized.

Insignificant or no impact

Alternative Impact Area

1. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(Waterview to Hurricane)

Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment (Waterview to
Hurricane)

2. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(LAX to Hurricane)

10, 9, Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment (LAX to
Hurricane)
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3. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(LAX to VPP)

10, Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment (LAX to VPP)

4. Mined Tunnel - Inland Alignment
(LAX to VPP)

10, Mined Tunnel - Inland Alignment (LAX to VPP)

Dockweiler Beach Alignment 1, 3, 6, 9

Dockweiler Beach to Pacific Avenue
Alignment

10, 4, 6, 9

Marquesas Way/Via Marina Way 10, 11, 12, 8, Marquesas Way/Via Marina Way

Pacific Avenue Alignment 10, 7

Pacific Avenue/Vista Del Mar 1, 3

There have been no Paleontological findings within this portion of the project area and no
impacts are anticipated as a result of construction related activities to the project in this
area.

Insignificant or no impact

Alternative Impact Area

1. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(Waterview to Hurricane)

9

2. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(LAX to Hurricane)

9

The paleontologic resources of the coastal deposits that would result from earth-moving
activities at the project site would be considered to be of high paleontologic significance at
depth because there probably is a high potential for the loss of scientifically important fossil
remains, unrecorded fossil sites, and associated specimen data and corresponding geologic
and geographic site data as a result of these activities.

There have been no recorded paleontologic recordings in the project area except for the
LAX Dunes. Monitoring by a qualified paleontologist in this area should be conducted to
insure proper evaluation and handling of any potential findings.

Impact that can be mitigated to a level of insignificance

Alternative Impact Area

1. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(Waterview to Hurricane)

2

2. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(LAX to Hurricane)

2

3. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(LAX to VPP)

2

4. Mined Tunnel - Inland Alignment
(LAX to VPP)

2

Dockweiler Beach Alignment 5

Pacific Avenue Alignment Pacific Avenue

Pacific Avenue/Vista Del Mar 4, 5, Westchester/Playa Del Rey Alignment

Paleontologic resources of the coastal deposits that would result from earth-moving
activities at and near the surface probably would be considered to be of low significance
because the coastal deposits probably are too young at and near the surface to contain
remains old enough to be considered fossilized.

The paleontologic resources of the coastal deposits that would result from earth-moving
activities at the project site would be considered to be of high paleontologic significance at
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depth because there probably is a high potential for the loss of scientifically important fossil
remains, unrecorded fossil sites, and associated specimen data and corresponding geologic
and geographic site data as a result of these activities.

There have been no recorded paleontologic recordings in the project area except for the
LAX Dunes. Monitoring by a qualified paleontologist in this area should be conducted to
insure proper evaluation and handling of any potential findings.

Public Facilities and Services

Insignificant or no impact

Alternative Impact Area

2. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(LAX to Hurricane)

10

3. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(LAX to VPP)

10

4. Mined Tunnel - Inland Alignment
(LAX to VPP)

10

Dockweiler Beach to Pacific Avenue
Alignment

10

Marquesas Way/Via Marina Way 10, 11

Pacific Avenue/Vista Del Mar 1

Impacts to these areas may be mitigated to levels of less then significant with appropriate
mitigation as defined in Section 8 of this document.

Impact that can be mitigated to a level of insignificance

Alternative Impact Area

1. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(Waterview to Hurricane)

2, Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment (Waterview to
Hurricane)

2. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(LAX to Hurricane)

2, Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment (LAX to Hurricane)

3. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(LAX to VPP)

2, Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment (LAX to VPP)

4. Mined Tunnel - Inland Alignment
(LAX to VPP)

2, Mined Tunnel - Inland Alignment (LAX to VPP)

Dockweiler Beach Alignment 1, 3

Pacific Avenue Alignment 10

Pacific Avenue/Vista Del Mar 3, Westchester/Playa Del Rey Alignment

Impacts to this area will be less than significant with proper mitigation as defined in Section
8 of this document.

Impact that cannot be mitigated to a level of insignificance

Alternative Impact Area

1. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(Waterview to Hurricane) 9

2. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(LAX to Hurricane)

9

Dockweiler Beach Alignment 5, 6, 9

Dockweiler Beach to Pacific Avenue 4, 6, 9
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Alignment

Marquesas Way/Via Marina Way 12, Marquesas Way/Via Marina Way

Pacific Avenue/Vista Del Mar 4, 5

Some laydown and staging areas would adversely affect local recreation resources
throughout the construction period. Cut-and-cover activities along the pipeline corridor
would affect specific areas for periods of approximately 3 weeks in any 1,000-foot segment.

There would be adverse impacts of existing recreational activities and use of public
recreational resources during Project construction, however there will be no long term
adverse affects.

•Sightseeing from the Via Marina (a scenic highway/drive) would be affected; and
•The existing parking for the marina at the intersection of Marquesas Way and Via Marina
will be eliminated and used for a pipe laydown area. Access to the marina would be
affected.
•Pipe laydown activities associated with Push Site 2 would interrupt access to the public
trail along the east side of Grand Canal that starts at Via Dolce;
•All or most of the parking along Via Marina at the entrance channel would be removed;
•Access to a designated scenic highway/drive would be eliminated for a period of about 7
months. Via Marina along the entrance channel would be closed to public traffic (one lane
would be closed and, along with the parking area, one would be used for a
construction/laydown site);
•The Class II Bike Trail along Pacific Avenue would be closed during construction;
•Beach access at Hurricane Street would be affected by the extraction shaft, and cut-and-
cover-construction along Hurricane Street. This area is used for passive recreation and
volleyball;
•Fishing from the North Jetty would be restricted due to laydown area and receive site. No
parking would be available in this area; and
•Construction activities on the beach and reduced parking could interfere with scheduled
recreational events on the beach such as volleyball tournaments. The parking lot at Del Rey
Lagoon Park would be used by the Project. The construction activity would affect the
recreation experience for this park;
•The bike path at Pacific Avenue bridge and along the la-down area at 62nd Street would
be adversely affected;
•Access to the beach would be adversely affected, as parking would be removed along
62nd Street and along Pacifica Avenue at the park; and
•The Napoleon Street residential foot path could be interrupted by construction activities.

Impact that cannot be mitigated to a level of insignificance

Alternative Impact Area

Marquesas Way/Via Marina Way 8

Pacific Avenue Alignment 7, Pacific Avenue

Some laydown and staging areas would adversely affect local recreation resources
throughout the construction period. Cut-and-cover activities along the pipeline corridor
would affect specific areas for periods of approximately 3 weeks in any 1,000-foot segment.

Visual/Aesthetics

Insignificant or no impact

Alternative Impact Area

2. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(LAX to Hurricane)

10

3. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(LAX to VPP)

10

4. Mined Tunnel - Inland Alignment 10
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(LAX to VPP)

The visual sensitivity of these areas indicate that any construction related equipment and
activity during construction will adversely affect these areas. Please see section5.12 for
detailed impact information.

Insignificant or no impact

Alternative Impact Area

1. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(Waterview to Hurricane)

2

2. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(LAX to Hurricane)

2

3. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(LAX to VPP)

2

4. Mined Tunnel - Inland Alignment
(LAX to VPP)

2

Dockweiler Beach to Pacific Avenue
Alignment

10

Marquesas Way/Via Marina Way 10, 11, 12

Visual impacts are less than significant at this location.

Impact that cannot be mitigated to a level of insignificance

Alternative Impact Area

1. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(Waterview to Hurricane)

9, Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment (Waterview to
Hurricane)

2. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(LAX to Hurricane)

9, Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment (LAX to Hurricane)

3. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(LAX to VPP)

Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment (LAX to VPP)

4. Mined Tunnel - Inland Alignment
(LAX to VPP)

Mined Tunnel - Inland Alignment (LAX to VPP)

Dockweiler Beach Alignment 1, 3, 5, 6, 9

Dockweiler Beach to Pacific Avenue
Alignment

4, 6, 9

Marquesas Way/Via Marina Way 8, Marquesas Way/Via Marina Way

Pacific Avenue Alignment 10, 7, Pacific Avenue

Pacific Avenue/Vista Del Mar 1, 3, 4, 5, Westchester/Playa Del Rey Alignment

The visual sensitivity of these areas indicate that any construction related equipment and
activity during construction will adversely affect these areas. Please see section 5.12 for
detailed impact information.

Water Quality

Impact that can be mitigated to a level of insignificance

Alternative Impact Area

1. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(Waterview to Hurricane)

2, 9, Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment (Waterview to
Hurricane)
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2. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(LAX to Hurricane)

10, 2, 9, Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment (LAX to
Hurricane)

3. Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment
(LAX to VPP)

10, 2, Mined Tunnel - Beach Alignment (LAX to VPP)

4. Mined Tunnel - Inland Alignment
(LAX to VPP)

10, 2, Mined Tunnel - Inland Alignment (LAX to VPP)

Dockweiler Beach Alignment 1, 3, 5, 6, 9

Dockweiler Beach to Pacific Avenue
Alignment 10, 4, 6, 9

Marquesas Way/Via Marina Way 10, 11, 12, 8, Marquesas Way/Via Marina Way

Pacific Avenue Alignment 10, 7, Pacific Avenue

Pacific Avenue/Vista Del Mar 1, 3, 4, 5, Westchester/Playa Del Rey Alignment

Impact to Water Quality in this area can be reduced to less than significant by
implementing mitigation measures as defined in Section 8 of this document.
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7.0 GROWTH-INDUCING AND CUMULATIVE IMPACTS

7.1 GROWTH-INDUCING IMPACTS

Section 15126.2(d) of the CEQA Guidelines requires a discussion of the growth-inducing impacts of
proposed projects. Growth-inducing impacts are secondary, or indirect, impacts that could occur as a
result of the project that are manifested as changes in land use patterns, population density and growth
rates; and related effects on traffic, public services, air, water, biological and other environmental
resources.

Over the past several decades, the Bureau of Engineering has designed and constructed numerous
wastewater conveyance system projects. The issue of potential growth inducement resulting from an
increase in sewer conveyance capacity has been raised in the past by various individuals and
organizations. The primary issue is whether the provision of sewer capacity induces growth, which
would otherwise not occur. This section addresses the role that wastewater conveyance capacity plays in
the growth of the City.

The primary types of growth that occur in the City are land use development and population. Because
these types of growth are distinct, and interrelated, this section examines the relationship of sewer
conveyance capacity with each type of growth.

LAND USE DEVELOPMENT AND WASTEWATER CONVEYANCE

The development of land in the City is governed by the land use and zoning designations of particular
parcels. Unless conditional use permits, density transfers or variances are obtained from the Planning
Department, development must conform to the type and density designated for that parcel. Zoning
reflects the land use policies contained in the General Plan.

The decision of a land owner to develop a single parcel or numerous parcels of land may be based on
personal or economic reasons. Whether personal, economic or both, the availability of wastewater
conveyance capacity is not likely to be a consideration in the decision to develop. Once the decision to
develop a parcel has been made, permission to connect to the wastewater collection system must be
obtained as part of the building permit process. A sewer connection permit can only be obtained if
adequate capacity to serve the proposed development is available. Sewer connection and other building
permit fees are charged in proportion to the density of development proposed. The high sewer connection
fees and other building permit fees associated with the most intensive levels of development increase the
costs of developing land in the City and can be considered economic disincentives to development.

In a mature urbanized area such as Los Angeles, the provision of wastewater conveyance capacity would
not induce land development that would not otherwise occur.

POPULATION GROWTH AND WASTEWATER CAPACITY

Population within southern California and the City of Los Angeles is anticipated to grow significantly
over the next 20 years and further into the future. The projected increase in population will come from
two sources, natural increases and in-migration. SCAG predicts that approximately 60 percent of
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projected future population growth would occur from natural causes (births minus deaths) and 40 percent
would come from the in-migration of people from other areas.

Wastewater conveyance capacity is required to accommodate the increases in wastewater flows
associated with the population increases. The provision of wastewater conveyance capacity will not
induce either natural population growth or in-migration. SCAG has established the policy that
conveyance systems, including interceptors, are not subject to its air quality conformity procedures,
because of the absence of effects on population growth.

GROWTH MANAGEMENT IN LOS ANGELES

SCAG, which includes the City of Los Angeles among its member jurisdiction, has prepared the Regional
Comprehensive Plan and Guide and the Growth Management Plan. These plans address regional growth
and related issues.  In addition, the City of Los Angeles’ General Plan governs land use development 
within its jurisdiction.

The Regional Comprehensive Plan and Guide (March 1996) serves as a comprehensive overview of the
issues and opportunities facing the region. This plan consists of three sections, core chapters, ancillary
chapters, and bridge chapters. Core chapters include plans such as the Growth Management Plan, the
Regional Mobility Plan, Air Quality Plan, and other documents that SCAG is required to produce (by
federal and/or state mandates). Ancillary chapters address such issues as the economy, housing, and
reflect other plans but serve only an advisory purpose for member governments. Bridge chapters link the
core and ancillary chapters for other areas of concern.

The Growth Management Plan presents forecasts and policies for anticipated growth to the year 2020.
The Growth Management Plan is based upon the amount of growth that is likely to occur and recognizes
that there are no viable ways in which to control total growth. The Plan, however, seeks to control the
distribution of growth in order to improve the balance between jobs and housing by encouraging housing
growth in job rich areas and vice-versa.

The City’sGeneral Plan (comprised of the 35 Community Plans) governs the location and density of land
use in the City through the zoning process. The Los Angeles City Planning Department revised the
General Plan and the new plan, termed the “General Plan Framework,” is intended to balance land use
development, transportation, projected future population and projected future employment within the City
of Los Angeles.  The General Plan Framework’s options include areas of targeted growth with higher 
land use designations and densities around commuter rail stations and along transportation corridors.

The planned growth of population along corridors would result in higher demands on infrastructure.
There would be a need to accommodate greater quantities of wastewater that would be generated.
Consequently, new wastewater conveyance facilities must be constructed, or existing facilities must be
improved or upgraded.

CONCLUSIONS REGARDING GROWTH INDUCEMENT

Wastewater conveyance capacity is an infrastructure component of the urban environment that is
necessary to safely accommodate the needs of existing and future populations. The provision of
wastewater conveyance capacity, in and of itself, will not induce population growth or land use
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development. Rather, wastewater conveyance capacity would allow population growth to occur within
the General Plan Framework while minimizing sewage spills and the associated environmental, health
and safety problems. Future land uses would generally not occur in densities higher than those allowed
by the land use planning process.  Any development projects beyond the scope of the City’s General Plan 
would undergo individual environmental analysis (including impacts to the wastewater system) and
would have to be approved by the City Council.

In wastewater planning, the sizing of collection and treatment facilities, as well as the overall system
configuration, is dependent on the future system-wide flow and the distribution of that flow within the
system. Since the timing of necessary improvements is partly a function of growth, a realistic estimate of
the future population to be served is fundamental to effective wastewater system planning.

The VPP Dual Force Main Project would not induce growth in population or changes in land use which
would not otherwise occur. No significant growth-inducing impacts are therefore associated with the
project.

7.2 CUMULATIVE IMPACTS

Cumulative impacts assessment is required under Section 15130 of the CEQA Guidelines when such
impacts are potentially significant. Cumulative impacts, defined in Section 15355 of the CEQA
Guidelines, refer to two or more individual effects, that when considered together, are considerable or that
increase other environmental impacts. Cumulative impact assessment must consider not only the impacts
of the proposed Project, but also the impacts from other City and private projects, which would occur
during the period of performance and geographic area of the proposed Project.

There would likely be construction activities occurring in the vicinity of the VPP Dual Force Main Project
as a result of other projects being built in the same general time frame. These related projects are
described in Section 1.0. Some of these projects have the potential for ongoing construction at the same
time and within the same general vicinity as the VPP Dual Force Main construction. Should this be the
case, the VPP Dual Force Main Project, along with other construction projects, could contribute to
temporary cumulative noise and vibration effects that would not otherwise occur.

However, the VPP Dual Force Main Project would have long-term beneficial cumulative effects with
regards to improvements to the City of Los Angeles’ wastewater collection system. The proposed Project 
would result in cumulative public health benefits by minimizing or eliminating the potential for the public
to be exposed to wastewater that could overflow onto streets during rainy weather and flow into area
channels and the Pacific Ocean. Public safety, in the short and long-term, would be improved by
minimizing the potential for sewer and street collapses associated with deteriorated sewers.

The VPP Dual Force Main Project is an integral part of the City of Los Angeles’ overall wastewater 
improvement program. The program includes major improvements to the City’s wastewater treatment and 
water reclamation plants, as well as improvements to the vast array of smaller conveyance and collection
systems. As these various improvements are completed, substantial improvements to the City’s water 
quality will be realized. When taken together, these collective improvements will result in full secondary
treatment of all wastewater collected by the City of Los Angeles, the minimization of dry and wet weather
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overflows that currently occur and the provision of adequate handling capacity to serve the wastewater
needs of the City’s service areas for the future.

As a major element of the City’s overall wastewater program, the VPP Dual Force Main Project would 
provide much needed corrections for deficiencies that exist. Currently, during wet weather, peak flows to
the VPP have exceeded the capacity of the existing force main, which carries wastewater away from the
plant to the Hyperion Treatment Plant. All of the wastewater from the VPP is carried in one sewer. As a
result, that sewer cannot be shut down for maintenance.

The benefits of construction and operating the VPP Dual Force Main to work in conjunction with the
existing force main would include the following:

For the reasons above, the VPP Dual Force Main Project is judged to have long-term beneficial
cumulative effects with regard to the City of Los Angeles’ long-term wastewater treatment and handling
objectives, in terms of long-term water quality objectives of the City of Los Angeles and the Southern
California region, and in terms of the public’s health and safety.

Construction activities may result in cumulative effects of the following nature:

Noise and Vibration –Local residents in the near vicinity of construction activities would be exposed to
noise and possible vibration. The cumulative effects, both in terms of added noise and vibration at
multiple VPP Dual Force Main construction sites, and in the context of other related projects, are not
considered significant due to the temporary nature of noise increases.

Air Quality –The VPP Dual Force Main Project will produce additional emissions of criteria pollutants
and slightly elevated levels of carbon monoxide during construction. Emission of criteria pollutants
resulting from the Project’s construction would exceed the thresholds established by the SCAQMD, and
therefore the Project, in conjunction with all other construction activity, would cumulatively contribute to
the region’s non-attainment status during the construction period. The SCAQMD prepared the AQMP
(2003) to bring the region into compliance with the National Ambient Air Quality Standards as set by the
EPA under the Clean Air Act Amendments (1990). The AQMD is essentially designed to address the
cumulative air pollutants released into the SCAB. Because these construction-related emissions are
temporary (18-24 months, depending on the construction method) and because the AQMD addresses
cumulative air pollution in the SCAB, the Project would not result in long-term significant cumulative air
quality impacts. In the short term, cumulative impacts could be significant if the combined emissions
from the projects exceed the threshold criteria for the individual pollutants.

Transportation and Circulation –The VPP Dual Force Main Project would involve construction
activities occurring simultaneously at a number of surface sites along the Project alignment. Construction
of the VPP Dual Force Main Project may be occurring in the same general time and space as other related
projects. In these instances, surface construction activities from both sets of Project could produce
cumulative traffic effects which may be significant, depending upon a range of factors including the
specific location involved and the precise nature of the conditions created by the dual construction
activity (see Traffic-Related Project Construction Schedule in Table 4.2-1). Special coordination efforts
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may be necessary to reduce the combined effects to an acceptable level. Overall, significant cumulative
impacts are not anticipated.

Public Services –The cumulative effects on public services in the VPP Dual Force Main study area
would be limited to traffic inconveniences discussed above. These effects are not considered significant.

Aesthetics –Construction activities associated with other related projects may be ongoing in the vicinity
of one or more VPP Dual Force Main construction sites. To the extent that combined construction
activities do occur, there would be temporary adverse visual effects of less-than-significant proportions.
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8.0 MITIGATION MEASURES

Table 8.0-1 Mitigation Monitoring Program

Environmental Issue/Action Mitigation Measure
Air Quality

Extend timeline for construction, thereby utilizing less equipment on a daily basis

Utilize newer construction equipment that meet tier emissions standards

Use of alternative fuel such as biodiesel, liquid natural gas, and propane

AIR 1 To minimize NOx emissions in
construction areas.

Adjust engine timing to reduce NOx emissions

Biological Resources

BIO 1 If the Venice Beach/Dockweiler Beach
alignment is selected and construction is
to be aboveground, or if tunneling is
used and the jacking and/or receiving pit
is within 500 feet of the nesting site, and
any construction activities are to occur
during the least tern nesting season
(April 1 through August 31)

A biological monitor with experience observing and documenting disturbance to least terns shall be present
during all construction activities within 500 feet of the nesting site to ensure that construction activities do not
adversely affect least terns using the nesting site. In addition, the monitors will ensure that work crews
properly dispose of all garbage in covered containers.

If any tunneling activities are to occur
during the least tern nesting season
(April 1 through August 31)

A water quality specialist or biological monitor shall conduct surveys at tunneling locations a minimum of
once daily to ensure that tunneling does not increase water turbidity.

BIO 2

If any turbidity from the tunneling
activities is discovered in least tern
foraging areas

The tunneling activities shall cease until the leak from the tunnel that is resulting in turbidity is repaired or
managed.

Existing and potential values in
environmentally sensitive habitat areas
shall be protected, enhanced, and where
feasible, restored. If any habitat is
disturbed

Based on the City of Venice LUP and LCP, restore to ESHAs to previous undisturbed condition.BIO 3

Marine resources shall be maintained,
enhanced, and where feasible, restored.
If any marine resources are disturbed

Based on the City of Venice LUP and LCP, restore to previous undisturbed condition.

Circulation, Traffic and Parking

TRA 1 To coordinate with the city to ensure
adequate traffic signals and controls are
in place prior to and during times of
construction

For each construction site, a construction traffic management plan shall be prepared and submitted to the
City for review and approval prior to the start of any construction work.

TRA 2 To adequately control traffic to ensure
compliance with all local and state safety
standards and specifications

A site-specific construction worksite traffic control plan shall be prepared for each construction site and
submitted to the City for review and approval prior to the start of any construction work. This plan shall
include such elements as the location of any lane closures, restricted hours during which lane closures would
not be allowed, local traffic detours, protective devices and traffic controls (such as barricades, cones,
flagmen, lights, warning beacons, temporary traffic signals, warning signs), access to abutting properties,
and provisions to maintain emergency access through construction work areas.
Coordinate with emergency service providers (police, fire, ambulance and paramedic services) to provide
advance notice of any lane closures, construction hours and changes to local access and to identify
alternative routes where appropriate.

TRA 3 To reduce traffic congestion Fully utilize available street space to minimize lane reductions on affected streets, including elimination of on-
street parking where necessary. Implement left-turn restrictions as appropriate on re-striped street segments
to facilitate the movement of through traffic. Only eliminate travel lanes when absolutely necessary.

TRA 4
To protect pedestrian and recreational
traffic

Provide signage indicating alternative pedestrian and bicycle access routes where existing facilities would be
affected.

TRA 5
To ensure ingress/egress to all
properties adjacent to the project and
surrounding areas

Provide advance notice to any affected residents, businesses and property owners in the vicinity of each
construction site and, where existing property access will be reduced, identify alternative means of access.

TRA 6 To avoid impacts to public transportation Coordinate with pubic transit providers (MTA, LADOT Commuter Express, Culver City Bus) to provide
advance notice of any lane closures, construction hours and, where necessary, to identify sites for temporary
bus stops within a reasonable walking distance of any displaced bus stops.
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Environmental Issue/Action Mitigation Measure
Cultural Resources

CR 1 A qualified cultural monitor shall be on site in areas of known cultural finds where grading is to occur.

CR 2

To avoid impacts to areas where cultural
resources are known to exist When avoidance cannot be achieved, alternate measures such as surface collection and/or subsurface data

recovery of significant sites must be implemented;

CR 3 In the event of the discovery and
subsequent recovery of fossil remains

A qualified monitor should halt construction temporarily while remains are analyzed prior to resuming
construction.

CR 4 At CA-LAN–66 location Monitor all construction in the vicinity of the CA-LAN-66 site located in Vista Del Mar by an Archaeologist
qualified to recognize and assess both prehistoric and historical resources

CR 5 If new discovery is encountered Develop a contingency plan for addressing unanticipated new discoveries of cultural resources in the project
area, evaluate and report any findings

CR 6 If significant cultural resources are found
during construction

Those significant cultural resources found shall be recovered from the project site, curated by an
archaeologist recommended by the city and offered to an area museum whose collection is available for the
viewing by the public

PAL 1 Prior to construction, the services of a qualified vertebrate paleontologist approved by the City of Los
Angeles and LACMVP will be retained to implement the mitigation program during earth-moving activities at
the project site.

PAL 2 The paleontologist will develop a formal agreement with a recognized museum repository, such as the
LACMVP or LACMIP, regarding the final disposition and permanent storage and maintenance of any fossil
remains and the archiving of associated specimen data and corresponding geologic and geographic site data
that might be recovered as a result of the mitigation program, and the level of treatment (preparation,
identification, curation, cataloguing) of the remains that would be required before the entire mitigation
program fossil collection would be accepted by the repository for storage.

PAL 3 The paleontologist or monitor will coordinate with the appropriate construction contractor personnel to
provide information regarding lead agency requirements for the protection of paleontologic resources.
Contractor personnel also will be briefed on procedures to be followed in the event that a fossil site or
remains are encountered by earth-moving activities, particularly when the monitor is not on site. The briefing
will be presented to new contractor personnel as necessary. Names and telephone numbers of the monitor
and other appropriate mitigation program personnel will be provided to the appropriate contractor personnel.

PAL 4 Earth-moving activities will be monitored by the monitor only in those areas of the project site where these
activities will disturb previously undisturbed strata. Monitoring will be conducted on a full-time basis in areas
underlain by the Palos Verdes Sand and, once the activities have reached a depth 5 feet below grade, on a
full-time basis in areas underlain by the coastal deposits and on a half-time basis in areas underlain by the
dune sand. If fossil remains are encountered by these activities, monitoring will be increased to full time, if
appropriate, at least in the vicinity of the fossil site where the area is underlain by the fossil-bearing rock unit.
If no fossil remains are found once 50 percent of earth-moving activities have been completed in an area
underlain by a particular rock unit, with City of Los Angeles approval, monitoring can be reduced or
suspended in that area.

PAL 5 All fossil specimens recovered from the project site as a result of the mitigation program, including those
recovered as the result of processing fossiliferous rock samples, will be treated (prepared, identified, curated,
catalogued) in accordance with designated museum repository requirements. Small rock samples from the
Palos Verdes Sand, dune sand, and coastal deposits will be submitted to commercial laboratories for
microfossil, pollen, or radiometric (carbon-14) dating analysis.

PAL 6

The discovery of paleontologic
resources may be present in specific
project areas where grading and other
excavation activities are to occur

Monitoring will consist of visually inspecting debris piles and freshly exposed strata for larger fossil remains,
and periodically dry test screening sediment, rock, and debris for smaller fossil remains. As soon as
practicable, the monitor will recover all vertebrate fossil specimens, a representative sample of invertebrate
or plant fossils, or any fossiliferous rock sample that can be recovered easily. If recovery of a large or
unusually productive fossil occurrence is warranted, earth-moving activities will be diverted temporarily
around the fossil site and a recovery crew will be mobilized as necessary to remove the occurrence as
quickly as possible. If not on site when a fossil occurrence is uncovered by these activities, the activities will
be diverted temporarily around the fossil site and the monitor called to the site to evaluate and, if warranted,
recover the occurrence. If the fossil site is determined too unproductive or the fossil remains not worthy of
recovery, no further action will be taken to preserve the fossil site or remains, and earth-moving activities will
be allowed to commence.

Geology/Soils/Seismicity

GEO 1 Project improvements would be subject
to earthquake ground shaking

The components of the proposed project will be designed and constructed to the seismic design
requirements for ground shaking specified in the UBC for Seismic Zone 4 at a minimum.

GEO 2 Liquefaction and differential seismic
settlement may occur on the project

Design and construction of the proposed project will include mitigation measures, such as flexible
connections that can accommodate differential settlement, compaction grouting to densify the soils, or
structural anchors to secure the pipeline.

GEO 3 Subsidence may occur to the project
area

Design and construction of the proposed project will include mitigation measures, such as a watertight
excavation support system to minimize groundwater pumping or construction the pipeline in a “wet” 
excavation.
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Environmental Issue/Action Mitigation Measure
GEO 4 Methane gas may be detected along the

project alignments
Design and construction of the proposed project will include active or passive mitigation systems for methane
gas hazards, if necessary.

GEO 5 Tsunami could strike the project area To mitigate erosion of surficial soils covering the proposed pipeline in the event of a tsunami, proper design
and construction of the project components could include erosion control measures or choosing an alternate
alignment off of the beach.

Hazardous Waste and Materials

HAZ 1 Well abandonment may occur in the
marina channel areas and in various
alignment areas

For any wells that may need to be re-abandoned, well abandonment should be done in accordance with
applicable regulations; other subsurface structures may be encountered during development work. The soils
may contain methane or other gases from previous oil well field development. Site chemicals must be
handled and disposed in accordance with applicable regulations. Hazardous materials would be used and
waste generated during the construction and operation of the project.

HAZ 2 Employees may be exposed to
hazardous materials during construction

Exposure of construction workers to contaminated materials can be minimized by implementing the
measures required by federal, state, and local laws and regulations. As such, potential impacts associated
with the excavation of contaminated materials would be less than significant.

HAZ 3 Storage of hazardous materials will
occur on the project sites

As required in SWPPP and project specifications.

HAZ 4 Methane gas may be located in
alignment areas where tunneling activity
is to occur along the project alignment

A surface sweep is a method for measuring combustible vapors which may be emitted from the ground
surface. When conducting the surface sweep, more attention can be taken in areas where underground gas
would tend to exit the surface, such as at cracks in the ground.

HAZ 5 To ensure public safety where methane
may be present along the project
alignments

The City of Los Angeles Building Code requires that methane mitigation be implemented when construction
occurs at these sites to ensure public safety. These measures include the installation of membrane barriers
and vent piping as well as trench dams and electrical seal-offs for each of these properties.

Hydrology

A SWPPP shall be submitted for review and approval. The SWPPP shall recommend interim and permanent
improvements to existing drainage features to prevent uncontrolled runoff during construction and to
accommodate any temporary increase in runoff associated with construction activities.

HYDRO/
WQ 1

Runoff may occur from the project site
during construction activities

Compliance with the SWPPP shall be demonstrated by obtaining a NPDES construction permit for all
construction activities including clearing, grading, or excavation that result in the disturbance of at least
1-acre of total land area or activity which is part of a larger common plan of development of 1 acre or greater.
Copies of said NPDES permit(s) and related SWPPP shall be available for inspection at the City and at the
construction site prior to land disturbing activity. Total disturbance area includes the staging and material
storage areas. Although this project may not total over one acre of actual disturbance area, because of the
highly sensitive habitat areas within the project, a SWPPP should be a required mitigation element.

HYDRO/
WQ 2

Dewatering discharge is expected to
occur during the initial phase of pit
construction,

Hydraulic isolation of the pits can be accomplished by the contractor by various methods of his choice,
including interlocking sheet pile walls, soil cement walls constructed with Deep Mixing Methods, or slurry
diaphragm walls.
Water removed from the pits will be discharged to the storm drain system after proper treatment in
accordance with local regulations
Solid particles will be removed by using sedimentation tanks and filtration. If petroleum contamination is
encountered, free product, if any, will be skimmed off the surface and oil/water separators will be used to
remove the remaining contamination. Granular activated carbon could be used to remove any dissolved
organic or other contaminants. Alternatively, discharged water will be shipped to authorized vendors for
treatment and disposal.

Noise and Vibration

NOI 1 All construction activities shall be limited to the hours of 7:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m. Monday through Friday, and
8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. on Saturday. No construction or construction-related activities shall take place on any
Sunday or national holiday.

NOI 2 Heavy trucks engaged in the removal of muck from tunneling operations off site via heavy trucks shall be
limited to major arterial streets and away from residential roadways, to the extent practicable.

NOI 3 All noise-producing project equipment and vehicles using internal combustion engines shall be equipped with
mufflers, air-inlet silencers where appropriate, and any other shrouds, shields, or other noise-reducing
features in good operating condition that meet or exceed original factory specification. Mobile or fixed
“package” equipment (e.g., arc-welders, air compressors) shall be equipped with shrouds and noise control
features that are readily available for such type of equipment.

NOI 4 All mobile or fixed noise-producing equipment used on the project, and that is regulated for noise output by a
local, state, or federal agency, shall comply with such regulation while in the course of project activity.

NOI 5 The erection of temporary soundwall barriers shall be considered where project activity is unavoidably close
to noise-sensitive receptors.

NOI 6 Electrically powered equipment shall be used instead of pneumatic or internal combustion powered
equipment where feasible.

NOI 7

Construction noise levels that exceed
city and county standards may be
created during project construction
activities.

Material stockpiles and mobile equipment staging, parking, and maintenance areas shall be located as far as
practicable from noise-sensitive receptors.
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Environmental Issue/Action Mitigation Measure
NOI 8 Construction site and haul-road speed limits shall be established and enforced during the construction

period.

NOI 9 The use of noise-producing signals, including horns, whistles, alarms, and bells shall be for safety warning
purposes only.

NOI 10 No project-related public address or music system shall be audible at any adjacent receptor.

NOI 11 The on-site construction supervisor shall have the responsibility and authority to receive and resolve noise
complaints. A clear appeal process to the owner shall be established prior to construction commencement
that will allow for resolution of noise problems that cannot be immediately solved by the site supervisor.

NOI 12 The contractor shall develop a project noise control plan, which shall have been approved by the owner or
designated noise control professional and implemented prior to commencement of any construction activity.

VIB 1 Installation of instruments throughout a sensitive building, to be used in monitoring and recording building
behavior (movements, vibrations) due to adjacent tunneling activities.

VIB 2 Any physical, chemical or biological method, or any combination of such methods, used to increase the
bearing capacity or decrease the permeability of soils under the foundation of existing buildings.

VIB 3

Vibration may occur in the project area
during construction activities

A specialized form of grouting used to compensate for movements and settlements caused by tunneling
adjacent to or beneath existing buildings.

Recreational Resources and Facilities

REC 1 Construction-related activities may
impact areas and facilities used by the
public for sporting events and
recreational activities

Provide advanced notice to the public, businesses, sports/ recreation groups and property owners indicating
time and duration of non-use or partial use of facilities/areas to be impacted by construction.

Visual/Aesthetics

AES 1
Where impacts may not be directly
mitigated, they may be offset by actions
taken elsewhere to compensate for the
loss of visual quality. It would be
speculative to definitively list specific
offsetting actions at this time.

The city shall consider landscaping public areas within affected neighborhoods where open space is
currently degraded and unsightly. The city shall consider screening from public view existing features, which
are incongruous with the character of their surroundings (such as the VPP). The city shall consider creating
public access to currently unavailable scenic vistas (new beach access routes, paths, bikeways, public
parking.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 PURPOSE OF THE EIR 
An EIR is an informational document which will inform public agency decision-makers and the 
public generally of the significant environmental effects of a project, identify possible ways to 
minimize the significant effect and describe reasonable alternatives to the project1 . 

This EIR the evaluates the environmental impacts which could occur if the City of Los Angeles 
constructs and operates a new two-mile long, 54-inch diameter force main sewer pipeline from the 
existing Venice Pumping Plant (VPP) in the community of Venice to a junction structure on the Coastal 
Interceptor Sewer in the community of Playa Del Rey on Vista Del Mar near Waterview Street (the 
proposed Project). The new force main would supplement the existing 48-inch force main between the 
two locations. From the Coastal Interceptor Sewer, effluent would be carried through an existing line to 
the Hyperion Treatment Plant.  The EIR provides mitigation measures to avoid or reduce the severity of 
the identified significant impacts. It considers alternatives to the project which could reduce 
environmental impacts while meeting the project objectives. The no project alternative is evaluated and 
the environmentally superior alternative is identified.  

This Executive Summary briefly summarizes the Final EIR and describes areas of controversy and issues 
to be resolved by the decisionmakers including the choice among the project alternatives.   

1.2 LEAD AGENCY AND DOCUMENT FORMAT 
The City of Los Angeles is the lead agency for the EIR2 and has supervised its preparation.  The City of 
Los Angeles City Council has primary responsibility for the certification of the Final EIR and adoption 
and implementation of the proposed Project.   

This EIR is organized into four volumes:   

Volume I. Draft Environmental Impact Report 
Volume II. Final Environmental Impact Report 
Appendices Part One:  A through E 
Appendices Part Two:  D through I 

 

The EIR contains all of the components required by the CEQA Guidelines. These requirements and their 
location in the EIR are listed in Table 1.2-1.  During the course of the EIR preparation, the City of Los 
Angeles’ Department of Public Works consulted with affected agencies and organizations.  Responses to 
the City’s Notice of Preparation (NOP) are provided in Appendix A in the Draft EIR. Within the 45-day 
public review and comment period on the Draft EIR, the City conducted one public comment meeting 

                                                           
1 Section 15121(a) of the State Guidelines for the implementation of the California Environmental Quality Act 
(CEQA) California Code of Regulations (CCR), Title 14, Division 6, Chapter 3 “Guidelines” 
2 Section 21067 of CEQA 
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(see Appendix J). Agency and public comments on the Draft EIR and the City’s written responses to 
these comments are provided in the Final EIR, Section 11, Responses to Comments. 

Table 1.2-1. Required Contents of an EIR – CEQA Guidelines 
 
Required Analysis (CEQA Guidelines Section Number) In Draft EIR 

Table of Contents (Section 15122) TOC 

Summary (Section 15123) 1 

Project Description (Section 15124) 2 

Environmental Setting (Section 15125) 3 and 5 

Environmental Impacts (Section 15126) 5 

Significant Environmental Effects of Proposed Project [Section 15126.2(a)] 5 

Unavoidable Significant Environmental Effects [Section 15126.2(b)] 5 

Mitigation Measures Proposed to Minimize Significant Effects [Section 15126.4] 5 

Alternatives to the Proposed Project [Section 15126.6] 4 and 6 

Significant Irreversible Environmental Changes Resulting From Implementation of the Proposed Project [Section 15126.2(c)] 5 

Growth Inducing Impacts of the Proposed Project [Section 15126.2(g)] 7 

Effects Found Not to Be Significant (Section 15128) 5 

References, Persons Contacted and Preparers of the Draft EIR (Section 15129) 9 and 10 

Cumulative Impacts (Section 15130) 5 and 7 

Required Analysis (CEQA Guidelines Section Number) In Final EIR 

Comments and Recommendations on Draft EIR [Section 15132(b)] 11 

List of persons, organizations, and public agencies commenting on the draft EIR [Section 15132(c)] 11 

Lead Agency Responses to significant environmental points raised in the review and consultation process. [Section 15132(d)] 11 

 

Technical studies were prepared to provide substantial evidence to support this EIR and are provided in 
the appendices to the Draft EIR.  Appendix D, Biological Resources is reprinted in full in the Final EIR. 
Other technical reports and studies providing substantial evidence in support of the EIR and its 
appendices are listed in the Draft EIR, Section 10.0: References and Persons Contacted, and are available 
for public review at the City of Los Angeles’ Bureau of Engineering, Department of Public Works at 
1149 South Broadway, Los Angeles, 90015-2237. 

1.3 FOCUS OF THE EIR 
This is a “project” level EIR3 for the construction and operation of the proposed new force main sewer.  
The EIR is focused on the expected environmental effects that may occur with the approval of and the 
subsequent implementation of the proposed force main sewer project: air quality, biological resources, 
circulation, traffic and transportation, cultural resources, geology, soils and seismicity, hazardous waste 
and materials, hydrology, water quality/stormwater runoff, land use plans, noise and vibration, public 
facilities and services, and visual and aesthetic resources. These issues were identified in the Initial Study 
prepared by the City of Los Angeles (included in Appendix A to the Draft EIR) and reconfirmed after 
considering the comments received on the Draft EIR.  Fiscal issues and impacts are not addressed in the 
EIR as such analysis is not required by CEQA.   

                                                           
3 Section 15180 of the CEQA Guidelines 
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1.4 INTENDED USE OF THE EIR 
The City of Los Angeles City Council, as Lead Agency under CEQA, will consider the Final EIR and 
must certify it prior to considering approval of the Venice Force Main Sewer Project. Other state, 
regional, and local agencies will also use the Final EIR prior to their consideration of any subsequent 
discretionary approvals (see Section 1.6 below).  

1.5 REVIEWING AGENCIES 
The following agencies will review this Project: 

• Los Angeles County (various departments); 

• California Coastal Commission (CCC); 

• California Department of Fish and Game (CDFG); 

• Department of Conservation; 

• Department of Parks and Recreation; 

• Native American Heritage Commission; 

• State Lands Commission; 

• California Department of Transportation (Caltrans), District 7; 

• National Marine Fisheries Service; 

• United States Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS); 

• Regional Water Quality Control Board (RWQCB), Region 4; 

• South Coast Air Quality Management District (SCAQMD); 

• United States Army Corps of Engineers (USACOE); and 

• Others as determined. 

1.6 PERMITS AND APPROVAL REQUIREMENTS  
Table 1.6-1 identifies the names of agencies responsible for review and approval of the proposed Project 
and the permits required. Others not listed may also apply: 

Table 1.6-1. Permit Requirements 

Agency Permit/Requirement Issues of Concern 

Los Angeles County  Geotechnical/Grading/Hauling Permits 

 Dept. of Beaches and Harbors; Right-
of-Entry Permit 

 Right-of-Way (ROW)/Easements for 
construction and future maintenance 
and operations 

 Impacts from dewatering, tunneling 

 Staging areas and additional easement 
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Agency Permit/Requirement Issues of Concern 

Regional Water Quality Control 
Board, Los Angeles Region 

 National Pollutant Discharge 
Elimination System (NPDES) 
Construction Stormwater Pollution 
Prevention Plan (SWPPP) Permit 

 401C Section Certification 

Water Quality and placement of discharges 
associated with dewatering activities. No 
permit required for discharges to sewer.  
General Permit saves time with RWQCB. 

United States Defense 
Department, Army Corps of 
Engineers 

Section 10 or Section 404 Permit required if 
excavated material discharged to waters 
and construction permit. 

 Location, placement and depth of 
pipeline 

 Obstruction of navigation or other 
channel activities 

 Channel safety 

 Impacts to wildlife  

 Dredging/filling activities 

California Department of Fish 
and Game 

1600  et seq. (Streambed Alteration) Impacts to fish habitat 

California Coastal Commission Coastal Development Permit  Obstruction of recreation and beachfront 
facilities 

 Impacts to animal species and habitat 

 Impacts to parking and traffic 

California State Lands 
Commission 

Possible lease requirement Verification of jurisdiction 

National Marine Fisheries 
Service 

Consultation notification Impacts to aquatic and marine life 

California Department of 
Conservation, Division of Oil, 
Gas and Geothermal 
Resources 

A construction notification form should be 
submitted to the Division prior to any 
activity.  

Project is inside administrative bounds of the 
Playa Del Rey Oil Field containing numerous 
plugged and abandoned oil wells  

State of California Department 
of Health Services 

Project Review for compliance with Title 22, 
Section 64630 (Conducted through County 
Environmental Services Division) 

Separation of water and sewer mains 

United States Fish and Wildlife 
Service 

Notification Impacts to habitat (i.e., least tern) 

Source: URS Corporation 

1.7 RELATED PROJECTS 
This EIR evaluates the cumulative impacts of the proposed Project. "Cumulative impacts" refers to two or 
more individual effects which, when considered together, are considerable or which compound or 
increase other environmental impacts4. Cumulative impacts may be analyzed by considering a list of past, 
present, and probable future projects producing related or cumulative impacts5. Table 1.7-1 provides a list 
of related projects in the City and County of Los Angeles within an approximate 2-mile radius of the 
project site at the time of the Notice of Preparation of the EIR. The list includes 15 projects of various 
land uses, including residential, retail, general commercial, and mixed uses. 

Table 1.7-1. Related Projects 

Project 
No. 

Jurisdiction Location Type of Project Status 

1 County of Los Angeles Bora Bora Way 120 D.U.s; Net decrease of 271 slips; Demolish 4 
KSF offices 

10/18/2000 
(approval date) 

                                                           
4 CEQA Guidelines Section 15355 
5 CEQA Guidelines Section 15130(b)(1)(A). 
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Project 
No. 

Jurisdiction Location Type of Project Status 

2 County of Los Angeles Tahiti Way Remodel existing apartments (no increase in D.U.s) 10/18/2000 

(approval date) 
3 County of Los Angeles Marquesas Way Net increase of 282 D.U.s; 354 senior apartments; 

Net decrease of 3.6 KSF retail; Net decrease. of 237 
slips 

12/6/2000 

(approval date) 

4 County of Los Angeles Panay Way 68 D.U.s; 60 Congregate Care units 6/13/1996 

(approval date) 
5 County of Los Angeles Panay Way Net increase of 250 D.U.s; 47 senior apartments; Net 

decrease of 41 slips; Demolish 4.4 KSF restaurant 
12/6/2000 

(approval date) 
6 County of Los Angeles Panay Way 99 D.U.s; Net increase of 4.94 KSF Yacht Club; 2.3 

KSF Office; Transfer of 97 D.U.s from DZ1 to DZ4 
10/2/2000 

(approval date) 

7 County of Los Angeles Palawan Way/ 
Beach Ave 

450 s.f. net retail increase 6/25/2003 

(approval date) 

8 County of Los Angeles Palawan Way/ 
Beach Ave 

Net increase of 115 D.U.s 12/10/2003 

(approval date) 

9 County of Los Angeles Admiralty Way Library expansion – 2,454 S.F. 3/5/1997 

(approval date) 

10 County of Los Angeles Mindanao Way 4.7 KSF retail increase To Be 
Announced 
(TBA) 

11 County of Los Angeles Via Marina 11.4 KSF net retail increase, 288 restaurant seats, 1.3 
KSF reduction in office 

6/16/2004 

(approval date) 

12 County of Los Angeles Marina Del Rey 
Tide Gates   

Tide Gate Rehabilitation  11/2007  
(permits 
pending) 

13 County of Los Angeles Hotel at Via 
Marina 

TBA TBA 

14 City of Los Angeles Grand Canal Gates at Washington Street TBA 

15 City of Los Angeles Grand Canal Between Driftwood Street and Hurricane Street 

Temporary VPP bypass pipeline for sluice gate 
replacement in VPP 

11/2007 

(permits 
pending) 

Sources: City of Los Angeles Planning Department; County of Los Angeles Department of Regional Planning, Bureau of Engineering and Los 
Angeles County Department of Public Works. 

1.8 AREAS OF PUBLIC CONCERN OR KNOWN CONTROVERSY 
A community meeting was held on May 31, 2005, at the Westchester Community Center, to discuss the 
scope of the Draft EIR. The scoping meeting participants were introduced to the EIR process and the 
proposed Project and were invited to provide information and/or comments regarding potential impacts to 
the environment resulting from construction of the proposed Project (see Appendix J, Public 
Participation). During the preparation of the Draft EIR, the City of Los Angeles considered the comments 
received in response to the Notice of Preparation and during the public meeting. The Draft EIR was 
released for a 45-day public review period on February 1, 2006 and a public comment meeting was 
conducted on February 23, 2006. The public comment period closed on March 17, 2006.  Substantive 
comments received on the Draft EIR along with written responses are provided in the Final EIR, Section 
11, Responses to Comments. 

The primary issues and areas of concern identified by the public regarding the proposed Project, which 
are addressed in the EIR, are: 
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• Noise impacts during project construction; 

• Limited on-street parking availability during construction; 

• Aesthetic and visual impacts during construction; 

• Air quality impacts during construction; 

• Possible impacts to the Least Tern and other wildlife during and after construction; 

• Potential impacts to recreational facilities and public events on the beachfront;  

• Staging and operation of construction equipment on existing bike paths, walking trails and bridges; 

• Impacts to water quality in both the Marina Del Rey Channel and Ballona Creek Channel; 

• Impacts to traffic circulation and emergency access during construction; 

• Impacts to residential access to and from housing during construction; and 

• Impacts to structural foundations resulting from construction-related activities. 

1.9 EIR PARTICIPANTS AND PUBLIC REVIEW 
This EIR has been prepared in conformance with the local and state CEQA Guidelines, as amended.  URS 
Corporation provided environmental consultation services to the City for the EIR.  The City of Los 
Angeles proposed responses to agency comments on the Draft EIR are being provided to public agencies 
and private organizations prior to City of Los Angeles consideration of certification of the Final EIR and 
project approval. 

The City of Los Angeles circulated an NOP for this EIR to responsible agencies on May 2, 2005, to 
solicit comments on issues relevant to their agency or jurisdiction, and for subsequent consideration of the 
proposed Project.  The City considered all comments received during the scoping period in the 
preparation of the Draft EIR. The Notice of Availability of the Draft EIR was issued on February 1, 2006 
[see Final EIR Appendix J, Public Outreach].  The Draft EIR was made available for a 45-day public 
review period ending on March 17, 2006. The document was made available to the public at the City of 
Los Angeles Bureau of Engineering, Environmental Management Division and at the City of Los Angeles 
Central Library, Venice Branch Library, Westchester Library, and Playa Vista Public Library. The City 
conducted one public community  meeting on the Draft EIR February 23, 2006 at the Westchester 
Municipal Building in Westchester, CA. The City provided written responses to all comments received on 
the Draft EIR in the Final EIR (see Final EIR, Section 11.0, Responses to Comments). 

1.10 PROJECT LOCATION 
The proposed project is in the City of Los Angeles in the communities of Venice and Playa Del Rey (see 
Figure ES-1, Regional Project Location Map). The City of Los Angeles is proposing to construct and 
operate a new force main sewer extending from the existing Venice Pumping Plant at 140 Hurricane 
Street and the westerly bank of the Grand Canal and the northerly bank of the Ballona Lagoon in the 
community of Venice, and extends southerly under both the Grand Canal and Ballona Creek, to a junction 
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structure on the Coastal Interceptor Sewer in the community of Playa Del Rey on Vista Del Mar 
approximately 240 feet south of Waterview Street. The project site can be accessed via Imperial Highway 
and Vista Del Mar on the south, and from Pacific Coast Highway (SR-1)/Lincoln Boulevard and 
Washington Boulevard on the north (see Figure ES-2, Alignment Alternatives, on page ES-8 below). 

1.11 PROJECT OBJECTIVES 
The Venice Pumping Plant’s existing 48-inch-diameter force main sewer, built in 1958, is a force main 
(pressurized pipeline) that conveys sewage wastewater flows from the Venice Pumping Plant to the 
Hyperion Sewage Treatment Plant (see Figure ES-2).  Currently, the existing force main sewer can handle 
only about 60 percent of the flows that could otherwise run through the Venice Pumping Plant when all of 
its five pumps are running at full capacity. When flows into the Venice Pumping Plant exceed flows out 
from the plant, wastewater could overflow directly into the Ballona Lagoon.  During heavy storms,  such 
as those that occurred during the winters of 1994-95 and 2004-05, the excess sewage wastewater at the 
plant came within minutes of overflowing into the Ballona Lagoon. 
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The project’s intent is to construct a second force main sewer (54-inch diameter) to be used in tandem 
with the existing force main sewer.  The City’s three key project objectives include 1) Sewage 
Conveyance Capacity, 2) Pipeline Redundancy, and 3) Ability to Perform Maintenance. These are 
summarized below. 

Sewage Conveyance Capacity 

The Venice Pumping Plant is the largest pumping plant in the City of Los Angeles. It collects sewage 
from the coastal areas of the City through an existing 48-inch pipeline and transports it to the Hyperion 
Treatment Plant in Playa Del Rey (see Figure ES-2).  Over the years, the existing pipeline has gradually 
approached maximum capacity placing substantial strain on the system forcing the water level in the wet-
well of the Venice Pumping Plant basement to rise.  

The City of Los Angeles first identified the need for additional sewer capacity during the heavy storms of 
1995 when sewage and infiltrated stormwater in the sewage system exceeded the capacity of the existing 
48-inch line, creating a potentially serious human and environmental health risk. Although the pumping 
plant had all five pumps running during peak rainfall, the existing downstream sewer force main that runs 
along the beach could only handle approximately 60 percent of the flows that would otherwise run 
through the pumps – the pipeline was serving as a bottleneck in the system.  The amount of sewage and 
infiltrated stormwater in the sewage system exceeded its capacity, forcing the water level in the wet-well 
of the Venice Pumping Plant to rise.  In an effort to prevent potential sewage spillage as a result of an 
overload situation, the City proposes to install an additional 54-inch pipeline to convey the sewage and 
infiltrated stormwater flows. The new force main would be used in tandem with the existing force main; 
together, the two force mains would provide the necessary capacity to meet current and future peak wet 
weather flow demands.   

Pipeline Redundancy 

The new force main would provide force main redundancy in the case where either one of the pipelines 
was taken out of service for any reason. This redundancy is not provided by the current single force main 
pipeline. The installation of the proposed 54-inch force main bypass capability would also allow repair 
and maintenance of the existing pipeline as described below.   

Ability to Perform Maintenance  

The existing 48-inch pipeline was built in 1958 and has been in continuous operation since then. 
Development of the new 53-inch would allow the first opportunity for rehabilitation of the existing force 
main and future reciprocal cleaning of each force main during dry weather periods.  One of the two force 
mains would be taken out of service for maintenance while the second force main would continue to 
convey sewage wastewater to the Hyperion Treatment Plant. 
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2.0 PROPOSED PROJECT AND ALTERNATIVES 

The Initial Study for the proposed Project determined that the Project would not result in significant 
effects to the environment during the operations phase of the project. Temporary significant impacts 
resulting from the Project would be directly related to construction activities. This EIR considers a range 
of reasonable alternatives that would meet the project objectives and would also avoid or substantially 
reduce the significant effects of the proposed Project.  

The EIR considers four (4) route alignment alternatives, and three (3) alterative construction methods in 
order to balance their ability to meet the project objectives and avoid or substantially reduce the 
significant environmental impacts of the proposed Project. The No Project Alternative is also evaluated in 
the EIR. 

2.1 ROUTE ALIGNMENT ALTERNATIVES 
The EIR considers three primary alternative pipeline route alignments between the Venice Pumping Plant 
and the Coastal Interceptor Sewer in the community of Playa Del Rey (see Figure ES-2, Alignment 
Alternatives): 

• Via Marina / Pacific Avenue  

• Pacific Avenue 

• Dockweiler Beach 

Via Marina/Pacific Avenue 
From the existing Venice Pumping Plant on Hurricane Street, the alignment would proceed east under the 
Grand Canal and along Marquesas Way, then southeasterly on Via Marina to the Marina Del Rey 
entrance channel. The route crosses the channel to Pacific Avenue. From there, the alignment continues 
south along Pacific Avenue to Vista Del Mar to the Coastal Intercept Sewer junction connection near 
Waterview Street.  This alignment is about 10,400 feet long.   

Pacific Avenue Alignment 
From the pumping plant on Hurricane Street, the alignment would proceed westerly to Pacific Avenue, 
then turn southeast and proceed along Pacific Avenue, cross under the Marina Del Rey and Ballona Creek 
channels, and continue southeast within Pacific Avenue and Vista Del Mar to the  junction structure under 
Vista Del Mar near Waterview Street.   

Dockweiler Beach Alignment 
From the pumping plant on Hurricane Street, the alignment would proceed westerly to the existing 
20-foot wide sewer easement in Venice Municipal Beach and Dockweiler State Beach, then turn 
southeast and cross under the Marina Del Rey and Ballona Creek channels, and continue south along the 
Dockweiler Beachfront to a point west of the junction structure in Vista Del Mar near Waterview Street. 
From this point, the line runs easterly to the junction structure under Vista Del Mar near Waterview 
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Street.  If the mined large-diameter tunnel construction method is used, the construction shaft and staging 
area could be on the Los Angeles Airport property (LAX) slightly further to the southeast. 

URS 

t:J. Receiving Shaft 
0 Launch Shaft 

Dual Force Main 
Alignment Alternatives 

N Dockweiler Beach 
N Pacific Avenue 
N Via Marina/Pacific Avenue 
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CHANNEL CROSSING 

As noted above each of the alignments under consideration crosses the Marina entrance channel and 
Ballona Creek and would require approximately 1,800 feet of tunneling under the two channels.  

SHAFTS AND LAYDOWN AREAS  

Boring and tunneling operations and pipeline staging and laydown areas would also be required. Boring 
shaft locations along the three alternative routes (that is, locations where construction equipment would be 
used on the surface and visible during the construction of the particular alignment) may be located at any of 
the numbered locations  shown on Figure ES-2). 

2.2 CONSTRUCTION METHODS  
The City’s project objectives can be achieved by using one or more of three construction methods 
considered in this EIR.  These are:  

(1) Cut-and-cover, 

(2) Small-Diameter Micro-tunneling (“Boring”), and  

(3) Large-diameter (“Mined”) tunneling. 
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Each method could provide both benefits and issues of concern for the project. A combination of 
construction methods could be used for each of the alternative routes described in Section 2.1 above. The 
construction methods are described below. 

2.2.1 Cut-and-Cover Construction 

Cut-and-cover construction is a very common method of linear pipeline construction (see Figure ES-3, 
Cut-and-Cover Construction Method). The contractor would not work in all areas of the pipeline corridor 
at the same time, but would open relatively short segments of the corridor (about 1,000 feet), install the 
pipeline, and proceed with back-filling, finishing and restoring the segments.  Underground utilities that 
conflict with the surface trenched construction would be temporarily relocated as necessary.  With this 
approach, major construction activities could be limited to within the relatively short corridor segments.  
During the preparation of this EIR, the cut-and-cover method of construction was considered and 
determined to be not viable for the Dockweiler Beach Alignment because the method would result in a 
relatively shallow sewer, which could be vulnerable to damage from future coastal erosion processes. 

2.2.2 Small-Diameter Micro-Tunneling (Boring) 

Boring is a trenchless construction method, which uses hydraulic jacks located in surface pits to drive 
pipes through the ground behind a remotely operated Tunnel Boring Machine (TBM) (see Figure ES-4, 
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Small-Diameter Micro-Tunneling (Boring) Method).  Drive lengths are generally limited to about 1,000 
feet, depending upon ground conditions and pipe size; but intermediate jacking stations can be used to 
extend the drive length.  Unlike conventional cut-and-cover trenching techniques that require excavation 
for the entire length of pipeline as described in Section 2.2.1 above, excavation for micro-tunneling is 
limited to the endpoints of each drive within designated launching (jacking) and receiving pits. The 
launching pit contains the hydraulic jacks used to push the pipes, and the receiving pit is used to recover 
the TBM at the end of each drive. Tunneling can proceed intermittently; although, it is often necessary to 
proceed continuously, particularly on long drives through sticky soils, to prevent the pipe from getting 
stuck short of the receiving pit. Tunnel advance rates are typically between 30 and 50 feet per 8-hour 
work shift, depending on soil conditions and pipe size. 

2.2.3 Large-Diameter (Mined) Tunneling  

In contrast to small-diameter micro-tunnels, which are constructed by remote-controlled TBMs and pipe-
jacking, large-diameter tunnels (i.e., minimum excavated diameter = 10 to 12 feet) can be constructed 
with staffed TBMs ) (see Figure ES-5, Large Diameter (Mined) Tunnel Method). In addition to the 
difference in tunnel diameter, the most important difference between these larger TBMs and the micro-
tunneling machines discussed in Section 2.2.2 above is that the concrete tunnel liner is erected in 
segments immediately behind the TBM. This type of tunnel liner does not need to be continuously pushed 
(jacked) forward, and there is no length limitation due to frictional resistance building up with increasing 
tunnel length.  For tunneling below the groundwater level without the need for dewatering, pressurized-
face TBMs are used to stabilize the tunnel face and prevent the water from entering the TBM.    
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3.0 ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ANALYSIS 

As stated above, the Initial Study for the proposed project concluded that there would be no significant 
environmental impacts during the operations phase of the project.  All potential significant impacts would 
be associated with the construction phase of the project. The summary environmental impact analysis 
below addresses the alternative route alignments and alternative construction methods. The environmental 
effects of the No Project Alternative are summarized. The Environmentally Superior Alternative is also 
identified.  

3.1 SUMMARY OF PROJECT ALTERNATIVES 
The potential project alternatives analyzed in the EIR are briefly described in Sections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2 
below. The summary of the comparative environmental analysis follows Section 3.2 below.  

3.1.1 New Force Main Sewer Line Alternatives  

A new force main would provide redundancy to the existing sewer, allowing for adequate conveyance 
from the Venice Pumping Plant to the Hyperion Treatment Plant in Playa Del Rey, and would provide the 
ability to periodically shut-down and conduct maintenance on the existing 48-inch force main.  

• Micro-tunneling could be used along the Dockweiler Beach alignment, Via Marina/ Pacific 
Avenue alignment and the Pacific Avenue Alignment (see Figure ES-2 Alignment Alternatives). 

• The cut-and-cover/micro-tunneling method of construction may be used for the Via Marina/ 
Pacific Avenue alignment and the Pacific Avenue Alignment. Each cut-and-cover alignment also 
involves micro-tunneling  under the Marina Del Rey Channel and includes shafts on either side of 
the channel for the purpose entering and/or exiting the tunnel as required to install the sewer pipe 
under the channel. Note that cut-and-cover construction was considered for the beachfront 
alignment initially, but deemed to be not viable because the method would result in a relatively 
shallow sewer, which could be vulnerable to damage from future coastal erosion processes. 

• The Large-diameter tunneling method could be used for the Dockweiler Beach alignments. Under 
this alignment option, the large tunnel could terminate either on the beach west of the Waterview 
Street Junction Structure or at Los Angeles Airport (see Figure ES-2).  From these large tunnel 
termination points, cut-and-cover or boring would be used to tie-in to the junction structure. 

Table 3.1, Project Alternative Impact Areas, lists the project areas (streets) subject to environmental 
impact during project construction. The numbers in the table refer to the associated shaft locations for 
tunneling construction along each route depicted on Figure ES-2, Alignment Alternatives. 
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Table 3.1-1. Project Alternative Impact Areas 
 
Cut and Cover Alternatives    Impact Areas/ Associated Shaft Locations 
 
• Via Marina/ Pacific Avenue Marquesas Way, Via Marina Way, Pacific Ave., 

Vista del Mar, and Sites10, 11, 12, 8, 4, 3 
• Pacific Avenue Hurricane Street, Pacific Ave, Vista del Mar, and 

Sites 10, 7, 4, 3 
 
Micro Tunnel Alternatives     Impact Areas/ Associated Shaft Locations 
 
• Dockweiler Beach Alignment  Sites 10, 9, 6, 5, 3 
• Via Marina/ Pacific Avenue    Sites 10, 11, 12, 8, 4, 3 
• Pacific Avenue     Sites 10, 7, 4, 3 
 
Large Diameter Alternatives    Impact Areas/ Associated Shaft Locations 
 
• Beach Alignment     Sites 10, 2, and Beach Alignment 
• Beach Alignment (with cut and cover ends)  Hurricane Street, Site 9, Beach Alignment, Site 1 
• Inland Alignment     Sites 10, 2, and Inland Alignment 
 
The EIR provides sufficient analysis of the project alternatives to determine which of the alternatives 
would meet the City’s objectives while substantially avoiding or reducing significant environmental 
impacts. The Lead Agency is not required to select the environmentally superior alternative identified in 
this EIR but must provide findings of fact explaining its decision not to select this alternative.  

3.1.2 No Project Alternative  

Under this alternative, no new sewer force main would be constructed and the existing sewer system 
would continue to operate in its current configuration.   

The No Project alternative could result in potentially significant adverse effects to the environment due to 
the lack of conveyance capacity of the existing 48-inch sewer force main downstream of the Venice 
Pumping Plant and the current inability to perform regularly scheduled maintenance on this pipeline.  If 
inflows to the Venice Pumping Plant exceed the capacity of the force main leaving the plant, an overflow 
of untreated wastewater into the Ballona Lagoon and other areas in the vicinity of the Venice Pumping 
Plant Force Main corridor could result, causing significant harm to the environment. 

3.2 SUMMARY ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ANALYSIS 

3.2.1 Comparative Impact Analysis 

The environmental impacts of each alternative project configuration are summarized in Table 3.3-1. The 
alternatives are listed in the row along the top of the table.  The first column on the left hand side of the 
table identifies each impact category.  A text summary of each alternative’s environmental impacts 
follows the table.    
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Table 3.3-1. Environmental Impacts Summary Table 

 Cut-and-Cover Small-Diameter Micro-Tunneling (Boring) Large-Diameter Tunneling (Mined) 

Impact Pacific Via Marina Beach Pacific Via Marina Beach 
Beach w/ cut & 

cover ends Pacific 

Air Quality Significant 
Short-term 

Significant 
Short-term 

Not 
Significant 

Not 
Significant 

Not 
Significant 

Not 
Significant 

Not 
Significant 

Not 
Significant 

Biological Resources 
Secondary impact if 
construction causes 

turbidity 

Secondary impact if 
construction causes 

turbidity 

Secondary impact if 
construction causes 
turbidity;  Temporary 

risk to Least Tern 

Secondary impact if 
construction causes 

turbidity 

Secondary impact if 
construction causes 

turbidity 

Secondary impact if 
construction causes 

turbidity 

Secondary impact if 
construction causes 

turbidity 

Secondary impact if 
construction causes 

turbidity 

Parking Temporary loss of 55 
parking spaces 

Temporary loss of 52 
parking spaces 

Temporary loss of 27 
parking spaces 

Temporary loss of 55 
parking spaces 

Temporary loss of 52 
parking spaces 

none Temporary loss of 37 
parking spaces 

none 

Circulation 
Temporary impact to 

4 street segments 
Temporary impact to 

3 street segments 
none Temporary impact to 

4 street segments 
Temporary impact to 

3 street segments 
Temporary impact to 

1 street segment 
Temporary impact to 
2 intersections & 1 

street segment 

Temporary impact to 
1 intersection 

Cultural Resources Not Significant with 
mitigation 

Not Significant with 
mitigation 

none Not Significant with 
mitigation 

Not Significant with 
mitigation 

none none none 

Paleontological Resources Not Significant with 
mitigation 

Not Significant with 
mitigation 

 Not Significant with 
mitigation 

Not Significant with 
mitigation 

Not Significant with 
mitigation 

Not Significant with 
mitigation 

Not Significant with 
mitigation 

Geology, Soils Not Significant with 
mitigation 

Not Significant with 
mitigation 

Not Significant with 
mitigation 

Not Significant with 
mitigation 

Not Significant with 
mitigation 

Not Significant with 
mitigation 

Not Significant with 
mitigation 

Not Significant with 
mitigation 

Seismicity/liquifaction Significant Significant Significant Significant Significant Significant Significant Significant 
Subsidence Risk from dewatering Risk from dewatering If dewatering If dewatering If dewatering If dewatering If dewatering If dewatering 
Nearby Oil/Gas Wells 14 wells 12 wells 41 wells 14 wells 12 wells 41 wells 41 wells 14 wells 
Nearby contamination 5 sites 2 sites 2 sites 5 sites 2 sites 2 sites 2 sites 5 sites 
Hydrology, Water Quality / 
Stormwater Runoff 

Dewatering Required Dewatering Required Dewatering not 
required 

Dewatering not 
required 

Dewatering not 
required 

Dewatering not 
required 

Dewatering not 
required 

Dewatering not 
required 

Land Use Plans no effect no effect no effect no effect no effect no effect no effect no effect 
Noise And Vibration 
Disturbance Factor6 

120 82 21 17 40 3 21 7 

Public Facilities & Services 

Temporary impacts 
to: Ballona Creek & 
Dockweiler Beach 
Bike Path, Del Rey 

Lagoon Park 
parking, Napoleon 

Street foot path 

Temporary impacts 
to: Esplanade East 
access, parking at 

Marquesas Way and 
Via Marina, Via 
Marina scenic 

highway, Aubrey E. 
Austin Park, Marina 
Channel viewpoint, 

Parking, Ballona 
Creek & Dockweiler 

Beach Bike Path, 

Temporary impacts 
to: Beach access & 

use, Napoleon Street 
foot path 

Temporary impacts 
to: Ballona Creek & 
Dockweiler Beach 
Bike Path, Del Rey 

Lagoon Park 
parking, Napoleon 

Street foot path 

Temporary impacts 
to: Esplanade East 
access, parking at 

Marquesas Way and 
Via Marina, Via 
Marina scenic 

highway, Aubrey E. 
Austin Park, Marina 
Channel viewpoint, 

Parking, Ballona 
Creek & Dockweiler 

Beach Bike Path, 

Temporary impacts 
to: Napoleon Street 

foot path 

Temporary impacts 
to: Beach access & 

use, Napoleon Street 
foot path 

Temporary impacts 
to: Napoleon Street 

foot path 

                                                           
6 Approximation of relative amount of disturbance to residents computed as the sum of the number of addresses within 200 feet of construction multiplied by the 
duration of the activity at that location. 
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 Cut-and-Cover Small-Diameter Micro-Tunneling (Boring) Large-Diameter Tunneling (Mined) 

Impact Pacific Via Marina Beach Pacific Via Marina Beach 
Beach w/ cut & 

cover ends Pacific 
Del Rey Lagoon 

Park parking, 
Napoleon Street foot 

path 

Del Rey Lagoon 
Park parking, 

Napoleon Street foot 
path 

Degrade existing visual 
character 

Significant but 
temporary from 

Construction 
activities 

Significant but 
temporary from 

Construction 
activities; 

Significant long term 
from 

loss of mature trees 

Significant but 
temporary from 

Construction 
activities 

Significant but 
temporary from 

Construction 
activities 

Significant but 
temporary from 

Construction 
activities; 

Significant long term 
from 

loss of mature trees 

Significant but 
temporary from 

Construction 
activities 

Significant but 
temporary from 

Construction 
activities 

Significant but 
temporary from 

Construction 
activities 

Impact scenic vista Significant but 
temporary from 

Construction 
activities; 

Significant long term 
from 

loss of mature trees 

Significant but 
temporary from 

Construction 
activities; 

Significant long term 
from 

loss of mature trees 

 Significant but 
temporary from 

Construction 
activities; 

Significant long term 
from 

loss of mature trees 

Significant but 
temporary from 

Construction 
activities; 

Significant long term 
from 

loss of mature trees 

none Significant but 
temporary from 

Construction 
activities 

none 

Damage scenic resource not significant Significant long term 
from 

loss of mature trees 

 not significant Significant but 
temporary from 

Construction 
activities; 

Significant long term 
from 

loss of mature trees 

none Significant but 
temporary from 

Construction 
activities 

none 

Add light or glare none none  none none none none none 
Shade/shadow none none  none none none none none 
Inconsistent with regulations Significant temporary 

from construction in 
Scenic Hwy 

Significant temporary 
from construction in 

Scenic Hwy  

 Significant temporary 
from construction in 

Scenic Hwy 

Significant temporary 
from construction in 

Scenic Hwy 

Significant temporary Significant temporary Significant temporary 
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MARQUESAS WAY/VIA MARINA WAY SEGMENT OF THE VIA MARINA ALIGNMENT 

This alignment and the channel micro-tunnel launching and receptor shafts associated with it are subject 
to impacts associated with construction staging of equipment, parking and related traffic throughout the 
18- to 24-month duration of construction along Hurricane Street, Marquesas Way and Via Marina Way 
respectively.  This alternative is within a designated segment of a scenic highway requiring the 
preservation of scenic views, which would be infeasible resulting in a significant and unavoidable impact 
from construction activities during the tourist season.  Unavoidable impacts to parking and pedestrian 
traffic would result from micro-tunnel activities on each side of the Grand Canal at the junction with 
Hurricane Street and in the empty lot between residential housing west of Marquesas Way and leading to 
the sidewalk next to the Grand Canal. 

Temporary impacts to water quality and marine resources could occur through the unintentional release of 
excavated sediments and water into the channel as a result of micro-tunnel activities, although this 
alignment is not likely to result in a long-term reduction in water quality or the loss of individuals or 
habitat. 

HURRICANE STREET/PACIFIC AVENUE SEGMENT OF THE PACIFIC AVENUE ALIGNMENT   

Impacts from this alternative would result from construction-related activities associated with cut-and-
cover construction along Hurricane Street and Pacific Avenue and at a micro-tunnel receptor shaft at 
Pacific Avenue near Via Marina Way, and at a launching shaft located on the south side of the channel on 
the east side of the Pacific Avenue pedestrian bridge. This alternative would cause significant 
unavoidable impacts to visual aesthetics of the vicinity and parking and traffic impacts to residents and 
tourists, who live and visit the area.  Access to parks and parking facilities for Dockweiler Beach, the 
pedestrian bridge and public parking facilities at Pacific Avenue on the south side of the channel would 
be reduced as a result of construction-related staging, vehicles and mobile equipment for a period of 18 to 
24 months. Noise impacts associated with the proximity of construction-related equipment to residents 
and visual impacts due to equipment staging are also anticipated. 

Temporary impacts to water quality and marine resources could occur through the unintentional release of 
excavated sediments and water into the channel as a result of micro-tunnel activities. This alternative is 
not likely to result in a long-term reduction in water quality or the loss of individuals or habitat. 

No permanent impacts on least tern foraging habitat (Marina Del Rey Channel, Ballona Creek, and Grand 
Canal) in the Project area are expected. 

HURRICANE STREET/DOCKWEILER BEACH SEGMENT OF THE BEACH ALIGNMENT  

The cut-and-cover method of construction for this beach alignment has been considered, but deemed not 
viable; however, deep mined-tunneling construction alternatives are also considered for the beachfront.  
Impacts at the launching shaft in Vista Del Mar would mostly impact traffic, and the receptor shaft at the 
intersection of Dockweiler Beach and Hurricane Street would result in noise, surface vibration, and 
increased human disturbance, as well as potentially attracting predators to the least tern nesting site (i.e., 
crows) located on Dockweiler Beach just north of the channel entrance and the west end of Via Marina 
Way.  Construction activities may result in temporary effects on least terns (see Appendix D, Biological 
Technical Report). Temporary impacts to water quality and marine resources could occur through the 
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unintentional release of excavated sediments and water into the channel as a result of micro-tunnel 
activities. This alternative is not likely to result in a long-term reduction in water quality or the loss of 
individuals or habitat.  

DOCKWEILER BEACH ALIGNMENT 

This southern extension of Dockweiler Beach alternative is located along the beach of the south side of 
the Via Marina Channel.  The cut-and-cover method of construction for this alignment has also been 
considered, but deemed not viable; however, deep-mined tunneling construction alternatives are also 
proposed for the beachfront and are described in Section 4.0.  Impacts at the launching shaft in Vista Del 
Mar would mostly impact traffic, and the receptor shaft at the intersection of Dockweiler Beach and 
Hurricane Street would impose noise, surface vibration, and increased human disturbance, as well as 
potentially attracting predators to the least tern nesting site (i.e., crows) located on Dockweiler Beach just 
north of the channel entrance and the west end of Via Marina Way. Visual impacts associated with 
potential construction equipment and activities methane venting. 

PACIFIC AVENUE/VISTA DEL MAR SEGMENT OF THE VIA MARINA AND PACIFIC AVENUE 
ALIGNMENTS  

This is the southern extension of both the Pacific Avenue alternative and the Via Marina alternative, 
located on the south side of the Marina del Rey and Ballona Creek channels.  Construction along Vista 
del Mar, a scenic highway, would have temporarily visual/aesthetic impacts.  Monitoring during the 
course of construction would be required to mitigate the potential for impacts to 
historic/cultural/paleontological resources as described in the Cultural Resource section (Section 5.5) of 
this EIR.  No permanent impacts on least tern foraging habitat (Marina Del Rey Channel, Ballona Creek, 
and Grand Canal) in the Project area are expected. 

Temporary impacts to water quality and marine resources could occur through the unintentional release of 
excavated sediments and water into the channel as a result of micro-tunnel activities. Although this 
alternative is unlikely to result in a long-term reduction in water quality or the loss of individuals or 
habitat. 

LARGE-DIAMETER (MINED) TUNNEL ALTERNATIVES 

Each starter shaft and receptor shaft for the deep mined-tunnel construction alternatives have their own 
numeric identifier, shown on Figure ES-2.  Construction impacts would be as described above and 
summarized in Table 3.3-1. 

 

3.2.2 Growth-Inducing Impacts 

Growth-inducing impacts are secondary, or indirect, impacts that could occur as a result of the project 
that are manifested as changes in land use patterns, population density and growth rates; and related 
effects on traffic, public services, air, water, biological and other environmental resources7.   

                                                           
7 Section 15126.2(d) of the CEQA Guidelines 
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The VPP Dual Force Main Project would not induce growth in population or changes in land use which 
would not otherwise occur.  As summarized below and more fully discussed in Section 7.0 of the Draft 
EIR, no significant growth-inducing impacts are associated with the proposed Project. This section of the 
Executive Summary addresses the role that wastewater conveyance capacity plays in the growth of the 
region.  The primary types of growth that occur in the City and vicinity are land use development and 
population.  Because these types of growth are distinct, and interrelated, this section examines the 
relationship of sewer conveyance capacity with each type of growth. 

LAND USE DEVELOPMENT AND WASTEWATER CONVEYANCE 

The development of land in the City is governed by General Plan and Zoning land use designations of 
particular parcels.  Zoning implements the land use policies contained in the General Plan and is 
consistent with the General Plan. Unless conditional use permits or density transfers are obtained from the 
Planning Department, development must conform to the use type and density designated for that parcel. 
The decision of a land owner to develop a single parcel or numerous parcels of land may be based on 
personal or economic reasons.  Whether personal, economic, or both, the availability of wastewater 
conveyance capacity is not likely to be a consideration in the decision to develop.  Once the decision to 
develop a parcel has been made, permission to connect to the wastewater collection system must be 
obtained as part of the building permit process.  A sewer connection permit can only be obtained if 
adequate capacity to serve the proposed development is available.  Sewer connection and other building 
permit fees are charged in proportion to the density of development proposed.  The high sewer connection 
fees and other building permit fees associated with the most intensive levels of development increase the 
costs of developing land in the City and can be considered economic disincentives to development. 

In a mature urbanized area such as Los Angeles with sufficient wastewater treatment capacity, the 
provision of wastewater conveyance capacity would not induce land development that would not 
otherwise occur. 

POPULATION GROWTH AND WASTEWATER CAPACITY 

Population within southern California and the City of Los Angeles is anticipated to grow significantly 
over the next 20 years and further into the future. The projected increase in population will come from 
two sources, natural increases and in-migration.  SCAG predicts that approximately 60 percent of 
projected future population growth would occur from natural causes (births minus deaths) and 40 percent 
would come from the in-migration of people from other areas. 

Wastewater conveyance capacity is required to accommodate the increases in wastewater flows 
associated with the population increases.  The provision of wastewater conveyance capacity will not 
induce either natural population growth or in-migration.  SCAG has established the policy that 
conveyance systems, including interceptors, are not subject to its air quality conformity procedures, 
because of the absence of effects on population growth. 

GROWTH MANAGEMENT IN LOS ANGELES 

The Southern California Association of Governments, which includes the City of Los Angeles among its 
member jurisdiction, has prepared the Regional Comprehensive Plan and Guide and the Growth 
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Management Plan.  These plans address regional growth and related issues.  In addition, the City of Los 
Angeles’ General Plan governs land use development within its jurisdiction. 

The Regional Comprehensive Plan and Guide (March 1996) serves as a comprehensive overview of the 
issues and opportunities facing the region.  This plan consists of three sections, core chapters, ancillary 
chapters, and bridge chapters.  Core chapters include plans such as the Growth Management Plan, the 
Regional Mobility Plan, Air Quality Plan, and other documents that SCAG is required to produce (by 
federal and/or state mandates).  Ancillary chapters address such issues as the economy, housing, and 
reflect other plans but serve only an advisory purpose for member governments.  Bridge chapters link the 
core and ancillary chapters for other areas of concern. 

The Growth Management Plan presents forecasts and policies for anticipated growth to the year 2020. 
The Growth Management Plan is based upon the amount of growth that is likely to occur and recognizes 
that there are no viable ways in which to control total growth.  The Plan, however, seeks to control the 
distribution of growth in order to improve the balance between jobs and housing by encouraging housing 
growth in job rich areas and vice-versa. 

The City’s General Plan (comprised of the 35 Community Plans) governs the location and density of land 
use in the City through the zoning process.  The Los Angeles City Planning Department revised the 
General Plan and the new plan, termed the “General Plan Framework,” is intended to balance land use 
development, transportation, projected future population and projected future employment within the City 
of Los Angeles.  The General Plan Framework’s options include areas of targeted growth with higher 
land use designations and densities around commuter rail stations and along transportation corridors. 

The planned growth of population along corridors would result in higher demands on infrastructure.  
There would be a need to accommodate greater quantities of wastewater that would be generated.  
Consequently, new wastewater conveyance facilities must be constructed, or existing facilities must be 
improved or upgraded.   

CONCLUSIONS REGARDING GROWTH INDUCEMENT 

Wastewater conveyance capacity is an infrastructure component of the urban environment that is 
necessary to safely accommodate the needs of existing and projected future populations.  The provision of 
wastewater conveyance capacity, in and of itself, will not induce population growth or land use 
development.  Rather, wastewater conveyance capacity would allow population growth to occur within 
the General Plan Framework while minimizing sewage spills and the associated environmental, health 
and safety problems.  Future land uses would generally not occur in densities higher than those allowed 
by the land use planning process.  Any development projects beyond the scope of the City’s General Plan 
would undergo individual environmental analysis (including impacts to the wastewater system) and 
would have to be approved by the City Council. 

In wastewater planning, the sizing of collection and treatment facilities, as well as the overall system 
configuration, is dependent on the future system-wide flow and the distribution of that flow within the 
system.  Since the timing of necessary improvements is partly a function of growth, a realistic estimate of 
the future population to be served is fundamental to effective wastewater system planning. 
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The VPP Dual Force Main Project would not induce growth in population or changes in land use which 
would not otherwise occur.  No significant growth-inducing impacts are therefore associated with the 
project. 

3.2.3 Cumulative Impact Analysis 

Cumulative impacts refer to two or more individual effects, that when considered together, are 
considerable8.  Cumulative impact assessment considers not only the impacts of the proposed Project, but 
also the impacts from other City and private projects, which would occur during the period of 
performance and geographic area of the proposed Project. There would likely be construction activities 
occurring in the vicinity of the VPP Dual Force Main Project as a result of other projects being built in 
the same general time frame. These related projects are listed in Table 1.7-1 above. The VPP Dual Force 
Main Project, along with other construction projects, could contribute to temporary cumulative noise and 
vibration effects. Construction activities may result in cumulative effects of the following nature: 

Noise and Vibration – Local residents in the near vicinity of construction activities would be exposed to 
noise and possible vibration. The cumulative effects, both in terms of added noise and vibration at 
multiple VPP Dual Force Main construction sites, and in the context of other related projects, are not 
considered significant due to the temporary nature of noise increases and the recommended mitigation 
measures. 

Air Quality – The VPP Dual Force Main Project will produce additional emissions of criteria pollutants 
and slightly elevated levels of carbon monoxide during construction. Emission of criteria pollutants 
resulting from the Project’s construction would exceed the thresholds established by the SCAQMD, and 
therefore the Project, in conjunction with all other construction activity, would cumulatively contribute to 
the region’s non-attainment status during the construction period. The SCAQMD prepared the Air 
Quality Management Plan (2003) to bring the region into compliance with the National Ambient Air 
Quality Standards as set by the EPA under the Clean Air Act Amendments (1990). The Air Quality 
Management Plan is essentially designed to address the cumulative air pollutants released into the South 
Coast Air Basin. Because these construction-related emissions are temporary (18-24 months, depending 
on the construction method) and because the Air Quality Management Plan addresses cumulative air 
pollution in the South Coast Air Basin, the Project would not result in long-term significant cumulative 
air quality impacts. In the short term, cumulative impacts could be significant if the combined emissions 
from the projects exceed the threshold criteria for the individual pollutants.  Mitigation measures are in 
place to reduce impacts on air quality. 

Transportation and Circulation – The VPP Dual Force Main Project would involve construction 
activities occurring simultaneously at a number of surface sites along the Project alignment. Construction 
of the VPP Dual Force Main Project may be occurring in the same general time and space as other related 
projects. In these instances, surface construction activities from both sets of Project could produce 
cumulative traffic effects which may be significant, depending upon a range of factors including the 
specific location involved and the precise nature of the conditions created by the dual construction 
activity (see Traffic-Related Project Construction Schedule in Table 4.2-1 of the EIR).  Special 

                                                           
8 Section 15355 of the CEQA Guidelines 
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coordination efforts may be necessary to reduce the combined effects to an acceptable level with the 
adoption of mitigation measures. Overall, with implementation of mitigation measures, significant 
cumulative impacts are not anticipated. 

Public Services – The cumulative effects on public services in the VPP Dual Force Main study area 
would cause traffic and circulation inconveniences in some locations due to reduce parking, lane closures 
and potential schedule adjustments to public transportation as discussed in the EIR; however, these 
impacts would be temporary and would be limited to traffic inconveniences discussed above.  

Aesthetics – Construction activities associated with other related projects may be ongoing in the vicinity 
of one or more VPP Dual Force Main construction sites. To the extent that combined construction 
activities do occur, there would be temporary adverse visual effects during construction in some 
locations.  However, these impacts would be temporary. 

Beneficial Effects – The VPP Dual Force Main Project would also have long-term beneficial cumulative 
effects with regards to improvements to the City of Los Angeles’ wastewater collection system. The 
proposed Project would result in cumulative public health benefits by minimizing or eliminating the 
potential for the public to be exposed to wastewater that could overflow onto streets during rainy weather 
and flow into area channels and the Pacific Ocean.  Public safety, in the short and long-term, would be 
improved by minimizing the potential for sewer and street collapses associated with deteriorated sewers.  

3.3 ENVIRONMENTALLY SUPERIOR ALTERNATIVE 
Following consideration of public comments on the Draft EIR, the analysis of the various construction 
and alignment alternatives was finalized and the environmentally superior alternative was identified (see 
Section 3.2).   

Based upon the comparative impact analysis for this project and as shown in Table 3.3-1, it has been 
determined that the environmentally superior alternative is the large-diameter (mined) tunnel along the 
inland (Pacific Avenue) alignment from LAX to Venice Pumping Plant (identified as mined tunnel 
alternative 4 in the DEIR). This alternative would impose the least number of impacts to environmental 
resources, and would significantly reduce construction related impacts such as traffic and parking 
congestion, noise and vibration. The proposed alignment as shown on Figure 4.2-2, would begin at launch 
shaft #2 located in Vista Del Mar and run due north toward the pumping plant on Hurricane Street and tie 
in at the #10 receptor shaft. Although the deep mined tunnel would run directly under existing dwellings 
and facilities in some locations, great care would be taken to insure that wherever possible, the alignment 
would follow existing rights of way. For those portions of the alignment that would require tunneling 
under existing dwellings and/or facilities, the City would provide community outreach to work with those 
who are within the proposed alignment to fully understand the construction methodology, to secure 
proper right of way access, and to provide compensation for the right of way. 
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3.4 MITIGATION MEASURES 
The EIR describes mitigation measures which are expected to avoid or substantially reduce the significant 
environmental impacts of the proposed Project. Table 3.4-1 presents the impacts, recommended 
mitigation measures, and the level of significance after mitigation. 
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Table 3.4-1. Environmental Impacts and Mitigation Measures 
Impact 

ID 
Environmental Impact Mitigation Measure  Post Mitigation                

Level of Impact 
Air Quality 

Extend timeline for construction, thereby utilizing less equipment on a daily basis.  Less than Significant 

Utilize newer construction equipment that meet tier emissions standards Less than Significant 

Use of alternative fuel such as biodiesel, liquid natural gas, and propane. Less than Significant 

AIR  1 NOx emissions in construction areas. 

Adjust engine timing to reduce NOx emissions.  Less than Significant 

Biological Resources 

BIO  1 If the Venice Beach/Dockweiler Beach alignment is selected 
and construction is to be aboveground, or if tunneling is used 
and the jacking and/or receiving pit is within 500 feet of the 
nesting site, and any construction activities are to occur during 
the least tern nesting season (April 1 through August 31) 

A biological monitor with experience observing and documenting disturbance to least terns shall 
be present during all construction activities within 500 feet of the nesting site to ensure that 
construction activities do not adversely affect least terns using the nesting site.  In addition, the 
monitors will ensure that work crews properly dispose of all garbage in covered containers. 

Less than Significant 

a: If any tunneling activities are to occur during the least tern 
nesting season (April 1 through August 31) 

A water quality specialist or biological monitor shall conduct surveys at tunneling locations a 
minimum of once daily to ensure that tunneling does not increase water turbidity.   

Less than Significant BIO  2 

b: If any turbidity from the tunneling activities is discovered in 
least tern foraging areas 

The tunneling activities shall cease until the leak from the tunnel that is resulting in turbidity is 
repaired or managed.  

Less than Significant 

a: Existing and potential values in environmentally sensitive 
habitat areas shall be protected, enhanced, and where 
feasible, restored.  If any habitat is disturbed, restore to 
previous undisturbed condition. 

Based on the City of Los Angeles LUP and LCP, restore to ESHAs to previous undisturbed 
condition. 

Less than Significant BIO  3 

b: Marine resources shall be maintained, enhanced, and 
where feasible, restored. If any habitat is disturbed, restore to 
previous undisturbed condition. 

Based on the City of Los Angeles LUP and LCP, restore to previous undisturbed condition. Less than Significant 

Circulation, Traffic and Parking 

TRA  1 To coordinate with the city to ensure adequate traffic signals 
and controls are in place prior to and during times of 
construction 

For each construction site, a construction traffic management plan shall be prepared and 
submitted to the City for review and approval prior to the start of any construction work.   

Less than significant 

A site-specific construction worksite traffic control plan shall be prepared for each construction 
site and submitted to the City for review and approval prior to the start of any construction work.  
This plan shall include such elements as the location of any lane closures, restricted hours during 
which lane closures would not be allowed, local traffic detours, protective devices and traffic 
controls (such as barricades, cones, flagmen, lights, warning beacons, temporary traffic signals, 
warning signs), access to abutting properties, and provisions to maintain emergency access 
through construction work areas. 

TRA  2 To adequately control traffic to ensure compliance with all local 
and state safety standards and specifications 

Coordinate with emergency service providers (police, fire, ambulance and paramedic services) to 
provide advance notice of any lane closures, construction hours and changes to local access and 
to identify alternative routes where appropriate.   

Less than significant 
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Impact 
ID 

Environmental Impact Mitigation Measure  Post Mitigation                
Level of Impact 

TRA  3 To reduce traffic congestion Fully utilize available street space to minimize lane reductions on affected streets, including 
elimination of on-street parking where necessary.  Implement left-turn restrictions as appropriate 
on re-striped street segments to facilitate the movement of through traffic.  Only eliminate travel 
lanes when absolutely necessary.   

Less than significant 

TRA  4 To protect pedestrian and recreational traffic Provide signage indicating alternative pedestrian and bicycle access routes where existing 
facilities would be affected.   

Less than significant 

TRA  5 To ensure ingress/egress to all properties adjacent to the 
project and surrounding areas 

Provide advance notice to any affected residents, businesses and property owners in the vicinity 
of each construction site and, where existing property access will be reduced, identify alternative 
means of access.   

Less than significant 

TRA 6 To avoid impacts to public transportation Coordinate with pubic transit providers (MTA, LADOT Commuter Express, Culver City Bus) to 
provide advance notice of any lane closures, construction hours and, where necessary, to identify 
sites for temporary bus stops within a reasonable walking distance of any displaced bus stops. 

Less than significant 

Cultural Resources/ Paleontology 

CR 1 A qualified cultural monitor shall be on site in areas of known cultural finds where grading is to 
occur. 

Less than significant 

CR 2 

To avoid impacts to areas where cultural resources are known 
to exist 

When avoidance cannot be achieved, alternate measures such as surface collection and/or 
subsurface data recovery of significant sites must be implemented; 

Less than significant 

CR 3 In the event of the discovery and subsequent recovery of fossil 
remains 

A qualified monitor should halt construction temporarily while remains are analyzed prior to 
resuming construction. 

Less than significant 

CR 4 At CA-LAN –66 location Monitor all construction in the vicinity of the CA-LAN-66 site located in Vista Del Mar by an 
Archaeologist qualified to recognize and assess both prehistoric and historical resources 

Less than significant 

CR 5 If new discovery is encountered Develop a contingency plan for addressing unanticipated new discoveries of cultural resources in 
the project area, evaluate and report any findings 

Less than significant 

CR 6 If significant cultural resources are found during construction Those significant cultural resources found shall be recovered from the project site, curated by an 
archaeologist recommended by the city and offered to an area museum whose collection is 
available for the viewing by the public 

Less than significant 

PAL 1 The discovery of paleontology resources may be present in 
specific project areas where grading and other excavation 
activities are to occur 

Prior to construction, the services of a qualified vertebrate paleontologist approved by the City of 
Los Angeles and LACMVP will be retained to implement the mitigation program during earth-
moving activities at the project site. 

Less than significant 
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Impact 
ID 

Environmental Impact Mitigation Measure  Post Mitigation                
Level of Impact 

PAL 2 The paleontologist will develop a formal agreement with a recognized museum repository, such 
as the LACMVP or LACMIP, regarding the final disposition and permanent storage and 
maintenance of any fossil remains and the archiving of associated specimen data and 
corresponding geologic and geographic site data that might be recovered as a result of the 
mitigation program, and the level of treatment (preparation, identification, curation, cataloguing) of 
the remains that would be required before the entire mitigation program fossil collection would be 
accepted by the repository for storage. 

Less than significant 

PAL 3 The paleontologist or monitor will coordinate with the appropriate construction contractor 
personnel to provide information regarding lead agency requirements for the protection of 
paleontologic resources. Contractor personnel also will be briefed on procedures to be followed in 
the event that a fossil site or remains are encountered by earth-moving activities, particularly 
when the monitor is not on site. The briefing will be presented to new contractor personnel as 
necessary.  

Less than significant 

PAL 4 Earth-moving activities will be monitored by the monitor only in those areas of the project site 
where these activities will disturb previously undisturbed strata. Monitoring will be conducted on a 
full-time basis in areas underlain by the Palos Verdes Sand and, once the activities have reached 
a depth 5 feet below grade, on a full-time basis in areas underlain by the coastal deposits and on 
a half-time basis in areas underlain by the dune sand. If fossil remains are encountered by these 
activities, monitoring will be increased to full time, if appropriate, at least in the vicinity of the fossil 
site where the area is underlain by the fossil-bearing rock unit. If no fossil remains are found once 
50 percent of earth-moving activities have been completed in an area underlain by a particular 
rock unit, with City of Los Angeles approval, monitoring can be reduced or suspended in that 
area.  

Less than significant 

PAL 5 All fossil specimens recovered from the project site as a result of the mitigation program, 
including those recovered as the result of processing fossiliferous rock samples, will be treated 
(prepared, identified, curated, catalogued) in accordance with designated museum repository 
requirements. Small rock samples from the Palos Verdes Sand, dune sand, and coastal deposits 
will be submitted to commercial laboratories for microfossil, pollen, or radiometric (carbon-14) 
dating analysis. 

Less than significant 

PAL 6 Monitoring will consist of visually inspecting debris piles and freshly exposed strata for larger 
fossil remains, and periodically dry test screening sediment, rock, and debris for smaller fossil 
remains. As soon as practicable, the monitor will recover all vertebrate fossil specimens, a 
representative sample of invertebrate or plant fossils, or any fossiliferous rock sample that can be 
recovered easily. If recovery of a large or unusually productive fossil occurrence is warranted, 
earth-moving activities will be diverted temporarily around the fossil site and a recovery crew will 
be mobilized as necessary to remove the occurrence as quickly as possible. If not on site when a 
fossil occurrence is uncovered by these activities, the activities will be diverted temporarily around 
the fossil site and the monitor called to the site to evaluate and, if warranted, recover the 
occurrence. If the fossil site is determined too unproductive or the fossil remains not worthy of 
recovery, no further action will be taken to preserve the fossil site or remains, and earth-moving 
activities will be allowed to commence. 

Less than significant 

Geology/Soils/Seismicity 
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Impact 
ID 

Environmental Impact Mitigation Measure  Post Mitigation                
Level of Impact 

GEO  1 Project improvements would be subject to earthquake ground 
shaking 

The components of the proposed project will be designed and constructed to the seismic design 
requirements for ground shaking specified in the UBC for Seismic Zone 4 at a minimum. 

Less than significant 

GEO 2 Liquefaction and differential seismic settlement may occur on 
the project 

Design and construction of the proposed project will include mitigation measures, such as flexible 
connections that can accommodate differential settlement, compaction grouting to densify the 
soils, or structural anchors to secure the pipeline. 

Less than significant 

GEO 3 Subsidence may occur to the project area Design and construction of the proposed project will include mitigation measures, such as a 
watertight excavation support system to minimize groundwater pumping or construction the 
pipeline in a “wet” excavation. 

Less than significant 

GEO 4 Methane gas may be detected along the project alignments Design and construction of the proposed project will include active or passive mitigation systems 
for methane gas hazards, if necessary. 

Less than significant 

GEO 5 Tsunami could strike the project area To mitigate erosion of surficial soils covering the proposed pipeline in the event of a tsunami, 
proper design and construction of the project components could include erosion control measures 
or choosing an alternate alignment off of the beach. 

Less than significant 

Hazardous Waste and Materials 

HAZ  1 Well abandonment may occur in the marina channel areas and 
in various alignment areas 

For any wells that may need to be re-abandoned, well abandonment should be done in 
accordance with applicable regulations; other subsurface structures may be encountered during 
development work. The soils may contain methane or other gases from previous oil well field 
development. Site chemicals must be handled and disposed in accordance with applicable 
regulations. Hazardous materials would be used and waste generated during the construction 
and operation of the project. 

Less than significant 

HAZ  2 Employees may be exposed to hazardous materials during 
construction 

Exposure of construction workers to contaminated materials can be minimized by implementing 
the measures required by federal, state, and local laws and regulations. As such, potential 
impacts associated with the excavation of contaminated materials would be less than significant. 

Less than significant 

HAZ  3 Storage of hazardous materials will occur on the project sites As required in SWPPP and project specifications. Less than significant 

HAZ  4 Methane gas may be located in alignment areas where 
tunneling activity is to occur along the project alignment 

A surface sweep is a method for measuring combustible vapors which may be emitted from the 
ground surface. When conducting the surface sweep, more attention can be taken in areas where 
underground gas would tend to exit the surface, such as at cracks in the ground. 

Less than significant  
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Impact 
ID 

Environmental Impact Mitigation Measure  Post Mitigation                
Level of Impact 

HAZ  5 Methane may be present along the project alignments The City of Los Angeles Building Code requires that methane mitigation be implemented when 
construction occurs at these sites to ensure public safety. These measures include the installation 
of membrane barriers and vent piping as well as trench dams and electrical seal-offs for each of 
these properties. 

Less than significant 

Hydrology/ Water Quality 

HYDRO/  A SWPPP shall be submitted for review and approval.  The SWPPP shall recommend interim and 
permanent improvements to existing drainage features to prevent uncontrolled runoff during 
construction and to accommodate any temporary increase in runoff associated with construction 
activities. 

Less than Significant 

WQ 1 

Runoff may occur from the project site during construction 
activities 

Compliance with the SWPPP shall be demonstrated by obtaining a NPDES construction permit 
for all construction activities including clearing, grading, or excavation that result in the 
disturbance of at least 1-acre of total land area or activity which is part of a larger common plan of 
development of 1 acre or greater.  Copies of said NPDES permit(s) and related SWPPP shall be 
available for inspection at the City and at the construction site prior to land disturbing activity.  
Total disturbance area includes the staging and material storage areas.  Although this project 
may not total over one acre of actual disturbance area, because of the highly sensitive habitat 
areas within the project, a SWPPP should be a required mitigation element. 

Less than Significant 

HYDRO/ Hydraulic isolation of the pits can be accomplished by the contractor by various methods of his 
choice, including interlocking sheet pile walls, soil cement walls constructed with Deep Mixing 
Methods, or slurry diaphragm walls.   

WQ 2 Water removed from the pits will be discharged to the storm drain system after proper treatment 
in accordance with local regulations 

  

Dewatering discharge is expected to occur during the initial 
phase of pit construction 

Solid particles will be removed by using sedimentation tanks and filtration. If petroleum 
contamination is encountered, free product, if any, will be skimmed off the surface and oil/water 
separators will be used to remove the remaining contamination. Granular activated carbon could 
be used to remove any dissolved organic or other contaminants. Alternatively, discharged water 
will be shipped to authorized vendors for treatment and disposal. 

Less than Significant 

Noise and Vibration 

NOI  1 All construction activities shall be limited to the hours of 7:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m. Monday through 
Friday, and 8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. on Saturday.  No construction or construction-related activities 
shall take place on any Sunday or national holiday. 

Less than significant 

NOI  2 

Construction noise levels that exceed city and county 
standards may be created during project construction 
activities. 

Heavy trucks engaged in the removal of muck from tunneling operations off site via heavy trucks 
shall be limited to major arterial streets and away from residential roadways, to the extent 
practicable. 

Less than significant 
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Impact 
ID 

Environmental Impact Mitigation Measure  Post Mitigation                
Level of Impact 

NOI  3 All noise-producing project equipment and vehicles using internal combustion engines shall be 
equipped with mufflers, air-inlet silencers where appropriate, and any other shrouds, shields, or 
other noise-reducing features in good operating condition that meet or exceed original factory 
specification.  Mobile or fixed “package” equipment (e.g., arc-welders, air compressors) shall be 
equipped with shrouds and noise control features that are readily available for such type of 
equipment. 

Less than significant 

NOI  4 All mobile or fixed noise-producing equipment used on the project, and that is regulated for noise 
output by a local, state, or federal agency, shall comply with such regulation while in the course of 
project activity. 

Less than significant 

NOI   5 The erection of temporary soundwall barriers shall be considered where project activity is 
unavoidably close to noise-sensitive receptors. 

Less than significant 

NOI   6 Electrically powered equipment shall be used instead of pneumatic or internal combustion 
powered equipment where feasible. 

Less than significant 

NOI   7 Material stockpiles and mobile equipment staging, parking, and maintenance areas shall be 
located as far as practicable from noise-sensitive receptors. 

Less than significant 

NOI   8 Construction site and haul-road speed limits shall be established and enforced during the 
construction period. 

Less than significant 

NOI   9 The use of noise-producing signals, including horns, whistles, alarms, and bells shall be for safety 
warning purposes only. 

Less than significant 

NOI  10 No project-related public address or music system shall be audible at any adjacent receptor. Less than significant 
NOI  11 The on-site construction supervisor shall have the responsibility and authority to receive and 

resolve noise complaints.  A clear appeal process to the owner shall be established prior to 
construction commencement that will allow for resolution of noise problems that cannot be 
immediately solved by the site supervisor. 

Less than significant 

NOI  12 The contractor shall develop a project noise control plan, which shall have been approved by the 
owner or designated noise control professional and implemented prior to commencement of any 
construction activity. 

Less than significant 

VIB   1 Installation of instruments throughout a sensitive building, to be used in monitoring and recording 
building behavior (movements, vibrations) due to adjacent tunneling activities. 

Less than significant 

VIB   2 Any physical, chemical or biological method, or any combination of such methods, used to 
increase the bearing capacity or decrease the permeability of soils under the foundation of 
existing buildings. 

Less than significant 

VIB   3 

Vibration may occur in the project area during construction 
activities 

A specialized form of grouting used to compensate for movements and settlements caused by 
tunneling adjacent to or beneath existing buildings. 

Less than significant 
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Impact 
ID 

Environmental Impact Mitigation Measure  Post Mitigation                
Level of Impact 

Recreational Resources and Facilities 

REC  1 Construction-related activities may impact areas and facilities 
used by the public for sporting events and recreational 
activities 

Provide advanced notice to the public, businesses, sports/ recreation groups and property owners 
indicating time and duration of non-use or partial use of facilities/areas to be impacted by 
construction. 

Less than Significant 

Visual/Aesthetics 

AES  1 Where impacts may not be directly mitigated, they may be 
offset by actions taken elsewhere to compensate for the loss of 
visual quality. It would be speculative to definitively list specific 
offsetting actions at this time.  

The city shall consider landscaping public areas within affected neighborhoods where open space 
is currently degraded and unsightly. The city shall consider screening from public view existing 
features, which are incongruous with the character of their surroundings (such as the VPP). The 
city shall consider creating public access to currently unavailable scenic vistas (new beach 
access routes, paths, bikeways, public parking. 

Significant short term 
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11.0 RESPONSES TO COMMENTS 
 

This section of the Final EIR includes comments received by the City of Los Angeles on 
the Draft EIR, and responses to these comments.  The comments include both written 
comments received by the City and oral comments presented to the City at a public 
hearing on the Draft EIR held on February 23, 2006.  As required by the California 
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), responses to comments are provided for the written 
and oral comments received by the City.  

A complete list of commenting public agencies and private individuals is provided below.  
Written comment letters and comments made during the public comment meeting on the 
Draft EIR are provided in Sections 11.3 and 11.4 of this Chapter.  Section 11.3 provides 
copies of all written letters submitted to the City, and Section 11.4 provides a complete 
transcript of the public hearing conducted by the City on the EIR.  Written responses to 
the comments are provided in Section 11.5 of this Chapter (see page 11-100).   

11.1 LIST OF PUBLIC AGENCIES AND INDIVIDUALS PROVIDING WRITTEN 

COMMENTS 
 

STATE AGENCIES 
Department of Transportation ............................................................................................ Page 11-9 
District 7, Regional Planning 
IGR/CEQA Branch 
Attn:  Cheryl J. Powell 
100 Main Street, MS #16 
Los Angeles, CA 90012-3606 
Letter dated:  02/22/06 
 
California Coastal Commission ........................................................................................ Page 11-10 
South Coast Area Office 
Attn:  Pam Emerson 
200 Oceangate, Suite 1000 
Long Beach, CA 90802-4302 
Letter dated:  03/16/06 
 
LOCAL AGENCIES 
County of Los Angeles ..................................................................................................... Page 11-13 
Department of Public Works 
Attn: Ms. Clarice Nash 
900 South Fremont Avenue 
Alhambra, CA 91803-1331 
www.ladpw.org 
Letter dated:  03/15/06 
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PRIVATE INDIVIDUALS 
Brett W. Hawkins, Jr. ....................................................................................................... Page 11-14 
President & Founder 
Global Gaming League 
brett@ggl.com 
Letter dated: 02/09/06 
 
Carol Kapp ....................................................................................................................... Page 11-15 
127 Rees Street 
Playa Del Rey, CA 90293 
Letter dated: 02/20/06 
 
Gene Haberman............................................................................................................... Page 11-19 
genehabe@yahoo.com 
Later dated: 03/04/06 
 
John B. Kilroy ................................................................................................................... Page 11-20 
5306 Pacific Ave. 
Marina Del Rey, CA 90292 
JBKMDR@AOL.COM 
Letter submitted: 03/14/06 
 
 Attachment 1 to John B. Kilroy Letter.................................................................. Page 11-23 
 Marina Peninsula Neighborhood Association 
 Attn: Lowell Safire 
 11 Mast Street 
 Marina Del Rey, CA 90292 
 Letter dated:  04/09/03 
 
 Attachment 2 to John B. Kilroy Letter.................................................................. Page 11-26 
 John S. Perkins 
 5209 Ocean Front Walk #101 
 Marina Del Rey, CA 90292 
 Letter dated: 11/27/02 
 
Don Hollands.................................................................................................................... Page 11-29 
6400 Pacific Ave., #304 
Playa Del Rey, CA 90293 
don-hol@comcast.net 
Letter dated: 03/16/2006 
 
Mark Van Gessel, P.E. .................................................................................................... Page 11-31 
vangessel@comcast.net 
Letter dated: 03/16/06 
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COMMENT CARDS FROM PUBLIC MEETING 
Madeline Dinonno ............................................................................................................ Page 11-49 
Comment dated: 02/23/06 
 
Susan Papadakis ............................................................................................................. Page 11-50 
Grass Roots Venice Neighborhood Council 
Los Angeles, CA 90291 
Comment dated: 02/23/06 
 
Phil Raider ....................................................................................................................... Page 11-51 
Grass Roots Venice Neighborhood Council 
Comment dated: 02/23/06 
 
FEBRUARY 23, 2006 PUBLIC MEETING TRANSCRIPT............................................... Page 11-52 
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11.2 SUMMARY OF COMMENTS 
Table 11-1, below, provides a summary of comments received from the public and 
private agencies on the adequacy of the EIR.  Many of the comments relate to the same 
issue, although sometimes in different ways or with a slightly different emphasis.  
Nonetheless, there are redundancies or overlapping of the comments.  In summary, the 
comments relate to forty-four (44) environmental issues described in Table 11-1. 
Responses to these comments are provided in section 11.5 and are presented and 
identified by the comment identification number shown in Table 11-1.   

Table 11-2 notes the comment issue areas raised in the eleven (11) written responses 
received by the City from public agencies and the general public.  Finally, Table 11-3 
notes comment issue areas raised in the oral and written comments received by the City 
at the February 23, 2006 public hearing.  Tables 11-2 and 11-3 show that many letters 
and oral comments addressed the same issue: for example, three written letters 
commented on construction-related parking impact, which is comment “CON-1”; this 
issue was also raised by two people at the public hearing. 

Table 11-1:  Comments on Draft EIR 

Comment 
ID 

Comment Name Comment Description 

ALGN-1 Preferred Alignment -
Beach 

The beach alignment of the project is preferred 
because it is the least disruptive to local residents.  

ALGN-2 Preferred Alignment -
Non-beach 

The beach alignment of the project is not preferred 
because of potential environmental impacts to the 
coast. 

ALT-1 Alternative - No 
Project Analysis 

The no-project alternative is preferred because it 
would limit development and growth. 

ALT-2 Alternative - New 
Alternative 

The EIR should consider additional alternatives. 

ALT-3 Alternative -
Alternative Bias 

The City has a bias for the Pacific Avenue 
alignment, and an independent review is necessary. 

ALT-4 Alternative - New 
Beach “Cut and 
Cover” 

Consider a new beach “cut and cover” alternative. 

AQ-1 Air Quality - Odor Will the project cause sewage odors? 
BIO-1 Biology What are the construction-related impacts to 

biological species such as the El Segundo Blue 
Butterfly, Least Tern, and California Brown 
Pelican? 

CLI-1 Climate Change Rising sea level and beach erosion need to be 
addressed. 

CON-1 Construction - 
Parking 

Where will construction equipment be parked 
during construction of the project? 
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Comment 
ID 

Comment Name Comment Description 

CON-2 Construction -
Schedule 

Can the project construction schedule be met? 

CON-3 Construction - Traffic Which streets will be closed and how will traffic be 
impacted due to construction? Specifically, will the 
intersection of Pacific and Via Marina be closed 
during construction? 

CON-4 Construction - Beach 
access 

How will construction of the project impact beach 
access? 

CON-5 Construction - Timing What is the construction schedule and how much 
time will it take for project completion? 

CON-6 Construction - Noise What are the noise impacts due to construction? 
CON-7 Construction-

Management 
How will construction practices and mitigation 
measures be enforced? Can financial penalties be 
imposed if the construction contractor fails to 
implement the mitigation measures? 

CON-8 Construction -
Vibration 

What are the vibration impacts due to construction? 

CON-9 Construction - Trench 
Covering 

Add a “bullet item” requiring trench covering 
during construction of pipeline. 

EIR-1 EIR - Recirculation Recirculation of the EIR has been requested due to 
lack of sufficient analysis. 

EIR-2 EIR - Extend Review 
Period 

The review period for the EIR should be extended 
because of insufficient time to review the 
document. 

EIR-3 EIR - Piecemeal 
CEQA Analysis 

This is a piecemeal CEQA analysis of a larger 
project: 3-4 story development in Venice. 

EIR-4 EIR - Mitigation 
Measures 

Do not allow “or equivalent” mitigation measures. 

EMG-1 Emergency Access During construction of the project, how will 
emergency services be provided given street 
closures and construction on streets? 

FLD-1 Flooding How will the project handle storm water and other 
flooding events? 

GEO-1 Geology - Settling/ 
Dewatering 

Construction of the project may result in on- or off-
site landslides. 

GEO-2 Geology -
Liquefaction 

The project is being constructed in an area where 
liquefaction may occur. 

GEO-3 Geology - Seismic Seismic events may impact the project. 
GRWTH-1 Growth Inducing 

Impacts 
How will the project induce growth in the local 
area? 
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Comment 
ID 

Comment Name Comment Description 

GRWTH-2 Growth Inducing 
Impacts - Hyperion 
Plant 

Can the Hyperion Plant handle the increased flows 
of the sewer line in addition to the large expansive 
housing projects that the City continues to 
approve?  

NOI-1 Noise - Noise Curtain Provide more specificity concerning the noise 
curtain mitigation measure. 

NOI-2 Noise - New 
Mitigation Measure 

Suggest new Noise mitigation measure, NOI-10, 
for Pacific Avenue project alignment. 

OS-1 Open Space – 
Mitigation 

Dedicate City owned drill site for public open 
space. 

PRMT-1 Permitting Several permits are necessary to proceed with the 
Pacific Avenue alignment. 

PROJ-1 Project Related - 
Project Life 

What is the lifespan of the project, and when will 
renovation of the project be required? 

PROJ-2 Project Related -
Capacity of Force 
Main 

Is the pipeline adequate to serve the projected 
population? 

PROJ-3 Project Related -
Sewage Spill Plans 

Will the project include plans for shutdown and 
containment in the event of sewage spill? 

PROJ-4 Project Related -
Sewer Capacity 

Will the project release untreated sewage into the 
ocean during heavy rain? 

PROJ-5 Project Related -
Project Updates 

Regular community updates of the project status 
are requested. 

PROJ-6 Project Related -
Safety 

Which project alternative is the safest over the 
long-term? 

PROJ-7 Project Related -
Project Cost 

Request more detailed project and alternatives cost 
information. 

PROJ-8 Project Related -
Impact to County 
Facilities 

The project has the potential to impact Los Angeles 
County facilities. 

TAX-1 Tax Reduction Request tax reduction for property owners who are 
affected by project. 

TRA-1 Traffic Impacts Construction of the proposed project will cause 
disruption to the traffic flow in the area. 

WQ-1 Water Quality Is the pumping plant sending untreated sewage into 
the ocean; and will the plant adversely affect 
groundwater supply? 
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Table 11-2:  Comment Letters 
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Table 11-3:  Public Meeting Comments 
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11.3 Annotated Letters Received by the City on the Adequacy 
of the EIR  
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SIAJE.OE CAlJfORN!A, • I HE.RESOURCES AGENC't 

CALIFORNIA COASTAL COMMISSION 
So..!\ CaeS1/Vt>~j Ollioe 
200 Ooea~a1e, &Ji1i'! 1000 
LMg Be8Cfl., CA90002 -4302 
(:62)59).5071 

Jim Doty 
City of Los Angeles 
Bureau of Engineering 
Department of Public Works 
650 South Spring St. 
Suite 11000 
Los Angeles, CA 90014-1918 

March 16, 2006 

Subject: Draft EIR, Venice Pumping Plant Dual Force Main Project 2003031001 

Dear Mr. Doty, 

Staff of the CaiWornia Coastal Commission would like to provide th e following initial 
comments on the Venice Pumping Plant Dual Force Main Project. The project would 
replace an existin g sewer ma in that oonnects the existing Venice pumping plant at 
Hurricane Avenue and the Grand Canal with the Hyperion Treatment Plant. The City has 
provided three akerna tive routes and three alternative methods of construction. The staff 
provided comments on the initial study several years ago. We understand that th e various 
routes could be combined if the C~y fo und a combination of two routes would have less 
env ironmenta I impact. 

In general, the stall agrees with the C ity's assessment of the risks and potential impacts of 
the various routes, with one exception. Placement of a major sewer line on the beach 
raises significant issues because, in a situation of rising sea level and increased coastal 
erosion, the sewer line could, in a few years be attacked by waves and req uire a revetment 
or other coastal protection structure. Section 30253 of the Coastal Act requires that new 
development shall minimize risks to life and property in areas of high geologic, flood and 
fire risk. New projects must be able to demonstrate that they have minimized risks over 
the foreseeable life of the development, which, for public works projects ca n be at least 30 
to 40 years. During the next 30 to 40 years a combination of beach erosion and rising sea 
levels could result in the proposed line being within the wave run up zone and at great risk ALG»-2 
from both flooding and erosion hazards. Also, the Commission has found it becomes more 
and more difficult to establish new uti my corridors through upland areas. As a resuk, even 
though the proposed sewer line may have only a 30- to 40-year expected life, the corridor 
itself may have a much longer expected life. Use of the beach route now, w~hout any 
future plans to develop safer routes in the future, may greatly reduce options for safe and 
efficient management of sewer service in the future. 

The City's assessment of the various routes needs to consider the safety of the sewer line 
under the worst case conditions that can be foreseen for the proposed sewer line. For the 
beach route, that would be a 100-year storm event (similar to the 1982-83 storms, or the cu-1 
1988 storms), occurring when the beach is eroded due to both seasonal beach loss and 
long-term erosion, and when the oceanic conditions are most conducive to wave impacts 
and scour (a combination of h igh tide, atmospheric forcing and long-term sea level rise). 
Since the long-term beach change has been influenced of historic beach nourishment, the 
beach conditions should be extrapolated for both conditions of continued beach 
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Venice Pumping Plant Dual Force Main Project Draft EIR Comments 
Page 2 of 3 

nourishment and cond ~ions of no additional nourishment. Key points of vulnerability to th e 
line should be considered, such as the higher eleva tion portions of th e line, the channel 
crossing and trans~ions to the crossing, and situations where th e line may have little or no 
flow and thus could be excessively buoyant. Also, the sewer line is a critical facility and it 
should be examined for risk from some extreme events, such as a tsunami with drawdown 
that would likely be focused in the channel area. 

In addition to potential risks from beach erosion, staff would want the EIR to consider fully 
the following potential impacts that can result from construction, maintenance, or routine 
operation: 

1) Impacts on beach access. The three proposed routes are along roads that are used for 
beach access or are located on the beach. Severa I staging areas are located on the sand 
or in the case the l\1arquesas/Via Marina route on a public parking lot. Methods of 
construction which require long term closing of beach access routes or occupancy of 
recreation areas will reduce the ability of the public to get to the beach. The beach and 

0 ..1- 1 

recreation areas in question are: CCN-4 

a) Dockweiler State Beach (both north and south of th e Marina Entrance channel) 
b) The Coun ty parking spaces adjacent to the Marina Entrance Channel at the 
southern ends of Pacific Avenue and V ia Marina. 
c) County Parking Lot 13 located on V ia Marina. 
d) Pacific Avenue in both Venice and Playa del Rey 
e) V ista del Mar Boulevard, which provides principal access to Dockweiler State 
Beach. 

2) Impacts on the Least Tern nesting colony. The staging area shown for the Venice I BlO-t 

Beach small diameter tunnel is located close to the Least Tern nesting area. We would be 
concerned a bout impacts of noise and foot traffic on this site. 

3) Visual and noise impacts during construction. While such impacts are temporary, the 
level of impact varies among the methods chosen for construction and the location of the CON-6 

route chosen. The Marquesas/Via Marina route would have little impact on beach views or CON-7 

on major public access routes. All of th e alternatives in Playa del Rey would have impacts. 
The tunneling alternatives would seem from your analysis to have the least impact on 
beach access routes. 

4) Water quality impacts can potentially occur with any major construction project; it will be I 
necessary to design and schedule the project to minimize potential wa ter quality impacts, wa.• 
require the use of Best Management Practices as well as to impose strict m~igation 
measures. 

5) A ll th ree routes would traverse liqu•efiable soils. This geologic hazard needs to be 
considered in the analysis of all route and construction alternatives. 

I GE0-2 
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Venice Pumping Plant Dual Force l\1ain Project Draft EIR Comments 
Page 3 of 3 

6) Plans for shut-off and containment in the event of a sewerage spill should be provided 
for each proposed route. Specia l care should be taken for the channel crossing, areas 
less than 100 feet from Ballona and Del Rey Lagoons, and with the entire beach route. 

7) There is some finite life to all sewer projects. There should be some consideration in 
the E IR as to the eventual disposal of the sewer line once it reaches the end of ~s 
economic line. While stall is not recommendin g the beach route alternative, should th e 
City choose this alternative, th ere should be some identified triggers that would provide 
sufficient time to plan, finance and construct a replacement line before the beach line 
would be th reatened. Triggers indicative of a future need to replace the line or to install 
shore protection to avoid damage from wave attack include beach width change, increased 
damage during storm conditions, or back beach elevation changes. 

Some of the impacts may be mitigated either by locally imposed mitigation measures, or 
by special conditions imposed by local government or the Coastal Commission. However, 
coastal staff would urge the C~y to chose a route and a construction method that 1) avoid s 
the beach, 2 ) rninirnizes disruption of public access to and use of the beach and other 
coastal recreation resources, 3) and does not disturb the Least Tern nesting area during 
nesting sea son (mid-March to late August). 

When the final project is submitted to the Commission for a coastal development perm~. 
the s tall will undertake a more through analysis, and if necessary, impose special 
conditions to assure its consistency with the California Coastal Act. Thank you for allowing 
us the opportunity to comment on this project at the early stages of planning. 

Sincerely 

Pam Emerson 
Los Angeles Area Supervisor 

I PROJ-3 

PROJ·t 

AL<GN-2 
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URS 

COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES 

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS 

March 15, 2006 

Mr. James E. Doty 
City of Los Angeles 
Public Works Engineering 
c/o Public Affairs Office 

WO ~ Flt.EMONT AVENU'E 
ALIIAMORA. CA.LifOIU'IA 91&0'H3SI 

T&jlhOM:(6M)4Sl.SIC(I 
www.ladpw.twg 

200 North Spring Street, Room M165 
Los Angeles. CA 90012 

Dear Mr. Doty: 

Ri;;VI!;VV OF DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAl,. IMPACT REPORT 
VENICE PUMPING PLANT DUAL FORCE MAIN PROJECT 
CITY OF LOS ANGELES 

AOOR£$$ ALLCORR.ESI'O:\'.O~E TO: 
P,O, BOX 1460 

AUV.M61tA, (:AUfl)JI.'IIA 9 I $>2·1460 

IIJREI'I.YI'LEII.SE 

1m::R rOFilE: LD-0 

Thank you for the opportunity to review the Draft Environmental Impact Report (DEIR) 
for the Venice Pumping Plant Dual Force Main project. Based on the DEIR, this project 
has the potential to impact Los Angeles County facilities. Specifically, we are PROJ-a 

ooncerned that two of the proposed alignments could have significant construction 
related impacts to County residents, roadways, and facilities. Public Works 
recommends considering the Pacific Avenue alignment as the preferred alignment since 
it creates the least amount of impact to the County. 

Also, it should be noted that any operational impacts to the County infrastructure will 
need to be reviewed and permitted by Public Works. 

If you have any questions regarding these comments, please contact Ms. Clarice Nash 
at (626) 458-5910. 

Very truly yours, 

CRN:jmWP:\CEOA.!.O.ARlOOVENICEPPOEIR 
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Fr Cllll.: 
TO ! 

Dalte ! 
SUbject : 

Bret-t. Kat.•k i n s <bret.t.(lqql. com> 
<env i r on.'llent.(leng . la cit.y . o rq> 
Thu, Feb 9 , 2006 11 :36 M l 
venice Duel For ce Na i n 

1 1 ~ all f o r g e t.t.in q t-h is overfl Ot.' and repa i r p roblem f ixed! 

Thanks, 

Br~t.t. w. Hawkin s Jr . 
Pr~sident. & Founder 
Gl oba 1 Gam i ng League 
+1 310 828 52 52 
,S!top ? laying Wit.h Your self ! l 
"'""'"'' ·GGL .com 
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127 Rees Street 
Playa del Rey, Ca. 90293 
Feb. 20,2006 

Dear James Doty, Environmental Group 
L A City Public Works 

Re: Venice Pumping Plant Force Main Project EIR 

I want to compliment you and the staff. I have read the entire EIR . 
You were very thorough!! 

I am supporting the route which I believe is described, in the EIR,but I 
feel that it should be put in writing so that there is no confusion. 
Using Fig. 6.3-1 I want to support the most straight forward way to 
complete the project. Begin at# 11 go west to #1 0, west to # 9 and 
south to #6 cross under Marina channel , under Bellona Creek to #5 
continue on the beach tunneling to #1 east to #3 south to #2 and tic 
into Hyperion plant. 

The route I support would use the Lay down areas to store equipment 
in the existing parking area adjacent 62"• Ave. and the parking east of 
Pacific in the Lagoon area. 

The Lagoon and Jungle areas of Playa del Rey can not 
FUNCTION If the roads are reduced. Using the beach for tunneling 
will disrupt the least of local Residents. We all lived with the 
Thompson Pumping Plant Fiasco in 19981!11 We can not and will not 
live with or through another Public Works Project that is not 
neighborhood friendly. We come before the Least Tern or any other ALGN-1 

bird or lower species!!! 

The original 1958 pipe is laid in the beach. The new pipe can be laid 
next to or in close proximity employing tunneling or open trench 
method. Traffic disruption would be of a minimum. The 
Dockweiler(North and South) Alignment would eliminate traffic and 
parking issues as described for the "Pacific And Vista del Mar" Inland 
route. The residents should not have to live with the negative 
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impacts associated with a project of this magnitude. Please put the 
project on the beach for as much as is possible. 

By using the beach route, the pipes can be tied together for future 
use. As the demand increases, both pipes can be used. If there is a 
big stonn, the old pipe can be used so that "nasty" spillage does not 
wash down our beaches. 

By using the beach route, the parking in the Lagoon would be 
preserved for those using the Park, Basketball courts or Grand 
Parents attending Little League games, and residents who do not 
rave a garage. Parking is at a premium and must be maintained at 
the current level. 

Please note that we recognize the need for the project. we 
want to maintain the current quality of life. The ingress and egress 
for residents, businesses and LAPD and LAFD, and lifeguards' 
equipment during the short 18-24 month project. 
The beach route would be further away from the bluffs along Vista del 
Mar. Vibrations from equipment could trigger land slides. The hill 
properties to the immediate east of Vista del Mar and those in the 
Jungle to the immediate west of Vista del Mar appear on the City 
Earthquake maps as being in a liquification zone. The project could 
potentially result in on or off site slides, lateral spreading, liquification 
or collapse. Good planning and engineering can not predict a land 
slide. The La Conchita, in Ventura, 2005 and The June, 2005, Blue 
Bird Canyon ,LaGuna Beach Slides give us all reason to pause and 
Plan very carefully. Planning is the key. Does The City have enough 
Liability Insurance to cover similiar happenings??? The seismic 
shaking and vibrations wou ld be greatly reduced if the Beach route 
VJere used. 

Throughout the EIR there were references to moving equipment and 
v1orkers. Arrangements could be made with LA City for workers to 
park at empty areas along Pershing or open the section of Sandpiper 
that was shutoff after the 2001 Terrorists attacks. The Sand Piper 
area could be used for parking and a shuttle bus could run 
employees as needed. LA County operates parking on the west side 
of Vista del Mar slightly south of Waterview-Napoleon. There are 

GE0-1 
GE0-2 

CON- t 
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County lots inthe Marina that could be used for workers. The parking 
in Venice, Marina and Playa del Rey is precious. Careful 
Consideration should be given to ways to preserve parking in all 
areas affected!! !! 

To make it very clear----The Jungle is a high density residential area. 
The parking area located westerly adjacent Vista del Mar, f rom 
Montreal South to Surf Alley can not be used in any manner at any 
time during this project. This area allows Beach access for visitors 
during the day and provides residential parking in the evening. 

1 would like to suggest that this Project have an ongoing update bi
weekly in The Argonaut Newspaper. 
This is a local free paper that is widely read in the affected area. 
Additionally, Before the Project really starts, A community meeting 
should be held at the Council office at night and so that the last 
minute changes could be made public. The LAPD, LAFD, Lifeguards, 
and local hospital should be invited. 

Representatives of West Beach Playa del Rey Property Owners 
Association will be available to meet with you at night with some 
notice. 

Lastly, Contingency plans must be in place so that our Community 
does not live through a repeat of the Thompson Pumping Plant 
fiasco. The City owes this neighborhood a well planned project 
without any glitches. 

Si~cerel~ / 
~~·/ 

Carol Kapp Property Owner, Board of directors WB PdR POA 

CON-I 

PROJ-5 
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Fr0111.: 
TO ! 

Date : 

Gene Haberman <genehabe(lyahoo . com> 
<environlnent.(leng . lacity .org> 
Tue, Nar 1, 2006 S :20 ?N 

Dear Nr. oo~y , 

I am a Narina d el Rey resident. involved in reviet.'ing a Dra f t. EIR on the 
Shor es Project pr oposed to be built o n Via N.:trina, raotth o f N.:trqu€-s.as 
way . Over 300 additional resid e:ent.ial units are being p roposed . It is 
pa rt. o f over 2000 resid ent.ial un:it.s no t.• b eing build or in t.he p lanning 
cycle on the t.•est. side of t.he Na.rina . ;..re t.hese units served by t.he 
venic e ?u.'llp ing ?la nt. '? 

If they are served by t.he V?? is. t.here enough capacity . The reason fo r 
my conc ern is t.he in format.ion yo.u furnished regardi ng t.he p roposed 
venic e ?u.'llp ing Plant. Dual Force Nain Set.•er appears to indicat.e that. the 
set.•er syst.e.'ll is over capa cilt.y during t.•et. t.•eat.her . There fore you are 
pr oposing t.o add a set.•er t.o ensure cont.inuous s.a f e flo t.• during 
pr oje ct.ed t.•et. t.•eat.her and t.o help prevent. set.•er s pillage on t.o cit.y 
st.reet.s and adj acent. surf ace t.•a:::..ers . Bas-ed on inf ormat.ion f rom your 
office, the set.•er t.'Ould be c omplet.ed in 2011. The Shores ?roject., if 
approved, t.'Ould begin occupa ncy in 2008 . Some of t.he ot.her addit.ional 
resid ent.ial unit.s are currrent.ly under const.ruct.ion . 

?lease anst.•er t.his inquiry at. yo.ur ear lie st. convenienc e . The Shores 
Project. is in the Regional ?lann:ing Commission hearing p rocess . 

Thanks you . 

Si ncerely, 

Eugene Hab erman 

Narina del Rey 

GRINTH-1 
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JOHN 8. KIUCOY 

Mmh 14,2006 

Attn: James E. !My 
Cil)' of Los AriKelc:s 
Depanment ofPubbr Works Bureau of Engineering 
c-o Pubhc AJTrufli Ollie<! 
200 N. Spnng Strc'<ll 
RoomM16S 
Los AngelO». C' A 900 12 

Re: Draft ELR Venice Pumping Plant Dual Force Mom 

The matter of thas Dua1 Force Mam has previously been discus:-.:C(I \vilh 1be 
Department of Publoc Worls m wnllng and vert>ally in the 2002 ond 2003 
period dunnJt public hearings and private rJ\eeting!> 

\\"e call lo your llh.:nuon suc:b COrt"e:.J>Ondence \\bu~h 'Jhould b..! on. tile \\lth 
lbe Clly of Lo> Angeles O..•pottmem of Pnbloc Works and also enclose leuer.; 
from Marina Penin~ul• ,.~1!#x>rb0od Association 10 lbe tOIIo\.\.Ultl datOO April 
9. 2003· 

• Mr. Chn:'o!toph cr Westhoff. Ci1y Attomefs Office. C1t) oJ l...o~ Angeles 

• Councolwomnn Ctndy Miseikowsko, Clly of Los An~clc-., Dostnct II 

• Mr Vio.oly l'ooylan, City Engineer. City of Los Angolcs 

• C'ornnu•sioncr Ronald Lo\\, Dept. o f Pub he Worlc!. C'ity of Los Angles 

• RU! "''' Runing. O..;>attmem of Pnbbc Works, Coty of los Angeles 

These loum .nd other lcners liom \1anna Pcnon•ulo 1\cighbolhood 
Assocoaloon •nd lbe undersigned, Johr B. Kilroy. pro'ldcd found:uioml 
documeniB, fa< Is and objections to inst.lllation of sudt • Dual Force \-lam on 
Pac11ic Avenue. 

531)6 I' ACifl( A~~ 
MAR INA f'H(. RP.Y, \A 90292 
JOKMDR!!!>AOI ('Q \1 
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A current review of Pact fie Avenue shows the follov.ifli additional facts which 
would have tre111endous uupac1 upon construction cosL, construction time, 
traffic now and the ;tandord or living and converueoce of all owners and 
renters witlun the {trt.l from chc Canal ro the Oceao Beach. 

The count of Un"·c:v..·ays v.htc::h enter off Pacilie Avenue to sinK1C·fBmi1y or 
multi-famil> r«idcncc total- 38. 

The count of stk't'li "'tuch enter Pacific A\·enue bem•een Galleon Stt'0\.."'1. to Via 
M:uina tol21$ I~ ~ 11m;" S<l"·e hundred$ of mc>J'I; dri,·~a}< "hieh 
primanl~ are muliJ~famJiy home driveways and the <fn,~•>"~ on Pacifi~ 
Avenue rerue:.t:nt tc:;.uJenl-d with underground se\\er, "-•ter, got.!>. cable and 
other ser\'ic~. all nf whtch interfere with rapid constru.chon. 'ubstantially 
increasing cost of such a Dual Force Main. 

Pacific .A.venuc: is lhc pt·imary Access streei LO Speedway. whtch also scf\'es 
bu.odrcds of rcsadcncc~. garages Md relaled p.J.rldng with underground 
installation. 

Pact..fic A\t!DUC l:l o loop access road to Washington IJoulevard and Vin Marina 
(()( hlL'-~ sdttlOI h&l'-'~~' trud::s sCI": ice ,·es.sels and c.an;, 11e.rv11)' usc."d during 
da~1igtn hour.. 

A renew and :r.tudy Of the impositions and trafllc flo"' \\Ill 51gnific3ntly 
imenupt accc~s anJ h' mg conditions should consrrucuon bt etlnsatll"Rd on 
j>act1ic A\•Cnuc. a,. well as substantially increas10g co~l and C'OD-'ibUCilOn ume. 

Nenher Lhc Via M,1ri11ti proposed site nor the propor.ed he:.cl in~t3Jlation 

impose such adverse or cosily insUtllarion upon the resident.~ and upon the 
construe Lion 11scl I for such a leng~hy time as Pacific Avenue. 

ALGN-1 
TRA-1 

There are vanually uo ob:Hructions to rapid and low-cosl cons:mJCtion, n<>r is ' 
there sucb :1 scnous potenttal and Ukcly problem of hqudllCllOil os ther¢ is on GE0-2 

Pacific A"·enuc 

Conlrat} to pnor ~entation by a consultant to the City, the width of the 
beach at llu)l. area foc- il ~\\er line bas been accreta\t for man) years since 
installauon of the brcak"atcr and erosion is higbly unh~cl)l. Em iroruncntally, 
there should be onl> o temporary construction imp.oc~ much less than the 
Pacific A"cnue ~ile. 

5>06 PA C' If]( AVF 
MARINA DEl Rl V, <A 90292 
JBK Ml)l\~''1\0 1 f() M 

- ---- - . - . .... --- - ----- -

URS 
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fhe Via Marina site ts nloo n lughly favorable site as compared to Pacific 
Avenue. a sbort runnel und<r the onnat, a short distMce on Via Dolce, then 
along 1he south two-lane: of a foot-lane dtvided roudway v.ilh no dnvew•ys to 
mulo-fanul) d"'-.Uin&J. and liule. if any. """« connecuons. water lines. 
telephone, g,os or other bntS obsvucting 111j>td and lo\1 ·<OSI construction alona 
the south side of Via Marina. 

Trame mtmagemcnt on the V1a Marina four· lane divided roadway is relativcl~ 
easy, particularly Ill ViCW Of tJIC lack Of dnvCW3)'~, &&rages. and utihtJCS 
obstructive to tugh sp~o:cd conslruction. 

Ills stmply illogu::al. :JJUttuntU~ unsafe. "ith a h.1gh anc~~~ of cost in money I PROJ-8 
a""ld 11rne to consl(kr P.tcific A\COue as a site lOr the: \'et\ice Plant Duall'orc:e 
\lain. 

All o f tblS tl:i astde from the tremendou) imposilion upon hving and I 
l)nvJronmen1al condllton~ dunng construction o( Pacific A\enue if sclCJCtcd n.~ CON-7 

the conslruction "itc 

Sincorely. ( 

~ 
End 

cc: ,l,},?rA J(u•Cf'f).('/1 

Colttl?n~s•O'I• r RumJ!d L~M: ~PI of Publt~o 11fuk.1 
Cuu/1. .lfl•ll;t~·~AI. C:llyof Los Ang#lf'.f DJStrl('l II 
Jn/111 S P<r!;ru 
Rowdl RMw"i~ 8wra11 f'r&giMenm: 
.fiS«t.ln 
LHM'£1/.WfUf'. \11'\.f Ph.WPU 
I iwl. Tmnr~t. (~f':' £~tgi11ar 
CJ:rt ll•pilo•l' H~\th6H. Cm ..ft:onsry 

5306 PA('IflC AVE 
MARII-A DEL RhY, ('' 40H2 
IBKMDRf4>AOl.~OM 
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M~rina Peninsula Neighborhood Association 

April 9. 2003 

Mr. Vitaly Troyan. Ctty Engineer 
Lead City Agency 
City of Los Angeles 
Buteau of Engtneemg 
650 S Spring Slreel. Rm 57 4 
Los Angeles, CA 90014 
Attn· Russell Ruffing 

Re: Venice Pumping Plant -Dual Forco Main 
1. CEQA - Notice of Preparation 
2. Initial Study- Article IV Lettor doted Feb. 25, 2003 
3. Attachment-Issues: Pages 5 - 17 inclusive 

Dear Mr. Troyan 

Wo have recetved tha attached documems ond have studied 111e Ctty's proposed responses 10 
lhe Issues Seclion In detail. 

Proposed Routes for EIR 
To dale, v.e are aware of (,.,... proposed IOca~ons for the corslruc~on of the Vemce Pumping 
Ptanl Dual Force Main These are IJSied below wilh lhe soon:e oftr.. Information: 

Cornmuntly News Bulletin - October 2002 
1 Pactfic Avenue AJternabve - Preferred by the Crty and apparently the 

subject of conslderoble offon by the Public WC<ks Depa~ment hoVIng 
prepared detailed and possibly final plans for placement. Also tho route 
used as tho basis of the Initial Study basel"'e dated 25 February, 2003 

2 Beach AlternatMJ - Alignment near file ex•sting Force Matn on Venice 
Beach Apparently rejecled by the City duo to some potenttal Coosrat 
Commission requ•aments. Thts rOUUI os preferred and suppcwtcd by 
numerous local residents 

Cornmunily Meeting at the Marriott Hotel- 15 October ~002 
3. Alternative 111 - Presented in a V'lJ·91aph presentation as a roule around 

the Marina staytng oornpletely on Los Angelos City right of way. Rcjecred 
by the Pubic Works Department as technically unsound due lo pressure 
drops 1n the sewer line Without tho oonstruction of addttiOMI pump 
stattons. 

4 1\lternabve 112 Presented in a V1Jo.9r.iph preserilabon as a route second 
route around the Manna staying oompletely on Los Angeles Ctty right of 
way. Rejected by the Public Worl<s Ocpartmeril as technically unsound 

II r-.h .. ,t St.r:t'~tt 
\l.aru•• ,1:.-1 RtT. C.-\ CXtZ)l 

I 
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Mr Votaly Troyan 
Page 2of 3 

due to pressure <1lops In the sewer lne wrthout the oonslrUCtion of 
additional pump statiOns. 

Letter to Commissioner Low froTO .John Perkins-27 November 2002 
5. Via Marina Allemativo - Proposed as a solubon that would be less 

disruptive to Marina lratflc. may be shorter in totol length, would allow 
more rapid completion, al\d posstbfy less expensive. 

We beloeve another location should also be considered. That the proposed force ma1n be 
corn.twcoed by moao tumerng below 1he nghl of way of the Salona Lagoon Canal. The canal 
" ommedoatety adjacent to the pumpong plant and exlends to the Manna del Rey Channel 

We behave that either the beach lOcation 0< the canal location prOVIdes tne least dosrup!Ne 
tocnlion. the !'r.AfP.!=:1 lo,..~tions: and the f110S.I ftnviron~tnl!y ,_ound kr.::ltinn~ :t.nd thA ~~ r.ns1 
locations. Further. that the Voa Marln3 location is the third most resporn.ible locabon and the 
Pncof>e /\venue location is the most dlsrvpUve, the most cosHy. the worst envlfonmentally, as 
well as exposong the City to the greatest potential lor serious ongoing habifity on conneclion with 
vobratJon damage to homes and other issues. 

For lhP purpose of lhe Initial Study, we believe that the staff should be directed to prepare the 
study around four of the above named routes. These are: 

1 Bailon., l<1900n M cro Tunnel Alternative 

2 Beach Allemat ve 

3. Pacifoc Avenue Altemawe 

4. Via Manna Altematl\10 

Impartial Objective Study 
As we read the documents provldod. It Is obVious lhat the City has a strong bias toward the 
Paaflc Avenue designed mstallntion. k Is also obvious that the answers provided are. in many 
cases. Incorrect and misrepresented kf1own fads. 

The Ctly has prepared f.nal or ne3r ft~ plans For the Pacific Avenue Altomotivo II is customary 
thai the desogn team for such near fonal or final plans be rcstrocted from involvement in the 
CEOA process due to the orob<obi~ty of boas towards their design. 

Wo bct..,ve that such bias is deat1y !Mdent. We recouonoud a now team be assigned to 
complete the EIR. 

We also recommend thai a QuaiiOed ndependenl Oversight Board be fO<med to assure that 
such bias does not continue. 

Clarity of Initial Study Matrll!!EIR Report 
Further, il is impossible to set forth sp&eifically related issues for each proposed location Ln lhe 
Single fonnat proposed by the Ctty 
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Mr. Vltaly Troyan 
Page 3of3 

A response by the City to specifoc issues for each ol the four pr~ locations should be 
provided Th1s 1s essent1al for an equrtable dete<mltlabon ol the respee1r\le bencfiiS ond 
llablhllos for each location. 
We have allachad a morked up copy of the 1ssues sections. which more dearly represents 
appropriate responses to the issues. 

We &gain emphasae the Importance or accurocy and facts and that a separate lisl of issues and 
responses s.ho<Ad be prepared for each proposed location. 

Recommendations 
In summary. we request lhat you assure: 

t. the routes to be studied ore specifically identified 
2. the os~lgnment unbiased stoff to prepare the EIR 
3. Form on Independent Oversight Board to assure o bi(IS free s tudy 
4 Prepare a specific ossues study lor each site 

Wo look f~ to your roS;poocc. TMnk you for your coop.cmbon. 

fltra41i--~ 
Mark VanGessell John S Perk1ns 

= Cindy M sdkowsl<l, Crty ollos Angeles District 11 
Conlniss1orw Ronald Low. Depl o1 Public Works. Coty of Los Angeles 
Russell Ruff1ng, Bureau of Efl91008flng, Envuonmenlal Group. City ollos Angeles 
Christopher Westhoff, City Allomey, City of Los Angeles 
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John S. Perkins 

27 l'lovemhcr 2002 

Commissioner Ronald Low 
Chy of 1.0$ Angeles 
B<xu'd of Public Works 
200 Nonl> Spring Street; Suite 361 
Los Angeles. CA, 900 12 

RE: Venice Dual force Main l'roje<t 

Dear Cor'f\J'nlss1oner I ow: 

5209 Ocean Front Walk #101 
Merino del Roy, CA 90292 

(310) 3014018 

The purpose of tblslctrer Is to malle sure \lldt you are aware !bat o\1>~ reasonal>le 
alternatJv~~~ exist for the Venice Dual F'or('e ~1.iin P1 oj<!ct other than those currently 
proposed and !bat lbe addldooal alwrnauves are explc>~ed prlur to submission to lbe 
communJty for comment. 

I am a Marina del R<•y Peninsula community rc1ident .oml attended lhe IS October 
2002 meeting held ln tbe M.trlna del Rey Courtyard by Marriott Hotel. AI th~ 
conchaion or lbat meeting I dixu~ owoUter alternative wtth lbe Chy's l'roll'i:l 
Manager, Sl>ao Zahed, 1.11 addition to the four alternatives be presented. 

Thg Alt£rnatiye (Rdc:rell('1: Attachml"Jll 1) 
ln>tead of e><lting the exi>tlng pumping statwn and gol.ng west on Hurricane, I would 
suggesl Uuu Lhe $\!WCt line 5hould go east, unde-r lhe ~rnau canal and \Jl<"n eros\ Via 
Dolce and t~ontinuc "long Marquesas Way. It would tJtcn rurn soutb and nm under 
tb~ west side of VIa Marina 10 lhe channeL from tJt(:rc it rould continue a<:ross and 
run on tbe <'ast sid~ of tbt> currently deveJopc:tl area, or turn and folio" eilber of U.e 
two plan~ prcl'>eoted for crof'O:o.ing tbe channe-l tn this area. 

While lbe construction aloog Via MMina would be ou County right-of-way, in>tead of 
solely in lbc City, lbc County should be able 10 support Ibis palb since lhe sewer 
cruries wast~ from the marina area (l.e. County propt-11y). Some of the benefits of 
tbls alternate route are: 

• I he dlsruptloo of traffic on tbe peninsula would be grrotly reduced. 

• Residences on th«:' west side of Via Ooke do not front on the s1reet. Access to 
the propenies is from o~r strecU, in contrast to lhe nurn(\rOus resJc.Jences 
on flurrir.lne and Pacific Avtnue whose front doors and drNC'\\-ays are on 
tbc stre~t. 

• The divld('(! roadway of Via ~larin.t would allow lbe prOject to be accelerated 
while stlll allow.ng 1wo way travel ,tloog llle east side of tlle road wbllc 
c:u·h ot the four major seclions or road W"Cre under const.r-uc11on. This area 
also afford~ alterno.~.llve sutoet.s ·for residents to leave Lhe ar(>a. 
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Alt:tchment l: VJew W~sr ncross empty lot, $m~t11 rhan.ncl an<J d0\\"0 JJurricanc. 
(Currently proposed rourc). 

Venice Pump sratlon arross cbannel on left. 
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Artachm~nt 3: View f.1st aero" VIa Dole<' tlown ~Jarquesas Wdy. 

URS 
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Fr0111.: 
To: 
Date : 
SUb j ect : 

"Don Holl ands" <don-hol(l comcas~ . ne~> 

" Environ.'llent" <en vi ronment(leng . lacity .or.q> 
3/16/2006 11 : ·'l0:26 l'.H 

venice Dual Force Na in 

venic e ?u.'llp ing Plan~ : Dual Force Na in Projec~ . 

Ob servations : 

The pea k f lOt.'S to t he venice Pump ing Plant exc eeding its capacity is a result 
o f poor Ci~y p lanning; allOt.•ing larqe expansive housing devel opmen~s pr ior ~o 
having ~he required infra s~ruc~ure in-p lace . 

!<.11 large expansive housi ng devel opmen~s should be p u:z. on hold ( s~oppedl un~il 

the infrastructure is in-p lace that can support the increased capacity they 
require. These large housing developer s should pr ovide significant funds t.'ith 
upfron~ pa ymen~s ~o ~he C i~y fo r expansion o f exis~ing infras~ruc~ure . Curren~ 

tax-payers should only be responsible for repairing and maint aining original 
in fra s~ ruc~ur e. 

The p roposed project fo r expanding t he capacity o f the p ipeline t.•ill not. 
resolve ~he larger p rob lem; ~he Hyper ion Set.•erage Trea:unen~ Plan~ is curren~ly 
unab le to deal with the increasing c apacity , which has already resulted in 
un~rea~ed t.•as~e being released in~o ~he sea in 'emergency si~ua~ions '. 

Comments : 

1. Firs~ly , i~ is imporcan~ ~o reconsider ~he benefi~s f or exis~ing residen~s 

and t ax pa yers for a ' t~o Action Alternative '. 

2 . In ~he even~ ~ha~ a second p ipe line is inscalled; as a condominium 
homeo t.•ner, located on Pacific l'.ve., I favor t he Doch•eiler Beach al t ernative 
being used as ~he cons~ruc~ion si~e fo r sou~h of ~he Narina Inle~ . This choice 
t.•ill reduce the impact and risks to both homeo t.•ners and properties . The Draft 

GRWTH· 1 
GRWTH·2 

EIR underst.a~es the impact and the major risk to properties , whi ch is the ALGN·1 
po~en~ial for d amage ~o proper~y founda~i ons e.g. impac~s, subsidence , and 
vibra tion . The Doch•eiler Beach alt ernative reduces heal t h ha2.ards, dust , etc . 
and ~he po~en~ial in~errupt.ion of u~ili~y ser;rices, which occurs when a 
channel, o r tunnel construction is in t he streets e.g~ Paci f ic l'.ve. This 
al t ernative is far sa fer for t he general pub lic and t.•ill have t he least 
nega~ive affec~ fo r accessing ~he area, e.g. emergency ser;rices . 

3 . The Draf~ Repor~ refers ~o pot.en~ial impac~s ~o recrea~i onal facili~i es and ' ALGN·t 
pub lic events on the beac hfr ont., hot.•ever, the Doch•eiler Beac h alterna~ive fo r 
sou~h o f Narina Inle~ : 
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al Only impac~s a mile of beachfron~ and b ike pa~h - t.•e have many, nany more 
miles o f beac ht:s and bike pa ths available f or our rec reation. 

b l Will allet.• r,orrnal use by the qeneral p ublic of the recrea~ional fa cilities 
in t he Playa Di:l Rey Laqoon ?ark (parks, barbeques, basket.ball court, baseball 
park, e~c . ) . 

cl This al~ernHive has ~he leas~ neqa~ive effec~ f or residen~s and ~he 
qeneral public t.·i~h fet.•er s~ree~ closures, let.•er noise, lot.•er vibra~ion and 
allot.•s for bet.ter resid ential a ccess and e.'llerqency access durinq t.ht: 
cons~ruc~ion period . 

·'L RE: Opera~ic.n o f Const ruction equipment., Equipment. laydot.•n , Construction: 
workers parkin~ , ous~ con~i~~en~, Safe~y. 

al St.ronq Contract. terms should be used t.o control hot.• the const ruction 
company opera ~ions are under~ken and manaqed, ~hereby ~o ensure ~ht: leas~ 
amount of disturbanc e t.o local resid ents. Special ;..ssessments (f ines) should 
be applied fo r viola~ions by ~he cons~ruc~ion company, o r i~s t.'Orkers. 

b l Trucks carr')•inq loose mat erials, sand, dirt., etc . should be required to use 
covers. 

cl There are many unused roadt.•ays , near Sandpiper S~ree~, t.•hi ch should be made 
available for cons~ruc~ion t.•orkers par kinq, equipmen~ laydot.•n , e~c . ~his t.•ill 
help avoid our local streets becominq choke d by construction vehichs and 
equipment. . 

Thank you for ')'OUr cons idera ~ions , 

Don Hollands : ~10 306 8522 . 
HOI'. - Laquna Di:l Nar ;..ssn Inc . 

6·100 ?acific l'xe. f30·1, Playa Del Rey, C;.. 90293 . 

C~-1 

CC»l-2 
CC»l-<l 
C~-7 
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Fr Cllll.: "mark van qessel" <vanqesselOcomcas~ . ne~> 

To : <environ.'llent.Oenq . lacit.y .orq>, <carol . arrnstronqOlacit.y .orq>, 
<jim . do~yOlaci~y . orq> 
Dalte : 3/16/2006 8 : 56 :08 ? N 
SUbject : venice Dual Force Nain - Comment.s to the EIR 

Atuc hed are my comment.s on the venice Dual Force Nain p roject. 

Si ncerely 

Nark van Gessel 

URS 
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Comment;; to EJR 

1. General Comment 
a. In the alignment for the No11h area (no11h ofMarinachannel to pumping 

plant) you are showi:lg the following alignments 
1. De-ep Tunnel Pacific 

11. De-ep Tunnel Beach 
111. Cut and Covtr Pacific 
iv. Cut and Covtr Marques.as 

b. You should have acJt and Beach alignment 
c. Below is my opinion on alignments when considering all the factors 

(environment. mone;t. impacts. time. feasibility) in order 
i. Cut and covt'r beach 

11. Cut and covt'r Marques.as 
111. Cut andcovt'r Pacific 
iv. De-ep tunnel beach 
v. De-ep Tunnel pacific 

2. The EJR is a very large document (with appendices) it ic; several 3 inch 3 ring 
binders. The law rt"q_uires a minimum review period. ''thich is what you are 
providing. It took the City over 1 year on a full time basis to 'vrite this document 
and the City is only providing a ve1y sho11 (minimum) review period. The City 
should not use the minimun: duration for such a large proje-ct. 

a. I re-quest that the City ex tend the review period to allow enough time to 
review the entire package. 

3. Add to list sho,vn in 1.8 
• Impacts to snuctures and the permanent settlement tOf ground due to 

de'vatering 
• Access to homes if cut and cover is the chosen method of const1uction on the 

Venlce peninsula 
4. In 2.2 Please clarity that the VPP has never had a spill due to capacity i,~i;.c;ue.;;. 

5. In 2 .2 please clarifY thatthe VPP has been upgraded overt he years so that the 
pumping capacity now eXCt';'-dS the pipe capacity. 

a. /Is '"'" of the EIR the EIR should provide a detailed analysi; of the 
number of times that the VPP is anticipate-d to e:xce-e-d the capacity of the 
pipe so that pe-ople can have a realistic understanding of the damage that 
can be done to the e11vironment. 

b. It should al"i.. be made ve1y clear that the plant .,-;vas near (but never release 
'vaste,vater) releasing 'vaste,vater in 1992 and 2 004 that the 'vastf\vater 
'vas ve1y ditute-dcompared to normal wastf\vater. 

c. Please also clarity if other City wvage facili ties release-d \Vaste,vater 
during these storms. This is crit ical in evatuating the no-build option. If 
the repo11 shows that all that \VOuld happen is tllat the increase-d capacity 
'vould just pump ma;t 'vaste,vater to a facility that than does not have the 
capacity all one has done is shift the problem and not really solve-d it. If 
anything one ahs create-d a large problem by concentrating and increasing 
the 'vaste,vater di."i.charge. 

ElR-2 

GE0-1 

CON-3 

PROJ-2 
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6. In 2 ..3 (Page 2-9) the cut and cover consnuction. The consnuction duration is to 
sho11 forconst1uction on Pacifte the duration 'vould be more in the range ofl4 to 
I 8 months. 

a. For a detaile-d discu.~i;.c;ion please see other sections of commenl'i. 
7. In 2.3 (page2-9) under Stalter runnel 

a. Please revise the sentence regarding acoustic curtain. To read 
i. "To minimize the transmission of noise. the contract will re-quire 

the installation of an acou.c;t i-calcurtain that is at least 25 fe-et high 
and .surroundc; the entire site. and beclo."i.e-d when any consnuction 
activit ie.;; occur." 

8. In 2 .3.1 Proje-ct alternatives: 
a. \Vhy is the cut and cover not a feasible alternative for the beachfront areas 

and is a feasible alternative for the street alignment. 
b. By not including a cut and cover construction method for the beachfront 

alternative you are not providing an alternative that may be the least 
environmentally friendly and co.c;t effe-ctive. 

c. If the initial construction U."i.E'-d to build the 48" line 'vas a cut and cover 
consnuction method what has change-d to make that consnuction method 
not viable. 

d. I al"i.. believe that when the project \Vas fi rst propo."i.E'-d (several years ago) 
the construction method for the beach alternative was a cut and cover. 
The City speaker at the time said that they 'vere refusing to consider the 
beach alternative be-cause they did not \Vant to deal with the coastal 
commi.~i;.c;ion. 

e. /\cut and cover alternative on the beach 'vould be a more environmentally 
friendly and cost effe-ct solution than the stre-et alternative for the Venice 
peninsula l)()l1ion of the proje-c t. 

f. Please make a clearcha11 showing the options so they can easily be 
understood. Since to the chart .sho,vn in the presentation that .sho,ve.d all 
the 6 alternatives. Thi.c; geL;; expande-d since the cut and cover beach 
alterative .should be inctude-d. 

9. ln4.1.1 -
a. The e.;;t imated durations are to short. /\fter 80 fe-et of trench is opened the 

mud mat i.e; place-d. That has to cure (several days) than the gravel be-dding 
i.e; placed (this i.e; at least a 2 day process. 1 day to place another day to set 
grade and compact. The bad..fill process again i.e; several days (at least a 
\Ve-ek) espe-cially since the there is no adjacent propcmy to store any 
material and nucks have to 'vork only from one end not along the side of 
the trench. There is no time for installing the .shoring. There is no time 
for removing the .shoring. You also have no inspection time by City 
inspe-ction forces. City has to inspe-ct bon om of trench (lDay) City has to 
inspect mud slab (I day) City has to inspect gravel bed (I day). Once the 
trench is backfilled you have to makesub-gt•ade City has to inspect. City 
re-quires that back can only be in 8" lift;; so that takes time. Then the /\C 
has to be placed and the City has to inspe-c t. You are re-quiring the stre-et 
to be paved in ve1y .sho11 sections and thi.c; is ve1y time consuming. 

I 
CON-2 

NOt-1 

ALT-2 

CON-2 
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b. The production rate. should be in the range of 10 fee t a day or l e.~i;."i. That 
\Vould e-quate to approximately 500 \Vorking days or 700calendar days 
(1 . 92 years). I am civil engineer with over 10 years in pipeline design and 
consuuction and believe that my e.;;t imate is very accurate I could be CON-2 

considere-d and eXJ'Ifl1 witness on the subject. I can go over your detaile-d 
\Vork sche-dule ifne-Ce.~i;."ia iY. 

c. The other stre-et co..1st1uction alignment Marque~"ias I Via Marina \Vay I 
believe is longer than ne-ceS."ialy. This area has a larger stre-et and can 
allow construction acce.~i;."i adjacent to the trench making consuuction 
quicker and easier and cheaper. 

10. In se-ction 4 page4~5 you provide cost estimates. In order to have a public proces."i 
on the cost estimate.;; detaile-d information on how the C•OSlli \Vere arrive-d at ne-ed 
to be included. Please provide a detailed cost e.;;t imate for each alignment so the 
costs can be publicly di."i.Cusse-d. 

a. More detaile-d costs analysi."i of all alignment;; are re-quired as pa11 of the 
EJR in order for the public to comment properly. Please provide. 

b. You show the Marques.'\ \Vay/via marina \Vay alignment having the same 
cost as the Pacific Avenue alignment. Thi."i is not corre-c t. From a simple 
oversight review and a ROM est imate the Marques.'\ \Vay alignment i."i 
more expensive than the Pacific /\ lignment by at least 15%. Please PROJ-7 

provide the detailed bacJ..'Up data so that I can sh:ow where you are off in 
the est imate. 

c. There i."i no cost es:imate for a cut and cover alignment along the beach. 
In the revi."i.e-d document this ne-eds to be include. From a ROM e.;;t imate 
the cut and beach alignment should be les."i expensive than the PacifK: 
avenue alignment. 

I I. I believe thatthe Marina del Rey and also the beach alignment (cut and cover) 
would be les."i costly than the Pacific /\venue alignment. 

12. In the cut and cover alignment along Pacific /\venue you should di."i.CU.~i;."i that the 
pipeline \Vould re-quire the shutting down of the corner o0fPacific and Via Marina. 
In a previou."i detailed review the plans that have be-en generate-d for thi."i alignment 
I held a meeting and sllO\\i'f'.d the City staff that this alignment would have to shut 
do\vn the street in order for it to be complete-d. I can have a me-eting to go over 
this. Also the Bu."i or large vehicle traffic (rvfoving van o r other large trucks) will 
not be able to make the tum when the pipeline is constructed in this area. Fire 
uucks \Vould al"i-0 not be a'.)fe to make the rurn when the. pipe is under consuuction 
at thi."i location. It is anticipate-d that this const1uction \..,·ould be for at least a 1 
month if not longer. 

a. I have not se-en the fi re dep:mmentcomment on thi."i i.~i;.'\Ue. The Fire 
Depa11ment sl10uld be contacted about this issue if thi."i alignment i."i taken 
and have input on <:onst1uction and acces."i restrt.ctions. 

b. In the event that a tire occurs in the neighborhood and fire response i."i 
limited and e.xn·a damage occurs would the City 11ick UJl the additional 
cost? 

CON-3 
&\-i.G-1 
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c. The contractor should be re-quired to post signs at spe-cific locations 
coordinate-d with the communit ies that large vehicle.;; can not exit and 
make the turn at Pacific and Via Marina 

13. Previmtsly mentione-d in the past public hearing prior to the City realizing an EJR 
was rt"q_uire-d it was discus."i.«l that if the beach alignment \Vas chosen additional 
costs and improvements to the area would have to be incurre-d driving up costs. 
Other City dep:mment should not impose addit ional un-ne-ces;.c;.:Hy improvements 
to one alignment and not the others thi."i appear to make the City look as if they 
are forcing one alignment to be chosen over another. If other city dep:mments or 
agencies are rt"q_uesting imp;ovements for one alignment over another such 
improvement;; should be re-quired for all alignment;;. 

14. On page4-6 
a. .Ill! cons11uction dur~tions appear short could the person have convened 

'vorking days dire-ctly into calendar days. Meaning 5 'vorking days = 1 
calendar \Ve-ek. Unles."i the City plans on having thi."i 'vork be performe-d 7 
days a \Ve-ek and thai is not state-d in the EIR. 

b. The duration ofHunicane to Pacific 3 \'le-eks in sho11 it should be at least 
9 \'le-eks. 

c. The length of the pacific alignment i."i approximately 5,000 
d. The duration for the pacific alignment i."i to sho11 and should be 95 weeks 

based upon the re.;;triction you state in the EJR 
I 5. On Page 4-6 

a. Please detail which are r«:eiving pits and which are the tunneling shafts. 
16. In 5· 1 (page S.1) you state tlat there are no significant environmental impact;; 

once thi."i proje-ct is built. Thi."i ne-eds to be revi."ie-d. 
a. If you built the Pacific avenue alignment that alignment has numerous air 

vacuum valves. ThESe valves will release tappe-d air from the system into 
the environment. The air from se'vage has methane and hydrogen sulfide 
in it and also other gJses with odors. The wind pattern will have the."i.e 
vapors go imme-diately into the air of the Ballo113 reserve. Thi."i could 
impact the wildlife. The air could al"i-0 impact the resident;; in the area as 
smell and gas. 

b. Please revi."i.e the EJR to state that there permanent environmental impacts 
for the pacific avenue alignment. 

c. The Marques.as I Via Marina 'vay alignment can be place-d deeper and 
there are le.;;s pipes and other utilitie.;; to cross. The marques.as alignment 
may not rt"q_uire anyairlvac valves but if it does they 'vould be les."i and not 
impact the wildlife re.."i.e1ve. 

17. On page S.128 you provide clear mitigation measures. 

C0~2 

CON-2 

AQ- 1 
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18. Please inc tude similar bullets for other sections~ 
a. Vibration 

Page5of7 

1. Have a clear vibration specification similar to MT/\ 's vibration 
spe-cificatiC!n. (se-e attache-d) 

11. Have the Contractor as.c;esse-d (see attach: eel language) damages if 
he exce-eds the vibration limit;; 

111. For the Pacific alignment please have a detaile-d vibration limit. Se 
attached SlY--cification 

b. For other areas such as dust and operation hours hove clear bullet points 
that he is re-quired :o meet 

1. Operation hours. /\s state-d in the meeting for the Pacific avenue 
alignment: 

1. No excavation prior to 10:00 am 
2. No ?late remove of open trenches prior to 10:00 am 
3. /\ 11 trenches shall be plate-d at end of the shift and than open 

to evening and morning traffic 
4. /\ ll excavation shall stop by 3:00 pm. 

11. These 'vere verbal statements made during the presentation 
regarding the pacifK: avenue alignment Please incorporate these as 
bullet items in the EJR so that the community will be aS;.'\Ured that 
if the pacific avenue alignment is chose11 these are part of the 
contract. 

111. Please inc tude spe-cial a&.'\e&.'\ment language-(see attache-d) if the 
above items are not adhere-d to by the contractor. 

c. There is no di."i.CU."i;,"iion on the de'vatering and settlement of adjacent homes 
for the Pacific ave alignment. Please expand 011: thi.'\ iS;.'\Ue on the previou.'\ 
documents it state-d that de'vatering i.'\ re-quire-d to build the pacific ave 
alignment and that settlement i.'\ likely with de'vatering. 

19. In the EJR for the Marques.as / Via Marina 'vay alignment you re-quire that a 
tunnel be re-quire-d to cro."i;.'\ the canal. 

a. In order to allow for easy ofconst1uction the EJJ{ should allow this to be 
open cut with a requirement that the contractor should not impact the 
\Vater flow. The contractor could consnuct an cut and cover and dive11 the 
\Vater around the excavation. Thi.'\ would allow the COilSlluction contractor 
alternatives and help re-duce costs. 

20. I believe that the Venicec•:>astal spe-cific plan and/or the Venice Land U."i.e Plan 
sho,vs the building at Ironside (building shape-d like a s:hip. Is a hi.'\toric building. 
The Pacific avenue alignn:ent could damage that building. Nether the beach 
alignment or the Marques.as alignment 'vould impact tt\at building during 
construction. 

CON-S 

CON-9 

GE0-1 
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21 . For the Pacific avenue alignment at Pacific and Via Marina (page 5--43) you 
as.'\ume that jacking will be the consnuction method used to avoid traffic. 

a. Jack is not feasible for this portion of the alignment. In l">elvious me-eting 
(2002) on the pacific avenue alignment the city engine-ering group 
conce-de-d that the corner area of pacific and via marina 'vould have to be 
completely clo."i.e-d to make the pipe turn. This 'vould have to be an open 
cut construction. This 'vould greatly impact traffic and acces.'\. 

b. For a l">eriod of time (weeks) no access be allo,ve.d through pacific and via 
marina. 

c. Please revise and discU.~i;.'\ in detail this impact. 
1. Please get spe-cific input from fi re dep:mment regarding this 

11. Please get spe-cific input from the police department regarding this 
111. Please get spe-cific input from the MT/\ regarding b1.ts routes 
iv. Please get spe-cific input from the City Transit system (E.xpres.'\ 

se1vice) regarding this. 
d. If your response is th at this corner will not beclo."i.E'-d a detailed meeting is 

re-quire-d to explain ''that change-d from 2002 . 
e. If you hold that con be COilSllucte-d without clo."iing the corner. please 

make is a Sl">e-cifK: bullet item in the EJR and state that if a construction 
breaks such a rule they will get aS.'\e:S;."i.E'-d damages forclo."iing the corner. 

22. For the Pacific alignment please inc tude in the EIR that you have resident parking 
only in the neighborhood during construction to make it pO.~i;."iible for resident;; to 
park due to all the parking tllat is being renlOve-d duringconst1uction. Please see 
page S-43 where you di."i.CU.~i;."i all the parking you are temporarily removing to 
build thi.'\ alignment. 

a. If the Beach or the Marques.as alignment i.'\ chosen this i.'\ not an issue. 
since those alignments do not impact parking. 

23. On page5-128: 
a. NOI· S This is not ade-quate for any alignment. Thi.'\ should be revised to 

reacl: 
1. "The contract shall have detaile-d noise Sl">e-cification which will 

provide maximum noi."i.e level'\ (instantanrou.'\ and 8 hour 
averages) Violations of the contract shall result in monetary 
aS.'\e:S;.'\ments to the Contractor." 

b. /\del a NQJ. JO for pa..cific avenue alignment 
i. "Truck hauling shall start no earlier than 9:00am and end no later 

than3:00 pm 
11. T ruck hauling shall be limited to Monday through Friday. 

111. Truck staging shall no occur on the Marina l">eninsula 
iv. Only 2 truck may be permitte-d on the project site at on time. /\in 

the operation of being filled or depositing material and a uuck 
preparing for such operation. 

v. A conn· act clause shall be included in the consnuction conn·act that 
each item above that i.'\ not complie-d to. each time. shall be special 
as."i.e.~i;.'\ment to the contractor. 

CON-3 
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24. On page5-129 
a. /\dd similar bullets for vibration like on the previmts page 
b. For the Pacific avenue alignment please revise the EIR to allow the 

community to understand the vibration that they will expect and provide 
maximum vibratio:tlimil'i for this area. This alignment is different than 
any other alignment since the cut and cover alignment i.e; going to be with 
50 fe-et of residential homes. The EJR ne-e-de; to revi."i.e-d and recirculated so 
the community can understand the vibration impact;; that could occur if 
thi.c; alignment i.e; chosen. 

25. On page5-72 
a. If the PacifK: avenue alignment i.e; chosen liquefaction is an issue for the 

pipeline. The pipe will sit imme-diate adjacent to a slope that can liquej)t 
and undermine the pipe and cause it to break and spill was.te into the 
wildlife rese1ve. 1\"o other alignment has such issues. /\ J)()11ion oft he 
pacific avenue alignment has city O\Vne-d property that will not be 
develope-d and as such the property will erode with time making erosion 
and liquefaction a :najor issue for the pacific avenue alignment. 

1. If the City proposed to reinforce this se-ction this \\till drive up cost;; 
and increase construction time. Thi.c; makes the Marquesas 
alignment a better alternative. 

26. I have attached a past repC!rt that discusse.;; several items regarding the pacific 
avenue alignment. These issues do not appear to have be-en covered in the EJR 
Please address. 

a. Page 5 ofrepo11 on regarding sei.c;mic 
b. Page 5 ofrepo11 on Liquefaction 
c. Page 6 ofrep011 on Grounchvater and settlement 
d. Page 6 ofrepo11 on Vibration and noi."i.e 
e. Page 7 ofrepo11 on Re-ceiving pit 
f. Page 8 of the repon on the corner ofPacific and Via Marina 
g. Page 8 and 9 of thE repo11 on the consuuction along Pacific 

CON-S 
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REPORT ON THE PROPOSED SEWER PIPELlNE 

IN THE VENICE PEN I NSULA 

By 

Mar k Va n Gessel , P.E. - Civil & O c e:ao Engin eer 

Oct<>bet I 5 , 2 002 
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Rep o rt on Proposed Sewer Pip e l in e tn 
t h e Veni c e Pen in sula 

ny 
M11rk V:~.n Ce$$ t l. P. E . - Ci\•il & Ocun Engineer 

EXECUT I VE SUMMARY 

Thi.s report has been geneu tcd to discuss dle different nlignmcnt options for a proposed 54 i1lc-h 
ft.lt\Ji t: sewer line. l'resently only t\l.'o alignmcm!\ tn~·e been prop05cd: A Pac.ific Avenue alignmen t and 
a beach :alignmem :tdj:aceot to the cx:isling sc..,;•er line. 

A fter a de1~iled review of the :wa.il:~.ble inf<or:m:arion (Moff~u & N•chol rc:pott and Dames & Moore 
Geotechnical report) !.his rc:porc provides c::mclu~h·e ('Vidence that :a be:u;h a.l;gnm<'nt is a preferable 
aJignnu:nt. 

A beach :llignmetH js the prefe.rrcd alignmem when rou comp:ue the ::.hgnmc:nt options for the 
foltoi.Vi.ng ill:sl•n : t'nviro•uneut.<tl pro-tcc1ion. s.fety, tffects 10 neighbors., cosl, and time-. 

The City should con~ider revisitJg thc:"ir prc:Cerrcd :.:~lignmtnl (lption co a beach atigmnent, which is 
cn\•ironmcnr.ally bcucr, co:st tiTccti\'<' and ea~icr ro COOSinJct and maintain. 

AUTHOR'S BAC KGRO UND 

Mark Van Gessd bo lds a &<hdors of Sc::.eoct in ()c('an Engineering :md is also -a lic:~sed Civil 
l'rores:sional Engincer. Hc has worked lll tho:: fidd of pipdine/mnnel d esif>'11 and construction for over 
18 years. Hc h s worked o n rn.1merous projects with varying: si~e$ of pijX'S from 4 inches tO as l:a.rge as 
144 inch p ipelines M d nu.mtt0\1$ siu tunnels :tnd pipe-jacking proj<'Cf$ up tO J6 fect in diamelt'.l· J1Us 
t«hnic:J backgr(lund -:.nd acw al work experirncc aJlo'J."S him to providc a.n expert opinion on the 
proposed projcct. 

C OMM EN 'f S ON T J-1 6 MO FFATT & N I CHOL REPORT 

& low act: gtneral co•nntmts and concc:ms re&2t'dtng tht Morfa tt & Nichol rcpon prepared by RusseU 
H 6oudrcau. A revi('\\• o f this rrport show that it contains funda.mem.a} errors :as W(:U as int:om'ct and 
inct'>mJ' I<'l<' infonnation. I hav(' cataloged the commcn ts into groups; project k>ation. pecmits., beach 
erosion, and sea 1t"•d prcdictiom. h lit 1he llnthor•s opinion that •he Mo(f:tu & Nichol rqx>rt contains 
:~o much inconcct and missing infonn:uion llrat i1 netds to))(': completely tC\l.•rinen and c:mnot ~ uscd 
to makc any d«ision to climin:m:: a bt-.1<.:h piFd in<' alignment optic11l. 

Proj«t Loe-ation: 

This rt:port sp.:cifics the IOC3\io n at adj~cent to the c:Osring 48" sC\\-·er. The acrual kw:::atioo of -a fu tu.re 
pipeline has no1 been finab'.t«< and a $pecific la<ation sho uld 00 1 be ~nalyu:d 00\ a geneN) alignment 
\\oi.lh poss1ble loe:u iol'l3 du:>~l.ld lx: <.li:scuss.cd. \Vh.ile the 11lignmem. :tdjacent co the 48"' line, rna)' havc 
been dict:~.tcd by o thers the a t.~lhOr has the prof<'ssional obligation 10 discuss 1h e :~.biliry to :shift th<' 
alignment if such a shift mitig.ues conctm $. 

2 
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"'rhc :ability to locate the proposed pipeline is nor lirni~C'd to rhe shtted :alig"~»r.lmt -and c:an be k~t\"\1 
anywhere v.>ithin the sand 20n e. Bf i!h.iftmg the alignment &st rus t 23 {t-el would remove thC' erOSH.m 
concern (which is an incorrc:cr con«m). By shifting the p1peline locatio n 100 f«t (± 20 feet) E.'ISt o( 
the (x.isting pipeline numei:'OU$ issues oodincd in dlt paper wouJd be !'!voided. This s.hifdng of the 
alignment W(luld h:tve far Jess im)XIct tO •ht beach and \\<i:IJ pf'(lvide better consuucnon 'J~Cce.ss making 
the p~ject c;·heapcr and quicker 10 build plus provide ea$ier :u.:c.:css for future servtce. 

Pennits: 

Sevtnl very critir-al permits wcre not bt t<•d in the ).f&N rei>Or~. h shouJd be nortd that this repon 
m:.kes it <~ppeu that only the beach ~littuncnt will require the pe.rmits d.iscusSC<ti in the rtpc:>rt. This is 
incon:ect. ;\U the p<nnirs that are listed in the report are requue<l fo r :my alignmenr. 

There :a.re se,•eral -:uJ<.litiona) permits that are re<1uircd for the Pacific A ventu: Alignment that are not 
mentioned and are critical in C:\•aht:tting 1he different alignm.mts. Below :t.rc- severn) )>C"rmif$ ~hat ~re 
missed ·and r«juired for this projeec. 

Pennit 

CEQA 

NEPA 

Pohce Noise: 
V-:ui:utc<' 

SLreec 
&1$ttnCnt 
Permit 

(il )' of L.t\ 

Ftder;~l 

Covenunt:'nt 

ChyofLA 

City of LA 

Jssue 

'11lis pt()jt:<:t n!(]\lires a (uU EnvitOnmc:otal Jmp:act 
Report (E.IR) repoc1 to be prepared in order lO proceed. 
It must be ftle<l ~nd -aho allow for pubUc input and 
tC'\•jcw. Any present meetings or dtSCV.ssion do not 
substiwte for public rcvicv.• om:e the report has been 
prC'pared. :\ddition:~Jiy :~ll public conunents 1'11 \JSt be 
addressed. 

n Us project shaU r«juire a f«<eral cle:tran<.:e. Similar 
to the above r~)C)r~ and c:.tn potenually be oombin<'d. 
But never the less a NEPA Oc:arnncc is reqt1ired. 

For th<' Pacific Avenu.-: :tbgmnent th<' project will 
cx<:<'ed the allowable noi3e 1-~:Vd.s and pmcnti:a.Uy the 
hour.s of construction ::.nd shall r«]uire a '':ariance. 

* Ths p«mit is only requixed for the pacific avenue 
:altgttmeot. 

A permit to \)..'Ork in the s-lteet is r<'quired, 
Additionally the Cicy of Los Angelt$ has -a)so add('(( ,. 
S(><'cial cbuse to require che City to bt: reimbursed for 
cutting and p:uching suects baud. upon d:a.mage dont to 
dH! w eet. Based upon past experience the ;unovnt o f 
(><1 \'trnenl being removed i.n th e Pacirw; Avmuc 
ahg.nmc:nt it is more economical to rem(J\'e ;~.nd replace 
the enure $lr('(-t. including subgr:ade_. than tO pa)' the fcC' 
-aJUoeiated with the wtting and patching. 1t has been 
sr:utd, by th<' City, th at other Ciry agencies are not 
exempted from this requiremtnl. 

• Th.i$ permit is most hkely only r~1uired fm th<' 
p:~cific: -:avenue ;~Jignment. 

3 
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Beach E~:osion: 

\'Vhile ehe repOrt dis.cusocd, i.n vc·ry generic terms, the concept of beach t-T(J3iOn it generalizes and 
claims tb~t <liD lxaches art sooner or latn going to be erodec.t This is incorrect. 

TI1c Army Corp o f J;:.ngim:en (Corps..) hu perfonn<.'d a detailed repoct of this sp«ifi c a.e:• aJld the 
as.sociated beach as part of the MariM del Rey Dredging pJo~t. Thjs r<'port discusse$ the pro bJem 
eha1 is Ocet•ning along 6 is stretch of beach, which is increased sediment, no 1 beaeh erosion. If the 
al•thor of the ~loff:nr & Nichol report had reviewed lh<' Corps. repon they would h:avc bt.>f'll :.ble to 
propctly ind.tc:.te th:•t the beach for (hjll pr(,I>O!lcd sewer project js :•clvaiJr gro\liing :llld win continue 
to do so. 

'\'(IJ,ere the report discus~~ m het anas of Venice Bc:.c:-h that are eroding the report n<'gfectcd ro sr:~rt! 
'lhe Specific reMOns why the eJOSM)n w.~~s occurring. All of the features that art ~using the erosion 
-elsewhere do not uist :~ t rhc: specit'ic: f'.·farim dd Rey s ite. 

l f the M&N :.vtbor h:~d used the bible in be:.c;h design; ·~e Shore Protection Manua.l" the beach area 
whe.te this proposed~~ is located ~o~.•ould be: shown to be :a St'ablt" or expa.nding be:1eh r:•thcr than :. 
.:onuacting beach. 

The repc>t'l t•etd:l lO lx updated to proptrly re tlect. the state if this bE::~eh. 

Se2 LcYel Rising: 

In ehe Moff;~tt & Nichol repon s<.'Veral docunH:nts regarding sc::. Je\'ei r:s t.imatt$ w«e quoted. Thr:se 
documents are not w rr.::nt industry s ta.ltd:ud or what is prtsendy btmg us.ed in the professioo:.l 
envi~onment lo estim:ue future: Se3 !E:\'tl tlc.-aaons. 11le numben pro,.Jded and a.tc based upon 
urunlistic "·ariablcs. 

Jus t reeencJy, 2001, there was a conference O•• Oc.:t:>an issues where sea levd pr«lictions were ~)resented . 
..,-\( that coofe:rcnu the: nomuou$ esrim:~tes \li't'f<.' combined 2rrd the chart showing ehat in fortT)ation is 
p r:es.c:ntcd below. As ooe an see dlt experts in the field :~II :.bore<" that the sea level elevil tion ~ 
increas ing but no where: r.car the: crr()neou:s kveb stated in thc: ~loffau & Nichol report. 

' ESTtMATIS 
__ .,. 
- - --· JUT 
- ··- ·- A1A __ , --·· -- It 

•• 

Estimates for .sea·kvd increau ftom the I PCC Climate Change 2001 

·1 
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The Moff.1.n & Nichol rtport nttds to be tt;\·ised to acrurntely refl-ect what is being u$t:d in t.he 
profes:; ionaJ ir)dvstry for fi.•tu.r<- se<a level ele\'<~tion i.ncrtlS('S. 

A rt'Vi~· <)f ~he wont~c.-aU' scenario ~hown u• the" ch-ar is a $e.1. fe.,.el ele-vation increase of le$s than 0.9 
meters (It:$$ than 3 f«t) . If the repoM 1.1$«l :w<h proper i.nform;ation the St3ted bC'ach :al:igurnmt \\'Ould 
be fe:asible. 

l f the report is corr«t. which in my profe$$ional opinion it i$ not. the proposed prc>jC:<:t <ouJd be 
moved just 23 feN East :t11d avoid the tro~on problem .. Tt W()UkJ>~bo requite theSal\i12uon D istrict to 
pedorm some kind of relocauon <>r p-rotection pro,ect for the eristing 4fl inch tine. The repon also 
neglects ro take i.nto :acC04.mt the depth of the p~line and the protec;uon (<oncrete encar.ed) ))(mg. 
proposed for the pipdine. both of which ,.,.Vl•1d allow a beach pipeline :alignment. Additionally the 
re~'>Ot'l f>~ib to discuss the positive aunbule$ of allowing (Of' the refuobilitation of the exisur.g. scwc:"r line:'. 

The ) loffau & Nkhol report nt:eds 10 be f'C:\·i~~d to :accur<~td)· rt:Ocel lhat the rise in the sc:a level 
dev-atioo 11: no• ::. ~(ln<.:t'W for an}' proposed be:aeh .;~ljgnmeot. 

COMMENTS ON THE OAMES & MOORE C£0'J'ECHNICAL REPORT 

The Dames & Moore geotec:h.oi<al report provides C\'Cn further evide-nce 1ha~ -a Pacific Jh•wue 
alignme01 i$ not a pr;u,:.tio.l, <.·ost effecci\•e, or rtllisuc alignment. \Vithin the teporl num<-rotts iu:ms are 
discussed th:•t :..cc Jn;ajor ooncem.$ only to a l'aci(i~ Avent•< alignment that ::u-e noc :1 concern ..,jth a 
beach :~lignmenc. 

Due ( 0 the seismic C()!lClt':MlS, li.q_utf:tction, dev.--atering. Sf:lllerneot :and \•ibrntion issues a p;u;:jfH: J\VC'OU(' 
:alignme.1u should be a~ndoned. The corrccc al~uneot lnscd upon the Dames & Moor<- rcpon 
s.hould be a ~ch alignment. 

Sei.s-mi~ issues: 

The Da.rnes & Moore. report c~rly states., in Section 8.1 , th:.t seismic activities are a con«n1 tO 1he 
structuralmlegttl)' or dtc pipelUie. In the event of a scismjc e\'tnl brgc ~nough to damage the PIJ")t.lille 
so ltUO)' lltg2t.ive e((eccs 10 1he trl\'ironment and the communi1y would/ oc-o..1r \\ith 2 Pacific Avenue 
that it should be not be considered. An actua.l pipe ruprure \\'Ould rde-asc raw SN"'<lge into 1he local 
commuuit)' and alw the Ballon~ Lagoon killing the wildlife :and pe.nnanffit.l}' contaminating the l:agoon. 

Depending upon wh(.re a rupture oe<:urs :tlong 1he Pacific J\vcnue ~lign.ment the ability to rcp:.ir che 
pif>eliue \lf'Q\lld take longer to repair. 1bis ag:Un 11: critical b~use while lhc pipeline is under rq)alr r:~w 
$f:w:~ge could be rdcased from the pumping srat.i-c)r). ·111is m<ans that :a fl.lrure pipeline needs ro be: 
eas-ily ac;<:enible to rqnir in case of a ruprure so as lle)l 10 ~:~use damage tr> the wikllife of the lagoon. 

\'<'hen oons.cidering s.ei$mic C'QI\C:t.(ll$ :a bcacll:alig:nment is the prcfenb.fe alignrnent. 

Liquefaction : 

·ne Ount'$ & lvloore report s tatt'S in Section 8.2 that liquefae1jon i$ a m:aj<X concern when designing 
:111d $elec;ting the alignment for th.is pipeline. This rcporc does noc oompa.re the" two alignmCflts but a 
It\'i('w shows tMt a Pacific Avc:"nue alignmenr has fa r more enginc:"e.rin,g problems in the event of a 
li<Jutf"il<:tion event. Since the Pacifac Avenue a.ligomen1 is :.dj;&C('"fl l tO the c:mal and lagoon 2 

liquefaction ~ent "illong b~s the potrntial to collaps.c 2 portion of the $trc:c:c :md C3l1Se the pipC'line to 
becorue exposed :md rupcme. lbe Easc ~de of the Pacific Avenue abgnmen1 has -an expos«<l!.lopc 
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Lha1 ""'OuJd fail and provide:~ no suppon in :a lic:Jtldaction event. This po1ential doe:; not exist for :• 
bc:lch :alignment. 

Re.:;ommeodcd mitig.uion measures discussed in the repon indt•de compaction gt<~utmg. \'(IJt111 is not 
di$CUSSC"d with (:Qwpaction g routing i$ the ('f:wironmen•~l impact o f grouting. Grout \!.ill m igrate 
through the soil and will C()nu jnment the ground\lr.lter :md also flow iul() the lagoon «»•ta.mimting 
the eovltonmem. Sp«ial_i~ed gJOUt such :t.'> ulu·.a(Jllc o r poi)'UJ'edune gro..•t may lx- requi red to co ntrol 
liquef:u:tion. Su<h speci:di:ted grout$ h:t\Te 2r1 ('\'~ grotttt imp:u:t on the environment :and needs to 
2ill;dyzed. Grouting s-hould oOot be requited (or: a beach aljgt·unent. 

\'(~},en considering liqucfactkm concerns a beach :alignment i1> the pre(et:~ble :.lignmcnt. 

Cf()undwater and SeuJernent: 

"llle D amcs and Moore report. Section 9, d early Sl:tt($ that a Pacific A\•e-nue alignment has ournerot•s 
problem! when cotnplred to ~ be-lch :tUgomenL 

Oewatcring is rcquir«t 10 be performed and th t> wa1er i~ rcquind to be tre:u.ment and dispo$:~ 1 of. 
·n,is ~ a major i s.$UC and Jus not been addressed. Pwper tteaunent of gr<M.Jndwater and 1hc: 
ill$1albtion of wcUs is not coveted or discussed in any d!)O.unent.s provided. ''Ille equipment neceSS:lt)' 
require:~ a large space a.nd usy acc-ess, none of which js no t available in a Pacific Avenue alignmcm hnt 
is av-ailable for~ beacb alignment. 

The oth er m•jor issue ..,;m de,a.;-atcring is senle-mmt. Section !) Slates that settlement is l•SuaUy 
associau~d wnh dewoltC'rin& acW.ritics. Jr\ the $Oil5 located within 1hi$ uc::t major settlement !lhovld be: 
expected. When the w-ater is r-emoved fr(ml the soils the m:uerial will « mwlidate and st:tde. It dM>l•ld 
be anti<:ip:ued th:.t e ffec-ts from settlem ent wOlaJd c:ttm d beyond the $tre<:t too the -ad1accm properties 
on both sides o( the :s-treet, This sefdel'nen l i.ssue is a major concern ttpe<:iaJJy ..... ;th pro pcrtit$ :.djacf:flt 
to the Lagoon in that such sctdemeot rould cause the slopes 10 bec:c>me unstable and eoll:&pse. A 
nu jor :slope f-ailure couJd imJ»CI tbe :s-treet, the existing w:uer Une -and the propos«~ StK~.:·ec !inC', in 
addition to structures. 

Settlement v.ill oe<ur wi1h a P.:.d fic Avenue alignmc1H ::..nd the Cit)· needs to property p lan fot 
$ttdcmeot. 

Groundwater ~nd SC' tdement is not :an i.~sue wilh :1 ~ch alignment. 

\XIh01 considering groundwatc:r and scttlcmcm a be\c;h :~..llgnment is thC' prefe'1'1bk ~ligrune!H. 

Vibration and noise due to cOn5troction activities: 

In Section 9 ()(the Dam('$ & Moores n:pon it cle:uly st:ates that the Pacific A'•enue :alignment 
consnucoon \\.111 c..re.1te noise and vibra.tion that Will in'lp:u;t the neighbors. \'("~hat the report (:ail$ to 
discuss is the noise unp:act t<) the environment. 

D ue to the p ro ximity o f C()fl$tnlclion $.ite tO the lagoon the coosrn1clion impacu o f a Pacific Avenue 
alignment W'iU require envirorunent m.i tigatio n. Such restri-ctions :.'Ire Ol0$t UkeJy going to be (at more 
o necoll$ than the em.Uonme.ntal mitig.uion m<:2svtts and ret~trictions associated ~tith 2 btach 
alignment. 

6 
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·nc vibration W111 also impact the -adjacent properut>$. Construction activate!\ $0 clQ$(' to properties 
have sim.ilar c:Om't"tll~ as for S("tdemcru :utd $t':1Sruic ~sues, Due to \'llbr:uion lhe Pacific Avenue 
alignment has a hig.h potential for slope f:Ufure. cbm~sc to adjacent building, and Slr'Ct'ts. 

Such conCC"rns do not <'JUSt (or a beach ~gnment. 

\'<'hen COil$ide:rin,g \'ibntion and noise the beadt alignment i.s the prdern~e :ilignmt•lt. 

COMMENTS ON 'l' H E PAC IFIC AVENUE ALIGN ME NT ANO COMPARISON WITH 
BEACH ALIGNM ENT 

lbsed t l pon t~ information that has been pro\ridcd (0 me I ha\'C: etlough information to provide 
expert opinion that the Pacific Avenue :.ltgnment as prC:$cntty propo&ed t$ not ;~, constructible p roject 
-and is substantially more expen.se and time consuming thar) a lxach alignmcnll and imi)3Ct.s the 
environment r .. r mon: dian a lx2ch alignment. 

Receiving Pit: 

The Pacific Aven ue 2lignment ptcseutly shows a receiving pit for 1he nmoeling op<ration under the 
marina dtannel From 1he infonn-.tioo prO\·ided, it is ob\riOUS thai lhe pc:r$Qn who proposed this pit 
has never constn:Jcted or worked On -a 11.mnding project. 

PBcilicA•·t:nuc· Pit: 
A re<ejving p it is rectangular, not a eir(tllar. 

The size of the pi( is too small tO aiJow for a tunnel machine to IX" rctrie\•td. The pn must lx 
twice that size. Based upon t lCpecience \\i.th similar projects a ntimmum of a 100-foot pit 
wotlld be ne«<. 
·n,e loc:~tion of thl" Pit is to dose 10 the bre:tk:\\':He.r. An M~1)·zes of the und~.U\g l'l'ltttHal 
m::ed s to be perfonncd. From dnwings o( th~ bre:..k"~A<-all design, that I h-a.ve ~een, there is a 
high likelihood that bouJder.s u1U be prescm in 1his IOC2tion. A pit can be- loc-.atl!d in such an 
area -and needs to be mo\•cd fur1her baek to ensure that the br«k·wall is safe . 

H a ... ing two turns in the pipe at the pit is not com:tn •ctibl(', pnctical or advisable. ·r'hc pi1 
would needs to ex-lend evt'll further back beyond the dbow-s., as a m.injmum, 10 allow for 
construction o f the P'l)eltne. 

A proper pit would rtquirc the entire corner are;a 10 be s.hut t() lhroogh ltlllf6c. 

The dnwiog forgets to show where all the de\\'ateri.ng &cilities .... ;u be loe:u t d. They m:ed to 
be located adjacent to the pit Md ~quire additional sp-ace that is no t av:u l2b le. 

• 'Ibis location c~.nno1 be enUrged lO a.Uow for it to be a tunneling pit. Thct<': is just not enough 
J'OOft) (or a tunneling p1t iltlhis sile. Tunneling from this side is not posslbJe. ' lltis limil$ the 
(On stroetion options.. 1lUs will lead to an O\'C"rsizcd machine costing more money co 
construct. 

An anruysis of the 11bility for Ductile Iron Pipe of this size to make all of 1l1e mr:ns ·a$ sbown 
and a t the pres.surc$ proposed needs 10 be pro\•ided !\(J th:at the community ~.nd the 
environment is protected from a breaking :uld le:1king pipe. 
No det>~iJs on the ooncretc tt~ca.sed for thi-s portion a critical item. 

7 
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Bet~chPit: 

A recciv-ing pit for a h<'ach alignment c2n be located in the proper location 10 ensure 1.h:•t it 
avoids the boulders that m:.ke up 1he break.waO and also be Joc:ucd f.:lr enoogh batk to 
pro\•idc proper safe-ty I I) tlH~ br~k.AwU. 

11le open space allow-s for proper are:a tO pnwide the nectssary dCW'2tering: :and w:•ter 
uc:nmcnt facititits th:u :~ r4! reqnired for $u<;h a ~t. 

The pit would onlf luvc a si.ngl.r :mgle pipe arid m) t the double c:urve making th e pi1 $tn:lller 
and the construction easicr. 

• By having a pit on thC' bea-ch lhc Cont..r:ac1or wsU not be forced to f\Jnf'ld from only one
ditccrion and could luve the opt()n to t1.mnd from c.ither s ide. 

It $hoold be noted that the lootion of tl:e pit, either at Pacifte or <m the be;•ch don not eff«t where 
the tunnd ends at the other side. The a~mC'flt can !ill)' where th e City bdieo.·es is bes1 on the South 
side of the Marin;. channel. Thus any costs south of the chan.n el :are equ:1l. 

Con.stru<:tion at the comer of Pacific and Via Marina: 

P:~cific Avc:-nuc:- Alignmcnr 
You have not pcovidcd 2 dct:u led di$CU.S$km o ( tl1e construction sequencing a t this com cr. 

Based upon the -alignment that chat you ptopo~e the con s.tnaClH)I'I :1~ llUi! w m er wiO require 
thai ffitire s treet m be: d osC'd in ordc:r to complete This oonstruction c:umot bc accomplished 
without shutring down the i.nter~cctioll for some time. nu$ is in c.oo~diction with your 
natcmC'nts on the project. 

It \\ill be impossible to allow bo:Y.S to tn"d past the const.n~ction site. ·ni$ is .in OC>ntr:adiction 
w:ith your statnnents on this pro;::ct. 

1Jc.1ch Alignment 
• Not problems 

Con-ilttuCliOn Along Pacific AJignf'll e nt: 

11aere :~ re so m:~.ny problems ~nd difficu!tie-!'1 1.h2 1 h:we ·~t bc::en :addtessed that m:.ke l.h.is :ilignment 
impnctka.l comp:tred to the- be:ich aligtllliCfll th.:u n is impossible 10 justi(y a p :u;-1fJc :::weot•e :.lignm~nt 
over a beach ::.hg111nent. Uelow a.re items&.hat tXJSt in the pad fie alignment t.h:at <~re not pt(:$Cnt for thc 
belch alignment. 

• T he P:~cific Avenue site is requirin& a concrete encasement :ts ( would guess would ::. beach 
alignmenL tbe big difference is thn due to narrow trench for the Pacific A venue alignrnem a 
grout mix would be r<-quitcd to en!llte that the matc:rial could g~t wldemeath thC' pipe. This 
woukt not be r«Juir.rd to a beach alipprnent becausC' the trench width is not restricted. G rout is 3 
ti.me:s mote cxpros.e than concrete. This cost is no t rcR«ted in the present desig n or cost analysis. 

Tr11ftK issu« ~re ntlmcro\lS comp:.r«J to the bC:'acb alignment. Th«e ate so rn:.wy that it \'o-'Ot•ld 
t:tke se\•e-t':lll pages to lis t them aU. 

o The biggest is that the b~ed t•p<>o the du winh>1 1.hat yo\• provided tl'ert is oo~ enO\•gh 
room for buses to tra\•d do\lon the stn'et. 

o \' ou have not shown the dC":Watering equipment or the water ltt'aunC'nl facility. 
o You h:we not providC'd cno•gh tr~nch width to place concr<:te around pipe nor build a 

proJ:Kt' :tnd s-afe trench 
o You h:we not addresSt"d ex;isting tltilitiC$ and how they are handled 
o You ha\'C not provided en~h sp3te for a crane tlu t ls capablt;" of liftiJ•g :md placing the 

pipes. 

8 
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0 You h:we not provided enough wid1h Cor the truch chat deliver the pipt pieces. 
o You have noc dts<:~lSsl:'d che fact th:u the: area sl-ated as cenlpc:•rary parking is sand and 

sloped and unsuitabl<' for p:uking tnd needs 10 bt" impro-..•«1 :md such i.mpro\•tmem will 
h:.ve l:'ffects on chc BatkHl:a !.:•goon. 

0 The Section view 1$ incorrect in tbt th~ pipe at Pacific nnd Via ~-farina is sub:scanti:.lty 
dttper. Th;~ hi especi111lly impor1a1H when you consider t.he imv:.c-.s of a pic and the depeh 
of a trt:m;h at t.h<' above comer. 

o A profile o f the: pipeline is n~ded. 

o llle s~ctioo docs not show che conu c:te enas.ed discu"!>!led "' the dr•rwin~. 
0 The drawings do no t show how the: K rail impacts the traf(i e;: and nukes chc travel lane to 

narrow. 
o You ncgkct to pt'(lvtde dttails o f ccnstruction seq<•tm:eslxtv.·«'fl TopsaiJ :and Via Marina 

and how a<:Ce!s tO the East side pro;>erty o wners will be provided. 
o You negkct to state how )'OU :.re g.oing to enforce rcsidc,lti:.l p:•rkmg only requirement$ a 

rtsltirtion that \\<i.U not b.: possibJe tl) <'nforce. 
0 You ncglecte<l to discuss dle 1.mp:u:t to the bUds and other wildlife: in 1he b:illon:. bg(l(m 

t:nd potenti:al COlt.~truction tC$trictioos d ue 10 m1gr:Hing birds aosing e.xterni«l 
<.:onstruction duration. 

0 DisCU$Sion of potcoti2Uy coru:unin:ned soil under Pacific Avenue,: compared to the bt2ch 
alignm<'nt. This area \\<"aS a m:ajor 00 construction site in its p2s1 2nd most likely cont-auH; 
comamin:ued soils whtrt...s the b«ch a1ignmcm does not have such 11 problem. 

&.isting materi::ll at both sites is n 11ctly the same thus :wy solid stabilization requirements for the 
beach optkm would abo be required to the Pacific :wem~e location, An)' claims piJes are r<:<ruirc:d 
to the beach sne bt•t not required for the Pacific si{e are incorrect. 

All o f chcsc: are issues t xJst for a P11cifi< Avenue alignment -and 00 not exist for a bC"ach alignment. 
'The be:leh al.if>'1)mcnt can be done v.ith a cue -and c.:o,•cr V tr~ch consltU<cion melhod that is 
substantially Jess money. 

BEACJ-1 ALIGNMENT ALONG T H£ VEN ICE PEN INSUl. A 

W hj)e issues exi$t fe)r dif(ererH :llignroenb a prcposcd beach alignmen t h:..s flit fewtr issues than any 
o ther allt,oru0(11t, Any conccm s with an alienmcn along the Vesli<:e peninsul-a beach are all ntitig:ltablc 
whert"as thar is not We cause for 11 Pacific -~ ''C!'Iue :.~l.ignment. Based \lpon my expert opinion this 
:~.lignmeol js also eco nomially far less costly th1o eompw;:d to the pacific 11vcnuc aligrunenl. A Pacific 
Avenue -alignmro1 would be ar l~sr N.rice 'l :$ cxpm-si:ve as a beach alignment co construct. 

'Otis makes a OOch alignn~t cho~·ough i_n the Vmice peninsula the prefcr red aligomenL 

9 
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Consuuct:.tbility: 

There are l!eYcraJ construcu(m me;hods th::lt C()I)Jd be used depending upon the tempou.ry :and 
(X'rmane:nl t'2~c:ment:s th:at eould b~ obtained. They could include 2 nQn.:;horcd trench, p2rti~Uy 
shortd lTc:uch o r complel(~ly $hOred ttt-nch. Even with the most e:xpwse method o f co mplete.ly shored 
trench, it would (;tr JfiOf<' eco nomic::.l 1•12t building :a trem,•h within the s treet right·o f·\\:·ay. 
Construction :aloJ)g the: beach is bener brausc; there ;~.re no existing utilize$ to work with, no 
minimum open trmch rcsuicoons. C'lsicr COJ\Str~,~ction if $boring is required. 

Ess~m~nr: 

'W'hile- nn easen\C'IH must be obtained, from my pC'r.sonal experien-ce iu obtaining eascmeiH$ f<)t $Uni.lar 
prr>JC:CtS.. 2n t 2llt:ment i:s obt.tinabk: 2nd could ea.sily lx obtained to Sllpporc any construction schedule. 
The casement that would bf!' required cO\dd 1x started dullng the: p<nniu.ing process aud be' available 
.immt:di-atd y <1ft« thC' perrn inmg proeess has beer1 oompletOO and dms v.'()l.l)d not impact any 
«tn~truction sch~dult. 

From past exJ*'rience th<' costs for sudl an C<'lum("fft a.te no~ m.·arly as ell:p<'nse as 1he City is sutting. 
As a m:mer o r fa.c1, City and Coun1y agencies usu.ally wor\ t<:>gethC'.r and only ch;arg~: actual time 
incurred ir th<:y charge any costs. 

Concems about Lell$1 Tern Rc-fugC': 

\X!hile th ere is ~ <:01.1tem about k:ast ten), SI.Jch a concern is eas1ly nutigatable b)' putting Ct>nsuuction 
..-enricc)(m.S 01:1 the contractor so that the COOtr.letor o nl)' COJ\.$truct:s v.ithin a specified distance' oft~ 
~Cl\$ ~ cern CC'fuge during noo·m:ujug: V-'3son. Since th e «mstroction is far ~s.icr 2nd quickcJ' that in the 
p:ac:ific alienm<:nt this would no t ca·Jse any re2l cost impact to the construett<>n. Any n-asonable 
CQnLrnctor would not put 2ny additiooal money for $t•eh a res triction but would jtJSt make sure to 
$Cht d ule th<' work correctly 1;0 <:oustruction v.'Ould no t occur in that atC':a during that time. In tod:ay's 
modern construction industry this is a no nnal construction rt'SU.ictio n. It V.'Ould <1lso be adotisable tO 
dC'sign the alignmem (lUISide of the acrual fenced o(f -an-a Of the lost tum refuge thus not disturbing 
the habitat. 

1lliS rt(Jl•irermnt is not a proper desi~n nor should such a requirem~:ot be imposC'd. :\n y di~$Sktn of 
fixi11g 2n alih'TUJ'lC"'lt o r having 2 Veni<:c: p<'ninsub beadl alignmenl inclu more costs for a ~0u1hero 
porhOn :art: not correct need to be ddett-d. 

10 
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City of Los Angelos Department of Public Works 

Venice Pumping Plant 
Dual Force Main Project 

COMMENTS 
Please uS> lhls page to submit your comments regarding the Drafi Environmental Impact Report (EIR) for tho 
Venice Pumping Plant Dual Force Main Project. You may comment on any aspect of the report. Your input 
will become part of the public recordl and will be responded to In the Final EIR, if received by 5:00 p.m . on 
March 17.2006 (the end of the publi c comment period). 

Whon making your comments, please be as specific as possible: 

J 0 h~ iv\J II '-U1 
'-\-~ pnY1 \J&~ t j)p_Si 

Pqv; p f1\M1 t 01{1 s ~'\/? d t { ~ 
1\ S> at #vrr r {I UMfJ "~- 0 {I t--It(!__ . 

f'PC~phrlv...c;, r poli ~- p& fh~ 
CON 
-1 

~ (;) hfV.'\fL- /;l ·, I ' tfo.s h 
\)Q I ~ C\ ied I B t-k '1 N ( N t s £ fft/(() (l(}ljf'f 

~ lui\ () ~Q 'P~S -tv 21~ 
1 
~ 1 ijv{l'( a(lrr;,s ? I ;oo 

URS 

(0\Q__ 0 ~ - \~ Qi) y 
(If necessa.y, please use tile reverse side of the paper.) 

Please complete tho information below end print c:lear1y to ensure that your comments are addressed in the Final EIR. 

Name· fhadre/1(/~ L){JJOJI/n.CJ Phone· 3/0 ·3 o:;= - /£/lffi 
Organizolio> (If any) :: _ ______________________ _ ____ _ _ 

Address;_·--- ----- - -------------- - -------

City; State: Zip: ____ ___ _ 

You may ct'op your comments In the co.nmont box at the Comments station or malllhom to the following address. AJI 
comments must be received no later than 5:00p.m. on March 17 2006. 

James E. Doty 
City of Los Angetes 

OE!partment of Public Woril.$ Bureau of Engkle9f'ing 
Clo Public Affairs Office 

200 N. Spring Stteot, Room M165 
Los Angeles, CA90012 

enyjronment@eno.!ad ty.oro 
Subjecl heading should read 'Venloe OuaJ Fotce Main·. 

t iS a covered entity muk r Til It: II of t}u: Am<'ricons with Disab/Uties Act. Jlrt: City uf Los A11geles does not dl.srrlmfMftt (.m Jhe basis of 
disability and ll.f'OII I'eflllt!$1, 1'1111 pr()t•ille reasonable or:commodatiotJ 10 tn~·u~ ttquol <I("CO:SS to its progran~. services tmd (ICiil'ilie s • 

... 
\.#Printed on recycled paper 
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C1ty of los Angeles Oep.:;rtment of Public Works 

venice Pumping Plant ENe!.~ ..... 
Dual Force Main Project 

COMMENTS 
Please use this page to submit your comments regarding the Draft Environmental Impact Report (EIR) for the 
Venice Pumping Plant Dual Force Main Project You may comment on any aspect of the report. Your input 
will become part of the public record and wiiJ be responded to in the Final EIR, if received by 6:00 p.m. on 
March H .. 2006 (the end of the public comment period). 

When making your comments, please be as specific as possible: 

No\-\ hi 1 -e <; 1 c..lJ.\/1. ~ OVJ 6\ fYH vr\i1 ~ /a~ ~ 15 

Oj ~\!.. OUVl s!Yv ( h v\1> sc IA.utu LQ 0Ylc( PROJ-5 

S~f- CLVlcJ cLlle-L\ C t uS.u«~ 

(If necessary, please use the reverse side of the paper.) 
Please complete the Information below and print clcarty to ensure that your comments are addressed in the Final EIR. 

Nome "1( \f,r!IJ Pt\ pa dr.t b\ \ Phone•:..· - ---------

Orgon@tion (if any): • 'f-V L 
Ad~ress: D1s\ytt Z 
C~y L-f/t {vc fA j <1') Slale Zip VfC>J.-'if 
You may drop your comments in the comment box at the Comments station or mail them to the following addross. AU 

comments mu$t b4 rocely!d no l~tter than 5:00p.m. on March 17. 2006. 

Jamos E. Ooty 
City of Los Ange~s 

Department of Public Works Bureau of Engineering 
C/o Public Affairs Office 

200 N. Spring Street, Room M165 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 

environmenl@eno.lacity.org 
Subject heading shoukt read ·venice Oual Forte Main", 

~u a cmoered enrity wtder 171/e II of the Ami!l'iC!UIS It'll It Di.J(Jbi/IJ!et Act. riH: Ci(v ofl.cs A11geles doe.f ••m diS<:riminme on the basis of 
dlsablftty OJI(/ 11p0n reqt~t.st. will pro'Pide 1Wl'10tJab!~ cr~mtmJodati<»t to en:mre equal acce.u to its program:;. #,n•icc:; and activities. 

ft 

'--'Printed on recycled paper 
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City of Los An(Jeles Department oi Public Works 

Venice Pumping Plant 
Dual Force Main Project 

COMMENTS 
Please use this page to submit your comments regarding tile Draft Environmental Impact Report (EIR) for lhe 
Venice Pl.lllping Plant Dual Force Main Project. You may comment on any aspect of the report. Your input 
will become part of tile public record and will be responded to in the Final EIR, If received by 5:00 p.m. on 
March 17.2006 (tile end of the public comment period). 

When making your comments, please be as specific as possible: 

I .ALG~1 

{If necessary, please use the reverse side of the paper.) 
PSOaso t0111>Jete the Information below and print clearly to en.sure that your comment& are addnssed In the Final EIR. 

Nama 'P1411.... 1'2..610t'YL Phone_· _')u/.><.0_· "ZJ\L . .LCj.L.<\...L..L44?J-"-t- - - -
Organizalion (if any): ___ ~f:dZ.~~v.Y.l.N..L.S,{_=-. _ ___________ _ _ __ _ 

Add roM:~-----------------------------------------------------------------
City: State: lp: 

You may drop your comments in tfle comment box. at tho CommGnt& station or mall them to tho following addre". All 
comment$ must bo received no later than 5:00p.m. on March 17. 2006. 

James e. Ooty 
City of Loa Angeles 

Department of Ptlbllc Works Bureau of Engineering 
Clo Public Affaits Office 

200 N. Spring Street, Room M165 
Los Angeles. CA 90012 

an\4ronment@eng.las;itv.oro 
Sub;ed heading shoo!d reed ·venice Dual Force Main". 

As a coveredenJit)' m1ffl:r Till~ II of till! A NieriMn$ 111/th Di:rabililic:.· Art, the City()/£()$ Angtl<fS (k>t.s not fflstrimlnate Qntlw bct;:,·is of 
disabillty attll' "JJO'f' r-cqurmt. lf·i/1 provid!' rea.~ouabff! atr:Qmmodution lo emm-e eqMI oa:e;:,·:.·to Its progroms, ~Y!n'irf!$ and octiw·tic:.· . .. 
'--'Printed on recycled paper 
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11.3. ANNOTATED TRANSCRIPT OF FEBRUARY 23, 2006 PUBLIC 

HEARING CONDUCTED BY THE CITY OF LOS ANGELES ON THE ADEQUACY 

OF THE EIR 

uas 

1 

2 

3 

• 
5 

6 

7 CITY OF LOS ANGELES - - DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS 

8 VENICE PUMPING PLANT DUAL FORCE NAIN PROJECT 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

H 

15 

16 

17 

1$ 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

PUBLIC HEARING 

FEBRUARY 23, 2006 AT 6:00 P.tL 

- ooOoo-
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- ooOoo-

2 MS. DORRELL : Good evening . 1-1y nar:~e is 

3 'J'onya DUrrell . I'm with the IXJpartmcnt of Public 

4 tJor~s. Public Affairs. I am your official public 

5 hearing officer for the evening . I want to point 

6 out that you are here attending a publ i c hearing 

7 for t he Venice Dual Force t<1ain Sewer Environmental 

8 Impact Report. 

9 And please ex(:use my notes, .but I want to 

10 be sure to cover everything this evening . I hope 

11 that everyone has had a~ opportunity to s i gn i n 

12 tonight , ~nd if you hnv~n ' t , please be sure to do 

13 so at the table in the back. 

H Al so, we have an agenda at the tabl e. We 

15 will be making project tea~ member introductions i n 

16 just a few mlnutGS . We also have speaker cards 

17 ~v~ilable if you wish to be heard tonight . And if 

18 you need one throughou~ the preseneation, please 

19 just rai se your hand a.nd one of our representatives 

20 will be sure to qet one to you. 

21 You obviously can be heard tonight so 

22 that all of your coomer:tts •re. ptt·rt of til\ official 

23 record that will be a part of the final EIR, and 

2~ everything that is be i n9 said t oni9ht wil l be 

25 recorded by our couct repocter who is here with us 

2 
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1 tonight. 

2 1 ' d like to start, then, with our team 

3 introductions . tle ' ll s tart wi t.h Mr . Doty. 

• MR. OOTY: Welcome . I ' m ql~d you t ook 

S t i me out of you rGg\lhrly scheduled events to come 

6 help us out on this project . It ys very good to see 

1 you here . 

8 The p ro ject we're talkin9 about ton~qht 

9 is a project t hat's needed because we need 

10 additional c~~city for the veni ce P~ping Pl ant . 

11 HS. DURRELL: WQ' re going to do other 

12 instructions , and then we ' ll come back to you, J im. 

13 NR. DOTY: I 'm. Jim Ooty . I am. the 

14 manager for the Envirorunental I mpact Report th«t 

15 we 're di scussing toniqht . 

16 HR. OELKHASTE: And I ' 10 Jon Oel k.haste , 

17 and I ' m the pto)ect engineer . 

18 (A.ddit.ional me mber 

19 introducti ons . \ 

20 f1$ . DURRELL: As I said before, all o f 

21 t he co~~ents wi l l be r~corded tonight by a court 

22 reporter and will be p~~t of the final EIR. As 

23 wit h any project ot t h.is magnitude, t he venice 

24 Force t-1ain Project rnus:t toller~ tho Ca lifornia 

25 Environnental Qua l ity Act Guidelines, and as part 

3 
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1 of that pr ocess, we obviously want to hear back 

2 from you, the community . 

3 We want to shar~ our expertise, disclose 

4 analysis, and we want to discover the public 

S concerns and a l so solicit counter proposals . So, 

6 obviously, we welcome all of your comments . Jo~t 

7 so you know, it is helpiul when your comment$ 

8 suggest additiona l specific alternatives or 

9 mitigation measures. B~ sure t hat your comments 

10 include your name, your organizat ion, if you ' r~ 

11 representing an organization, and any other 

12 inform.ation inc:!odin9 & phOI\(l number . 

13 This public heari ng i~ your opportuni ty 

14 to be heard. We are goi ng to be l istening tonight 

15 to your concerns. We will not be responding to any 

16 questions , but p l ease be bss ured that all of your 

11 concerns will be on record, and we wi ll be 

lS responding in wri~ ing t o your questions ond 

19 concern$ . 

20 And with that, I 'd like to now in~roduce 

21 J im Doty to begin t onight ' s pr esent ation . 

22 t~R . OOTY: Olkay. The reason that we 

23 cal led you out and t he reason that ws ' ro doio9 this 

24 i s that we need to provide additional capacity for 

25 the Venice Pumping Plant, and the project eng i neer 

' 
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will go i nto th&t in greater detail. 

2 The plant is fine . It has plenty of 

3 capacity, but the line t hat leads fr~ the plant 

4 down southward towards the Kyperi on Treatment Plant 

5 does not have sufficient c~p3¢ity . And also, we 

6 would like to provide redundoncy for tha~ line, 

7 becaus~ riqht now all of th~ se"age coming out ot 

8 that plant qoe8 through one single line . We cannot 

9 take it out of service ~o insp~ct it . And if 

10 something untowo rd should happen, we h&ve no 

11 alternative way to htu'ldle the se'oeage. 

12 'i'he goals of CEQA are to make sure that 

13 when your decision makers make & decision ~hcther 

14 to c onstruct & project or how to construct a 

15 project, that they are infor~d of what t he 

16 environmental consequences of thbt decisi on will 

11 be. 

16 They also need to know what rnit~qation 

19 r.'leasures are available to reduce the effects of a 

20 project or wha~ alternatives would have lesser 

21 effects than the ori9lnal ly proposed project . And 

22 all of that is so that we can maintain a quality 

23 environment for th$ people of California. 

24 The reason we're coming to you is because 

25 we want to disclose to yoo what our analysis is, 

5 
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1 what we have found. we • re hopinq that if you have 

2 expertise, you will sha r e that wi~h us so that that 

3 can improve t he quality of the work qoing into this 

project . we wont you to check our work, make sure 

S th~t it ' s accurate, make sure that it's complete. 

6 If there's something missing, let us know about i t. 

1 I f you have a counter proposal, most 

8 importantly, we need t o know what your concerns 

9 arc . There is no way we can t e l l what your 

10 concerns are other than to corne t o you and ask you. 

11 You know your neighborhoods best, and we need to 

12 know what you know. so that ' $ why we've asked you 

13 to come tonight . 

14 What. we ' ve looked at so far and in a v&ry 

15 l arge master ful work are three potential alignments 

16 connectinq the dots between the venice Treatment 

17 Plant and the 30uthern connection point, where we 

18 need to 90, ~nd throe different construction 

19 techni ques. So the EIR is rather large because we 

20 have this matrix of possibilities that we have 

21 l ooked at . 

22 With that, John. 

23 NR. DELKtiASTE: : TMnk you . B&sicaUy, 

24 what you sac here is a map showing all the maj or 

25 sewers i n the city . Here, what you soc is a map of 

6 
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1 all the major sewers in t he Ci t y of Los Anqele$ , 

2 and here ' s t he va lley and here we a r e . 

3 l~ow, all these sewers around t he coast 

~ t hese ~re the sewers -- 90 here to Hyperion -- I 

S mea n, to the venice Pumpin9 Plant at this point . 

6 Because up to this point ., it is a g r avity fl.ow. lt 

7 qoes down to that point . 

a Now, to get i t f r om here, frOm venice t o 

9 Hyperi on Treatment Pl ant beforo being discha~ged 

10 i nto t he ocean, we have a slope 90lng up, and 

11 th~t · s why we need the veni ce P~pinq Plant, wh~ch 

lZ is t he 1ar9est p~~in9 plant i n the City of 

13 Los Ange l es . 

~4 This i s something you guys a r e all 

15 fami liar with -- Venice Pumping Pl ant . And as you 

16 can see , one ot the alternat~ves -- we are going t o 

·17 be qoing ove r the alternat i ves later on, bvt this 

18 is the area of one ot the shafts. If you choose 

19 one of the routes, tha~·s where i t •s 90ing to go . 

20 And t his is Hu~ricane St reet 8$ you all are 

21 fa~~:~;1.liar. 

22 To qive you a v¢ty brief - - those people 

23 "'hO haven ' t: been here -- briefly, in 1928 V(lnice 

24 Forc e !1ai n was built. and at that t ime it was a 

25 36- inch line . Population i ncrease d, and t he demand 

7 
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went up. Then i n 1958, the Venice Force Main 

2 was -- it "'ent up t o 48-i nch line, a nd we added one 

3 more pun~ to it . It was four pumps at t he time . 

4 And in l9tJ7, again, due to population 

5 increase and the need for more capacity, we have 

6 a nother pump, which i s the t i lth pump we ad~ed . 

1 However, at that time they didn't th i nk there was a 

8 need !'or extra capacity in terms of the pipe, so 

9 they kept it a s a 49-inc::h line . 

10 Now, what happonod i$ in 1995 , dvo to 

11 EL 1-H-no, we . have heavy r~in . And last year, aqain, 

1~ due t o heavy rai nJ what we d iscovered was t hat the 

13 amount of sewer tha t we were carrying , at the same 

14 time the rain was infiltrating into our sewers, 

15 which happens a lot of t imes du~ing rain. 

16 Bvt this time, since it w~s heavy rain, 

11 i t increased it to the point that they had all the 

18 five pu~ps wo rkinq to push t he sewer up the h i ll to 

19 llyperion, and what happened i s they found out it 

20 w~~ like a bottlenec k. ~he 48-i nch l i ne was not 

21 capabl e to cbrry all tha t sewer, so it was carrying 

22 ~ybe about 60 percent of it . 

23 The test of it started back i ng up into 

24 our manholes , and we wet~ teally close to disaster . 

2S \ole wer e really minutes away fro:TI the sewer 
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1 overflowing and going to the Grand Canal and onto 

2 the streets. So we were lucky t hen, and we w~re 

3 l ucky lnst year . Th~t ' s the reason we r eally need 

~ what we arc f) (Oposing, 81 $4 - inch $ewer, 

5 Now, this is qoi nq to qivc us -- the good 

6 thing about havin9 the sewer i s going to give vs 

1 the capacity t o be able - - during the wet season 

8 that we had, as I roentioned, we are goin9 to have 

9 the ct~pecity to htt'le the sewer going t o Hyperion 

10 without tearing about the overflow. 

11 And the o t her thing that we have to 

12 rtmember i~ in 195$ - - that's when this was 

13 built -- the sewers were - - the capacity wasn' t 

14 really - - i t was great for the t i me, but it's been 

15 1958 until now. It ' s, like, 48 ye~rs o ld, ~nd 

16 these ~re o ld. The pipe is old, and 1 don't know 

11 how long it's going to last . 

18 So w¢ need to perform some maintenance 

19 work maybe, but we need to do inspecti on fitst . In 

20 order to find out i f i~ reolly needs r~hab or 

21 not ~- and we cannot perform any i nspectior' as long 

22 as the line is in operation. 

23 So no"''• what we came up with so far 1 

24 before w¢ get any comments from you - - so far what 

25 we have is three a lignments, and l'ro sure all of 

9 
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1 yoo &re wi th EIR, so you are very familiar Hith 

2 chi s . Here is Veni ce Punping Plant . So !ro~ 

3 Hurricane St reet , one is 90in9 to qo on Via Marina 

and then going down here. From here we ~n:e going 

5 to have -- and then it goes under the ch~nn~l . 

6 Pacific, and it's going t o continue on Vi~ta Del 

1 r1ar . 

8 Then we have ~lternate alignmont 90in9 

9 west on Hurri cane Street , going sout h on Pacific, 

10 under the channel, and continuing to go to Vista 

11 oel Mar . And all of them end up the same place, 

12 which is the Cl$ . That's where t hey ' r e a l l 9oin9 

13 to 90. 

l4 And the third alternati vo that we have i s 

15 going to qo to the beach. from there, down the 

16 Dockwe iler, U1\der the channel, and c ontinue. And 

17 evcntuQlly it ' $ 90in9 to end up in t he same place. 

18 Those &re the three ali9'nrr.ents t hat we 

19 have. To do this, we havl) thr$& construction 

20 methodologi es set whi ch we are considering. And 

2 1 one of them is open cut . 

22 As you can see, i t's an open trench, and 

23 that 's the easiest way for contractors t o do t ho 

24 job . normally, i t i s the least expensive way to do 

25 it. That ' s wh&t it's ~oin9 to kind of look l i ke in 

10 
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1 your neighborhood . And ~his is the cons trvction 

2 you ' re 90ing to s<tc ftom outside . 

3 And here you can see t he advantage and 

4 dis~dvantage of t h is . Primaril y, the shortest 

5 construction tirne , and t .he CO$t is going to be- the 

6 cheapest -- t he least expensive, should say . And 

7 another t hing is, this open cut, i t always moves . 

8 It is in front o f soro.cone ' s hom& for a few days . 

9 It can va r y eve ry week . 

10 It can move ~bout 200, 250 feet ot more 

11 depending on t he conditions we arc going to have, 

1 2 which 1'1'1~90$ they are 9o.ing to be layi ng t he pipes . 

13 As they l~y the pipe , they a rt going t o co~e back, 

14 f ill i t , and then they bre going to put aspha l t 

1$ right ~tter that . s o Lt.' s not going t o be in front 

16 of your house fo r more t han only a feM days . Now, 

11 the t hing i s , your neighbor is qoing to ha ve it, 

18 but it ' s going to move 01\. So that ' $ t:he qood 

19 thing about it. 

20 Now, the problem wit h this is, l know 

21 t ha t: if l ' rn living there, I don ' t want work in 

22 front o! m.y house. 1 don't care for i t t oo much, 

23 but most of t he i mpac t is <JOing to be on the 

24 surface street in te~s of trarflc and a l l t he 

25 other environmentul is.sues that I don't -need to qo 

11 
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1 

2 

over. 

Now, this one is a Sm3ll tunnel method . 

3 Th is one i$ 90ing t o have much less inte~ruption on 

4 the surfaco $t~ect . Ptimarily what it does is we 

5 have pits hero, and then we are qoing t o have 

6 jacking and the pipes -- as you can see we have a 

7 machine that is di<jging und0.C the sur face st.reet. 

8 And then as i t i s going r we hbvc jacking that i s 

9 goi ng t o be pushin9 the pipes in . 

10 And lis you c.,n .t:ee, we are not goinq to 

11 be cutting the street here; however, if your house 

12 i~ her~, ~his pit i s going to be in front of your 

·13 house tor maybe a couplE' of months . But if your 

14 house is i n between, th~t can be about 1,000 feet , 

15 so you are not goinq to have problems . So that ' s 

16 t he · <JOod t h ing about th i s roothod . 

11 The depths of it i s going to vary; fo r 

18 exampl&, in this case we a re going to go -- on the 

19 streot surface is going t o be l ower . Wh~n we g~t 

20 under the channel , we ~re going to be at least 

21 2$ feet below the channel . So wh~t happens is this 

22 method - - the drawback of that is, we cannot ke·ep 

23 going . We have to have 1 , 000 feet , and then you 

24 need another pit, so we are not going t o be totally 

25 disrupting the t raffic flow. 

12 
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1 Now, the good thinq abou t it, as I said, 

2 we are goin9 to be avoid~nq a lot of surface 

3 impact. It's great for t he intersection, and the 

4 rninuse~ is durat iOJ\ of ir.tpact 13 l onger at the pit 

5 locations. 

6 No w, the last construction methodolo<JY 

7 t hat we a r e us i ng i s deep t unnel. And f or deep 

8 t unnel, we have different alternatives; fo r 

9 example, thi$ is under Paci f ic -- can go t hi$ 

10 route . Or fro~ here , Venice Punpin9 Plant, we go 

11 down by the beach and from here goin9 a ll the way 

12 down here . 

13 Now, to explain t o you a l ittle bi t about 

14 deep tunnel, basically, wh~t deep t unnel is, is 

15 we're going to have b starting shaft at t h is poi nt 

16 or maybe i t is going to be far t her here . we don ' t 

17 want to be c l ose to the nei 9hborhood because we are 

18 going to be therG for a lonq time, actually , al•ost 

19 during t he whole ootire opor3tion . we don't want 

20 to be close to the noi9hborhood, so right now it is 

21 here, but it i$ possi b1e to push it a little 

22 farther back . 

23 Now, this pit he r e , the shaft is goin9 to 

24 t&ke a fe w months t o buil d. After t hey build i t , 

25 the beauty of this is, then they can go all t he way 

13 
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1 to t his point , and from 0\ere, they can either go 

2 large t unneling or small tunnelin9 or they can have 

3 open cuts and get to Vcolce Pumping Plant or they 

can ju~t 90 all the way to this point without 

5 having any interruption on the surf~ce street. 

6 This i s how it's going t o look under the 

7 ground . We are talki ng about acti vity 80 feet 

8 under the qround, so you won ' t really feel 

9 anything . But that ' s what t he rn~chine l ooks like. 

10 And t his i s showing the location from outside . 

11 This is how the operation is goin9 to look from 

12 outside . 

13 The good thinq is, t h is is the 

14 construct i on site durin~ the whole pr oject. Now, 

15 as I said, f ewer const~uction sites. And t hen the 

16 minuses of this are impacts at the i nsection shaf t 

17 for entire duration of the construction, 

18 riQhts-of-way, and the cost. Of course, the cott 

19 is ono of the fa ctor s, and dur~tion of the 

20 constr uction is the longest than th~ res t of the 

21 projects . 

22 Those are the alternative met hods; 

23 however, when we have the alternat ives, I have ~o 

24 add that you see three alignments, but we can have 

25 differ~nt kinds of alt~rnatives; for example , 

14 
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1 t unneling can be combined with open cut or other 

2 m~thods. So alto9ether, we can have seven or eiqht 

3 kinds of alternatives . 

Thank you very much . J im? 

HR . DOTY: Thank. you. So here wo b.t'e 

6 back to th~t tbble we introd~ced at the beginninq . 

7 And just in gross math perrnut~tions, there would be 

8 nine alternative$, but the EIR really concentrates 

9 on six because the cut and cover construction 

10 oethod down the beach aliqnmont, we bel ieve may be 

11 infeasible for environmental rea$ons . 

12 It 's not something that we feel 

13 comfortnble coming out stron9ly for, but w¢ have 

14 in during the public comment period, we have 

lS received some public comment in favor ot that 

16 alignment. 

11 The smoll tunnel method down Paci f ic 

18 Avenue, because of t he si~e of footprint needed for 

19 the shaft s i te for driqing those tunnels , we 

20 OOlieve may be infeasible for environmental 

21 reasons. And we did not look into detail in a 

22 large tunnel going und~r the Via t~rina aliqnment 

23 because i t offQrQd no advantages over the other 

2{ possible alignments for the large tunnel, so there 

2S was oo ~eason to go into that . 

15 
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This is what the EIR f inds in one page . 

2 Fi r s t of all, no oper~tional long- term impact. 

3 That's kind of a no-brainer. Once we finish the 

4 tvnncl ~nd restore the surf ace to i t s precx 1$ting 

5 condi tion, we're out of there . The r e nrc 

6 construction i mpacts, and we ' ve gone over them a 

7 couple of tim~s already . 

8 Hor~U~lly, in a typical pro ject, you 

9 usually tind constructi¢n impacts -- short-t eem 

10 i mpacts ~s ~nsignifi~an t because they ' re short term 

11 in duration. IJecause o·f the magnitude of thi:;; 

12 project , short term i~ no lon9er ~ ~ouple of weeks 

13 or something . It, although tempor~ry, will be 

14 there for ~ wh i le . 

15 And bec<'l!use ot the sens itiviti es of the 

16 pro j ect area , we ~rc c~lling t hose t emporar y 

1? consttuction impacts signi ficant. Th1s project is 

18 not goi ng to affect your land use or planning . 

19 We're not qoinq t o t urn an environmont 3ll y 

20 sensitive ~re~ into a wat- Mart o r something. 

21 A "'hole bunch of mitigated impacts t hat 

22 can be mit igated to an acceptabl e level. Air 

23 quality: Here w@ ' re talking mostly about the a i r 

24 emissions f rom cons tru¢tion vehicl es a nd dust 

25 caused by handling the soils and so on . 

16 
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1 Culturtal resou rces and p&leont.ological 

2 resourCQS : tle have done surveys of the area. 

3 there are no known resources in the areas that 

4 we're looking at, but yQU just never know because 

S they'rQ under ground. 

6 Geology and soils: As you know, there's 

7 sand out there. There ' s oil wells. ~e know ~bout 

8 these thin9s, and we can ta~e care of it. We ' re 

9 prett y experi e-nced a t that. 

10 Since I've mentioned oil wells, we 'll 9et. 

11 to hazards and hazacdous m.ateri:al~ . we know the 

12 area is l ikel y to be gb$Sy, and we know there are 

13 lots of abandoned oil w~lls . we know that there 

14 ~re a few that arQ not on the map. we have 

15 tunneled through such area befor e s uccessfu lly 

16 knock, knoc~ . we can mUti~&te that to an 

17 a~ceptable level . 

18 Biolo9ical resources : we know we're in a 

19 sensi tive area, and the EIR identitie$ measur es to 

20 avoid ~ b i ological impact, such as havin9 

21 knowledgeable moni tors checking to make sure that 

22 sensitivo species do not have an adverse response 

23 to what we're doi ng. 

24 And hydrology and water qua lity: There 

25 are a whole lot of sta:ndard measures that we do in 
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1 poblic works projec~s to address ~nd avoid 

2 pol lution of surface waters . Even with that, thoro 

3 are a few subject areas "'here we cannot a void a 

4 siqnitic~nt impact, and those are aesthetiC$ . 

S Even thouqh there are people thot really 

6 enjoy big machin&s doinq big boy stuff and just 

7 love t o come down to our construct ion sites and 

8 watch things h~>ppen, 1nost people who are used to 

9 looking ovt to the beach ~~uld probabl y t h in k ~hat 

10 our construction sites are not a positiv~ . So 

l l we're calling that a s1gn1f icant i mpact. We wil l 

12 be out of there when wt • rt· down. 

13 Noise is another. We will reduce noi se, 

14 but , ultirootcly, we can~ot eliminate noise . we put 

lS up a noise wall to reduce noise; however, then you 

16 run int:.o the old aesthetic3 impact . People who 

11 liked looking at the beach and t lte sailboats going 

18 in ~nd out of the narina channel ~re now looking at 

19 what looks like a three-st ory tal l bu1ld i nq . 

20 They cDn sleep $t night, but they're not 

21 9etting to see the boats. Either way, those two 

22 will run aqain$t each other and we ' ll have to do 

23 ""'hat we c an to mitigate them, but we can't promise 

24 to make them go away . 

25 Public services: Access to the beach, 

16 
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1 public recreat i on events at tho beaches and parks 

2 i~;nd so on, t here ma y be some access p roblems while 

3 we ' r e in the area. And that brings us right to 

transportntion and t raft!c . 

S Interestingly enO\l<Jh, most of the 

6 a l ternatives we looked at wi l l have ~ relatively 

1 small b;.pac t on traffic and transpor t tation - - much 

8 l ess t han what w~ ant i cipated when we developed the 

9 scenario and then went to our e~perts a nd sa id, 

10 "What do you think?" But , nonethel ess . there will 

11 be a s ignificant impact on transportation and 

12 ttdffi~ whi le we are constructing the project . 

13 Back t o our table . These flowers here 

1 4 are just kind of a gr~phic way -- t here is no way 

15 in t he se environn,ental impacts that you can just 

16 add vp numbers and then co~e back a nd identi fy this 

11 as your be$t altern~tive . 

18 For instance, as we ~a id befor e, i f we 

19 choose a tunneling rr:.ethod and you' re in the midclle 

20 of tlH.) project and t he ~unncl i.s passing by you, 

21 you know, 50 fee t below ground, you l o\•e t hat 

22 a l ternative. But if you're living next ~o the 

23 tunnel driving shaft or the tunnel retrieving 

24 shaft , you 're not as h~ppy with i t. You just 

25 Cb~ 't -~ it' s not a mathe~tical thin9 . 

19 
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So t hat's why we ' ve just got spots here . 

2 We ' ve got flowers. The more !lowers, t he more 

3 cnvl rOI\fl•¢nta lly superi or, the more environmentally 

4 friendly thot p"ctlcol.a-c alternative is. And t he 

S EIR identifi~s a l~r90 t unnel roughly a l ong the 

6 Pacifi c Avenue aliqnruent as the environmentally 

7 superior a l terna tive, although t he beach a lignment 

8 would be a close S$COnd . 

9 I want to tbk~ t his oppor tuni ty to point 

10 out that t his is idont i(ied as t he environmentally 

11 superior a l ternative. It is not t he rec~ended 

12 alternative . At this point we do not have a 

13 recor.~~nended a lternative . The re is no project that 

14 we ' re hiding i n our pocket that we ' r e going to come 

lS out with aft e r we go t hrouqh o~r show here and tell 

16 t he council people, •Yeah, we tol d t he public . " 

17 No . Really, we don't have a prefer red 

18 al t e r native . we will have t o deve lop one, but we 

19 need to h6ar frofl\ you f i rst because the information 

20 we're going t o ge t from you is i mportant t o 

21 developing the alternative that we ' re <.;oi-ng io 

22 r ecommend. rio do O\•entually have t:o build 

23 something, so we do have t o come up with a 

2~ recorrmendat ion. 

25 Okay. Money: This is a subject t hat I 

20 
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1 have to admit I'm very ~nco~fortable with, bec~use 

2 in environmental analysis, we don't like to get 

3 tied up with dollars . Toni ght ' s meeting is about 

4 prot ect ing the environment . There will be other 

5 meetings ~bo~t protect ing ~he bank account. but 

6 tonight 's meeting is about protecting the 

1 environment . 

6 But during th~ notice o( praparation and 

9 the seeping ph~se of this £IR, we got several 

10 strong comments sayin9 ~e want to know what the 

11 rel ative cos~ of your altern~tives are . That ' ~ why 

12 we've 90t this in here, and you not ice there are no 

13 hard numbers. There are some concept level numbers 

14 ln the tiR, actual doll ar amount s, but we stress 

lS these are concept leve~. 

16 They are not based on a dc$i9n . They 

17 will change. But their relative size should not 

18 chan9e . ln other words, the one we ' re i dentifying 

19 as cheapest in the EIR should not later turn out to 

20 be the mos t expensive . So there you arc . One 

21 dollar sign rneans cheap9r. and three dollar signs 

22 means a lot more expen~ive. 

23 And then her~ · s the su•O-'"tlary of the poriod 

24 of t.irne we would be out there . Noti ce that the 

25 first two construction methods , cut and cover and 

21 
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1 small tunnel -~ small tunnel being either jacking 

2 or microtunnol or a combination - - both o£ those 

3 would involve small tun~elinq under the marina 

channel . 

5 we are not pr~posing an open cut method 

6 across the marina channel . 1 have seen it done . 

7 You don't actually hol d. bock the w3ter. but you dlq 

8 a trench in the bottom . But it ' s messy and not 

9 really worth it . 

10 Cut "'"d cover : Over;&ll project, 12 

11 months . It qoes very f &st . Up to tive days 

12 pa$$i09 any parti<=ular point along th9 rout~, liM. 

13 your house. It can vary, because i t depends on the 

14 precise ·conditions i n that location . Cut and cover 

15 would mean, then. t hat we woulO have a small tunnel 

16 shaft on the one ~ ide of the rnorin& entrance 

17 ch&nncl and a receiving pit on the other s:ide o! 

18 the c hannel s. 

19 Small tunnel would take l onger, about 14 

20 months with up to four rno1\ths i 1\ a particular 

21 loc~tion. Aqain, if you'rQ lucky enou9h to be b wb y 

22 from that shaft, it's a good deal. If you're at 

23 that shaft -- and of course, we would try to pick 

24 shafts that are t he mo~t friendly -- but if you're 

25 tho nonrest one to tha:t shaft, four months and 

22 
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1 yo~'re really glad when we 're out of there . 

2 The ltlrge shaft takcz a little longer 

3 36 •n.onths . A large portion of that i s actually 

4 setting up the construction as opposed to t he 

S actual proc~ss of driving the b i g steel digging 

6 worm. through the soil . A-nd we would be up to seven 

7 months at the reccivl n9 shaft, which would be up i n 

8 the vicinity of the Venice Pumpi ng Plant, so 

9 neiqhbors close by. Th~ payback we get wit h a 

10 l arge tunnel is no surf~cc presence in between the 

ll points. 

So wh~t do •.reo do next? We're going to 

13 launch right into a period where we listen to your 

14 thoughts and co~~ents, but you don ' t have to say it 

15 all tonight. Think about it. You can write to me 

16 by Narch 17th. 

11 I'm giving my address as c/o Public 

18 Affairs Office . I'm not tryin9 ~o dodge you. Our 

19 offices , inclucting the des ign office -- we ' re busy 

20 i n a move . We're moving out of our leased space 

21 downtown to a newly pu.rchased building. The City 

22 bought one of those towers for the Department of 

23 Public Works. Today I spent gett i ng all my stuff 

2~ o~t of the boxes , but riqht now I don ' t have e-mail 

2$ or anyth i ng, and 1 wanted to make sure that your 

23 
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1 comments got to the riqht place . 

2 So send your comments c/o Public Affairs 

3 Office . If you ' d like to e-mail, ther e ' s the 

4 e-mail address. And it would be helpful if you put 

5 in the subject line, Venice Oval Force Main, 

6 because we have a little sortin9 progra~ that will 

7 l ook, and if it sees that, i t will send it direct ly 

8 to me. It wi ll qet to me i::u11e<lia.tely . 

9 Otherwise, ev~ry te~ days we go into that 

10 account and we Danual ly look at t hat . But it wi l l 

11 save a l ittle tim~ if you put that in there . I t's 

12 not critical. You won ' t be sent to Mars or 

13 ~nything if you forget to do that. 

14 So that's all . Thank you very much. 

15 t-IS. DURRELL: Okay. Thank you, Jie~ . P..nd 

16 as Ji~ stated, we are going t o ge t started with our 

11 officio.! pvl:.>lic co:nrne;u~t. period . I did want to 

18 mention th~t we do, of course. have copies of the 

19 draft EIR ot t ho t~ble i n the back. we also have a 

20 computer here, so if you'd lik~ to submit your 

21 co~onts electronically, you can do that as w&ll . 

22 I just want to tell you about the ground 

23 l'1.1les . He' re goinq to be working from spe&ker 

24 cards , and Julia will call out your 1\a111e . You can 

25 come here to the mic;ophone, and please speak 

24 
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1 cl~&rly . Please st&t~ your name and ony 

2 organization t hat you ar~ r epresenting. 

3 Also, we have three minutes per speaker, 

~ so please try to adhere t~ that . So we 'll 9et 

S s tarted with our public Cjmment period and qot the 

6 f1 rst person up here . 

1 MS. 8ROWN : Carol Kapp, please. 

8 t1S . KAPP : Hi . 1 wa.nt to ¢o=flpl iment 

9 Jim Doty and his t eam . can tell from the EIR 

10 th~t some of our commencs from the May 24th scoping 

11 mee tin~ did show up in t~C EIR. That ' $ probably 

12 one o f the firs t times ~n the c i t y that our 

13 thou9hts actuoll y made it t o pope~. So kudos to 

14 you on that. 

15 I do want t o say t hat my na~e is 

16 Carol Kapp. I live on Rees Street in Playa Del 

11 Rey, which is adjocent t ·:> Vista Del l1ar . And 

18 becou$e o f that , I wa.nt to suppo rt t he beach 

19 alignment all the way. 

20 I also want to talk about the f,)Ct that 

21 

22 

the reason I'm i n favor of t he beach is because the 

part of Vistb Del Har that we live in has a 

23 polSsade, and I certa inly do not want to see a 

2< r epeat performance of slides , such as La Conchita 

2S in ventura or Blue Bird canyon, which we a l l saw 

25 
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1 how horrible t hat was . And 1 believe that th~ 

2 vibrations from th is pro j ect coul d t rigger those 

3 kind of l ateral s l ides. 

4 Thet~ a .:e r~ ferences in the EIR to raovi.nq 

5 equipment and tt~ff . I w~uld l i ke to tell you that 

6 there is a street c al l ed Sandpiper. and it has been 

7 closed since 2001 or ~ lit t le t hereafter because of 

8 the t erroris t attaCk$. I think that this could be 

9 opened up. You Cbn have your workers park there, 

10 and you could buy a sec~nct-h&nd shuttle bus and r un 

ll them back and f orth t o ~hcr~ver they ' re doing their 

12 w()rk. 

13 AlsC>, Los Angeles County beache3 and 

1~ harbors h~ve pbrki n9 lots i n the marina, and you 

1$ could probably get parking per mits from your st~ft 

16 t here and, again, use some sort o! a shuttle bus. 

17 So I t hink that miqht h elp with some of those 

18 concerns . Al$0, the county runs a parking lot on 

19 Vi sta Del f18r south of Napoleon St reet, and that •s 

20 another place t o l ook for parkinq for your 

21 staffing . 

22 I don ' t know w:'lo8t the tlme is loo king 

23 l i ke , so t.he last. thing that I want t o make a biq 

2' emphasis on 1$ t hat the~e is a parking strip 

25 adjacent t o Vi sta Del ~r from Surf Al l e y nor~h to 

26 
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1 t-lontreal . And that is u.sed tor beach access 

2 parking during the dey and local residential 

3 parking at night . 

4 Ther e has been no discussion of usin9 it . 

5 I just want t o go on record and say there i s no way 

6 you c~n look a t that foe equip~ent l ay down or 

1 anythinQ. So thank you very much. 

8 MS . BROWN : Next we have Mark V~wGessel . 

9 MR. VANGESSEL : 1 think the c ommunity 

10 first r~ally appreci ates t he fact t hat you actually 

11 d id an EIR rather than try to push t hrough a 

12 project previously i n 2002. 

13 Quic k que$tion that · I think needs t o be 

14 addressed to the public tonight is right now, •.\ ~ 

15 going to ha ve comments. And i t appears to me that 

16 i t ' s not real ly complet e and needs to be revised . 

17 Do we get another chance to review this, or is t he 

18 Cit y going to qive us this one chance for us to 

19 review, then make a decision, say that they h bd 

20 public comment, and 90 forward? That way we do not 

21 know what your preferred alternative is. So we 

22 real ly need to understand that from the City 

23 t onight. 

24 I n l ookin9 a~ t hi s, you clai m that you 

25 have six di tferent alternatives ; I 've read i t in 
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1 the su~ary. You really only discussed three . It 

Z got poi l)teO out a little later that there were six . 

3 l'Je'll all b$ r&alis tic . You • re sayin9 t hat it ' s 

$68 million to do a tunnel ve rsus $45 mi l lion to do 

5 cut and cover . 

6 The Ci ty is unCer a budget crisis; we all 

7 k-now that . The tunnel h not going to be a vivble 

8 option. Let's a ll real ize that . So t he City i~ 

9 going to go wi t h the cltecper method and d o SOI'IlG 

10 Jmpacts . 

11 Previously in 2002 , the Ci ty had only t wo 

12 <'lli90tU'tnts . One wa$ • cut and cover along the 

13 beach, and the second was 90109 down Pacific Avenue 

14 with cut and cover . I n t his EIR, for some reason 

15 with no explanation at a l l, it just says the cut 

16 and cove r method along the beach is not viabl e. 

17 That, t o me, does not provide an e xplanation why i n 

18 2002, in 1957, and in 1938, cut and covet wa s the 

19 way t o qo . 

20 ~ow all of a sudden, i t ' s no longe r 

21 allowed. To me, that ~okes no S¢n$e whatsoever . 

22 Cut and cove r a l ong the beach is one of the 

23 quickest wby$ pos~ible . 

24 I ' d like to pcint out , I - - will run out 

25 the tlru& -- but the slioes they showed you on the 
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trenching are incorrect to 90 down Pacific. t hey 

2 have slides there showing trucks going down the 

3 side . That is not 90in~ to be possible for Pac i fic 

4 and most like l y for the Vista De l t-1ar area e.ithe r. 

Discuss overf~a~ : ~his is o~ i mportant 

6 item. Peopl e s hould reali~e that right now during 

7 the last he<:~vy t'ain of l ast year, Hyperion had to 

8 dump water, overflow, which means that right now, 

9 this Veni ce plant di d not . All i~ ' s doin9 is 

10 literally dumpi ng moro o! i t i nto the ocean . 

11 So while they're i ncreasing capacity 

12 

13 

h~rc, t he Hyperion plan'lt still couldn't handle it 

anyway, and it would dump into the ocean a nyway . 

14 So the no-build a lterna tive actually, to me, seems 

15 like a potential viable sol ution until such t i me 

16 tha t the l ocation where you ' re going to send 

17 everything can actually hundlc it . First, you 

18 build a locati on, and then you do the upstreet 

19 &reas . 

20 Next thing is. you say that there i s no 

21 environmental i mpact after the project is built . 

22 Fo r the Paci fic Avenue alignment, cut ~nd cover, 

23 tha~ is absolutely fals~. 

24 People s hould rea lize who live in th~ 

25 mbrina area, whether you live on t he beach side or 
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t he canal side, atte~ th is proj ect is bui lt. t hey 

2 will have big air-vac va:ves once every three 

3 streets to 90 underneath utiliti es . Those air-vac 

4 valves will tdoase ha2.a:dous qases into the 

5 environment. 1 hope Ji~ Doty will explain that. I 

6 can actually show you the drawings that show it 

7 will occur . 

8 

9 

So t he EIR is incorrect . Hazardous 

gases , :smelly gases -- wao's been by Hyperion? 

10 What does it smell lika? We all know. What is 

11 this pipe pumping? 'J'ha.t same material. The 9a.ses 

12 that get trapped in the pipe have to be released. 

13 They ' re 90i n9 t o blow ri<:Jht ac.r:oss t he creek to all 

H of the residents who li\•e on the other :;ide. A.n<:l 

lS anybody who ' s living next it will actually s mell 

16 it, too . 

17 A few days in front of the houses when 

18 they trench -- ~bsolotely incorrect . 1 used t o be 

19 constructi on m~nt~.9er Jn t he vtJlley . Put t i nq 

20 12- i nch line in front Qf somobody's house took over 

21 a week . The City has to do inspection after 

22 i n$pCcti on aft er inspecti on. A 12- foot deep t rench 

23 will require at least -~ at least two weeks for the 

24 City to physicolly i nspect it . 

25 And if we wan~. I could go through it, 
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1 because the City has t o inspect thing$ . They have 

2 to inspect the concrete that 90es down. That takes 

3 a day . They ha"•e to inspe ct the qravcl road that 

4 90es dow~ . That is what their own document says . 

[ • m a manager for t-IT A Construction. I ' ve 

6 watched this . I know what the inspection does . It 

1 says when you backfill , for every 6- t nehes, it has 

8 

9 

to come up. so if this is i n front or your house, 

you will be i mpacted especi ally along Pacific. If 

10 you go a l on9 Facific and do a cut and cover, they 

11 wil l have to de-water that t rench . So it you l ive 

12 t~djt~cent to that, your house will settle. 

13 I will say th.at 1 most l i kely ran out of 

14 the three minutes, and I will let other people go , 

l S but 1 have numerous eon1.G'Ients , and I will :;;ubrdt 

16 them in writ i ng . And I just hope that the City 

11 will gi ve u.s a second r:ound to l ook at thi.s and 

18 show u.s what the preferred alternative is. 

19 t1R. DELE<HASTE: Just for the record, a 

20 l ot of comments th":t you m.&de. I totally dist~gree 

21 with you . I think a l ot of them were inaccurate . 

22 It was an incorrect reprcser\t&tion . 

23 MS. BROWN: Bob Krauch. 

2< NR . KAAOCH: I do do fer my three minutes 

25 except for the undet9r¢und lar9e pipe or nnything 

)1 
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1 t hat qoes deeper . I s t t1at mor-e diftie~o~lt and a s 

2 

3 

' 

secure to get the material that ' s in there bac k up 

t o level? That •s ~y concern . 

W'hi ch of t he: t hree methOd.$ is the 1on9es t 

S range, safe way to do it? Is there any reference 

6 to that? 

7 NS. BROWN: Yo·u comment is going t o be 

8 included in thQ final. 

9 MR. KRAUCH : Tne infrastructure olways 

10 wears out. You ' re tal king about 48 years. Is 

Ll there any method that is more long range that ' s 

12 proposed here than any of the others? 

13 

14 SharkQy. 

IS 

~IS . BROWii : T.he next person is Dan 

11R. SHARKEY : I'm Dan Sharkey. I l ive 

16 withi n ma ybe 200 met ers of all of t hese people . 

11 I ' d like to echo Carol J<:app 's comment. Regardless 

18 of whot h;::~ppens , it ' s euy to ~ke pro111,i.set and 

19 it ' ~ s incer e , but once }'OI.I hire & contractor, we 're 

20 t he vi ctims. 

21 Let's ta l k about pa r ki ng . We don' t have 

22 

23 

i t, :J,Od it doesn't help 'AhEm t he City drives a 

truck that says "contrect administration" &J;;'OUnd 

24 every mont h . l-lhatever ;tou deci de, you need t o 

25 s tick with i t . we don ' t have parkin9 . We' re a 
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1 very tiny area . If you drop a pin on th¢ beach, we 

2 have a 2S0-foot bluff that acts like nothi ng more 

3 t han a larqe s peaker and echo chamber . 

' We're a very unique qeol oqical 

5 ne i ghborhood. And whatever you do, we just askin9 

6 that you come up with t h e plan, s t ick with the 

7 plan , and moro i mpor:t&n!tly, force your contractors 

a to stick with the plan . and all those points about 

9 which Carol spoke . But primarily, it's parking. 

10 That's i t . 

11 MS. BRO'N'N: t-l.arcia Hanscom. 

12 MS. HANSCOM : My ni\me is l~re-ia Hanscom . 

13 I live in Plflya Del Rey near the Del Ray Lagoon, 

H. and I •m a~so with the Wetlands Act i on Network and 

15 the Sierra Club Restoration Committee . 

16 I have a few comments related to -- I 

11 haven't actually revi ewed the draft EIR yet, but 

18 ba$ed on some of the thin9s t hat were said, ( have 

19 some concerns . One is reloted to whether or not we 

20 need t his and it is suffici ent capacity - - you ' re 

21 sayin9 that Venice pumping station is already at 

22 sufficient capacity, but the l ine may not be in t he 

23 future . 

2< 

25 

So. the quest i on 1 have is how does the 

EIR analyze whether this is ~ qrowth inducing plan 
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1 and if so, how rnuch new development is 90in9 t o be 

2 handled b y thfs. And one of the reasons I have 

3 this conc~rn is I know, Like, the Grassroots venice 

4 Neighborhood Council ha s made developw&nt roqucsts 

S to t he councilman . 

6 There's a lot ::Jf concern o f over 

7 development on this side of t o•.m, and right now 

8 there ' s sort o f an assumption that more development 

9 will happen. And all of that, of course , will 

l Q affect the t raffic and quality of l ife and, of 

11 course, the natural resources. 

12 And I woul d t~:IX)9est t hat the city counc il 

13 needs to have a discussion ond ~ con$ciOU$ decision 

1~ about that and a d i scussion about how much growt h 

15 and development we do want in the future and how 

16 rnuch we can r&ally handUe with publi c i nput, so 

17 it ' s not just saying that it ' s going to hoppen, but 

18 that we actual l y have a real conscious decision 

19 about how much and that stuff, 

20 And if you don't do that, you' r e r eally 

21 $limlnatinq your no- act ion alternative, wh i ch is 

22 required under ~he Ca l ifornia Environmental Quali ty 

23 Act. Somebody said it !.s qoing to Mppen no c.atte r 

24 what, but if you eliminate the no-action 

25 alternati\'e, that ' s "' v 1olation of the law . 
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1 

2 

Secondl y, liqu~faction is a concern . I'm 

wondering how the construction on thi~ i$ going t o 

3 be i~p3Cted b~ thet . Thirdly, i t was tal ked ~bout 

4 on the south end that you miqht move t he site 

5 further into the El Segundo Dunes -- the 

6 COMtroct lon site, and r would want to make sur·e 

7 that t he El Segundo Slue Butterfly habitat is not 

8 bQin9 looked nt . That is an endangered specie~. 

9 and i t's something that you have to look ot i n 

10 torms of this . 

11 I can tell yoiA that the coastal 

12 co~,ission has been ver y conc~rn0d about that, and 

13 they ' ve required L~X to take out some palm trees 

14 that were not allowed there . so the kind of 

lS const ruction iopact s you're talkinQ obout, they 

16 m!9ht be very concerned about that . 

11 on tho north end, I think i t's important 

18 to note when you determine each of these 

19 

zo 
alternati ves t hat you ' r~ 9oin9 to have a preferred 

one. And I do agree- that the dr.,ft EIR does have 

21 to be recirculated to show which one of those i s 

22 preferred before you go to the final ElR . 

23 On the north ond, not only is the 

Z4 C8lifo~nia lea~e term of concern because it feeds 

25 right i n that channel where you ' re talking about 
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1 h&ving t h& lon9er term i rfl?acts, r ight by the Venice 

2 

3 

4 

pumping station, but also the Ca li forni 4 br own 

pelican, which is also an endangered species, feeds 

in that ch&r:u~el . And that species, fo r some 

5 reason, i s never thought about or considered . 

6 Pl ease remember the pel icans as well . 

1 So you asked :for somo specific 

8 mitigations ~causo obviously, no matter ~hat t hing 

9 you choo.s:e -- if y<>u do choose 0 11e of t hese and not 

10 the no- action alternati·ve -- you will have obvious 

11 d i sruptions to t he com.'"tl.unity a1\d to the 

12 environment, et cet e ra. 

13 socne of the maitigations that I woul d 

14 

15 

16 

suggest neod to be looke4 ~t is t ha t extracti on 

shaft s i te on Hurricane . That is & city parcel of 

land. I f you do this project , and when you ' re 

17 done, that pa rce l of l and ought t o be rezoned into 

18 open spcce . Don ' t selL Lt for more development . 

19 That area is hlqhly overdeve loped 

20 already. They need $Ocrt.e open space, and the 

21 habitat there at the lag,on needs open space around 

22 it as w&ll . There are two underdeveloped lots 

23 which also could be l ikewise rezoned for open 

24 space. They' rc olso owned by the City . 

25 And in t:he P~aya Del Rey neighborhood, 
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1 you obviously are going to bo causing some major 

2 disruptions . One of the biggest concerns we h&ve 

3 there is Toes Beach Dunes1 which is threatened by 

4 development, and the Patr iot Ho~es Site. Perhaps 

5 the City could have some mitigation by helpin9 put 

6 some money towards the purchase of those sit es. 

7 'i'ht~nk you. 

s 

9 

N$ . BROW~I : De De Audet , 

1-\5 . AUD£1' : Th onk you. liy name is 

10 DeOe Audet , al\d I live in Venice, California. 1 

11 

12 

think what has been mentioned t>Y 1-tar ch and alluded 

to by No rk, we net:d to know in considerinq: 

13 environmental impacts ~~actly what densit y the 

1~ cor.r.ent pipe site and pumpinq is desi gned for and 

15 wh~t density the items you aro proposin9 wi l l 

16 provide tor . 

17 I think it ' s very impor t ant information 

18 in order for people to tnake decisions. If we ' re 

19 goin<) to open up .ttreets or the beacl:' or whatever 

20 i t is, let ' s make sure we're doing it right , and we 

21 don't have to come back: i n 20 years and open i t up 

22 agai n. So let ' s try to look ahead and give these-

23 people that information so that they know, because 

24 they ' re the O•'leS that are going t:o have to pay for 

2$ i t. And let them know exactly wh&t they ' re going 
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1 to qot. 

2 And on tho issue of flooding, I don't 

3 know how Lon9 you f e 11as have been aroun~ here, but 

4 I c<:~n tt:ll you 1 have seen rowboats on rJashi r'19tOn 

5 Street. We get $01t\$ pretty dar.n good floods . And 

6 there's some very important people living down 

7 there off of the spoodw~y o n both sides of the 

8 channel, and I'm sure t hat 1 wi l l hear from thum at 

9 the Gri'l~~u:oott~ venice Ne ighborhood Council . 

10 So pleat~e, try to get cooc.prehensive 

11 inf ormation. That ' s what we need . Compreh en s ive . 

12 Bec8use I just don't see how peopl~ can understand 

13 the e nvironmental impacc without knowing what you 

14 intend to servo . Th•nk you. 

15 t-1S . BROWN : Ro y van de Hoek . 

16 MR . VAN OE HOEK: I support what she just 

11 said and your other speakers who al l seem t o have 

18 an opinion of being genera l ly opposed t o the 

19 project . Hy name is Roy van de Hoe k for the 

20 record . I'm a citizen &nd resident on Vista Del 

21 Rey Avenue and wil l be very close to the routes. 

22 I •m a lso a Dio109ist and &IR expert-in-process. 

2) I wou l d like t o see you do no- action 

24 alternative that is twLcc ~s 1009 written twice 

25 as rnany words, t wi c e as much text as your preferred 
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1 alternativ&. P.nd what I .,.,·ant yo-u to focus on i n 

2 your no-action alternati ve is how doin9 no changing 

3 of the pipes will have to cause politicians t o 

4 address no growth, more density of population of 

~ people. 

6 Doing a no- act .i<>n alternat-ive that shows 

? the limit of how much se·w.r.gQ can go, will sho·~ tha.t 

8 you can't go a nymore to t~ree-story, four- story, 

9 five-story buildings anymore oround the ~rina; 

10 that you can ' t think about 20 years fro~ now 

11 doubling the population or tripling the popul3t1on 

12 on the west side, because that ' s what this is 

13 facilitating by having s~ch a l arge sewage line 

14 th6re. 

15 It's a pieccmeeling . And to define wh~t 

16 ~piecemealin9~ is, when ve firs t sent troops in the 

17 '50s with Eisenhower to Vietnam, that was ju$t a 

18 few advisors. Then Kennedy sent more; that was the 

19 second piecemealing. Th~n Johnson &xpanded; that 

20 was piecemeal i ng . Now we hove 100,000-plus troops 

21 and 70 ,000 killed. That ' s all part of 

22 piecemealing. 

23 ~nd what you~re doi ng here is earlier on 

24 before you started appr~ving the towers in the 

25 marin~ a nd started approving rnore and lt\O.t"e 

uas 
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1 hi<.Jh-rhes a.ll over, that's causing you now to want 

2 to do this project. You should have done this at 

the t i me when you were approving that . And that ' s 

4 how you piccc.,nc~lod it , and now you have a mess . 

5 And now you ' r~ going to hav~ an even bigger mess. 

6 If you do th is, tho only route I see 

7 feasible for tri'lvcl and <:·t..het' reasons is to go down 

8 Via Marina, g~t rid of tt.ot c ity tree of 

9 Los Angele!l in that :mecthn and that gra-ssy lawn, 

10 and run it right down t h$ middle o f that. Do a cut 

11 and fill, cheaper routeJ and you won't affect 

12 traffic. The cars will still bG able to go back 

13 and for t h. 

14 If you have t<> 90 down to one l ane each 

15 way, it needs to have an impact on traffic . If you 

16 try to go down Pacific, ·tou' r e only <JOing to have 

11 tho width of one lane an·:J cars won't be able to go . 

18 Once your route h i ts the ~arina, it should go at 

19 who.tever t11\9le h required and then hit the beach . 

20 But that doe~n· t mean I •m advocating that 

21 as a preferred alternacive . I think th& no-action 

22 alternative is my opinion . I think there will be 

23 an abundance of biological impacts, and I think you 

2<1 haven ' t ilnticipatcd all of them. 

25 There is goin~ to be a l ot of other 
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1 federal l isted, st&te listed, state sensitive , 

2 federal sensitive, other ~nimals and plants that 

3 are pcoposed for listin9 in the future. And I'll 

4 9ive you more written comments later . 

S t-1R . D£LKHASTE: Than): you very much . 

6 MS . DURRELL: 'Ihank you ~l.l . Do we have 

7 any mocG comment cards? 

6 HR. VANG&SSEL: If you do a cut and cover 

9 method, they sa id they could do 50 feet a day 

10 excavation. I did the ¢alculations tor you, and I 

11 can r un them through. 7bat ' s 22 constcuction 

12 trucks t hat they have t o get i n between 9:00 a. .m. 

13 and 3: 30 . 'Can't be poss ible . 

14 So they' ce saylng they can d:o SO fee t of 

15 ex~vation a day with cut and covec. Technically, 

16 physically, that ' s not possibl$, at least a l onq 

Pacific. The altorn&t~ve along Via Marina, i t ' s 

18 absolutely possible because there is a lot more 

19 room. So 1 coul d , again, explain in detail . 

20 so one of the other COJtW.ents that r•ct 

21 l ike to point out is yo~ have the Via Marina and 

22 Paci f i c Avenue cut and cover at the same e xact 

23 COtlt$ . \ie ll, I don ' t know &nything that cost s 

24 exactly t ho tlame out t here . Via t~arina is 

25 d&finit&ly a cheaper method to 90 . 
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You have i t r·equire:d to do borin9 

2 underneath Hurric ane to get across the s treet 

3 the channel . Why you can ' t do a cut and cover to 

4 m~ke that l es s expensive, unknown t o me . You can 

5 cut off that canal, hav•& it float a round, cut the 

6 other half . We do it ~11 the tim~ in construction. 

1 Couple iten•s : If you do cut and cover, 

8 couple of thi•l9S that .:o:hould 00 required. As ., 

9 minimum, cover all veh~cle~ after t he y ' re filled 

10 wi th d irt. They're dri ving t hrough this 

11 neighborhood . Ri Qht now that is not a requirement. 

12 

13 

Once you go, they use this document to 

writo the technical specs . So we wan\ that , and we 

14 don't want i t -- a s it says here, ~or do somo thin9 

15 else... We want it s t and<' rd. No "or" allowed. 

16 You have on page S-128 a whole bunch of 

17 line i tems. We s houl d mak·e these very clear so t.he 

18 people that write the eechnie&l specs, they $hOuld 

19 do this. £veryday the t renches have to be covered. 

20 Right now t hat i s not in there as a requiremEnt. 

21 Ever yday, have your trucking operation, as ' you 

22 mention and discuss , in your construction method. 

23 f1ako it a r equirement. 

24 ~ke i t a bul let item, like you said --

25 like you said in your constru¢ti on thi ng . 9 : 00 to 
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1 3:30 so i t will not impact the r&sidents in the 

2 nci9hborhood . That ' s ~nat you discussed that you ' d 

3 l ike t o sec happen, bu~ you don ' t ~ke i t a 

4 requirement by rn~king it a bullet item . Make i t a 

5 bullet item . We a l l know in the EIR, i t becomes a 

6 requirement . 

1 The City does and different organizati ons 

3 have such t hi n9s as special a ssc.stments so th~t if 

9 a controctor breaks any of these rules, he gets 

10 f ined. If yov wont t o roake suro, put i t in here as 

11 a requirement in the EIR that you wil l have specia l 

l 2 assessment language put into t he cOntr act s o that 

13 if the contractor breaks any of these rules --

14 doesn ' t have his truck c~vered, works outside the 

15 proper hours, doesn ' t ~rk i n the right l ocat i on --

16 he gets a fine. 

17 Another one is similar t h i ngs for such 

18 things as noise and vibration t o disturb t he 

19 residents. The Ci t y m~y a~gue t hat such things 

20 have never been done . I can gv.arantee you -- I 

21 work fo r MTA. He put i t in our jobs because we 

22 want to ~ake sur e when we build things thAt the 

23 rt'sident i s happy. tote did t his on the proj e c t to 

24 build the orange line . We had &ssessments of over 

25 S200,000 t o our contractor when he was ~nnoying t he 
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neighbors. I hope the City does the same thing . 

2 MS . DORRELL: Thank you. We are 90inq to 

3 conclude our public comment peri od . t•m sorry that 

I strayed away from the rules. 

5 t'lR . VAN 0£ HOEK: You allowed h i m to 

6 spc~k. ~nd he 90t the longest amount of tiMe . I 

1 appreci~te t hat you were ~ice to do that. 

8 liS. DORRELL : I did lay out the gr:ounc:i 

9 rulos &t the be9inning t hat you had to fi l l out the 

10 comment card, and you had that opportunity. we are 

11 taking comments throuQh March 11th . 

12 14R . VAN DE HOEK: I don't be l ieve this is 

13 fa i r . This process needs to start all over again . 

14 If you're 90109 to allo~ one person to h~ve a 

15 second comment, I deservE and earn a second 

16 comment. 

17 To add and supplement t o doi ng a negati ve 

18 or no-3cti on alternative and making it twi ce &$ 

19 lonq, I want y01.1 to, in that t.wice as long, have 

20 

21 

ten paqes abo1.1t how our piece o f mind will be 

heightened by not doi ng :he project ; that. we will 

22 enjoy no new noise. 

23 We will a l l these positive things t.hat. 

24 wi ll happen under no-action that none of the other 

25 alternatives can compar e to -- how it will be 
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1 quie~, how we will be ab~c to continue our lives 

2 the way t hey a re riqht n¢w, t hat we won't have to 

3 t hink about more people ·coming , that we ' 11 have 

4 n~ture and the sunris~s a~d dus k, that everythi~9 

5 wi l l be so m~ch more bcbutiful and just give it - -

6 you cal l i t the no-action alternative, which makes 

1 it sound ne9ative, but the no- action alternative 

8 needs t o be written maybe five times l on9or t han 

9 all ~he other alter·na t i vEs together . 

10 And just talk cbout how beaut iful it ' s 

11 qoing t o be if this proj~ct doesn ' t happen . We now 

12 have the highest number Qf pelicans anywhere in 

13 Califor ni <) , from. the r.,e:xican border to san Luis 

1~ Obispo - - 2, 200 p~licans . We have -- you add up 

15 all the other pel icanz i n Southern Ca l ifornia , and 

16 

17 

for six ~onths of the yc~ r. Pl aya De l Rey and 

Karina Del Rcy have the ~igho~t number of pe licans 

18 anywhere on the w$St coast . And t hat might be 

19 harmed . 

20 So please do ?O pa9es of the brown 

21 pelicans ecol ogy. And have a tea10. of f i ve btown 

22 pe lican e xperts who aret't paid by you, but 

23 volunteer t o step forward and write independent 

24 r e ports fro~ t he Federal qovernment to say that i t 

2S would be better not to have the project and how 

4S 
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1 good i t would bG for nature and for a l l of us. 

2 I.._R . D£LKIIASTE: Thank you. 

3 MS. DURRELL: Anyone else have comments? 

MS. KAPP: t ly na roc i.s carol Kapp. I 

S would like to ask about cut and cover being used 

6 ~long the beach . Then I would lik~ to make a 

7 couple of hou$ekeeping s~ggestions, because I know 

8 that $QmOthing is going t o happen. 

9 I like Mark ' s idea and Hr . van de Hoek ' s 

10 obout maybe nothing, but I believe that the 

11 Arqonaut newspaper serves our community quite well. 

12 And I believe that t he s taff from this project 

13 should have t o make, at the minimu~. a bi-weekly 

14 report to the community about wh~t ' s going on, 

1~ abOut what the contract~~ did or did not do, and 

16 how contractual issues a~ being resol ved, and just 

11 really keep us up to dat~. I think that would be 

18 real l y good . 

19 I also thi nk that we need to have anot her 

20 comonur~ity meeti.ng in th.is room at night so that 

21 

22 

whatever the last-mi nvt e changes are - - unless we 

(Jet a whole nother £IR - ' coul d be made public. 

23 A.nd also, that the LAPD. th() LAFO, l ife guards, a nd 

24 hospita l should be invl.ted so that all the$e safety 

25 providing people know what they're going to need to 
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l possibly come up with at any time during the three 

2 to f i ve-year progr am that's going to b& 90ing on. 

3 And th~ll~ I would also li ke t.o ask that i i 

this does go by people's homes , that these people 

have a tax break. Yes, I think ~hat they should 

6 no~ have to pay taxes, at l east prorated for the 

1 mont-hs that they • re put through whatever hell is . 

$ qoing on . And I am being very sGrious about i t . 

9 

10 

Thanlt you . 

MS. DURR&LL: Okay. I t hink everyone has 

11 had a second opportunity t o be heard . we 

12 appreciate that . Again~ this -- I ' m $Orry. You're 

13 going to mak~ a statem~nt7 

t.ffi. KAAUCH : 1 'd like to take my three 

15 minutes tha t I earlier r elinquished. Carol Kapp 

16 mentioned the Ar9onaut. Twice 10 the last 2S 

11 years,~he Argonaut1 because of excess i ve r a i ns) 1 

18 have\rc.ad this . t>.nd I want somebody up here; maybe 

19 Doty. to ·vcrny--th±s-:· 

20 At Farr a9ut Avenue in Culver City, 

21 legally, when i t's rai n i ng excessivelY. there's a 

legal right for the sewer sy~tem, whi ch comes from 

23 th~ valley through the Hollywood tunnel .. .. t hey put 

24 that in in t he '50s:. 'They c.an release anythin9 . 

25 If the Hype rion rcbches an over- capacl ty 
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of so much, they open that up, and all the sewage 

2 fro• tho vblley comes ri9~t down . Is that true? 

3 Can you explain what is true on that subject? 

4 MS. DURRELL: Okay, We will be on h and . 

5 ;~gain, we have an &IR copy here if you ' d like to 

6 r eview it. tie have a:ll ldnds of handouts for you. 

7 Agairl, the dct~dline for your co~.ments anc! 

8 writing would be March 11th by t he close of 

9 busine$~ . We ~ppreci8t~ you c~ing out. We know 

10 how iroportant this is tQ you, and we appreciate 

11 your feedback . Thank y·OU very much . 

12 - oo·Ooo-

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 
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11.5 RESPONSES TO COMMENTS 

Responses were developed by the Lead Agency (City of Los Angeles) in accordance with 
Section 15088 of the CEQA Guidelines.  They address environmental issues in the 
comments and follow the comment identification convention found in Table 11-1.  

Response to Comment ALGN-1:  Preferred Alignment - Beach 

Several residents in the area of the proposed project indicate their support for the beach 
alternative as the environmentally superior alternative. 

As required by CEQA, the EIR identifies an environmentally superior alternative (see 
Section 6.0, page 6-3 of the Draft EIR).  The Draft EIR concludes that: 
 

“Based upon the outcome of the impact analysis for this project, it has been 
determined that the environmentally superior alternative is the mined tunnel 
Alternative #4 (Inland Alignment). This alternative would impose the least 
number of impacts to environmental resources, and would significantly reduce 
construction related impacts such as traffic and parking congestion and noise and 
vibration. The proposed alignment, as shown on Figure 4.3-10, would begin at 
launch shaft #2 located in Vista Del Mar and run due north toward the pumping 
plant on Hurricane Street and tie in at the #10 receptor shaft. Although the deep 
mined tunnel would run directly under existing dwellings and facilities in some 
locations, great care would be taken to insure that wherever possible, the 
alignment would follow existing rights of way. For those portions of the 
alignment that would require tunneling under existing dwellings and/or facilities, 
the City would work with those who are within the proposed alignment to fully 
understand the construction methodology, to secure proper right of way access, 
and to provide compensation for the right of way.” 

 
This conclusion is based on an objective analysis based on the documentation and 
analysis provided in the EIR and does not support a preference for the beach alignment.   
 
CEQA does not require decision-makers to approve the environmentally superior 
alternative identified in the EIR, but does require the decision-maker to determine 
findings that support any decision not to approve the environmentally superior alternative 
identified in the EIR.  As noted in the EIR, the City’s Department of Public Works has 
not identified a preferred alignment; rather, the Department is relying on the Draft and 
Final EIR, including public comments on these documents, to provide the City’s decision 
makers (the Board of Public Works and the City Council) with information sufficient to 
weigh the effects of each alternative alignment prior to making a final decision on the 
project alignment.   
 
In conclusion, the analysis provided in the EIR provides a detailed description of the 
impacts of alternatives, including the beach alignment.  No additional analysis or research 
is necessary regarding impacts due to the beach alignment to the project area. 
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Response to Comment ALGN-2: Preferred Alignment – Non-beach 
 
The California Coastal Commission stated that its concern with the beach alignment is 
due to the potential for erosion caused by a rising sea level over the life of the project.  As 
noted more specifically in response to comment CLI-1, Climate Change, the EIR 
analyzes the potential impacts caused by beach erosion and the potential risk to the force 
main if it is constructed along the beach.  The EIR evaluates the potential alignments 
without a recommendation for the selection of one alignment over another.  Specifically, 
section 2.3.1 (page 2-10 of the EIR) notes that: 
  

“A preferred alternative for the project has not been determined at this time. Equal 
analysis has been given to each alternative associated with the Project, allowing 
for a decision to be made in accordance with CEQA Guidelines, which states that 
sufficient information must be provided to allow meaningful evaluation, analysis, 
and comparison of the proposed Project.” 

 
However, as required by CEQA, the EIR identifies an environmentally superior 
alternative, which is not the beach alignment, but the mined tunnel Alternative #4 (Inland 
Alignment); see Section 6.2, page 6-3 in the Draft EIR which states: 
 

“This alternative would impose the least number of impacts to environmental 
resources, and would significantly reduce construction related impacts such as 
traffic and parking congestion and noise and vibration. . . . Although the deep 
mined tunnel would run directly under existing dwellings and facilities in some 
locations, great care would be taken to insure that wherever possible, the 
alignment would follow existing rights of way. For those portions of the 
alignment that would require tunneling under existing dwellings and/or facilities, 
the city would work with those who are within the proposed alignment to fully 
understand the construction methodology, to secure proper right of way access, 
and to provide compensation for the right of way.“  

 
The concerns of the Coastal Commission are reasonable and consistent with the impact 
analysis provided in the EIR.  The City’s decision-makers, the Public Works Commission 
and the City Council, will consider the EIR and weigh the comments of the Coastal 
Commission, the public and other agencies in selecting which alternative alignment to 
approve. 
 
In conclusion, the analysis provided in the EIR provides a detailed description of 
potential impacts from all alternatives, including non-beach alignments. No additional 
analysis or research is necessary regarding impacts of this alternative to the project. 

 

Response to Comment ALT-1:  Alternative – No Project Analysis 

The comment asserts that the No Project Alternative would limit future development and 
growth in the area served by the Venice Pumping Plant Dual Force Main Project (VPP). 
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Under the No Project Alternative, no new pipelines would be installed and the sewer 
system would continue to operate in the current manner. Neither the No Project 
Alternative nor the other alternatives under consideration and evaluated in the EIR would 
either induce or limit growth. As noted in the EIR, analysis of the No Project Alternative 
(see Section 6.2 of the Draft EIR), the No Project Alternative could result in potentially 
significant adverse effects to the environment due to the existing sewer force main’s 
current lack of conveyance capacity and inability to perform regularly scheduled 
maintenance on the existing force main. In addition, an overflow of untreated wastewater 
into the Ballona Lagoon and areas surrounding the project could result from the No 
Project Alternative because of the age and condition of the existing main from the VPP 
which, in turn, could cause substantial harm to the environment. The proposed new force 
main is not designed to accommodate increased development in the areas served by the 
VPP, beyond that contained in approved land use plans; the objective of the proposed 
new force main is to ensure that the outflow from the VPP can be safely conveyed to the 
City’s Hyperion Treatment Plan by having a new force main that is less likely to leak 
and/or break which would result in untreated sewage in the area’s underground 
environment and, perhaps, the local ocean waterfront and creeks, lagoons, and other 
surface waterways.  Finally, the amount of sewage that would flow in the proposed new 
force main would be largely determined by the capacity of the VPP. There are no plans to 
increase the capacity of the VPP and therefore, the potential growth-inducing impacts of 
the project are limited.   
 
In conclusion, the analysis provided in the EIR provides a detailed description of a range 
of project alternatives and notes existing conditions, conditions during construction of 
each alternative, and conditions following project completion. No additional analysis or 
research is necessary regarding impacts to the project area from project alternatives. 

Response to Comment ALT-2:  Alternative – New Alternative 

Three comments were received requesting consideration of additional alternatives.  
 
The Department of Public Works has considered and compared a reasonable range of 
alternatives in the EIR.  The Department did conduct a preliminary analysis of a larger 
number of alternatives that were screened prior to selection of alternatives for detailed 
analysis in the EIR. These additional alternatives were rejected for various reasons 
including: substantial increased construction costs; non-availability of right-of-way for 
construction; and the need to acquire additional land.  The preliminary analysis prepared 
by the City for the project, as presented in the Initial Study, (and provided as Appendix A 
to the Draft EIR), focused on and was limited to feasible alternatives in terms of cost, 
right-of-way, and technical or engineering characteristics.  The EIR evaluates and 
compares the alternatives identified in the Initial Study and the EIR scoping process. The 
alternatives analysis in the EIR allows for a decision to be made in accordance with 
CEQA Guidelines, which states that sufficient information must be provided to allow 
meaningful evaluation, analysis, and comparison of alternatives to the proposed project.  
Based upon the analysis conducted of the alternatives identified in the EIR, the cut-and-
cover method of construction for two of the proposed alignments was deemed not viable; 
therefore, a detailed impacts analysis is not provided for them.  The environmentally 
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superior alternative is identified as required by CEQA. A matrix displaying the major 
characteristics and significant environmental effects of each alternative is provided in 
Section 8.0 of the Draft EIR, which may be used by the public and decision-makers to 
make comparisons prior to selecting the preferred alternative alignment for the VPP dual 
force main sewer. 

In conclusion, the analysis provided in the EIR provides a detailed description of current 
conditions, conditions during construction of the project alternatives, and impacts 
following project completion.  No additional analysis or research is necessary regarding 
impacts from project alternatives, and an additional alternative is not required. 

Response to Comment ALT-3:  Alternatives – Alternatives Bias 

The Department of Public Works has no bias for one alternative over another. As stated 
in the Draft EIR, there is no preferred alternative at the present time.  The purpose of the 
alternatives analysis provided in the EIR is to analyze the impacts of alternatives to 
provide a basis by which the public and decision-makers can compare feasible project 
alternatives that would achieve the project objectives described in the EIR; (see Section 
2.2, page 2-1, of the Draft EIR).  The process prescribed by CEQA for the preparation of 
a Draft EIR, and ultimately the Final EIR, provides for review by objective experts within 
local, regional, state, and federal agencies and the public to ensure that the Draft EIR and 
Final EIR provide accurate, current, and applicable data, as well as ensure that the impact 
analysis is accurate and consistent with state-of-the-art environmental analysis 
methodologies.  As noted in other written comments received by the City in response to 
the Draft EIR, these agencies did not find any bias in the analysis, nor did they negatively 
comment on the conclusions reached in the EIR’s impact analysis.  Finally, as prescribed 
by CEQA, the Initial Study, Draft EIR, and Final EIR are subject to public review and 
comment.  The purpose of this public review is to ensure that the documents provide 
answers to substantive comments by the public and that issues of concern to the public 
are not overlooked and are given due consideration.  As noted in several public 
comments, the Department of Public Works’ EIR process provides an opportunity for the 
public to offer their comments and raise questions.  The Department of Public Works has 
seriously considered the comments made during the EIR scoping process and the 
comments made on the Draft EIR. Public concerns have been seriously considered both 
in the preparation of the Draft EIR as well as in the preparation of these responses to 
comments. 

Responses to Comment ALT-4:  Alternative – New Beach “Cut and Cover” 
Alternative 

An additional alternative is requested – specifically, the use of the cut-and-cover 
construction method for the beach alignment of the new force main.  As noted in the 
Draft EIR (see Section 4.1.1 and Alternatives, Section 6.0), cut-and-cover construction is 
a very common method of linear pipeline construction and replacement.   However, with 
the cut-and-cover approach, major construction activities could be limited to within 
relatively short segments of about 1,000 feet at any given time (see Figure 4.1-1, Cut-
and-Cover Construction).  This alternative was determined to be not viable for the 
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Dockweiler Beach Alignment because the method would result in a relatively shallow 
sewer, which could be vulnerable to damage from future coastal erosion processes. This 
alternative, therefore, is not addressed in the EIR and its inclusion would not result in a 
reduction of project-related impacts. 
 
In conclusion, the analysis provided in the EIR provides a detailed description of 
alternatives to the project.  No additional analysis or research is necessary regarding 
impacts to the environment in the project area. 
 
Response to Comment AQ-1:  Air Quality – Odor 

Based on the operational characteristics, the proposed project is not likely to impede the 
progress of the SCAQMD in complying with federal and state ambient air quality 
standards, expose sensitive receptors to substantial pollutant concentrations, or create 
objectionable odors.  A significant air quality impact is not expected due to air releases 
from force main valves because they are expected to be rare, involve only small 
quantities of trapped air, and would dissipate quickly.  The existing force main in 
Dockweiler Beach, which has been in continuous operation since it was built in 1960, has 
two air release valves (one opposite Culver Boulevard and another opposite Yawl Street).  
These have not caused any significant air quality impact. As noted in Section 5.2.3.2 of 
the Draft EIR (Air Quality Operational Impacts), the proposed project is anticipated to 
emit minimal odors.  Once operational, the proposed project would operate with minimal 
need for on-site maintenance under normal conditions.  The total amounts of emissions 
from maintenance worker vehicle exhaust are considered negligible and would not have a 
significant impact on air quality.  
 
In conclusion, the analysis provided in the Draft EIR provides a detailed description of 
current conditions and conditions during construction of the project and following project 
completion.  No additional analysis or research is necessary regarding project-related air 
quality impacts in the project area. 

Response to Comment BIO-1:  Biology 

Section 5.3.3 (see pages 5-20 through 5-25 of the Draft EIR) provides substantial 
discussion of the plant and animal communities in the project area, including an analysis 
of the habitat for both the least tern and the El Segundo Blue butterfly.  The identification 
and analysis of potential impacts describes the proximity of their habitat to the 
construction areas of each alternative (including alternative alignments and alternative 
construction methods). Recognizing potential environmental impacts during construction 
of these habitats, a series of mitigation measures are identified to reduce the impacts to a 
less than significant level (see Section 5.3.5 which states that if the mitigation measures 
are implemented successfully, “no unavoidable adverse impacts on biological resources 
are expected as a result of the proposed project.”).  The City’s mitigation monitoring 
program, as a requirement of CEQA, would provide the means to ensure the 
implementation of mitigation measures. 
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In conclusion, the analysis provided in the EIR provides a detailed description of current 
conditions, and conditions during construction of the project and following project 
completion.  No additional analysis or research is necessary regarding impacts to 
biological resources in the project area. 

Response to CLI-1:  Climate Change – Rising Sea Level 

The Coastal Commission expressed concern that “in a situation of rising sea level and 
increased coastal erosion, the sewer line could, in a few years, be attacked by waves and 
require a revetment or other coastal protection structure.”  The City acknowledges this 
possible impact to the beach and the potential impact on both the existing force main and 
the potential alignment of the new force main on the beach.  Such beach erosion would 
be comparable to that resulting from a tsunami. The Draft EIR (page 5-74) notes the 
potential beach erosion could result from a tsunami: 

“It is well known that a tsunami can cause substantial erosion and scour on the 
shore. For example the 1960 Chilean tsunami scoured out the port entrance by 
more than 30 feet at Kesen-numa Port in Japan. Although the pipeline would be 
buried at depths no shallower than 10 feet below the surface, the possibility of 
damage to the proposed pipeline cannot be disregarded. A catastrophic tsunami 
could result in erosion of the surficial soils covering the proposed pipeline, 
primarily along the proposed Dockweiler Beach Alignment alternative.” 

 
The potential short-term impact to the beach from a tsunami would be comparable to the 
potential long-term effects from a rise in sea level.  The existing line has been in use for 
nearly 50 years (since 1958) and the proposed new force main is expected to have a 
comparable life-span.  If sea levels do rise in the next 30 to 50 years, the City would take 
necessary steps to develop a new route for the force main.  The Coastal Commission’s 
concerns are addressed in the Tsunami Analysis in the EIR.  As noted in the Draft EIR 
(see Section 5.6.4, page 5-77), the potential damage to the proposed force main cannot be 
disregarded and mitigation measure GEO-5 is recommended: 

“GEO-5 Tsunami –A tsunami could result in erosion of the surficial soils 
covering the proposed pipeline, primarily along the proposed Dockweiler Beach 
Alignment. Proper design and construction of the Project components, including 
erosion control measures or choosing an alternate alignment off of the beach, 
would reduce impacts from a tsunami to less than significant levels.” 
 

In addition, consideration of potential beach erosion contributes to the conclusion in the 
EIR that the Beach Alignment Alternative is not the environmentally superior alternative.  
In conclusion, the analysis provided in the EIR provides a detailed description of current 
conditions, and conditions during construction of the project and following project 
completion. No additional analysis or research is necessary regarding impacts from beach 
erosion in the project area. 

Response to Comments CON-1:  Construction – Parking 
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The EIR includes an analysis of construction-phase parking impacts for each alternative 
alignment.  For example, on page 5-43 of the Draft EIR the analysis states that “During 
construction, two-way traffic could be maintained along Hurricane Street by displacing 
parking along Hurricane Street (approximately 17 spaces on the north side and 10 spaces 
on the south side) and northbound traffic would be detoured to Speedway Avenue where 
necessary. One-way traffic would be maintained along the west side of Pacific Avenue 
(southbound movement). Temporary closure of the northbound lane on Pacific Avenue 
would require northbound traffic to use Outrigger Street or another parallel east-west 
roadway to reach Speedway Avenue.”   
 
The identified impacts would be mitigated to less than significant levels by the measures 
identified in the Draft EIR (see page 5-52).  The mitigation measures relating to the 
identified potential parking impacts include: 
 

“TRA-1: For each construction site, a construction traffic management plan shall 
be prepared and submitted to the City Department of Transportation for review 
and approval prior to the start of any construction work. This plan shall include 
such elements as the designation of haul routes for construction-related trucks, the 
location of access to the construction site, any driveway turning movement 
restrictions, temporary traffic control devices or flagmen, travel time restrictions 
for construction-related traffic to avoid peak travel periods on selected roadways, 
and designated staging and parking areas for workers and equipment 
(emphasis added). Where construction would occur within a public street ROW, 
including during the open-trench construction activities for all six combinations of 
Marina Del Rey and Playa Del Rey alignment alternatives and at the short cut-
and-cover portion on both ends of the two full-length tunnel alternatives 
(Dockweiler Beach alignment and Dockweiler Beach to LAX Shaft alignment), 
the following mitigation measures would also apply:” 

 
With the implementation of these mitigation measures, the parking-related impacts of the 
project’s construction would be reduced to less than significant levels. 

In conclusion, the analysis provided in the EIR provides a detailed description of current 
conditions, future conditions during construction of the project and following project 
completion. No additional analysis is necessary regarding construction-related parking 
impacts. 

Response to Comment CON-2:  Construction – Schedule 

The construction schedule (again, as provided in the Draft EIR in Table 4.2-1) has been 
developed by the City’s Department of Public Works and reflects the complexity of the 
project.  The schedule is a realistic projection of the time to complete each phase of 
construction.  Specifically, as noted in the Draft EIR (see page 4-6), “In an effort to 
provide accurate information regarding the length of time associated with these impacts, 
Table 4.2-1 outlines the estimated duration of time it would take to install the sewer for 
each of the proposed alignment alternatives. 
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As presented in the Draft EIR (page 7-4), the “VPP Dual Force Main Project would 
involve construction activities occurring simultaneously at a number of surface sites 
along the Project alignment. Construction of the VPP Dual Force Main Project may be 
occurring in the same general time and space as other projects in the area. In these 
instances, surface construction activities from both sets of projects could produce 
cumulative traffic effects which may be significant, depending upon a range of factors 
including the specific location involved and the precise nature of the conditions created 
by the dual construction activity (see Traffic-Related Project Construction Schedule in 
Table 4.2-1). Special coordination efforts may be necessary to reduce the combined 
effects to an acceptable level. Overall, significant cumulative impacts are not 
anticipated.”   

In conclusion, the analysis provided in the EIR provides a detailed description of 
construction schedules under for the proposed project and no additional analysis is 
necessary regarding construction schedules. 

Response to Comment CON-3:  Construction - Traffic  

The information requested in this comment is provided in the Draft EIR.  Regarding 
Pacific Avenue, the Draft EIR notes that “construction of the proposed (3,000-foot-long) 
Pacific Avenue alignment would involve both open-trench construction and tunnel-
boring. As noted in the Draft EIR (see Section 5.4.3.3, page 5-43), the temporary 
localized impacts on the transportation system would occur due to the combined effects 
of additional construction traffic and closure of travel lanes on roadways, leading to 
reductions in roadway capacity. The open-trench construction method would be 
performed to construct the Pacific Avenue alignment, including the intersection of Pacific 
Avenue and Via Marina.  As further described in the EIR, during construction one-way 
traffic would be maintained along the west side of Pacific Avenue (southbound 
movement). Temporary closure of the northbound lane on Pacific Avenue would require 
northbound traffic to use Outrigger Street or another parallel east-west roadway to reach 
Speedway Avenue.   

The City’s Initial Study, provided as Appendix A to the Draft EIR, identified impacts 
related to street closure for construction of the new force main, regardless of alignment; 
such impacts include short-term rerouting of traffic around construction sites.  
Specifically, as noted in the Draft EIR (see Section 5.4.3.3, Project Impacts) “the 
construction-period impacts for each of the build alternatives are assessed in this section. 
This analysis includes general traffic impacts caused by construction traffic and reduction 
of roadway segment capacities, if any, and localized impacts related to access, pedestrian 
movement, bus routes and stops, and on- and off-street parking in the vicinity of each of 
the construction sites.”  The identification and analysis of impacts included evaluation of 
impacts related to alternative force main alignments and alternative construction 
methods. 

The following summarizes the impact analysis provided in the Draft EIR for each 
alignment and for each construction method; see Section 5.4.3 for the full text of the 
impact analysis: 
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Marquesas Way/Via Marina Alternative Alignment:  It was assumed that the 
entire Marquesas Way/Via Marina alignment would be performed simultaneously 
by two teams of construction workers (for trench and tunneling) as the worst-case 
scenario, resulting in peak trip generation estimates of 45 worker trips and no 
construction truck trips during the morning and afternoon peak hour. The 
projected incremental change in V/C ratio during construction of the 
Marquesas/Via Marina alignment for the nine analyzed intersections and 23 
analyzed roadway segments are identified in Appendix E of the Draft EIR. Project 
trips generated by the construction of the entire Marquesas Way/Via Marina 
alignment in combination with either of the two Playa Del Rey alignments would 
not result in an adverse impact at any of the four study intersections north of the 
Marina Del Rey Channel in Marina Del Rey, but adverse impact could occur at 
Via Marina south of Tahiti Way (one of the 23 analyzed roadway segments) in 
Marina Del Rey with a southbound lane closure. 
 
Pacific Avenue Alternative Alignment:  Similar to the development of project 
trip generation estimates for the other two alternative Marina Del Rey alignments, 
the projected incremental change in V/C ratio during construction of the beach 
alignment for the nine analyzed intersections and the 23 analyzed roadway 
segments would not result in adverse construction-period impacts at any of the 
analyzed study intersections or roadway segments north of the Marina Del Rey 
Channel in Marina Del Rey. 

 
Channel Segment:  The Marina Del Rey and Ballona Creek channels would be 
crossed using the tunnel-boring method. For any combination of north and south 
alignments, the launching shaft would be on the southern shore of the channel, 
while the receiving shaft would be located on the northern shore. Depending on 
which combination of north and south alignments is selected, the channel crossing 
would be about 1,300-1,900 feet long. As the tunnel-boring would occur at the 
same time as the open-trench construction, a discussion of the project impacts for 
the channel segments is included in the discussion above and in the Draft EIR’s 
discussion of the two project alignment alternatives in the Playa Del Rey segment. 
 

Regarding the traffic impacts associated with the alternative construction methods, the 
analysis provided in the Draft EIR, beginning on page 5-49, addresses each alternative 
and concludes the following: 
 

(1) Cut-and-Cover Construction – A discussion of the project impacts due to 
the cut-and-cover construction method is included in the Draft EIR for each of the 
three project alignment alternatives in the Marina Del Rey area and for each of the 
two Project alignment alternatives in the Playa Del Rey area. This method would 
be used in conjunction with the tunnel-boring method in several project 
alternatives and would result in greater circulation impacts than the large-diameter 
tunneling alternatives. 
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(2) Tunnel-boring – A discussion of the project impacts due to the tunnel-boring 
construction method is included in the EIR for each of the three project alignment 
alternatives in the Marina Del Rey area and for each of the two project alignment 
alternatives in the Playa Del Rey area. This method would be used in conjunction 
with the cut-and-cover method in several project alternatives and would result in 
greater circulation impacts than the large-diameter tunneling alternatives. 

 
(3) Large-Diameter Tunneling – A discussion of the project impacts due to the  
use of large-diameter tunneling is included in the alternatives in the EIR for each 
of the four proposed larger tunnel alignment alternatives. These alternatives 
would result in fewer circulation impacts than those employing cut-and cover and 
tunnel-boring methods.  Based on this analysis, the project alternatives are not 
expected to result in significant impacts to the transportation system upon 
completion of the proposed sewer facilities. The construction of the sewer 
facilities, however, could result in temporary adverse impacts on traffic and 
parking, the introduction of temporary bicycle, pedestrian, or vehicular safety 
hazards, and the temporary relocation of access points to public transit. During the 
various construction phases of each project alignment, travel by construction 
workers and truck hauling of supplies and disposal would generate trips on the 
regional and local transportation system surrounding each construction shaft site 
or zone. These trips would represent a temporary increase during defined phases 
of construction and, upon completion of construction, would cease. Adverse 
short-term impacts could result, but because they would be of limited duration, 
they are not considered to be significant. In addition, temporary lane closure due 
to open-trench construction activities for the six project combinations of Marina 
Del Rey and Playa Del Rey alignment alternatives and the short open-and-cut 
section for the Dockweiler Beach full-length tunnel alternative and the 
Dockweiler Beach-LAX Shaft full-length alternative would result in adverse 
impacts on up to four streets. Surface construction, however, would result in only 
temporary transportation disruption, which while adverse, would not be 
considered significant. Similarly, during the construction period at locations 
where construction activity would occur within public street Right of Way 
(ROW) or in areas accessible to the public (i.e., locations other than within the 
site of the VPP), increased safety risks to vehicles, bicyclists and pedestrians 
could result from open-trench construction activities within or adjacent to affected 
sites due to narrowed lanes, altered travel patterns, and temporarily obstructed 
sidewalks. Adverse short-term impacts could result, but because they would be of 
limited duration, they are not considered to be significant for any of the 10 project 
alignment alternatives. Finally, construction of 8 of the 10 proposed alignment 
alternatives involving the open-trench method and tunnel-boring method would 
result in temporary loss of parking spaces either at the public parking lot adjacent 
to the channel or at on-street locations. This would be considered adverse, but not 
significant because of the temporary nature of the impact. 

 
As shown above, the EIR presents a detailed analysis of traffic impacts of the proposed 
project.  For each of the impacts identified in the analysis, the mitigation measures 
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provided in Section 5.4.4 would reduce potential significant impacts to less than 
significant levels.  Key mitigation measures to reduce impacts to less than significant 
levels are summarized as follows (the full text of the mitigation measures is provided in 
the Draft EIR, page 5-50):   

TRA-1 For each construction site, a construction traffic management plan shall be 
prepared and submitted to the City Department of Transportation for review and 
approval prior to the start of any construction work. This plan shall include such 
elements as: 

 the designation of haul routes for construction-related trucks;  
 the location of access to the construction site;  
 any driveway turning movement restrictions, temporary traffic 

control devices or flagmen;  
 travel time restrictions for construction-related traffic to avoid peak 

travel periods on selected roadways; and  
 designated staging and parking areas for workers and equipment.  

 
Where construction would occur within a public street ROW, including during the 
open-trench construction activities for all six combinations of Marina Del Rey 
and Playa Del Rey alignment alternatives, and at the short cut-and-cover portion 
on both ends of the two full-length tunnel alternatives (Dockweiler Beach 
alignment and Dockweiler Beach to LAX Shaft alignment), the following 
mitigation measures would also apply: 

 
TRA-2 A site-specific construction work site traffic control plan shall be prepared   
for each construction site and submitted to the LADOT for review and approval 
prior to the start of any construction work. This plan shall include such elements 
as: 

• the location of any lane closures; 
• restricted hours during which lane closures would not be allowed; 
• local traffic detours; 
• protective devices and traffic controls (such as barricades, cones, 

flagmen, lights, warning beacons, temporary traffic signals, 
warning signs); and 

• access to abutting properties, and provisions to maintain 
emergency access through construction work areas. 

 
TRA-3 Fully utilize available street space to minimize lane reductions on affected   
streets, including elimination of on-street parking where necessary. Implement 
left-turn restrictions as appropriate on restriped street segments to facilitate the 
movement of through traffic.  Eliminate travel lanes only when absolutely 
necessary. 

 
TRA-4 Provide signage indicating alternative pedestrian and bicycle access   
routes where existing facilities would be affected.  
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TRA-5 Provide advance notice to any affected residents, businesses and property 
owners in the vicinity of each construction site, and, where existing property 
access will be reduced, identify alternative means of access. 

 
TRA-6 Coordinate with emergency service providers, (police, fire, ambulance 
and paramedic services), to provide advance notice of any lane closures, 
construction hours and changes to local access, and to identify alternative routes 
where appropriate. 

 
TRA-7 Coordinate with pubic transit providers to provide advance notice of any 
lane closures, construction hours and, where necessary, to identify sites for 
temporary bus stops within a reasonable walking distance of any displaced bus 
stops. 

 
In conclusion, the analysis provided in the EIR provides a detailed description of current 
conditions and conditions during construction of the project and following project 
completion. No additional analysis is necessary regarding construction-related traffic 
impacts. 

Response to Comment CON-4:  Construction – Beach Access 

The beach is a valuable asset in the Venice community. The EIR addresses the short-term 
impacts to beach access as well as impacts to views of the beach during project 
construction.  The analysis and documentation in the Draft EIR (Section 5.11.3, page 5-
132) notes that “although the proposed Project would not involve permanent adverse 
impacts to recreational facilities and public resources, site-specific adverse impacts may 
occur during the construction period. Beach access at Hurricane Street would be affected 
by the extraction shaft, and cut-and-cover-construction along Hurricane Street. This area 
is used for passive recreation and volleyball.” 
 
The EIR evaluates the short-term construction impacts and notes that “a public beach 
access path starts near the construction/laydown site and runs along the east side of 
Ballona Lagoon to the south. From the beginning of this path, the construction/laydown 
site would be within the foreground. The push site shaft would be in a vacant lot. The 
construction activities here would be in the foreground of residences along the northeast 
side of Via Dolce at its intersection with Marquesas Way.” 
 
Public access to the beach would be directed around any construction sit, and therefore 
beach access would not be interrupted, limited or made impossible during the 
construction phase of the project.  No additional analysis or mitigation is necessary as the 
impact of construction on beach access would be less than significant. 
 
Response to Comment CON-5:  Construction – Timing 

See response to Comment CON-2, Construction Schedule, regarding the schedule for the 
phases of project construction.  The Draft EIR (Table 4.2-1) provides detailed 
information regarding the time of each phase and the relationship between the schedules 
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for each phase.  No additional information is necessary to describe the planned schedule 
for the project.  The schedule would be used by the Department of Public Works and the 
contractor(s) selected by the City to construct the new force main to monitor the progress 
of the project. 

In conclusion, the analysis provided in the EIR provides a detailed description of the 
timing of phases of construction.  No additional analysis is necessary regarding 
construction timing. 

Response to Comment CON-6:  Construction - Noise 

The EIR provides a detailed analysis of the existing noise environment in the area of VPP 
and each of proposed alignments and construction methods being considered by the City 
for the new force main (Section 5-10 of the Draft EIR).  A part of the analysis, the criteria 
to determine a construction-related noise impact is presented, noting the following: 

• Depending upon the method of construction chosen, short-term increases in noise 
from construction would result from the operation of heavy equipment needed to 
construct the tunnels or cut, dig and re-fill the trenches and insert the pipeline for 
the Project. The City of Los Angeles regulates noise from construction, and the 
contractor would be required to adhere to these regulations. 

 
• The City of Los Angeles Noise Ordinance (L.A.M.C. Section 112.03) regulates 

construction noise by referencing Section 41.40 of the Los Angeles Municipal 
Code. Section 41.40(a) prohibits use of any noise-producing device or powered 
equipment for construction or repair work on any building or structure between 
the hours of 9:00 p.m. and 7:00 a.m. on weekdays. Section 41.40(c) prohibits non-
emergency grading or construction, other than by an individual homeowner on 
his/her own single-family residence, on or within 500 feet of residential land 
before 8:00 a.m. and after 6:00 p.m. on Saturdays and national holidays, and at 
any time on Sundays. These sections also prohibit operation, repair, or servicing 
of construction equipment and job-site delivering of construction materials during 
those hours.  

 
• The County of Los Angeles addresses noise from construction activities in 

Section 12.08.440. The operation of any tools used for construction or related 
activities such that a noise disturbance is created at a residential or commercial 
land use is prohibited on weekdays between 7:00 p.m. and 7:00 a.m. or at any 
time on Sundays or holidays. The noise standards listed in Table 5.10-5 are 
applicable to construction activities conducted within the unincorporated County. 

 
In addition to the analysis of construction-related noise impacts, the Draft EIR also 
identifies and evaluates impacts relating to operations and construction vibration; 
(Section 5.10.2, page 5-119).  The City of Los Angeles does not have a quantified 
standard or threshold for vibration that is applicable to the construction or operations 
phase of this Project. The County of Los Angeles addresses vibration in Section 
12.08.560 of the County Code. Any device is prohibited that creates vibration above the 
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threshold of perception at a distance of 150 feet from the source if the source is on a 
public space or public ROW. The threshold of perception is defined as 0.01 inch per 
second over the range of 1 to 100 Hertz. 
 
To reduce construction-related noise impacts and post-construction noise impacts to less 
than significant levels, the EIR states that “potential construction noise mitigation 
measures may include limiting the hours of noisy construction activities to daytime hours 
near residences and other sensitive receptors. Other measures could include limiting the 
number of construction equipment operating at any one time.”  Following are the specific 
project-related construction noise mitigation measures (page 5-128 of the Draft EIR) that 
should be followed, to the extent feasible: 

• NOI-1 Trucks shall be limited to designated truck routes and shall avoid 
residential streets to the extent practicable. 

 
• NOI-2 Temporary soundwall barriers shall be erected for launch and receiving 

pits and large-diameter tunnel shaft work areas. Such soundwall barriers shall be 
of a sufficient height, length, and configuration so as to provide substantial noise 
reduction and effectively block the line-of-sight between nearby noise sensitive 
receivers and the work zone. 

 
• NOI-3 Electrically powered equipment shall be used instead of pneumatic, or 

internal combustion powered equipment where feasible. 
 

• NOI-4 Material stockpiles and mobile equipment staging, parking, and 
maintenance areas shall be located as far as practicable from noise-sensitive 
receptors. 

 
• NOI-5 Construction site and haul-road speed limits shall be established and 

enforced during the construction period. 
 

• NOI-6 The use of noise-producing signals, including horns, whistles, alarms, and 
bells shall be for safety warning purposes only. 

 
• NOI-7 No project-related public address or music system shall be audible at any 

adjacent receptor.  
 

• NOI-8 The on-site construction supervisor shall have the responsibility and 
authority to receive and resolve noise complaints. A clear appeal process to the 
Bureau of Engineering shall be established prior to construction commencement 
that will allow for resolution of noise problems that cannot be immediately solved 
by the site supervisor. 

 
• NOI-9 The contractor shall develop a project noise control plan, which shall have 

been approved by the owner or designated noise control professional and 
implemented prior to commencement of any construction activity. 
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Since no vibration impacts are predicted for operation of the pipeline, no mitigation 
measures are recommended or necessary for the operational phase of the project. 
 
In conclusion, the analysis provided in the EIR provides a detailed description of current 
conditions, future conditions during construction of the project and following project 
completion.  No additional analysis is necessary regarding construction-related noise 
impacts. 

Response to Comment CON-7:  Construction – Management 

The City’s future contractor for the construction of the proposed new force main would 
prepare a construction management program that would, among other requirements of the 
City, identify a project manager and support staff to direct all phases of construction.  
The City would approve the contractor’s project management staff based on the 
construction manager’s experience, qualifications and commitment to the assignment.  
The construction management program would also identify the communications between 
the City and the contractor during all phases of project construction to ensure that the 
City is kept informed of construction activities, any problems or delays encountered by 
the contractor, and adherence and compliance with the agreed-upon schedule for 
completion of the project.  In effect, the construction management plan is an assurance to 
the City, its residents, and in particular to those who live and work in proximity to the 
project area that the project is proceeding as planned and that City-imposed mitigation 
measures are implemented at appropriate phases of construction. 

Response to Comment CON-8:  Construction – Vibration 

As noted in more detail in response to comment NOI-1, the EIR includes an extensive 
analysis of potential vibration impacts due to project construction; see the noise and 
vibration analysis is provided in Section 5.10.3 beginning on page 5-119 of the Draft 
EIR. To address these impacts, several mitigation measures are recommended (see Draft 
EIR, page 5-128).  With the implementation of these mitigation measures, noise and 
vibration impacts will be reduced to a less than significant level.  No additional analysis 
or research is necessary to identify measures to reduce construction noise-related impacts 
to less than significant levels. 

Response to Comment CON-9:  Construction – Trench Covering 

The description of trench covering for the various alignments under consideration is 
provided in the Draft EIR; for example, in page 5-43 it is noted that the Pacific Avenue 
alignment would involve both the open-trench construction and tunnel-boring. The EIR 
further notes that the “temporary localized impacts on the transportation system would 
occur due to the combined effects of additional construction traffic and closure of travel 
lanes on roadways, leading to reductions in roadway capacity.”  The analysis provided in 
the EIR notes that the “open-trench method would be performed to construct the Pacific 
Avenue alignment in Marina Del Rey, beginning at the VPP on Hurricane Street, 
proceeding west to Pacific Avenue, and turning south and proceeding along Pacific 
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Avenue and ending at the receiving shaft for the tunnel-boring construction at the 
southern end of Pacific Avenue on vacant land west of the Los Angeles County parking 
lot.” 
 
The potential construction-related impacts to local streets and circulation due to the cut-
and-cover construction method can be reduced to less than significant levels by the 
implementation of mitigation measures identified in the EIR, including TRA-1, TRA-2 
and TRA-3.  The combined effects of these three mitigation measures would reduce 
potential significant impacts to a less than significant level by requiring that the City 
prepare for each construction site a construction traffic management plan, and that the 
plan be prepared and submitted to the City Department of Transportation for review and 
approval prior to the start of any construction work. 
 
In conclusion, the EIR addresses the issue of construction impacts, including trench 
covering methods, providing an analysis and documentation of the impact and identified 
mitigation measures so that the potential impact is reduced to a less than significant level. 
 
Response to Comment EIR-1:  Recirculation of EIR 

CEQA requires the recirculation of a EIR in cases in which the EIR needs to be revised 
extensively to address substantial new information that may require additional analysis, 
to provide additional analysis of issues not addressed in the EIR, when there are 
substantial changes in the project description, and when there have been errors in the 
noticing and distribution of the EIR for public review.  None of these reasons for 
recirculation of the EIR are relevant to this EIR.  As shown in the comments on the 
adequacy of the EIR and in these responses to comments, no additional analysis is 
required to respond to comments; these responses to comments on the EIR result in 
clarification of information already contained in the EIR and do not require any 
substantive change in the project description or the analysis of issues addressed in the 
EIR. 

Response to Comment EIR-2:  Extend Review Period of EIR 

CEQA specifies a minimum review period of 30 days for a Draft EIR.  For this project, 
and as permitted by CEQA, the City provided a longer review period of 45 days.  In 
addition, the public review and the opportunity to provide comments to the City on the 
adequacy of the Draft EIR also included the public hearing on the Draft EIR, which was 
held on February 23, 2006.  In essence, the public was provided ample opportunities to 
review and comment on the Draft EIR.  In addition, and again consistent with CEQA, the 
City would hold public hearings on this Final EIR. This process provides additional time 
for public review and comments on the EIR, and proposed Responses to Comments well 
beyond the 45-day review period for the EIR.   

Response to Comment EIR-3:  Piecemeal CEQA Analysis 

The EIR has been prepared consistent with the state’s CEQA Guidelines that ensure that 
impact analysis in not piecemeal, but is comprehensive in both the description of the 
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proposed project and the analysis of impacts.  Specifically, the City prepared an Initial 
Study to identify potential environmental impacts; this analysis provided the basis for the 
City to identify potentially significant impacts and also provided a basis for the Notice of 
Preparation (NOP) of the EIR.  The Initial Study was also used by the City in the public 
scoping meetings for preparation of the EIR.  Both the NOP and the public scoping 
meeting provided opportunities for public comment on the range of environmental issues 
to be analyzed in the EIR.  The EIR provides analysis of all issues identified in the Initial 
Study as well issues identified by public agencies in response to the NOP and issues 
identified by the public at the public scoping meeting.  For example, at the scoping 
meeting the public requested that the EIR address the issue of risk to pedestrians and 
bicyclists during the cut-and-cover phase of project construction.  This issue is evaluated 
in the EIR.  The impact analysis is not piecemeal nor is it selective. The project 
description provides a substantial description of the project’s objectives, needs and 
purpose, an identification of alternatives to achieve the objectives and analysis of the 
alternatives, and all other requirements of CEQA.  Based on the project description, no 
analysis has been deferred.  

One commentor has suggested that the proposed project is part of a larger project, the 
continued development of 3-4 story residential development in Venice. This new 
development is consistent with the General Plan for the area.  The General Plan has been 
subject to previous environmental review, prior to its adoption. The environmental effects 
of the 3-4 story residential development now occurring in the Venice area were analyzed 
the General Plan EIR. Thus, the Venice Force Main Project does not represent piecemeal 
CEQA analysis of the larger General Plan build-out.     

Response to Comment EIR-4:  Mitigation Measures 

The state’s CEQA Guidelines allow lead agencies to substitute mitigation measures 
during project’s development.  In brief, a lead agency, such as the City of Los Angeles, 
may substitute one mitigation measure for another if: (a) the new measure is equivalent or 
more effective; (b) the City considers the matter at a public hearings; and (c) the City 
adopts a written finding that the new measure is equivalent or more effective, and that the 
new mitigation measure would not cause a significant effect.  At this time no substitution 
is proposed or is being considered.  The mitigation measures provided in the EIR are the 
measures that the City proposes to implement to reduce project-related impacts to less 
than significant levels. 

Response to Comment EMG-1: Emergency Access 

At the public workshop conducted by the City during the scoping period for the EIR the 
issue of emergency access during construction was raised by several people.  The EIR 
acknowledges that during construction roadways may be narrowed to accommodate 
construction equipment and that lanes may be closed on a temporary basis.  To address 
this, the EIR includes a mitigation measure to ensure that emergency access is not 
interrupted during project construction; specifically, mitigation measure TRA-2 provides 
that: 
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“A site-specific construction work site traffic control plan shall be prepared for 
each construction site and submitted to the LADOT for review and approval prior 
to the start of any construction work. This plan shall include such elements as the 
location of any lane closures, restricted hours during which lane closures would 
not be allowed, local traffic detours, protective devices and traffic controls (such 
as barricades, cones, flagmen, lights, warning beacons, temporary traffic signals, 
warning signs), access to abutting properties, and provisions to maintain 
emergency access through construction work areas.”   

 
With this measure, potential adverse impacts would be reduced to a less than significant 
level and no further analysis or mitigation is necessary.  No additional analysis is 
necessary to describe the potential impacts of the project on emergency access. 

Response to Comment FLD-1:  Flooding 

Flooding is a potential event throughout the City during major storms. Low-lying coastal 
areas and communities, such as Venice, are especially subject to flooding.  The proposed 
project would not affect existing areas subject to flooding, nor increase the amount of 
water that would aggravate or increase flooding risks, frequency or areas subject to 
flooding by contributing to surface water sources. The project would not increase the 
impervious ground coverage in the area which could contribute to flooding.  The existing 
force main and the proposed new force main are underground utilities and the proposed 
project would be protected from the effects of surface flooding. In extreme and unusual 
circumstances, the VPP may be shut-down in major flooding events. Therefore, the risks 
to the project from flooding, and the risks to the community of an increased flooding risk 
due to the project, would be less than significant. 

In conclusion, the analysis provided in the EIR provides a detailed description of current 
conditions and conditions during construction of the project and following project 
completion. No additional analysis or research is necessary regarding flooding impacts in 
the project area. 

Response to Comment GEO-1: Geology – Settling and Dewatering 

Page 5-75 of the Draft EIR provide a description of the potential for settling/landslides in 
the area and potential effects on the proposed project.  As noted in the Draft EIR the: 
 

“The potential for landslides induced by seismic shaking is not anticipated to pose 
a significant seismic hazard to the proposed Project. The proposed Project lies in a 
relatively flat-lying area where landslides would not be expected to occur. In 
addition, the Potential Liquefaction Hazard Zone map for the Venice quadrangle, 
referenced as Figure 5.6-4, indicates that the Project elements do not lie within 
areas designated as having the potential for earthquake-induced land sliding 
(CDMG, 1999). These are areas where previous occurrence of landslide 
movement, or local topographic, geologic, geotechnical and subsurface water 
conditions indicate a potential for permanent ground displacement during a 
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seismic event. Landslides from other mechanisms are discussed further in this 
section.” 

 
To reduce the risk of landslides related to the project; the following mitigation measures 
have been identified in the Draft EIR (page 5-76) with emphasis added to note the 
specific relationship to landslides and settling: 

“GEO-2 Liquefaction and Differential Seismic Settlement – Mitigation 
measures with respect to liquefaction and differential seismic settlement 
hazards are considered necessary for the proposed Project. Site-specific 
geotechnical and geological investigations that focus on these potential hazards 
will be performed as part of the design studies. Design and construction of the 
proposed Project will include mitigation measures, such as flexible connections 
that can accommodate differential settlement, compaction grouting to densify 
the soils, or structural anchors to secure the pipeline. The mitigation measures will 
reduce impacts from liquefaction and differential seismic settlement to less than 
significant.” 

 
Regarding dewatering, the Draft EIR’s analysis (see pages 5-74 and 5-75) notes that:  
 

“… dewatering of the excavations made during construction of the proposed 
Project could result in potentially damaging subsidence adjacent to the 
construction area. The Project area is in proximity of the Playa Del Rey oil field, 
which is used by the Southern California Gas Company as a natural gas storage 
facility. Although a detailed study has not been performed for this report, it is 
anticipated that the continued operations at the natural gas storage facility would 
not result in measurable subsidence in the Project area, barring such extraction in 
the future. Because of the potential for subsidence to occur as a result of 
construction dewatering, subsidence is considered a potential geologic hazard to 
the proposed Project.” 

 
The mitigation measure relating specifically to subsidence and dewatering-related 
impacts is as follows: 
 

“GEO-3 Subsidence – Mitigation measures with respect to subsidence as a result 
of construction dewatering are considered necessary for the proposed Project. 
Site-specific geotechnical and geological investigations that focus on this 
potential hazard will be performed as part of the design studies. Design and 
construction of the proposed Project will include mitigation measures, such as a 
watertight excavation support system to minimize groundwater pumping or 
constructing the pipeline in a “wet” excavation. The mitigation measures will 
reduce impacts from subsidence to less than significant.” 

 
In conclusion, the EIR addresses the issues of settling and landslides, providing 
documentation and analysis of the potential risk, and identifying mitigation measures so 
that the potential impact is reduced to a less than significant level. 
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Response to Comment GEO-2:  Geology - Liquefaction 

The identification of liquefaction as a project-related risk was identified by the City in the 
proposed project’s Initial Study.  The City’s Venice Community Plan identified 
liquefaction as a risk to persons and property, including the proposed project and similar 
utilities, The EIR provides and extensive discussion of liquefaction potential in the 
Venice community and the potential effect of liquefaction on the proposed project.   
 
The description of the liquefaction risk in the Draft EIR (page 5-74) provides a clear 
analysis for the public and decision-makers of the potential risk.  As noted in the Draft 
EIR: 
 

“Liquefaction is defined as significant and relatively sudden reduction in stiffness 
and shear strength of saturated sandy soils caused by a seismically induced 
increase in pore water pressures. Recent geotechnical studies performed for the 
proposed project encountered saturated sandy soils at relatively shallow depths 
along most of the Pacific Avenue alignment (URS, 2000a; 2000b). Standard 
Penetration Test (SPT) blow counts indicate the consistency of some of these 
sandy soils is relatively loose and therefore prone to liquefaction. 

 
“The California Geological Survey has identified the project area as being in a 
potential liquefaction hazard zone (CDMG, 1999). Because of the combination of 
sands and shallow groundwater in the project area, liquefaction is considered a 
significant potential seismic hazard along all of the alternative alignments for the 
Project.” 

 
In addition, the EIR (page 5-74) notes that: 
 

“The potential for landslides induced by seismic shaking is not anticipated to pose 
a significant seismic hazard to the proposed Project. The proposed Project lies in a 
relatively flat-lying area where landslides would not be expected to occur. In 
addition, the Potential Liquefaction Hazard Zone map for the Venice quadrangle, 
referenced as Figure 5.6-4, indicates that the Project elements do not lie within 
areas designated as having the potential for earthquake-induced land sliding 
(CDMG, 1999). These are areas where previous occurrence of landslide 
movement, or local topographic, geologic, geotechnical and subsurface water 
conditions indicate a potential for permanent ground displacement during a 
seismic event.“ 

 
The Draft EIR (page 5-76) identifies two mitigation measures that address the potential 
significant impact of liquefaction on the proposed project: 
 

“GEO-2 Liquefaction and Differential Seismic Settlement –Mitigation 
measures with respect to liquefaction and differential seismic settlement hazards 
are considered necessary for the proposed Project. Site-specific geotechnical and 
geological investigations that focus on these potential hazards would be 
performed as part of the design studies. Design and construction of the proposed 
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Project would include mitigation measures, such as flexible connections that can 
accommodate differential settlement, compaction grouting to densify the soils, or 
structural anchors to secure the pipeline. The mitigation measures would reduce 
impacts from liquefaction and differential seismic settlement to less than 
significant.  

 
“GEO-3 Subsidence –Mitigation measures with respect to subsidence as a result 
of construction dewatering are considered necessary for the proposed Project. 
Site-specific geotechnical and geological investigations that focus on this 
potential hazard will be performed as part of the design studies. Design and 
construction of the proposed Project will include mitigation measures, such as a 
watertight excavation support system to minimize groundwater pumping or 
constructing the pipeline in a “wet” excavation.  The mitigation measures will 
reduce impacts from subsidence to less than significant.” 

 
With the implementation of proper engineering practices and mitigation measures prior to 
and during construction, no unavoidable or adverse impacts on the geologic footprint of 
this area from the project are expected.  In addition, cumulative impacts on the geologic 
footprint of this area are not expected from the project with the implementation of proper 
engineering practices and mitigation measure prior to and during construction.  No 
additional analysis is necessary to address the potential impact, nor are additional 
mitigation measures necessary to reduce the potential liquefaction impacts to less than 
significant levels. 
 
In conclusion, the analysis provided in the EIR provides a detailed description of current 
conditions and conditions during construction and following project completion. No 
additional analysis or research is necessary regarding liquefaction, seismic settlement and 
subsidence impacts in the project area. 

Response to Comment GEO-3:  Geology - Seismic 

As with the analysis provided in the EIR of liquefaction risk (see previous response to 
Comment GEO-2), the EIR provides extensive analysis and documentation of seismic 
risks to the project and the surrounding area.  The EIR documents that the potential 
seismic risks are potentially significant and require mitigation measures.  The following 
measure is proposed to mitigate potentially significant geologic hazards to less than 
significant levels for the project components. No unavoidable adverse impacts that cannot 
be mitigated have been identified for any of the project components. The mitigation 
measure is more accurately described as a project design feature and is presented in the 
Draft EIR (page 5-75), and are repeated again below for clarity: 
 

“GEO-1 Earthquake Ground Shaking –The proposed Project and associated 
facilities will likely be subjected to moderate or strong earthquake motions in 
their lifetime. The components of the proposed project will be designed and 
constructed to the seismic design requirements for ground shaking specified in the 
UBC for Seismic Zone 4 at a minimum. Proper design and construction of the 
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Project components will reduce impacts from ground shaking to less than 
significant.” 

 

Response to Comment GRWTH-1:  Growth-inducing Impacts 

As required by CEQA, the EIR provides an analysis of the potential for the project to 
induce growth in the area.  In simple terms, a project would induce growth if an obstacle 
or barrier to future growth is removed.  That is not the case with the proposed new force 
main from the VPP.  As noted in the Draft EIR discussion of growth-inducing impacts 
(Section, 7.1 Growth-Inducing Impacts), Section 15126.2(d) of the CEQA Guidelines 
requires a discussion of the growth-inducing impacts of the proposed project. Growth-
inducing impacts are secondary, or indirect, impacts that could occur as a result of the 
project that are manifested as changes in land use patterns, population density and growth 
rates, as well as related effects on traffic, public services, air, water, biological and other 
environmental resources. Over the past several decades, the Bureau of Engineering has 
designed and constructed numerous wastewater conveyance system projects. The issue of 
potential growth inducement resulting from an increase in sewer conveyance capacity has 
been raised in the past by various individuals and organizations. The primary issue is 
whether the provision of sewer capacity induces growth, which would otherwise not 
occur.  
 
The proposed project would not change permitted land use in the community and 
surrounding areas; the project is the construction of new force main from the VPP to the 
Hyperion Treatment Plant.  The size of the proposed force main is based on the existing 
and projected flow of sewage from the VPP and is not based on achieving an increase in 
capacity to address future growth that is not consistent with the City of Los Angeles’ land 
use plans for the area.  The development of land in the City is governed by the land use 
and zoning designations of particular parcels. Unless conditional use permits, density 
transfers or variances are obtained from the Planning Department, development must 
conform to the type and density designated for that parcel. Zoning reflects the land use 
policies contained in the General Plan. Again, no change in the permitted land uses, or 
density of development, is part of the proposed project. 
 
As noted in the Draft EIR (see Section 7.1, page 7-1), the decision of a land owner to 
develop a single parcel or numerous parcels of land may be based on personal or 
economic reasons. Whether personal, economic or both, the availability of wastewater 
conveyance capacity is not likely to be a consideration in the decision to develop. Once 
the decision to develop a parcel has been made, permission to connect to the wastewater 
collection system must be obtained as part of the building permit process. A sewer 
connection permit can only be obtained if adequate capacity to serve the proposed 
development is available. Sewer connection and other building permit fees are charged in 
proportion to the density of development proposed. The high sewer connection fees and 
other building permit fees associated with the most intensive levels of development 
increase the costs of developing land in the City and can be considered economic 
disincentives to development. In a mature, urbanized area such as Los Angeles which is 
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adequately served by sewage treatment facilities, the provision of wastewater conveyance 
capacity would not induce land development that would not otherwise occur. 
 
Wastewater conveyance capacity is required to accommodate the increases in wastewater 
flows associated with the population increases. The provision of wastewater conveyance 
capacity would neither induce natural population growth nor in-migration. The Southern 
California Association of Governments (SCAG), the regional planning agency, has 
established the policy that conveyance systems, including interceptors, are not subject to 
its air quality conformity procedures, because of the absence of their effects on 
population growth. 
 
SCAG, which includes the City of Los Angeles among its member jurisdictions, has 
prepared the Regional Comprehensive Plan and Guide and the Growth Management Plan. 
These plans address regional growth and related issues. In addition, the City of Los 
Angeles’ General Plan governs land use development within its jurisdiction.  
 
The Los Angeles City Planning Department revised the General Plan and the new plan, 
termed the “General Plan Framework,” is intended to balance land use development, 
transportation, projected future population and projected future employment within the 
City of Los Angeles. Wastewater conveyance capacity is an infrastructure component of 
the urban environment that is necessary to safely accommodate the needs of existing and 
future populations.  
 
In conclusion, the analysis provided in the EIR provides a detailed description of current 
water quality conditions, future conditions during construction of the project and 
following project completion and no additional analysis is necessary regarding 
construction-related wastewater related growth inducing impacts.   
 
Response to Comment GRWTH-2:  Hyperion Plant 
 
The commentor asks if the Hyperion Plant can handle the increased flows of the sewer 
line in the context of the large expansive housing projects that the City continues to 
approve.  As noted in response to comment GRWTH-1, above, and in the EIR the 
provision of wastewater conveyance capacity, in and of itself, would not induce 
population growth or land use development. Rather, wastewater conveyance capacity 
would allow population growth to occur consistent with the City’s adopted General Plan 
Framework while minimizing sewage spills and the associated environmental and health 
and safety problems. Future land uses would be at densities consistent with the 
Framework and generally not occur in densities higher than those allowed by the City’s 
land use planning process. Any development projects beyond the scope of the City’s 
General Plan would undergo subsequent environmental analysis (including analysis of 
impacts to the wastewater system) and would have to be approved by the City Council. In 
wastewater planning, the sizing of collection and treatment facilities, as well as the 
system’s overall configuration, is dependent on the future system-wide flow and the 
distribution of that flow within the system. The VPP Dual Force Main Project would not 
induce growth in population or changes in land use which would not otherwise occur. No 
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significant growth-inducing impacts are, therefore, associated with the project and no 
additional research or analysis is necessary to address this issue. 
 
Response to Comment NOI-1:  Noise – Noise Curtain Mitigation Measures 
 
The Draft EIR analyzes the noise and vibration impacts that would result from project 
construction (see Section 5.10.3 beginning on page 5-119).  The construction phase 
would produce significant noise impacts on sensitive receptors in the vicinity of 
construction.  To address these impacts, several mitigation measures are recommended 
(see Draft EIR, page 5-128).  With the implementation of these mitigation measures, 
noise and vibration impacts would be reduced to a less than significant level.  Other 
mitigation measures, such as the noise curtain recommended in this comment, are not 
necessary to mitigate impacts that would otherwise be mitigated by less costly and even 
more effective measures.  Therefore, no additional research or analysis is necessary to 
identify measures to reduce construction noise-related impacts to less than significant 
levels. 
 
Response to Comment NOI-2:  Noise – Pacific Avenue Noise Mitigation Measures 
 
Potential project-related noise impacts are analyzed in detail in the EIR.  The Draft EIR 
(page 5-118) notes that existing City noise requirements and standards would be met 
during the project’s construction. 
 

“If any Project alignment alternative exceeded the relevant noise criteria for 
impact, then noise abatement actions would be considered. Noise from any 
Project alignment alternative, that is predicted to exceed the criteria for impact 
under CEQA, would result in a significant adverse effect. In such a case, 
feasible/effective noise mitigation measures would need to be considered. If 
feasible/effective mitigation actions were not available, then unavoidable adverse 
impacts would occur if the particular alternative were to be selected.” 
 

To ensure that the City’s noise standards are met during project construction, mitigation 
measures are provided in the EIR that are applicable to all project alternatives, including 
both alternative alignments and alternative construction methods. The Pacific Avenue 
alignment alternative, if selected by the City, would be subject to noise mitigation 
measures NOI-1 to NOI-9.  These measures would reduce potential significant impacts to 
less than significant levels.  No additional analysis is necessary to identify, analyze and 
mitigate noise impacts from the proposed project. 
 
Response to Comment OS-1:  Open Space – Mitigation 

Section 5.9.1 of the Draft EIR describes existing land uses in the project area, clearly 
describing the open space resources present (such as the beach, the lagoon, and other 
water ways).  Specifically, the Draft EIR notes that: “Existing land uses within the 
Venice area, extending north from Via Marina Way on the south, consist of six major 
land-use designations: single- and multi-family residential, commercial, industrial, open 
space, and public utilities. The proposed alignments north of the Marina Del Rey Channel 
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and on the southeast side of the Ballona Lagoon are in areas zoned single and multi-
family residential. Areas to the west are zoned open space along the Ballona Lagoon and 
low to medium residential. The area surrounding the VPP is primarily zoned multi-family 
residential to the north, and open space on the south along the Ballona Lagoon. Along the 
alternative alignments south of the channel, and under consideration by the City, the 
zoning is also primarily residential and light commercial.”   
 
The analysis presented in Section 5.9.3 notes that “Because this is a municipal project 
providing improvements to public facilities through the City of Los Angeles Department 
of Public Works, this Project would adhere to all local and regional regulatory 
requirements necessary for the construction of the sewer.”  The impact analysis further 
notes that the “Project is not a land use, nor does it require a change/variance in land use; 
therefore, there are no impacts to land uses within the Project areas.”  The analysis 
concludes that the “Project could impose temporary construction impacts in the Coastal 
Transportation Corridor Specific Plan area due to construction-related transport to and 
from construction areas north of the Marina Del Rey/Ballona Lagoon channels.”   
 
In conclusion, there would be no loss of open space during project construction and no 
mitigation measures are, therefore, proposed or required.   
 
Response to Comment PRMT-1:  Permitting 
 
Section 1.6 of the Draft EIR provides an extensive list of permits for the proposed project 
in Table 1.6-1. The list of permits includes permits that are necessary for all alignments 
and construction alternatives evaluated in the EIR, including permits necessary for the 
Pacific Avenue alignment. 
 
Response to Comment PROJ-1:  Project Related – Project Life 

The existing force main is nearly 50 years old.  One objective of the proposed project is 
to supplement that existing force main with a new line that has more carrying capacity 
but which would also be more reliable in handling maximum flows without leaking or 
breaking which would result in significant contamination of the area’s groundwater and 
surface water resources.  The Department of Public Works anticipates the new force main 
would have a life-span greater than 50 years. Following development of the new force 
main the Department would be able to inspect the existing line to determine what repairs 
can be made to extend its life further.  With the proposed project, adequate carrying 
capacity would be provided for more than 50 years.  There is little likelihood that 
additional construction to the force mains would be necessary for at least 50 years.  
Therefore, the impacts identified and analyzed in the EIR are the only impacts that can be 
reasonably foreseen at this time. 

Response to Comment PROJ-2: Project Related – Capacity of Force Main 

The EIR provides detailed information regarding the capacity of the existing force main, 
the capacity of the proposed new force main and the reasons why the City has proposed 
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the use of a tandem system of forces mains from the Venice Pumping Plan.  As noted on 
page 2-1 and page 2-5 of the Draft EIR: 
 

“The VPP is the largest pumping plant in the City of Los Angeles. It collects 
sewage from the coastal areas of the City through an existing 48-inch pipeline and 
transports it to the Hyperion Treatment Plant in Playa Del Rey (see Figure 2.2-1). 
Over the years, the existing pipeline that conveys sewage to the treatment plant 
has gradually approached maximum capacity placing substantial strain on the 
system forcing the water level in the wet-well of the VPP basement to rise. 
 
“The City of Los Angeles first identified the need for additional sewer capacity 
during the heavy storms of 1995 when sewage and infiltrated storm water in the 
sewage system exceeded the capacity of the existing 48-inch line, creating a 
potentially serious human and environmental health risk. Although the pumping 
plant had all five pumps running during peak rainfall, the existing downstream 
sewer force main that runs along the beach could only handle approximately 60 
percent of the flows that would otherwise run through the pumps - serving as a 
bottleneck in the system. The amount of sewage and infiltrated storm water in the 
sewage system exceeded its capacity, forcing the water level in the wet-well of 
the VPP to rise. In an effort to prevent potential sewage spillage as a result of an 
overload situation, the City proposes to install an additional 54-inch pipeline to 
convey the flows.” 

 
Based on these events that clearly indicate the need for the City to address the capacity of 
the existing force main, the City proposes the Venice Force Main project.  As further 
noted on page 2-5 of the Draft EIR: 
 

“In addition to the need to provide pipeline capacity to manage peak flows, the 
new 54-inch force main would be used in tandem with the existing force main; 
together, the two force mains would provide the necessary capacity to meet 
current and future peak wet weather flow demands. The project’s intent is to 
construct a second force main to be used in tandem with the existing force main 
for the purpose of fulfilling two objectives: expand the capacity of the Coastal 
Interceptor Sewer’s force main segment from the VPP to a connection in Playa 
Del Rey in the vicinity of Waterview Street, such that all projected wet weather 
flows can be safely conveyed without future threats of spilling onto city streets 
and adjacent surface waters; and to provide force main redundancy to allow for 
maintenance and rehabilitation of the existing force main and future reciprocal 
cleaning of each force main during dry weather periods.” 

 
In addition, a critical consideration by the Department of Public Works is the recognition 
that “the existing 48-inch pipeline was built in 1958 and has been in continuous operation 
since then. The installation of the proposed 54-inch force main would provide bypassing 
capability allowing repair and maintenance of the existing pipeline, which is currently not 
possible” (page 2.5 of the Draft EIR). 
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In conclusion, the information provided in the EIR clearly describes the reasons why the 
City is proposing to increase the capacity of force mains from the VPP.  No additional 
analysis is necessary to describe the purpose of the project, its benefits and its 
characteristics. 
 
Response to Comment PROJ-3:  Project Related:  Sewage Spill Plans 

The proposed project seeks to reduce the existing risk of sewage spills (discharge) that 
may result from the existing force main.  First, as noted in the Draft EIR (see Section 7.1, 
page 7-3) “it is technically infeasible that completion of the proposed Project, within any 
of the proposed three alternative locations, would cause any unwarranted discharge that 
would affect the current surface water quality condition. Unless there is a catastrophic 
event (e.g., high magnitude earthquake) the proposed Project is designed to provide 
additional mitigation of possible sewage spills from the existing pumping station/sewer 
main system. Additional wastewater conveyance capacity would allow population growth 
to occur within the General Plan Framework while minimizing sewage spills and the 
associated environmental, health and safety problems.  
 
Second, the Department of Public Works requires that all construction projects include 
requirements that the contractor meet all applicable, local, state and federal requirements 
to reduce the risk of spills and/or discharge during project construction.  This is a contract 
provision that is supervised by the City on all construction contractors.  No additional 
information or analysis is necessary to illustrate or demonstrate how the City would 
impose conditions to ensure that sewage spills and/or discharge related impacts would not 
occur during project construction.  

Response to Comment PROJ-4:  Project Related:  Sewer Capacity 

See previous responses to comments PROJ-2 regarding the need to ensure adequate 
capacity of the force mains from the VPP.  In addition, the project is limited to 
construction and operation of an additional force main from the VPP.  The project does 
not provide for additional sewer capacity in the project area nor is the project proposing 
increasing the capacity of the City’s wastewater treatment system, specifically the 
Hyperion Treatment Plant.   

Response to Comment PROJ-5:  Project Related – Project Updates 

The comments relate to the public’s interest in being kept informed of the status of the 
project’s planning, design and construction.  Although not a CEQA-related requirement 
nor necessary to reduce or otherwise mitigate environmental impacts, the City would 
make available to the public brief summaries of project status and periodic mitigating 
monitoring reports completed by City staff that would indicate status of the project’s 
progress, the status of the mitigation measures as they are implemented, and the 
remaining work to be completed by the City and/or its construction contractor. 

Response to Comment PROJ-6:  Project Related – Safety Concerns  
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The EIR addresses a wide variety of issues identified through the City’s preparation of 
the Initial Study (provided in full in Appendix A to the Draft EIR) and issues raised by 
the public at the scoping sessions/workshops prior to the preparation of the EIR.  There 
are a variety of safety concerns; for example, in a broad sense, the protection of the area’s 
biological communities and habitat is a safety concern.  Specific mitigation measures 
have been identified to reduce those impacts to less than significant levels.  Further safety 
concerns relate to seismic risks and these too have been analyzed in the EIR and 
mitigation measures have been identified to reduce or mitigate these impacts to less than 
significant levels.  The EIR also describes construction activities, such as exposed 
trenches and the presence of construction equipment in the project area.  Again, 
mitigation measures have been identified to reduce safety-related issues to less than 
significant levels.  As a result, the issue of public safety has been addressed among the 
full spectrum of environmental issues and mitigation measures have been identified to 
reduce safety-related risks to less than significant levels.  No additional research or 
analysis is necessary to address this issue. 

Response to Comment PROJ-7:  Project Related – Project/Alternatives Cost 
Information 

The purpose of an environmental impact report is to identify and evaluate the 
environmental effects of the propose project, to identify means to mitigate those impacts, 
to address alternatives which would meet most of the project objectives and would reduce 
environmental effects, and above all else, to provide the public and decision-makers with 
information about the project and project impacts.  An environmental impact report is not 
a cost-benefit study, nor is it intended to provide a detailed cost analysis of the project 
and project alternatives.  Specifically, the effects analyzed under CEQA must be related 
to a physical change in the environment.  Economic and social effects, including costs 
associated with the proposed project and its alternatives, are not considered 
environmental effects under CEQA (CEQA Guidelines Section 15064, 15131, et al.).  
These effects need to be considered in EIRs only if they would lead to an environmental 
effect.  The order of magnitude cost estimates provided in the EIR are intended to give 
the public and decision-makers information on the comparative feasibility of the 
alternatives. The EIR, therefore, does not provide information beyond that required by 
CEQA and no additional information is provided in the Final EIR. 

Response to Comment PROJ-8:  County Facilities 

The proposed project would not require modification to County facilities or operations in 
the area, such as the in the unincorporated Marina Del Rey area.  The County would be 
informed as the project construction progresses and would be notified of any change that 
could affect County facilities.  Permits to construct and operate the new force main are 
included in the EIR and, as required for the permits, the County would be notified. 

Response to Comment TAX-1:  Property Tax Relief 

The costs to plan, design, engineer and construct the proposed new force main would be 
born entirely by the City of Los Angeles’ Department of Public Works.  It has long been 
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the policy of the City not to provide tax relief to businesses, neighbors, residents and 
property owners in proximity to a public works projects in the form of property tax relief 
or other monetary compensation for environmental effects of City projects.  Rather, as 
identified in the EIR, it is the City’s responsibility to pay for the implementation of the 
mitigation measures to reduce adverse impacts to less than significant levels where 
feasible. The implementation of the mitigation measures would reduce impacts to 
acceptable levels.  As a result, there would be no impacts anticipated from the proposed 
project that would create financial hardship on the area’s businesses, residents and 
property owners and no property tax relieve is proposed. 

Response to Comment TRA-1:  Traffic 

The comments raise questions regarding the breadth of the traffic impact analysis 
provided in the EIR and if the analysis accounts for the specific characteristics of the 
local street system.  As described in the Draft EIR (see Circulation, Traffic and 
Transportation, Section 5.4.1, Environmental Setting), the analysis is based on the 
existing street network in the area, the current traffic conditions (volume and capacity), 
and proposed improvements to the street system.  The issues raised in this comment are 
addressed in this section of the EIR.  Based on the existing street network, the impacts of 
the proposed project — particularly the short-term construction impacts of the alternative 
non-beach alignments — are addressed in detail, including description of potential street 
and/or lane closures during construction on vehicles, bicyclists and pedestrians.  The 
potentially significant short-term construction-related traffic impacts can be reduced to a 
less than significant level by the circulation and traffic mitigation measures in the Draft 
EIR (see Section 5.4.4, beginning on page 5-50).  In conclusion, the concerns raised in 
the comments are consistent with the impacts identified and analyzed in the EIR and 
these impacts can be mitigated to less than significant levels. 

Response to Comment WQ-1:  Water Quality 

One of the objectives of the proposed project is to reduce the potential contamination of 
the local surface and subsurface water resources that may occur from sewage spills, leaks 
and, in an extreme case, a break in the existing main leading from the VPP to the 
Hyperion Treatment Plant.  The existing main from the VPP is old and may collapse or 
rupture creating substantial contamination of the local ground and/or surface water.  
 
As noted in the EIR, all proposed alternatives would cause similar construction and 
operations impact to the project boundary and adjacent area. The completed project 
would be in compliance with the NPDES Municipal Separate Storm Sewer System 
(MS4) Permit and meet the necessary sanitary sewer service standards. Without the 
installment of the new sanitary sewer main, the current sanitary system would continue to 
deteriorate and run a high risk of overflowing the system, causing a potential break in the 
system, and causing a potential health risk to the local waterways. From a hydrology and 
water quality perspective, all alternatives cause a similar temporary disturbance to the 
current site conditions. All three proposed alignments cross under the Marina Del Rey 
Channel and Ballona Creek via tunneling, and the Marquesas Way alignment crosses 
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under the Grand Canal via tunneling. Tunneling would occur below the bottom of these 
waterways, and have no effect on the waterways. 
 
The following mitigation measure to the project contained in the EIR would minimize the 
proposed Project’s impacts on water quality and hydrologic conditions. 
 

• H/WQ-1 Appropriate Best Management Practices (BMP) measures (sandbags, 
plastic lining covering storm water inlets, temporary detentions basins, etc.) 
would be implemented during the construction period to retain excavated soil 
material on site and minimize the potential risk of contaminated soil being 
removed off site. Also, monitoring activities would be conducted during the 
installation of the BMP measures and throughout the construction period. 

 
Provided that all federal, state, and local regulations pertaining to project activities are 
followed accordingly and storm water prevention plans are implemented and monitored, 
then the potential for significant or long-term adverse impacts would be avoidable. 
In conclusion, the analysis provided in the EIR provides a detailed description of current 
water quality conditions, future conditions during construction of the project and 
following project completion.  No additional analysis is necessary regarding 
construction-related water quality issues or impacts.  Moreover, as noted in the EIR, the 
project area is not within a sensitive environmental setting. Change to the existing site 
conditions would be temporary and the site would be restored back to a similar pre-
construction condition. Pre- and post-construction hydrologic conditions would be similar 
and any change in condition would be minimal. All proposed alternatives have similar 
construction applications and procedures. Therefore, there are no foreseen hydrologic or 
water quality cumulative or secondary impacts. 
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12.0 CLARIFICATIONS AND REVISIONS 
 

This section of the Final EIR is intended to clarify certain elements of the Draft EIR and 
to identify revisions made after circulation of the draft.   

12.1 CLARIFICATIONS 
The Environmental Impacts Summary Table presented in the Executive Summary (Table 
3.3-1) is intended to provide a simpler and clearer summary than provided in the Impact 
Analysis Table published in the Draft EIR (Table 6.3-1).   

 

12.2 REVISIONS 
During internal review, we discovered that some pages were omitted from Appendix A 
(Notice of Preparation), C (Air Quality Analysis) and D (Biological Resources), which 
were published in Appendices Volume I.  Therefore, Appendices Volume I has been 
corrected and reissued with a cover date of December 2007.   This correction does not 
introduce new information, since the information in the appendices was presented in the 
Draft EIR volume itself.  In fact, we received no comments from reviewers expressing 
concern about the missing pages. 
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